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[Chapter 23, Stat. L., 1895.]

[AN ACT Providing for the public printing and binding and the distribution of public

documents.]
• • * * • . • •

Section 73, paragi'aph 2 :

The Annual Report of the Secretary of Agriculture shall hereafter be sub-

mitted and printed in two parts, as follows : Part One, which shall contain

purely business and executive matter which it is necessary for tlie Secretary to

submit to the President and Congress ; Part Two, which shall contain such

reports from the different Bureaus and Divisions, and such papers prepai'ed by
their special agents, accompanied by suitable illustrations, as shall, in the

opinion of the Secretary, be specially suited to interest and instruct the farmers

of the country, and to include a general report of the operations of the Depart-

ment for their information. There shall be printed of Part One, one thousand

copies for the Senate, two thousand copies for the House, and three thousand

copies for the Department of Agriculture ; and of Part Two, one liundred and
ten thousand copies for the use of the Senate, three hundred and sixty thousand

copies for the use of the House of Representatives, and thirty thousand copies

for the use of the Department of Agriculture, the illustrations for the same to

be executed under the supendsion of the Public Printer, in accordance with

directions of the Joint Committee on Printing, said illustrations to be subject

to, the approval of the Secretary of Agriculture; and the title of each of the said

parts shall be such as to show that such part is complete in itself.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE.

Washington, D. C, Noveviber 15^ 1920.

Sir: The farmers of America have again justified the faith of the

Nation in their ability to meet its requirements of food, feed, and

raw materials for clothing. They have produced this year, in

the face of enormous difficulties, the largest harvest in the history

of American agriculture, with a single exception. The combined

yield of the 10 principal crops is 13 per cent above the average for

the five years preceding the outbreak of the World War.
The corn crop of 3,199,000,000 bushels is unprecedented, repre-

senting more than four-fifths of the world's production. The sweet

potato crop of 106,000,000 bushels is the largest ever produced and
far in excess of that of any other year except 1919. The rice crop

of 52,000,000 bushels is one-fourth greater than the largest crop

ever before harvested. The tobacco crop of 1,476,000,000 pounds con-

siderably exceeds any previous yield. The sugar-beet crop is more
than one-third larger than the largest ever before recorded. The
grain sorghum crop of 149,000,000 bushels is 18 per cent above

that of 1919, which was itself a record crop. The potato crop of

421,000,000 bushels has been exceeded only once, and then by a A'^ery

narrow margin. The oat crop of 1,444,000,000 bushels has been

exceeded only three times, and the tame hay crop of 88,000,000

tons only twice. The apple crop of 236,000,000 bushels has been

exceeded only once, in 1914. The yields of wheat, barley, buck-

wheat, peaches, peanuts, edible dried beans, flaxseed, and cotton

are slightly below the average, but they, nevertheless, represent an

enormous volume in the aggregate. The number of all classes of

live stock on farms, although less than the number in 1919, exceeds

by 18,214,000 the average for the five years preceding the outbreak

of the Eurojoean war.

RIANY OBSTACLES ENCOUNTERED.

These remarkable results were achieved under conditions which

were decidedly disheartening at planting time. The farmers were

confronted with an unusual number of obstacles, and many of them

were formidable. The spring was late and cold and wet, threatening

to restrict the crop acreage and making it uncertain whether seed

would rot in the ground or whether those which germinated would
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reach maturity. In only 4 years of the last 37 was the pro<?ress of
plowinn^, up to May 1, so backward as in 1920. With this initial

handicap and with the prevailin*; uncertainty re<ijardin<ij weather

conditions durin<^ the growinf^ season, the farmers were discouraged.

They saw no hope of a reduction in the pi'ices of fertilizers, ma-
chiner}^, and supi^lies, which had increased greatly since 1914. In

addition, the labor supply was approximately 37 per cent short, and
wages had risen to such a point in 1919 that the farmers were ap-

palled at the thought of paying still higher wages in 1920. Many
of the men AAdio entered the military and naval services and war
industries did not return to farm work. Wages in all industries^

in trade and in transportation, increased so rapidly that their lure

became irresistible to many laborers who had thus far remained

on the farm, and they, too, were carried with the current to urban

centers. Altogether, in the spring of 1920 the American farmers

were confronted with the most difficult situation they had ever ex-

perienced.

The accompanying tables show at a glance the results of the

3'ear's agricultural operations, so far as the statistics are available,

and indicate also the extent to which farm products have entered

into our foreign trade.
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Estimated production of meat and tcool.

[The figures are In round thousands, 1. e., 000 omitted.]

Product.
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Exports of live stock from the United States.

[Bureau of Foreign an 1 Domestic Commerce, United States Department of Commorce.]

Kind. 1920

I Number.

Uorscs 18,952

Mules 8,991

Cattle 93,039

Sheep 59,155

Swine 36,107

1919

Number.

27,975

12,452

42,345

16,117

17,390

1918 1917

Number.

84, 765

28, 879

18,213

7,959

9,280

Number.

278,674

136, 689

13, 387

58,811

21,926

1916

Number.

357,553

111,915

21, 287

231,535

22,048

1915
Annual
average,

' 1910-1914
I

3 months,
July-

Septem-
ber, 1920.

Number.

289,340

65, 788

5,484

182,278

7,799

Number.

28,073

5,125

88,225

522, 505

11, 191

Number.

3,870

1,309

16, 718

4,543

13.662

CONFRONTED WITH FALLING MARKET.

After the farmers had completed their plantin<2; and harvesting op-

erations, after they had met and solved the problems of production,

they found themselves face to face with a falling market. As a

result, a situation has been brought about which may have serious

consequences, immediate and remote, to our agriculture and to the

Nation.

During all the months when the farmers were cultivating their

crops, pa5ang for labor and supplies at unusually high rates, the

prices of agricultural commodities generally remained high. In

midsummer, when the farmers' period of outlay was nearly at an end

and their income period was about to begin, a sharp decline occurred

in the prices of practically all farm products. Covering nearly

everything the farmers had to sell, it did not materially affect the

articles thej^ had to buy. For labor and materials used in harvesting

they were compelled to pay prices substantially as high as those

prevailing during planting and cultivation.

SHRINKAGE OF VALUES.

The year's output, produced at an abnormally high cost, is worth,

at current prices, $3,000,000,000 less than the smaller crop of 1919

and $1,000,000,000 less than the still smaller crop of 1918. In other

words, it is estimated that the total farm value of all crops pro-

duced in 1920 is $13,300,000,000, compared with $16,000,000,000 in

1919, $14,300,000,000 in 1918, and $13,500,000,000 in 1917. Live

stock and its products also declined to such an extent as to cause

serious losses to producers. The best estimate that can now be made
indicates that the total value of animal products in 1920 is $8,757,-

000,000, or about $200,000,000 less than in 1919. There is probably

no other industry or business that could suffer a similar experience

and avoid insolvency.
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RELATIVE PRICES OF ALL CROPS.

It is interestinf^, in this connection, to note the relative prices

during the year of all crops <?rown in the United States. On March
1 they were 22 per cent higher than on the same date last year; on
April 1, 23 per cent; on May 1, 23 per cent; on June 1, 24 per cent;

on July 1, 21 per cent; on August 1, they were the same as on August
1 a year ago; on September 1, they were 7 per cent lower than a

3'ear ago; on October 1, 14 per cent lower; and on November 1, 28

per cent lower. The prices of all crops on November 1 were 33

per cent below those prevailing Avhen the farmer planted and bore

the cost of production.

The situation may be presented in another way, using corn, cot-

ton, and wool as examples. The corn crop totals 3,199,000,000

bushels. At November 1 prices the farmers would receive for it

ap)proximately $1,500,000,000 less than what it would bring on the

basis of prices prevailing in November a year ago. The cotton crop

aggregates 12,123,000 bales. At existing prices it would lack more
than $1,000,000,000 of bringing as much as it would have brought

at 1919 prices. The wool clip, including pulled wool, amounts to

307,306,000 pounds. At prices prevailing in October, 1919, it would

have brought $153,083,000, but this year, on the basis of current

prices, it would bring $84,525,650, a reduction of about $69,000,000.

This means that the farmers of the United States, as a whole, are

not receiving adequate returns for their efforts. It means also that

the very foundation of our Nation—the stabilit}^ of our agricidture

—

is threatened, and that everything possible must be done to prevent,

or at least to lessen the effect of, the recurrence of conditions under

which large numbers of farmers conduct their operations at a loss.

The farmer must have, under ordinary conditions, a reasonable

prospect of a fair return for his labor and the use of his capital.

The science, the art, and the business of agriculture can not thrive

unless -he is suitably and profitably paid for the products of his

farm—unless he receives compensation sufficient to enable him to

continue to produce and to maintain for himself and his family

satisfactory standards of living.

NO SINGLE SOLUTION FOR SITUATION.

A sober national thought with regard to the importance, the

absolute necessity, of a sustained agriculture in this country is

imperative. There is, perhaps, no single solution for the situation

which the farmers are now facing, but there are many steps which can

and sliould be taken to place our agriculture on n more satisfactorj'

basis and to stabilize the business of farming, not in the interest of

the farmers alone but in the interest of the Nation as a whole. The
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mutter is of such tremeridous importance to our entire population that

it should be recognized everywhere as a national problem and dealt

with as such.

A\'e must adopt every feasible means to enable the farmer to

adjust himself to changes in economic conditions such as have re-

cently occurred. It ought to be a fact that, when the farms of the

country produce abundantly, the consuming public will be liberally

supplied with food at reasonable prices, the farmer taking his

profit because of large production and the consumer receiving his

increment of benefit from having available an adequate supply at

a reasonable cost. In general, we should expect it to be true that

the farmer's condition is improved in direct proportion to the num-

ber of busliels of wheat or corn or the number of bales of cotton he

produces. It frequently happens, however, that, when all farmers

have extraordinarily good crops during the same year, low prices

leave him Avorse off than he has been in other years with short crops

and high prices. One thing that would help to remedy this is some

means of carrying over to periods of low production, wherever feasi-

ble, the surplus from years of high production. More attention to

marketing and the development of the latent consumption demand in

years of large supply also would be helpful.

STUDY OP WORLD COXDITIOXS.

The Department of Agriculture has been fully alive to the existing

situation and has been keeping in close touch with market conditions,

ready at all times to render any feasible aid in reducing the losses

suffered by farmers on account of the price declines. The drop in

the price of wheat was especially sharp and it was charged, in many
quarters, that this was due to manipulation, control, or other arti-

ficial causes, as well as to the importation of Canadian wheat into

this country. You, Mr. President, therefore, asked the Federal Trade

(""ommission immediately to ascertain whether there was any basis for

this charge, and I understand that the commission is actively at work
on the problem. At the same time, you requested the Department of

Agriculture to obtain all available information regarding the world

supply of and demand for wheat, including the importation of

Canadian wheat and its probable effect on the domestic market, and

the department has proceeded vigorously with this task. Recog-

nizing, also, that the depressed market situation was due, in part at

least, to conditions following the World War and to the lack of buy-

ing power and decreased consumption in European countries, a com-

mittee was appointed in the department to canvass the entire agri-

cultural situation with the view of collecting all available data having

any bearing upon it. These data will enable us to see more clearly the

problems that lie ahead of us. As soon as the material can be brought
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together and put in satisfactory sliape, it will be published in order

that farmers may be in position to determine what the trend in the

future is likely to be and what they may do to adjust their operations

next spring to world conditions. In this work, the dej^artment has

had the cooperation of a committee representing the agricultural

colleges and experiment stations and also of representatives of farm-

ers' organizations.

MAUKETING WORK SHOULD BE EXPANDED.

We must see to it that the road between the producer and the con-

sumer is open and direct and that the farmers have a free and com-

petitive market in which to dispose of their products. "We must omit

no effort to improve our marketing machinerj^ and practices and to fur-

nish necessary market information to the farmer so that he may take

full advantage of modern business methods in the distribution of his

commodities. The Bureau of Markets, created in 1913, is devoting its

attention to the solution of the nujn v complex problems arising in con-

nection with the marketing of fa rni products. It is dealing, first of all,

with several fundamental steps which are essential to constructiA^e

work in this great undeveloped field. These include particularly the

accumulation of fundamental data regarding marketing processes and

costs; the dissemination of accurate, disinterested market informa-

tion ; the elimination, wherever practicable, of waste and unnecessary

marketing expenses; the development of standards for the grading of

farm products and the standardization of containers ; the promotion

of efficiency in the storing, handling, and shipping of farm products

;

and the regulation of marketing machinery in order to prevent any

abuses or sharp practices that may exist. Work along these lines is

being prosecuted as vigorously as possible with the available funds

and facilities, and provision has been made in the estimates, to be sub-

mitted to the Congress at its next session, for its further development

during the next fiscal year. If the necessary appropriation is

granted, special emphasis will be placed upon studies relating to the

costs of marketing and the systematic collection and dissemination

of statistics regarding the production and supply of, and demand
for, agricultural products in foreign countries.

COSTS OF MARKETING.

For some time it has been evident that reliable data regarding the

costs of marketing should be gathered in order to supplement similar

data concerning the costs of production. In fact, such data are essen-

tial to the correct understanding of our marketing processes and are

fundamental to the development of plans for their improvement and

the elimination of lost motion and unnecessary expenses. We should

be able to indicate, with a fair degree of accuracy, the proportion of
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the consumer's price received by the producer and the proportion

received by various marketing agencies. Studies with reference to

the cost of marketing live stock, grain, milk, and potatoes are now

under way, and it is highly desirable that they be extended, as rapidly

as possible, to include other staple agricultural commodities.

COOPERATIVE MARKETING.

The question of cooperation now occupies a prominent place in the

public mind. High distributing costs have stimulated and increased

the demand for greater efficiency in marketing. Producers every-

where are outspoken in their dissatisfaction with present marketing

costs, which appear to exact an unduly large share of the price paid

by the consumer. In their effort to reduce marketing expenses, pro-

ducers a,re turning in many cases toward cooperative marketing.

The distribution of farm products through cooperative organizations

undoubtedly affords an opportunity for farmers to make more effec-

tive use of market information, to properly grade and market their

products in commercial quantities, to find larger outlets, and to

reduce costs and increase efficiency by shortening the channel between

producers and consumers. In addition to more or less localized

efforts, organizations of growers of wheat, cotton, and live stock

iiave recently projected movements for the development of coopera-

tive marketing on a broad scale.

The department recognizes fully the importance of the coop-

erative movement and its potentialities for good in the general

marketing scheme, conducts investigations relating to its status and

progress, and gives assistance to specific groups of producers who

request help in the organization and operation of cooperative enter-

prises. This work should be extended and developed.

FOREIGN-MARKET INFORMATION.

Comparatively little systematic attention has been given to the de-

velopment of foreign markets for farm products, or to obtaining and

making available prompt, comprehensive, and dependable informa-

tion with reference to the production, supply, and prices of, and de-

mand for, agricultural commodities in the different parts of the

world. While the Bureau of Markets has developed, to the extent

permitted by available funds, a very efficient market-reporting serv-

ice for the United States, no similar machinery for collecting and

disseminating foreign-market information has been provided. The

foreign markets division of the bureau is endeavoring to keep in

close touch with conditions abroad, but it has neither the personnel

nor the facilities for meeting the demands made upon it. It is highly

essential that definite provision be made for the building up of this
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branch of the department's work, in order that it may be in position-

to render efTective service to prochiccrs, farm or<]^anizations, and
others. Since ^lay, 1918, an as^ricultiiral trade commissioner has

been stationed in the United Kingdom to study the markets for agri-

cultural products in Europe and to make timely reports for the in-

formation of American producers and exporters. The work of this

commissioner has conclusively demonstrated the desirability of sta-

tioning additional commissioners at strategic points in the various

markets of the world. Plans already have been developed for the

establishment of an office in Buenos Aires to aid in promoting our
trade Avith South America in pure-bred live stock.

The establishment of a world market-reporting service will not

interfere in any way with the activities of the International Insti-

tute of Agriculture at Rome, but, on the contrary, will effectively

supplement them. The reports issued by the institute are based
largely on the official estimates of the various adhering Governments,

but many of them are incomplete or are received too late to be of
immediate practical service to producers and others in this country.

They are, nevertheless, highly useful for historical and comparative

purposes. The work of the institute was greatl}^ interfered with

during the war, but, following the meeting of the general assembly

in Rome on November 3, it is anticipated that it will resume active

operations. After the death of Mr. David Lubin, the delegate of

the United States, this country was without representation at the

institute for nearly two j^ears. This was due to the fact that the

amount allowed for salary and expenses, $3,600 per annum, made it

impossible to secure a man with the right soit of training and expe-

rience who would be willing to undertake the work permanently. At
the suggestion of this department, the Secretary of State has recom-

mended that the salary of the delegate be increased to $7,500 per

annum, and that provision be made for the paj^ment of his traveling

and miscellaneous expenses and for the employmf nt of a secretary.

COMBINE MARKETING AND CROP-ESTIMATING W^ORK.

I have recommended in the estimates to the Congress that author-

ity be given to consolidate the Bureau of Crop Estimates and the

Bureau of Markets. I have been influenced to take this course by a

.number of important considerations. The first is that each of the

bureaus, in accomplishing the important work with which it is

charged, needs the additional strength that could be brought to it by

some portion of the machinery of the other. In the second place, the

legal duties of the two overlap in some directions, and there is a

natural and inevitable tendency for each bureau to duplicate a por-

tion of the other's work. This tendency would be eliminated by the

proposed consolidation, and confusion in the public mind as to the
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division of work between the two bureaus would be avoided. Fur-

thermore, crop and market reports could be published together, and
farmers and business men would have all the facts in one document.

The leased telegraph wires of the Bureau of Markets could be utilized

for transmitting crop information to Washington and for its prompt
dissemination. In some States, the branch offices of the two bureaus

could be brought together in the same quarters, and frequently

the same crop and live-stock specialists could serve both bureaus,

not only in this country but abroad. The operating forces of the two
organizations could be combined, as well as the duplicating and

mailing services and the staffs dealing with the purchase, custody,

distribution, and utilization of supplies. Specialists working along

statistical and economic lines in both bureaus could be brought to-

gether in a statistical research division to handle statistics of pro-

duction, consumption, imports and exports, surpluses and deficien-

cies, and farm and market prices of agricultural products for all

countries. In short, the proposed consolidation is in line with good

administration and efficiency in the public service and should be put

into effect without delay.

CROP AND LIVE-STOCK REPORTING SERVICE.

Xo problem can be satisfactorily considered, nor can any business

be permanently successful, without accurate and complete statistics.

Agriculture is the greatest business and the most fundamentally im-

portant industry in the United States, not only because of the amount

of capital invested, the number of people employed, and the new
wealth created annually, but because it supplies the Nation's food,

furnishes vast quantities of raw materials for the manufacture of

clothing and other necessary commodities, and contributes largely

to the export trade of the country.

The Bureau of Crop Estimates, through more than half a century

of experience, has developed and perfected methods for ascertaining

and verifying many of the essential statistical facts of farm produc-

tion. It is operating during the present fiscal year under the serious

handicap of inadequate funds and reduced personnel, in the face of

a constantly increasing demand for the services it is designed to

render. Its appropriations were reduced by $53,000 at the last ses-

sion of the Congress, necessitating the discontinuance of the special

reporting service for cotton, tobacco, rice, potatoes, truck, and fruit

crops. Not only should this service be restored, but, as the demand

for agricultural statistics, especially in connection with marketing

problems, is steadily increasing, the time has come when an ex])an-

sion of the machinery of the bureau is urgently needed. The data

collected by the 1020 census will soon bo available as bases for crop
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aiul live-stock estimates (luring- (lie next 10 years, and the expansion

should be provided for without delay. The crop and live-stock re-

portin<j: service should be i^reatly enlarged; farm surpluses should be

ascertained periodically, and essential data should be published more

promi)tly and in such form that they may be readily understood

and utilized. Estimates of the funds required to enable the depart-

ment to accomplish these purposes will be submitted to the Congress.

SUrERVlSION OF LIVE-STOCK MARKETS.

The supervision of the live-stock markets, authorized by the

President's proclamations of June 18 and September 6, 1918, issued

under the provisions of the food-control act of August 10, 1917, has

been continued by the Bureau of Markets, but the work has been

greatly handicapped by the lack of funds. Definite proof was
obtained that certain firms were exacting overcharges in the feed

accounts of their shippers, and they were given an opportunity to

refund the overcharges. Some did so, but six of them sought and

obtained from the district court at Chicago an order restraining

the Secretary of Agriculture from revoking their licenses. These

cases are still pending, and further action on all similar cases involv-

ing such overcharges is necessarily deferred, awaiting the decision

of the court.

In July and August, 1920, commission men in Chicago, Kansas

City, Omaha, and East St. Louis put into effect new schedules of

commission rates, providing increases ranging as high as 25 per

cent on cattle, calves, hogs, sheep, and goats shipped in car lots bj'

single owners. After careful consideration of the evidence and data

in the possession of the department, the conclusion was reached that

these increased rates were unjust and not warranted by trade condi-

tions. Orders were issued, therefore, to all commission men in the

cities named to refrain from exacting the increased rates or charges.

They not only did not comply with the orders, but some of them
instituted suits in the Federal courts to restrain the department and

the United States attorneys from proceeding against them for failure

to do so. Temporary restraining orders Avere granted by the courts

and dates w^ere set for the Government to be heard. At the hear-

ings ih Chicago and Kansas Cit}', the department cooperated with

the United States attorney in the argument of the legal questions

involved, and the Avhole matter is now before the courts for deter-

mination. At Kansas City, under an order of the court, the com-

mission men are depositing with the clerk of the court, to abide the

results of the litigation, all receipts by them which represent the

difference between the commissions they were ordered to discontinue

;nid those found to be just and reasonable. A similar practice is

beinir followed at Omaha and East St. Louis.
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Another order was issued by the department in August, 1920.

declaring the rates charged by the commission men at Chicago. Kan-
sas City, Omaha, and East St. Louis for handling car lots having

more than one owner to be unjust, unreasonable, discriminatory,

and unfair, and substituting a different and equitable schedule of

rates. This action was taken on the basis of information in the

possession of the department and after a hearing held in Chicago on

April 12 and 13, 1920, at which seven commission firms operating

under Federal licenses appeared. The order of the department was
complied with at Chicago and the lower rates made effective there,

but it is being contested at the other points in conjunction with the

suits involving the rates for single-owner shipments.

FARM MANAGEMENT AND FAR3I ECONOMICS.

The economic problems of agricultural production have long been

uppermost in the minds of American farmers. They are pressing for

solution and their importance has been sharply emphasized by the

recent price declines. In spite of many handicaps, the Office of

Farm Management and Farm Economics is dealing actively with

these problems, giving special attention to matters relating to cost

of production and farm organization, farm labor, farm finance,

land economics, including land settlement and colonization, and the

social side of rural life. , Following the reorganization of the office

in 1919, there was submitted to the Congress a revised estimate calling

for additional funds for the development of its activities along

the lines recommended by the committee on reorganization. The
Congress, however, did not take favorable action on the proposal and

no increase was granted. The recommendation was renewed in the

estimates of the department for the fiscal year 1921, but the Congress

again failed to provide the amount suggested, although it did grant

a small increase over the appropriation for the fiscal year 1920.

In the estimates for the next fiscal year, I am recommending that

an adequate sum be made available to the Office of Farm Manage-
ment and Farm Economics for the prosecution and development

of the important projects upon w^hich it is engaged. I am recom-

mending, also, that the name of the office be changed to " Bureau "

of P^arm Management and Farm Economics. If the necessary ap-

propriation is granted, it is proposed to expand materially the studies

of the cost of producing farm products and also to develop the other

lines of work under way.

COST OF PRODUCTION.

Several valuable contributions to the availal)le data regarding

the cost of producing farm products, particularly cotton, wheat, and

beef cattle, already have been made. There has been a constant
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demand from the public frencrally, but more especially from farmers

and farm oiganizations, for the results of these studies, and it has

been repeatedly urfijed that they should be extended and others

undertaken. There is ur^rent need of cost studies with reference to

such crops as corn, oats, su<;ar beets, beans, rice, etc., and there is

equal need of adequate and comprehensive studies relating to the

organization of various types of farms and ranches.

Such studies furnish the farmer information which enables him
to reduce expenses or otherwise to increase his profits. If he makes
full use of it, he will be in position to adjust his operations from

time to time to those enterprises which will yield a satisfactory profit,

to add to his individual income, and, ultimately, to influence the

prosperity of his community. Cost studies also inform the general

public regarding the cost of producing farm products and should

tend to bring about a more general realization, on the part of the

consumer, of the necessity of paying prices which will adequately

reward the farmer and secure the necessary supplies in the markets.

THE FARM LABOR PROBLEM.

The seriousness of the farm labor problem is everywhere realized.

It has been present in more or less acute form for more than a decade

and failure to recognize its complexity has resulted in many unwise

attempts to solve it. Thoroughgoing scientific study of the whole

problem is needed as a basis of action, but such a study has been

impossible up to this time because of the lack of funds. During

the present fiscal year, only $5,000 is available for the purpose.

While this sum is entirely inadequate to cover the whole field, a

promising beginning has been made and sufficient funds should be

provided for the prosecution of the work on a more comprehensive

basis.

FARM FINANCE.

The financial problems of the farm have become more and more

involved, until to-day they rank in importance with the financial

problems of commercial industries. While an excellent beginning

has been made in the studj'^ of farm-mortgage credit, farm insur-

ance, and personal credit, sufficient funds are not available to deal

adequately with many matters about which information is needed,

including the methods employed and results obtained by farmers in

attempts to improve their credit through united and cooperative

action; life insurance in relation to farm finance, covering the use

of life insurance contracts as a means of improving the credit of the

farmer; methods of taxation as they affect agriculture; crop and

live stock insurance, the need of such protection and the agencies

offering it ; and the place of accident and liability insurance in farm-

ing operations.
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The possibilities of well-directed cooperative effort amonr; farmers

are well illustrated by what has been done in the field of mutual fire

insurance. There are at present nearly 2,000 farmers' mutual fire

insurance companies in the United States, with outstandinf]^ risks

aggregating $6,000,000,000. This enormous volume is carried at an

average cost, for the country as a whole, of only 25 cents per $100 per

year, and, in individual cases, companies of this kind have furnished

high-class protection to their members for half a century or more at

a cost of less than 10 cents per $100 per year. This result has been

achieved, in part, by the elimination of unnecessary expenses of op-

oration, of the so-called moral hazard, and of many of the physical

hazards involved in farm risks.

While the department has rendered much assistance in connection

with this form of cooperation, through the preparation of a sug-

gested classification of farm risks and suitable record forms which em-

body the methods and practices that have proved to be most efficient

in conserving farm property and in reducing the cost of insurance, a

great deal remains to be done. In many States, cooperation for in-

surance and credit purposes is as yet little understood or practiced.

PERSOXAL CREDIT.
I

It is generally recognized that one of the problems demanding

special attention at this time is that of short-time personal credit

for farmers. In the case of a man who has paid for his farm,

the supplying of personal credit raises, as a rule, no serious ques-

tion. In the case of the renter, however, and of the young farmer

who is just starting out as an owner, the question of short-time

credit is a difficult one. In such cases, credit can and should be

based, to a considerable extent, upon character and productive

ability. To deny credit to the honest, ambitious, and energetic

farmer because he has little tangible security to offer is to les-

sen the productivity of available capital and to discourage a man

who, in the future, should be a land-owning farmer. While the

bankers are, in many cases, showing a commendable interest, the need

is for a system which will enable the man without collateral to secure

funds for productive agricultural enterprises. Without doubt, this

important problem sliould receive careful consideration, and every

feasible effort should be made to aid the farmer in obtaining the

necessary personal credit.

THE I'ROHLEM OF FARM OWNEUSHH'.

Closely related to the c redit question is the problem of land owner-

ship, to the solution of which national thought will, of necessity,

be directed during the years that lie inmiediately ahead. It involves
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the conditions upon Avhich men may own the hind they till; upon
which youn«i: men :uul women, marrying and embarking upon their

careers, may acquire homes where their families may be reared, edu-

cated, and brought to maturity in the essentials of good citizenship.

With the passing of the great public domain, and with it our free

lands, the problem has taken on added importance, and to-day

represents one of the gravest social and economic questions with

which the Nation lias to deal.

Considerable work already has been done in this held, but it

has not yet been adequately covered. Careful studies are being

made of the metliods of renting farm land and of improving ten-

ant contracts, which at present are frequently inadequate. They
encourage in many instances soil depletion, which, if not corrected,

will, in the long run, seriously affect our production. They also

encourage itinerancy on the part of tenants and constitute a barrier

to community social betterment. The causes of tenancy and what
it means to the country must be placed squarely before the American

public so that its importance may be generally recognized. If this is

to be done, studies of a thoroughgoing nature must be initiated and
carried to completion.

PRICE or FARM LANDS.

The price of farm lands is one of the important factors in the

problem of farm ownership. It is estimated that between March,

1919, and March, 1920, the increase in the selling price of farm land

and improvements was 21.1 per cent. In the last five years the

increase has been G5 per cent. Although the data for the census

of 1920 are not yet available, it seems probable that, while the average

price of farm land and improvements per acre increased only 20

per cent during the 40 years from 1860 to 1900, the price in 1920 is

two and one-lialf times that of 1-910 and five times that of 20 years

ago.

In some sections, the net return on the purchase price of farm

lands is considerabl}^ less than the ordinary rate of return on

first mortgages and similar investments. The rental rate of cash

leases, also, is frequently less than half the rate of return on mort-

gages. Studies made by the department indicate that, in certain

regions, the recent advance in the price of land has still further

aggravated this condition. Such a situation is unfortunate, for it

increases the difficulties of a tenant who is seeking to become an

owner. If he borrows a considerable part of the purchase price

of a farm at from 5 to 7 per cent and then finds that the investment

will earn little more than 3 per cent, it will be impossible, in many
instances, for him to discharge the debt. #
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While the increase in land prices is, to some extent, a reflection of

the general upward movement in the level of commodity prices, it

must be regarded, in part, as an indication of the increasing scarcity

of land available for agricultural use. This scarcity is not statisti-

cally apparent, for, in addition to tlie area of improved land used for

crops, pasture, and other farming purposes (exclusive of range

land), there is nearly an equal area that is potentially available after

clearing, drainage, irrigation, or for utilization by dry-farming

methods. With local exceptions here and there, however, this land

is either inferior to that now in use or can be made available for

farming only through heavy outlays for improvement.

AREA EXPANDED DURING THE WAR.

War conditions stimulated an expansion of the area devoted to

crops, estimated at 10.1 per cent from 1914 to 1918, or an increase of

3.4 per cent in the per capita acreage. This was effected by utilizing

pasturfe land for crop production and by bringing into use other

uncultivated areas. The expansion was particularly marked in the

case of small grains. Since the armistice, there has been a reduction

in crop acreage. From 1919 to 1920 there was a decline of 5.4 per

cent in the acreage of 20 principal crops. Apparently, the reduction

has been brought about by returning the land to pastures and by

discontinuing the use of the low-grade areas which were temporarily

utilized.

These changes should be instructive to those who would reduce the

prices of farm products by bringing into use large areas of new land.

It is clear that, if prices had been extraordinarily remunerative to

the farmer compared with the returns on capital and labor in

industry, we ^would not witness this reduction of the acreage in

cultivation, but, on the contrary, a continued enlargement of it.

While war conditions temporarily increased the net cash income of

the farmer and stimulated a temporary expansion of the crop area,

this was due in large measure to the response of the farmers to the

insistent call for more food, particularly wheat and rye, the prin-

cipal bread grains. It is of no small significance that the contraction

in acreage has been most extreme in the case of these crops, estimated

at 31.5 per cent, for winter wheat, 16.5 per cent for spring wheat,

and 22.G per cent for rye.

Much loose thinking and many wrong conclusions are based on

false impressions concerning the profitableness of farming. The

increase in farm profits during the war was inevitably transitory.

Moreover, measured in purchasing power, they shrank rapidly as a

result of the rise in general commodity prices. Owing to the highly

competitive character of his business and the lack of organization,
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the fanner lias had no effective means of preventing the impairment
of his profits; his only recourse has been to mi<rrate to the city and
ciian<i:e his occupation, a course actually followed by many. In the

light of these facts and the fear of a continued decline of profits,

it is clear why the tendency to expand the crop area has been suddenly

reversed.

LAND SETTLf:MENT AND COLONIZATION.

AVhile present conditions do not seem to justify a policy of encour-

aging and stimulating the extension of the farm area, it must be

recognized that some new land is continually being brought into

cultivation in certain regions. Moved by the spirit of adventure

characteristic of Americans, by the desire to rise from the status of

tenancy to the more independent status of farm ownership, by propa-

ganda which portrays to city people in alluring fashion the attrac-

tiveness of country life, and particularly by the effective advertising

and skillful salesmanship of various kinds of private land settlement

agencies, men may be expected to try their fortunes in the develop-

ment of raw farm land, even in periods when conditions do not favor

agricultural expansion and when the net migration to cities is above

the normal. It is of the highest importance that these men be enabled

to embark in such undertakings with the greatest possible assurance

of success, for the failure of one is likely to result in the discourage-

ment of many.

In an earlier period of our history, the development of new agri-

cultural areas was largely the result of the initiative of individuals.

At present, it is, to a considerable extent, under the guidance of

private agencies engaged in promoting the settlement and sale

of land for profit. Whether the methods employed by some of these

enterprises are such that private profit is not incompatible with the

rendering of important service in facilitating the wise selection of

land, in providing suitable arrangements for credit, and in creating

conditions favorable to the success of the settlers, can be deter-

mined only by comprehensive investigation. During the past year

the department has begun a study of the problem. On account of

its magnitude, final conclusions mnj not be available for some time,

but enough progress has been made to reveal the fact that numerous

agencies, whose volume of business is very great, are preying on the

impulse to acquire farm land, and that the results in misdirected

investment of capital, futile labor through years of unavailing

struggle against hopeless odds, and consequent discouragement and

despair, are too serious to be ignored. The comfortable doctrine of

leaving the buyer to take care of himself has been discarded in many
phases of our national life. Surely, in the settlement and develop-
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ment of land, the buyer should at least have full and complete

information for his guidance.

It appears that under existing conditions, we should not attempt to

stimulate unduly the normal rate of settlement, but rather to guide

and protect the normal movement along lines which will insure a rea-

sonable degree of success in the development of new lands with a

minimum of wasted capital and human effort. It yet remains to be

determined whether this purpose can best be accomplished by gov-

ernmental action, by private enterprise with comprehensive attempts

to educate both land-settlement agencies and prospective settlers in

the methods most favorable to success, or by private agencies sys-

tematically regulated.

liIPE ON THE FARM.

Life on the farm and in the rural community gives rise to problems

the solution of which is of vital importance to American agriculture

and American civilization. It has been demonstrated that these

problems are susceptible of scientific investigation. Valuable studies

already have been made by the Office of Farm Management and

Farm Economics, and they should be enlarged and others instituted,

including especially studies relating to the human aspect of tenancy

and landlordism, migration from farm life, population groups, and

community planning.

In our country, agriculture, manufacture, transportation, mer-

chandising, and professional service—strong competitors with one

another for both capital and workers—are all expected to hold their

own. The history of agriculture seems to show, however, that farm-

ing is in periodic danger of losing its grip on both capital and

workmen and of allowing them to slip away into city industries.

Statesmen have always viewed with alarm the tip of the scales from

farming to industry and from country life to urban life. When the

farm loses its balance to the city, the Nation is threatened with a

food shortage or with dependence upon foreign countries for essen-

tial foodstuffs. But the shortage of food is not the only danger.

When American agriculture begins to lose ground, the political

stability of the Nation is endangered.

SHIFT FROM COUNTRY TO CITIES.

The returns from the 1920 census are not yet sufficiently complete to

make a full statement of what has occurred during the last decade in

the shifting of populati(ms between city and country. The reports

on soinewliat more than one-third of the counties of the United

States, liowever, indicate an actual reduction in the rural population

in many counties of New EnglaiKl and New York, in some parts of

24435—AGR 1020 3
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the South, and in the heart of the corn belt. Some of them lost in

rural population during the precedin*^ decade, while others are

losin<r for the first time now. On the other hand, manj^ rural

counties in the Northwest, the West, the South, and the coast States

have been gaininii:.

Tiiere is every reason to believe that the same causes which

account for a relatively decreasing agricultural population in

former decades have been at Avork during the past 10 years. The
increased standards of living of the American people as a whole

have caused a great expansion in all industries centering in cities ; and

the industrial bid for workers, accelerated by conditions during and

immediately following the Avar, has been a strong magnet exerting

a pull upon workers in agriculture.

The following table shows the percentage of the total number of

persons employed in all American occupations who were engaged in

agriculture from 1820 to 1910:

1820 87.1

1840 77.5

1870 47. 5

1880 44. 4

1890 39.2

1900 35.7

1910 32.9

We may expect for 1920 a lower percentage than for 1910 ; in fact, it

will not be surprising if the complete returns show that only 30 per

cent of our workers are farmers. It is true, of course, that increased

efficiency in farming operations, resulting from the use of new and

better machinery and the application of scientific knowledge, has

consistently lowered the demand for labor in certain kinds of farm
work, and that the labor thus released has been the first to yield to

the call of the city. It is a well-known fact, also, that Army life

and its accompanying set of new associations detached from farming

and from rural life a considerable number of farm youth. Whether
this loss is a permanent one no one can say, but, in any event, it must

be considered unusual.

THE REAL CONCERN OF AMERICA.

The real concern in America over the movement of rural popula-

tion to urban centers is whether those who remain in agriculture

after the normal contribution to the city are the strong, intelli-

gent, well-seasoned families, in which the best traditions of agricul-

ture and citizenship have been lodged from generation to generation.

The present universal cry of "keep the boy on the farm" can and

should be expanded into a great public sentiment for making country

life more attractive in every way. Neither force nor exhortation
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^vi]l keep people in the rural districts if they are to be deprived of

thje benefits of modern social, educational, and other opportunities.

But when farming is made profitable and when the better things

of life are steadily brought, in increasing measure, to the rural com-

munity, so that farm families need not give up farming in order to

satisfy their desires for the best that modern civilization affords, the

great motives which lead youth and middle age to leave the countrj'

districts Avill be removed. In order to assure a continuance of the

best strains of farm people in agriculture, there can be no relaxation

of the present movements for a better country life, economic, social,

and educational.

THE HAZARDS OF AGRICULTURAL. PRODUCTION.

Given a sound basis of distribution, the curtailment of the so-called

hazards of production—plant and animal diseases, insect pests, pred-

atory animals, and rodents—with resulting increased yields per

acre and reduced costs of production, will go far toward insuring a

just measure of prosperity to the producer, with a fair scale of prices

to the consumer. If the increasing population of the Nation is to be

fed from the available farm lands in the United States, the efforts

to reduce or eliminate such hazards must be prosecuted more vigor-

ously in the future than ever before, and the fundamental research

work which constitutes the basis of these efforts must have proper

appreciation and support,

PLANT DISEASES.

The toll exacted by plant diseases is appalling. Every season,

and in Substantially every important producing region, they con-

stitute a heavy handicap on crop production. When it is remem-

bered that the cost of producing diseased and healthy crops, up
to the time of harvest, is practically the same, it is clear that plant

diseases are a grievous and dangerous overload on our agriculture.

It has been estimated that in 1919 field diseases were responsible for

the loss of approximately 190,000,000 bushels of wheat, of 78,000,000

bushels of oats, of 200,000,000 bushels of corn, of 86,000,000 bushels

of potatoes, of 58,000,000 bushels of sweet potatoes, of 18,000,000

bushels of apples, and of 1,742,000 bales of cotton. The department

for many years has been doing everything possible to reduce these

and other losses, and excellent results have been secured in ciany

directions.

One of the most significant activities now under way is the effort to

reduce the tremendous losses from wheat rust, aggregating in some

years as much as 200,000,000 bushels. Scientific investigation has

proved that the fungus which is responsible for the disease gets its
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start in the sprinjr on the common barberry phint, and a s'ijroroiis cam-

pai<rn, therefore, is beinfj; con(hicto(l. in cooperation with the various

States, to eliminate such j-ilants. More than 4,000,000 barberry

bushes have been located and of these 3.500,000 or more have been

destroyed. Pro^ifress also has been made in developing a method
for controllinfj wheat scab, which caused in 1919 the loss of nearly

60,000,000 bushels of wheat; a convenient method of testing; seed

corn for germination and of eliminating disease infection before

planting has been devised: and much has been accomplished in work-

ing out practical control measures for other injurious plant diseases.

INSECTS.

The work of controlling insect outbreaks has presented many dif-

ficult and complex problems. The task, begun in 1917, of extermi-

nating the pink boUworm, which experts in this and other countries

regard as probablj^ the most destructive pest of cotton, gave promise

of success; but a new and serious situation has been presented

by the discovery of the insect in a district in Louisiana not hereto-

fore known to be infested and by its reappearance in southeastern

Texas. The efforts to eradicate the pest are being prosecuted as

vigorously as possible, but they are necessarily handicapped by the

failure of the State of Texas to establish and enforce noncotton zones

in the infested areas. Whether eradication can be accomplished

in the circumstances is problematical, but, nevertheless, no steps

should be omitted to prevent the additional drain on the South's

most important money crop which the spread of the pink bollworm

to other sections of the cotton belt would involve.

The boll weevil causes enormous damage to the cotton crop. But

the Department's experts, after many years of painstaking experi-

ments, have now found a successful method of controlling the pest

by dusting the plants with calcium arsenate. As a result, the manu-

facture and sale of this product has reached very large proportions.

Through its enforcement of the insecticide and fungicide act, the

purpose of which is to insure a high standard of purity and efficiency

in insecticides and fungicides used in combating plant diseases and

insects, the Department is keeping off the market a great many

tons of calcium arsenate of poor grade which, if used, not only would

fail to control the boll weevil but would seriously damage the cotton

plants^.

THE CORN BORER.

The campaign against the corn borer, a dangerous enemy of corn,

is actively under way. The insect, so far as now known, is apparently

confined in this country to New England, New York, and a township

in Pennsjdvania, and everything possible must be done to prevent
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its spread to the great corn belt of the Middle West. Two in-

fested areas have been discovered recently in Ontario, Canada, one of

them just across the lake from Buffalo and the other extending for

50 miles in either direction from St. Thomas. These areas, com-

prising approximately 12,000 square miles, constitute what is prob-

ably the worst infestation in North America at the present time.

The officials of the Bureau of Entomology and the Federal Horti-

cultural Board have been in consultation with the Canadian ento-

mologists, and will cooperate with them, so far as possible under

existing law, in the effort to prevent the spread of the insect into

the United States at points far removed from the present infestation

in this country.

THE GIPSY MOTH IN NEW JERSEY.

For years the department has successfully prevented the west-

ward spread of the gipsy and brown-tail moths, great enemies of

orchards and forests as well as of shade trees. It has been dis-

covered recently, however, that a large area in Xew Jersey is infested

by the gipsy moth, which apparently was brought in from Europe

years ago, and that trees from this area have been shipped to a num-

ber of points, thus indicating the possible occurrence of the insect in

other sections of the country. The Congress will be requested, at its

next session, to appropriate sufficient funds to undertake the extermi-

nation of the pest in New Jersey, and, in the meantime, all shipments

of trees from the infested area are being followed up as closely as

possible in order to determine the other points at which the insect

may have become established.

EMERGENCY FUND TO COMBAT INSECT OUTBREAKS.

Every year demands are made upon the department, as in the case

of the gipsy moth in New Jersey, for assistance in dealing with sud-

den and serious outbreaks of injurious insects which often cause

damage amounting to millions of dollars. As a rule, no funds are

available for this purpose, and the department, therefore, is unable

to take prompt and effective steps to eliminate the pests or to prevent

their spread. If repressive measures were immediately undertaken,

it might be possible to completely exterminate them; otherwise, the

outbreaks may get entirely out of hand and make necessary greatly

increased expenditures, not to eradicate but merely to control them.

It would be highly desirable, therefore, to provide a special appropria-

tion, in the nature of an insurance fund, which could be used to meet

emergencies of this sort, and a recommendation to this effect has been

incorporated in the estimates.
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rilKDATORY ANIMALS AND RODENTS.

The systematic campaign to curtail the losses caused by predatory

animals and i)rairie dogs, ground sciuirrels, and similar rodents on
the western ranges has been continued. It has been estimated that

these pests destroy annuallj^ more than $.300,000,000 worth of live

stock, crops, and range grass. The hunters in the service of the

department killed more than 25,000 predatory animals last year, and
perhaps an equal number were destroyed by poisoning campaigns,

resulting in a savingto the live-stock industry of more than $6,000,000.

It may be added that, since the work was begun in 1915, the skins

of the animals destroyed have been sold and the net proceeds, aggre-

gating more than $240,000, turned into the Treasury.

LIVE-ST'OCK DISEASES.

Much headAvay has been made by the department toward the eradi-

cation or control of live-stock diseases. The campaign against tuber-

culosis in cattle, begun three years ago, has aroused increasing inter-

est among live-stock owners and State officials and has received their

active support. On June 30, 1920, 3,370 herds, approximately three

times the number at the beginning of the fiscal year, were officially ac-

credited as free from tuberculosis. In addition, 16,599 herds have

successfully passed one test. A total of 695,364 animals were ex-

amined during the year, resulting in the slaughter of 28,616 reactors.

Applications for the testing of herds, however, have continued to ac-

cumulate more rapidly than they could be handled with the available

force of veterinarians. Near the end of the fiscal year 4,740 herds

were on the waiting list to be tested.

Tuberculosis is one of the greatest menaces to the live-stock indus-

try of America. The elimination of the constant losses caused by it

would materially reduce the hazards of the industry and would tend

to place it on a more stable basis. The rapidity with which the dis-

ease can be stamped out depends upon the amount of money appro-

priated for the work. The more money that is available in the imme-

diate future, the more quickly will the losses be reduced and the

larger will be the areas freed from the scourge.

Considerable progress has been made in the control of hog cholera,

the greatest limiting factor in swine production. It has been esti-

mated that, as the result of the activities of the Department of

Agriculture and of its cooperating agencies in combating this dis-

ease, a saving amounting to $41,000,000 annually is effected. There

were formerly 140 veterinarians assigned to this work, but the num-

ber has been reduced to 54 because of a curtailment in funds. The

swine industry is one of the most important branches of our agri-

culture, and it is highly essential that the losses from cholera
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be kept at the lowest possible figure. The force engap;ed in the work

has never been sufficiently large to cope adequately with the disease

and the reduction of funds has aggravated the situation.

The eradication of the cattle tick in the South continues to pro-

gress, the results in the different sections depending largely upon

State, county, and local support. Fifty thousand five hundred and

fifty-five square miles have been released this year from P'ederal

quarantine, making a total of 509,080 square miles since the work was

begun in ,1906.

FOOT-AND-MOUTH DISEASE.

In addition to the task of suppressing animal diseases in this

country, the department is responsible for the protection of the live-

stock industry against the introduction of nearly a score of serious

foreign live-stock diseases. One of the most infectious and danger-

ous of these is foot-and-mouth disease, which exists nowhere in the

United States at the present time, but is a constant menace because

of the facility with which it may be carried by animals, hides, and

various live-stock products. The importance of prompt action in

eliminating any centers of infection whenever they develop empha-

sizes the necessity of providing an adequate " insurance " fund, avail-

able for immediate use. Such a fund, to be used only in case of

actual outbreaks, has been carried in the Agricultural appropriation

act for several years. The appropriation was reduced by $950,000 at

the last session of Congress, leaving an amount which is entirely in-

adequate to cope with serious outbreaks. While, through good for-

tune, no outbreak has thus far occurred during the current fiscal

year, it would certainly be the part of wisdom to make liberal

provision for dealing with this dangerous disease whenever it ap-

pears, and the department, therefore, has recommended in its esti-

mates for the fiscal year 1922 that the appropriation be restored to

its former figure.

IMPROVEMENT OF CROP AND LIVE-STOCK PRODUCTION.

The elimination or control of insects and diseases affecting both

plants and animals, as well as of other limiting factors, is highly

essential if we are to maintain our present agricultural production.

But to increase the efficiency of our farms still further requires,

among other things, the development of superior plants, the improve-

ment of cultural methods and practices, and the breeding of better

animals.

The development of improved crop plants, through breeding, selec-

tion, and in other ways, has almost limitless possibilities and has

received a great deal of attention both from the Department of Agri-

culture and the State experiment stations. It is exceedingly difficult

to state accurately, in terms of dollars and cents, the value of funda-
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mental work of this sort, but unquestionably it is tremendous.

The efforts to develop improved varieties of corn, which have been

under way for 20 years or more, have probably increased production

by one-fourth. Improved wheats have added greatly to the wheat
yield, and it is only necessary to mention Marquis, Kanred, Early

Baart, and the new wheats of the Washington Experiment Station

to realize their importance. Better potatoes have been a great factor

in the production of the crop, and new varieties at present under

test indicate that they mark a notable advance. The development of

early velvet beans multiplied the acreage tenfold in three years, and
high-yielding superior lint cottons, such as Meade, Acala, Durango,

Trice, and Columbia, are of inestimable value. The recently de-

veloped Victor cowpea is far superior to any previously known.
Similar, but perhaps less striking, results have been secured with

most of our important crop plants, and illustrate clearly what will,

without doubt, continue to be a fruitful field of activity for a large

corps of investigators.

VALUABLE NEW PLANTS INTRODUCED.

A somewhat similar line of work is the search for and introduc-

tion, acclimatization, and adaptation of new crop plants. Some of

the results in this field are spectacular, indeed almost romantic.

Alfalfa, a native of Central Asia, brought into the Western States

in about 1854, has become in a generation almost the basic crop of

the West. The sorghums are the basis of the great agricultural de-

velopment of the semiarid Southwest. Japanese rices, secured in

1899, were the foundation of the great rice industry of Louisiana

and Texas. The Washington Navel orange, introduced from Brazil

in 1872, makes up the bulk of the California orange industry, pro-

ducing a crop valued at approximately $16,000,000 a year. Durum
wheat, introduced in 1899 from Russia, now produces a crop worth

$50,000,000 annually. Egyptian cotton, brought in by scientists of

the department in 1901, has become the basis of a long-staple cotton

industry in the Southwest valued at $6,000,000 in 1917, $11,000,000

in 1918, and $20,000,000 in 1919. The culture of dates in California

and Arizona is already a thriving business, which is expanding

rapidly and will, in the near future, have impressive value.

Sudan grass, introduced in 1909 from Egypt, is now worth over

$10,000,000 annually. Feterita, secured in 1906 from Egypt, pro-

duced in 1918 a crop valued at $16,000,000. Over 1,000 varieties of

soy beans have been introduced from China and other parts of the

Orient. From these the experts of the department have, after care-

ful tests, selected eight of the best varieties, which are now largely

cultivated and are an important element in the very rapid increase

in soy bean production. Peru^vian alfalfa, introduced in 1899, is by

far the most productive and valuable variety for the Southwest.
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THE SEARCH FOR GRASSES.

Scientists are convinced that there are still great possibilities in the

search for new crops, especially for plants that are cultivated little,

if at all, in their native countries. Perhaps this is most strikingly ex-

hibited in grasses, many of which have been introduced accidentally.

Thus bluegrass, white clover, redtop, timothy, and many others

which came originally from Europe make up nearly all the grass

lands of the north ; and Bermuda grass from India, carpet grass from

the West Indies, Dallis grass from Argentina, and lespedeza from

Asia have performed a similar role in the South. California's pastures

consist mainly of species from the Mediterranean region, such as

alfilaria, bur clover, wild oats, wild barley, and numerous others.

There are undoubtedly in Central Asia many species which, if prop-

erly selected and introduced, will add greatly to the carrying capacity

of the western ranges, aside from what can be accomplished by

rational range management. From this region came alfalfa and

sweet clover, both important in the West. There is every reason to

believe, also, that good grasses and legumes can be found for the cut-

over lands of the South, and thus prepare the way for the further

development of the live-stock industry in that section. It is impossi-

ble to bring in new grasses or other valuable crop plants from remote

and almost inaccessible parts of the world without sending properly

trained explorers, and larger funds for this work are needed.

IMPROVED CULTURAL METHODS AND PRACTICES.

Better tillage and rotations, more rational irrigation, judicious

fertilizing, the greater use of legumes, and proper attention to farm

layout, distribution of labor, choice and care of farm machinery,

and timeliness of operations, all these make for larger yields and

consequently reduced costs of production. Our scientific understand-

ing of these matters is far from adequate. Recently it has been discov-

ered that prompt plowing under of the wheat stubble will completely

destroy the Hessian fly and the joint-worm, both serious enemies of

wheat. This points to the desirabihty of a radical change in the

ordinary corn-belt rotations. On the other hand, until a rotation

that is as good or better can be developed by field investigations, it is

manifestly unwise to urge a change. The best rotations are or-

ganized around one or more legume crops. It is altogether likely

that the failure to secure the full benefits of improved varieties of

corn in the corn belt, in spite of increased use of fertilizers, is asso-

ciated with the steady decline of the acreage of red clover. The

restoration of red clover to its former acreage, or the finding of some

other satisfactory legume, is of outstanding importance to the Middle

West. Unfortunately, the facilities of the department for carrying
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out tliese lonp and costly investijjjntions to develop better rotations

are wholl}' inadequate.

EFFECT OF DAYLIGHT OX PLANT GROWTH.

A strikinf^ and important discovery, made recently by the depart-

ment, is that plants are remarkably sensitive to chanjjes in the dura-

tion of the daylight period, even when all other factors are kept

constant. It now seems probable that all regular periodic changes

in plants, such as time of blooming, fall of the leaf, the resting

period, etc., are naturally regulated by the duration of daily light.

This discovery explains many plant reactions that have long puzzled

investigators, such as the totally different behavior of a plant in

widely different latitudes. Thus, by regulating the length of daily

illumination, violets can be made everblooming and poinsettias can

be forced to bloom in midsummer. The discovery undoubtedly will

be of much value in greenhouse culture, and furnishes the explana-

tion of a number of plant reactions that occur in the field. Here-

after, it must be taken into account in all accurate experimentation
with plants.

IMPROVED TYPES OF L.IYE STOCK.

The breeding and development of improA^ed types of animals offers

possibilities at least equal to those involved in the breeding and selec-

tion of better crop plants. The campaign now under way for " Better

Sires—Better Stock " is producing excellent results. Its purpose is

to bring about the elimination of scrub stock from our herds, thus

increasing their producing capacity. It costs as much to raise a

poor animal as it does a good one, and more to keep it, so that better

live stock makes for increased production and greater profits. The
improvement which can be made in a herd with a pure-bred male is

startling. If a pure-bred sire is kept throughout, the first genera-

tion would be one-half pure blood, the second three-fourths, the third

seven-eighths, the fourth fifteen-sixteenths, and the fifth thirty-one

thirty-seconds, or practically pure bred.

A concrete example of the importance pf quality may readily be

estimated from the slaughter records of animals. In converting

cattle into beef, for example, the present 'average dressing percentage

is 53^. Poor breeding, without doubt, is a prime cause of this low

percentage. Suppose our efforts to improve cattle should, within

a reasonable time, raise the general dressing average only 1^ per

cent—that is, to 55 per cent—what would be the resulting increase in

beef? On the basis of a total annual production of 7,000,000,000

pounds, which is the average dressed-beef production for the last two

years, the increase would be 200,000,000 pounds a year. This is far

from being a negligible quantity ; in fact, it just equals our average
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annual exports of beef products for the last 10 years, including, of

•course, the war period.

BUILD UP OUR DAIRY HERDS.

Pure-bred or grade dairy cows frequently earn for their owners

from 25 to 100 per cent more than the returns received from scrubs.

In a typical case, heifers sired by pure-bred bulls surpassed their

dams, which were ordinary cows, by 64 per cent in milk production

and 52 per cent in butter fat. The second generation produced more

than twice as much butter fat and milk as the original animals. The

United States holds sixth place-among 14 prominent countries in the

average yield of milk per dairy cow, being excelled by the Nether-

lands, Switzerland, Denmark, Germany, and Canada. Our ability to

produce scores of cows which yield more than 20,000 pounds of milk

.a 3'ear is ample proof that our national production of less than 4,000

pounds per year per animal is, in the last analysis, a reflection of

inattention and average lack of applied skill. The dairy cow is a

good example—probably the best—because her production is so

readily measured and because there is so much uniform evidence in

various countries. But the same principle and similar facts apply

with equal force to horses, hogs, sheep, poultry, and other farm

-animals.

The experimental and other work of the department, having for

its purpose the development and improvement of our live stock,

covers a wide range, including dairy farming, hog raising, horse

breeding, beef production, sheep raising, poultry production, methods

of feeding under regional conditions, and the general principles of

breeding and heredity. This work is of fundamental importance

. and should be further developed.

UTILIZATION OP SURPLUS AND WASTE PRODUCTS.

Along with the work of controlling diseases and insect pests, of

introducing and developing better plants, of working out improved

• cultural methods and practices, it is essential that processes be worked

-out for converting perishable farm products into commodities which

can be carried from the season of plenty to the season when they are

actually needed. The fact that they can not now be so carried

frequently results in the marketing at one time of larger quantities

than can be disposed of profitably, and demoralization of the market

follows, with consequent loss to the farmers. Industries founded

upon the utilization of surplus farm products would be of tremen-

dous value in meeting this problem.

The Bureau of Chemistry has accomplished some important re-

sults along this line in recent years. On the basis of its investiga-

'tions, for example, there has been developed a citrus by-products in-
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dustry for the utilization of cull and surplus orang^es and lemons. It

has also discovered a feasible method of utilizing corncobs, which

always have been a waste product, so that their entire content can now
be made into highly useful articles. The experts of the bureau have

produced from corncobs a large yield of adhesive suitable for pasting

container box board. After this is removed, a considerable quantity

of a lower grade product can be made, and the residue is practically

pure cellulose, which can be used in the manufacture of a num-
ber of commodities, including a good quality of paper when mixed

with a suitable quantity of wood pulp. After the processes for re-

covering all these articles had been worked out. it was discovered

that a considerable quantity of a very valuable chemical—furfural

—

was formed, and methods of recovering it have been developed.

Furfural is a basic intermediary in dye manufacture and, in addi-

tion, has great possibilities as a solvent and as a substitute for form-

aldehyde in the manufacture of plastics. Many other similar lines of

investigation are actively under way, but these two illustrations

clearly indicate what can be done toward opening up new industrial

outlets for agricultural products.

OFFICE or DE^^2LOPMENT WORK.

It has been found, however, that the benefits of the important

discoveries made by the scientists of the Bureau of Chemistry

are not always fully realized. The difficulty is that of bringing

about their commercial development. In order to meet this situ-

ation, there has been established in the bureau an Office of De-

velopment Work, the function of which is to aid in bringing the dis-

coveries to the attention of business men and others. When new
processes have passed the experimental laboratory stage, it becomes

the duty of this new office, which is conducted by engineers rather

than chemists, to investigate their commercial value and the cost and

method of placing them on a commercial production basis. Efforts

then will be made to inform manufacturers and business men re-

garding the opportunities for them to develop facilities for the

utilization of the discoveries, so that the people of the country may
secure full benefit of them.

THE AGRICULTURAL, EXTENSION SYSTEM.

The broad development of the national system of cooperative

extension work in agriculture and home economics under the pro-

visions of the act of May 8, 1914 (Smith-Lever Act), is one of the

most notable events in agriculture in recent years. When this act

went into effect, approximately 900 counties had the services of an

agricultural agent and 275 the services of a home demonstration
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agent. There are now 2,000 agricultural agents and 800 home

demonstration agents, in addition to 300 county leaders of boys'

and girls' club work. Perhaps the most striking evidence that farmers

are heartily supporting the extension service is found in the fact that

this year the contributions from county sources alone aggregate

$4,780,000, compared with $780,000 in 1914.

There are still 650 rural counties which have no agricultural agents,

1,800 are without home demonstration agents, and only a small j^io-

portion of the farm boys and girls are being reached through the

club work. The desirability of completing this great system of prac-

tical education as rapidly as conditions warrant can not be questioned.

There has been a great increase in the cost of travel, supplies, and,

in fact, of everything required in the operation of the system, since

the Smith-Lever Act was passed, and an increase of available funds

each year for a number of years will be necessary if we are to reach

the goal within a reasonable time.

WORK IN BEHALF OF FARM WOMEN.

With the spread of extension work among farm women, it has be-

come increasingly necessary to have definite information regarding

their needs and wishes, in order that the extension forces may co-

operate effectively with them. The States Relations Service, there-

fore, undertook to make a survey, through the home demonstration

agents, of 10,000 farm homes in the northern and western States.

The results of the survey have been compiled and published. In brief,

they show that, while there has been considerable progress in lighten-

ing the burdens of farm women and making the farm home life more

satisfactory and attractive, through the introduction of labor-saving

devices, improvement of farm sanitation, free mail delivery, tele-

phones, automobiles, and the like, very much more needs to be done

before the mass of farm women will have even the advantages now

possessed by a limited number.

Wherever it has been in operation, the system of county home

demonstration agents has proved to be the most helpful agency

dealing with the problems of the farm home. It should be expanded,

therefore, as rapidly as funds and facilities permit. Country life

has many advantages, but they can not be sufficiently enjoyed with-

out constant improvement in the living arrangements on the farms.

We can not afford to delay bringing assistance to the farm women
in solving their present pressing problems.

HOME ECONOMICS.

In order that the home demonstration agents may render the most

effective service, there must be a constant addition to the fund of

scientifically ascertained and tested knowledge in the field of home
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economics. So far, resoarch al()ii<i: this line has proceeded slowly and

in a small way. The Office of Home Economics of the department is

the larfjest single organization devoted to such work and has

made many important contributions to our knowledge on home
economics subjects. It can not prosecute its activities on an adequate

scale, however, because of the lack of funds. The success of our

newly established system of vocational education in home economics,

provided for by the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917, as well as of the

home demonstration work, depends in no small measure upon the

maintenance of adequate agencies for home economics research.

PUBLICATION A>D INFORRIATIOIV WORK.

The organic act creating the Department of Agriculture not only

directs it to " acquire " useful information on subjects connected with

agriculture in the most general and comprehensive sense of the

word, but also to " diffuse " such information among the people of the

United States. To meet this responsibility, increased attention has

been given to the strengthening of the publication and information

activities of the department. The first step involved the consolida-

tion, in the Division of Publications, of all publication and informa-

tion functions serving the department as a whole. This necessi-

tated the transfer of the Office of Information, the Office of Exhibits,

and the Office of Motion Pictures from the Office of the Secretary,

combining under one administrative head these three related activi-

ties with those of editing, printing, and distribution. The next

step was the designation of a Director of Information, whose duty

it would be to exercise general supervision over all the publica-

tion and information activities of the department, both in Wash-

ington and in the field, and to bring about the closer correlation

of such activities in the various bureaus with those of the Division

of Publications. The advantages of this reorganization are apparent

not only in more efficient administration and supervision but in the

more complete coordination and concentration of effort.

The department is in a better position than ever before to serve

the public in this important field of its work. The responsibility

resting upon it is clear. It is its duty to keep the public informed

regarding the results of its investigations and experiments and the

administration of the various regulatory statutes entrusted to it for

enforcement. Under existing conditions, however, it is compelled

to reservoir much valuable information which should be made avail-

able to the public. At one time during the past year, there were 267

important manuscripts which it was necessary to withhold from pub-

lication because of the lack of funds for printing. A deficiency ap-

propriation relieved this situation somewhat, but there are still on

hand many valuable manuscripts which can not be published. This
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situation should not be permitted to continue as criticism is fre-

quently made that the results of investigations, in many instances, are

published too late to be of the greatest service. Some of these manu-

scripts represent the life work of capable, practical, scientific men,

and we should not fail to give the public promptly the benefits of

their years of labor.

DISTRIBUTION OF FARMERS* BULLETINS.

Furthermore, the department is falling far short of meeting the

demands for its publications. The law provides that one-fifth of the

number of Farmers' Bulletins printed shall be available to the de-

partment, while the Congress is allowed four-fifths for distribution

oy its Members. The department has intimate knowledge of the

needs of the country for agricultural information, and it has also an

effective field organization capable of distributing its publications

where they will serve the most useful purpose. It would seem desir-

able, therefore, to change the present arrangement so as to charge the

department with the distribution of Farmers' Bulletins to the sec-

tions where the information they contain is most needed and desired.

THE AGRICUIiTURAX. EXPERIMENT STATIONS.

In many of the States the institutions for agricultural research

which are maintained by Federal and State funds are seriously

hampered by existing conditions. Their appropriations have not

been increased sufficiently to meet present economic requirements^

their expert forces are being depleted by attractive offers from com-

mercial and other concerns, and it is increasingly difficult to fill the

vacancies thus created with equally competent men and women.

With the increased cost of services, labor, equipment, and supplies,

it has been impossible for them to maintain their prewar status in

the field of research.

The situation is serious enough to deserve careful attention of all

those interested in the progress of our agriculture. The research

work of the stations, like that of the Department of Agriculture, is

fundamental. Unless there comes from these institutions a steady

and abundant flow of new knowledge which can be utilized to meet

pressing problems, agricultural advancement Mill slow down and

our system of agricultural education, through colleges, schools, and

the extension service, will deteriorate.

NITROGEN AND POTASH.

The European war emphasized the fact that no effort should be

spared to establish national independence in the production of fer-

tilizer materials. This is especially true in the case of nitrogen,
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wliicli is not only a valuable fertilizer inf^redient, but an essential

element in the manufacture of munitions. Of all the nations in-

volved in the war, Germany alone had a sufficient nitrate supply

within her borders, but En<2;land, France, and Italy are now rapidly

perfecting plans to make themselves equally secure in this respect.

Increased interest lias been manifested in this country, also, in the

study of methods for fixin<;^ atmospheric nitroo;en, and the Depart-

ment of Agriculture, through the Bureau of Soils, has actively co-

operated with the War Department in this important field. The
production of ammonium sulphate from by-product coke ovens and

gas plants has greatly increased, but not sufficiently to meet the de-

mand for fixed nitrogen.

The nitrogen fixation plant at Muscle Shoals, Ala., completed

shortly before the armistice, offers a hope for an independent

source of nitrogen for fertilizer use in time of peace. This plant is

prepared to make calcium cyanide, or, by some additions, to manu-

facture ammonium sulphate. With modifications, also, it may be

equipped for the preparation of highly concentrated fertilizer ma-

terials which wnll be free from filler, and therefore result in a con-

siderable saving to the consumer in freight charges. The plant is

still idle, awaiting the necessary authority from the Congress for its

operation. It is hoped that the matter will receive consideration at

the next session of the Congress, and that the requisite authorization

will be granted without further delay, in order that the Nation may
escape, once for all, from dependence upon foreign nitrate fields,

and that an adequate supply of nitrogen may be developed, both as

a protection in times of national stress and to meet the growing de-

mand for this valuable product for fertilizer purposes.

POTASH FROM KELP AND OTHER SOURCES.

The experimental kelp plant at Summerland, Calif., the purpose

of which is to demonstrate the practicability of extracting potash

and useful bj^^-products from the giant kelps, is in active operation

and valuable results are being secured. Unquestionably, it will be

possible, when the best methods have been worked out, to develop

a potash industry on the Pacific coast capable of supplying a consid-

erable part of the Nation's needs.

Two processes for the recovery of potash from certain rocks have

recently been developed by the Bureau of Soils, and both are

being utilized in commercial practice. The 87,000 tons of

potash annually lost from flues and stacks of cement plants

are still, in the main, going to waste. Only about 1 per cent

was recovered in 1919. A similar situation exists witli refer-

ence to the collection of potash from blast furnaces. The department

is now making a survey of this situation, and preliminary results
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show that the dust from blast furnaces is higher in potash content

than the cement dust and that it can probably be recovered more

economically. The potash that escapes from these two sources would,

if collected in marketable form, go a long way toward meeting the

normal potash requirements of the country. There is ample justifi-

cation, therefore, for the appropriation of sufficient funds adequately

to study those phases of the problem which properly come within the

scope of this department's activities.

METEOROLOGY.

Meteorology is coming into wider application in agriculture,

commerce, and navigation, and the rapid development of aeronautics

has opened up for it a very broad field. As a result, greatly in-

creased demands, which it has been difficult, and in many cases im-

possible, to meet, have been made upon the Weather Bureau. The

growth of the Nation places upon the bureau new obligations, and

appropriate recommendations have been included in the estimates

for the strengthening of its work, especially its studies in aid of

aeronautics, so that it may be in position to meet the responsibilities

imposed upon it by law.

THE PROGRESS OP HIGHTVAY CONSTRUCTION.

It required a great national catastrophe to awaken the American

public to the inadequacy of our transportation facilities and to the

fact that we must depend largely upon our highways, in conjunction

with motor vehicles, when a sudden expansion in transportation is

essential. Our experiences during the last three years have clearly

demonstrated that the failure earlier to inaugurate a sound road im-

provement program has retarded the effective development of one of

our most vital national requirements. The use of the motor vehicle for

highway transportation has increased tremendously within a short

period. In 1906 only 48,000 motor vehicles were registered in the

United States. By 1914 the number had risen to 1,700,000, while

the registrations now total nearly 8,000,000, exclusive of motor

cycles. The actual vehicle-mile use of our roads, it is estimated,

has increased more than 500 per cent in strictly agi-icultural com-

munities and more than 1,000 per cent near the larger centers of

population. These figures indicate the extent to which community

and short-haul transportation will be served by better highways.

GREAT HIGHWAY PROGRAM UNDER WAY.

The Federal-aid road act of 1916, as amended, has resulted in putting

in motion a great program of highway development, nation wide in its

extent. The original act appropriated $75,000,000, extending over a

24435—AGB 1920 4
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five-year period, for the construction of rural post roads in cooperation

with the States, and $1,000,000 a year for a period of 10 years for the

buihlinfj of roads within or adjacent to the national forests. It soon

became apparent, however, that the sums apportioned to the various

States on the basis prescribed by the act would not be sufficient to

provide for the building of any considerable mileage of the more
durable types of roadways such as the traffic conditions in a large

number of the States demanded. After the signing of the armistice,

the feeling was prevalent that there might be a period of business

inactivity leading to a surplus of available labor and that a large

program of road construction would be very helpful in meeting the

situation. The Congress, therefore, acting upon the recommenda-
tion of the Secretary of Agriculture, amended the act, in February,

1919, by providing an additional appropriation of $200,000,000 for

rural post roads and $9,000,000 for national forest projects, and by
broadening a number of its provisions.

PROJECTS APPROVED AND COMPLETED.

In view of the abnormal conditions which have prevailed since the

summer of 1916, the progress that has been made in placing a large

highway improvement program under way is surprisingly good. In

the three years, 1917, 1918, and 1919, there were approved 677 proj-

ects, calling for the construction of 5,790 miles of road and involving

a total cost of $56,418,673, of which the Federal share was $23,931,618.

During the fiscal year 1920, 1,670 projects submitted by the States,

involving the improvement of 16,670 miles and a total allotment of

$109,830,366 of Federal funds, Avere approved. At the end of the

year, 14,940 miles of Federal-aid roads, on which $103,925,094 of

Federal funds had been allotted, were under consideration and in

various stages of completion, while 1,677 miles had been entirely com-

pleted. Preliminary engineering investigations have been made on

4,003 miles of forest roads and construction has been completed, or is

in progress, on 1,300 miles.

CONSTRUCTION DIFFICULTIES.

The work of actual construction has suffered from several causes,

which varied in intensity in the different States. They in-

clude: (1) The difficulty of securing transportation facilities for

road materials. During the season of 1920 the assignment of

open-top cars for transporting coal resulted in tying up and slow-

ing down many of the highway projects under construction. (9^

The lack of materials, i^articularly cement, steel, and culvert pipe.

In general, the short supply of sand, gravel, crushed stone, and

other similar materials has been due to transportation difficulties

rather than to a shortage of production. (3) The lack of available
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contractors and labor. This condition was not general, however, and
was partially caused by the unwillingness of contractors to under-

take new contracts rather than an actual lack of sufficient oi-ganiza-

tions. (4) Difficulties experienced in disposing of road bonds. This

situation existed only in certain States and was due largely to the

advance in interest rates generally after the rates for the bonds had
been fixed.

There have been other difficulties, but these are perhaps the

most important, and it is clear that they relate to matters

over which the Federal and State highway departments have had
little or no control. It has become more and more apparent that the

physical tasks involved in the building of highways are so great thf*^

for a considerable period, progress will be greatly hampered by eco-

nomic limitations. On the other hand, it is equally apparent that the

rate of progress will be accelerated as conditions gradually become

more normal. Even under the existing handicaps, a large mileage

of highways is being completed. All details of engineering and

administrative procedure which have been responsible for any slow-

ing up of the work have been carefully studied, and, as far as prac-

ticable, changes designed to eliminate the causes have 'been made.

As a result, the preliminary operations can now be carried on much
more rapidly than the actual construction.

ADVISORY BOARD OF HIGHWAY OFFICIALS.

In order to provide for the full correlation of the work of the de-

partment and of the State highway agencies, the advisory board has

been enlarged to include all the members of the executive committee

and the officers of the Association of State Highway Officials. There

is thus available to the department, in formulating administrative

policies, the adviee and experience of the State executives in actual

charge of highway Avork, representing all parts of the country. The
board functions through correspondence and periodical meetings with

the Secretary of Agriculture and the Chief of the Bureau of Public

Roads. One very vital question now under consideration by it re-

lates to the classification of highwaj-s into groups or systems of like

importance. This matter is fundamental to the future of highway
development. Only through a carefully prepared building plan can

the work of the several highway agencies, from year to j^ear, be

placed on a systematic basis, a basis that will provide systems of

highways so developed and connected that all classes of traffic will

be adequately served. We can not ignore the fact that the actual

construction of highways will be limited by physical factors for some
years to come, and it seems clear that the only sound policy to fol-

low, in the circumstances, is that of building roads in the order of

their economic importance.
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Hifjhways, as a general rule, are local institutions, and they must,

first of all, carry tlu' traHic originatin*^ in tlu' iniincdiate vicinity.

Their normal function, therefore, is the short haul, connecting pro

ducing areas with rail shipping points and near-by markets. But
we should classify our highways, and then follow the classification

persistently, to the end that, as the principal roads in each State

are completed, they will connect with those of contiguous States and
thus automatically become links in a national system which will

serve all parts of the country. In working out such a classification,

due consideration must be given to the military needs, and provision,

therefore, has been made for cooperation with the War Department
in making an extensive study to determine the roads which are

needed to meet them.

TECHNICAL PROBLEMS TO BE SOLN^D.

With the great increase in the number of vehicles using our high-

ways, and particularly with the greater weight of the traffic units

which they are now expected to carry, many technical problems in

highway construction have arisen. The solution of these problems is

essential to the wise expenditure of the large sums that have been

provided for construction operations. They can only be solved by
painstaking and thorough investigations and studies. Plans have

been worked out, therefore, for the prosecution of the necessary re-

search work, in cooperation with the National Research Council and
with educational institutions which have the requisite facilities.

PROVISION FOR FIVE-YEAR PROGRAM.

The rapid improvement in the organization of the Federal and

State highway departments, the development of adequate road

legislation in the various States, the response of the States in mak-
ing funds available to meet the Federal apportionments, and the

progress of construction work during a period beset with every possi-

ble discouraging condition and limitation have clearly demonstrated

the soundness of the existing Federal aid plan. Future legislation

should not disturb the principles embodied in the act of 1916, which

have been tried out and found to be so satisfactory, and only those

changes should be made which experience has clearly shown to be

desirable.

The period covered by the original act, as amended, will terminate

with the close of the present fiscal year. Immediate consideration,

therefore, should be given to plans for its extension. In order that

there may be no halting in the work, it is hoped that the Congress

will, at its next session, provide additional funds, to be expended

under the terms of existing legislation with certain modifications,
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at the rate of $100,000,000 a year for a period of five years, begin-

ning with July 1, 1921. The principal modifications in mind relate to

the problem confronting the Western States in highway work because

of the existence in many of them of large areas of public lands,

and to the maintenance of Federal aid roads by the State high-

way agencies rather than by the counties. The Association of

State Highway Officials, at its meeting in December, 1919, unani-

mously approved the continuance of the present plan of Federal

participation in road building with these and other modifications.

The fact that the present appropriation may not be entirely ex-

pended by June 30, 1921, does not lessen the necessity of imme-

diate action. Both the Federal and State highway departments

should know, as promptly as possible, the program for the next five

years, in order that the work may be adequately planned and the

engineering and administrative details carefully executed. Forty of

the State legislatures will be in session this winter, when it will be

necessary for them to make the requisite provision for meeting future

Federal apportionments. From every standpoint, therefore, it is

essential that legislation for the continuance of the program now

under way be promptly enacted.

NATIONAL FOREST ROADS.

Provision should be made also for the continued building, on an

adequate scale, of roads within or adjacent to the national forests.

The forest road systems are very closely related to those of the

States, and the major forest projects form important links in essen-

tial State and interstate highways. There are approximately 15,000

miles of roads within the forests which connect with State and

county highway systems. The building of forest roads, therefore,^

is an important part of the general road development plan of the

West, both within and without the forest areas. In addition, the

transportation of forest products, the protection and administration

of the forests themselves, and their utilization for recreational pur-

poses are all dependent upon the construction and maintenance of

serviceable roads.
THE FOHESTIIY PROBLEM.

The time has arrived when increased attention to u sound and

comprehensive forestry policy is imperative. Forest depletion has

reached a dangerous and critical point. As cutting advances, much

of the land which should continue to produce ample quantities of

timber for our domestic needs, and also a balance for export, either

grows inferior or partial crops, or sinks to a condition of virtual

waste. The cause is neglect and should be removed. It can be-

removed only by public action.
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COOPERATION WITH THE STATES.

The broad question of timber supplies and permanent forests is a

national one. It can not be handled piecemeal by uncorrelHted local

afrencies. Neither can it be handled through an inflexible sj^stem im-

posed Avithout regard to local conditions. The recognized police

powers of the several States should be brought into play to stop

forest fires and prevent the devastation of privately owned forest

land. At the same time, the Federal (government should take an

active part in aiding the forest activities of the States, in standard-

izing technical requirements as between the States, and in extending

the national forests. But the public should not be expected to bear

the entire burden. Responsibility rests upon the forest owner to

comply witli equitable requirements designed to keep employed in

groAving timber lands which are not needed for agriculture.

The Congress will be asked to provide an appropriation sufficiently

large to permit the department to cooperate effectiA-ely with all the

States which are prepared to work with it in preventing and con-

trolling forest fires and other causes of devastation. It will be re-

quested, also, to provide funds for the reforestation of devastated

lands within the national forests, and for additions to them through

further land purchases and through exchanges of national forest

areas or timber for private lands of equal values.

FOREST EXPERniKNT STATIONS NEEDED.

Full productiveness of our forests can not be secured without full

information regarding the means of controlling their growth. Un-

fortunately, at a time when better knowledge is particularly urgent,

the machinery for obtaining it has been seriously curtailed as the

result of decreased appropriations. One consequence of this has been

the virtual abandonment of the forest experiment stations in the West,

at which many of the most important investigations were centered.

The number of these stations should be increased, not reduced.

They are as necessary to forestry as the agricultural experiment sta-

tions are to progress in agriculture, and there should be at least one

station in each of the main forest regions of the country. Economic

studies dealing with the prospective requirements of the various in-

dustries, and, in general, with the demands which the forests of the

country should be prepared to meet, also are essential. In the face

of enforced curtailments in the use of wood, due to the depletion of

present supplies, it is as important to study methods of economically

and effectively using what we have as it is to learn how to grow more

wood. Work along all these lines should be greatly enlarged and

the necessary funds should be provided for the purpose.
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In administering the national forests, the department has been

carrying on an expanding business through a period of rapidly rising

prices with an almost stationary appropriation. This has made it

necessary to practice the most rigid economy. It is impossible to

handle the forests efficiently on the basis of the prewar appropriations,

and the protection and development of these resources should not be

restricted for lack of men to handle the work involved.

NATIONAL FORESTS AND NATIONAL PARKS.

For many years the movement for setting aside from the public

domain permanent reservations of wild lands as national heritages

failed to recognize any substantial difference between national parks

and national forests. As regulated use of the timber and grazing re-

sources of the forests developed in importance, however, a clear dis-

tinction of fields began to appear. The forests, in the nature of the

case, must always have an important value as recreation grounds, and

must be administered with definite provision for recreational use along

with the development and use of their material resources. Areas

of scenic grandeur or natural wonders which are exceptional in char-

acter should be incorporated in national parks, but for every area

of this sort there are literally hundreds of mountain peaks, lakes,

or beautiful canyons within the forests which do not justify their

designation as parks.

This situation must be recognized in seeking a sound basis for

determ.ining what areas should be incorporated in national parks.

If their primary public utility arises from economic resources for

which, sooner or later, there will be a legitimate demand, they

should not be embraced in parks. As our Western States expand in

population and industry, it will not be possible to withhold the parks

from demands for water power, for irrigation, and, indeed, for timber

and forage, unless they are limited to areas m which the beauties

and wonders of nature are, in reality, so dominating that they justify

prohibition of conflicting forms of use. Above all, the national con-

ception of our great parks as areas so fine and wonderful that they

belong to the whole country should not be cheapened by making them

simply a means for local development or advertisement.

Nor should we build up, under the name of national parks, public

properties which are open to various forms of commercial exploita-

tion and which are, in fact, merely national forests under a different

designation. Areas whose dominant public values are economic do not

belong in the parks. They should remain or be placed in the national

forests if they serve the primary functions of the forests—the produc-

tion of timber or the protection of watersheds. On the other hand,

the economic service rendered by the forests should be no bar to the

administration of small areas at many points within them for public
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recreational i)iirposes or for the protection of their natural beauty.

There is a <i;rowin«; demand for suinniei--home sites, for public camp
grounds, for the development of comnumity recreation areas in the

forests, and for other forms of recreational use. To meet this demand,
there should be more specific provision than has yet been made for

the administration of the recreation resources.

GRAZING FEES.

Grazing at present is the principal source of money return to the

Government from the national forests. Since 1916 the grazing fees

have been doubled, with the view of making them commensurate with

current rental rates for neighboring private lands of the same char-

acter. When the existing rates were established, th ^ users of the

range understood that they would remain in effect for five years

and many of the grazing permits were issued for this period. The
value of the grazing privilege on many ranges subsequently advanced,

and a considerable sentiment in favor of an immediate further

increase in the fees developed. The good faith of the GoA^ernment

would be impaired by such a course. Furthermore, to advance the

fees at the present time would add to the instability of the national

forest live-stock industry w^hich has been brought about b^^ existing

market conditions, and would be neither just nor good public policy.

No policy has been laid down by the Congress for the guidance of

the department in the exercise of the administrative discretion, with

which it has been vested for 15 years, to determine the conditions

under which the use of the range may be permitted. If the Congress

desires to prescribe such a policy, it should not take effect until after

1923, when the existing leases will expire. Even in the absence

of legislation, the department will make a classification of the ranges

and fix a new scale of charges, to be imposed in 1924, under which the

fees will represent the actual grazing value of the particular portion

of the range used by each permittee or group of permittees. Before

the new scale is determined, an opportunity w^ill be given the local

associations of national forest range users to submit any data regard-

ing the fairness of the proposed fees which they may desire to

present.

THE DEVELOPMEIVT OF ALASKA.
^

The Department of Agriculture, in common with a number of other

departments, has very definite responsibilities in connection with

Alaskan development. It is endeavoring, for example, to increase

the production of crops and live stock ; it has experts in the field in-

vestigating the possibility of building up the reindeer herds into

an important source of meat supply ; it is giving attention to the per-

petuation of the fur industry. But its chief responsibility at the
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present time is in connection with the administration of the national

forests in Alaska.

The location of pulp mills in these forests would aid greatly in

solving the problem of our future supplies of newsprint. Under
regulated use, the Tongass National Forest alone can probably pro-

duce forever 1,500,000 tons of newsprint yearly, along with ample
quantities of timber for local purposes. By far the most valuable

timber in Alaska is that which fringes its western seaboard, the

northward extension of the coast forests of Washington and British

Columbia. Practically all this coastal area is owned by the Govern-

ment. It is under national forest administration, and timber from it

is already playing an important part in the industrial development of

the Territory. Every sawmill on the coast from Ketchikan to Seward
obtains its supply from the national forests. These mills furnish

nearly all the lumber used in the region, and forest administration is

intimately related to every form of industry and to every community
in the coastal area.

RESPONSIBILITY OF THE FOREST SER\T:CE.

Because of this relation, a peculiar responsibility rests on the Forest

Service in Alaska. To fulfill it effectively under a system of long-

range administration is impossible. The public resources in Alaska

can be properly managed only liy lodging authority in men on the

ground to act without waiting to consult distant superiors, and the

Forest Service has consistently followed this policy. There is close

cooperation between the Forest Service and the Territorial govern-

ment, and the animating purpose of the forest officers is to make the

forests serve the welfare of Alaska.

The greatest need of Alaska is for the investment of capital id

enterprises for the development of resources which caii be developed

in no other way. The pulpwood supplies of the coast forests offer

the best immediate opening for capital. To the task of securing

their utilization on a large scale, the energies of the Forest Service

are now being directed, with every promise of success. One large

sale has already been closed and others are in prospect. Through

such enterprises the population of the Territory will be built up, its

wealth increased, and other forms of development stimulated.

AMENDMENTS TO EXISTING LEGISLATION.

In the early history of the Department of Agriculture its work was

directed largely along the lines of research and education. In recent

years, its activities have been expanded to include the administra-

tion of various regulatory laws relating for the most part, directly

or indirectly, to agricultural commodities or operations. Some of
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them, such as the meat-inspection act, and to some extent the food and
dru<i:s act, are desi<;ned to protect the public health. Others have
for their object the protection of the live-stock industry by control-

ling: or prohibiting]: the shipment of diseased animals in interstate

commerce, the prevention of the entry into this country or the spread

of injurious insects and plant diseases, or the conservation of our

game birds and animals. Still others are intended to facilitate the

marketino; of farm products or to prevent abuses in the prepara-

tion and shipment of foods, drujrs, insecticides, and fungicides, and
of virus, serums, and toxins for combating animal diseases. Long ex-

perience in the administration of these laws indicates that many of

them should be strengthened if they are to serve most effectively their

original purposes and to meet new situations which have arisen since

they were placed on the statute books. Appropriate recommenda-
tions regarding the necessary amendments w^ill be submitted to the

Congress at its next session ; I will merely outline them here.

THE MEAT-INSPECTION ACT.

The meat-inspection act has been in operation 14 years and certain

changes in it are clearh^ desirable. Authority should be given to

require that carcasses and parts of carcasses, meats, and meat food

products shall bear labels which will correctlj^ indicate their kind

and character. An amendment to this effect would go far tow^ard

preventing fraud and deception because purchasers would then have

exact information as to what they buy. The existing doubt as to

whether the law applies to shipments from a State to a Territory

or to the District of Columbia, or vice versa, should be removed. In

order to maintain a prosecution for the shipment of unsound meat,

under the act as it now stands, it is necessary for the Government
to show knowledge on the part of the shipper as to its unwholesome-

ness at the time he offers the product for shipment in interstate

commerce. This requirement should be eliminated.

On account of the peculiar construction of section 21 of the act,

there is some question as to whether the prohibition contained in it

regarding the interstate transportation of unwholesome meat and

meat products applies only to farmers, retail butchers, and retail

dealers. There is also doubt as to whether the element of sale is

necessary in order to constitute an offense under this section. These

ambiguities should be corrected, and amendments should be inserted

which would effectively prohibit the interstate shipment, for food

purposes, of articles which become unsound subsequent to inspection,

as well as traffic in unsound meats by persons who conduct their

own transportation.

Specific authority should be provided for the withdrawal of in-

spection from establishments which violate any of the regula-
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tions promulgated for the enforcement of the act, since the condi-

tions prescribed by them are necessary to insure the wholesomeness

of meat and meat food products designed for interstate shipment.

Wherever the words "Inspected and Passed" and "Inspected and

Condemned " appear in the statute, they should be changed to read

" U. S. Passed " and " U. S. Condemned," respectively, in order to

distinguish the Federal inspection marks from those of State and

municipal authorities; and wider discretion regarding the disposi-

tion of fats and meat food products condemned for causes other than

disease should be given, so as to permit their utilization for indus-

trial purposes under proper regulations. The department also should

be authorized to follow and reinspect products bearing the Federal

mark of inspection after they have left the official establishments in

which they were first examined and to cancel the marks if it is

found that the continuance of their use would be misleading or an

instrumentality of deception or fraud; and paragraph 545 of the

tariff act of October 3, 1913, which now prohibits the importation

of the classes of meat covered by the meat inspection act except

under conditions prescribed by the department, but which provides no

penalty for its violation, should be reenacted as a part of the meat

inspection act, thus bringing it under the general penalty provisions.

Other amendments of equal importance should be made, and a full

statement of them will be presented to the Congress.

THE VIRUS-SERUM-TOXIN ACT.

In the case of the virus-serum-toxin act, a number of amendments

are desirable in order more effectivel}^ to prevent the preparation and

shipment in interstate and foreign commerce of virus, serums, and

toxins which are worthless or contaminated. The law should be

extended to cover articles which enter foreign commerce, and defi-

nite provision should be made for the destruction of worthless,

contaminated, dangerous, or harmful products. Specific authority

should be given to withhold the issuance of licenses to persons

who refuse to permit inspection of their establishments, or to

conduct them in accordance with the regulations, and a violation of

the regulations at any time should be declared tS be sufficient cause

for the revocation or suspension of a license. It would be desirable,

also, to provide that a license may be suspended temporarily, in

critical cases, without the necessity of affording an opportunity for

a hearing, and that all containers must bear the name of the product,

the date of its manufacture, and such marks or labels as will clearly

identify it and indicate its potency. The counterfeiting or falsifying

of identification marks prescribed by the regulations should be pro-

hibited; the shipment of samples of virus, serums, toxins, etc.,
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intended for scientific purposes should be permitted under properly
contix)lled conditions; and the acceptance of any money or gift by
an inspector connected with the enforcement of the act, or the giving

or offering of anything of value to an inspector by a licensee, should

be made a criminal offense, punishable by fine or imprisonment.

THE FOOD AND DRUGS ACT.

In order to secure the more effective and efficient enforcement of

the food and drugs act, the department should be specifically author-

ized to establish standards of strength, quality, and purity for the

articles subject to its provisions, and ample power should be given

it to enforce compliance with these standards. The term " drugs,"

as defined in the act, should be broadened to include specifically

all cosmetics, toilet preparations, face creams, hair dyes, and antifat

and antilean remedies ; and all drugs containing methyl alcohol, for

internal or external use, should be deemed to be adulterated, although

the use of methyl alcohol in their preparation should be permitted,

provided it is completely eliminated from the finished products.

The list of habit-forming drugs set forth in the second paragraph

of section 8 is incomplete and should be extended to include, by name,

a number of dangerous substances commonly found in drug prepara-

tions; or, as an alternative, a definite requirement should be incor-

porated in the law that all habit-forming or poisonous drugs, or

their derivatives, must be declared on the labels or packages. Viru-

lent poisons should be brought within the scope of the act, and au-

thority should be given to determine, from time to time, what sub-

stances shall be regarded as virulent poisons. The department should

have power to inspect establishments in which foods or drugs are pre-

pared for interstate or foreign commerce, or for sale in the District of

Columbia or the Territories, in order to ascertain whether the articles

are adulterated or misbranded ; and the misbranding provisions of the

act should be extended to food containers so made or shaped as to

be likely to deceive or mislead the purchaser as to the quantity,

quality, size, or origin of their contents. »

THE INSECTICIDE AND FUNGICIDE ACT.

The insecticide and fungicide act should be amended in several

particulars. A substantial minimum fine should be provided, be-

cause, in the absence of any stated minimum, fines are some-

times so small that offenders consider prosecution as a matter

of small moment. Certain inconsistencies in the definitions of the

two words " fungicide " and " insecticide " should be cleared up, and

the doubt as to whether " fungicide " was intended to include disin-

fectants and antiseptics should be removed. The term " misbranded "
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should be extended to cover false and misleading statements, designs,

€tc., in the circulars or in the advertisin"; matter accompanying pack-

ages of insecticides and fungicides, as well as the statements upon the

package or label itself, and the misbranding provisions should be

made clearly applicable to inert substances which do not of them-

selves, or in combination with other ingredients of the particular

article, prevent, destroy, or repel insects or fungi.

THE GRAIN-STANDARDS ACT.

The act prohibits (section 4), under penalty, the interstate ship-

ment of grain by grade from or to an inspection point vmless it

has been inspected and graded by a licensed inspector. It also for-

bids (section 5), but without a penalt}'^, the representation of any

^rain as of a grade other than that shown in the certificate issued

under the act. As a result, a person who ships or sells grain by grade

without the required inspection and grading is guilty of a criminal

offense, while one who complies with the inspection requirement

but misrepresents the grade, thereby defrauding his customer, is

not. The only punishment in the latter case is the business injury

resulting from the publication of the facts by the department. It

«eems clear, in the circumstances, that the penalty provided by
section 9 of the act should be extended to cover misrepresentation

of grades, including the alteration of official certificates. Specific

authority also should be given for the publication of the findings

of the department relating to false grading.

Under the act as it now stands, appeals respecting the grade

of grain can be taken or referred to the Secretary of Agriculture

only where the grain involved has entered interstate commerce.

This restriction should be removed so that all persons dealing in

grain who desire to avail themselves of the provisions of the act

may be permitted to do so ; and the present requirement that all in-

terested parties other than those joining in an appeal must be named
as respondents in the complaint should be omitted. The n/^mrntp

determination of an appeal depends solely upon a proper examina-

tion of the grain, accompanied by tests of correct and representative

samples, and such safeguards have been thrown around the collection

of samples and the conduct of tests that the right to be heard does

not aid in the determination of the true grade in any way.

FOOD PRODUCTS INSPECTION LAW.

The food products inspection law, at present, is limited in its

operation to products shipped in interstate commerce. This limita-

tion should be removed. The service authorized by the law is wholly

permissive and in no way regulatory or mandatory and, therefore,
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does not interfere with the rights of any citizen. It tends to facili-

tate the distribution and marketinp; of farm products, since it hastens-

the settlement of disputes as to their quality and condition upon
arrival in the market, and any shii)i)er should be permitted to take

advantage of it. It would be desirable, also, to amend the law so

that inspections may be made at points that can be conveniently

reached from important central markets.

THE WAREHOUSE ACT.

Section 15 of the warehouse act requires the inspection and grad-

ing of grain, flaxseed, or any other " fungible " agricultural product

covered by the act. Some grains, particularly corn and flaxseed, are

not always stored as fungible products. It is customary, in certain./

parts of the countrj^, to store grain in bags, or in special compart-

ments or bins, which preserve its identity so that the identical grain

may be returned to the owner when it is taken from storage. In

many such cases, sampling and grading are entirely unnecessary

from the standpoint of the owner. He merely wishes to be assured

that the place of storage is suitable, that the warehouseman is reli-

able, that the warehouse is being operated under the disinterested

inspection and supervision of the Federal Government, and that he

is further protected against the loss of his property by the ware-

houseman's bond. Whether he desires to incur the expense of in-

spection or grading is a matter for him to determine. It seems

desirable, in the circumstances, to amend the act so that the grading

of grain stored in bags or in special bins or compartments which

preserve its identity will not be required unless desired by the depos-

itor. This amendment would not weaken the act in any way, but

would merely meet the expressed wishes of producers in certain sec-

tions of the country. In short, it would extend to the grain grower

the same privilege that the producer of corn, wool, or tobacco already

has under its terms.

THE PLANT QUARANTINE ACT.

The plant quarantine act of August 20, 1912, needs amendment in

one important particular. At present, it is difficult for employees of

the Federal Horticultural Board, which is responsible for the admin-

istration of the law under the direction of the Secretary of Agricul-

ture, to prevent the movement of infected and infested plants and

plant products from one State to another when they are carried in

private conveyances. The employees of the board, therefore, should

be authorized to examine vehicles and other means of transportation

not now covered by the terms of the act when there is good reason to

suspect that they are being used for the movement of products in.

violation of the law and the regulations issued under it.
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THE LACEY ACT.

The Lacey Act (sees. 242 and 243 of the Penal Code), which

relates to the interstate shipment by common carriers of wild ani-

mals or birds, should be amended so as to cover the transportation

not only by common carriers but by any means whatever of live as

well as dead animals and birds, and so as to require that pack-

ages containing game be clearly and plainly marked with a state-

ment of the number and kinds of animals or birds therein. Provi-

sion should be made also for the more effective enforcement of the

act, and duly designated employees of the department should be

authorized to make arrests for violations committed in their

presence, to serve warrants issued by the courts, and to seize wild

animals and birds which are being illegally transported.

ADMINISTRATION OF WILD-LIFE RESERVATIONS.

From time to time, by act of Congress and Executive orders,

large tracts of land have been reserved as breeding grounds,

ranges, and refuges for wild animals and birds. The admin-

istration of these reservations is committed to the Department

of Agriculture. Section 84 of the Penal Code forbids hunting on

the bird reservations, except in accordance with regulations pre-

scribed by the Secretary of Agriculture. There is no statute, how-

ever, making it an offense to trespass on the refuges for wild

animals, and no law which authorizes the department to administer

the reservations for purposes other than the protection of the birds

and animals. Neither is there any authority "conferred by law upon

the wardens of the reservations to arrest persons trespassing upon

them. Authority similar to that contained in the act of June 4,

1897, with reference to the administration of the national forests,

should be given the department to regulate the occupancy and use

of the reservations, so that they may be devoted to all proper and

lawful purposes consistent with the preservation and protection of

the birds and animals thereon, and power to properly police them

should be vested in the wardens.

PROTECTION OF OFFICERS FROM VIOLENCE.

There is now no provision for the punishment of persons who
oppose, resist, or assault employees of the Forest Service and the

Bureau of Biological Survey in the performance of their duties

relating to the administration of the national forests and wild-life

reservations and the protection of migratory birds. These em-

ployees frequently discharge their duties under hazardous conditions.

The lack of any Federal law for their protection is generally

known and, in several instances, has encouraged or provoked wholly
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unwarranted acts of physical violence upon them. Furthermore,

the absence of such protection breeds contempt of the authority con-

ferred by law upon the department to enforce the statutes intrusted

to it for administration. Section C2 of the Penal Code accords pro-

tection to the emplo3^ees of the Bureau of Animal Industry, and by
a simple amendment it may be made applicable to employees of the

Forest Service and of the Bureau of Biological Survey,

AUTHORITY TO OBTAIN INFORMATION,

A number of the statutes administered by the department require

the obtaining of information, both for the purpose of properly admin-

istering them and of submitting reports to Congress upon which it

may base further legislation, but the department can now obtain

this information only as the persons possessing it volunteer to give it.

Authority should be conferred upon the department to compel the

furnishing of such information, under proper safeguards, and to

permit its duly designated representatives to administer oaths and to

examine witnesses in connection therewith,

NEW LEGISLATION.

Aside from the revision or amendment of existing statutes, expe-

rience has demonstrated the desirability of new legislation along

several lines, including the following

:

rURE SEEDS.

The importation into the United States of forage and like seeds

is regulated by the seed importation act of August 24, 1912, but

there is now no law to prevent the adulteration or misbranding

of seeds shipped from one State to another. While it is not clear

that Federal regulation of interstate commerce in seeds would be

practicable, it is clear that the enlargement of the department's

authority and funds for testing and other investigational work,

accompanied by full publicity, would produce valuable results. It

has been suggested in the estimates, therefore, that authority be

given to determine the purity, viability, and trueness to variety

of seeds obtained in the open market and to publish the names of

the persons responsible for the shipment or sale of those which are

found to be adulterated and misbranded according to the standards

established by the department.

FEEDS AND FERTILIZERS AND NAVAL STORES.

The need for legislation to insure the purity and wholesome-

ness of commercial feeds intended for domestic animals and poultry

lias been apparent for many years. While the food and drugs act is
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applicable to such feeds, it has been impossible under its provisions

to prevent some of the worst forms of adulteration and misbranding.

This matter should receive careful consideration, and a comprehen-

sive law which will prevent the shipment in interstate and foreij!;n

commerce of worthless, adulterated, or misbninded feeds should be

enacted as promptly as possible. In framing the measure, it would be

highly desirable to give the department authority to establish stand-

ards which will adequately protect the purchaser against articles that

have little or no feeding value.

There is need also of similar legislation dealing with the adultera-

tion, debasement, and false labeling of fertilizers and naval stores.

ROADS.

Provision should be made, at the next session of the Congress, for

the continuance of the highway program along the lines recom-

mended on pages 51 and 52.

MARKETING OF LIVE STOCK.

Many measures designed to regulate and control establishments

encaired in the handling of live stock and in the manufacture and

preparation of meat and meat food products have been under public

discussion. Several bills dealing with the problems involved are

now pending in the Congress and are in various stages of considera-

tion. Undoubtedly, it Avould be desirable, not only in the interest of

the producer but of the consumer as well, to enact legislation which

would make it impossible for those dealing in live stock and its

products to exercise undue control over marketing facilities or to

impose unfair or unreasonable charges for their services.

THE NEED OF NEW BUILDINGS.

Immediate consideration should be given to improving the housing

conditions of the department in Washington. The existing situa-

tion makes for waste and inefficiency in many directions. Forty-two

buildings or parts of buildings, including both Government owned

and rented structures, are noAv occupied for office, laboratory, stor-

age, and other purposes. They are in widely scattered locations,

many of them considerable distances away from the administration

building, and several are antiquated, unsuitable, and nonfireproof.

The cost of maintenance, upkeep, and operation under such condi-

tions is unavoidably large and will grow year by year.

Recently some branches of the department, at the direction of the

Puljlic Buildings Commission, which has full control over the

allotment of all space occupied by the Government departments in

Washington, have been placed in the temporary frame structures

erected during the war. It is difficult to conceive of any type of

24435—AGR 1020 5
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biiil(lin<T:s more inflammable than these. The property and records

of the Government in them arc exposed to serious fire hazard at all

times, to say nothing of possible loss of life in the event of fire. For

what length of time it will be necessarj' to occupy these buildings

has not been indicated, but to continue to use them indefinitely is, in

my opinion, contrary to the best interests of the department.

No other department of the Government in Washington is as inade-

quately and unsatisfactorily housed as is the Department of Agricul-

ture, and immediate attention should be given to the development and

execution of a building program for it. The first step should be the

construction of the long-deferred central building between labora-

tories A and B along the lines of the original designs, which are

still in the files of the department, the acquisition of the land and

buildings in one of the squares lying immediately south of the de-

partment's reservation, a:ncl the erection thereon of a modern fire-

proof structure of plain though pleasing appearance. This would

make it possible to bring the scattered units of the department closer

together, to relinquish many buildings which are remotely located,

unsuitable for offices and nonfireproof, and to effect a large annual

saving in rentals.

THE PROBLEM OF PERSONNEL..

In any discussion of what the department has done during the

year, it must be borne in mind that every item of progress was ac-

complished under serious difficulties. Rapid advances in the costs of

supplies and equipment, materials, and services, and an abnormal

turnover in personnel have presented many problems. Increased

costs have resulted in the forced curtailment of many lines of work,

and the inability to pay adequate compensation has made it impos-

sible to establish and maintain satisfactory personnel standards.

The department is charged with duties that are extremely varied

and of th» utmost importance. It is conducting fundamental re-

search in every phase of crop and live-stock production and market-

ing, and it is actively studying the broad economic problems in the

field of agriculture. It is supervising the expenditure of the Fed-

eral funds which have made possible the inauguration and execution

of the greatest road-building program ever undertaken in the his-

tory of the world. It is administering the national forests, which

comprise within their boundaries 155,000,000 acres of land, and it is

enforcing more than 30 regulatory laws, all of them of great im-

portance to the people of the country. It can not hope to main-

tain these and other activities on a satisfactory basis, or to render the

most effective service, without an adequate force of well-trained men
and women. And it must not only be prepared to discharge, in full

measure, its present responsibilities, but it must look to the future.

Some of the most fundamental and difficult problems in agriculture
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still lie ahead of us, and the planninfj and execution of experiments

and investigations for their solution, as well as the development of

the necessary machinery for conductinfj^ vigorous campaigns to elimi-

nate the pests and diseases which are handicapping production in

every direction and in every section of the country, depend for their

success upon the ability of the department to secure and retain the

highest type of scientific and administrative officers.

ABNORMAL TURNOVER.

The turnover in personnel has reached an alarming stage. Highly

trained and experienced specialists and administrators are leaving

the service for salaries two, three, and four times as much as the

department can pay them, and many of them can not be replaced at

anytiiing like the compensation that can be offered under existing

limitations. We have a record of the salaries received in outside

employment by 528 of the scientific and technical emploj^ees who

left the department during the fiscal year 1920. This record shows

that 383 of these employees are receiving from other public institu-

tions and commercial concerns compensation ranging from $500 to

$7,000 more than they were paid by the department.

It is understood, of course, that the Government can not meet com-

mercial competition. The scientific and technical men of the depart-

ment do not themselves expect it. As a general rule, they are willing

to accept less in order that they may remain in strictly scientific work,

but they certainly should be paid salaries sufficient to keep themselves

and their families in reasonable comfort. Otherwise, the Depart-

ment's force will continue to be drained of many of its most efficient

workers. It can not be subjected to this steady draft upon its trained

personnel without serious impairment of the service, nor can it utilize

the funds appropriated by the Congi-ess most effectively with a con-

stantly disintegrating organization and an increasing percentage of

new and relatively inexperienced personnel.

UMPORTANCE OF RESEARCH.

The department should be in position to retain its scientific and

technical workers over long periods. From the standpoint of the

public service, a man once embarked upon an important field of in-

vestigation should remain there if he is capable and efficient. If

he leaves to accept other employment, he carries with him much

of the information he has acquired in the progress of his work,

information which enriches him in experience, but which can not

possibly be put on record. A new man, continuing the work, must,

in many instances, go over a considerable part of the field already

covered before he reaches the point where his predecessor left off.

We are at a stage of our agricultural progress where fundamental

research and investigation are more essential than ever before. We
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are confronted to-day with serious problems of the most i)ressin<j;

nature about which we know rehatively little. No one acquainted

with the situation will deny that it would be the part of wisdom to

concentrate the best brains of the country on these problems and to

provide adequate facilities for carrying on the work in the most com-

prehensive manner.

Since 1914 there has been no increase in the limitation on the

maximum amount that may be paid to scientific and technical work-

ers. It has been impossible, therefore, for the department to ad-

just their compensation to accord Avith the great change in

economic conditions which has taken place during the past six years.

This situation should be corrected without delay, and I have there-

fore recommended in the estimates to the Congress that the ex-

isting limitation be increased to $6,500, I have also recommended

that provision be made for increasing the salaries of the chiefs of

bureaus and divisions, all of whom have large and difficult tasks to

perform and are decidedly underpaid. Their present compensation

is considerably less than that received by officers of similar rank in

other agricultural institutions and in other branches of the Govern-

ment service, to say nothing of salaries paid by commercial concerns.

I can not too strongly urge that these recommendations be adopted.

The personnel difficulties which the department has experienced

are not confined to the scientific and technical workers. They have

extended also to the clerical and mechanical employees who, in large

part, are carried on statutory rolls, which means that promotions

can be made only as vacancies occur. This has resulted in a serious

situation. I have suggested in the estimates some changes in the

statutor}^ rolls which, while they will not solve the problem, will

afford temporary relief until such time as the Congress acts in the

matter of reclassification of the salaries of Government employees

generally.

DIRECTORS OF SCIENTIFIC AND REGULATORY W'ORK.

With the growth and development of the work of the department

along research and regulatory lines, it is highlj^ essential that definite

provision be made for the closer coordination of these activities

through a central agency. Only in this way can the most effecti\»e

results be obtained. Every effort also should be made to bring about

a further correlation of the research and regulatory activities with

those of the appropriate State agencies. The department has no

adequate machinery at this time for accomplishing these purposes.

I am suggesting in the estimates, therefore, that the Secretary of

Agriculture be authorized to appoint a director of scientific work

and a director of regulatory work, at $7,500 per annum each, who will

devote their attention not only to the development and coordination

of the research and regulatory activities of the various branches of

the department but will also work out and put into execution plans
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for their further coordination with similar lines of work in the

various States. It is proposed that these directors shall not be subject

to removal except for cause. The reason for this is obvious. In an

institution such as the Dejiartment of Agriculture stability of tenure

is absolutely essential if the best results are to be secured.

FUNDS FOR 1022.

The estimates of the Department of Agriculture for the fiscal year

ending June 30, 1922, aggregate $41,989,384, representing an increase

of $10,270,000 over the appropriation for the current year. Of this

increase, $950,000 for combating foot-and-mouth disease, $100,000 for

lighting and preventing forest fires, and $100,000 for the control of

emergency insect infestations, amounting in all to $1,150,000, are

merely insurance funds and will be used only in case of necessity.

Each and every item in the estimates has been carefully canvassed,

and the amount suggested represents the minimum that, in my opin-

ion, should be provided for the maintenance and prosecution of the

work of the department. It should be borne in mind, in this connec-

tion, that the appropriation for the regular work of the department

during the fiscal year 1921 was reduced by $2,180,977, the total

amount provided representing a reduction of nearly $0,000,000 below

the sum recommended in the estimates for that j^ear.

If the increase proposed is allowed, it will be possible to restore

to their former status and to develop properly the important activi-

ties which have been discontinued or seriously curtailed because of

the lack of funds. It will be possible also for the department to pay

better compensation to its earnest and efficient Avorkers—provided,
^

of course, the present limitations on salaries are increased as recom-

mended—and thus to cheek, in part at least, the abnormal turnover

in personnel ; and, lastly, the department will be placed in position

to attack important agricultural problems which are pressing for

solution, to enforce more completely the regulatory laws instrusted

to it for administration, and to provide for the more effective ad-

ministration and protection of our great national forest properties.

AGRICLLTUnAL. AGENCIES EXPECTED TO HELP.

Our great agricultural industry is in the midst of a difficult and

trying period. It is confronted with numerous and complex prob-

lems, and the people of the country are rightfully expecting the

agricultural agencies of the Nation—the Federal Department of

Agriculture, the State agricultural colleges and experiment stations,

and the State Departments of Agriculture—to render increasingly

important service in working out ways and means of solving them.

These institutions can not hope to measure up to their responsi-

bilities in this respect unless they are properly equipped and are

placed in position to secure and retain the services of the best trained

men and women in America.
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A review of the uctivities of the departmcMit during the past year

clearly indicates not only that it will be unable to give proper study

and attention to the new and vital matters of national concern now
demanding its attention and action, but that it can not even maintain

its present standard of service to American agriculture, and through
agriculture to the people of the country, without more adequate sup-

port. Unless a considerably increased appropriation is granted for

the next fiscal year, it will be impossible for this great organization

to deal effectively with the problems before it and it will be com-

pelled, in many vital jDrojects, to mark time. I recognize full well

the necessity for economy in governmental expenditures, especially

in view of the great financial burdens thrust upon us by the war and
the present unsettled conditions; but, in my opinion, it is not true

econom3\to fail to provide the necessar}' facilities and personnel for

this productive branch of the Government, which is returning to the

Nation manyfold, in terms of wealth created or saved, the expendi-

tures made by it.

I have already discussed briefly the personnel situation in the de-

partment, but I Avish to reemphasize it here. Important units are in

danger of going to pieces because of the lack of funds to prosecute

the work at hand or because present limitations on salaries make it

impossible to maintain a sufficient personnel to conduct their opera-

tions effectively. This is no exaggeration. In one of the most im-

portant bureaus—one dealing with serious economic problems—8 of

the 16 divisions are without directing heads because the vacancies

could not be filled at the available salaries. One-half of the work of

the bureau is now without adequate leadership. A similar situation

exists in many other bureaus of the department, and unless it is

shortl}' remedied stagnation will be the inevitable result. Hope of

early justice in the matter of salaries and better equipment for work

have encouraged man3^ men and women to stay with the department

so far, but they can not be held indefinitely if they are to meet with

repeated disappointments.

I am confident that no citizen of this country, in private or public

life, who has an understanding of the work of the department, of the

handicaps under which our present-day agriculture is laboring, and

of the national problems involved in maintaining supplies of food and

raw materials sufficient for our constantly increasing population, will

fail to give his sympathetic support to measures which promise in-

creased strength to the Nation in its most basic industry, the founda-

tion of all other industries—agriculture.

Eespectfully,
E. T. Meredith,

Secretary of Agriculture.

The President.
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REPORT OF THE CHIEF OF THE WEATHER BUREAU.

United States DEi'ART>rENT of Agriculture,
Weather Bureau,

Washington^ D. 6'., October 8, 1920.

Sir : I have the honor to submit herewith a report of the operations
of the Weather Bureau during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1920.

Respectfully,

C. F. Marvix,
Chief of Bureau.

Hon. E. T. Meredith,
Secretary of Agriculture.

It seems appropriate in this report to lay special emphasis upon
the limitations which now surround practically all the activities and
service the W^eather Bureau is charged by law to render. For several
years the annual appropriations of the Bureau have remained prac-

tically stationary, while costs for services and supplies of all kinds
have advanced greatly. To the difficulties these conditions bring in

maintaining the service of meteorology applied to the interests of
agriculture, commerce, and navigation at its proper standard of com-
pleteness and - efficiency' there are added the necessities of meeting,
as far as possible, the new demands created by simply the normal
grow'th of the Nation as well as needs which are now a permanent
part of national existence as a result of "vvar experiences and develop-

ments. Meteorological service for aeronautics and military opera-
tions must be supplied. The Weather Bureau is the logical Federal
agency for this purpose and needs the strongest possible support of

Congress and the people to enable it to meet all its new obligations.

Every national activity', industry, and interest has become aroused
to the immediate practical value of Aveather advices, warnings, fore-

casts, and infoi-mation in the daily sequence of affairs. Aviation and
the aerial mail Rprvic(^ are protectee] and assured a greater |)ei'centage

of safety and success by a foreknowk^dge of flying conditions. The
total number of stations now equipped to render the special free-air

data required is only 11. to represent the continental T"'^nited Statas.

Even su]iplemented by about an equal number of reports from Army
posts and Xaval bases, the number of stations is ridiculously inade-

quate and must be increa.sed to meet the present demands and future
growth of aviation.

Limited ])ersonnel, whose rate of pay has remained stationary with
stationary appropriations, has compelled the Bureau to make nu-
merous curtailments of useful activities. For example, it was for-

merly the custom for employees of the Bureau to prepare daily the
large glass weather mai)s on the principal exchanges, boards of trade,
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cluiinl)tvs of coninierce, etc., in the liir^or cities of the coiintiv. Much
dissatisfaction prevails wlienever it is ini])eratively necessary, from
lack of funds and t raincMJ ('uii)loyees. (o cmtMil this service.

The enoi-nious deM'lopnient of motor trailic and truckin*; has cre-

ated an ur<rent demand upon the Bureau for -weather reports and
statements of road conditions for vicinities surrounding each of its

pi-iiicil)al stations. This has been met as far as possible, but the

lli<rlnvay \\'eathei- Service, as it is called, falls far short of supplying
the motoring i)ublic with the aid and .service to which it is entitled.

A new enterprise in the form of weather and rain insurance im-

poses other important obligations of preparedness upon the Bureau
to sui)i)ly facts and data this undei'taking requires. This is not a

burden at the present time, but is doul)tless destined to crystallize into

an activity which in the aggregate for the country will entail a very

material added expenditure of time and effort.

Obviously meteorohjgy can not be limited by either national or

even continental boundai-ies. Its logical field must embrace the entire

globe. Every success attained in great storm warnings and forecasts

simply increases the confidence of those served and benefited, awakens
greater expectations, and imi)o.ses added ol)ligatioiis upon the fore-

casters. The greatest hope in meeting this situation comes through
the collection of numerous reports from the vast ocean expanses and
international exchange of observations. A circumpolar service of

this character, but of small extent, which existed before the war, has

not yet been restored, but hapi^ily agencies are at work which give

promise that the future Avill ultimately bring about the realization of

a daily weather map, first of the Northern Hemisphere and, possibly,

later of the world. In the meantime, every effort is now being
directed to the restoration of the meteorological reports of the oceans.

In general terms, the Weather Bureau is suffering from the rav-

ages of the Avar and the consequences of an enormous change in

economic conditions. Its work is conducted under strained condi-

tions by a faithful personnel, largely discouraged by the slow and
inadequate adjustment of Federal occupations to existing conditions

of life. The rehabilitation of the service is now a most urgent need.

Comments are submitted in the following regarding the principal

features of the work

:

FORECAST SERVICE.

No material changes have been made in the regular forecast service

of the Bureau, which was somewhat fully described in the annual

report for last year. The Bureau can not adequately nioct the de-

mands for forecasting with the funds at present available. Some of

the special service rendered, during the year just closed, illustrates

the nature of these demands.

SPECIAL FORECASTS AND WARNINGS.

Army and Navy balloon race.—^This race was confined to officers

of the xVrmy and Navy, three balloons being entered from each of

these branches of the service. It was scheduled to start at 6 p m.
September 25, 1919, and complete arrangements were made to furnish
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not only forecasts of surface and iipi)er-air conditions that would be
encountered, but also weather observations taken at the surface and
aloft. Temporary headquarters were located at the starting grounds
and telegraphic and telephonic communication established directly
with the St. Louis office of the AA'eather Bureau. Each contestant
was supplied with the observations, forecasts, and advices without
delay. The information furnished was of pronounced value and the
forecasts were accurate to a remarkable degree.

Recruiting tour of Navy hydroplane "NC-4."—The naval fly-

ing boat NC-Ii. began its recruiting trip from Rockaw-ay Beach,
Long Island, the latter part of September, the first part being a re-

turn trip to Atlantic City, thence to Portland, Me., from Avhich place
the route extended doAvn the coast to the Florida Straits, thence over
the Gulf of Mexico to Pensacola and New Orleans, up the Misisssippi

and Ohio Rivers as far as St. Louis and Cin(^innati, back again to

the Gulf, and westward to Galveston. During this cruise, which cov-

ered several months, the Weather Bureau furnished a. m. and p. m.
forecasts of weather and wind directions and velocities, both at

the surface and aloft, for the aviation zone in which the boat hap-
pened to be at the time.

National balloon race.—This race was schedided to start from
St. Louis, Mo., at 6 p. m. October 1, 1919. A special message was sent

that morning stating that there would be showers and thunderstorms
to the east and north of St. Louis that night and the following day,
and that the conditions would not be favorable for free ballooning. A
second forecast, based on special observations, was sent at 2.33 p. m.
advising that the race be postponed, as the balloons would be carried

nortliAvard toward the Great Lakes, Avhere squalls and thunderstorms
Avould be experienced. Notwithstanding this advice, the race was
started at the appointed time. The contestants, 10 in number, were
carried northward as predicted, and squalls, thunderstorms, and gen-

erally unfavorable weather occurred. One of the balloons, with its

two occupants, was lost in Lake Huron.

TRAXSCONTiXENTAL IIELIAUILITY AEUOPLAXE RACE.—This raCC WaS
confined to aA'iators of the Ignited States Arm}'. Starting points were
San Francisco, Calif., and Mineola, N. Y., the course being a round
trip between the two points. It l)egan October 7 and ended October
31, 1919. Special forecasts were prepared for the benefit of the con-

testants each morning and evening during the entire period. For this

l)ui'[)ose tlie route was divided into seven zones, and a separate predic-

tion of weather that would be encountered was issued for each zone
and telegraphed to the control stations. These forecasts were of

<rreat assistance to the fivers. The race was won by Lieut. Belvin AV.

Maynard. Li comincuting on the race tiie official news bulletin of tiie

Air Service said

:

Lit'Ut. Maynard's \v()ii(U>rfiil time was due to the fact that he took advsmta^i'
of the splendid servuc rondoicd by tho Woathcr Hunan in sonding tlio weather
foivcasls t<i ill! of tho control stops. If lio had been inlorniod tlnit tho wcnthcr
Wduhl 1)0 hud lor the next control slop, ho would iuiniodintcly take olf iind j,'ot

to this stop hcl'oro the storm had approached. This en:ii)le(l him to fjuin a dis-

tinct advantaRP over the other participants at tho very out.set of the race.
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OfKX-AIK KNTKKTATXMKNTS AND AVEATIIER IXSUKANCE. Foi' injUiy
yt'iii-s t\\v Biiioini lias Ix'cn cnllod on to furnish special forecasts cov-
ci'iii^^ periods of State and count} fail's, round-ups, picnics, and other
lar<re assenil)hi<;es in the open air. This year more applications of
this kind were received than ever before. However, a new and im-
portant feature has heen invohed in such service, due to the rapid in-

crease of weather insurance ^v^itten by companies to cover owners and
directors of such enterprises a<rainst losses due to bad weather. Ex-
tensive and exi)ensive ]jreparations have to be made in advance for
such enterprises. The entertainments are extensively ad\ertised to
occur at stated times, and lar^e losses are sure to occur if weather of
a character to prevent attendance prevails. Insurance companies
now underwrite such risks, and settlements are made on stipulated
weather occuri-ences. The insuivr and the insured are vitally con-
cerned, esi)ecial]y the latter, in the forecasts that are made for them
a day or two in adva"nce of the openin«>-, and daily tliereafter if the
];erformances contimie for several days. These special forecasts are
made available to the public also and are appreciated 1)}" those who
expect to attend. Moreover, an im[)urtant and diihcult ]n"oblem has
been injected because of questions of settlement based on records of
actual weather occurrences that naturally arise. The Bureau has been
oblioed to decline to install apparatus and make observations on the
l)remises; but it has freely suhised as to the kind of apj^aratus to be
used, how the observations should be made, etc. Service to the people
is incumbent on the Bureau, but it often becomes a question as to dif-

ferentiation between public service and individual service. However
strict an interpretation nv.\j be placed thereupon, it is patent that the
rapid increase in weather insurance is bound to place large additional
duties upon the Bureau in making weather observations, compiling
data, and furnishing special information, all of which Avill severely
tax the Bureau with its present limited appropriations.

FLYING-WEATHER FORECASTS.

A new form of forecasts, knoAvn as " Flying Weather," w^as begun
in July, 1919, at the request of the War Department, for the especial

benefit of the Air Service of the Army. The country was divided
into 7 zones, and a separate forecast made for each of them in the

a. m., and certain of the eastern zones in the p. m. Later the number
of zones Avas increased to 13. These forecasts are telegrai)hed directly

to the Air Service, Avhicli distributes them to the air fields. A typi-

cal forecast, which wall explain their character, is as follows:

Ymiwh Nos. 1 :iii(i 2: I'doi- llyiii;; wcatlicr lo-day ; local lliundershowers prob-
able; niodci'ale to frcsli south and soiitliwcsi surface winds, liccouiin.ir west and
modei-atcly strong above 3,0(K) feet.

Similar service has been furnished the Post Office Department as

an aid to mail-rcnite aviators ever since the aerial-mail system was
inaugurated. It is likely that ariangements will be made for -sup-

plying similar information for the coastal zones of the Navy. In-

creased demands for aerial observations and forecasts are inevitable

in other directions as aerial navigation develops and as an essential

factor of success. Meteorological information and forecasts are

destined to become of as much importance to navigators of the

air as to navigators of the seas.
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STORMS.

Altliouf^h only two or three storms of extraordinary character and
violence occurred. ( old Avaves, storms, heavy snows, frosts, etc., which
required the issuance of warnin<;s and advices, were in excess of the

averafje. It was a year of weather abnormalities which necessitated

extra vi<^ilance on the part of the forecasters. The f^eneral excellence

of their work is deservin<^ of commendation.
The most notable storm was the hurricane that occuri-cd in Sep-

tember. It was first detected a little Avest of the island of Antif^ua on
September 2. It passed inland near Corpus Christi, Tex., on the

14th. A detailed description of this storm was published in the

Monthly "Weather Eeview for September, 1919. It was of excep-

tional Aiolonce. The barometer at the center Avas nearly the lowest

on recortl. and its path, after passinrr Key West, w^as abnormal.

From the time it passed Key "West until it struck the southern Texas
coast its course was entirely over water and was beyond the rano;e

of all land observation stations. Owin^ to the effectiveness of the

warnin<»s that were issued few vessels remained in the Gulf of

Mexico; therefore wireless reports from vessels were not available,

and the forecasters of the Bureau Avere placed at a disadvantai^e in

determinin<z its course and projrress.

The most violent storm that has visited the Great Lakes, measured
by low barometric pressure and hijrh-wind velocities, occurred

November 29 and 30. Warninojs were issued well in its advance.

The Avinds reached hurricane force, velocities of 72 miles per hour
at Port Huron, 84 miles at Detroit, and 80 miles at Buffalo and
Toledo beinp: recorded. HoweA^er, so thoroughly had shippincr been

warned that there was not a single marine casualty—probably an

unprecedented occurrence for a storm of such magnitude and
intensity.

Another storm of unusual intensity passed up the Atlantic coast

between February 2 and 8. Its outstanding characteristics Avere its

slowness of movement, being nearly stationary off the Virginia coast

for nearly Iavo days, and the record-breaking tides that occurred.

A unique incident of this Storm Avas that the Weather Buieau Avas

al)le to profit by its oAvn Avarnings. Its observatory building at

Cape Henry, Va., Avas seriously menaced by the high tide and en-

croaching waves, but advantage Avas taken of foreknoAvledge of

conditions and the building was saA'ed by the erection of sand-bag

bulkheads, in Avhich work the officers and men of the Army Engineer

Corps located at Fort Story, near by. rendered invnlnable assistance.

HIGHWAY WEATHER SERVICE.

No material changes AA-ere made in the higlnvay Aveather service

during the yeaj-. This Avas due entirely to the fact that funds Avere

not available, and that station officials Avere repeatedly informed that

no extension of this work could be made if it inA^oh'ed increased ex-

])ense of anv kind. Bulletins giving information of the conditions

of roads, tlie effect of Aveather thei'con, and other information of

value to automobilists and those engaged in the transportation of

goods by truck= are issued from 02 stations located in 30 States.
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There lias been so much denuind for an extension of this work, so
many expressions of its value by automobile associations, road com-
missioners, and the travelin^^ public that it has been diflicult to resist

pressuie for extensions. It is a work that the Weather Bureau is

best fitted to perfoim; its value is unciuestionable, and it is hoped
that appropriations may become available wliereby the public de-
mands may be met.

WEATHER MAPS.

The ilemands for the resum[)tion of the weather maps, which were
discontinued at more than 50 stations during the war, are numerous
and insistent. Weather maps have been issued for more than 40
years. They aie the most effective means of distributing weather in-

formation, and the educational, scientific, agricultural, commercial,
and navigation interests of the country appreciate their value and
expect the service in this form. No serious objection was made to

their discontinuance during the war and as a war necessitv. Now
that nearly two 3'ears have elapsed since the war terminated, they
can not understand Avhy this service should not be resumed. How-
ever, the high cost of paper, materials, and service, which made
their discontinuance necessary, have not abated. No additional funds
have been appropriated, and it is impossible for the Bureau to resume
the service with present appropriations. Weather maps should be
resumed at a considerable number of the stations that are located

in large cities and populous centers.

VERIFICATION OF FORECASTSk

The question of the accuracy of the forecasts and warnings issued

by the Weather Bureau is of public interest. The present system of
verification has not been changed for five 3'ears. The following
table shoAvs the percentage of accuracy attained in the forecasts

issued for all States and sections of the countiy from 1915 to 1919,^

inclusive

:

Verification of a. m. 36-hour iveatJier aiid temperature forecasts.
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Verification of
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iications are madt' of a. iii. lorcciists based on o').sei'vatioiis taken at

8 a. m., seventy-lifth-nieridian time. These forecasts are made 36
hours in advance. It has lon«; been recofjnized that the complete
vori Heat ion of ^veather forecasts, by Avliich is meant the findin<j of the
exact relation between the conditions forecast and those which actu-

ally occur, involves insurmountable difficulties and that approxi-
mately accurate results only are possible according to a series of
relatively arbitrary rules. As verifications are based on the results

of two observations a da}' (8 a. m. and 8 p. m., seventy-fifth-ineridian

time), account is taken onlj' of precipitation or its absence during 12-

hour periods. For example, the forecast " Eain to-night, fair

AVednesday," would be counted a failure in the sei-ond period if some
rain fell after the morning observation, although the weather was
fair for the rest of the day; it would receiA^e a credit of only 50 per
cent by the rules of verification, but the. public would undoubtedl}-

regard the forecast as a complete success. In the same manner, a

rain forecast for both periods would fail if the rain stopped just

before the first observation of the second period.

While general rules for the verification of weather forecasts will

alw'ays fail and succeed, more or less, in individual cases of the kind
cited, it is nevertheless generally admitted that in such cases the

failures and successes balance each other in the long run, so that after

all the general averages under empirical rules fairly represent the

true results.

RIVER AND FLOOD WARNINGS.

Increased cost of materials and services re(|uired in the u^^keep of

river gages, including demands for increased compensation on the

part of some of the gage readers, has made it difficult to maintain the

full program of activities in the safeguarding of life and property
from destruction by flood.

The problem was met in part by a revision of the observational
work whereby the season Avas shortened, wherever it could be safeh'

done, and the small amount so saved was applied in granting small
increases in compensation at the most important points. At the
close of the year the revision had been completed and the maximum
possible service Avas being rendered for the minimum expenditure of
funds.

The flood-Avarning service has functioned efficiently throughout the
year, notwithstanding the large number of unusual floods in various
parts of the country. In October and November, 1919. serious flood-

ing occurred in the region from northeast Texas to the upper Ohio
Valley, and in December of that year the most severe flood in 3") vp-'-

occurred in the streams of southeastern Mississippi, Alabama, and
western Oeorgia. Notwithstanding the fact that full publicity was
giA'en to the coming of theso floods, there was a small loss of life and
a great loss of property, mostly unaA'oidable.
The floods of 1919 haA-e emphasized the fact that matured crops

groAvn on lands subject to OA^erfloAv are not safe until removed to
places not sul)ject to oA^erfloAv. This Avas particularly noticeable in
the case of the 1919 corn crop in the loAver Ohio Valley and elsewhere,
much of which AA^as lost by flood. Scarcity of farm labor may be the
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explanation of a laro:e part of the loss, but the fact remains that

loss of corn in overlloAved re<;ions has been experienced for many
years.

MOUNTAIN-SNOWFALL MEASUREMENTS.

On account of the great deficiency of snow for the winter of
1919-20 in large parts of the far West, the measurements of snow-
fall in mountain regions have clearly indicated the necessity of

conserving the Avater supplj'' in the lowlands. In one case the State

has taken formal action toward conservation of the water supply.

The number of mountain-snowfall stations is slowly diminishing,

since it is rarely possible to replace an observer when he abandons
his residence in the mountains.

COOPERATION.

Much valuable aid in determining the amount of snow in the

mountains has been given by the forest' rangers in AVestern States.

Special acknoAvledgment is due the Forest Service of the Department.
By a cooperative agreement with that service, an intensive survey of
the precipitation in the mountains of Los Angeles and San Ber-
nardino Counties is being made. The data collected are to be used
in planning a system of flood protection for the lowlands of those
counties.

The Wagon Wheel Gap county experiment station maintained in

cooperation with the Forest Service of the Department, has been
in operation during the year. The forest cover of watershed B has
been removed in accordance with the original agreement and the

experiment maj' be said to have reached and entered upon the second
stage. A discussion of the results of meteorological and stream-flow
observations during the first stage has been completed.

STATIONS AND ACCOUNTS DIVISION.

WEATHER BUREAU QUARTERS IN FEDERAL BUILDINGS.

Suspension of work on Federal buildings during the period of
the war throughout the United States was so general that no new
Federal buildings were completed at places wdiere Weather Bureau
stations are located, and no removal thereto from rented quarters
was made during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1920. Furthermore,
in several instances the urgent demand for quarters in Federal
buildings by other branches of tlie Government necessitated re-

linquishment of rooms already assigned and used by the AVeather
Bureau as follows

:

At Lewiston, Idaho, Philadelphia, Pa., and Vicksburg, Miss.,

one room was given up and Weather Bureau furniture and equip-
ment crcjwded into remaining space. At Baltimore, Md., about
one-third of the Weather Bureau space was relinquished for use
of the Revenue Service. At Fort Smith, Ark., Cairo, 111., and
Sacramento, Calif., office space was rearranged to better accommo-
date occupants of the building.

24435—AOB 1920 G
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RENTED QUARTERS FOR WEATHER BUREAU OFFICES.

A o;eneral increase in rentals was demanded for office quarters

wliere leases exi)ired by limitation on June 150, 1020. AVhere re-

movals to less ex[)ensive {jiiarters and reduced space could not be

effected, it was necessary to renew existin<!: leases, and the total cost

to the Bureau by reason of these increases for the next fiscal year,

even attended in some cases Avith reduction of floor space, is $4,548.10.

Status of Weather Bureau offices at stations outside of Washington.

Free qunrtors and accormnodations:
In observatory buildings (owned and controlU'd by the Weather

Buroan

)

45
In Stale iiiiivei-sity buildings^ 5
In Federal buildings 74

Total free of rental 124
Rented buildings, etc., owned by individuals or corporations:

In ollico buildings 81
In buildings with grounds, aerological, and special meteorological

stations IG

Total number rentetl buildings partly or wholly occupied 97

Total 221

The foregroing does not include Weather Bureau buildings at

Narragansett Pier, R. I., and Mount Weather, Va., which continue

unoccupied, in charge of caretakers.

TELEGRAPH SERVICE.

No material changes occurred during the year in the operation of

the " circuit " system whereby reception by telegraph of about 175

coded weather observations are reported to the central office twice

daily. By the same means 140 stations connected directly with these

circuits, 21 in number, receive a specified number adequate to their

needs. In addition to these circuit reports, daily observations are

received from approximately 40 other points by special message and
cablegram and about 50 from ships at sea by wireless.

Close cooperation of the Western Union Telegraph Co. has ex^

isted since the foundation of the circuit system many years ago

and is vitally necessary for the effective maintenance of the work.

Steadily increasing use by this company of the " multiplex " machine

system, mentioned in report of last year, has continued to militate

somewhat against accurate and prompt transmission of reports and

general miscellaneous business by special message.

Reception of reports from cable stations has not been as prompt

as heretofore except in isolated cases. Several important cables

were broken or interrupted at various places during the autumn of

1919. In consequence, the wireless systems of the Navy Department

became greatly congested in an effort to carry the business, which

included numerous daily weather reports from cable stations and

also from ships at sea. Embarrassing delays naturally ensued. This

condition continued throughout June, the beginning of the hurricane

season, and still obtains at this writing. Vigorous efforts have been

made to effect improvement Avithout sensible results.
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Refusal of one telephone and telegi'aph company to renew a con-

tract at former favorable rates necessitated, in the interest of

econoniY, transference of a lar^e part of the service performed by
that company to the telegraph companies. This amounted to aliout

$5,000 annually. Because of late openinji; of many of these offices.

noted in the la^t report as having resulted from abrid<^mcnt of the

hours of labor of operators, prompt dispatch of the cotton and corn

and wheat mesba<res involved could not be accomplished. This lat-

ter condition ajjijlies equally to many small offices throughout the

Middle an 1 far Western States at which observational reports are

])re])ared for transmission to circuit centers at early houi's. At some
of these points raihoad ollices are available from Avhich the telegrams

may be transmitted, but frequent delays are inevitable where so filed,

due to the pressure of other business, especially at train times. Prompt
transmission at early hours could be accomplished by the telegraph

companies by assignment of special operators for this purpose, cost

of which is prohibitive.

The great disparity between the wages paid commercial telegraphers

and tlie salaries possible for the Weather Bureau to pay its oper-

ators leads to repeated resign;.tians and vacancies for long peiiodi

before places can be filled. The Avork has suffered severely on this

account and serious delays occur in clerical positions, leading to great

dissatisfaction and inefficiency.

WEATHER BUREAU TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE LINES.

Continued extensive use has been made of facilities afforded by
these lines during the year by the Xavy Department, the War Depart-
ment, and the Coast Guard Service, the latter having contributed

as heretofore in their maintenance.
The land lines are in excellent conditicm and the cables are still

•riving regulai- and satisfactory service, notwithstanding all but the
Key West-Sand Ke}' cable were laid 17 or more j'ears ago. The
time is not far distant, however, wdien new cables must be supplied,

and provision should be made by adef[uate appropriations for such
contingency.

BLOCK ISLAND-MATUNUCK BEACH (R. L) SECTION.

[Telegraph.]

T'ntil early .spring telegraphic transmission over this cable was
excellent. On April 27, however, a heavy escape developed, stop-

ping communication. Arrangements were at once begun to effect

repair, which was completed on June 16 at a cost of $820.7"). Since
then transmitting conditions have been excellent through the three
conductors. Two conductors of this cable are rented to a telephone
company for telephonic purposes. During the year the line earned
$7:^9.G8.

Prompt and satisfactor}' communication between the mainland
and Block Ish;nd is impossible because of the inadequate facilities

afforded by the Weather Bureau cable. By far the greater part of
the business is conducted by telej)hone. The situation calls for a

new cable, with at least 10 conductors, which should be owned and
operated by .some strong commercial company.
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NORFOLK-IIATTERAS (VA.-N. C.) SECTION.

[Telegraph.]

The 17'2 miles of liinil line, inolndini!; several short cables totaling
about 4 miles, "worked unusually Avell and is in excellent condition.
New insulators were installed from Norfolk to Coast (xuard station
No. 1C5, a distance of about 35 miles, materially increasin<^ efficiency.

Of the four conductors in the new Manteo-Najjs I lead cable, one be-

came u.seless in I'ebruary from the effects of lif^htnin<^; since then
one of the two reserve conductors has been used in lieu thereof.

Rej^air by the Coast Guard Service is expected in the njear future.

Between Cape Henry and Coast Guard station No. 163. a distance
of 10 miles, 10 pin cross arms were installed b}^ the War Department
in place of 4 pin arms in a first-class manner in order to provide for
striufrino; several extra wires for the use of that department.

Because of the encroachment of the sea at Nar>s Head, necessitatinjjj

removal of numerous cotta<2;es to a safe distance from the beach, the
poles were moved back about 100 yards for a distance of 1 mile.

During April the pole line across Rudy Inlet was changed to the
right of way of the Norfolk & Southern Railway Co., thus removing
the line from private propert3\

This Norfolk-Hatteras line is of great value to the various gov-
ernmental services using it and to the public generally bj' reason of

the large amount and character of information collected and dis-

seminated through this instrumentality.

The Coast Guard Service has cooperated most efficiently in the
maintenance and improvement of the line, practically all of the re-

pair work having been accomplished by them.

KEY WEST-SAND KEY (FLA.) SECTION.

The cable connecting this point is owned by the Navy Department,
having been laid by that department in January, 1919. No land line

is operated.

ALPENA-THUNDER BAY-MIDDLE ISLAND (MICH.) SECTION.

[Telephone.]

Land lines, 22 miles ; cable, 6i miles.

The total time of interruption during the j^ear was three days on
the Thunder Bay line due to necessity of repairs on the 12 miles of

land line.

The lines are in fair condition except that the number of poles

breaking off at the ground, due to rot, is increasing. Seventeen
poles fell during the year owing to the effect of storms. One thou-

sand dollars should be made available for sawing off and resetting

those now in good condition and for replacing about 25 others. This
would add ap])roximately 10 years to the life of the line.

The naval communication service contemplates the erection of a

radio-compass station on Thunder Bay Island or North Point this

fiscal 3^ear if possible. The communication between the compass
station and the Al]3ena radio station is to be maintained by two
metallic circuits. One of these circuits could be made available to
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both the Weather Biiieau and the radio service for telephonic com-
munication to and from the ishintl.

Tiiis otFers an opportunit}' for cooperation by the radio service in

the matter of reconstruction and maintenance of tlie Thunder Bay
Ishind telephone line.

WHITEFISH POINT-GRAND MARAIS (MICH.) SECTION.

[Telephone.]

No interruption of moment occurred on this line. The twice-daily

rejjorts received from Whitefish Point during- navi<jjation are of de-

cided importance to shipping interests. The reports are addressed
" Observer, Sault Ste. Marie," transmitted through to Grand Marais
Coast Guard station, including- the 10 miles of Weather Bureau line

to Vermillion l*oint, thence by a private telei)hone line to Seney,

where they are transferred to a Western Union Telegraph wire.

The country through which the private telephone wire line runs is

sparsely settled. Information has been received that the line is

deteriorating and that it is only a question of time when it will be

abandoned.
It is understood that the Navy Department is considering placing

a radio station at Whitefish Point, which will alTord communication
with Sault Ste. Marie, provided a 3-mile land line can be built be-

tween Detour and Detour Point. If established, this channel can be

used for transmission of Weather Bureau reports to and from
Whitefish Point.

NORTH AND SOUTH MANITOU ISLANDS-SLEEPING BEAR POINT (MICH.) SECTION
AND BEAVER ISLAND-CHARLEVOIX (MICH.) SECTION.

[Telephone.]

These two worked satisfactorily throughout the year.

SAN FRANCISCO-POINT REYES-MOUNT TAMALPAIS (CALIF.) SECTION.

[Telephone.]

Extensive use is made of this line by the Coast Guard Service,

which cooperated with the Weather Bureau in the preceding year in

a reorganization plan as set forth in the report for June 30, 1919.

About 5 miles of new^ wire was strung by that service between Point
Eeyes and Fairfax, replacing faulty wire placed in the course of

reconstruction of the line during the previous year.

A plan for the maintenance of the line jointly by the Weather
Bureau and the Coast Guard Service was entered into April 1, 1920,

which designates certain sections for which the Weather Bureau and
Coast Guarf] Avill Ix' responsible, separately. This has been of ma-
terial advantage to the Weather Bureau.
A total of 1,518 messages were trani5mitted during the year, mostly

observational reports and requests for information. No commercial

liusiness is handled.
The three test stations installed in May, 1919, and mentioned in the

report for last year have further demonstrated their usefulness in

locating trouble. The portion of the line between Mount Tamal-
pais and Mill Valley (4 miles) worked generally well throughout
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the year except from July 17 to 25, (luriii<>: which period an interrup-

tion of six days occurred. About 1,000 messages were transmitted to

and from Mount Tamalpais. The weather reports from this point

are of fjreat benefit to the service.

NORTH HEAD-PORTLAND (GREG.) SECTION.

[Telegraph.]

No extensive changes or repairs were made durinp; the year, the

cost for ordinary re[)airs being but $9.

As detailed in the last report the Weather Bureau is permitted by
the War Department the use of a conductor in the military cable

between Fort Canb}^ and Fort Stevens, the cable formerly owned
and operated by the AVeather Bureau between these points having
been abandoned because of further unserviceability. During June
the War Department laid a new section of cable for a part of the dis-

tance between Fort Canby and Fort Columbia, Much improvement
in transmission has been noted. Use of the military cable is subject

to recall at any time. Permanency of continuance of communica-
tion b}'^ wire between Portland and North Head, vital to Weather
Bureau interests in that section, can be secured only by the laying of

a new cable either by the Weather Bureau or by another agency which
would assure preservation of Weather Bureau interests.

A new cable and necessary land lines would cost approximately
$25,000 to $30,000 at this time.

TATOOSH ISLAND-PORT ANGELES (WASH.) SECTION.

[Telegraph.]

Length, about 90 miles. Extensive logging operations along a

considerable portion of this line continued throughout the year as

for several years previous, causing numerous interruptions by
breaks and groundings. The number was augmented by results of
road building, storms, and falling timber. Communication was thus
interrupted for a total of 17 days, 88 breaks having occurred.

The span wire between Tatoosh Island and the mainland parted
on July 10, resulting in an interruption of three days and four hours.

A new span wire will be strung this autumn, because of faulty char-

acter of present span due to rust.

Seven hundred and fifty dollars was expended during the year for

ordinary and general repairs. Much of this amount was expended
for labor, the cost of which has about doubled in the last few years.

About 15,000 commercial messages were handled, resulting in Gov-
ernment tolls of about $2,400. In addition over 3,000 free Govern-
ment messages were transmitted and about 1,500 long-distance tele-

phone calls passed over the line.

Various alterations were made in the route of the line made neces-

sary by town improvements, by removal from swamps, menacing
forest conditions, and changing of county roadbed. Similar changes
are contem]")lated during this year in order to improve general con-

ditions. The line continues to be of substantial benefit to logging
companies and the shipping, fishing, and commercial interests.

Regular tri-daily and special vessel reports are a special feature

of the work of the stations along the line and are highly regarded by
the interests served.
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AEROLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS.

KITE STATIONS.

Freo-air observiitions by means of kites have been continued
throii<iliout the year at Broken Arrow, Okla. ; Drexel, Nebr. : Ellen-

dale, X. Dak.; Groesbeck, Tex.; Leesbiu-fr. (ira. ; and Royal Center,
Ind. These observations include daily kite flights and, whenever
possible, continuous series of flights covering periods of 24 to 36
hours. Records of air pressure, temperature, humidity, and wind
direction and speed are thus obtained. Brief summaries are tele-

graphed daily to the central office and other district forecast centers.

PILOT BALLOON' STATIONS.

Observations by means of pilot balloons were continued at five

of the kite stations (all except Drexel, Xebr.), and at Ithaca, X. Y.;
Lansing, ]Mich. ; Madison, Wis., and Washington, D. C. Early in

the fiscal year this work was organized also at Burlington, Vt., and
Denver, Colo. These observations are made twice daily, and the

indicated wind conditions at various heights are telegraphed to the

central office and other district forecast centers for use in furnishing
advices to the military, naval, and postal aviation services. For the
most part the balloons are assumed to have a constant rate of ascent

and are followed with one theodolite only. In order to check the

accuracy of the ascensional rate formula, however, observations are

made with two theodolites, whenever opportunity offers, at the five

kite stations.

WEST INDIAN HURRICANE SERVICE.

In order to add to our knowledge of the origin, direction, and speed
of movement of hurricanes, plans were made late in the fiscal year
to organize an aerological service in the West Indies for the period
Jul}' to X'^ovembor, 1920, inclusive. Owing to the limited funds avail-

able, observations were undertaken by the Weather Bureau at two
new stations only, viz, at Key West, Fla., and San Juan, P. R.
These. hoAvever, together with similar stations organized by the Xavy
at Coco Solo, Canal Zone, and Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic,

and several already in operation in the Gulf States, form a network
of stations which, it is believed, will furnish information of much
aid in the study of these destructive storms and in forecasting their

direction and rate of movement. It is to be hoped that this service

may be greatly extended during the next two or three years.

COOPERATION.

Throughout the year cooperation with the' Army and X^'avy

meteorological services has not only been maintaineil but has been

rendered considerably more efTective than heretofore. In addition

to the two balloon stations established by the Navy in the West
Indies, already referred to, about a dozen similar stations are

operated by these two services in various parts of the United States.

These stations are so distiii)uted witii respect to those of the AVeather

Bureau that the countrv east of the one hundredth meridian is well
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covered. Observations are made aiul telegraphed in the same man-
ner as are those at the Weather Bureau aerolo<rical stations.

Special observations were made during the year in connection with
the trans-Atlantic flight of the British dirigible R-SJ^^ the Army and
Navy race from St. Louis, and the recruiting trip of the NC-Jt.

CENTRAL OFFICE.

All observations made at kite and balloon stations, Weather Bu-
reau, Army, and Navy, are forwarded to the central office of the
Weather Bureau for final reduction and study. Data based upon
these observations are furnished in answer to numerous inquiries not
only from other Government departments but from commercial avia-

tion concerns as well. A summary of aerological investigations at

Drexel, Nebr., was published and widely distributed. Similar sum-
maries for the other kite stations are in preparation. Several papers,
containing discussions of aerological data and their application, were
published, and work was begun on an aerological survey of the United
States east of the Rocky Mountains based upon all kite and balloon
observations thus far obtained.

CLIMATOLOGY.

The work in climatology during the fiscal year just closed was
carried forward mainly along the lines pursued in previous years.

The someAvhat deranged conditions of the observing force at numer-
ous stations, due to frequent changes, tended to less accurate work
and thereby added to the work of the checking and verification. P"re-

quent changes in the clerical force and a lessened efficiency, due to the

general lowering of the morale, have hindered progress and added
materially to the labors of the more responsible supervising em-
ployees.

On the whole, however, the station forms work has been nearer the

standard required than might have been expected and much credit

is due to officials in charge of the several stations for the diligence

shown in securing good work under the frequently continued handi-

cap of untrained assistants.

A considerable increase in work to meet the needs of aviation has
been entailed by the call for wind movement and duration from the

different direction points, but it is thought the data finally sum-
marized from all sources are believed to be of the high standard

usually maintained.
No change has been made in the manner of presenting the climatic

statistics gathered by the Bureau, save in the case of Form 1030,

Monthly Meteorological Summary, issued at the close of each month
from practically all stations. This form has been revised to include

much additional material pertaining to the hourly temperature and
moisture values, as well as additional comparative data, and is now
being issued at practically all stations provided with proper printing

facilities. Also the policy of encouraging the press to print in their

daily issues more data on moisture, inaugurated last year, has con-

tinued, and this is now being accomplished satisfactorily at the ma-
jority of stations.
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CLIMATIC DATA.

The various tables, charts, and discussions of weather conditions

for the Monthly Weatiier Iveview and the Annual Report of the

Chief of the Weather Bureau, emanating from the division, were

prepared in the usual form. Special effort is being made to secure

each year more complete statistics on the occurrence and distribution

of hail and the amou!it of damage from tornadoes and other wind-

storms for publication in the section reports as well as in the Annual
Eeport of the Chief of the Weather Bureau. It is also contemplated

adding to the last-named publication the summarized data on evapo-

ration now being accumulated.
The monthly and annual climatological reports for the several

States were issued as in previous years, although considerable delay

has occurred at several sections due to insufficient printing force. In

the absence of any criticism it is assumed they present the data in

the form desired by the public, and despite continued efforts to

economize in their issue on account of the high cost of production

the mailing lists continue to grow.

COOPERATIVE STATIONS.

As in previous years, effort has been directed toward improved
character of records made by the several thousand cooperative ob-

servers, rather than to extend their number. This has been accom-

plished in the main, although some departures from the established

regulations governing the distribution of these stations have ap-

peared necessary. On the Avhole, however, the number of stations has

not been materially increased, and opportunity has been afforded in

several instances fo reduce fully equipped stations to the status of

rainfall stations only, so that the number of full temperature and
rainfall stations probably remains about as in previous years.

Owing to a general spirit of unrest, changes in observers were prob-

ably more frequent than in previous years, this being more especially

the case where the observations are maintained by corporations, rail-

road companies, and municipal institutions. Considering all factors

affecting the cooperative work, it is really remarkable that, with

labor at such a premium, so many people are willing to give the time

necessary to perform this work without a thought of remuneration.

In fact, a recent attempt on the part of one or two observers to form
an organization of cooperative observers to demand a place on the

Government pay roll met with almost universal condemnation and
refusal to associate for such a purpose.

INSPECTION OF STATIONS.

The policy adopted several years ago of inspecting the cooperative

stations at least once in each three years was carried out as fully as

the funds and the general shortage of help at the section centers would
permit. The extent of those inspections, however, fell far sliort of

the program outlined and that really necessary to maintain the

service at the highest standard of efficiency.
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It is boconiinir nioro niul movo •,\ppnvont that only l»y frofiucnt con-

tact with tlu' oilicials of tlic r>uicau and a persistent [)ropa<^an(hi of

encoura«j:onicnt is it j^ossible to maintain amon^ the less enthnsiastic

observers that nn flair,i!:in<r interest so necessary for a continuity of

records that will faithfully portray the climate at the i)()int of ob-

servation.

STATION PUBLICATIONS.

On account of the frequent chanjies in the workin*; force at a few
of the printin<r stations and the employment of inexperienced help,

tlie issue of the monthly summaries for several States has been much
delayed and the work of assemblinjj:, binding, and distributing these

combined reports was, as a consequence, fjreatly hindered. Likewise
the annual summaries, 1919, for several States were still unpublished
at the close of the fiscal year. These rej'jorts serve their best if issued

promptl}', and it is believed this condition could be improved and
at the same time some economies in both labor and funds accom-
plished by strenf^thenino; the printinp: force at a few stations so that

oroups of States mi<rht be issued from a single point. This, of

course, could not be extended to more than three or four States, as

some sections would necessarily be always late. It would also afford

an opportunitj' to help out a section where the printer might be sick

or where frequent changes had prevented prompt issue.

CENTRAL OFFICE PUBLICATIONS.

At the beginning of the winter of 1919-20, the Snow and Ice

Bulletin, heretofore issued as a separate publication by this division,

was merged with the National Weather and Crop Bulletin and so

continued throughout the winter. The preparation of the material

for that portion of the bulletin was continued by the division, but, on
account of limited space, the tables of statistical data were not as

full as formerly, although the charts showing the distribution of the

winter's snowfall were made somewhat more comprehensive than in

previous years, including generally more data from the high moun-
tain regions of the West.
On account of lack of funds only a few reprints of the exhausted

sections of Bulletin W were provided for, and much inconvenience

has been experienced in answering requests for weather data from
those now exhausted. A number of these have been prepared for re-

printing, and it is hoped opportunity will be afforded during the

present fiscal year to issue several of the more important sections.

The climatology of Hawaii in much detail, prepared by the official

in charge at Honolulu and revised at this office, is now aw^aiting an
opportunity to print, and similar data for Alaska now largel^y under
way should be made available to the public as soon as possible.

A complete revision of all the sections of Bulletin W, bringing the

tables down to 1920, and enlarging somewhat on the amount of ma-
terial presented, particularly in sections where, on account of special-

ized industries, weather changes and possibilities are factors of the

utmost importance, should be provided for as soon as possible.
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WORK ACCOMPLISHED DURING THE YEAR.

Requests for data fi-om all classes of our citizens, from the courts,

from corporations, and industrial interests, continued with increas-

ing; \()lume. Publications available for distribution afforded a con-

venient means of answering many of these requests. Tn many other

cases, however, it was necessary to extract material from the orij^i-

nal records. All were answered as fully as possible, and in no in-

stance, as far as official records show, was dissatisfaction expressed

at the efl'ort made to meet the wishes of the applicant. On the other

hand, hundreds of letters, voicing keen appreciation for the intelli-

<ronce displayed in interpretin": and frequently anticipating the needs
of tiiose ai)plying for information, have been received.

OCEAN METEOROLOGY.

In recognition of the increasing importance of marine meteorology

consequent upcm the growth of our merchant marine and the develop-

ments in transoceanic flight, the marine work of the Bureau was
organized as a division of the central office, effective April 1. 1020.

Prior to that date the work at Washington Avas conducted l)y tiie

marine section, n branch of the climatological division. Outside of

AA'ashington marine work is carried on b}' officials of the Bureau
located at the principal ports, in connection with other duties.

During the year the marine work progressed along the usual lines.

There Avas a substantial and satisfactory increase in the number of

reports received from ships, sufficient to Avarrant the expectation that

the total luimber Avill shortly equal or possibly exceed that of the

prcAvar period. Every effort Avas made to secure additional i-ej^orts.

The examination and charting of reports from tlie North Atlantic

Ocean Avas continued and some tentative Avork done in connection

Avith the charting of rejiorts from the North Pacific Ocean. Sum-
maries of Aveather conditions o\ev bnth these oceans Avere ])ublishe(l in

the Monthly Weatlier PevieAv. and tracks of the more important

storms furnislied the llydrograidiic Office, under departmental ar-

rangement, for ]iul)lication on tlie pilot charts. An in<'reased amount
of data Avas .sui)plied for use in Admiralty cases. Officials at AVeatlier

Bureau offices located at the ]-)rincipal iK)rts Avere actively in touch

Avith maritime interests.

The safe ami economical operation of ships depends largely ni)on

a fundamental knoAvledge on the part of their officers of the Aveather

of the oceans. If the United States is to succeed in its efforts to con-

duct an extensiA-e merchant marine, one of the necessary conditions

is that it add to the present-day knoAvledge of ocean or marine

meteorology. The Weather Bureau is the governmental agency

charged by laAV Avith the duty of furnishing meteorological informa-

tion in the aid of navigation and has been earnestly endeavoring to

meet the demands upon it in this field. AVar and postwar develop-

ments have. hoAA'ever. broadened these demands until the Bureau is

unable adequately to nu>et the needs of the situation Avith the re-

sources now at its connnand.
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AGRICULTURAL METEOROLOGY.

The i)i'iiu'ipal roiitiiir wuik of this division is the collection of

temperature luul raiiilaH data anil the eil'ect on crops and I'arui

operations and the publication of this information in weekly weather
and crop bulletins. These reports are issued at 11 a. ni. "\^ ednesday
and Cover the weather conditions up to 8 a. m. Tuesda3^ The Na-
tional A\'eather and Croj) Bulletin is issued at Washington, while

local bulletins are i)ublished at the section centers in each State. A
special Corn and Wheat Region Bulletin is published weekly at

Chicago covering the grain-growing States, and a special Cotton
Kegion Pjulletin is })ublished at New Orleans covering the cotton belt.

There is a growing and insistent demand for these reports, especially

for the National Weather and Crop Bulletin.

The weekly issue of the National Weather and Crop Bulletin was
continued throughoui the winter months and was combined with the

Snow and Ice Bulletin, which heretofore had been published as a

separate report. This arrangement was found so advantageous that

it will be continuerl in the future, as it seems important to give in-

formation each week on the effect of snow cover, or lack of it, on
meadows and grain fields, the effect of high or low temperatures on
fruit and southern truck crops, and the effect of weather on ranges

and stock.

SPECIAL SERVICES.

The collection of temperature and rainfall data and the publication

of daily Indletins were continued in the principal grain, cotton, sugar,

and rice States. This service should be extended to include the grain-

growing districts of AVyoming, Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland,
and Pennsylvania. The weekly collection of data in the range dis-

tricts in Texas, New^ Mexico, Arizona, Utah, and Wj^oming was con-

tinued. This service should be extended over Montana and other wun-

ter-grazing States. The collection of meteorological data from spe-

cial stations in the tobacco, fruit, truck, and alfalfa-seed districts was
continued during the critical periods to aid in issuing warnings and
damaging temperatures.
The special weather-warning service for spraying operations was

extended to additional counties in western New York and into the

central and lower Hudson Valley in the eastern part of the State.

Special forecasts appear to be essential in determining the proper

time for spray applications in all fruit districts. The special investi-

gations in the citrus and deciduous fruit-growing districts of the

Pacific coast were continued and resulted in the publication of Farm-
ers' Bulletin 1096, " Frost and Prevention of Damage by It."

COOPERATION.

Cooperation was continued with other bureaus of the Department
in maintaining special meteorological stations at various points in

different sections of the country, as an aid to research and investiga-

tions of the many agricultural problems in which weather is an
important factor.
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EFFECT OF WEATHER ON CROPS.

It has been determined that most crops have a critical period of
j^rowth, usually short, when favorable weathei- will cause a pfood
yield and unfavorable weather a poor yield, re^rardless, mainly, of
earlier or later weather conditions. Studies to determine this critical

period are carried on as far as time and opportunity Avill permit.
Some of the studies carried to completion relate to the effect of tem-
perature, rainfall, and snow on winter wheat, cultivation and rain-

fall in the Great Plains, relation between precipitation and the graz-
in«r capacity of ran<2:es, the seasonal distribution of precipitation,
and sunshine in the Ignited States.

The <rreatest need in this direction is the estal)lishment of a^rri-

cultural meteorolofrical stations at the agricultural experiment sta-

tions in the principal crop-growinir areas. AVhen established a

careful and systematic record can be beirun of the temperature, rain-

fall, sunshine, etc., and at the same time a complete record of the
development of the various crops. By maintaining these stations

for a period of years, the most critical period of growth and the

"weather factor most affecting the crop can be determined.

WEATHER BUREAU PRINTING OFFICE.

The principal publications issued during. the year included the
Daily Weather ^lap, Monthly Weather Review, and Supplements,
Daily River Stages at river-gage stations in the United States for

1918, National Weather and Crop and Snow^ and Ice Bulletins com-
bined, forecast cards, weekly forecast, and Form 1030, ^Monthly
Meteorological Summary for Wasliington. D. C.

At the end of the year there were 934 paid subscribers on our
various mailing lists, exclusive of the Monthly Weather Review, and
the total receijits from subscriptions amounted to $823.97. Sub-
scriptions for the Monthly Weather Review are received and filled

by the superintendent of documents. Government Printing Office,

who requires "200 copies each month.
The amount allotted the Weather liureau for printing and bind-

ing at the (rovernment Printing Office is inadequate, and. as a conse-

quence, several important publications had to be suspended until

the allotment for the present fiscal j'ear became available.

MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW.

The increased size of the Monthly Weather Review, occasioned l»y

the larger numl)er of Cf)ntribiitions received during the year follow-

ing the signing of the armistice, was maintained until January 1,

lO'iO. when a reduction of 30 per cent was rendered necessary l>v the

low state of the |)rinting funds. Although the sections dealing with

the weather and earth(|uakes of the montli were conden.sed somewhat,
the major portion of the cut fell on the section devoted to original

contributions. Duiiug (he remaincier of tlie fiscal year this resulted

in an appreciable increai-e in the number of papers awaiting publica-

tion and also in a reduction in the supi>ly of new contril)ution.<; re-

ceived, for lack of ready publication tends to dampen the enthusiasm

of potential contributors. That the Monthly Weather Review is
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bocoiniiig more and more appruciuteel, ami Llierel'ore is playiiif^ a
useful role in the development of meteoroloji^y. is shown by the neces-

sity of increasinjx the edition i)ublished from 1.525 for the last num-
ber in fiscal year 1919 to 1,750 for the correspondinii" issue a year
later. Even with 1,750 copies published, the supply oi' the last three

issues held for sale has been exhausted. A lar<re part of the increases

in demand came through paid subscriptions, which nearly doubled.
In addition to the usual editorial work, the results of investigations

undertaken mainly in the interests of improved general and local

forecasting, especially of winds at flying levels, were prosecuted and
published. Specifically, these were—clouds and their significance,

eifect of winds and other weather conditions on the flight of air-

planes and balloons, sleet and ice storms (glaze), preliminary steps

in the making of free-air pressure, and wind charts. Reprints of the

articles on w'cather and aeronautics were distributed to all aviators

of the Army and Navy. Durin.g four months daily open-air instruc-

tion and lectures on clouds and their signilicance to classes of naval

meteorological officers were given.

LIBRARY.

During the fiscal year 1,050 books and pamphlets were added to

the librar}^, the strength of which is now over 39,000. Political

changes brought about by the war have greatly complicated the work
of libraries in Avhich, jfs in the case of the Weather Bureau library,

a large part of the collection is classified and shelved according to

geographical divisions. Reclassification of many books to take ac-

count of recent changes oi this character is in progress. The same
cause has made necessary an extensive revision of the foreign mail-

ing lists of Weather Bureau publications, and this has been carried

out by the librarian. A marked growth of interest in meteorology

that has followed the war is indicated by the large number of re-

quests which the library now receives from all parts of the United

States and elsewdiere for information and the loan of books.

INVESTIGATIONS IN SEISMOLOGY.

The important work of collecting and publishing earthquake data,

begun Def ember 1, 1914, has been continued during the year.

During the calendar year 1919, 86 separate earthquakes, strong

enough to be felt, were reported from different parts of the con-

tinental United States. The great majority of these produced no

damage Avhatever, and none produced any important damage. No
important earthquakes occurred in our outlying possessions.

VOLCANOLOGY.

The work in volcanological observations is conducted at the crater

of the volcano Kilauea, Hawaiian Islands, and was taken over by the

Weather Bureau on the loth of February, 1919, under an appropria-

tion by Congress of $10,000, which has been continued yearly smce

that time. The funds available have been just adequate to carry on

the routine activities of observational Avork organized a number of

years ago under the direction of Dr. James A. Jaggar, jr., origi-
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nally of the ^Massachusetts Institute of Technolo<^y and now in
chai-fje of the work under the Weather Bureau. On special occasions
the observations are extended to include the volcano at Mauna Loa.
A visit to some part of Mauna Loa more than once a year is

desirable. P^xperience proves that Mauna Loa erupts more fre-

quently from places along- its rift sj'stems outside of the summit
crater than at the summit crater itself. There has been no activity

at the summit crater durin^^ the 1919 outbreaks from the south flank,

and in 1920 Mauna Loa is quiet.

Seismometric re«^istration has continued as heretofore, with no
unusual events durin^^ the period. The Hilo instrument has been
operated nearly continuously.
The general results of observations at Kilauea are brought together

from month to month in a small bulletin, wliich is issued regularly.

In addition, a summary has been issued to newspapers and printed
with fair regularity.

INSTRUMENTATION.

The instrumental equipment of the field stations has been main-
tained in a serviceable condition, l^ut at a number of stations re-

pairs to roof equipment needed could not be made owing to difficulty

in getting satisfactory estimates.

STORM-WARNING EQUIPMENT.

The three-lantern system was completed during the fall, and is

now in effect throughout the country. The storm-warning equip-

ment destroyed in the Corpus Christi district by a hurricane is now
being replaced, the larger portion of the expense coming out of

funds for 1920. Few additions or improvements have been possible

with the limited funds at our disposal.

NEPHOSCOPES.

The Bureau now has at the factory ready for distribution 100

nephoscopes of a new pattern.

EVAPORATION.

The evaporation stations have not been increased in number, on
account of expense and because it was throught best not to add to

the duties of stations at this time.

INVESTIGATIONS IN SOLAR RADIATION.

Observational work has been maintained at Washington, D. C,
Madison, Wis., Lincoln, Xebr., and Santa Fe, N. Mex., as in previous

years.
A summary has been prepared of the measurements made previous

to July. 1919. and utilized in the determination of nverage monthly
sunshine intensities in the United vStates east of the Rock Mountains.
These have been published in the Monthly Weather Eeview for No-
veml)er. 1919, in the form of charts, which are the oi\\y sunshine in-

tensity charts yet published for anj' country.
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The above sumTimrv also has served as the basis for determinations
of the intensity of direct sohir ilhunination, and of the iUumination
from the sun and sky, which hitter is commonly called daylip;ht in-

tensity. These results are also published in the Review for Novem-
ber, 1919. in the form of diairrams, by means of which the illumina-

tion of surfaces normal to the incident solar ravs, of horizontal sur-

faces, and of vertical surfaces variously oriented, may be determined
for different parts of the ITnited States east of the Eocky Mountains,
at any hour of any day of the year, under averaf^e clear-sky or over-

cast-sky conditions.

On account of the few points at which solar radiation measure-
ments liave been made, the above results must be considered as a first

api:>roximation only. With a view to providinfi; for additional ob-

servin<!: stations, two new Marvin pyrheliometers were constructed
and standardized during the year, and a few pyrheliometric meas-
urements were made at points in California and Oregon during Feb-
ruary to April, 1920. Owing to the lack of adequate funds, how-
ever, it has been necessary to defer the establishment of stations on
the Pacific and Gulf coasts, where they are urgently needed.
The few measurements obtained indicate that during the spring

months, at least, solar radiation near sea level in the Pacific Coast
States has about the same intensity as in the Plains States.

Measurements of the intensity of the heat radiated from different

types of orchard heaters and of the retardation of nocturnal cooling

by a smoke cover were made during the winter of 1919-20 in orchards
in California and Oregon. The results, which were published in

the Review for June, 1920, indicate that to protect orchards from
frost the attempt should be made to warm the air by the total com-
bustion of fuel rather than to retard cooling by the production of a

smudge through the imperfect combustion of fuel.

A study of the relation between the solar constant values published

by the Smithsonian Institution and the weather conditions in the

United States was well under way at the end of the year. It prom-
ises interesting developments in the subject of temperature control.
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ACTIVITIES RECEIVING SPECIAL ATTENTION.

NOTEWORTHY INCREASE IN ACCREDITED HERDS.

Conspicuous among the efforts to suppress and eradicate animal
diseases during tlie year h:is been the excellent progress in tubercu-
losis eradication. The accredited-herd plan, under which herds of
cattle passing a series of official tests receive appropriate recogni-
tion, has met with general support from livestock owners and State
sanitary officials. During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1920,
altogether 095,304 cattle were tested. Of these, 28,010 reacted and
were removed. The number of accredited herds at the end of the
year was approximately three times as large as on June 30, 1919.

The records sliow also tliat in addition to fully accredited lierds,

10.599 other herds containing 257,577 cattle have passed the first

official test, no reactors being found. Public interest in accredited-
herd activities and tlic enthusiasm with whicli cattle owners are coop-
erating are slioAvn by tlie numl)er of ajiplieations for testing. The
waiting list at times has included nearly 5,000 herds.
To meet as fully as possible the demand for testing, the bureau

has modified some of the earlier features of the campaign. It has
recognized under ])re:scribed conditions the intradermic test in addi-
tion to the subcutaneous, v.hich in the jjast has been the one prin-

cii)ally used, and has obtained evidence also that the ophthalmic test,

now frequently used as a check on the others, is dependable when
applied by veterinarians slcilled in its use.

A noteworthy devehtpment in tuberculosis eradication is the ten-

dency to free from the disease areas containing many farms. Dur-
ing the year Clay County, Miss., Island County. Wash., and Clatsop

244.'}5—AGR 1020 7 f^O
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CoiinU^ Oreg., miulo complete tii])erciilin tests of all cattle Avithin

tlieir boundaries. The eradication of tuberculosis slio^dd proceed

more rapidh^ even than in the past wlien it is taken up on the area

basis with such beginnings as the three counties mentioned have
made.
The feasibility of not only freeing a region from tuberculosis but

keeping it free is shoAvn by the continuance of tubercidin testing in

the District of Columbia. Bureau veterinarians tested during the

year l,!'^^ cattle in the District, among which were found 3 reactors.

These animals, hoAvever. had been brought into the District on a

health certificate. In addition to animals within the District which
were tested, 425 head were tested for entry, among which 18 animals
proved to be reactors and were excluded.

Investigations of tuberculosis among SAvine continue to show that

swine are infected principally by cattle.

HOG-CHOLERA CONTROL.

Reports of the Meat Inspection Division continue to sIioav that

next to tuberculosis hog cholera is the principal disease for which
carcasses and parts were condemned. The bureau cooperated with

34 States in investigating reported outbreaks of hog cholera, admin-
istering treatment, preventing the disease from spreading, and
stamping out the contagion by approved methods of cleaning and
disinfecting premises, pens, and yards where cholera-sick hogs had
been held. In addition bureau veterinarians conducted demonstra-

tions, assisted veterinary practitioners in improving their technique,

and conducted general educational Avork. During the greater part

of the year 140 veterinarians devoted their time to the control of hog
cholera, but in the last quarter, Avhen it became evident that such

activities would be curtailed during the fiscal j^ear 1921 oAving to lack

of funds, the number of veterinarians Avas reduced. Likewise it

became necessary to reduce the educational part of the work.

TICK-INFESTED AREA IS SMALLER.

During the year areas aggregating 50,555 square miles, formerly

infested with cattle-fcA-er ticks, were released from Federal quaran-

tine. The total area freed from ticks since the beginning of the work
in 1906 is 509,084 square miles, or 70 per cent of the area originally

infested. The work is progressing also in additional territory. Fol-

lowing the eradication of cattle-feA^er ticks well-bred stock may be

safely introduced; in fact, regions of the South now removed from
quarantine are raising and marketing excellent cattle.

Progress in the control of other diseases and in investigations re-

lating to practical methods of prcA^ention are included in reports of

various divisions.

DANGER FROM FOOT-AND-MOUTH DISEASE.

Apparently there never Avas a time when the United States Avas more
dangerously exposed to invasions of foreign animal diseases than at

present. European countries were unable to giA^e the usual attention

to the suppression of infectious diseases of animals durine the recent
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\var. and n.s a result tliere lias been an increasL- and some of them
have become widesi)read. One of the most infectious and destruc-

tive (jf these pla<rues is foot-and-mouth disease. Enjrland has been

fighting it during the last 18 months; Holland has been unable to

keep it under control e\en with the ai)plication of the most drastic

measures: ^nnd discouraging- reports have reached the bureau fiom
France, Italy. South America, and other foreign countries.

The e.xistence of foot-and-mouth disease in foreign countries has

been a constant menace to the livestock industry of our country,

owing to the leadiness with which the virus may be carried in the

bodies of animals, in hides, and in other livestock products; but our

danger has become greater of late on account of the increased preva-

lence and virulence of the disease in Europe.
Although the United States has been free from foot-and-mouth

disease since early in 1!)1G and 'every reasonable precaution is being

taken to pi event its introduction, we should be prepared in every

w^ay possible promptly and effectually to eradicate an outbreak should

it occur. The various States have been urged repeatedly to provide

funds and to perfect organizations to cooperate with the bureau

should the disease reappear in this country.

The progress of our foot-and-mouth disease eradication work in

the past outbreaks has been hampered through a lack of sufficient

funds to fulfill promptly our responsibility. The necessity for

prompt action in eradicating centers of infection indicates the need

for an adequate reserve fund available for immediate use.

For several years past each Congress provided $1,000,000 specific-

ally for combating foot-and-mouth disease. As there were no out-

breaks, the appropriation reverted to the Treasury at the end of each

fiscal year. This appropriation was reduced by the last Congress to

$50,000, wdiich is insignificant for cof^^ing Avith a serious outbreak.

A more liberal sum is needed as an insurance fund to be used in case

of emergency. In view of the immense value of our livestock, the

related interests' involved, and the prevalence of the disease in foreign

countries with Avhicli we carry on an extensive commerce, the bureau

should be provided with an innnediately available fund of at least

$1,500,000 for use in suppressing foot-and-mouth disease should we be

so unfortunate as to have another outbreak.

IMPROVING QUALITY OF LIVESTOCK.

Tlie importance of a better quality of livestock has become evident

in connection with high costs of feed, labor, and other production

factors. That there is widespread public interest in livestock im-

provement is shown by the support which such activities as cow-
testing associations, poultry culling, and the " Better Sires—Better

Stock " movement are receiving. On June 30, 1920, cow-testing asso-

ciations in the United States numbered 467, a gain of 85 over the cor-

responding date in 1919. Bull associations increased in number dur-

ing the same period from 78 to 120.

The "Better Sires—Better Stock" campaign, planned to bring

about improvement in the average quality of all classes of livestock,

has been well received. On June 30. 1920. 2.078 persons, owning
a]-)i")roximately 232.322 head of stock liad pledired themselves to use
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only piireln-od sires and to follow methods of breodinir loadinL'' to
livestock improvement. The aiii'icnitiiral jiress made liiieral use of
news material and educational articles relatiuir to the practical bene-
fits following: the use of purebred sires. Statistical information com-
piled from blaidvs fdled out by persons participatinn; in the campai'rn
shows cleaily th:it i)urel>red sires lead to rajiid improvemenf of female
stock li]-:ewise.

Much jM-onrress has been made in methods of feeding: imd manaire-
ment. but economical production also requires careful selection and
constructive ])reedin<r. Livestock men are much concerned re<iai'd-

ing: f()i-ei<>n competition, but with well-bred farm animals of all kinds
the farmers of this country can best meet such competition. Many of
our dairy cows, even when well fed. lack the ability to produce milk
economically, and many steers' and ho<rs require altofrether too unich
f^rain to produce a pound of meat. Comprehensive investio;ations

are now under wa}^ to learn definitely the principles of breeding that
will make possible the most economical production.

ESTABLISHING NEW BREEDS OF LIVESTOCK.

Success has followed efforts of the bureau to develop types of live-

stock believed to be more useful than those now represented by present

breeds. Rano;e-sheep breedinjr conducted in Clark County, Idaho, is

resulting: in a type which has become so fixed as to warrant its clasisi-

fication ns a breed. These sheep, know^n as Columbia sheep, are par-

ticularly adapted for ran<re conditions and are believed to be profit-

able both for mutton and for wool production.

A new^ type of American utility horse is rapidly being established

in cooperation with the State of Wyoming at Buffalo, Wyo. Charac-
teristics of the type, possibly, entitled to the term " breed," are

activity, strength, endurance, and reasonable speed. The horses are

believed to meet a demand for general farm and ranch work, delivery

purposes, and for certain classes of military service.

Poultry breeding at the bureau farm, Beltsville. ISId., shows prog-

ress in the establishment of a new breed of fowl. Certain characteris-

tics, such as white ])lumage and yellow lee:s and skin, are noAv well

fixed. Init there is still considerable variation in type and in color of

eggs. The birds developed this year show improvement over those of

a year ago.

EXPORTS OF PUREBRED LIVESTOCK.

The increasing prominence of the United States as a source of

purebred livestock for other countries has resulted in bureau activities

planned to encourage such exportations. A representative of the

bureau was detailed for service in South America to acquaint live-

stock owners there with types of American animals and to study con-

ditions. The bureau has also assisted foreign purchasers of stock to

obtain in this country the breeds and types desired. In May, 1920. the

bureau sold a Morgan stallion, mare, and colt to Japan. This is one

of the first shipments of Morgan horses to that country.

SOFT-PORK INVESTIGATIONS.

In swine husbandry a new and important investigation relates to

the cause of soft pork often noted in southern hogs fed largely on
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peanuts. The study of soft pork includes experiments in feedino; in

cooperation with southern experiment stations, the slaughter of the
animals at the bureau farm, Beltsville, Md., and various laboratory
tests of the meat and fat.

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES.

Native ewes bred to purebred rams at the Mississippi Coastal Plain
Expermient Station resulted in lambs which when 6 months old out-
weighed their dams and yielded more than twice as much wool.

Boy.s' and <rirls* poultry clubs have brought about increased (juality

of fowls bred and raised by the members. Frequently club members
have exhibited their fowls and obtained prizes in competition with
more experienced l)reeders.

DAIRY ACTIVITIES.

Dairv-extension work has" introduced successfully methods of
oheesenip.king developed in the bureau. In the South, particularly
in Xorth Carolina and Tennessee, the cheese industry is becomin<i a

noteworthy factor in dairving. In each of these States two new fac-

tones were established during the year with the help of Dairy Divi-
sion specialists. The Grove City Creamery, Grove City, Pa., con-
ducted under the flirection of the Dairy Division, continues to manu-
facture foreign types of cheese, made by methods developed in the
laboratory of that division. The, production of Ixoquefort, Swiss,
and Camembert cheese during the year exceeded 130.000 pounds.
The i)re\alence ot milking machines on dairy farms of the country

has resulted in a demand foi- information on best methods of cleaning
and sterilizing such equipment. In tests conducted on Virginia and
Maryland farms the heat method gave somewhat better results than
disinfecting solutions.

MEAT INSPECTION REFLECTS LIVESTOCK CONDITIONS.

In addition to its regulatory activities, the Federal meat-inspection

service furnishes information that reflects current conditions in the

livestock industry. The various ailments, diseases, and conditions

for which animals and parts were condemned are indisputable evi-

dence of the relative prevalence of diseases. During the hscal year
inspection figures showed a decrease in the total number of animals
.slaughtered, in the quantity of meats processecT, and in the amount
of meat and i^i'oduct certified for export. This information corrobo-

rates other findings of the bureau, pointing to somewhat decreased

domestic consum])tion of meats. During the year provision was made
for the inspection of horses and hor.sc meat, and 1.093 horses were
federally inspectefl. A very large proportion of the horse meat
passed for food is exported.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

As to the more urgent needs for protecting the livestock industry

of the Xation. the following re.connnendations are made:
That the present work on the eradication of scabies from sheep

and cattle be kept up and somewhat expanded in order not to lose
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the advantages gained in previous years, and that a larger sum be
devoted to tlie supervision of the interstate transportation of live-

stock, as shipments are constantly increasing and should continue to

be closely watched.
It is further recommended that a considerably larger appropria-

tion be made for the eradication of tuberculosis. This great project

has been rcceiNcd with enthusiasm throughout the country, and much
largi'r Federal funds will be necessary in order to keep pace with
the lil)eral expenditures of the States.

An increase of approximately $175,000 for dairy work should by all

means be granted. The country has tAvo billion dollars' worth of
dairy cattle, and consumers annually pay four billion dollars for

dairy products. Certainly the Federal funds for increasing the

efficiency of production and for better utilization of by-products
should be liberal.

An increase of a similar sum is urgently needed in the animal-

husbandr}' projects. Beef production is at a critical period, and help

on the part of the department is essential. The bureau sheep range
in Idaho ha^ readied a point where a material increase for expendi-

tures for a fcAV years will enable the de[)artment to reach conclusions

of great a alue. An extension of the bureau's poultry work also is

necessary in order to meet tiie urgent calls from States for help in

solving poultry proijlems and in the organization o.f poultry clubs.

Small increases are also recommended in the appropriations for

investigations of animal diseases, .especially for the study of internal

parasites of hogs and parasites of southern livestock. After territory

is freed of cattle ticks and livestock raising becomes a great industry

in the South it is essential that the parasitic infections of the new
areas be thoroughly understood. It is especially urged that funds

for the eradication of hog cholera be so increased as to provide the

same amount of money as was available before this fiscal yeap. The
great extent of this industry, and the large reduction in losses directly

attributable to the bureau's efforts heretofore, offer an unanswerable

argument for continuing this work at its former level.

Inasmuch as there has been no construction at the Beltsville farm

for three years, it is necessary that a somewhat larger sum now be

devoted to this ])urpose. The numbers of animals have been increas-

ing and the experimental projects have so grown that additional

buildings must be provided.
A small item shoald be included also to cover the campaign for

better sires and better stock, which has proved so successful and

popular.
An increase of approximately $300,000 is recommended for meat

inspection, a sum Avhich will cover the steady growth of this service

and will provide for increases in salary for a portion of the 2,500

employees.
In conclusion, at the risk of repetition, I strongly recommend that

the insurance fund of $1,000,000 carried in the appropriation until

this year, for use should an outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease,

rinderpest, or other animal scourge occur, be restored to the law. As

lias been explained so often, this is not an appropriation of money
but merely the makinc: available of a sum to be used only in the

event of an outbreak oi any of the Old World destructive diseases
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which are at present ravaging the livestock of many foreign coun-
tries. It is an assurance that the department will be able to take the
most prompt and vigorous action immediately should the necessity
arise.

LITERATURE.

During the year G7 new publications were issued or contributed by
the bureau. These included 10 Farmers' Bulletins, 4 Department
Bulletins, 2 contributions to the department Yearbook, 13 issues of
Service and Regulatory Announcements, 3 articles for the Journal of
Agi'icultural Research. 16 Department Circulars, 3 miscellaneous pam-
phlets, 6 orders in the nature of regulations, and 3 posters. In addi-
tion 323 articles relating to the work of the bureau were published.

REPORTS BY DIVISIONS.

The year's work as conducted by the various divisions of the bureau
is presented more fully in the following pages.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY DIVISION.

The work of the Animal Husbandry Division, under George M.
Rommel, chief, has undergone some reorganization and readjustment
in the cessation of war-emergency activities, the curtailment of ex-

tension work from lack of funds, and the trnnsfer of some of the
horse-breeding work to the War Department. The research activi-

ties, however, have been continued with good progress.

SAVING ANIMALS FROM DROUGHT-STRICKEN AREAS.

A scA^ere drought in Montana and adjoining States in the summer
of 1919 necessitated relief work to save nnich of the livestock of that
area from starvation or premature slaughter. This work was begun
in July, 1919, under the direction of a committee of department
officers, of which the Chief of the Animal Husbandry Division was
chairman. A considerable force of department employees spent sev-

eral months in this service, and other (iovernment agencies co-

operated. At least 300,000 cattle and between 500,000 and 600.000
sheep were moved out of the drought area to other sections, where
feed and ]iasture were available. This work was reviewed in some
detail in the department's Yearbook for 1919.

BEEF-CATTLE INVESTIGATIONS.

BEEF PBODUCTION.

Experimental work in breeding and feeding; beef cattle has been
continued in Mississippi, North Carolina, West Virginia, Kansas,
and Arkansas, in cooperation with State agricultural ex]-)eriment sta-

tions. The steer-feeding experiment at the Animal Husbandry
Farm, Beltsville, Md., to determine the comparative feeding value of
velvet beans and cottonseed meal for fattening steers, has been trans-
ferred to the Coastal Plain Experiment Station at McNeill, Miss.
Experiments to determine the most desirable rations and methods

for wintering steers were continued at Lewisburg, W. Va. Sixty
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2-yeiir-old steers, averaging 927 pounds in weifjht. were divided into

6 lots of 10 steers each and wintered for a period of V2H days be<;in-

nintr December 23, 1919. The jjreatest ^ain—93 pounds—was made
l>y the hit fed on a daily ration of 25 pounds of silaire, 5.4 ])()unds of

straw, and 1 pound of cottonseed meal. Other rations and gains

were: Silage (40 ])ounds), gain. 79 ]:»ounds; silage (30 pounds) and
cottonseed meal (H pounds), gain. G7 pounds; silage (25 pounds)
and mixed hay (S pounds), gain, 03 ^lounds: mixed ha}^ (20 pounds)
and ear corn (2 pounds), gain, 25 pounds; silage (30 pounds), gain,

22 pounds.
The steers used in Avintering experiments at Lewisburg were

grazed on pasture to determine what elFect the different rations fed

and methods of wintering had on subsequent pasture gains. This
experiment had not been completed at the close of the fiscal year. A
series of three years' cattle-feeding experiments at Lewisburg was
completed in the fall of 1919 and the results were prepared for publi-

cation as Department Bulletin 870. Another series of three years^

experiments at Springdale. N. C. was likewise finished, and the re-

sults are being prepared for publication. Experimental work at the

latter station has been temporarily discontinued.

A study was made of the problems of beef-rattle production on the

ranges of Florida. The location of the studies was in Palm Beach
County. The more important results may be stated briefly as fol-

lows : Approximately 12^ acres appear to ])e required to carry an ani-

mal through the year in that section ; a calf crop of 50 to 60 per cent

may be expected annually; rapid improvement of the native stock

can l)e made by the use of pure])red bulls: the mortality is no higher
on these rtijiges than on the western ranges; the use of nitrogenous

concentrates in connection with winter grazing offers the most prac-

ticable solution of the winter-feeding problem: utilization of the

native grasses wnth the object of gradually improving the pastures

may be considered one of the chief problems. It appears that the

ranges can best be utilized in units of considerable size; 10,000 acres

has been taken as a convenient unit on which to base estimates. There
is great need for further investigational work on range problems in

connection with large operations, not only in Florida but in the entire

Coastal Plain area.

Considerable attention was devoted also to range-cattle problems in

the West.
Investigations pertaining to fattening beef cattle in Illinois, In-

diana, Iowa, Missouri, and Nebraska are being conducted in co-

operation with the Office of Farm INIanagement and the State experi-

ment stations.

Experiments in cattle breeding are being carried on at Manhattan,
Kans.; Jonesboro, Ark.; and McNeill, Miss. The 20-year breeding

experiment in the development and transmission of the milking ten-

dency in beef cattle, conducted in cooperation with the Kansas
Agricultural Experiment Station, is being continued. One of the

main objects is to determine whether it is possible to retain the

tj^pical beef form in the male animals and at the same time increase

the milking tendency in the females. Careful records are being kept

of the milk production of the cows originally selected, and as rapidly

as possible these original cows are being replaced by their daughters
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that are of the right type and also heavy milkers. So far. 8 daiifrh-

ters of the original cows have been officially entered in the experi-
ment. Steer calves out of these cows have been shown at the Inter-
national I-iivestock P^xposition at Chicago and at other sliow<. where
they have been consistent winners. One was first-prize junior year-
ling steer at the 1919 International. The experiment has not pro-

gressed far enough to make any deductions.
In July. 1919. experiments in producing purebred Ijcef rattle

were begun in cooperation with the Arkansas Agricultural Experi-
ment Station at the Jonesboro agricultural school. Herds of pure-
bred Shorthorn, Hereford, and Aberdeen Angus cows with desirable
herd bulls Avere purchased. Rations and methods of wintering, sum-
mer grazing, growing beef calves, and preparation for show or sale

are being studied in connection with the production of purebred beef
cattle.

Progress was made in equipping and stocking the newly established
experiment station at McXeill, ]\Iiss., where experimental work Avith

beef cattle is being carried on in cooperation with the State experi-
ment station. A breeding herd of 50 grade and native cows was pur-
chased for experiments in grading up by the use of a purebred bull.

Data obtained on the carrying capacity of carpet-grass pasture and
the gains made by cattle indicate the high value of this grass. Forty
acres of carpet-grass pasture on very poor land carried 28 head of
cattle and 60 head of sheep over a i^eriod of nine months. ^lature
breeding cows showed a gain of 100 pounds per head during this

period. The propagation of carpet-grass pastures is being under-
taken as a major project at this station. Cows which were " roughed "

through the winter with a small allowance of cottonseed meal in ad-
dition to grazing, according to the common method of that section,

showed a heav}'^ loss in weight and were in poor condition to suckle
calves in the spring.

At the McXeill station three lots of steers were fattened for market
on the following ration: (1) Cottonseed meal and silage, {2) dry
velvet beans in the pod and silage, (3) soaked velvet beans in the
pod and silage. The average daily gains were, respectively, 2.1, 2.8,

and 2.4 pounds. In the face of adverse market conditions all lots

returned good profits. Velvet beans at the rate of 2 pounds for each
pound of cottonseed meal reduced the silage consumed by 10 pounds
a day and made cheaper and more rapid gains and a better finish.

This experiment confirms previous results as to the value of velvet
beans as a cattle feed.

BEEF-CATTr.E EXTEXSION.

Beef-cattle extension work was carried on in cooperation with tlie

State agricultural colleges and the county agents. Th;' work of the
beef-cattle extension specialists has been especially effective during
the last few years in stimulating the industry to meet the demand
for greater production under adverse conditions and has been the
Means of unifying the best methods throughout the country. During
the last year the specialists gave 158 demonstrations in feeding, herd
management, pasture management, dehorning, silo construction,
judging cattle, 'fitting them for sale. etc. They also coojierated in

the "Better Sires" campaign to eliminate the scrul) and other unde-
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sirahle sires. Their olTorts arc bejjinnin^ to show roinarkahle results

in many henls where purebred sires have rephiced the inferior ones
formerly used. Durintr the last year they were instrumental in the
purchase by farmci-s of 3.'}8 jnircbi-cd l)ulls and 41'^ puj-cl)red cows.
A laroc number of cooperatiye breeders' sales of purebred cattle

were conducted nnder the direction and superyision of the specialists.

Tiiey also aided in the or«ranization of a lar<2:e number of liyestock
associations, with a totiil of ii,0()() members, held ItM meetiii<2;s and
lecture courses, with an attendance of 16,T.'59, and <i;aye si)ecilic in-

struction to 954 farmers on their farms. This work was discontinued
entirely on June '^0, 1920, when the appropriation under which it

had been conducted lapsed.

SWINE INVESTIGATIONS.

The breeding herd of hogs at the bureau's experiment farm at

Beltsyillc, Md., consisting of purebred animals of the Duroc-Jersey,
Poland China, Hampshire, Chester White, Berkshire, and Tamworth
breeds, last spring numbered 57 brood sows and 9 boars. The pigs
are used in experimental work.
The third experiment in the series to determine the effect of lice

on the fattening of pigs was completed. Fifteen pigs infested with
lice and 15 without lice were kept under similar conditions for S9
days. The former made an ayerage daily gain of 1.28 pounds and
the latter 1.59 pounds. The feed cost per pound of gain was 15.2

cents for the former and 12.3 cents for the latter.

An exhibit of cured pork was prepared at the Beltsyille farm for

showing at fairs. Products from the Beltsyille experimental abat-

toir yielded $7,095.10, Avhich was paid into the Ignited States

Treasury.

lEKOINCi TISIIKKV r.Y-Pl!OI)UCTS.

Experiments in the use of fisli meal and other fish-factory by-
products as a protein feed for swine were continued, in cooperation
with the Bureau of Fisheries of the Department of Commerce and
the Bureau of Chemistry of this department. Feeding tests w^ere

made with meal from menhaden and from grayfish, and also with
fish meal with varying contents of oil and differing in other wa3^s.

The feeding value of these materials was confirmed, and no dis-

agreeable flavor or odor could be detected in the meat of the hogs
to which they were fed. Manufacturers have been encouraged to

prepare the products in such manner that they could be recommended
to hog feeders, and efforts have been made to acquaint feeders with
the merits of fish meal as a protein concentrate and as a supplement
to corn.

Shrimp waste, known also as shrimp bran, from the lower Atlantic

and Gulf coast shrimp-packing industry, wdiile lower in protein and
having a less valuable mineral content than fish meal, has proved also

to be a valuable addition to the list of available hog feeds. ^

SOFT-POKK INVESTIGATIONS.

A study of the problem of soft pork in the Southern States was
begun under a special appropriation by Congress. Much of the work
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has been of a preliminary character in organizing the investigations.

Cooperation is being received from the Southern Agricultural Work-
ers' Association, agricultural experiment stations of the Southern
States, the National Swine Growers' Association, and the Institute

of American Meat Packers. Throe hundred and eighteen hogs fed
experimentally at the Alabama. Xorth Carolina, Georgia, Mississippi,

and Texas stations have been shipped to Beltsville for slaughter and
their meat examined. All were classed as firm except those that had
been fed on peanuts and some that were immature.

SWINE-HUSBANDRY EXTENSION.

During the last year the swine-extension work has been carried on
with the idea of teaching the farmers better and more economical
methods of production rather than nuiking a drive for increased
production, as was done during the war period. Farm demonstra-
tions were the principal means employed. The usual procedure was
to arrnnge with a farmer in a community to grow and feed a suitable

forage croi). <^^' f^^^^l a balanced ration, or otherwise manage his herd
according to recommendations of the extension specialist, and keep
satisfactory records. At intervals and especially at the close of the
demonstration the neighboring farmers were invited to meet at the

demonstrator's farm, and the specialist led a discussion of the prac-
tices and results. Various problems of hog raising were also consid-

ered at these meetings.
The killing and curing demonstrations have been very favorably

received. A hog is killed one day and cut up and the meat put in

cure the next day. The methods of curing are explained and the

causes of failures discussed. In most cases the demonstration is in

cooperation w^ith the home demonstration agent, who cans some of
the meat and assists in making sausaae. headcheese, etc. The serving
of sausage adds interest to the occasion.

Twenty-three field men working in 17 States w-ere emplo3^ed in

swine-extension activities during the year. They visited 636 counties

and gave 467 lectures before audiences totaling 48,172 persons. Tho}^

organized 476 demonstrations, visited 1,196 farms, and aided farm-
ers in procuring 579 purebred sows and 156 purebred boars.

SHEEP AND GOAT INVESTIGATIONS.

FARM-SIIEEP INVESTIGATIONS.

Experimental work with farm sheep w^as continued at the bureau's
farms ijt Beltsville. Md., and Middlebury, Vt. The experiments at

B('lts\iJle consisted of a study of specialized sheep farming in which
forage crops were used for the sunmior pasture, and a study of the

relation of nutrition of ewes at breeding time to the percentage of
lambs prodiKcd. Data were obtained relative to the comparative
relisli with whi'-li sheej) ate different forage grops and the gains made
while pasturing ui)on them. It was demonstrated that with the fre-

quent rotation necessary in pasturing forage crops, sheep could be
successfully raised without danger of infestation by stomach worms
or other internal pai'asites. Kxpei'iments in the last four years to test

the ellect of fi-ed at bi-eeiHng time; ui)on the size of the laml> crop have
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sliowM ail increase of 18.8 per cent of lambs produced by increased
nutrition of ewes durin<j: muting season, for both Beltsville and Mid-
dleburv. Tliis is an increase of 25.9 per cent in the Beltsville flock

and 8.55 ])er cent in the Middlebury flock.

In experiments with 120 western ewes at the Middlebury farm to

test the efl'ect of running sheep in permanent pasture upon the growth
of Aveeds, and the carrying capacity of the fields, it has been demon-
strated that sheep are beneficuil in cleaning pastures of weeds, l)ut

that it must be accomplished gradually and sliould not be overempha-
sized as a reason for engaging in sheep raising.

The results of the foregoing work are embodied in two papers pre-

pared for publication.

RANGE-SHEEP INVESTIGATIONS.

The work with range sheep at the Government sheep experiment
station in Dubois, Idaho, is yielding very gratifying results, espe-

cially in the development of a true-breeding type of sheep, suited to

range conditions, from the Lincoln-Eumbouillet cross. In the five

years during which this work has been under way the desired type
has been quite definitel}'^ fixed. This has been accomplished in much
less time than would have been possible by usual breeding methods.
Instead of going bavk to one or the other of the parent breeds, the

crossbred progeny Avere interbred in each succeeding generation. It

is believed that this is the first time that an attempt has been made
to establish a breed of the larger animals by such methods. The
name " Columbia " has Ijeen adopted for these sheep. The value of

the experiment is expected to come not through the distribution and
use of the Columbia sheep but rather by demonstrating what can be
accomplished by l)reeding methods similar to those used in this

project.

Other investigations at the sheep experiment station are the cohi-

parison of Eambouillet sheep wath crossbreds and the study of the

suitability of Corriedale sheep to range conditions.

The receipts from the station for the year were $15,811.84, of which
$9,477.84 was cash turned in to the United States Treasury, the bal-

ance being represented by exchanges for other animals as authorized

by Congress. The coarse wool for 1919 was still on hand at the close

of the fiscal year, and 375 yearling ewes were added to the flock. A
conservati\e estimate wouhl i^lace the value of the products from the

station for the year at $25,000.

FARM-SHEEP DEMONSTRATIONS.

Tlie demonstration and extension work relative to farm sheep was
carried on by l)ureau specialists in 17 States in cooperation Avith

the college extension forces and county agents. This has included

demonstrations in sheep management, including docking, castration,

shearing, culling, and treatment for parasites, as well as the introduc-

tion of l:)etter breeding stock, the promotion of boys' and girls' clubs,

assistance in the organization of farmers' cooperative wool pools,

instruction in grading wool and preparing it for market, and en-

couraging the larger consumption of lamb in the diet. The spe-

cialists gave 776 lectures before audiences aggregating 42,916 persons,
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aided in forming 102 organizations with 1,538 members, gave 691
demonstrations attended by 17,710 persons, visited 1,916 farms, and
were instrumental in placing SOU purebred rams.

MILK-GOAT INVESTIGATIONS.

The experiment begun in 1911 in grading up from native and grade
Toggenburg and Saanen does with purebred Swiss bucks was con-

tinued. The flock comprises 26 does and 8 kids of one-half, three-

fourths, seven-eighths, and fifteen-sixteenths blood. The average
daily milk yield per doe in 1919 was 3.92 pounds, an increase of 2.42

pounds over the yield of the 10 selected native does which formed the
foundation stock of the herd. The highest milk yield for an indi-

vidual doe in one day is 8.6 pounds. For 1919 the flock showed an
average of 3.7 per cent butterfat.

HORSE AND MULE INVESTIGATIONS.

BREEDING AMERICAN UTILITY HORSES.

In the work for the development of a breed of active utility horses
for general farm and ranch w^ork, conducted in cooperation with the
State of Wyoming at Buffalo, Wyo., there were in the stud at the
close of the fiscal year 13 stallions, 24 mares, 4 j^earling colts, 2 3^ear-

ling fillies, and 9 foals, a total of 52 animals. Seven of the stallions

were leased for the 1920 breeding season.

t

BREEDING MORGAN HORSES.
*

The breeding of Morgan horses at the Government Morgan Horse
Farm, Middlebury, Vt., continues to progress very satisfactorily. A
v'erv uniform lot of foals are being sired bv Troubadour of WilloAv-

moor, the stallion now at the head of the stud. At the end of the
fiscal year there were on the farm 6 mature stallions, 7 young stal-

lions. 33 mares and fillies, 7 geldings, and 14 foals, a total of 67
animals. Three of the stallions were leased for the 1920 breeding
season. The young animals have grown well and promise to develop
into high-class animals.

In May the stallion Donlyn and the mare Jewel and her colt by
Trouljadour of Willowmoor were sold for shipment to Japan.

BREEDING HORSES ON INDIAN RESERVATIONS.

During the 1919 breeding season 735 mares were bred to the 12

stallions (2 Standardbred. 2 Saddle, and 8 Percheron) maintained
undoi- the jH-oject for breeding horses on Indian reservations, with
headquarters at Eagle l^utte, S. Dak. Up to June 30 in the 1920

breeding season 202 mares were bred to 9 stallions. Because of lack

of funds it was necessary to withdraw from this cooperative work
with the Indian Office at the close of the fiscal 3'ear.

BREEDING HORSES FOR MILITARY PURPOSES.

The plan of breeding horses for military purposes was chauged
this year bv eliminating the free-service feature and the agreements
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Aviieieby the Government had been given options on the foals. For
the IUl^O breeding season a service i'ee is charged, and the owners of
the mares lia\e been given the privilege oi' making \vhate\er disposi-

tion of the foals they may wish. In the second district, with head-
ciuarters at Front Koyal, Va., 12 stallions' were nsed, and 333 mares
wi're bretl to them up to June 30. In the third district, with head-
(piarters at Lexington, Ky., 12 stallions were used, to which 304
mares were bred up to June 30. In the first district, with head-
(piarters at Middlebury, Vt., the breeding season did not begin until

al)out flune i.

Congress ha\iug made provision in the Army reorganization act

for the Army to take up the breeding of horses for military pur-

poses, the bureau's wodc in the second and third districts will l)e

transferred to the Army; but as the Army does not contemi)late

breeding Morgan horses, the bureau's work in the first district will

be continued during the next fiscal year.

KKEWNG BARLKY TO FARM WORK HORSES.

A test to compare the relative value of light-weight and heavy-

weight barley as feeds for farm work horses was made at the Belte-

ville farm. Eight Percheron mares were used in the test, two receiv-

ing light-Aveight barley, two heavy-weight barley, and four receiving

oats as a check. The test was continued 22 weeks, terminating June

19, 1920. The mares were used in all the routine work of the farm,

wdiich included the heavy field work of plowing, etc., during the

spiking months. The barley used was the commercial grade of heavy

barley (rolled) and light barley (rolled), the heavy barley weighing

50 and the light 37| pounds to the bushel. The relative gains or

losses in weights of the mares fed on barley and those fed on oats

were practically the same, and there was no indication that either

feed possessed outstanding merit over the other. The weights of the

mares fed on light barley remained more constant than the Aveignts

of the mares fed on heavy barley, and the former seemed to be sliglitly

more thrifty than the latter, although the advantage seemed slight.

POULTRY INVESTIGATIONS.

POULTRY FEEDING.

In the poultry-feeding experiments much of the work previously

done is being repeated to verify former results. This includes the

feeding of rations containing Avheat products compared wdth a wheat-

less ration, the feeding of garbage, and experiments in the use of

high vegetable protein feeds, including soy-bean meal, peanut meal,

velvet-bean meal, and cottonseed meal.

The results with wheat have confirmed previous tests showing that

just as good results can be obtained without wheat as with it in a

ration. The Rhode Island Reds in the wheatless pen averaged 140

eggs, while those in the pen receiving wheat averaged 134 eggs. Good
results were obtained with the use of garbage last year until the hot

weather began, when there w^as considerable mortality, due appar-

ently to the garbage spoiling. This work is being repeated this year

with much more satisfactory results, the garbage being fed in a
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trough on a large wooden feeding board, which prevents it from
getting on the ground and decaying. In the use of vegetable proteins

the relative order of production is the same as it was last year. No
success has followed an attempt to substitute completely vegetable pro-

tein for animal protein. The ration used last year, a mash containing

only 15 per cent meat scrap as compared with 20 to 25 per cent in the

ordinary mashes, gave* very satisfactory results with the heavier

breeds, especially the Plymouth Rocks, in keeping the birds in good
physical condition and fertility, though the egg yield was not quite

so good as when the higher per cent of meat scrap was used.

New experiments wereliegun this year with green feeds, comparing
alfalfa meal with sprouted oats and comparing these rations with
one in which vegetables were supplied. While none of these green

feeds have shown marked increased production over any other, the

results have emphasized the importance and value of some form of

green feed and also of a variety of these feeds. Experiments in feed-

ing moist and dry mash, begim this year, have given considerably

increased yields for the moist mash, but some difficulty has been ex-

perienced in getting the ordinary laborer to handle the feeding of
moist mash satisfactorily, while with the dry mash there is very little

chance for a laborer to go wrong.
The highest egg production this year has been obtained from a

pen receiving a mash composed of 4 pounds bran, 4 pounds middlings,

26 pounds meat scrap, and 66 pounds corn meal. This ration has

been one of our best mashes, giving consistent high production over

a period of several years, and is not markedly different from the mash
used in the wheatless ration, which has also given very good pro-

duction.

A Farmers' Bulletin, on the resujts of all the feeding tests with
laying hens, published last year, has had a very extensive circulation.

POULTRY BREEDING.

This year approximately 1,500 hens are being trap-nested. In the

spring of 1920 more than 4,000 chicks were pedigree-hatched and
banded. The breeds used in greatest numbers are the Single Comb
White Leghorn, the Single Comb Rhode Island Red, the Barred
Plymouth Rock, and the new breed which is being established at the

farm. In addition there are smaller numbers of White Plymouth
Rocks. Buff Orpingtons, Single Comb Buff Leghorns, Silver Span-
gled Hamburgs, Black Hamburgs, and Dark Brahmas. Last spring

a small start from the purchase of hatching eggs was made with the

Light Brahma and the Dark Cornish.

The object of the general breeding work is to produce birds equal

to any in quality and to bring about improvement in the egg-pro-

ducing ability of the stock as well. The principal effort, therefore,

has been centered in attempting to obtain these two qualities in the

same birds. Progress is being made in this difficult problem, espe-

cially with tlie Single Comb White Leghorns and the Rhode Island

Reds. Birds of both of these breeds were exhibited last winter at

the Boston Poultry Show and at the Madison Square Garden Poultry
Show in New York, and caused a groat deal of favorable comment,
not only from visitors but in the i)oultry press.
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'I'lie work of ostal)lishin<r a new breed is progressing satisfactorily.

The white phiniage and yo^o^Y logs and skin are now well established.

The four toes aie also (luite lirmly established, as less than 5 per

cent of the chicks show live toes. The ear lobe is not yet definitely

fixed, altliough ch)se to ;")() per cent of the birds of this year's hatch
show Solid rod lobos. There is still a considerable variation in type,

but greater uniformity is shown each year.

In the experiments in grading up mongrel flocks by the continued
use of puiobrod males the fourth generation has been produced. The
Barrccl IMynioutli Ivock grades all show good uiiiforni liarrod Rock
color and are quite uniform in type. The*White Plymouth Rock
grades do not all show pure white, although a large proportion of
them shoAv typical White Plymouth Rock type and color. A gain
of more than 2 pounds a head over the original mongrel weight has
beeii obtained.

PUKSKKVlNd EGCiS.

Kxperiments in pre^ierving eggs have been conducted in the last

two years, testing different strength solutions of water glass, lime-

water, and various commercial preparations. The best and most
.economical results have been obtained by using 1 part of w\ater

glass to !) parts of water. Just as good results have been obtained

with limewater as with water glass, and in many sections limew^ater

is much less expensive. When salt was used with the limewater the

results were about the same as without the salt, shoAving no advant-

age in using salt. None of the commercial preparations, all of which
-called for smearing the eggs with the preparation, gave results that

were at all satisfactory. When the water-glass and limewater solu-

tions w^ere kept over and used )>igain for the second year the eggs

kept comparatively well, but not so vvell as in fresh solution. In

.most cases the old solutions were not in good enough condition to use

again after they had been kept one year. Under usual conditions it

does not appear advisable to use the water-glass or limewater solu-

tion again for the second year.

In testing containers the best results were obtained with stone

crocks, but the water-glass solution was perfectly satisfactory in well-

galvanized i-ecoptaclos, such as garl)age cans or ash cans. Limew^ater

corroded the galvanized rece])tacles and gave satisfactory results

only in the earthenware crocks. Wooden kegs and other wooden
containers did not give satisfactory results with any of the solutions.

The interest in j^reserving eggs has been very marked during the

last two years, and a very large number of leaflets giving directions

for preserving eggs have been distributed, indicating that a great

many families are preserving eggs for home use to help keep down
the cost of living.

SOUTHWESTERN POULTRY INVESTIGATIONS.

The work with ostriches at the branch experiment station at Glen-

dale, Ariz., has been continued, but on account of the limited interest

in ostrich-feather production this work has not been extended.

Trap-nest and pedigree work with chickens is being carried on at

Olendale with stock from Beltsville. Information on the hatching.
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broodino;, and rearing of chickens under Arizona conditions is also

being obtained in this work.

POULTRY EXTENSION.

Activities in poultry husbandry extension during the last year

have been almost entirely confined to the poultry-club work. The
demand for literature on the production of infertile eggs, early

hatching, and culling has continued, and large numbers of our pam-
phlets dealing with these subjects have been distributed. Most of

the State agricultural colleges have now taken up these lines of

work.
POULTRY CLUBS.

f
Supervision of boys' and girls' poultry clubs, in cooperation with

State agricultural colleges, was continued in seven States, where
there were 1,186 clubs with 29,480 members, of whom 12,786 made
reports from which the following totals have been compiled: Eggs
set. 731,709; chicks hatched, 510,478; value of products sold, $94,-

791.32: value of stock on hand $382,277.37; exhibits held, 712; mem-
bers exhibiting, 5,615; prizes received, $9,681.11. A feature of prog-

ress Avas the improvement in qualit}^ of fowls bred by club members.
In numerous instances the boys and girls won prizes in open com-
petition with older and established breeders.

PIGEON AND SQUAB INVESTIGATIONS.

Exi)erimental work with pigeons has consisted in the breeding of

squabs, keeping records of breeds for squab production, and breed-

ing and training homing pigeons. The loft of homing pigeons at

the Behville farm contains about 250 birds. Some of them were
entered in the southern pigeon races in the fall of 1919 and in the

westei-n races in the si)ring of 1920. They took several first places

in both and made the best average speed in the former series.

i ANIMAL GENETICS.

In the work in animal genetics the effects of inbreeding, and the

crossl)reeding of inlired lines, have continued to be major subjects

of investigation. The results for the calendar year 1919 confirm those

for previous years. The most important new results have been ob-

tained in cooperation with the Henry Phipps Institute, of Phila-

delphia, on the factors which affect the resistance of guinea pigs

to tuberculosis. A new method of analyzing causal relations has

been developed further. A study by .this method of the relative

importance of heredity, environment, and irregularities in develop-

ment in determining the coat pattern of guinea pigs has been pub-

lished.

A Department Bulletin (No. 905) on the "Principles of Live-

stock Breeding " has been prepared.

ANIMAL HUSBANDKY EXPERIMENT FARM.

The work at the Animal Husbandry Division farm at Beltsville,

Md., has followed the plan of former years. The farm is the field

24435—AGE 1020 S
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liiboratory for the division and fnrnishes the fiicilities for the eon-
duct of the investjoations in the hreedin*:. feedin^^ and nianafrement
of aninnils. During; the yvnv an extension of the ho<r paddocks was
made. Considerable work was done in the construction ol" portable
and temporary buiidin«rs, fences, gates, etc. The farm has already
proved to be entiivly too small for the investigations in animal hus-
bandry which the bureau should conduct.

CERTIFICATION OF ANIMALS IMPORTED FOR BREEDING PURPOSES.

Under the provision of paragraph 397 of the Tariff Act of October
3, 1913, certificates of pure breeding were issued for 82 horses, 200
dogs, and 3 cats.

DAIRY DIVISION.

Economical milk production, and the improvement of milk prod-
ucts through better processes of manufacture, are the two lines of
activity around which the Avork of the Dairy Division, under B. H.
Rawl, chief, has centered during the last year. To improve the dairy
cows of the country the present knowledge of methods of feeding
and breeding has been presented to the producers through cow-
testing and bull associations, and new knoAvledge is being gained
through scientific investigations of breeding and animal nutrition.

Certain principles of breeding are being studied in a comprehen-
sive pro^'ect involving a large number of clairy cattle under definite

plans ot mating and crossing. Studies in nutrition have yielded
information of value in the proper feeding of animals for milk pro-
duction. In the manufacture of milk products, investigations have
included the improvement and standardizing of products and a fuller

utilization of by-products. Studies in factory and milk-plant man-
agement and in sanitation to prevent losses and to improve the prod-
ucts have been continued. The manufacture of the Swiss and Roque-
fort varieties of cheese has been standardized and introduced suc-

cessfully into factories. Cultures needed in the manufacture of these

products are being supplied to factories in several States. Progress
has also been made in preventing defects that frequently occur in

condensed milk and ice cream. Factory management investigations

have aided in the economical use of fuel and pow-er and in efficient

methods of operation.

DAIRY EXTENSION.

Extension w^ork in dairying, conducted in cooperation wdth State

agricultural colleges, carries dairying into new^ sections and intro-

duces new practices developed through research. Substantial prog-

ress has marked the year's work, which has centered largely around
the cow-testing and bull associations and the extension of the cheese

industry.
SOUTHERN DAIRYING.

Efforts of the extension forces in the South have been directed

toward strengthening the foundation of dairying through the use of

better cattle, and, as a whole, the progress made has been in quality

rather than increase in numbers of cattle. The 12 cow-testing asso-
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ciations and 49 bull associations now operating; in Southern States

have done much to brin<j; this about.

Three women agents have fostered greater home consumption of

milk and improvement of farm butter, and an illustration of the

interest aroused is found in the purchase of 32*2 family cows in 11

counties, which was a direct result of this work.
Some of the more specific accomplishments of the field men are

the erection of 92 silos and 46 barns, the remodeling of 10 barns,

the construction of 14 milk houses and the remodeling of IT old

ones, the purchase of 1,165 head of cattle (among which were 148

purebred bulls and 447 purebred females), herd records kept on
30 new herds, organization of 23 bull associations and 8 cow-testing

associations, and reorganization of 4 old cow-testing associations.

On June 30 the curtailed appropriation caused the withdrawal of

the division from, the major portion of its extension Avork in the

South.

Cheese-factory extension.—The development of cheese manufac-
ture in the southern mountain sections has progressed in spite of

ad\erse conditions as regards weather, labor, and markets. Cheese

specialists have given particular attention to the organizing of new
factories, to the training of cheesemakers, and to marketing prob-

lems. Efforts have been made to aid factory patrons to increase the

production of milk. In North Carolina 2 new factories have been

organized, making a total of 31 in the State, with an annual pro-

duction of 473.253 pounds of cheese. Through the efforts of the

extension men in that State 55 silos and 2 barns have been built, 16

milk houses remodeled, and 275 cows and 28 purebred bulls pur-

chased. In Tennessee 2 new factories were added to the 6 already

in operation, and the total production was 84,905 pounds of cheese.

Assistance was given [a the erection of 12 silos and 3 barns and in

the remodeling of 6 barns. One new factory was organized in

(leorgia, making a total of 4 factories now in operation in that

State, where conditions were not so favorable as in the other States.

In Virginia the output of cheese was increased slightly, but no new
factories have been built. A number of dairy cows have been

brought into the cheese-factory territory, and farmers are taking

more interest in milk production.

Ckea.aiery extension.—Extension activities in creamery develop-

ment have been carried on mainly in Tennessee, Mississippi, and

North Carolina. The creameries are enlarging their business and

are overcoming the feeling of uncertainty that existed previously.

Dairy I)ivision specialists have assisted creameries in improving the

quality of tlieir manufactured products, aided in the selection and

installation of equipment, and given help in accounting and other

lines of work tending to improve the efficiency and economy of

operation. In North Carolina production has been increased 23

per cent. Five new plants for handling city milk and manufacturing

ice cream and butter were established during the year, not including

plants for making ice cream only. The creamery industry in Ten-

nessee is in a period of growth and development. Cooperative cream-

eries have been established and assistance given to 14 factories. In

Mississippi the efforts of the extension workers to improve the

quality of cream used in butterinaking have l)eon reflected in the
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hi«rlior quality of the l)iitter produced. Much has been done to
interest farmers in winter dairying, and aid has been given to ice-

cream plants.

WESTERN DAIRYING.

The chief results of the extension work in the Western States has
-lieen along lines of better breeding, an improvement made neces-

sary by the high cost of production. The efforts of the extension
men have been directed toward the improvement of the quality of
Gutter and Cheddar cheese through personal assistance given to

•cneameries and factories. Cheese specialists cooperated with State
colleges in conducting short courses on practical cheesemaking.

In the work for the improvement of market milk some striking

resul's have been obtained in western cities in lowering the bacte-

ria] count and generally improving the quality of milk supplies.

Contests were held in 17 cities, 910 samples of milk were scored,

and special assistance Avas given to city and State (le]:)ai'tments.

In the West 14 cow-testing associations were organized or reor-

ganized, and 6 bull associations were organized. Assistance was
given in many other lines of work, including the erection of 1.685

silos, the selection of 50 purebred bulls and 318 coavs, and the super-
vision of herd records on 808 cows.

a

COW-TKSTI^'G ASSOCIATIOItS.

The number of cow-testing associations active at the close of the
fiscal year was larger than at an}^ previous time since the work was
begun. Tjiese associations, Avhich are encouraged and supervised
b}'^ the Dairy Division, are made up of groups of dairymen Avho col-

lectively employ a tester to keep records on production, butterfat

test, feed consumption, and other data concerning each cow. On
July 1, 1920. they numbered 467, as compared with 383 associations

i>cti\'e on July 1, 1919. Wisconsin continues to lead, Avith 114; Penn-
sylvania ranks second, with 64: Ohio third, Avith 41; and XeAv York
fourth, Avith 28. iVrkansas reported a coAV-testing association for

the first time. A lack of aA-^ailable, properly trained testers con-

tinues to limit the increase in the number of associations. The sala-

ries of testers now range from S70 to $125 a month, compared Avith

from $50 to $75, formerly paid. In several States campaigns to

stimulate the use of ]3urebred sires ha\'e had marked success. In
Wisconsin 47 of the 115 associations are now free from scrub and
grade sires.

The DairA^ Division has revised the system of blanlcs and books
used by testers, so as to make possible more accurate and complete
records and provide for monthly reports to the State supervisors

of coAv testinc;. The high costs of feed and labor, the chief difficul-

ties met bv the dairv industrv durino- the vear, haA^e caused dairy-

man to seek increased help from extension workers.

Sti'dy of coav-testtng recoros.—Tabulation of the yearly records

of 38.532 association cows, which was completed this year, has
brought to light much valuable information on the relations between
milk and butterfat production, butterfat test, income OA^er cost of

fee;], and other factors. The aA^erage milk production per coAV-year
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was 5,980 pounds; buttorfat, 240 pounds; butterfat test, 4.11 per cent

;

income over cost of feed, $55.69; returns for $1 expended for feed,

$2.11. The records show that in those associations where the work
has been continued for a long period the production has generally

increased from jear to 3'ear. xVs production increased, the income
over cost of feed increased rapidly, and for each increase of 51) pounds
in butterfat there was an increase of $15 in income over cost of

feed. Cows that freshened in the fall produced more milk and but-

terfat and greater average income over cost of feed than those

which freshened in the spring or summer. Large cows excelled small

cows of the same breed in production of milk and butterfat and
in income over cost of feed. As the butterfat test increased, the

average production of butterfat advanced and average production

of milk declined. These records also indicate that cows remain in

the herd an average of about 4.7 years.

COOPERATIVE BULL ASSOCIATIONS.

The number of active bull associations increased from 78 on July
1. 1919, to 120 on June 30, 1920. This is the largest increase since

the work began, and is partly due to the momentum gained during
the preceding year, when the first real effort was made to ex! end
the work. Eighteen of the new associations are in South Carolina,

Alabama, and Mississippi, where a large part of the active field

worJv has been done by the cooperative extension men. Reports
from the associations which have been in operation for a fairly long

time show that the bull association is fulfilling its purpose of im-
proving the herds, and that the daughters of association bulls have
generallv excelled their dams in milk and butterfat production.

In one Maryland association 21 daughters of association bulls ex-

celled their dams in yearly production by an average of 963 pounds
of milk and 44 pounds of butterfat.

Plans drawn in the division for a bull barn and pen that will

permit safe handling of the bull have been used extensiA'ely and have
given general satisfaction.

COMBATING INFECTIOUS DISEASES IN DAIRY HERDS.

On account of the supposed danger of spreading disease by means
of bull associations, and because of the opportunity for cooperation

in cow-testing and bull associations, some preliminary work has been
done in connection with these organizations, looking toward sys-

tematic efforts at a later period for the eradication of tuberculosis

and contagious abortion. Assistance w^as given in controlling abor-

tion in Virginia and Mississippi and in combating tuberculosis and
abortion in South Carolina.

UTILIZATION AND IMPRO\'EMENT OF DAIRY PRODUCTS.

Successful campaigns to promote the increased consumption of

dairy products in cities, towns, and rural districts have been carried

on by the Dairy Division and the States Relations Service of the

department in cooperation with State agricultural colleges and local

agencies.
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Ivi'UAL rAMi'Ai(;Ns,—A foaturc of the L'anip;ii<iii in Iowa was the
State-wide observance of "milk week" in October. Schools, health
boards, libraries, home demonstration a<!i,ents, county agents, women's
clubs, and other orjjfanizations cooi)erated in the Avork and more
than 31,000 people were reached directly. As a result, a large in-

crease in milk consumption was noted. During the Avinter short
courses AA^ere held and demonstrations Avere given on milk dishes,

and during the summer attention Avas giAcn to exhibits at State and
county fairs.

In Kan.sas activities for the greater utilization of milk Avere car-

ried on throughout the State. In Marion County a striking demon-
stration Avas accomi)lished Avith school children. A survey shoAved
that 09 per cent of the children in the schools Vvere 2 per cent below
normal in Aveight, and that 34 per cent were 8 per cent or more under-
Aveight. Short courses, milk-feeding demonstrations, and essay con-

tests on the food A'alue of milk Avere effectively emi)loyed to remedy
this condition. xVt one school Avhere each child drank a pint of milk
daily for four months the average gain in Aveight Avas 3.53 pounds for

each child, Avhich is tAvice the aA-erage normal gain.

Urhan CAMPAIGNS.—At the request of the extension divisions of

the State agricultural colleges in PennsA'lvania, Missouri, AVashing-
ton, loAva, and Kansas personal assistance Avas given by the Dairy
Division in conducting milk campaigns in various cities in those

States. These campaigns Avere put on Avith the cooperation of vari-

ous local organizations. Talks and demonstrations at schools, fac-

tories, stores, and clubs, essay and poster contests, store-AvindoAv

exhibits, and other methods were used to stimulate interest in dairy

jiroducts and to present information on the food value of milk. At
i^ittsburgh there Avas a very large increase in the consumption of

milk, and one firm reported a 79 per cent increase in sales of butter.

An effective campaign in Kansas City, Mo., resulted in an average
daily increase in consumption of 33,416 quarts, or 14.7 per cent. Fol-

lowing the Spokane campaign, reports from milk distributors

shoAved increases in sales at four plants amounting, respectiA^ely, to

20, 25, 29, and 30 per cent. A campaign held in Seattle was con-

ducted almost entirely through the public schools, and a 10 per cent

increase in the consumption of milk Avas reported. Increases in the

consumption of milk resulting from campaigns in otlier cities Avere

reported as follows: DaA'enport, Iowa, 15 per cent; Iowa City, Iowa,
25 per cent; Clinton, Iowa, 15 per cent; Topeka, Kans., 25 per cent.

In addition to increases in milk consumption, large increases in the

use of butter and cottage cheese in many cities Avere reported.

Milk utilization in the South.—In the Southern States the

efforts Avere directed largely toAvard (1) increasing the use of milk

and dairy products on the farm, through campaigns for cows on

every farm, and (2) improving farm dairy products by practical

demonstrations in schools and in farm kitchens. In Louisiana 274

cottage-cheese demonstrations, 207 buttermaking demonstrations, and
23G demonstrations on milk products Avere made and 26 meetings were
held. As a result, 2,698 families were reported as using more milk,

178 coAvs were brought in AAdiere there were none before, 34 boys'

and girls' clubs were organized, and much improA^ed dairy apparatus
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^•as purchased. In South Carolina the activities resulted in the

increased use of milk in 1,384 families and in the purchase of 73

family cows. Sixty demonstrations were given in buttermakinf?

and 38 in making other dairy products. The work in Mississippi

resulted in placing 322 family cows in 11 counties and in the pur-

chase of 2,U4() pieces of improved dairy equipment. Dairy clubs

were organized in 11 counties, 49 meetings were held, and 76 demon-
strations were given.

DAIRY MANUFACTURING INVESTIGATIONS.

CUKAJIEKY DliVKI.OPMENT AND I Ml'UOVKMKNT.

Special efforts were directed toward increasing the efficiency of

creamer}' operation and improving the quality of manufactured
products. In the South, where the creamery business is compara-
tively new, help was given in the organization of local creameries,

in the selection and arrangement of equipment, and in increasing the

efficiency and econom}' of operation.

With the higher prices of coal and wood has come new ap-

preciation of the work on fuel and power efficiencj^ and refrigeration,

which has been continued with creameries in Minnesota, Iowa, Wis-
consin, and South Dakota. Particular attention has been given to

the saving of fuel through the use of exhaust steam, hot-water heaters,

and as a result 27 heaters were installed. Electric motors were in-

stalled in several creameries on the recommendation of the Dairy
Division, as a means of obtaining more economical power. Assist-

ance, has also been given in the planning of refrigerator storage

rooms at a number of creameries.

THK CJKOVK CITY CREAMERY.

The cooperative creamery at Grove City, Pa., has continued in

successful operation under the direction of the Dairy Division. The
making and marketing of comparatively large quantities of cheese

of the Roquefort, Swiss, and Camembert varieties under connnercial

conditions have furnished an opportunity for study and improvement
of the manufacturing methods and have demonstrated that those

varieties of cheese, heretofore largely imported, can be profitably

made in this country. The products were of high quality. The year's

output of Swiss cheese was 112,000 pounds; of Roquefort, 12,378

pounds ; and of Camembert, 7,737 pounds. The butter made amounted
to 505,904 pounds, part of which was packed in sealed tins for ex-

port. Considerable attention has been given to the working out of a

satisfactory cost-accounting system.

INSPECTION OF HUTTER FOR THE NAVY.

During the last season 1,392,369 pounds of butter, made for the

Navy at 43 creameries, was ]iassed on by 29 inspectors of the Dairy
Division. The average score for all samples of the butter taken

at the time of manufacture was 95; the average score after storage

was 92.71. The specifications require that the butter be made from
sweet cream. The excellent kecjiing (lualities of this butter are
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shown by the hi<!:h quality of the butter on rescoring after six months.
There was not tlie nictallic or the fishy flavor so common in storajje

butter. One of the outstanding results of this Avork is the demonstra-
tion to small creameries tliat with a little effort a much l)etter quality

of cream can be obtained and a correspondingly higher quality of
butter manufactured. The lessons learned in the manufacturing of

high-grade butter for the Navy have made it possible for creameries
that previously produced inferior butter to obtain a better product
and an increased price throughout the j^ear.

INSPECTION 01'' KENOVATKD-liUTTKU FACTOiaES.

The inspection of renovated-butter factories was conducted at 11

plants, one of which ceased operation during the yvuv. Their out-

put for the fiscal j^ear amounted to 9,641,GTS pounds of butter, a

decrease of 7,025,780 pounds, or 42 per cent, from the preceding

fiscal year,
'

students' judging contest.

The third students' contest in judging dairy products, held at the

National Dairy Show, Chicago, in October, 1919, was superintended

by the Dairy Division, and was the largest and most successful con-

test so far held. Teams of three men each from seven State agricul-

tural colleges competed in the judging. These contests have stimu-

lated interest among students of agricultural colleges in the judg-

ing of dairy products and have increased their knowledge of the

market qualities of butter, cheese, and milk,

MARKET-MILK INVESTIGATIONS.

IMPROVEMENT OF JtILK SUPPLIES.

In the cooperative work in dairy sanitation surveys of the milk

supplies of 12 cities in 9 States were made. These surveys took into

consideration the source and handling of the milk, together with

laboratory and inspection methods used in safeguarding its quality.

Numerous other cities were visited by Dairy Division representatives

for conferences, milk contests, and other w^ork in the interest of milk

impro\-ement. In the course of this work 508 farms Avere visited and

inspected and 356 bacterial counts made. Assistance was rendered

to various cities and towns in the' formulation of milk ordinances.

Aid was given also in conducting milk contests in 6 States and at

the National Dairy Show. The State colleges have been urged to

take over the contest work in their respective States.

The dairy farm at Beltsville was inspected and scored five times

and the United States Naval Academy dairy at Gambrills, Md,, ten

times.

At Grove City the work on the milk-grading system was continued.

During the summer all the farms, and during winter 135 of the

farms, of the patrons of the local creamery were visited and rated on

sanitary conditions of milk production. Since the work was begun

considerable improvement in sanitary conditions has been noted and

more interest has been taken by dairymen in proper care of the milk.

Milk-plant specialists gave personal assistance and advice in the

organization and operation of cooperative and other milk plants and

pasteurizing plants. Three sets of stock plans for milk plants were
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prepared and special plans were made up for a number of individual
plants.

EEQUIREMENTS FOR JUI.K PKODUCTION.

Investigations on the cost and requirements of milk production
have progressed to a point Avhere accurate information is now avail-

able for representative dairy sections throughout the United States.

Two-year studies on groups of dairy farms in Indiana, North Caro-
lina, and Vermont had been made previously, and this year the field

work for similar investigations was completed in the States of Wash-
ington and Louisiana. Investigations are under way in Nebraska
and Delaware. The data collected have already been found to be of

great value and should help in determining an equitable price to be

paid farmers for milk. The reciuirements have been obtained in

terms of pounds of feed, hours of labor, etc., so that dairymen may
determine the cost of production at any time by substituting current

prices for the requirements listed.

CLEANING MILKING MACHINES.

In continuation of the efforts to devise a simpler method of clean-

ing and sterilizing milking machines so as to prevent excessive num-
bers of bacteria in milk, tests were made on farms in Vir.o-inia and
Maryland, and while good results were obtained with some methods
there is still room for improvement and need for further study. The
chlorine-solution method and the hot-water method have been tried

out with different makes of machines, and so far the hot-water

method for sterilizing all parts has resulted in more uniformly low
bacterial counts. The investigations have indicated that many opera-

tors do not understand the construction of the machines from the

sanitary standpoint and that when they become familiar with the

machines and use ordinary care great reductions in the bacterial

couirt are obtained.
OTHER ACTIVITIES.

Some experiments on the whipping qualities of cream were made.

The results indicate that age and fat content, rather than acidity,

are the determining factors of the whipping quality, and that cream

as low in fat as 20' per cent will whip satisfactorily if held at a low

temperature for 48 hours.

The Dairy Division exhibit at the 1919 National Dairy Show sur-

passed all previous efforts of the division. The 10.000 square feet of

floor space allotted was taken up with booths representing 12 phases

of dairy work.
Special attention wa5> given by market-milk specialists to the treat-

ment of gargety cows, the elimination of garlic flavor in milk, and

the effect of silage in causing flavors and odors in milk. Extensive

tests on the last-mentioned problem indicate that the flavor and

odor oi corn silage in milk is due to cows eating the silage and not

to absorption of the silage odor from the air, as commonly believed,

and that aeration is an effective means of reducing the flavor and

odor.

Further work on the suitability of the red organism R-2 for test-

ing the passage of milk through the retarder in pastouri/ation has
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shown that tliis organism is not patliogenic and can be safely usec^ in

such work.
Studios on tlie transportation of milk and tlie effect of different

methods of refrigeration (hiring transportation have been contiinied,

and various types of milk cans have been tested in experimental
shipments.

DAIRY RESEARCH LABORATORIES.

NUTRITION EXPERIMENTS.

Nutrition experiments with daiiy cattle have continued to show
the beneficial effect of increasing the calcium and phosphorus content
of the ration. This is especially true of cows fed according to com-
monly accepted feeding standards, and indicates that such cows are
probably not getting sufficient quantities of bone-building material.

Ex[)erimcnts on the changes produced in the blood of cows by chang-
ing the alkalinity of the ration show that the response of cows to such
change differs in several respects from that of omnivorous and car-

nivorous animals. Silage fed in large amounts acts as an acid-

producing feed. This is contrary' to what would be expected from its

ash content, and is a fact which may have considerable practical im-
portance. Tt has also been demonstrated that the amino acids of the
blood are the precursors of the milk proteiins.

BACTERIOLOGY.

The work on the sporogenes test for the quality of milk has been
.completed, and it has been shown that if a sufficiently large quantity
of milk is tested from each sample there is some relation between
this test and the conditions under which the milk was produced.
The test will at best differentiate onl}' between extremes in methods
of production.
A butter cultuns which is widely used commercially has been found

to consist of two tj'pes of streptococcus; one which ])roduces a high
acid in milk, and a sharp flavor, with but little volatile acid; and
another producing less total acid but considerable volatile acid.

When they are grown together in milk the volatile acid is increased

and the flavor of the culture is greatly improved. The isolation of

the second type w^as made possible by the use of a new milk-powder
agar. This medium gives high counts with milk anc[ makes possible

a qualitative as well as quantitative count.

Preliminarj^ work on the sterilization of dairy utensils by dry
heat has shown that spores can not be destroj^ed on soldered tin in this

way, but very satisfactory reductions in bacteria can be obtained in

bacily contaminated cans by exposure at comparatively low tempera-

tures and for short periods.

Some bacteriological work of a nature too technical to be described

in this report has been carried on, and the results of some of it have
been published.

ICE CREAM.

Experiments indicate that " sandiness " in commercial ice cream is

.due to crystallization of the lactose and that it is influenced by the
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temperature at which the cream is stored. A collection of definite

formulas for ice-cream mixes was compiled and distributed to ice-

cream makers.

CONDENSED MII.K.

The work on " buttons " in sweetened condemned milk, a problem
of importance to the manufacturer, resulted in the workintr out of a

method of inhibitin<j mold growth b}- reducinji' the air in the can.

The factors influencing the viscosity of sweetened condensed milk
have been ascertained, and it has been shown that the viscosity is

determined by the condition of the casein and albumen, and is greatly

influenced by the temperature of forewarming and by the phosphate
content. Considerable progress w^as made on the commercially im-
portant question of devising a test for grading milk at condenseries.

and the alcohol test was found to be closely correlated with the effect

of heat on the evaporated milk. The resignation of the investigator

has made it impracticable to continue this work. One phase of the

investigation of factors influencing the coagulation of evaporated
milk in sterilizing is nearly completed. Bacteriological investiga-

tions on sweetened condensed milk show that growth occurs in sugar
concentrations up to 50 per cent.

CHEESK.

Work on Swiss cheese consisted principally in introducing the use

•of cultures into factories and the testing of methods of manufacturing
on a large scale. In the manufacture of Rocpiefort cheese at (xrove

City the system devised for controlling the temperature and humidity
of the cooling rooms has given good results. Arrangements have
been made to assist one factory in the commercial manufacture of
Roquefort. Camembert cheese of very good quality was made during
the year by the methods devised by the Dairy Division. Cheese made
by the division by the Parmesan method and ripened for two jears

has been pronounced by competent judges to be typical Parmesan.

tJTII.IZATION OF CREAMERY BY-PRODUCTS.

In an effort to solve some of the problems troubling the dairy in-

dustry considerable attention has been given to the development and
adoption of methods of utilizing by-products from creameries. At-
tempts to make from centralizer buttermilk a casein which would be
suitable for paper coating have not given satisfactory results. A
continuation of work on the grain-cured method of making casein

has indicated that this method may be applied successfully to pas-

teurized milk, and that the use of large centrifugals for draining,
washing, and pressing the curd reduces the time required by over 12

hours.

Some effort has been made to demonstrate the value of concen-
trated whey for poultry food, and a process has been developed for

separating the albumen of the whey on the first concentration, in a

soluble form suitable for use in cooking. By this process a j^owder
was obtained which may be used as a substitute for eggs in cake
making. Machinery is being installed at (irove City for making
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this proiliict on a small scale. The su^ar obtained by this method is

in a satisfactory condition for refining, and in connection with the

albumen shows promise of providing' a market for wliey.

In an effort to find some means of convertin<^ lactose into a i)roduct

which could be marketed jjrofitably, it was found that lactose may be

converted into lactates, and lactates into propionic and acetic acids,

throu<rh the action of a certain oi'<»:anism. The propionic acid, which
IS produced at a faster rate, is used for making perfumes, and com-
mands a good price.

SILAGE INVESTIGATIONS.

Investigations have been continued on the fermentation of corn
silage made from corn at various stages of maturity, and studies

have also been made on the composition of sunflower and Sudan grass

at different stages of growth, to determine the best time for ensiling.

DAIRY EXPERIMENT FARM.

At the Dairy Division experiment farm, Beltsville, Md., practical

experimental work was continued on various problems of dairy man-
agement. The dairy herd now contains 140 animals, an increase of
35 over the number at the farm at the end of the last fiscal year, and
the farm of 190 acres produced sufficient hay and silage to rnaintain

the herd and work stock.

INBREEDING EXPERIMENT.

The inbreeding experiment begun in 1912 is nearing completion,

and considerable data have been obtained. Cows of the first genera-

tion show an improvement in dairy ability, this being more marked
with the Holsteins than with the (niernseys. Owing to an outbreak
of abortion a large nnmber of calves .were lost, which interfered with
the experiment. A number of characteristic deformities have ap-

peared among the calves, evidently due to the mating of closely re-

lated Guernseys, but no such results were obtained from inbreeding

Holsteins ci" from outcrossing Guernseys. Whether the results with
the inbreeding of Guernseys were due to the particular bull used or

whether similar results would have been obtained with other bulls

and breeds if inbreeding were long continued can only be determined
by further investigation.

MILKING EXPERIMENTS.

Experiments to determine the effect of irregular milking and feed-

ing upon production have been continued, previous work having
shown that with average cows irregular milkmg alone is not detri-

mental. A comparison of milking twice a day and three times has
shown an increased production varying from 0.42 to 22.43 per cent

in favor of milking three times a day. Milking four times a day as

compared with three times has so far resulted in a variation in pro-

duction, from a decrease of 2 26 per cent to an increase of 11.68 per

cent.
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FEEDING EXPERIMENTS.

Accurate feed records of 11 heifers to the a^e of 2 years, with feed
figured at current prices in Maryland, show a feed cost of $155.54,

thfis emphasizino' the need of first-chiss sires, close culling, and the

provision of cheap feed.

A feed mixture for the raising of calves, costing at present prices

less than 6 cents a pound, has been developed. With this mixture a

total of only 300 pounds of milk is fed, and while the gains made are

not equal to those in calves fed on skim milk, the calves give evidence
of being well nourished and are not troubled with digestive disorders

to anv greater extent than are the calves fed on skim milk.

Cows fed on Sudan-grass silage produced 11.8 per cent less milk,

and tliose fed sunflower silage 11.9 per cent less, than cows fed on
corn silage. As a feed for dairy cows dried sweet-potato meal showed
an approximate value of 90 per cent compared with corn meal. No
difference Avas noted in the palatability of the two meals.

SILAGE INVESTIGATIONS.

Corn planted alone yielded 11.5 per cent more silage than corn and
soy beans planted together. Sunflowers, on account of their stiff,

brittle stalks and their susceptibility to damage from Avind, are not

so readily made into silage as corn.

DAIRY STATISTICS.

The trend of dairying in this and foreign countries has been fol-

loAved with a continued compilation and study of production and
trade. Tlie' various sources of information are carefully followed and
new data added from time to time. Two bulletins were published,

one on " The Trend of the Cheese Industry " and the other on " The
Trend of the Butter Industry in the United States and Other Coun-
tries." Charts were prepared showing the trend of the dairy indus-

try, factory production of butter, cheese, and condensed milk, the loss

of purebred bulls, and other miscellaneous subjects.

DAIRY ENGINEERING.

Enoineering specialists of the Dairy Division prepared plans and
specifications for construction work and equipment as required by
the division and superintended construction at the Beltsville farm,

the drove City creamery, and other plants. In reply to inquiries, in-

formation was furnished on the construction of dairy buildings and
825 blue prints of plans for silos, barns, etc., were sent out.

Special assistance was given in the installation of mac hinery and
the enlargement of tlie cheese-curing rooms at the (irove City plant

and in the construt^tion of a granary and a sewage-disposal system

and the installation of an electrical generating set at the Naval Acad-
emy dairy. Plans were prepared for remodeling the temperature-

control apjiai-atus of the experimental cheese-curing room of the

dairy researcli laboratories and for various otlier ai)paratus. Tempera-
ture-control systems for the Biochemic and Pathological Divisions

were designed and maintained, and assistance was given to other
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bureaus in clesi<;nin<; similar equipment. Considerable refrif^erationi

work was done in coniu'ction with the bureau plant, tlie (iri-ove City
creamery, and the experimental abattoir at Beltsville. An air washer
antl cooler was designed for the experimental cheese rooms, and a num-
ber of special plans were prepared for outside concerns.

DAIRY-CATTLE BREEDING.

The comprehensive dairy-cattle breeding experiments, including
inbreeding, line breeding, and outcrossing, which Avere begun last

year for the purpose of obtaining definite knowledge of the funda-
mental principles which underlie dairy cattle improvement, have
been expanded, and some progress has been made. A Jersey bull and
31 Jersey cows were procured for the inbreeding and outbreeding ex-

periment at the Beltsville farm, and a new sire was obtained to head
the Holstein-Friesian line-breeding experiment. Nine foundation
animals have completed creditable yearly records ranging from 404.5-

to T77.T pounds of butterfat.

Bulls have been lent to the New Jersey and West Virginia experi-

ment stations for cooperative breeding experiments, and a cooperative
experiment has also been begun at the Walker-Gordon farms, Plains-

boro, N. J. .

A compilation of Holstein-Friesian advanced-register data for

studies pertaining to principles of breeding has been completed and
]3repared for publication. Similar studies are being made of Guern-
sey advanced-register and Jersey register-of-merit data.

MEAT INSPECTION DIVISION.

The Federal meat inspection, conducted b}- the Meat Inspection-

Division, with Dr. R. P. Stcddom as chief, shows a decline in the total

number of animals slaughtered, in the quantity of meats processed,

and in the amount of meat and product certified for export, as com-
pared with the high marks of the preceding year, though the number
of animals slaughtered is greater than for any year prior to 1919.

INSPECTION OF DOMESTIC MEATS.

Inspection was conducted at 897 establishments in 262 cities and
towns, as compared Avith 895 establishments in 2G-3 cities and towns
during the fiscal year 1919. Inspection was begun at 65 establish-

ments and withdrawn from 67 during the year, as compared with
84 and 73 respectively, during. the fiscal year 1919. Among the estab-

lishments at which inspection was begun were three at which horses

were slaughtered. Inspection was withdrawn from 57 establish-

ments on account of discontinuance of slaughtering or of interstate

business, from 4 by request, from 4 on account o^ consolidation, and
from 2 which were granted exemption from inspection.

ANTE-MORTEM AND POST-MORTEM INSPECTIONS.

The ante-mortem and post-mortem inspections are given in the

following tables

:
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Ante-mortem inspection of animals.

Class of animals. Passed.

Cattle : 9,579,104

Calves 4. 154 ,
157

Sheep 12,346,155

Goats *. - - - 77, 170

Swine 38,854,770

Horses 1, 073

Total -• 65, 012, 429

Sus-
pected,'

111,602
6,690
7,853

59
92, 127

16

218,347

Con-
demned.'

Total
Inspected.

19
2
3

2,001
4

9,690,725-
4,160.849
12,354,011

77,229
38, 948, 898-

1,093

2, 029 65, 232, 805

1 This term is used to designate animals found or suspected of being unfit for food on ante-mortem
inspection, most of which are aftenvards slaughtered imder special supervision, the final disposal being

determined on post-mortem inspection.
' For additional condenmations see succeeding tables.

Post-mortem inspection of animals.

Class of animals.
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DiseancK and conditions for ichirh rovtlniniatiniif^ irrrc made on post-mortem
inspection.
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Diseasen and conditions for ichich condemnation's acre made on poat-mortem
inspection—Continued.

Cause of condemnation.

Actinomycosis.
Adenitis.
Arthritis
Asphyxia
Autointo.xication.
Blackleg.
Bone diseases
Caseous lymphadenitis
Cellulitis

Congest ion
Contamination
Cysticercns
Dropsical diseases
Edema
Emaciation
Exhaustion
Frozen
Gangrene
Glanders
Hernia
Hog cholera
Hydronephrosis
Icterus
Inflammat ion
Injuries, bruises, etc
Leukemia
Lymphangitis
Melanosis
Moribund
Necrobacillosis
Necrosis
Parasitic diseases
Pneumonia, peritonitis, metritis, enteritis, pleurisy, etc.
Pregnancy and recent parturition
Septicemia, pyemia, and uremia
Sexual odor .

."

Skin diseases
Tetanus
Tuberculosis
Tumors and abscesses

Goats.

Car-
casses.

Swine.

Parts.

3 .

65

Total.

10
28
15
5

Car-
casses.

Parts.

80

1,170
1

44

2
24

238
242
68
1

966
3

12
18

240

564
17

68
23,789

5

3,385

135

847
145

1

5,844

60 6

1

. 4

72
22,306

51

11,652
1,103

6
1

65,609 535,6;J1

1,493 8,169

Horses.

Car-
casses.

133,476 ,550,580

Parts.

37

13

64

The following table shows the total condemnations on ante-mortem
and post-mortem inspections combined

:

Snmmanj of condemnations.

Class of animals.
Animals

or
carcasses.

Parts.

Cattle..
Calves

.

Sheep..
Goats .

.

Swine..
Horses.

58,621
13,820
20,031

135
135,477

64

Total
i

228,148

194,058
2,866

627
1

650,580
4

748,136

24435—AGR 1920-
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In addition to the foregoing, the carcasses of 79,564 animals found
dead or in a dying condition were tanked, as follows : Cattle, 3,695

;

calves, 4,346; sheep, 10,494; goats, 166; swine, 60,842; horses, 21.

INSPECTION OF MEAT AND PRODUCTS.

The inspection and supervision of meats and products prepared
and processed are shown in the following table, which is a record
only of supervision performed and not a statement of the aggregate
quantity of products prepared. The same product is sometimes
duplicated by being reported in different stages of preparation under
more than one heading.

Meat and meat food products prepared and processed under inspection.

Kind of product.
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retail butchers and dealers, however, in order to ship meat and meat-
food products in interstate or foreign commerce, are required first to

obtain certificates of exemption. The number of exemption certifi-

cates outstanding at the close of the fiscal year was 2,622, an increase

of 71 over the preceding year. During the year 79 certificates were
canceled, 71 on account of the dealers retiring from business or ceas-

ing to make shipments, and 8 for violations of the regulations. Dur-
ing the year 33,339 shipments were made by retail butchers and
dealers holding certificates of exemption, as compared with 33,166
shipments during the fiscal year 1919. The shipments of the year
consisted of the products shown in the following table

:

Shipments by retail butchers and dealers under certificates of exemption from
inspection.

Product.

Beef, carcasses (752 quarters).
Veal, carcasses
Sheep, carcasses
Swine , carcasses
Beef, fresh

Number.! Pounds.

Veal, fresh
Mutton, fresh ,

Pork, fresh

Cured meats
Lard
Sausage
Miscellaneous (scrapple, tripe, headcheese, etc.)

188
24,855

402
325

80,695
,112,433

19,204
38,760

984,316
225,264
161,471
197, 855
211,380
15,700
84,382
39,982

Total 25,760 4,171,442

During the year 62,983 interstate shipments were made of meat
and meat food products from animals slaughtered by farmers on the
farm, as compared with 60,197 shipments made during the fiscal year
1919. The following table shows the products composing these

shipments

:

Shipments of farm-slaufjhtered products under exemption from inspection.

Product. Number.
I
Pounds.

Beef, carcasses (1,505 quarters) 376 > 143, 741
Calves, carcasses 84,594 7,386,672
Sheep, carcasses 3,113 106,422
Swine, carcasses 9, 105 1, 140, 799
Beef, fresh 36,587
Veal, fresh
Mutton, fresh.

Pork, fresh.

Cured meats '

Lard
Sausage ,

Miscellaneous (scrapple, tripe, headcheese, etc.)

39, 738
42,296

224,977
539,668
140,009
119,744
36,367

Total 97,188 9,957,020

INSPECTION OF IMPORTED MEATS.

The following table shows the inspection of imported meats and
meat-food products for the fiscal year. The quantity of such im-
ports was less than half of that for the preceding year

:
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J iiiii'>rl<(l iiKut (ind iiKiit fo'iil iir<nlii(ts inspected.

Country of origin.

Argentina
Australia..
Canada
UruRuay
Other countries.

Total.

Fresh and refrigerated
meats.

Beef.

Poundn.
502,295
10,032

25,728,475

5,738,057

31,978,859

Other
classes.

Pounds.
3,798,106

480,188
14,050,242

17,889,322

36,217,8.58

Cured and
canned
meats.

Pounds.
1,963,825

24,821
987,513
246,604
176,227

Other
products.

Pounds.
2,295,405

128,564
416,333
384,886

2,960,434

3,398,990 6,185,622

Total
weight.

Pounds.
8.559,631
643,605

41,182,563
631,490

26,764,040

77,781,329

The following statement shows the condemnations of imported
meats and the amounts refused entry on account of lack of foreign
certificates or other failure to comply w4th the regulations

:

Import meat products condemned or refused entry.

Product.
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for approval as required under the regulations. It was necessary to

disapprove a certain proportion of such material because of misrepre-
sentations as to quantity, character, or composition of the products.

Numerous questions arose as to the character of wrappings in-

cluded within the meaning of the net weight and volume law, and in

the absence of previous specific decisions such matters were taken up
in conference with the Solicitor and the Bureau of Chemistry. A"

number of definite opinions have been rendered, while some of the

questions involved are still under consideration.

The question of free liquids in cans of meat and meat products
was given special attention, and after conference and investigation

certain changes were made in methods of computing and declaring

the quantity of contents in such containers in order to render the

labels informative as to the true character of the products.

Questions were raised also concerning the sufiiciency of marking
certain meat food products, w^ith particular reference to added cereal

and parts of carcasses other than flesh. Final decisions on some of

the questions are still pending.

MEAT-INSPECTION LABORATORIES.

The laboratoiT examination of meat and meat food products pre-

pared at establishments at Avhich inspection is conducted has been
continued in the meat-inspection laboratories maintained in Wash-
ington and six other cities. This examination consists in determin-
ing whether the product is properly labeled and contains aii}^ dele-

terious substance, analyzing spices, waters, and other ingredients
used in the curing and preparation of meat food products, and
analyzing rat exterminators, inks, etc.

The laboratories also continued to examine meat and products pre-

pared for the Army and the Xavy to determine whether they con-
tained any harmful substance and to see that they conformed to the
Army and Xavy specifications.

The total number of products analyzed during the year was 58,365,

of which 57,359 were domestic and 1,006 imported. Samples of

2,746 domestic and 133 imported products were found to be not in

accordance with the regulations. Of 888 waters examined, 204 were
prohibited for use in their untreated state where they would come
in contact with meats.

The c[uantity of branding ink prepared and sent to meat-inspection
stations for use in marking meats was 932 gallons.

All creameries preparing butter used in oleomargarin were in-

spected and lists Avere issued shoAving those which met the require-

ments relative to pasteurization.

Besides the routine Avork of a regulatory nature, the "Washington
meat-inspection laboratorv has cooperated Avith the Animal Hus-
bandry Division in studying the problem of soft pork. A total of
544 samples from hogs fed in different ways was examined. The
results have shoAvn clearly that the difference betAveen soft and firm
pork lies wholly in the fat. Some interesting information, believed

to be of scientific value, has been gathered regarding the transfer of
the food fat into body fat in the hog.

Cooperative Avork Avas done also Avith the experiment kitchen of
the Office of Home I{!conomics of the States Rehitions Service with
regard to the relative sliortening value of various fats.
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QUARANTINE DIVISION.

The Quaraiitino Division, under Dr. I\. W. Hickman, chief, has
continued to achninister rej:;uhitions governing the importation and
exportation of livestock and also joint regulations of the Treasury
Department and the Department of Agriculture for the sanitaiy
•handling and control of hides, wool, hay, straw, etc., offered for
entry into the United States.

INSPECTION AND QUARANTINE OF IMPORTED ANIMALS.

All possible diligence has been observed in the inspection and
quarantine of animals offered for importation in order to protect
the country's livestock against contagion from abroad. Importations
from Canada and Mexico have continued without interruption
throughout the year and in greater volume than during the preced-
ing year. No permits Avere issued for the importation of ruminants
and swine from the continents of Europe and Asia, on account of the
prevalence of foot-and-mouth disease in continental Europe and of
that and other dangerous diseases in Asia. Repeated outbreaks of
foot-and-mouth disease occurred in England and Wales during the
3'ear, but the disease did not extend to Scotland, Ireland, or the
Channel Islands. The importation of cattle, sheep, and swine from
England was therefore not permitted, but permits were granted
throughout the year for shipments from Scotland and the Channel
Islands. Horses have also been admitted from Scotland but pro-
hibited from England since February 20, 1920. Permits were issued
for the importation of breeding sheep directly from New Zealand
to San Francisco for quarantine. Two importations of purebred
goats originating in Switzerland were permitted from the West
Indies.

In revised regulations issued for the insiDcction and quarantine of
import livestock, effective September 1, 1919, special precautions
were taken to prevent the introduction of disease through horses from
Europe. Special provision was made for the return of Army horses,
and 121 of these animals were imported and quarantined at New-
port News, Va., under conditions prescribed by the bureau and the
Surgeon General of the Arm3^ As a result of blood tests one animal
was found to be affected with ulcerative lymphangitis and another
with trypanosomiasis, and both were destroyed.
The following tables show the importations of the various kinds

of livestock through the different ]3orts of entry

:

Imported animals inspected and quarantined.

Port of entry.
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Imported animals inspected but not quarantined.

127

Port of entry.
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Treasury Dei)artmcnt in the lumdliiij^ of these shipments and from
American consuls in foreign countries who are char<5ed with tlie
responsibility of issuing or approving certificates and reporting out-
breaks of disease. Tanners in the United States have generally
shown a disposition to comply Avith re(iuiroments and to improve
sanitary conditions at their establishments.

INSPECTION OF ANIMALS FOR EXPORT.

Tliere was an unusually heavy demand for the inspection and cer-
tification of livestock intended for shipment to foreign countries,
especially of cattle, sheep, and swine for Central and South America
for breeding purposes. Every effort has been made to make inspec-
tions and issue certificates as required by the authorities of the coun-
tries to which the animals have been consigned.
The inspection and tuberculin testing of several thousand dairy

cattle for shipment to France under a special contract of the French
Government and supervision of the fitting of vessels to carry such
animals were continued from the preceding fiscal year and completed
during the autumn. Economic conditions in Europe and improved
shipping facilities apparently encouraged the exportation of cattle
for slaughter, such shipments, chiefly to Belgium and France, exceed-
ing in volume those for any like period in recent years.

Statistics of the inspection of animals for export are given in the
folloMdng table

Inspections of animals for export.
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ERADICATION OF SCABIES.

In the work of eradicating sheep scabies in cooperation with State
officials, bureau employees made 20,371,965 inspections and super-
vised 9,515,720 dipi^ings in the held. The bureau also assisted State
authorities in arresting outbreaks of the disease in States where the
work is not regularly carried on. In the greater part of the range
areas where the disease formerly prevailed it now exists to only a

slight extent and in some States not at all. In Oregon there has
been an increased spread of the infection, and it is still present ex-

tensively in southern Idaho. With the exception of Missouri and
one or two other States where a considerable spread of the disease

among farm sheep had been noted previously, conditions in the sheep-

feeding States were greatly improved during the year. In Iowa
particularly the prevalence of the disease was greatly reduced. *

In continuation of the cooperative eradication of cattle scabies,

bureau emploj'ees made 2,925,712 inspections and supervised 1,657,418

dippings of cattle in the field. In Ncav Mexico excellent results were
obtained and the disease now exists to a slight extent only. In Kan-
sas no progress was made toward eradication, while in the western
parts of Nebraska and South Dakota and in Colorado, Wyoming, and
Montana there was a considerable further spread of the infection.

This spread may be ascribed largely to the unusually severe drought
in the two last-named States, which, through lack of water for

dipping and lack of feed and water for the stock, made a thorough
dipping impossible and made it necessary to permit the movement of

cattle to other areas.

Assistance was also given to the State authorities in Colorado and
Vermont in measures to eradicate sarcoptic mange of cattle in those

States.

ERADICATION OF DOURINE.

Efforts to control and eradicate dourine of horses were continued

vigorously and very good progress toward the final elimination of

this disease was made. Of the Middle and Northwestern States

where it had gained a foothold the infection is now known to exist

in only two, Montana and South Dakota, and in the latter onlv a few
cases were found during the year. In Montana considerable work
remains to be done in districts that are very difficult to cover. In
Arizona and New Mexico, where the disease has prevailed extensively,

satisfactory progress was also made. It is believed that especially

in New Mexico the disease is under good control and future progress

should be fairly rapid. In Arizona the situation still presents many
difficulties, more than half of all the cases found during the year

having been reported from that State. In both these States the

greater part of the known infection is within various Indian reserva-

tions, the animals belonging to tribal Indians. The character and
inaccessibility of the country makes effective prosecution of the work
exceedingly difficult. Nevertheless the infection has been greatly

reduced. State officials and the Indian Office of the Department of

the Interior have cooperated .freely with the bureau in this work.

The bureau continued the practice of paying one-half the ap-

praised valuation of infected horses destroyed when they were owned
by citizens, such share not to exceed $100 in any one case. The num-
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ber of animals tested and the results of the tests are reported by the

Patholo<^ical Division.

LIVESTOCK SANITARY WORK IN INTERSTATE COMMERCE.

In the course of supervising the interstate transportation of live-

stock to prevent the spread of animal diseases, bureau employees at

market centers inspected 22,063,290 cattle, of which 24,028 Avere

dipped under bureau supervision in order that they might continue

in interstate commerce. Sheep to the number of 23,472,528 were also

inspected for communicable diseases, and of these 2,744,481 were
dipped under bureau su])ervision to comply Avith the regulations of

the department or of the States of destination. Swine inspected

numbered 39,754,970, and 574,558 of these were vaccinated a^^ainst

hog cholera under bureau supervision for distribution as feeding or

breeding animals.
Upon request of transportation companies and shippers or to com-

ply with laws of States to which shipments were destined, bureau
veterinarians inspected 36,393 horses and mules, of which 23,742 were
tested with mallein, 5 showing reactions.

During the j-ear 27,363 cars carrying animals affected with com-
municable diseases were received at bureau stations. In compliance
with department regulations or on request of Canadian Government
officials, State officials, or transportation companies, 47,434 cars were
cleaned and disinfected under bureau supervision.

To guard against the recurrence of foot-and-mouth disease, careful

inspections of all ruminants and swine received at public stockyards

were made by experienced veterinary inspectors specially assigned

to that work, as has been the practice for a number of years. All sus-

pected outbreaks of the disease reported to the bureau were promptly
investigated, without a single case having been discovered.

VIOLATIONS OF LIVESTOCK TRANSPORTATION AND QUARANTINE LAWS.

The bureau has continued to report to the Solicitor of the depart-

ment, for presentation to the proper officials of other departments,

cases of apparent violations of livestock transportation and quaran-
tine laws. Many of these cases have required special investigation on
the part of bureau employees, such as interviewing witnesses and ex-

amining railroad and other records. Five bureau employees were
regularly assigned to this work, though the greater part of the work
of collecting evidence and preparing and submitting reports is done by
bureau employees at stockyard centers, in connection with their other

duties. The enforcement of the so-called 28-hour law has resulted in

better facilities being provided for the feeding, watering, and han-

dling of livestock in transit.

TICK ERADICATION DIVISION.

The administrative work for the control of the spread of Texas
or tick fever and the eradication of cattle ticks which transmit this

disease has been continued bv the Tick Eradication Division under
the direction of Dr. R. A. Ramsay, chief, in cooperation with the

authorities of the Southern States affected.
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CONTINUED PROGRESS IN TICK ERADICATION.

Areas ao:gregatinf? 50,555 square miles, having been freed of ticks,

"were released from quarantine during the fiscal year. This action
makes available 62 additional counties and 33 parts of counties into

which better-bred cattle from tick-free States may be safely intro-

duced, Avith consequent increase in the production of beef and of
dairy products. The total area released since the beginning of this

work in 1906 amounts to 509,084 square miles, which is 70 per cent of
the area originall}^ infested. The work is also far advanced in a
large additional territory. The following table shows, by States, the
territory released during the past fiscal year

:

Areas released from quarantine as a result of eradicating cattle ticks, fiscal

year 1020.

state.
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which is a hu'fre decrease from the preceding year. Many cattle

owners in tick-eradication localities have shown a disposition to ship
for slau<i;hter as many unprofitable cattle as possible in preference to
dipping them. This was done with a view of procuring, after the
ticks are eradicated, better-bred animals likely to be.more profitable

for breeding purposes. " Dipped ticky cattle " to the number of 2,G24
were shipped to points where inspection is provided and dipping
facilities maintained for further treatment for movement as non-
infectious. At public stockyards 98,738 cattle were dipped and cer-

tified for movement as noninfected. For these shii)ments 3,458 cer-

tificates were issued. At points other than public stockyards 56,925
cattle were inspected or dipped and certified for interstate movement
as noninfected, as provided for in the regulations. To cover the
shipments of these cattle 1,112 certificates were issued.

TUBERCULOSIS ERADICATION DIVISION.

The work of the Tuberculosis Eradication Division, in charge of
Dr. J. A. Kiernan, chief, conducted in cooperation with State live-

stock sanitary officials and livestock owners, has sliown a pro-

nounced growth during the year. Active cooperation was ex-

tended to 2 additional States and the Territory of Hawaii,
making a total of 45 States and 1 Territory actively participating in

the campaign for the control and eventual eradication of tubercu-
losis from livestock. For carrying on the field work the bureau
has offices in 38 cities in as many States. An average of 150 veteri-

nary inspectors were detailed to these offices during the year, and
they were supplemented by an average of 110 State employees and a
few veterinarians employed by counties and cities. The activities

were carried on under four main projects: (1) Eradication of tuber-

culosis from purebred herds, (2) eradication of tuberculosis from
circumscribed areas, (3) eradication of tuberculosis from swine, an3
(4) testing cattle for interstate movement.

ACCREDITED TUBERCULOSIS-FREE HERDS.

In the eradication of tuberculosis from purebred herds and the
maintenance of a list of herds of purebred cattle officially accredited
as being free from tuberculosis, 695,364 cattle were tested, of which
28,616, or slightly more than 4 per cent, reacted and were removed
from the herds. The number of cattle tested was more than double
the number for the preceding year. There have been established as
fully accredited 3,370 herds containing 82,986 cattle, and 16,599 herds
containing 257,577 cattle have been once tested without reactors.

This is an increase of 2,588 accredited herds and 63,965 cattle over
the report compiled to April 1, 1919.
The great success of this feature of the campaign in many States

has been due to several causes, chief among which were the increased
knowledge concerning the movement on the part of the livestock
owners and the ability of many of the States to pay indemnity for
diseased cattle. In order that future demands for services under
this plan may be met, plans have been put into operation which were
approved by the United States Livestock Sanitary Association and
representatives of the purebred cattle breeders' associations and
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adopted by the bureau December 3, 1919, permitting the use of prac-

ticing veterinarians in mailing the tests under certain conditions.

ERADICATION OF TUBERCULOSIS FROM AREAS.

Work for the eradication of animal tuberculosis from circum-
scribed areas has been developed as a result of the active interest of

organized conmiunities. Some counties in a number of the States

either have established agencies by which such counties may be

entirely freed from the disease or are making plans of this nature.

It is fully realized that the total eradication of tuberculosis can never
be accomplished until the work is taken up on the area plan. To
this end every community where sufficient evidence of interest has
been displayed is being urged to lay plans for the employment of

county veterinarians who will work in cooperation witli the bureau
and State officials. It is also deemed advisable wherever possible

to obtain the assistance of cou^jties in the payment of indemnities
for tuberculous cattle. During the year Clay County, Miss., made
a complete test of all the cattle within its area, with very satisfac-

tory results. This was the first county to demonstrate tlie feasibility

of such work. A complete test was also made in Island County,
Wash., and Clatsop County, Oreg., by the bureau and State authori-

ties, and further worlc of this nature is in progress in other Oregon
counties.

ERADICATION OF TUBERCULOSIS FROM SWINE.

Steps were taken to develop a plan for tracing the origin of hogs
found to be tuberculous when slaughtered under the Federal meat
inspection, so that the original owner may be notified and have the

stock on his premises tested wdth a view to eradicating the disease.

The cooperation of commission men and other agencies at livestock

centers is being asked. Efforts have been made also to demonstrate
the practicability of tattooing all hogs shipped to inspected slaughter-
ing establishments in order that tuberculous animals may be traced
to their former owners. This lias been successfully carried out at

Waterloo, Iowa; Sioux Falls, S. Dak.; and Reno, Nev., and gives
promise of developing into a work which will materially assist in

the control of the disease. So far this method has been applied only
to small lots received at paclnng centers by truck or wagon. After
the source of tuberculous hogs has been located, the measures for
eradication of tuberculosis consist of tuberculin testing of cattle on
the farm and disposing of reactors and in some cases testing the re-

maining hogs. The sterilization of skim milk and other by-products
of creameries when they are to be fed to swine is advised.

INSPECTION AND TESTING FOR INTERSTATE MOVEMENT.

Realizing the utter impossibility of controlling the tuberculin
testing of cattle intended for interstate shipment with the relatively

small force of regularly employed inspectors, the bureau developed a
plan of utilizing authorized practicing veterinarians in this work. A
regulation providing for this became effective July 1, 1919, and was
later revised. A practitioner to be eligible for this service must first

be recommended by the proper livestock sanitary official of the State
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in which he resides and then be approved by the chief of the Bureau
of Animal Industry. Followin<^ this phin 6,G33 practitioners have
been listed as authorized for interstate work. Under their super-

vision 210,250 cattle were tested during the year, and 3,360 reactors,

or l.G per cent, were removed.
During the year 54,724 cattle were tested at public stockyards

under regularl}' employed inspectors, and 1,417 reactors were re-

moved. In accordance with the regulation requiring that a permit
be issued for the interstate movement of known tuberculous cattle

for immediate slaughter or for return movement to the original

owner for breeding purposes, permits were issued covering 5,466

reactors for immediate slaughter and 107 for return to original

owners.

METHODS OF TESTING.

In previous years the subcutaneous tuberculin test has been prin-

cipally employed in testing animals»for tuberculosis. Scientific in-

vestigation in recent years has developed the intradermic and oph-
thalmic methods of applying the tuberculin test. As practical ex-

periments in the bureau's work demonstrated the value of these lat-

ter methods, the intradermic test was recognized March 1, 1920, as

official under the accredited-herd plan, to be employed as the first

test of herds in States where the State officials gave their approval.

It has also been recognized for testing cattle for interstate movement
to States whose officials accept certificates of that character. It is

believed that this method, used in combination with the ophthalmic
test or the subcutaneous test, will greatly expedite the work in a
number of States where the inspectors have been unable to keep pace
with the applications for testing.

TESTING IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

The District of Columbia is kept practically free from bovine tu-

berculosis as a result of work carried on in cooperation with the Dis-

trict health department continuously since 1909. During the past

fiscal year 292 lots of cattle comprising 1,173 head were tested, and 3

reactors, or approximately one-fourth of 1 per cent, were removed.
This low percentage affords a striking contrast with the 18.87 per

cent of diseased cattle found in 1910. The 3 infected animals had
been brought into the District on health certificates and later reacted

to a retest. Of the 1,173 animals tested, 516 received the subcutaneous
test' alone, 294 the intradermic test alone, while 363 were tested by
both the intradermic and subcutaneous methods. In addition 222

lots of cattle containing 425 head were tegted for entry into the Dis-

trict of Columbia and 18 reactors were removed,

CONFERENCES ON TUBERCULOSIS.

A general conference on tuberculosis, arranged by State and
Federal livestock sanitary officials, was held at Chicago on Octo-

ber 6, 7, and 8, 1919. A large number of interested persons attended,

and the results were very beneficial to the progress of the campaign.
The proceedings of the meeting were published in pamphlet form and
widely distributed. It is planned to hold such conferences, some
regional and some national, from time to time.
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The following tables present a statistical summary of the testing

and slaughter of cattle, indemnity paid, etc.

:

Summary of tuberculin testing.

Class of work.
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Wliile the buroiui has practically discontinued troatiM<i- hoos in

localities where the services of veterinarians are available, there are

sections, particularly in the Southern States, where such service is

not to be had, and in such districts bureau inspectors still render a

certain amount of personal service in checkin«2: outbreaks of cholera.

Laymen have been trained to administer treatment for cholera

in these sections where the laws of the State permit. In the prin-

cipal hog-raising States well supplied with veterinarj^ practitioners

the work has been of an advisory and supervisory character. Out-
breaks of hog cholera reported by county agents, veterinarians,

farmers, and others are investigated, so far as the available number
of men will permit, diagnoses are made, and advice is given as to

method of treatment, cleaning, disinfecting, etc. The work of vet-

erinary practitioners in the application of serum and virus has been

supervised as much as possible and faulty technique corrected.

AYliere laws are adequate and enforced, infected farms are placed

under quarantine until the herd has entirely recovered and dead
animals have been properly disposed of and the premises cleaned

and disinfected. The lack of attention on the part of swine owners

to the cleaning and disinfection of premises following outbreaks

of cholera is one of the many handicaps in the way of ultimate

eradication.

During most of the year 140 veterinarians were assigned to the

work against hog cholera. In the course of their activities 1,005

meetings were held, with an attendance of 62,144 persons ; 3,037 dem-
onstrations in the use of the serum treatment were given, in which

347,702 hogs were treated; 31,557 investigations Avere made, 10,963

autopsies held, 6,129 farms quarantined, 2,099 farms cleaned and

disinfected, 46,125 farms visited, 200,034 personal interviews held,

472 persons trained in the application of the serum treatment, and

360,354 hogs were treated under the supervision of bureau veter-

inarians. There were reported to the inspectors in the field from
various sources 9,788 outbreaks of hog cholera. With prompt atten-

tion and adequate cooperation the spread of infection from these

original outbreaks was overcome.

A reduction in the appropriation for the work against hog cholera

during the coming fiscal year has made necessary a considerable cur-

tailment in the force of inspectors and the almost complete cessa-

tion of what were termed educational activities. The bureau is

confronted with a difficult problem in endeavoring to hold the ad-

vantage already won and keep the contagion in check with a reduced

force.

PATHOLOGICAL DIVISION.

The Pathological Division, under the direction of Dr. John S.

Buckley, chief, has continued the scientific investigation of diseases

of animals and the study of the poisoning of livestock by plants,

and has examined viruses, serums, and other remedies for the treat-

ment or prevention of various ailments in domestic animals.

INFECTIOUS ABORTION.

In seeking practical means of combating abortion disease of cattle,

efforts have been continued along the lines of artificial immuniza-
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tion. A living-organism vaccine has been exclusively employed,

inasmuch as the results from inoculations of bacterins and serums

during previous years have proved to be disappointing. Such a

vaccine when used under purely experimental conditions in already

infected herds has continued to give promising results. The single

treatment of nonpregnant animals with this vaccine permits the con-

venient employment of the immunizing procedure, which is a highly

desirable feature. Serological and bacteriological work has indicated

that the subcutaneous injection of a living-organism vaccine usually

produces but a temporary infection of the nonpregnant animal. This

is seemingly explanatory of the immunity conferred as well as of the

failures to obtain beneficial results when animals harboring abortion

infection have been vaccinated. Abortion-free animals treated with

a living-organism abortion vaccine during the nonpregnant stage

have given evidence of possessing subsequently a resistance to abor-

tion disease suggestive of that exhibited by animals which under herd

conditions have acquired and fully recovered froni abortion infection.

Much routine work has been performed, consisting of the applica-

tion of the laboratory tests to several hundred samples of blood serum
from suspected cases. Correspondence has furnished a means of dis-

seminating information regarding control measures to herd owners.

BOTULISM.

Further opportunities were afforded for the study of botulism.

In cooperation with the Bureau of Chemistry considerable work was
done in determining the toxicity and identifying the type of cultures

of Bacillus hotiilinus recovered from olives, the consumption of which
had caused fatal botulism in man. It was found that in every case

the olives were infected with what is known as the type A organism.

Experimental work showed that suspensions of B. hotulhms spores

heated to 80° C. to destroy the soluble toxin were capable of inducing

typical botulism in guinea pigs when given in sufficiently large doses

either by the mouth or subcutaneously.

A small flock of hens kept under back-yard conditions in the Dis-

trict of Columbia developed severe illness about 18 to 24 hours after

eating the contents of a jar of spoiled home-canned corn. The whole

flock .succumbed within 48 hours. Bacteriologic examination of the

crop contents of one of the dead birds reA^ealed the presence of B.

hofuUnus of the same type as the Nevin strain (type B). It pro-

duced a toxin having a minimum lethal dose for guinea pigs of

0.0001 cubic centimeter. Subcutaneous injection of 5 c. c. of the

toxin produced fatal results in an adult fowl, and 10 c. c. given by
the mouth to a large hen caused severe symptoms of botulism from
which the bird recovered after about two months.
Sheep haA'e been immunized against both type A and type B strains

of B. hotiilinus toxin. The serum from these sheep in 1 c. c. doses

has shown an ability to protect guinea pigs against about 10.000

minimum lethal dose's of toxin. Some of the type A serum has been

sent out for human cases of botulism and promising results have been
re])orted following its use.

Some of the type A serum has been tried in cases of forage poison-

ing in mules, but sufficient data have not been gathered on wliich to

24435—AGR 1920 10
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base definite conclusions as to its efficacy in this disease. In general,
if serum is to be of any value it nuist be used in the very early stages
of the disease or before the develoj>ment of symptoms, and then,
unless the type of organism responsible for the disease is known, a,

bivalent serum should be used.

OTHER RESEARCH WORK.

Microscopic examination of tubercular lesions in lymph glands of
swine slaughtered at an establishment under Federal meat inspection
revealed quite constantly the presence of acid-fast bacilli resembling
tubercle bacilli. Many guinea pigs were used for inoculation tests,

but in no instance did lesions of tuberculosis or any other disease

develop. Cultures from the original material in one case developed
into a tuberculosislike growth on hemoglobin-agar and Dorset's egg
medium. With this culture slight glandular lesions and enlargement
of the spleen were jDroduccd in guinea pigs, a local abscess in ral)bits

inoculated subcutancously, and nodules on the peritoneum of hens
and pigeons inoculated intraperitoneal ly. Other experiments on
calves and hogs are in progress. Tuberculin manufactured from cul-

tiires of this bacillus gives positive results to intradermic tests in

guinea pigs infected with the organism ; it also produces death in

such guinea pigs when injected intraperitoneally. Up to the present
it can not be definitely announced that this organism is a type of
tubercle bacillus.

Tavo outbreaks of specific edematous emphysema in hogs occurred
within the last year on the same premises in the District of Columbia.
In each instance the infection followed hog-cholera vaccination.
From the local lesion there was recovered an anaerol^ic bacillus Avhich

corresponded quite closely in morphological, cultural, and pathogenic
properties to the bacillus of Ghon and Sachs described by Koves in

Hungary and Myer in this country. This organism lies intermedi-

ately between the blackleg bacillus and the malignant edema bacillus.

The disease produced by the organism has been referred to as black-

leg of swine and as specific gas phlegmon of hogs.

DIAGNOSIS OF DOURINE, GLANDERS, TUBERCULOSIS, AND RABIES.

The complement-fixation test has continued to be extensively em-
ployed in the diagnosis oi dourine, 18,468 samples of blood serum
having been tested, of which 257 gave positive reactions.

Cooperative work for the control of glanders in the various States

was continued. The complement-fixation test was applied to 830 sam-
ples of blood serum forwarded by various State officials and prac-

ticing veterinarians, and 47 of these samples gave positive reactions.

Laboratory examinations have been made of selected tissues from
799 cattle in wdiich no visible lesions of tuberculosis were found at

time of slaughter, even though they had previously given positive

reaction to the tuberculin test. Tubercle bacilli were demonstrated

in 197 cases, while none could be found in the specimens from the

remaining 602.

A marked reduction in the number of suspected cases of rabies

submitted for examination was noted, the total number being 79

against 117 cases the year before. These cases came principally from
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Maryland, Virginia, and West Virginia, numbering 51 cases, while
those from the District of Columbia numbered only 28 cases. Of the

79 suspected cases a positive diagnosis was made in 43. The positive

cases were 36 dogs, '2 cats, 4 cattle, and 1 hog. A considerable nimiber
of persons, as well as a number of animals, had been bitten by the

affected animals.

EXAMINATION OF ARMY HORSES FROM OVERSEAS.

In cooj^eration with the Quarantine Division, diagnostic laboratory

work was done on materials submitted from Army horses returned
from overseas service, to exclude animals affected with infectious

diseases. Samples of blood serum from all animals held in quarantine
were submitted to the complement-fixation test for glanders and
trypanosomiasis. All the animals were found to be free from
glanders infection, while one was found to be infected with trypano-
somiasis and was destroyed. Blood smears from all these animals
were also examined microscopically at regular intervals for evidence

of infection with piroplasmosis, but no evidence of this disease was
found. By means of the toxin-antitoxin test one animal was found
to be affected with ulcerative lymphangitis, a disease not known to

exist in this countrj", and Avas therefore destroyed.

BLACKLEG VACCINE.

During the last year the demand for vaccine for immunizing cattle

against blackleg did not equal the requirements of some previous

years, yet 1,757,805 doses were distributed to stock owners free of

charge.

BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS.

Cooperating with the Division of Virus-Serum Control, which
conducts regulatory work of supervising the commercial production
of veterinary biological products, the Pathological Division has con-

tinued the testing of certain products and has carried on some re-

search work in the field. During the year 218 samples, representing

42 different kinds of serums, bacterins, vaccines, and germ-free fil-

trates, were submitted for examination, and 48 of them were found
to be unsatisfactory because of contaminations or lack of potency.

There were also submitted for examination 1,024 cultures of organ-

isms intended for use in the preparation of biological products, of

which 22G were found to be unsatisfactory because of contaminations

or atypical cultural characteristics.

The complement-fixation test has been regularly used in the ex-

amination of hemorrhagic-septicemia cultures and bacterins. The
uniformly good results with so large a number of samples has proved
its reliability to be unquestionable. Because of the good results

obtained in this laboratory, several biological houses have adopted
this ]:)roccdure as a routine test for these organisms, and the good
effects are already evident in their products.

Serums and similar therapeutic products are almost invariably

filtered through bacteria-retaining filters before transfer to final con-

tainers, and frequently this step is preceded by filtration through
kieselghur to remove coarse particles. As kieselghur and other
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porous earths have marked powers of adsorption, some tests were
made to determine M'hether such fdtration is attended with loss of
theraiH'Utically valuable su])stances. When one sample of tetanus
serum, one of tetanus plasma, and one of tetanus antitoxin were fil-

tered through kieselfjhur and a Berkefeld type filter, chemical tests
showed the adsorption of ])rotein in amounts ranfring from 7 to 35
])er cent of the total. Guinea-pi*r inoculation tests on these same
])roducts showed no measurable loss of antitoxic units in the serum
and plasma, but in the antitoxin the loss in potency ranged from 8
to 14 ])er cent of the total number of units. Similar experiments are
in proo:ress with diphtheria serum, plasma, and antitoxin. The ex-
treme conservatism of certain manufacturers' statements of potency
leads to the view that in many cases the potency of a product is not
'knoAvn, even approximately. A sample stated to contain " about 200 "

units of tetanus antitoxin was found to contain 500 per cubic
centimeter.

Serolofj^ical studies with several of the more important spore-
bearinp: anaerobic microori^anisms has shown that o;erm-free filtrates

of these or<>:anisms will act as antigens in the complement-fixation
test, in which an exceptionally wide range between the antigenic and
anticomplementary units is obtainable. Promising results have so

far been obtained in the identification and differentiation of the fil-

trates of these anaerobes. A paper reporting this work was con-
tributed to the Journal of Agricultural Research (vol. 19, p. 513).
Practical application of this phenomenon has been made in the deter-

mination of purity and specificity of the blackleg filtrates intended
for immunizing purposes. Further work is being done with the fil-

trates of certain organisms.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF ECHINACEA THERAPY.

In view of the wide use of echinacea in human and veterinary prac-

tice and the claims made regarding its efRcacy in infectious and allied

diseases, some laboratory experiments were carried out with various

preparations of the plant. " Specific medicine echinacea," " fluid-

extract echinacea," and " subculoyd inula and echinacea " were tested

on guinea pigs for the prevention or treatment of tetanus, botulism,

septicemia, anthrax, tuberculosis, trypanosomiasis, and poisoning by
rattlesnake venin. In no case did it show any therapeutic or curative

effect. A paper reporting these experiments was prepared for the

Journal of Agricultural Research.

DISEASES OF POULTRY.

Quail disease was studied, and a form of protozoan organism
known as a coccidium was found to cause it. As coccidiosis is success-

fully treated in fowls, the same method of treatment may be applied

to quail disease. The results of the investigation were published.

Several outbreaks of rose-chafer poisoning were diagnosed in car-

casses of young chickens submitted to the laboratory. Extensive

losses among chickens, generally attributed to other causes, result

from eating rose chafers which invade certain sections of the country

during the latter part of May, June, and early in July. A paper re-
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porting this work was published in the Journal of the American Vet-

erinary Medical Association (vol. 10, n. s., p. 692).

Considerable poultry material was received for examination and
diagnosis. Correspondence regarding poultry disease continued

heavy.
PATHOLOGICAL SPECIMENS.

As usual a large number of pathological specimens were received

for diagnosis. Among those of special interest were five different

specimens of skin and subcutaneous tissues of swine showing lesions

characteristic of urticaria or so-called " diamond skin disease." One'
of the specimens showed more or less necrosis and sloughing of the

skin, simulating in appearance the inflammatory phenomena of the

skin resulting from freezing. From each of the specimens pure cul-

tures of a small, slender organism, which proved to be similar in

all cases, were obtained. The different strains of the organism were
proved to be identical in their various biological characteristics with
Bacillus erysi'pelas mtis, the organism which causes erysipelas of

swine in Europe. While it was not found possible to produce swine
erysipelas with the organisms isolated from the subcutaneous lesions,

this does not appear to be unusual, since European investigators have
experienced difficulty in transmitting eiysipelas to healthy swine.

AUTOPSIES ON WILD ANIMALS.

During the year 80 animals were received from the National Zoo-
logical Park for post-mortem examination. Of the 48 birds exam-
ined, 7 were affected with tuberculosis, 3 with anemia, 13 with en-

teritis, 3 with gastritis (impaction of the proventriculus), 1 with
pyemia, 5 with septicemia (3 colon type, 2 staphyloccus), 1 with peri-

carditis, 1 with necrosis of the ceca, 2 with severe injuries, and 11 with
undetermined affections. Of 31 mammals, 5 were affected with tuber-

culosis, 2 with pyemia, 10 with gastroenteritis, 1 with enteritis, 4 with
pneumonia, 2 with colitis, 1 with cachexia, 1 with peritonitis, 1 with
metritis, 1 with hepatitis and nephritis, 1 with disseminated tumors in

lungs, and 2 with splenic tumor. The 1 specimen of reptile (boa con-

strictor) was affected with enteritis and parasitism of the lungs and
intestines.

PLANT-POISONING OF STOCK.

Most of the field investigative work relative to poisonous plants

has been conducted at the experiment station near Salina, Utah.
Special attention has been given to the microscopic pathology of the

animals affected by poisonous plants. The chemical and pharmaco-
loirical examinations have also been conducted on a somewhat more
extended scale.

A large number of plants have been under investigation, and what
are considered final results regarding some of them have been ob-

tained. The field work on the western sneezeweed {Helen lum hoopesii)

is nearly completed and a report on it has been prepared. The sup-

posed poisoning of sheep by feeding on screenings of the seeds of

sweet clover (Melilotus) ^ the screenings consisting largely of imma-
ture seeds, led to experiments which proved the harmless character
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of the seeds. Department Circular 87, fjivin«j the results of this in-

vesti<ration, was jiuUlished. t^everal loco ])lants have been under
investigation, and Department Circular SI on Ai<tra<ialufi tetrnpfcrus

has been published. Some other plants have l)een definitely proved
to be locoes, but the results are not yet ready for publication. A
species of Baccliaris occurring in parts of Arizona and New Mexico
has been shown to be ])oisonous to livestock, and a preliniinai-y notice

in regard to it has been published in the Journal of the American
Veterinary Medical Association (vol. 10, n. s., p. 430).

Field work has been done on the woody aster, which causes losses

of sheep in Wyoming. Definite results have been obtained, but they
are not j'et in form for pul)lication. Studies on Asclepias gaJloides

(whorled millnveed) have been continued and two pui)lications re-

garding it have been issued, namely. Department Bulletin 800, pre-

senting the work in detail, and Department Circular 101. giving a

brief statement of the results. Studies also have been conducted on
the other species of whorled milkweed, and the results will be ready
for publication in the near future.

A study of the rajdess goldenrod {Isocoma heteropliylla) , which
is common in the Pecos Valley of New Mexico and is popularly sup-

posed to cause milk sickness of animals, has been undertaken. Ex-
perimental feedings of the seeds of the coffee-bean plant {Dauhen-
tonia longifolia) showed that they were A-ery poisonous. Department
Circular 82, calling attention to the poisonous properties of this

plant and giving some of the main facts in regard to its toxic charac-

ter, has been published.

A i^rogressive decrease in the losses of animals on the western

ranges is noted, due. without doubt, in part to the attempts of the

Department of Agriculture to convej^ definite information to the

stock people, and in part to the fact that the increased value of live-

stock has resulted in greater attention being paid to their proper care.

BRANCH LABORATORIES.

The branch pathological laboratories at Chicago, Omaha, and
Denver have done an increased volume of work, consisting principally

in making diagnoses of obscure cases arising in the meat inspection.

They have made a large number of examinations of specimens from
cattle slaughtered following their reaction to the tuberculin test, and
have done some research work.

BIOCHEMIC DIVISION.

The Bioc-hemic Division, under Dr. M. Dorset, chief, has continued

its work, consisting chiefly of investigations concerning hog cholera,

laboratory research work relative to meat products, studies of dips

and disinfectants, and the preparation of tuberculin and mallein.

HOG-CHOLERA INVESTIGATIONS.

The research work on hog cholera has been carried out under three

general projects, as follows: (1) Methods of producing immunity,

(2) modes of spread of the disease, and (3) the cause of hog cholera,

inrluding related diseases.
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MKTHODS OF PKODUCING IMMUNITY AGAINST HOG CHOLERA.

The cliemical studies of antiliog-cholera serum have been continued,
with the object of obtaining a better understanding of the effects of
the various processes, particuUirly heat, upon the various constitu-

ents of the serum and to develop new methods or to perfect old meth-
ods for the refinement or concentration of the serum. During the

year it has been found that heating clear serum or allowing the serum
to stand for lon^ periods of time in contact with phenol changes the
relative proportions of the globulin in the serum, the proportion of
the eu-globulins being increased by each of these factors. A similar

studv has been made on the defibrinated blood serum, but this work
has not been completed.
Some years ago a method of removing blood cells from defibrinated

hog's blood was devised, and this has led to the commercial production
of clear virus. A very large volume of the defibrinated blood serum,
however, is still produced. During the year studies of the properties

and reactions of defibrinated blood, particularly old defibrinated blood
serum which has been kept for some time in storage and in which the

blood cells haA'e undergone more or less disintegration, have been car-

ried out. While no process for practical use can be recommended at this

time as a result of this work, the work has proceeded far enough to

show that hemoglobin in old hog-cholera serum combines with chlo-

roform so that the hemoglobin is rendered completely insoluble and
may be removed by centrifugalization. The clear serum thus ob-

tained amounts to approximately G4 per cent of the original volume,
and it may be heated without coagulation, which would be impossible
before the hemoglobin was removed.
With the object of producing an effective and safe vaccine against

hog cholera an extensive series of experiments was carried out with
vaccine prepared by a new and original method. Work in previous
years having shown that ammonia (NH^OH) in quite low concentra-

tion (0.125 per cent) destroyed the virus of hog cholera within a

comparatively short time, the defibrinated blood from pigs sick of

cholera was mixed with ammonia in different concentrations and
allowed to stand for varying periods of time under different condi-

tions of temperature. Pigs were then injected with varying amounts
of this ammoniated virus at varying lengths of time after its

preparation, the injections being repeated at intervals of a week, and
the treated pigs were later exposed to hog cholera by virus injection

or by association with sick pigs. For the most part the injected pigs

remained well, but in isolated cases in the early experiments hog
cholera developed as a result of the vaccine. While the results of

these experiments were too irregular to permit the use of such a vac-

cine in practice, there was evidence of the production of considerable

resisting power in the pigs, and this line of work appears sufficiently

promising to warrant its continuance.

The experiments mentioned, in last year's report, to determine the

duration of immunity against hog cholera following simultaneous

inoculation of young pigs, have been completed and the results pub-

lished in the Journal of the American Veterinary Medical Associa-

tion for May, 1920. volume 10 (n. s.), page ITO. These experiments,

although few in number, indicate that the simultaneous inoculation

of young pigs confers a lasting immunity.
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MODES OF SPREAD OF HOG CHOLEBA.

The investifjntion of the role of insects in the transmission of hog
cholenv was continued. The experiments dealt principally with
stable flies, house flies, and gnats.

In the work with gnats, the Simulium (buffalo gnat) was the in-

sect used, as that is the most common gnat in central Iowa, where
the exi)eriments were carried out. Valuable cooperation was given

by the Bureau of Entomology. The gnats were allowed to bite -pigs

affected with cholera, and later a number were allowed to bite non-
infected pigs. In no case was it possible to transmit cholera through
the bite of the gnats.

Considerable work was done to determine the length of time the

virus of hog cholera survived in the body of house flies after they

were infected by feeding on hog-cholera blood. The infectiousness

of the flies was tested at intervals after feeding by injecting the

macerated flies subcutaneously into susceptible pigs. It was found
that the time during which the virus remained alive in the body of

the house fly depended very largely upon the temperature at which
the flies were kept. At low temperatures the virus survived for some
days, while at summer temperature of the air its virulence was lost

after 24 to 48 hours. In other experiments, house flies which had
been infected with cholera and killed were placed in pens with sus-

ceptible pigs. Also live house flies, infected by feeding on diseased

blood, were liberated in screened pens containing susceptible pigs.

In still other experiments, flies hatched from eggs deposited by flies

which had fed on hog-cholera virus were ground up in salt solu-

tion and injected into susceptible pigs. In none of these experi-

ments was it possible to transmit hog cholera except when flies which
had fed on cholera blood were ground up and injected subcutane-

ously into the susceptible pigs.

Attempts w^ere made to transmit hog cholera by causing stable

flies, which had previously bitten pigs affected with cholera, to bite

susceptible pigs. In some cases the same pig was bitten by a number
of different infected flies. Cholera was transmitted only in excep-

tional cases, and this when the susceptible pig was bitten by a con-

siderable number of flies within a very short time after the flies had
fed on the sick pig. A repetition of the work previously done by
allowing a large number of stable flies to feed on sick pigs and
then liberating them in clean, screened pens with susceptible pigs

always gave negative results. Stable flies hatched from eggs de-

posited by infected flies w-ere found to be free of the virus of hog
cholera by macerating them and injecting them into susceptible pigs.

Considering these experiments in connection with those of pre-

vious years, we are led to the conclusion that neither stable flies nor

house flies are important factors in the dissemination of hog cholera.

The experiments with gnats have been much less extensive, but

there is at least no indication that the buffalo gnat is capable of

transmitting hog cholera.

CAUSE OF HOG CHOLERA AND BELATED DISEASES.

A scientific worker in a commercial institution having reported

that he had cultivated the virus of hog cholera in pure culture, a
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careful study of this subject was made. After practical laboratory
experiments, together with tests of supposed cultures on pigs, the
conclusion was reached that the claims were not established, it be-

ing impossible to affirm from a microscopic observation that any
organisms had grown, and likeAvise impossible to produce the dis-

ease with the cultures when care w^as taken to make a sufficient num-
ber of subcultures to avoid any possibility of producing disease with
the virus with which the cultures Avere started.

Additional data were gathered concerning the minimum fatal dose
of the blood of pigs sick of cholera. Defibrinated virus blood was
diluted with water or salt solution and injected subcutaneously into

susceptible pigs in amounts equivalent to one one-thousandth, one
three-thousandth, and one five-thousandth of a cubic centimeter of
the blood. xVll the pigs contracted hog cholera. It is probable that
the minimum fatal dose of blood from a pig suffering from acute hr)g

cholera is considerably less than one five-thousandth of a cubic centi-

meter.
A few experiments were undertaken to compare the virulence of

hog-cholera defibrinated blood prepared with one-half per cent
phenol with that of clear virus and a filtered virus preserved in the
same manner and obtained from the same blood. The samples were
kept at room temperature ranging from 50 to 60° F. Pigs were in-

jected at the end of 30 days and 60 days after the preparation of
these different kinds of virus. All the injected pigs contracted hog
cholera. A number of the pigs were inoculated with hog-cholera
serum, some receiving at the same time the defibrinated blood virus,

others the filtered virus, and still others the ordinary clear virus not
filtered. These pigs are being held in order to determine whether a;

lasting immunity is conferred by these different injections.

The study of diseases of hogs which are related to and which may
be confused with cholera has been continued. There are two different

affections of pigs in the Middle West, and perhaps in other parts of
the country, that may be mistaken for hog cholera and are of eco-

nomic importance. One is commonly called necrotic enteritis, so

called on account of the severe inflammatory condition observed in

the intestines of the affected pigs. Pigs affected Avith this disease

were procured and efforts were made to transmit it to others. In two
instances it was possible to transmit this disease to healthy pigs by
association and by feeding viscera of affected pigs. It was found,
however, that in order to communicate the disease by association it

was necessary to allow the pen to become very filthy. It appears
that this disease, to a considerable extent at least, arises from bad
sanitation and filth. When infected pigs were removed from the
insanitary conditions under which they had been kept and placed in

clean quarters and given proper food, as a general rule they made
progress toward recovery.

The second disease, which is met with even more commonly than
necrotic enteritis, is the so-called "flu" of hogs. This condition ap-
pears as a herd disease. A large number of the pigs appear to be
extremely sick within a very short time and there is marked evidence
of pulmonary involvement. As a rule the disease runs a rapid course
and the most of the herd soon return to normal. The death rate is

low, probably not more than 2 per cent. Efforts were made to
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proparrate this disease on our experimental farm, without success.

Several samples of material from alfected hogs in six dillerent herds
were obtained and healthy pigs were injected with it. In no case
was it possible to commvmicate the disease to healthy i)igs by these
blood injections. The cause of the trouble is not yet estal)lished. It

is interesting, and perhaps suggestive, to note that so far no disease,

with the exception of hog cholera, which is prevalent among hogs in

this country, has yet been found which can be regularly transmitted
by the subcutaneous injection of blood from infected animals.
An extensive series of experiments with bacterins, particularly bac-

terins prepared from Bacillus suipestifer and B. suisepticus^ was ue-

gun. A number of different strains of each of these organisms have
been procured and the testing of these bacterins in different ways is

now in progress.
• A large number of samples of hog-cholera virus and antihog-

cholera serum have been examined during the year for the Division
of Virus-Serun^ Control. These examinations have shown that a
very large proportion of the commercial serums contain considerable
numbers of bacteria, while many samples of hog-cholera virus are
likewise contaminated, though, as a rule, to a much less extent than
the serum. No pathogenic bacteria have been demonstrated in either

product.
DIPS AND DISINFEtTANTS.

The laboratory work on dips and disinfectants has followed the
same general lines as in ])revious years. A total of 180 samples of
dips and disinfectants and miscellaneous materials was received and
.analyzed. During the calendar year 1919 there were sent to inspec-

tors in the field 1,231 test outfits for arsenical dips, and supplies

sufficient to make 638,000 field tests for arsenic : 31 test outfits for lime-

and-sulphur dips, and sufficient material to make 14,800 tests of such
dips ; 24 outfits for testing nicotin dips, and supplies sufficient to make
6,200 field tests for nicotin; a total of 1,286 new test outfits and sup-

plies for 659,000 tests.

In last year's report it was stated that the research work of the

dip and disinfectant laboratory had developed the fact that soy-bean

oil or the fatty acids derived therefrom could be used with advantage
as a substitute for linseed oil in the manufacture of saponified cresol

solutions. As a result the regulations governing official dipping and
disinfecting operations were modified to permit the use of soy-bean

oil or fattj'- acids derived therefrom. In continuation of this work
it was found that three-fourths of the vegetable oil may be replaced

by rosin, Avhich is very much cheaper. This use of rosin does not

change any essential property of this disinfectant but improves it in

some respects. The results of this work were published as Depart-

ment Bulletin 85.5.

A new^ method for determining phenol and certain of its homologs
was developed, and the results of this Avork were published in the

Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry (vol. 12, p. 568).

A second paper dealing with other phases of this work has been

prepared.
An investigation of the germicidal value of some of the chlorin

disinfectants was completed and the results embodied in an article

for the Journal of Agricultural Research. This work led to the
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conclusion that Avhile the chh)rin disinfectants have a very valuable
place in the treatment of wounds and the purification of drinking
water, they do not seem to be well suited for general disinfection,
because the organic matter which is always present in large quanti-
ties quickly combines and renders the chlorin inert, and because
chlorin is injurious to metals and fabrics. The action of the chlorin
disinfectants was also tested on different disease-producing micro-
organisms.
A comparative study of 15 samples of G brands of bacteriologic

peptone showed that these peptones varied very greatly in compo-
sition aiid that some of the peptones on the market were of such com-
position that a typical culture of Bacillus coli gave negative reac-

tions for indol when those particular peptones Avere used in the
culture medium. This work indicates that it is advisable to test

each new lot of peptone used in order to determine its suitability

for indol production. A test of the peptone for the presence of
tryptophane will usually show whether any given sample of peptone
is suitable for indol production.

RESEARCH WORK ON MEATS AND MEAT FOOD PRODUCTS.

Chemical research on meats and meat food products has consisted

chiefly in a study of the composition, nutritive Aalue, and whole-
someness of edil)le viscera from meat food animals.

Thus far a chemical study of the livers of mature oxen and of
calves has been made. In addition to the usual proximate analj^sis

of this tissue, the percentage of each of the important mineral con-

stituents has been determined. A discussion of the results is reserved
until similar work with sheep and hog livers has been completed.
The antineuritic properties of beef and calf liver were investigated

by feeding the dried liver in conjunction with polished rice to pigeons.

The results indicate that calf liver has a lower antineuritic value than
beef liver, though this difference may have been due to lower average
vitality of the pigeons used in the test with calf liver. Additional
experiments are planned to test the antineuritic value of liver as

well as other edible viscera from meat food animals.

TUBERCULIN AND MALLEIN.

There was supplied to Federal, State, county, and city officials

5,517,040 cubic centimeters of tuberculin for the subcutaneous testing
of cattle for tuberculosis. In addition 38,268 ophthalmic tuberculin
disks, 20.250 doses of liquid ophthalmic tuberculin, and 182,420 doses
of intradermic tuberculin Avere produced. The total output of tuber-
culin represents an increase of considerably more than 100 per cent
over that of the preceding year.
The success obtained with ophthalmic tuberculin disks, which were

first produced in these laboratories, in testing cattle for tuberculosis,
has made it necessary to provide additional equipment and a specially
constructed room in which the humidity can be regulated. Tliis is

now practically complete and makes possible a large increase in the
quantity of ophthalmic tuberculin that can be produced.
The quantity of mallein prepared and distributed for the diag-

nosis of glanders was 215,580 doses, as compared with a total of
2.930,810 doses the preceding year. This great decline is due to the
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fact that it is no lono;er necessary to supply the War Department,
which required large quantities during the war.
The tuberculin and mallein prepared and distributed by the labora-

tories (hiring- the liscal year could not possibly have been purchased
on the market even under the most favorable circumstances for loss

than $75,000. In addition to this very considerable saving in money
the bureau has been able to assure the purity and strength of these

products used in its official testing for the eradication of tuberculosis

and glanders.

OTHER WORK.

The assistant chief of the Biochemic Division is a member of the
Insecticide and Fungicide Board and has given a large part of his

time to the work of that board. In its cooperative work with the

board the division analyzed 123 samples of insecticides intended for

use on domestic animals, and 82 of the preparations were found to be
misbranded or adulterated. The infractions of the law were for

the most part technical errors which resulted apparently, as a rule,

from ignorance of the law.

ZOOLOGICAL DIVISION.

The investigation of parasitic diseases of animals and the study,

collection, and determination of animal parasites have been continued
in the Zoological Division under Dr. B. H. Ransom, chief.

ROUNDWORMS OF SHEEP.

The principal experiments at the bureau farm near Vienna, Va.,

were designed to test the possibility of rearing lambs to marketable
size without loss from stomach worms by changing them every three

weeks during the grazing season to fresh pasture (forage fields on
which a crop had been grown since their previous occupancy by
sheep, and which had not been occupied by sheep since the preceding
autumn). Shortly after lambing the ewes were dosed with copper-
sulphate solution. The ewes and lambs were kept together in stables

until the flock was turned out to pasture and thereafter also at night.

One lot of lambs was pastured with the ewes, the other separately.

The latter, however, were turned back into the stable with the ewes
during a portion of each day for nursing as well as being stabled

with them at night. Both lots of lambs were dosed with copper-

sulphate solution when weaned, and both were thereafter kept en-

tirely separate from the ewes, but were moved to fresh pasture at

the same intervals after weaning as before ; that is, every three weeks.

There was no loss among the lambs that were pastured with the ewes.

They made a stronger growth than the other lot, although they did

not escape considerable infestation with stomach worms. The lambs
that were pastured separately from the ewes became only very
slightly infested with stomach worms. Their failure to make the

growth that the others did is probably to be attributed to the inter-

ference with nursing involved in keeping them separated from the

ewes a considerable portion of each day.

Old sheep and yearlings, as in former years, have been kept in

good condition without special precautions as to the presence of
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stomach-worm infection in the pastures (forage fields) by monthly
treatments with copper-sulphate solution during the summer season.

The question of the ultimate effects of these treatments upon the

health of the sheep is still under investigation.

In connection with the experiments on roundworms, investigations

have been carried on concerning the question of preventing tapeworm
infestation. These investigations are still incomplete, iSut results

thus far obtained indicate that eradication of tapeworms from small
flocks of sheep can be accomplished without a great deal of trouble

or expense.
ROUNDWORMS OF HOGS.

Field work on the problem of preventing losses from roundworms
{Ascaris) among young pigs has been carried on in McLean County,
111., where about 3,500 pigs on 20 farms are under observation.

The following method of management has been emplo3'^ed: Before
farrowing time all loose litter is removed from the farrowing pens
and the pens are thoroughly scrubbed with boiling water and lye.

About a week or 10 days before the sows are expected to farrow,

their udders are thoroughly cleaned to remove any adherent dirt and
the sows then placed in the clean pens. As soon as practicable after

farrowing, the sows and pigs are removed to clean pasture. Small
sheds or houses, which are moved occasionally to new locations in the
pasture, are provided as shelters.

This method is designed to minimize the chances of roundworm
infection during the first few months of life, during which time it

has been found by investigations recorded in previous reports that
pigs are most susceptible to and most likely to suffer seriously from
infection. By observing special precautions during this time, as

indicated above, the pigs can be tided safely over a critical period in

their life, so far as concerns parasitic infection, and reared to an age
when they are less likely to be injuriously affected by roundworms.
The results have been very satisfactory in those cases in which the
method was carefully followed, and on farms where in former years
considerable loss was experienced among young pigs by death and
stunted growth there has been practically no loss the present year.
The field investigations will be continued in order, if possible, to

establish a simple, practicable procedure in the management of hogs,
that can be depended upon to give uniform results in preventing
losses from roundworms.

In connection witli the question of destroying eggs of Ascaris some
observations have been made as to their thermal death point. It

has been found that eggs in early stages of segmentation when placed
in liot water maj' survive two minutes' exposure to a temperature of
G0° C, but that under the same conditions eggs that liave reached the
infective stage die after one and a half minutes' ex])osure.

Further experimental work has been done with reference to Ascaris
infection in sheep. A lamb fed with the eggs of Ascans suum when
a few days old was killed 111 days after feeding, and was found to
harbor 6 ascarids 7 to 10 centimeters long. Another lamb that was
similarly fed at the age of 4 weeks and killed 82 days after feeding
was found free from ascarids. Three other lambs, about G months
old, have been fed with eggs of Ascaris suurn^ all of them showing
symptoms of pneumonia a few days later. Ascaris larva? were
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foiincl ill the lungs of one killed 8 clays after feeding ; the other two
are being held for further observations.

Deparlinont Bulletin 817 and some minor publications on AscaHs
Avere issued during the year.

Several experiments have been carried out relative to the mode of

infection of pigs with lungworms {Mcfastro7i(/t/hi.s <iprl and ^1/. hre-

rlvaf/inatiis). Pigs ranging in age from 4 days to about a month old

were fed larvpe of lungworms from cultures ranging from IT to 35

days old. In all cases the results Avere negative.

TREATMENT AND CONTROL OF EXTERNAL PARASITES.

Iloo LICE AND HOG MANGE.—From experimental work and trials

under actual field conditions, crude petroleum has been found to be

the most efficacious remedy for lice and other external parasites of

hogs, one dipping being sufficient to eradicate lice and sarcoptic

mange. Follicular mange is benefited by repeated dippings in crude

petroleum, but is not always eradicated in advanced cases. Crude
petroleum may not only be used in dipping vats but also may be

economically and effectively applied during warm weather by means
of wallow^s. It was the only remedy among a large number tested

that was found fully satisfactory for use in hog wallows. In the

treatment of sarcoptic mange, lime-sulphur and arsenical dips have

been found to be efficacious if four dippings are given at intervals of

6 or 7 days. Directions for the control and eradication of hog lice

and hos: manere are given in Farmers' Bulletin 1085, which is based

upon the results of the investigations mentioned above.

Sarcoptic mange or horses.—Investigations thus far carried out

indicate that repeated applications of lime-sulphur dip or crude

petroleum are effective in eradicating sarcoptic mange of horses in

ordinary light cases, but that in advanced cases successful results

are difficult to obtain.

Ox warbles.—Experimental work on the difficult problem of con-

trolling ox warbles has been continued with reference both to range

cattle and cattle confined in smaJl inclosures. In the case of the

latter various remedies are being applied to the animals by spray-

ing, and in the case of the former by means of wading tanks, through
which the cattle have to pass in order to reach their watering places.

The results can not be determined until later.

Screw worms.—Among inexpensive remedies tried in the treat-

ment of wounds infested with screw worms, gasoline has been found

to be the best, although not entirely satisfactory.

TRICHINOSIS.

In order to facilitate the supervision of the various kinds of pork

products prepared customarily to be eaten without cooking and those

that are cooked in meat-packing establishments under Federal in-

spection, the following classification of sausages of kinds prepared

customarily to be eaten without cooking has been tested at the Chi-

cago station and found to be satisfactory.

Class A.—Sausages or chopped meats that contain no pork except

pork fat or frozen trimmings (that is, trimmings that have been
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held at a temperature not higher thari 5° F. not less than 20 days).
This class is released from further special supervision after stuffing.

Class B.—Sausages or chopped meats that contain lean fresh pork
and that are to be held under supervision after stuffing during the
process of drying (20 to 25 clays) in the drying room.

Class C.—Sausages or chopped meats that contain lean fresh pork
and that are to be subjected to sufficient heat after stuffing to destroy
the vitality of any trichinae that may be present.

It has been found at Chicago that this method of classification

renders the task of supervising the preparation of such sausages
much simpler, and it is recommended for general adoption at all

bureau stations, especially at those stations where from time to time
different inspectors are assigned to the same department of an estab-

lishment. Any inspector can then readily determine what further
processing is necessary in order to conform to bureau requirements
in the case of any given lot of product in course of prepartion in the
department to which he is assigned.

During the year a report of investigations on the effects of heat
on trichinse was published in the Journal of Agricultural Research,
and Department Bulletin 880, on the effects of pork-curing processes
on trichinae, was in the final stages of printing at the close of the
fiscal 3'ear. A report of the effects of X-rays upon trichinae has also

been prepared for publication.

MISCELLANEOUS INVESTIGATIONS ON ANIMAL PARASITES.

Investigations on the possible relations between swamp fever in

horses and intestinal parasites, in cooperation with the Health of
Animals Branch, Canadian Department of Agriculture, have been
continued. The investigations on the gapeworm of chickens have
been continued.

It has been discovered that a small roundworm {Coo2)eria punc-
tata) which is of common occurrence in the small intestine of cattle,

especially in the southern part of the United States, has the habit,

not previously recognized, of penetrating into the wall of the small
intestine, where it causes considerable disturbance in the tissues and
brings about an accumulation or proliferation of lympoid elements,

the lesions often being noticealjle through the serous coat of the

intestine as small yellowish spots either isolated or arranged in

groups. The upper portion of the small intestine only is involved so

far as yet observed. In affected portions of the intestine the wall
is usually thickened. It is not unlikely that this small and incon-'

spicuous parasite, which is often present in the lumen of the intestine

in enormous numbers, may prove to be an important factor in the

losses caused by internal parasites of cattle.

A study of the life history of the hookworm of cattle {Bunostomum
flilebotomiuiii) is in progress. The investigations concerning toxic

substances in parasitic worms have been continued. The hemolytic
substances in Ascaris have been found to be completely soluble in

alcohol, thus disproving the view that fatty acids in the body of
Ascaris are responsible for their hemolytic action. Hemolytic sub-

stances have been discovered in the hookworms of cattle (Bunosto-
tnuin 2)hlehotoinum) and of dogs {Ancylostoma caninum), and in

whipworms {Trichuns spp.), but as yet no toxic substances have
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been isolated from stomach worms {Tlcemonchus contortus) . Tlie

frintrod tapeworm of sheep {Thysanosoma actinioides) has been
found to contain hemolytic substances, but none have been found
in tapeworms of the genus Moniezia.

DurinfT the year 039 fecal samples from imported dogs were ex-

amined for the presence of parasites likely to be injurious to live-

stock. Of these, 189 samples showed evidence of parasites. Tcenia

eggs were found in 51 cases, Dipylidium eggs in 14 cases, and
Diphyllohothriuni eggs in 2 cases. One case of Echworhynchus was
found.
A study of iho, internal parasites of Alaskan foxes was made for

the Bureau of Biological Survey and a report published.

Publications relating to parasites, that have been issued during
the year or were in press at the close of the year, not elsewhere men-
tioned in this report, include papers on the toxins of parasites,

stomach worm, parasites of sheep (Farmers' Bulletin 1150), gape-
worm, parasites of southern livestock, a new genus and 5 new species

of flukes, roundworms of the genus Nematodirus^ pork measles,

carbon bisulphid as an anthelmintic, parasites found in imported
dogs, parasites of man, parasites of vertebrates transmitted by in-

sects, and the portion of the Index-Catalogue of Medical and Veter-
inary Zoology relating to nematodes.

MISCELLANEOUS DIVISION.

The Miscellaneous Division, of which Dr. A. M. Farrington is

chief, has continued its work relating to the personnel of the bureau
and to veterinary education.

BUREAU PERSONNEL.

At the beginning of the fiscal year there were 4,821 persons in the

employ of the bureau. During the year there were 1,472 additions,

made up as follows: Appointments, 1,343; transfers from other
branches of the Government service, 45 ; reinstatements, 84. During
the same period there were 2,008 separations from the service, as

follows : Resignations, 1,075 ; deaths, 39 ; transfers from other bureaus
or departments of the Government, 26; removals for cause, 4; all

other separations, 864. At the end of the fiscal year the bureau per-

sonnel nimibered 4,285, a decrease of 536 from the number at the be-

ginning of the 3'^ear. The large number of resignations is due to the

fact that many of the appropriations were greatly curtailed by the

last Congress and the bureau was unable to employ as large a force

as formerly.
During the 3''car 16 civil-service examinations were requested, and

subjects and weights Avere furnished to the Civil Service Commission.

VETERINARY EDUCATION.

For years the bureau has felt the necessity of procuring for its

inspection force veterinarians with a broad basic education. This is

particularly true of inspectors engaged in public work which is new to

a community and where they meet the leading men of the locality and
must make a good impression if the work is to be successfully accom-
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plished. Several years ago the department, in cooperation with the
Civil Service Commission, formulated regulations proscribing the
course of study to be followed in order for a veterinary college to

be accredited and to have its graduates eligible for the civil-service

examination for veterinary positions in the bureau. The educational
standard has been progressively raised. During the year just passed
the entrance requirements at accredited colleges have been still fur-

ther raised to four years' high-school education, or 14 units. It is

believed that this action will not only improve the efficiency of the
veterinarians to be selected for employment in the bureau in the
future but will raise the standard of education of the veterinary
profession generally.

There are now 16 accredited veterinary colleges, of which 11 are

State colleges with a veterinary' department, 3 are private veterinary

colleges, and 2 are agricultural colleges that have raised their courses

of study from two years to four years and become fully accredited.

Nine foreign veterinary colleges are on the accredited list. During
the 3'ear the College of Veterinary Science of the University of the
Philippines, at Manila, has been added to the list. Two agricultural

colleges with a two-year course are accredited.

The total number of freshmen enrolled in all veterinary colleges

for the session beginning in the fall of 1919 was 352, against 264 for
the preceding year. Tlie combined attendance at all veterinary col-

leges was 1,265, against 1,114 for the preceding year. The number
of graduates was 371, against 214 for the preceding year. There
were enrolled at the accredited agricultural colleges 49 students, of
which number 4 were graduated from a four-year course.

The problem which now confronts those concerned in veterinary
education is to adapt tliis education to the new conditions. Formerly
the bulk of the income received by veterinarians in active practice
was derived from the treatment of horses. ' Now that horses are
being supphintod to a considerable extent by motor transportation,
the veterinarian, to gain a livelihood, must devote his attention to

other farm animals. Economic conditions have also made it worth
while to give more veterinary attention to cattle, sheep, hogs, and
poultry. The veterinary schools must adapt their courses of study to
these new conditions.

OFFICE OF VIRUS-SERUM CONTROb.

The supervision of veterinary viruses, serums, antitoxins, etc.,

under the law of 1913 was continued by the Office of Virus-Serum
Control, in cliarge of Dr. D. I. Skidmore. This work consists pri-

marily of the issuance of licenses to establishments for the manufac-
ture of veterinary .biological products for sale in interstate com-
merce, and includes also the inspection of these establishments as to
sanitary conditions and methods of production, the supervision of
production, the testing of products, and the issuance of permits for

the imi)ortation of such products from abroad. The object of the
supervision is to assure the potency and harmlessness of this class of
remedies.
During the year 135 licenses were issued to 93 firms for the prepa-

ration of 177 products of 69 general classes. Six licenses were can-

24435—AGR 1920 11
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celed and 5 suspended, the latter for violations of the department's
re<;ul:itions. Fifty-ei<2:lit of the licensed establishmients produced
only antiho<]:-cholera serum and hog-cholera virus, 29 produced other
products only, while G produced both classes of products. To super-
vise these establishments and products the bureau maintained 17 sta-
tions and 42 substations in 58 cities and towns in 20 States.

Serum and virus for the prevention of hog cholera form a large
part of the volume of products supervised. The production of anti-
hog-cholera serum amounted to 525,043,761 cubic centimeters, of
which 5.057,120 cubic centimeters was destroyed as unfit for use, and
in addition 3,557,120 cubic centimeters of blood was destroyed when
collected, on account of disease or other conditions existing in the
animals from which it was collected. The quantity of simultaneous
virus produced was 22,838,784 cubic centimeters, of which 1,102,645
cubic centimeters was destroyed as unfit for use, and in addition to
which 330,331 cubic centimeters of blood was destroyed when col-

lected. The production of hyperimmunizing virus was 114,180,172
cubic centimeters, of which 271,460 cubic centimeters was destroyed
as unfit for use, and in addition to which 7,719,425 cubic centimeters
of blood was destroyed when collected. To determine the potency
and purity of the serum and the purity of the virus 7,770 tests of the
former and 1,228 of the latter were made. There were inspected and
admitted to the premises of licensed establishments for use in the pro-
duction and testing of the serum and virus 314,706 hogs and 2,918
calves, and 24 hogs and i calf were rejected. In subsequent opera-
tions 19,323 additional hogs were rejected.

During the year 866 subcultures involving 1,037 strains of organ-
isms used in the production of licensed products were collected and
submitted for laboratory examination. Of the strains, 800 were
found to be satisfactory and 237 unsatisfactory.

EXPERIMENT STATION.

The work of the Experiment Station at Bethescla, Md., in charge of
Dr. E, C. Schroeder, superintendent, has consisted mainly of investi-

gations made both independently and in cooperation with other
divisions, concerning infectious diseases of domestic animals, and the
provision of facilities for other divisions to make observations on
animals under normal farm and field conditions.

ABORTION DISEASE.

Studies concerning the etiology of infectious abortion disease of
cattle, which have been in progress several years, were continued.
The results are quite encouraging, as they indicate that much can be
done to reduce losses by the use of relatively simple measures directed
against the dissemination of the microorganism on which its occur-
rence primarily depends. Many careful tests have been made to
determine through what channels the' microorganism leaves the
bodies of infected cattle, and only three have been definitely proved,
namel}^, the reproductive organs of coavs at and for a short period of
time after a parturition or an abortion, the udders of infected cows
for a period of time that may vary from a few days to seven or eight
years, and the discharges from the reproductive organs of infected

bulls. It has also been conclusive!}^ shown that the easiest natural
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way to infect a cow with this disease is to permit her to ingest abor-

tion bacilli. Service by an infected bull has failed to transfer the

disease in our tests. While the unguarded and i)romiscuous use of

infected bulls is not recommended, the results of our experiments give

no indication that the bull, if kept in a special pen and permitted to

serve cows only on neutral ground, plays any part in the spread of

infectious abortion disease. It therefore appears that bulls owned
by associations, provided the precautions indicated are observed, are

safe in this respect.

Some attention has been given also to the influence of abortion

disease on the fertility of the bull, but no conclusive results have yet

been obtained.

As abortion among hogs, due either to the same bacillus that attacks

cattle or to other causes, is evidently increasing in frequency in

several portions of the country, work on this subject has been under-

taken and will be continued.

TUBERCULOSIS AND MISCELLANEOUS WORK.

Nothing radically new regarding tuberculosis was developed dur-

ing the year. Several investigations which have been in progress

several years have been continued and are nearing completion.

The tests for potency and purity of tuberculins manufactured and
sold under Government license proved all the tested products to be

satisfactory. There seems to be a general tendency for commercial
tuberculin to be superpotent rather than subpotent. While this is

a better condition than the reverse would be, a definite, unvarying
potency is preferable.

In view of the finding of tubercle bacilli in cream cheese a few
years ago, tests of this product have been continued. During the

year 100 samples were tested, with negative results in all cases, thus

indicating that the bureau's previous work has led manufacturers to

adopt effective means to prevent contamination.

lests with milk from the local supply show that raw market milk
occasionally is contaminated with the abortion bacillus and more
rarely with the tubercle bacillus. A comparison between guinea pigs

injected respectively with commercial!}' pasteurized and raw market
milk shows that a very much larger proportion die from the latter

than from the former. Such results show conclusively that com-
mercial pasteurization, though still lacking official supervision, is a

commendable public-health measure.
A large number of small experiment animals were raised at a cost

much lower than current market values. Various tests were made
with pathological material suspected to contain the virus of infectious

diseases. Biological products of various kinds Avere supplied the

other laboratories of the bureau. Every available portion of the

station's land was kept under intensive cultivation to obtain forage

for tlie experiment animals.

EXPERIMENTS IN LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION IN CANE-SUGAR
AND COTTON DISTRICTS.

At the Iberia Experiment Farm, Jeanerette, La., experiments and
demonstrations with horses, mules, beef cattle, dairy cattle, and hogs
are conducted for the purpose of bringing before the farmers the
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value of livestock production in the cane-sun:ar and cotton districts.

This work, which was ho<i;un in 11)14, is carried on under the direction
of a committee consistin<^ of representatives of the liureau of Plant
Industry, the Bureau of Animal Industry, and the Louisiana State
Experiment Station.

During the year 330 acres of land were usetl for feed production.
At the close of the fiscal year there were on the farm 7 hrood mares,
6 mature mules, 15 mules bred at the station, 45 dairy cattle, 130 beef
cattle, and 121 hogs.
The application of barnyard manure to the fields has continued

to increase the yields of crops, and preliminary experiments begun
in 1919 indicate that commercial fertilizers have an important use in

increasing the productivity of the uni)roductive soils. Cottonseed
meal applied at the rate of 200 pounds to the acre increased the yield
of corn 8.03 bushels an acre and gave a net profit of $C.41 over the un-
fertilized plots. An application of 200 pounds of cottonseed meal and
100 pounds of acid phosphate to the acre increased the yields of corn
8.88 bushels an acre with a net profit of $6.36 per acre. Acid phos-
phate applied at the rate of 100 pounds to the acre increased the yield
of corn 4,97 bushels per acre and returned a net profit of $6.54.

The animals were inoculated twice during the year for anthrax, a

disease prevalent in this section, and no outbreak occurred. P'orage

poisoning was also successfully combated liy keeping the animals off of
pasture when poisoning was prevalent.

Additional data have been obtained in the experiment to determine
the maintenance cost of a beef brcVding herd and the cost of produc-
ing beef breeding heifers and feeder steers. The average cost of
raising a heifer calf to 2 years of age was $52.68, and to the age of 30
months $74,03, wliile the average cost of a feeder steer w^as $38.31 at

1 3'ear of age, and $56.24 at 2 years. These steers were then fattened,

and the average total cost per steer when shipped to market was
$110.12. As the net selling price per steer was $118.63, the net profit

on each steer was $8.51. The fourth year's results of feeding experi-

ments with beef cows showed the j^early cost of maintenance to

be $44.85.

During the last three j^ears experiments have been under way to

test the relative values of the available silage crops for fattening

steers when supplemented wnth cottonseed meal and other concen-

trates. During the last fiscal vear seA''en lots of steers were fed for

112 days on various silage crops suited to the coastal region, supple-

mented with cottonseed meal and molasses. Five kinds of silage were
fed with the same amount of the supplemental feeds, and in addition

other lots of sorghum and Japanese-cane silage were fed with a large

amount of supplements, namely, about 10 per cent more cottonseed

meal and more than twice as much molasses. Those lots of sorghum
and Japanese cane which w^ere fed with the regular amount of sup-

plements are here designated as No. 1, aind the others as No. 2.

Sorghum silage No. 2 produced the greatest average daily gain per

steer, 3.13 pounds, followed by the others in the following order:

Corn, sorghum No. 1, Egyptian wheat, corn and soy bean, Japanese
cane No. 2, and Japanese cane No. 1. In returns per ton of silage fed

the silage ranked in the following order: Corn, $6.15; Egyptian
wheat, $5.63 ; sorghum No. 1, $5.38 ; corn and soy bean, $5.27 ; sorghum
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No. 2, $4.81; Japanese cane No. 1, $3.29; Japanese cane No. 2, $1.17.

The steers in this experiment were sold at $12.50 per 100 pounds;

$7^ per ton was allowed for cottonseed meal, $15 per ton for molasses,

and $15 per head for marketing charges.

At the termination of the beef experiment, March 27, 1920, a beef-

cattle day was held. Farmers and others were invited to inspect the

fat steers and the beef herd and to study the results obtained, the

final figures being placarded and posted conspicuously around the

bai-ns. About 500 persons were in attendance, and the meeting was
very successful in bringing the farmers to a closer understanding of

the work.
Grazing and feed records have been kept on 65 pigs of the fall of

1918 and 94 pigs of the spring of 1919, showing the gains made on
various kinds of pasture. Some grain and tankage was fed in each
case. The pasture consisting of corn and that consisting of barley,

rape, and crimson clover gave better dailj^ gains per head than good
pasture of red and white clover or fair pasture of lespedeza and white
clover.

Records of 723 pigs farrowed at the farm up to the end of the fiscal

year shoAv that it cost an average of $3.14 to produce a pig weighing
27.85 pounds at 60 days of age.

The dairy herd, headed by the purebred Jersey bull Hillside

Torono 101729, now contains 11 purebred Jersey and 6 grade Jersey
cows. All the purebred cows are in the Register of jNIerit or on test.

The profit per head over cost of feed for the herd of milking cows
on their last full lactation period was $132. The cost of raising

heifer calves to the age of 1 year was $72.75, and to the age of 2 years

$127.49.

To test the value of introducing Brahman blood among the beef
cattle in the South, an experiment has been begun in Avliicli one lot

of cows has been bred to a high-grade Brahman bull and a similar lot

to a purebred Hereford bull. Cattle having Brahman blood seem to

be better able to withstand such hardships as flies, mosquitoes, ticks,

hot weather, etc., without being hindered in growth and gain, than
some of the better-known beef breeds of cattle. Data will be kept on
the rate and ecohomy of gains made by the calves produced by these

crosses from birth to marketing or maturity.

The experiment to determine the cost of raising mules has been
continued. Seventeen colts at 1 year of age, weighing 611 pounds,
cost $42.85 per head ; 14 at 2 years of age, weighing 907 pounds, cost

$130.57; while 12 at 2^ years of age, weighing 1,003 pounds, cost

$190.68.
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Hon. E. T. Meredith,
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WORK AND ORGANIZATION OF THE BUREAU.

The Bureau of Plant Industry deals with the various plant prob-

lems of economic importance, especially those relating to crop pro-

duction and utilization. These activities include the improvement
of useful plants by selection and breeding, the investigation of de-

structive plant diseases and development of methods for their con-

trol, the introduction of new plants from foreign countries, the im-
provement in cultural methods for producing crops, and the develop-
ment of improved methods of crop handling and utilization.

The bureau maintains field stations and conducts experimental
work in all sections of the United States, including experimental
work on irrigated lands on Government reclamation projects.

A seed and plant exchange service is conducted between experts of
foreign countries and American experts. The bureau supervises the

purchase and distribution of vegetable, flower, cotton, tobacco, lawn-
grass, and drought-resistant seeds, and of bulbs.

The Avork of the bureau during the year has been carried on with
the following organization:

Laboratory of Plant Pathology Erwln F. Smith, Pathologist In
Charge.

Pathological Collections Flora W. Patterson, Mycologist
in Charge.

Fruit-Disease Investigations M. B. Waite, Pathologist in
Charge.

Investigations in Forest Pathology Haven Metcalf, Pathologist in
Charge.

Citrus-Canker Eradication Directed by K. F. Kellerman,
Associate Chief of Bui-(>au.

Blister-Rust Control S. B. Detwiler, Forest Patholo-
gist in Charge.

Cotton, Truck, and Forage Crop Disease Investigations-- W. A. Orton, Pathologist in
Charge.

Crop Physiology and Breeding Investigations W. T. Swingle, Physiologist in
Charge.

Soil-Bacterlology and Plant-Nutrition Investigations Directed by K. F. Kellerman, As-
sociate Chief of Bnronii.

Soil-Fertility Investigations Oswald Schreiner, Biochemist in
Charge.

Crop Acclimatization and Adaptation Investigations O. F. Cook, Bionomist in Charge.
Fiber-Plant Investigations L. H. Dewey, Botanist in Charge.
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Drug, rolsonous, aud Oil Plant Investigations W. W. Stockberger, Pliysiologist
in Charge,

riiysiological and Fermentation Investigations R. 11. True, Physiologist In
Charge.

Agricultural Technology N. A. Cobb, Technologist in
Charge.

Biophysical Investigations G. N. Collins, Botanist In Charge.
Seed-Tistiug Laboratories; Enforcement of Seed-

Importation Act E. Brown, Bq^anlst in Charge.
Cereal Investigations C. K. Ball, Cerealist in Charge.
Corn Investigations C. 1'. Hartley, I'hysiologist in

Charge.
Tobacco Investigations W. W. Garner, Pliysiologist in

Charge.
Alkali and Drought Resistant Plant Investigations T. II. Kearney, Physiologist in

Charge.
Sugar-Plant Investigations C. O. Townsend, Pathologist In

Charge.
Economic and Systematic Botany Frederick V. Coville, Botanist

in Charge.
Dry-Land Agriculture Investigations E. C. Chilcott, Agriculturist in

Charge.
Western Irrigation Agriculture C. S. Scofleld, Agriculturist in

Charge.
Horticultural and Pomological Investigations L. C. Corbett, Horticulturist and

I'omologist in Charge.
Arlington Experimental Farm E. C. Butterfleld, Assistant Hor-

ticulturist in Charge.
Gardens and Grounds E. M. Byrnes, Assistant in

Charge.
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction David Fairchiid, Agricultural

Explorer in Charge.
Forage-Crop Investigations C. V. Piper, Agrostologist in

Charge.
Congressional Seed Distribution R. A. Oakley, Agronomist in

Charge.
Demonstrations on Reclamation Projects A. C. Cooley, Agriculturist in

Charge.

From September 1, 1919, to August 31, 1920, the changes in the
l^ersonnel of the bureau were as follows : Kesignations, 747 ; deaths,

8 ; transfers from bureau, 46 ; furloughs, 12 ; terminations of appoint-
ments, 616 ; dismissals, 3 ; making a total of 1,432 employees dropped
from the rolls during that period. In the same period 1,165 appoint-
ments were made, leaving a net decrease of 267 in the total force of
the bureau. On September 1, 1920, the numerical strength of the
bureau was as follows : In Washington, 705 ; outside of Washington,
J ,131 ; total, 1,836. The total number of employees in the bureau on
the same date a year ago was 2,103.

The new publications of the bureau (Department Bulletins, Farm-
ers' Bulletins, circulars and miscellaneous documents, with contribu-

tions to the Yearbook and to the Journal of Agricultural Research)
number 74, of which 9 were joint contributions with educational
institutions or with other bureaus or offices of the department. These
74 publications contain 2,144 pages, 115 full-page plates, and 774
text figures and were issued in first editions aggregating 1,258,760

coi^ies. The number of publications issued during the preceding
fiscal year was 130, containing 3,575 pages, 273 full-page plates and
671 text figures, the first editions aggregating 1,835,850 copies. The
contributions of this bureau to the series of Farmers' Bulletins were
reduced from 37 in 1918 and 29 in 1919 to 14 in the fiscal year covered

by this report. Only two papers emanating from this bureau were
printed in the Yearbook of the department for 1919. The number of

contributions from this bureau to the Journal of Agricultural Re-
search was 16. The very great reduction in the number of publica-

tions issued during the fiscal j'ear was due to shortage of funds and
the consequent withholding of many manuscripts for later issue. Re-
visions of 9 publications, containing 216 pages, were issued during
the 12 months, in editions totaling 300,000 copies. Only 6 publica-
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tions (not Farmers' Bulletins, which are reprinted automatically)
were reprinted during the year, the total number of copies issued

being 18,200.

For bulletins covering practicalh^ every phase of plant production
in the United States, the Chief of the Division of Publications should
be addressed.

PLANT-NUTRITION INVESTIGATIONS.

The chief feature of the work during the year has been the dis-

covery that the seasonal length of day, that is, the duration of the

daily light period, is a factor of first importance in determining
jDlant develoi^ment. As a result of these studies it has been possible

to establish the relationship of the length of day to early and late

maturing varieties of crop plants, the relative development of the
vegetative and fruiting portions of the plant, the distribution of the
growing and the fruiting periods through the year, the condition of
" everblooming " or " everbearing," the adaptation of different va-

rieties and species of crop plants to different latitudes, and the
natural distribution of plant species. It has been demonstrated that

the vegetative and the reproductive or flowering and fruiting periods
can be suppressed or brought into expression almost at will through
artificial control of the length of the daily illumination period and
that for this purpose electric light may be successfully used as a sup-
plement to sunlight during the short winter days.

The plant can not attain sexual reproduction, it has been shown,
except when it is exposed to a favorable length of day. The require-

ments, however, differ widely with species and varieties. Further-
more, a length of day that is unfavorable to reproduction may be
favorable to growth; under that condition the plant continues its

vegetative development profusel}^ and indefinitely without bearing
fruit. A length of day may be found that is favorable both to sexual

reproduction and vegetative growth, which tends to bring about the
" everbearing " type of fruiting.

This new principle undoubtedly explains the erratic behavior
which has been observed with many crops when they are shifted to

different latitudes and may also clear up the conflicting results of

variety tests and field tests conducted with the same crops but in

different regions.

AGRONOMY, CROP BREEDING, AND HORTICULTURE.

COTTON.

Increased production of Lone Star cotton.—The popularity of the

Lone Star, an early-maturing variety of the Texas big-boll type,

originated by the Bureau of Plant Industry, is becoming greater

each year. An important part of the Texas crop is Lone Star cotton,

and tlie growth of the variety is being extended in Texas and other

States, including southern California, as rapidly as the seed supplies

can be increased. In spite of extremely unfavorable conditions of wet
weather that injured much of the seed in the fall of 1919 and com-
pelled extensive and repeated replanting in the spring of 1920, it

was possible, by bringing a stock of pure Lone Star seed from
southern Texas, to replant the fields of the Lone Star community
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around Greenville, Hunt County, Tex., luul thus maintain the
central nucleus of pure-seed production of this variety. The idea of
coninuinity growin«^ and marketinfj of Lone Star cotton is extending
rapidly in nortliorn Texas, and several commercial seed firms are
taking up the handling and ginning of Lone Star exclusively, which
is also encouraging the production of this variety on a community
basis. It is estimated that about 1,250,000 acres were planted to

Lone Star in 1920.

Acala cotton in Oklahoma.—Acala, a big-boll type of cotton,
acclimatized from Mexico by this bureau, is distinct from any of our
native varieties and is somewhat earlier than Lone Star or Triumph,
producing a similar abundance of lint, with a somewhat longer
staple and often a higher yield. Though equal to any of the Texas
varieties in stormproof quality, it is easy to pick, and the cotton
comes out clean from the bolls because the fibers of each lock adhere
firmly together. It is valued especially in Oklahoma on account of
earliness and drought resistance and because the fiber sells more
readily and brings a higher price than any other cotton adapted
to general cultivation in that State. Buyers last year paid premiums
of from $15 to $40 a bale for Acala cotton in the Oklahoma markets.
Several seedsmen are adopting the Acala cotton as a specialty for
Oklahoma and northern Texas, and from present indications this

variety will be grown on a very large scale as soon as adequate
supplies of pure seed can be produced.
Meade cotton.—Meade cotton is a new Upland long-staple variety

developed by the Bureau of Plant Industry which is now replacing
the Sea Island cotton in Georgia and South Carolina. The effort

to maintain the seed supplies and extend the production of seed is

being continued, in spite of the fact that many of the farmers have
failed to keep their seed pure or have sold their seed at high prices

for shipment to other States or export to foreign countries. But in

view of the continued success of the variety it is believed that Meade
cotton will be grown in the Sea Island districts in preference to any
other. In one community nearly 600 acres of Meade cotton are
planted together. About 2,000 acres are being inspected and rogued
as the basis of a pure-seed supply, out of a total of about 5,000
acres in Georgia and South Carolina.

Extension of Egyptian cotton.—High prices for Egyptian cotton

have led to greatly increased production in Arizona and California.

Some of the 1919 crop sold for more than $1 per pound. The Pima
variety of Egyptian cotton is now being grown extensively in the
Salt River, Gila, and Yuma Valleys of Arizona and in the Imperial
and San Joaquin Valleys of California, with a total of nearly 250,000
acres planted in 1920 and a prospective crop value of from $50,-

000,000 to $100,000,000. Commercial demand for this class of fiber

is increasing with the supply, and the competition of automobile-tire

manufacturers for the Pima crop has become so keen that contracts
have been made with farmers guaranteeing a minimum price of
60 cents a pound, or even 80 cents in some cases, as well as financial

assistance in handling the crop during the growing and harvesting
seasons. Confidence in the future of Egyptian cotton production
is also manifested in the building of large automobile-tire factories

at Los Angeles. The first industrial plant of this kind is being
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•erected at a cost of about $20,000,000 by a company that has invested

a similar amount of capital in the production of Pima cotton.

Cotton possibilities of California.—The results of the season of
1919 confirm the indications of previous j^ears that the Pima va-

riety of Egyptian cotton can be grown in the San Joaquin Valley
even to greater advantage than in the more southern valleys. In
spite of the earliest killing frost in many years, which occurred
on October 27, 1919, yields of a bale per acre were secured from
good fields. The behavior of the plant is more regular and normal
than in the hotter valleys, with larger numbers of bolls matured
earlier in the arowing season on the lower fruiting branches. It

is estimated that the San Joaquin Valley contains at least 1,000,000

acres of land from which normal crops of Pima cotton might be
expected. Outside of the range of Pima cotton, good results may
still be secured from some of the Upland varieties, and especially

from Durango, Acala, and Lone Star, so that estimates of 2,000,000

or even 3,000,000 acres of cotton land in California are not con-

sidered excessive. Communities that limit themselves to a single

superior varietj^ so that pure stocks of seed can be maintained, will

have a further advantage in being able to supply seed for Texas
or other States of the eastern cotton belt, especially in seasons when
seed of planting quality is scarce, as in the spring of 1920.

Ttuo Idnds of cottan branches.—A beneficial control of the growth
of cotton is made possible because the plant produces two distinct

kinds of branches. The branches that develop from the lower joints

of the main stalk have only vegetative functions and are entirely

different from the fruiting branches, where the flowers and bolls

are produced. That the two kinds of branches are distinct and
that the vegetative branches need to be suppressed in the interest

of early fruiting are fundamental facts in relation to many prob-

lems of breeding varieties of cotton and improving cultural meth-
ods. To make possible a full application of the results of scientific

discovery in the handling of this important crop, the distinct struc-

tures and functions of the two kinds of branches need to be recog-

nized by teachers, experiment-station workers, farm advisers, and
writers of textbooks, as well as by practical farmers.

Control of branching in cotton.—For controlling growth and sup-

pressing vegetative branches, improved methods of thinning and
spacing have been devised and are now being applied. Instead of
" chopping out " the very young cotton as soon as the seed leaves

have opened, tliinning is deferred until the plants are 5 or 6 inches

high, or until the first fruiting branches begin to develop, with the

small " forms," or " squares," that inclose the floral buds. And
instead of the wide spacing formerly considered advisable, earlier

and larger crops are being secured from plants 4 to 10 inches apart
in the rows. The closer spacings are needed where there is more
danger of rank growth and excess of vegetative branching. Spacing
to tlie width of the hoe is becoming a popular standard, especially

if the precaution of not thinning too early is observed. In open,
scattei'ing stands, with the plants averaging 3 or 4 inches apart in

the rows, the labor of thinning may be saved, since no advantage
may be secured.
Open lanes between cotton rows.—The S3'stem of controlling the

growth and branching of the young plants was first worked out in
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Lc^nnection with K^Tptiaii cottuii and is in <j^c'neral use in the Salt
River Valley. By withholding water, thinning rather late, and
leaving the plants close together in the rows, it has been found pos-
sible to avoid tiio devoh)pmont of vegetative brandies ancl to

keep tiie lane open betAveen the rows, so that all of the fruiting

branches can mature bolls. Under the improved system each plant
is formed of a single upright stalk, witli its normal complement
of horizontal fruiting brandies, but there are no large vegetative
branches to fill the s[)aces between the rows, as in fields that

are not handled properly. AVhen the lanes are closed by vegetative
branches, fruiting is confined to the top of the plants after the
upward growth begins to slacken in the fall, but the crop is late

and ma}' be ruined by frost.

One-variety cotton coinmunities.—As a result of further study and
experience with problems of cotton improvement, it becomes still

more api)arent that full utilization of superior varieties and scien-

tific methods of handling the crop are to be expected only in com-
munities that restrict themselves to a single variety of cotton. One-
variety communities are necessarj' to maintain stocks of pure seed

that are the basis of production and use of any variety of cotton on
a scale large enough to give it a practical commercial and indus-

trial status, and it is only in such communities that the habits

and special behavior of a variet^y become sufficiently well known to

permit the farmers to become really skillful in the handling of the

crop, so that a product of the highest quality can be secured and
placed to the best advantage on the market. In view of the progress
that is being made through the organization of one-variety communi-
ties, it is believed that this plan opens the way to a general improve-
ment of cotton production that is practically impossible in communi-
ties where different kinds of cotton are growing and any new variety
" runs out " in a few years through mixture of seed at the public

gins and crossing in the fields.

Field insjyection to determine the quality of cotton.—Lack of dis-

crimination of the quality of fiber in buying from the farmer is a fea-

ture of the commercial system that interferes with the improvement
of production. Even the competent buyers who know how^ to judge

the staple length from samples often fail to detect inferior mixed
stocks, and farmers who produce superior uniform fiber may secure

no advantage in price over the inferior fiber produced by careless

neighbors. A way has been found to improve the system of buying by
ascertaining the "general quality and uniformity of the fiber through

inspection of the cotton in the fields, in the same way that the fields

are inspected to determine the quality and value of the seed for

planting purposes. Purity and uniformity of the plants in the field

are as important in relation to the fiber for textile uses as they are in

relation to the seed, so that the same system of field inspection would

serve both purposes. These facts are being brought to the attention

of manufacturers to secure their interest in developing better meth-

ods of buying, which will encourage the planting of superior varie-

ties of cotton.

Factors of cotton j^roduction in China.—The cotton-growing area

of China, which was studied to some extent by our cotton specialists

during the year, probably is larger than that of any other country,
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but production is restricted in many ways. The total crop is esti-

mated at 4,000,000 bales, though only about 2,000,000 bales pass
into commerce or reach the industrial centers. In some of the
northern districts the crop is of the Upland type, not unlike some
of the small-boll short-staple ^•arieties of our Southeastern States,

but most of the Yangtze Valley cotton is of the native Chinese or
Asiatic type—very small plants with narrow, deeply lobed leaves,
very small bolls, and uneven fiber, much of it so short and kinky
that the mills can use it only for coarse thread. Nevertheless, the
Chinese cotton appears to be better adapted to the local conditions
and farming systems of the coast districts than Upland varieties

that are being planted experimentally. Improvement of the crop
by selection is shown to be possible by the frequent occurrence of
individual plants with fiber an inch or more in length and of good
quality, and work of this kind is being undertaken at several agri-

cultural stations in the different Provinces.

CORN.

An Indian variety of corn that tolerates self-pollination.—In com-
mercial seed corn there is alwa3^s a portion of the seed that has re-

sulted from the silks rec eiving pollen from the same plant. In all of
the varieties previously studied this self-pollinated seed is decidedly
inferior, producing only w^eak, unproductive plants. Unless the
detasseling of plants in alternate rows to insure cross-pollination
becomes a general practice, the presence of self-pollinated seed will

continue to result in reduced yields. If without the loss of other
desirable qualities varieties could be developed that are tolerant to
self-pollination, yields would be materially increased. A beginning
in the direction of securing strains tolerating self-pollination has
been made through the discovery among t.he varieties of maize grown
by the American Indians of one from the Pawnee tribe that does
not show the usual loss of vigor when self-pollinated. After being
self-pollinated for four successive generations this strain shows no
appreciable reduction in yield or vigor. The variety is early and
very productive, and in addition to its value as a breeding stock it

promises to be very desirable for ensilage, especially in semiarid
regions.

Chlorophyll disorders of corn.—Further study of the minor ab-

normalities of corn has shown that the number of these detrimental
variations is much greater than had been supposed. It now appears
that the complete suppression of these abnormalities in the genera-
tion immediately following a cross of the unrelated strains is the

explanation of the vigor and high performance that characterize

first-generation hybrids.

A dn^arf variety of corn.—In one of our corn hybrids a brachytic

variation has appeared in which the mature plants are only about 2

feet in height, though otherwise full sized and normal. There is no
reduction in leaf area, and the short-jointed plants are as productive

as the tall plants of the same stock. This variation is similar in

nature to that which has resulted in the production of bush varieties

of ])cans, squashes, and other vegetables. One result of such dwarf-
ing of corn is that the root system is greatly enlarged by increasing

the number of root-bearing nodes below the surface of the ground.
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'i'Jiis character, in connection with the shortened stature, eliminates
all thinner from lod^nnjr—a decided advanta<jje in re<^ions of hiyh
Avind. An elfort is beinf^ made to transfer this dwarf habit to some
of tlie leading]; commercial varieties.

Corii-tcoH/ntc hybrid.—Teosinte, a Mexican grass and the only
known wild relative of corn, is grown to some extent as a forage
plant in the Southern States. It possesses many characteristics that
would be of Aalue in corn, especially in varieties ";roAvn for ensilage.
Crosses between corn and teosinte have been made which show that
within wide limits it is possible to secure any desired combinations
of characters. Among the more promising segregates thus far se-

cured from these hybrids is an early strain with the broad leaves and
the strict, sturd3\ upright habit of corn combined with the profuse
branching of teosinte. The new type appears fixed, and an effort is

being made to secure sufficient seed for field tests.

Corn culture.—Fair acre yields were obtained in northern Arkansas
from early varieties of corn by planting much thicker than usual.
By the use of siicli varieties it has been possible to have a succession
suitable for hogging down from the middle of July until local varie-
ties are ready in September. Improved methods of selecting and pre-
paring seed corn have been determined and prei^ared for puljlication.

Use of corn products.—A new formula for the making of hulled
corn, or lye hominy, has been devised. This method produces a better
grade of hominy, and it is believed that it would be practicable to
apply it on an extensive scale in the development of a trade in dried
hulled corn similar to the existing trade in cracked hominy. Im-
proved methods of popping and preparing pop com have been de-
vised and published.
Corn 'breeding.—An improvement in the car-to-row breeding of

selected strains that is being conducted in different sections of the
United States has been put into effect during the past two years.

The pollen parents in the breeding plats are restricted' to ears known
to be of high productiveness. This permits broader breeding and ob-

viates detrimental effects that may result from the close breeding
that occurs so frequently in ear-to-row^ plats. The benefits of this

change are apparent already in some of the selections. Progress was
made in the establishment of pure-line strains of United States Se-

lection 201, and preliminary crosses between such strains promise
valuable results in securing higher jaelds and better quality. Similar
breeding methods have been started with three other varieties.

A method of breeding combining extensive self-fertilization and
ear-to-row selection has made possible rapid progress in developing
and fixing certain desired characters. In investigations conducted in

Florida and South Carolina the application of the method to a

variety of high yielding power but very deficient in resistance to

weevils and to infections by molds has developed a strain in which
the percentage of ears efficiently protected by long husks has been
increased to 67 per cent from 15 per cent in the original variety.

From a much less productive variety, with 50 per cent of the ears

fairly well protected with shucks at the beginning of the work, a

.

strain is being isolated with 99 per cent of its ears in shucks tightly

rolled and extending more than 3 inches beyond the ear tips and 88

per cent of the stalks producing two or more ears and giving other
indications of high yielding abilit}'.
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Considerable progress has been made in segregating distinct types

of corn from well-known commercial varieties. When isolated, the

performance of these types is studied to determine those having high
productiveness and other desirable characters.

WHEAT.

Wheat classification.—^The field investigation necessary to the

classification of the commercial wheat varieties grown in America
is now practically completed. Keys separating more than 180 com-
mercial varieties, and the histories, geographic distribution, descrip-

tions, and synon^'ms of these varieties have been written. The syno-

nyms bring the total number of varietal names nearly to 1,000. Sev-

eral little-known varieties grown locally were brought to light by the

varietal survey and have been studied m the field during this season.

These will bring the total number of commercial varieties to ap-
proximately 200, and it is expected that the work on these varieties

will be completed and the results prepared for publication during
the coming winter.

Results from the wheat varietal survey have been tabulated. The
data show the percentage of each variety grown in each county.
Aside from the purpose of classification, the value of the varietal

survey has been demonstrated in several other ways; for instance,

when the investigation of the so-called take-all disease showed that

certain varieties were very susceptible, it was possible to determine
very promptly the districts in which those A^arieties are grown com-
mercially and the approximate importance they had in those dis-

tricts. With this information at hand, prompt action could have
been taken to discontinue the growing of these varieties everywhere
had this disease continued to spread.

Wheat production.—Cooperative studies of the effect of time of
seeding wheat in Georgia have shown the bad effect of late sowing.
Two varieties sown on October 15 yielded 44.4 and 43.7 bushels, while
the same varieties sown on November 15 yielded 12.5 and 17.9 bushels
per acre, respectively.

Extension of lohe'at vaHcties.—In addition to the Early Baart and
Dicklow, two white wheats found well adapted to chy-land and ir-

rigation conditions, respectively^ in parts of the far West, two Aus-
tralian varieties are proving excellentl}^ adapted to dry-land condi-

tions in the Pacific Coast States. The principal white wheats of
the Pacific coast, including Pearly Baart, are of Australian origin.

In the experiments durmg the last three or four years the Hard Fed-
eration and White Federation, two varieties bred in Australia, have
proved outstandingly high yielders. Milling and baking experi-

ments have shown the qualit}' of the grain also to be high. The
Hard Federation has proved the better in the Pacific Northwest,
while the White Federation has slightly exceeded it in California.
The cooperation of the large milling companies of the Pacific coast
has been enlisted in giving these varieties a thorough trial both in

fields and mills. As a result, it is planned to begin their commercial
distribution at the close of this season.
In 1910 the commercial production of Marquis wheat liad increased

to nearly 14,000.000 acres, or about GO per cent of the total spring-
wheat area of the United States.
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A selection from tlie white-keineled variety, Dawson Golden Chaff,
and a selection of the red-kerneled variety. Prosperity, have been dis-

tributed rather widely in New York State. A somewhat different
red-korneled selection which appears superior to either of those men-
tioned has reached the stage where it has been decided to distribute
it. Such selections are increased through cooperation with careful
farmers who give special attention to keeping the variety pure and
to producing seed of good quality.

Durum wheats have continued to outyield the common wheats,
including Marquis, in the northern Great Plains area, and the pro-
jjortionate acreage of durum wheats has increased. Their superior
productiveness is due partly to drought resistance and partly to rust
resistance. In 1919 they were more severely rusted than ever before.
Of the tAvo leading commercial varieties, I^ubanka has proved to be
somewhat more resistant to rust than Arnautka, although the con-
trary had been supposed to be true. This caused a large increase in
the acreage of Kubanka in 1920.

Wheat hreeding.—Hybridization experiments started at Moro,
Oreg., in 1916 for the purpose of originating an awnless hard red
winter wheat of the Turkey type have resulted in valuable material.
About 400 awnless selections of Ghirka Winter X Turkey hybrids
are being grown in Oregon, Colorado, Kansas, and Montana in or-

der to determine the best strain for yield, winter hardiness, and
quality.

An extensive series of hybrids made in 1917 and 1918 between
Marquis, the principal hard red spring wheat, and Kanred, the rust-
resistant and productive hard red winter wheat, is being grown, with
the object of producing a spring wlieat with the milling qualities of
Marquis and the rust resistance of Kanred and to originate a beard-
less winter wheat superior to Kanred in milling value.

Crosses Avere made in 1919 betAveen Kota, the rust-resistant hard
red spring wheat, and seA'eral leading commercial varieties, in an
endeaA'or to increase rust resistance in the latter.

Kota, which was found in 1918 to be especially resistant to stem
rust, was groAvn at 13 stations in the North-Central States in com-
parison with commercial varieties of both common and durum Avheat

under conditions favorable for rust cleA'elopment. Its rust resistance

proA^ed equal to that of the most rust-resistant durum A'arieties. As
a result, it is being increased for commercial distribution.

Certain durum A^arieties, including Acme, Mindum, Monad, and
D-5, not Avidely grown commerciall}'', proved to be markedly rust

resistant. The cultivation of Acme is being extended rapidly in

South Dakota, and that of Mindum, in Minnesota. D-5 is a red-

kerneled durum Avheat which, although highly rust resistant, is of com-
paratiA'ely low milling A^alue. For this reason its market value is low,

and growers haA'e been advised to substitute other rust-resistant A^a-

rieties. The Monad variety has been increstsed for that purpose in

North Dakota.
Eesearch in the genetics of Avheat has been continued, with promis-

ing results. In cooperatiA-e investigations in Ncav York, much light

has been throAvn on the origin of the different groups into Avhich

wheat is separated. Among the in-ogeny resulting from combining
representatives of different groups has been a plant practically iden-
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tical with the so-called " wild wheat " of Palestine, which, however,
is not a true wheat but a primitive type of emmer. Breeding for
adapted varieties suitable for use in different sections of the country
has continued as usual. Among recent results are selections isolated
in cooperative experiments in Georgia and now advanced to the point
of being distributed for commercial growing in that State. Similar
work previously reported in New York is being continued there.
New hybrids are made annually to obtain certain desired results, and
selection of their progeny continues.

OATS.

Oat hreeding.—Oat-breeding experiments have been continued in
cooperation with the New York, Iowa, and Idaho Agricultural Ex-
periment Stations, respectively ; also with winter oats at the Arling-
ton Experimental Farm. The chief problem is the production of
higher yielding strains than the varieties now grown commercially.
This is accomplished through the intensive study of numerous pure-
line selections from commercial varieties and through hybrids made
to combine the good qualities of different parents. This investiga-
tion ah-eadv has resulted in the production of valuable pure lines
from the "\Velcome and other varieties in New York, from the Kher-
son and Sixty-Day varieties in Iowa, and from the Silvermine va-
riety in Idaho. Already the acreage of these well-bred selections
runs into the thousands in some States and into millions of acres in
others. There is an urgent need for the extension of this line of
breeding ; also for a vigorous attack on the problem of breeding oats
for resistance to both stem rust and crown rust.

In New York the value of selections from Welcome and other com-
mercial varieties has been demonstrated, and the best of these have
been distributed through cooperators. The demand for seed of these
improved strains has been much greater than the supply, and every
effort was made in 1920 to increase the supply and make it available.
In Iowa and adjoining States, Iowa No. 103 (Albion), an early white
selection from the Kherson, continued to be the most popular oat.

The lowar, another white selection from Kherson, which is slightly
later and taller than Iowa No. ,103 and averages 3 bushels more to
the acre since it was placed in the field trials, was distributed to
farmers for the first time in 1919. Present indications are that it

will become as popular as the earlier selection (No. 103). At Aber-
deen, Idalio, lack of land has made it impossible to grow new selec-

tions in sufficient quantity for distribution, but this lack has now been
remedied, and a pure-line selection of Silvermine will be available
in limited quantities next spring.

A very complete collection of American oat varieties was obtained
from dealers and experiment stations in the fall of 1919 and the spring
of 1920, with the intention of reviving and completing the classifica-

tion of varieties, which had been held in abeyance during the war
period. The study of fall-sown varieties could not be completed, be-
cause of the almost complete winterkilling of all oats sown on the
Arlington Farm, but good progress is being made on the classifica-

tion of spring varieties in the extensive nurseries at Ames, Iowa, and
Aberdeen, Idaho.

24435—AGB 1920 12
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BARLEY.

Barleij hrccdmg.—The brec(liii<x of awnloss l)nrleys has received

a new impetus from the discovery that the shatterin*; of previously
developed awnless strains is due to a deposit in the racnis of the
surj>his mineral matter normall}' deposited in the awns. It has been
found tliat certain awned selections normally deposit much less of
such mineral matter than do others. By using these as parents in

crosses to produce awnless forms, there are good prospects of de-

veloping a nonshattering awnless barley. Such a form is greatly
desired by growers and feeders, to whom the awns are very trouble-

some.
In the mean time breeding is being continued with several smooth-

awned selections in which the awns have none of the sharp, rough
teeth and therefore are not particularly' objectionable. Several

strains having smooth awns have been developed, and their value as

producers under different sets of conditions is being determined.
The results of two inheritance studies in barley are in press. Re-

search on the occurrence of the fixed intermediate, IIordeMin inter-

medium^ in crosses indicates that the agricultural varieties of this

species have resulted from natural hybrids. That such a number of
accidental hybrids have found their way into field culture adds
further weight to the value of hybridization in the production of
new varieties. Studies of the inheritance of density in the spike
add information as to the use of this character in the separation and
identification of varieties.

Physiological studies of harley kernel development.—Three phases
of the ph^^siological study of the development of the barley kernel
have been completed and the results submitted for pul)lication.

These are: (1) Development of the kernel under normal conditions,

(2) comparative development in normal aAvned spikes and in spikes
from which the awns are clipped as they emerge, and (3) develop-

ment under different applications of irrigation water.

Two other phases of this research, covering studies on the course

of water and of ash in the kernels, are being completed during the

present season.
RICE INTRODUCTION AND EXTENSION.

A collection of Porto Rican and Dominican rice varieties which
has been made in the last two years is being studied under tropical

conditions at Mayaguez, P. R., and Jaina, Dominican Republic.
They also are being studied at Crowley, La., to determine whether
they may be used in rice production without irrigation in the South
Atlantic States.

A few of the rice varieties that have been developed at the Crow-
ley rice station have been distributed. The most important of these
are Acadia and Fortuna. They produced high yields in 1919 under
field conditions, an average yield of 5,155 pounds of rough rice hav-
ing been obtained from Acadia on 48 acres and an average of 2,775

pounds of rough rice from Fortuna on 35 acres of very old land. In
California several early-maturing selections of good quality and
high productiveness have been developed at the Biggs rice field sta-

tion. Two of these—the Butte and the Colusa—were grown last

season in California on 55,000 acres, out of a total of 142,000 acres
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of rice in the State, and produced 1.110,000 and 1,665,000 bushels,

respectively, with an estimated farm value of approximately

$7,000,000.
FLAX.

Flax hreeding.—Studies of an extensive series of hybrids have been
conducted in cooperation with the North Dakota and Wisconsin Ex-
periment Stations. Some of these hybrids w^ere made to determine

the inheritance of plant and seed characters and others to obtain

wilt-resistant strains.

Flax culture.—Experiments in growing flax on breaking in North
Dakota during a three-year period have been completed and the

results published. The varieties proved best adapted are those of the

Russian seed-flax type now widely grown in the flax belt. Home-
grown or domestic seed is better than that imported. Early seeding,

between May 1 and June 10, is much more profitable than later

sowing, although where a catch crop must be sown, flax sometimes
does well when sown still later.

EXPERIMENTS IN BLUEBERRY CULTURE.

About 15,000 hybrid blueberry plants produced in the green-
houses at Washington have been grown to fruiting age in the co-

operative blueberry plantation at AVhitesbog, 4 miles east of Browns
Mills, in the pine barrens of New Jersey. From these plants four
have been selected and placed in the hands of nurserymen for propa-
gation and distribution. The first of the selected hybrids will be
on sale in the spring of 1921. The largest berries on these selected

hj^brids are three-fourths of an inch in diameter. They are of de-

licious flavor and have good shipping qualities. Additional selected

hybrids which have produced berries up to four-fifths of an inch
in diameter are now in process of propagation. The crops produced
on the cooperative plantation at Whitesbog indicate the great promise
of blueberry culture as an agricultural industry.

FRUIT IMPROVEMENT THROUGH BUD SELECTION.

This activity has continued during the past year as in previous
years and has been confined primarily to the further accumulation
of individual-tree performance records and similar records on
progeny trees which have been propagated from particular parent
trees of known production performance. This line of work in
California lias been carried on for a considerable period of years on
the Washington Navel, Valencia, and Rubv oranges, on the"^ Lisbon,
Eureka, and Villafranca lemons, on the Marsh grapefruit, and on
the Dancy tangerine.

Incident to the citrus bud-solection work, certain important pro-
duction studies have been made. These relate to pruning and to
methods of applying organic manures. Pruning investigations car-

ried on from 1914 to 1919, inclusive, have been based on three differ-

ent degrees of pruning; namely, heavy, medium, and light. These
studies have been carried on witii the Washington Navel orange, the
Marsh grapefruit, and the Eureka lemon. The result of the pruning
work, as measured by the product, has been consistently in proportion
to the extent of the pruning. The very heavily pruned trees have
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yielded the least, while the li*rhtly i^runed trees have yielded the
lartjest crops of tlie best fruit. Tlie practical results of these experi-
nuMits have been to check, rather decidedly, the tendency among citrus

growers in California toward heavy pruning.
The furrow system of applying organic fertilizers in citrus or-

cliards was introduced as a result of a study of similar methods at

Bahia, Brazil. This method consists substantially of placing stable

manure, alfalfa, bean straw, or such other organic material as may
be used for improving soil conditions in rather deep furrows that
are made a short distance from the trees and then covering it with
soil. In one plat of citrus trees where this investigation was carried
on, the trees in the section where stable manure was applied in fur-

rows at the rate of 10 cubic feet per tree, compared with others
Avhere a similar quantity w'as applied broadcast and plowed under
in the ordinary way, showed an improved physical condition which
was very striking and apparent to every observer, and these trees

produced in the year following the application more than four times
as much fruit as the trees to which the application was made in the
usual way. The results of the tests made along this line have been
so striking and so convincing to the growers that the furrow method
of using manure or other organic fertilizing material has now become
practically universal in southern California. The available evidence
demonstrates that 5 cubic feet of manure in the furroAV is as efficient

as twice that quantity when broadcasted and plowed under in the
usual way. During the year 1919 the saving of organic manures
in California citrus orchards was estimated by the fertilizer dis-

tributors in that State to have amounted to more than $1,000,000.

There have been many commercial applications of the results of
this work. Growers in California are keeping tree-performance
records on more than 50,000 acres of citrus fruit. These records are
utilized by the growers for the purpose of locating superior trees

as sources of bud wood for propagation, for finding undesirable
trees of inferior strains for top-working, for systematically giving
the trees in the orchards individual care in regard to pruning, fumi-
gating, spraying, or other necessary attention and treatment, and for

determining the results of cultural practices, such as fertilization,

irrigating, and other factors of orchard -management. These records

are voluntarily turned over to the bureau representatives for their

use.
NUT-PRODUCTION INVESTIGATIONS.

Most of the work now in progress on pecans represents long-time
investigations. The activities include a continued study of varieties

and their relative merit and adaptability to different conditions and
certain important cultural studies, such as cover crops and other

means of soil improvement and maintenance, the use of fertilizers,

tillage, etc. Extended observations have also been made on the
premature shedding of the nuts, with a view to determining, if pos-

sible, the cause and prevention of this phenomenon. One experi-

mental plat in the vicinity of Putney, Ga., has been equipped for

irrigating, the object being to determine the influence of increased

water supply during periods of drought. However, since the in-

stallation of this irrigating system, there has been such an abundance
of rainfall as to make the application of water unnecessary.
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In view of the fact that very many of the pecan orchards that have
been phmted in southern Georn:ia and elsewhere are on soil that is

very ditferent from that which occurs where most of the native
stands of pecans are to be found, there is a growing conviction that

there are some important soil factors that are very definitely involved
in the success of these planted orchards. It is with a view to deter-

mining some of these factors that extensive fertilizer, cover-crop,

and other cultural activities are being prosecuted.

The bearing records of a number of pecan orchards are being se-

cured annually by this bureau. These results show that some orchards
regarded by the oAvners as profitable contain a surprisingly high
percentage of trees that are unproductive. Such trees are main-
tained at the expense of the higher yielding trees. The profits on an
acreage basis, therefore, are very much reduced as compared with
what they would be if all the trees yielded as well as the better pro-
ducing trees. Some attention has been given also to the matter
of grading and sizing pecans for market. Because of opposing con-
ditions that exist in certain pecan-growing regions, it is difficult to
secure unanimity of opinion among the growers with reference to
what ought to constitute grade standards. This matter is being con-
sidered from the standpoint of tlie industry, since it is felt that onl}^

one set of grade standards should be recognized and promulgated.
In the case of almonds in California there appears to be a rather

acute varietal problem in that a great number of varieties are being

frown. This makes considerable trouble in marketing tlie product,
'he study of varieties that has been inaugurated is being carried

forward with a view to determining from actual records and observa-
tions what varieties are the most profitable; also the adaptability of
different varieties to different conditions. As a result of such studies
it is hoped that all but a certain few of the best sorts can be eventually
eliminated.
The studies of Persian Avalnuts and filberts have been in the nature

of surveys for the purpose of getting in touch with the production
problems, to compile the data relative to cultural methods, and to
formulate some adequate conception of the methods and practices
that are yielding the best results under different conditions.

Incidental attention has been given to the study of hickories, black
walnuts, and other nuts which possess more or less value for growing
somewhat widely throughout the North.

FRUIT JUICES.

In the clarification of fruit juices it is felt that some very mate-
rial and important progress has been made. During the season of
1919 samples of juice were obtained from G2 varieties of grapes and
167 varieties of apples. These were pasteurized by routine methods
in glass containers as promptly as possible after being pressed out
and were stored in a cool room for study during the winter and spring
months. As had been anticipated from the icsults of earlier work,
all the samples of apple juice remained persistently turbid at the end
of four to six months storage, and none of these could be materially
improved by ordinary filtration, as much of the suspended colloidal
matter passed tiiiough the filter. Filtration was also in all cases ex-
ceedingly slow. In the grape-juice samjjles, some '20 of the 02 varie-
tal samples underwent complete or practically complete sedimenta-
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tion in the storage containers and could be withdrawn in clear con-
dition. Tile slatenionts in n.'<;ard to tlie apple juices just made apply
equally to the rcnuiining 42 samples of grape juices. It was there-
fore clear that satisfactory and generally applicable methods of
clarifying these juices must be Avorked out before any effective at-

tack upon the problem of blending to produce desirable beverage
juices could be made.
Many different methods of treatment have been tried, the most of

which are objectionable for one reason or another. However, it has
been found that by the use of infusorial earth it was possible to

satisfactorily clarif}' all grape juices and unfermented apple juices
made during the past season, the resulting products remaining per-
fectly transparent after pasteurization and retaining the character-
istic flavor of the untreated juices.

The results obtained with these juices, which had previously been
stored for four to eight months, suggested that it might be possible

to clarify the juices immediately after pressing and prior to pasteuri-
zation. If this should tui'n out to be feasible, it would eliminate the
necessity for pasteurizing in a storage container, storing for some
months, filtering, and repacking in the final containers, thus reducing
the labor and cost of production and making the product immediately
available for use. It was further believed that the " cooked taste

"

commonly observed in pasteurized fruit juices is due not so much to

loss of flavoring constituents during pasteurization as to carameliza-
tion and other changes produced in the suspended colloidal material

by heat, and it was hoped that the removal of this material prior to

heating might prevent the development of the " cooked taste," while
the elimination of one pasteurization should aid in the preservation
of more of the characteristic fruit flav'or than is otherwise possible.

With these considerations in mind, work was begun with apple
juices as soon as material could be obtained. Xone oi the samples of

fruit thus far available has been of such character as to give a juice

of first quality, as the juices of early-maturing varieties are of

indifferent or poor quality, but it can be said that there is satisfac-

tory preservation of their characteristic flavor after subjection to

treatment. Samples of these juices have been pressed, treated, filtered,

placed in final containers, and pasteurized within two hours after

pressing and retain satisfactory color and flavor, comparable with
that of the untreated juice. Also, as anticipated, a "cooked taste"

does not develop in juices pasteurized subsequent to the removal of

the colloidal matter, and cloudiness and sedimentation do not appear
when such juices are repasteurized at a temperature higher than that

of the first treatment.

The experiments this season have comprised some 15 varieties

of apples, including only the earliest maturing varieties, and the

material was in most cases immature. The method will be thorou<|fhly

tested with later maturing fruits, but the results so far obtained

give encouragement to believe that it will be possible to clarify any
and all apple juices with a very great reduction in time and labor

and with entire elimination of the long storage period prior to use,

at the same time preserving more of the characteristic flavor and
securing a more satisfactory appearance than has been possible

hitherto.
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FACTORS AFFECTING THE STORAGE LIFE OF FRUITS.

Fruit-storage activities liave been directed toward a study of the

behavior and ripening of Bartlett pears when picked at different

times and stored at different temperatures, a continuation of the

study of the interior browning of Yellow Xewtown apples grown in

the Watson ville district in California, frost-injury work based on a

determination of the freezing points of different fruits, the effect of

holding the material at different temperatures for different lengths

of time, Satsuma orange curing, grapefruit storage experiments, and
various activities of relatively minor importance.

The work with Bartlett pears was carried on ijiincipally in Cali-

fornia with fruit produced in the Yakima Valley, Wash., in the

Rogue Eiver Valley in Oregon, and in California. In general, the

results of the work" in 1919 have shown that hard-ripe Bartlett pears

can be stored for two months or more at a temperature ranging
from 28° to 30° F. and that the fruit will be in good condition at

the end of this period. From analyses of the fruit it has been shown
that the sugar content and the dry matter increased the longer the

pears were allowed to remain on the tree.

Further, it was found that there was considerable difference in the

acid content of fruit from the different regions, the more northerly

groAvn fruit apparently possessing more acid than that grown in

California. Whether this is a constant difference or wdiether it is

seasonal can be determined only by further work. The investiga-

tions are being continued the current season.

The studies of apple browning in the Watsonville district have
been in progress for n considerable number of years. However, no
definite cause of the trouble can yet be assigned. Work is being con-

tinued along several different leads which have appeared as the work
has progressed. Certain beliefs which have been held from time to

time have been disproved: for instance, that there is some correla-

tion between the acidity of the fruit and the browning.
Experiments in the curing of Satsuma oranges were carried on last

season in Baldwin County, Ala., where the Satsuma orange industry

is on a better commercial basis than it is in some other parts of the

Gulf coast region. This type of orange reaches its highest quality

for consumption some weeks before it attains a yellow color. If

allowed to remain on the tree until it is colored, it has a tendency to

become flat and tasteless. It has been shown through laboratory
tests and by experiments carried out on a fairly large scale in Ala-
bama that by exposing the fruit to an atmosphere of gases formed by
the imperfect combustion of kerosene and certain other petroleum
products, it will develop a desirable color in four or five days. The
marketing of fruit so cured resulted in sales at a somewhat liigher

price tlian the uncured fruit of the same grade.
The storngt' work with grapefruit showed that fruits differently

handled behaved very differently in storage. As to the details, it

has been found that the acid content of grapefruit decren^:es during
storage, while the sugar content apparently remains practically the
same at all storage temperatures used. Fruit was stored at 32°. 30°.

40°, and at common storage (about G0° F.). The bitter principle of
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grapefruit apparently decreases during storage, as the fruit seems
considerably sweeter after a period in storage.

SWEET-POTATO INVESTIGATIONS.

The importance of the sweet potato has increased very miiterially

during the past few years. The curing and storage work has been
conducted principally at Arlington Farm, Va., and at the Peedee sub-

station of the Soutli Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station at
Florence, S. C, the latter work being cooperative. A general sum-
mary of the curing and storage Avork is expressed in the statement that
where the potatoes are carefully handled during the harvest and cured
in a storage house of the design recommended by this department for
a period of ten days to two weeks at a temperature of about 90° with
plenty of ventilation, followed by storage in an approved storage
house at a temperature of 52° to 56° F. with occasional ventilation,

practicall}^ all varieties can be kept through the winter with a loss

from deca}' on an average of not to exceed 1 per cent.

With the development of a Satsuma orange industry in certain

areas of the Gulf coast region and the probability of the construc-
tion of houses for use in fruit curing, some attention has also been
given to the iDossibilities of making a dual-purpose house, not only
for the Satsuma orange w^ork but for sweet-potato storage. It is

believed that there are no difficulties existing with respect to utiliz-

ing the same structure for the successful handling of both of these
crops. It has also been shown that the tjq^e of tobacco-curing house
used in some sections can be adapted readily to the needs of sweet-
potato curing and storage.

VEGETABLE FORCING.

The studies of the forcing of vegetables have been confined pri-

marily to cucumbers, tomatoes, lettuce, and cauliflower. Planting
distances and other cultural problems have been investigated; also

the results of seed selection, particularly in the latter case with
cauliflowers. It has been shown that plants from carefully selected

seeds yielded about 90 per cent of marketable heads, as compared
with about 50 per cent of marketable heads from plants grown from
unselected seeds.

IRISH POTATO PRODUCTION INVESTIGATIONS.

The Irish potato investigations were considerably extended the

past year, the extension being mainly along two lines, namely,
seed-potato development and the testing of northern-grown certi-

fied seed or inspected Triumph seed in the South. In carrying for-

ward the seed-potato development work, cooperative arrangements
have been made by this bureau Avith a number of experiment stations,

including those in Oregon, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Louisiana, Texas,
Oklahoma, and Arkansas, the cooperative work with the four stations

last mentioned involving particularly the testing of northern-grown
seed in southern potato-growing regions.

In testing the high-grade northern-grown seed potatoes at south-

ern points the fact was A^ery markedly brought out that the different

lots of inspected or certified seed when groAvn under similar condi-
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tions in the South may produce very strikiiifrly difTorent results in

yields and that the better strains in some instances show a yield of 200
bushels or more per acre in localities where the average production
from the seed commonly used is not more than 50 or 60 bushels. More-
over, there is wide variation in the yields of the different lots of the

same variety.

The work relating to the durability and vitality of seed stock
when held in cold storage for different lengths of time is naturally
progressive. The work thus far indicates the possibilit}^ of using
potatoes for seed purposes which have been held in cold storage for

at least two years. These iuA'estigations have a bearing on the possi-

bility of safeguarding valuable seed supplies. If it proves prac-

ticable, for instance, to hold over in cold storage for at least one
season seed supplies groAvn in years when the crop is very large and
the prices are low, in contrast with a frequent practice of unduly
reducing the seed supply in seasons of light crops and correspond-
ingly high prices, it will contribute materially to the economics of

the industry.

FACTORS AFFECTING THE STORAGE LIFE OF VEGETABLES.

Work on the storage life of vegetables has been carried on with sev-

eral different crops, including studies of the ripening and handling of

tomatoes in Florida. These ripening and handling investigations of
tomatoes yielded results which are of very definite importance to the

industry. As ordinarily handled in a commercial way, the tomatoes
are shipped from Florida to the northern markets during the winter
and ripen very irregularly, frequently possessing undesirable flavors,

and not infre(|uently there is considerable loss from decay or other
forms of deterioration.

It was found with regard to the fruit when picked that the

individual specimens of the same age from the blossom ripened uni-

formly after picking, thus indicating that the age of the individual

fruits from the blossoming time should be the guide in picking rather
than the size of the fruit.

As ordinarily shipped, the individual fruits are wrapped when
packed. In this work it was determined that the undesirable flavor

of the fruit picked before it was fully ripe and ripened artificially, as

compared with vine-ripened fruit, is due to ripening under insuffi-

cient ventilation. It Avas also deteiTnined that under proper ventila-

tion it was possible to ripen fruit picked before it was fully mature,
so as to compare favorably with vine-ripened fruit. This develop-

ment appears to suggest that it would be better to ship the fruit un-
wrapped than wrapped, although no actual shipping test could be

made in connection with this work with a view to demonstrating this

point. It was found, further, in the course of these investigations,

that (luring the ripening period of tomatoes there is an increase in the

moisture, acid, and sugar and a decrease in the solids, total nitrogen,

starch,* pentosans, crude fiber, and ash.

FLORICULTURAL INVESTIGATIONS.

This ar-tivity has been carried on principally at Arlington Farm,
Va.. and at Bell Station, in Maryland. At Arlington Farm the

rose test garden has been ( ontinued as in previous years, as have also
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the collections of hardy chrysanthemums and of peonies and Japanese
irises.

The rose garden is maintained in cooperation with the American
Kose Society, antl a report of the results has been i)ublished in the
Rose Annual of that society for both the years 1918 and 1919. De-
tailed records are made of the blossoming; of the different plants

and varieties and their behavior in other respects. The work with
chiTsanthomums consists fundamentally of a study of varieties

and their adajitability to ditFerent |)urposes; also the development
of earlier flowering varieties. The collection has been redut ed to

68 varieties, Avhich represent the earliest flowering individuals se-

lected from purchased collections and from about 10,000 seedlings

grown in 1917 and 1918. Most varieties of this group blossom too

late to be desiral)le. It is for this reason that special attention is being
given to the development of earlier blossoming sorts.

BUI^B-CULTURE INVESTIGATIONS.

Dutch hulbs.—The results with Dutch bulbs on Puget Sound point

to most gratifying conclusions. The character oi the crop just

harvested has given encouragement to a number of people interested

in the commercial production of these stocks and shows even more
conclusively than any previous one that both narcissi and tulips of

first quality can be produced on the loamy as well as the sandy soils

of the region. The indications, however, are that the production is

more economical on the sandy land than on the heavier loams.

While the investigations in this subject are experimental, it is

found that the actual production of stocks at present market prices

is an item that attracts attention. The total turn-off of surplus stocks

from the experimental plats this season was close to 700,000 bulbs,

which had a market value of $10,000 to $12,000.

With reference to hyacinths, it ma}' be predicted that as good suc-

cess may be had as wdth tulips and narcissi. The second season's

growth "of the 1917 propagation has been studied and indicates that

the major portion of a propagation of hyacinths can be marketed
the third year and the remainder of it the fourth, as a combination

of variable quantities of first and miniature sizes.

In the culture of Dutch bulbs the most spectacular feature of the

past year's work is the result obtained with spent bedding tulips.

These when heeled in to mature have given in the East and at our

western station at Bellingham as good results as they did the year

imported and can be used again for bedding after being groAvn in

nursery form one year. It is urged that the wasteful practice of

discarding such material be disrontinued.

Progress is being made with the culture of lilies, grape hyacinths,

the bulbous iris, Camassia, Brodiaea. and Scilla ; and various other

items are being accumulated as rapidly as possible.

Easter lilies.—It has been demonstrated that it is perfectly feasible

to produce these stocks out of doors in the latitude of Washififxton.

The seedlings gi-own at Arlington Farm, Va., are free from disease,

vigorous, and yield when forced better than imported material.

Four to fi\e inrh srerlling bulbs oive an average of five flowers

when forced. It is ^'ounl perfectly practicable to grow the best

stem bnlblets t *

^" >-r-n - s^:'o in one and two years, so that when
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seedling stocks are once worked up vegetatively produced propagat-
ing stock takes care of itself in the regular course of production.
This lily is found to be most adaptable. Plants in vegetative

condition in the field Avhen winter sets in can be potted up even
when showing buds and flowered without wilting. The plants will

stand 2 or 3 degrees of frost even in bud, but in case of plants

which have not begun to form a stem a temperature of 20° F. will do
little, if any, injury under the climatic conditions prevailing at

Washington.
For best results the bulbs should be planted late (early Xovember).

If this is done, no top growth occurs until spring in this latitude.

It is for this reason that the plant is better adapted to this climate
than to that of the Gulf coast, where it finds growing conditions in

winter interspersed with an occasional drop in temperature to 10

degrees or more below freezing. Under such a condition the plants
are not hardy.
The practicability of the home production of the Easter lily has

been demonstrated. The production has been put upon a seedling
basis, with handling methods comparable to those now in vogue with
many herbaceous biennials and perennials.

Palestine irises.—Work on these stocks is olso giving gratifying
results. Very poor results have usually been had with these most
handsome of all the genus Iris, in this country, but the location at

Chico, Calif., seems to be such as to assure success in growing them.
Doubtless a situation about 1,500 to 2,000 feet higher in the moun-
tains in the same region would be better adapted. HoweAcr. with a

mulch to prevent the excessive summer baking of the soil good stocks

can be produced.
Man}' of these varieties are coming to be recognized as good florists'

items, and our investigations show that they can be brought into

flower in ffanuary and possibly by Christmas.

DATE CULTURE.

The date industry established by the Bureau of Plant Industry
in the hot irrigated valleys of Arizona and California shows promise
of becoming one of the great fruit industries of the Southwest. Cer-
tain varieties of dates succeed very well in the United States and
yield a product of superlative excellence, much superior to any now
imported. It is believed that the culture of dessert dates of high
quality offers a very j)romising field for future commercial develop-
ment wherever the soil and climatic conditions permit.

.1 ney^ method of ripenivri dates.—A discovery of the greatest im-
portance, the Trabut-Drummond bag method of ripening dates, was
made in the autumn of 1019 in connection with the investigations

of the estal)lishment of date culture. on a commercial scale in the

United States. By this method heavy paper bags are put on the

bundle i of fruit when the latter have reached full size but before the

dates have begun to soften in tlie final rij:)ening process. These bags
protect the ripening fruit against dust and insects, and, what is a

further advantage, against dews and rains, while at the same time
they equalize the humidity and temperature; that is, the humidity is

kept up over the hot mid-afternoon ])eriod, and the tem])erature is

kei^t up during the cold part of the night preceding sunrise.
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As a result of the use of this method tlie i)ercentiipe of fancy dates
of the Deglet Noor variety as grown in the Coachelhi ^'alley of

California has been more than donl)]o(l and tlie number of pickings
reduced from 12 to 2. In addition, the linal curing of the fruit is

greatly simplified, being accomplished by proper handling in a
moist, warm room for only a few hours. As a result of this method,
it is believed that date culture will be extended from the Coachella
Valk\y, where it is now centered, to the Imperial, Yuma, and Palo
\erde Valleys in California, the Salt and (iila River Valleys in

Arizona, and to some parts of the Rio (irande Valley in Texas.
OHgin of neio varieties of dates hy breeding.—During the past 10

years steady progress has been made in the breeding of new varieties

of dates by using the pollen of pedigreed male trees to fertilize choice

varieties. Probably 50,000 seedling dates have fruited in California

during the past 10 years, and a few of these are choice varieties

worthy of propagation.
There can be no doubt at the present time that date varieties as

good as any that have been imported from the date gardens of the
Old "World are being originated in the southwestern United States.

Even the famous Deglet Noor, perhaps the choicest sort now grown
commercially, has been reproduced in seedlings, having, it is true,

certain slight differences from the mother variety, some of them
advantageous.
Importation of date offshoots from Egypt.—In the spring of 1920

an expert of the Bureau of Plant Industry went to E^ypt and was
able to secure, with the cooperation of the Egyptian Government, a

large number of offshoots of tAvo Egj-ptian varieties that have proved
to be well adapted to cultivation in the United States. Some 2,000

offshoots are of the Saidy variety, which is adapted for culture in

the hottest valleys of the Southwest, such as the Coachella and Im-
perial Vallej^s of California, and some of the hotter irrigated dis-

tricts of Arizona. This variet}^ is noteworthy in that the fruit im-
proves on storage and is distincth'^ better at Easter than when picked
from the trees in November. The standard Deglet Noor variety, on
the contrary, is best when first picked and unless stored very care-

fully deteriorates after a few months. It is confidently believed that

the Saidy and Deglet Noor can be grown together advantageously in

the principal date regions of the Southwest.
The Saidy also has a very great advantage in that the mother tree

produces a very large number of offshoots; 25 or even more may be

produced during the offshoot-bearing period of the mother tree,

whereas an average of only half this number of offshoots will be

produced by a Deglet Noor palm in the same period of time. Fur-
thermore, the Saidy offshoots are very easy to root.

It appears certain that the Saidy, Avith its ability to produce nu-

merous offshoots that can easil}^ be rooted, will drive out the inferior

varieties Avhich might otherwise be propagated. This is a matter of

very great importance, since the planting of inferior varieties of the

date palm is more dangerous than with any other fruit tree, because

date palms can not be top-worked by budding or grafting to better

varieties. The inferior trees must be dug up aud destroyed if they

are to be replaced by better sorts. Because of the exi^ense of this it

is prolialde that in many instances an inferior sort once planted

would be allowed to remain, even though it yields little or no profit.
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In addition to the 2,000 offshoots of the Saidy, several hundred
offshoots of the Hayany variety were also secured. This is an early-

ripening date Avhich has proved well adapted for growing in Ari-
zona. It is one of the handsomest of the palms, and a few trees in

a dooryard lend a strikingly ornamental effect to the landscape, while
at the same time yielding a supply of fresh dates for home use.

SMYRNA FIG GROWING IN THE UNITED STATES.

The Smyrna fig industry in California has undergone such a rapid

expansion that it promises to become one of the major fruit crops

of that region. The absolute dependence of this valuable crop on the

supply of the fig insect (Blastophaga) for fertilizing the Smyrna
figs and the growing scarcity of insect-bearing figs at the critical

time of fruit setting have emphasized the importance of such caprifig

plantings as the department has maintained at Loomis, Calif., and
the need for similar small collections in protected localities, ripening
their crops at different times. The supply of caprifigs made available

from the Loomis garden has saved fig growers many thousands of

dollars during the past season, not only by preventing private dis-

tributors from setting an exorbitant price on their surplus supply
but in the actual, saving of whole crops dependent upon securing

caprifigs at the proper time.

Some progress has been made in the investigation of Smyrna fig

culture in the Southeastern States. Figs of the Smyrna type were
matured at five different places in as many States as a result of a

small distribution of caprifigs from a tree at Brunswick, Ga., which
has carried the Blastophaga now for three years. The Smyrna
trees thus made productive were old seedling trees that had never
previously matured a crop.

NEW CITRUS FRUITS.

The breeding of citrus fruits and stocks resistant to citrus canker
for use in the Gulf coast region continues to be of leading interest and
importance. The behavior of the principal varieties of Satsuma and
other Mandarin oranges grown in the Orient is being observed at

testing stations at Los Banos, P. I., and at the Canton Christian Col-
lege, Canton, China, while numerous hybrids made in this country
have been sent to those stations, where canker susceptibility can be
observed under natural conditions. Inoculation experiments in co-

operation with the Alabama Experiment Station have also been in

progress, giving verification in a number of cases of the resistance

offered by certain hybrids and varieties to canker infection. The
citrangequat (a citrange-kumquat hybrid) is apparently fully as im-
mune as the kumquat aijd makes a good stock for the Satsuma and
other citrus varieties. Severinia, a citrus relative, has proved to be
entirely immune and offers considerable promise as a citrus stock
and as a hedge plant to replace the susceptible trifoliate orange.
Siamese puminelos.—The canker resistance shown by certain forms

of the Siamese pummelo seems quite well established by field obser-
vations in the Orient as well as by inoculation experiments. At least

two of these pummelos are of excellent quality and good appearance,
while being normally seedless. An early introduction of a supposedly
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seedless puniinelo from Sijiiii proved disai)pointing, the fruit proving
to bo very seedy when grown in a mixed phuiting. Kecent investi-
gations in Siam indicate that seed i)ro(hi('tion is dependent on the
ilowers becoming pollinated by seedy varieties of citrus. Authentic
bud wood of the best Siamese varieties has been secured to permit a
further test of these pummelos in America.
Eustis Umequat.—Among the numerous citrus hybrids developed

in the breeding investigations is one originating as the result of a
cross between the common lime and the kumquat which gives promise
of achieving considerable economic importance. The fruit resulting
from this cross, called the limoquat, has the acid flavor of the lime
and yet possesses much of the hardiness of the kumquat. The lime,
as is Avell known, is so tender that its culture is chiefly limited to the
coast keys of Florida, so that a hardy lime, such as the limequat
promises to be, will fill a much felt want in the citrus-growing section
of the (jrulf coast. The limequat is handsome in appearance, \ igor-
ous in growth, and of everbearing habit, produ.cing fruit for a con-
siderable portion of the year. A selected hybrid of this class has
been named the " Eustis," the original cross-pollination having been
made at Eustis, Fla. It is being propagated commercially and should
find a place in home fruit gardens in Florida and throughout the
Gulf coast region, and possibly for more extended commercial grow-
ing when fully tested.

TOBACCO.

Work with tobacco in the Connecticut Valley during the year has
beeji limited to a careful study of "tobacco-sick" soils. Th.ore are
numerous fields which have previously yielded satisfactory crops of
tobacco but have now become unproductive. It is found that the well-
Iviiown Thielavia root-rot is only partly responsible for the trouble,
and apparently a second parasitic organism is involved. In the Burley
district of Kentuclry the resistant strains of the older type of White
Burley have given satisfactory results in the presence of the Thielavia
root-rot, and some of the farmers are growing these strains on dis-

eased land. Work has been continued in develr)ping disease-resistant
strains of the newer " stand-up " type of Burley, for which there
is an increasing demand in the smoking-tobacco industry. In Wis-
consin a strain of cigar-binder tobacco highly resistant to root-rot
which has been recently developed is becoming quite popular with
growers, and it has been estimated that 2,500 acres of this strain will

be grown this season.

Field experiments have been continued with a view to working out
the fertilizer requirements of the principal types of tobacco, and some
of these tests are about completed. The results of extensive tests

with flue-cured tobacco in Virginia, North Carolina, and South
Carolina extending over a period of 10 3^ears are now being prepared
for publication. These tests will furnish information as to the most
profitable forms and rate of application of nitrogen, phosphoric acid,

and potash and as to the value of liming the soil for the tobacco
crop. Beginning this year, these investigations have been changed
in scope so as to cover a comprehensive field study of crop rotation in
connection with the more imi)ortant fertilizer problems. Fertilizer

tests similar to those in the flue-cured districts have been continued in
Maryland, Tennessee, and the Onondaga district of New York, and
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the results of several years' work in these sections will be made avail-

able a year or two hence for the benefit of the growers.

In a series of cropping; tests data of importance have been secured
as to the relationsliip of tobacco to other croi)s grown in rotation

with respect to the quality of the tobacco produced as well as the

yield of tobacco and the other crops. These data will be of great

value in arriving at a correct estimate of the proper position of

tobacco in the farming system. In this work it has been found
that the action of fertilizers on the tobacco crop is greatly influenced

by the other crops in the rotation, and the character or extent of

these influences could not be predicted from previous knowledge of

the subject.

It is believed that the problem of securing an adequate supply
of seed of the Maryland Mammoth tobacco has been solved through
the discovery that seeds are readily produced when the plant is

exposed to the action of a reduced length of day during its develop-

ment, such as prevails in southern Florida during the winter months.
This variety of tobacco is very popular among Maryland growers,

but hitherto it has not been possible to secure seed in quantity, since

the plant is normally sterile when grown in northern latitudes. In
the so-called " old belt " of the flue-cured tobacco district the method
of harvesting by picking the leaves from the stalk instead of cutting

the stalk at its l)ase. with the acrompan3'ing feature of high top-

ping, which Avas recently introduced by the bureau, is rapidly coming
into general use. It is estimated that in Granville County, N. C,
where the method was first introduced, fully 90 per cent of this

year's crop will be thus harvested, adding from $1,000,000 to $2,000,-

000 to the value of the tobacco crop of the county.

NEW CROP PLANTS AND CROP EXTENSION.

BINDER-TWINE FIBERS.

Work begun in 1917 in cooperation with the Philippine Bureau
of Agriculture has been continued. The introduction of three fil)er-

cleaninp; machines by the two Governments, for the purpose of dem-
onstrating the efficiency of machines as compared with water-retting

and hand-cleaning methods used heretofore in the Philippines in

the preparation of Manila maguej'^ and sisal, has resulted already
in the purchase by private capital of 12 other machines. These
large machines, having a capacity of 1 to 2^. tons of clean dry fiber

per day, are being built in this country and forwarded and installed

as rapidly as possible. This will change the industry within a
short time from hand-cleaning to a machine-cleaning basis, pro-
ducing fiber of much better quality and with possibilities of much
greater quantity.
A half million sisal plants have been introduced from Hawaii,

and nurseries are being established in the Philippines to insure a
future supply for planting. The Philippine Government has as-

signed a man to encourage the industry, and improvements are being
made in the metliods of planting and taking care of the plantations.

The production of Manila maguey and sisal in the Philippines,
amounting to more than 9,000 tons during the first five months of
1920, was approximately equivalent to 20 per cent of the total pro-
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diiction of henequen fiber in Yucntan during tlie same period. Com-
paratively little of the l*hilippiiie liber was machine cleaned, for

very few of the new machines ordered have been installed ready
for operation, but it indicates that a production of considerable
propoi'tions may be expected with the added impetus of machine
clean in<^.

In the Dominican Republic our investigations, including a small
trial planting, have resulted in the preparation of plans and the
beginning of actual work for a large commercial plantation of
henequen.
In Porto Rico 600,000 sisal plants have been set out on one plan-

tation, to which many thousands are being added each year, while
the earliest ones have reached the stage of fiber production, and two
other commercial plantations are being started.

The development of improved strains of sisal and henec^uen by
selection in Porto Rico, begun in 1917, is showing very promising
results. Marked differences arc observed in the progenies of dif-

ferent selected parent plants, while the bulbils and suckers of all

appear to be superior to the average unselected stock. Some of these

plants are being set out in commercial plantations for comparison.

HEMP.

The relatively high prices for other crops, combined with the

scarcity of farm labor, has brought about a decrease in the acreage
of hemp, especially in Kentuck}^, where the fiber is broken out and
hacklecf by hand. An important limiting factor in hemp cultivation

during the last two years has been the insufficient suppl}'^ of seed of

good quality. Efforts are being made to encourage hemp-seed pro-

duction in new areas, and trials are being made this season (1920) at

several points in Missouri, Texas, and California, while seed of im-
proved strains has been furnished to the hemp-seecl growers in

Kentucky to encourage increased production there.

The work of breeding improved strains of hemp is being con-

tinued at Arlington Farm, Va., and all previous records for height

of plants, either individual or average for plats, were broken in the

selection plats of 1919. The three best strains, Kymington, Ching-
ton, and Tochimington, averaged, respectively, 14 feet 11 inches, 15

feet 5 inches, and 15 feet 9 inches, while the tallest individual plant
was 19 feet. The improvement by selection is shown not alone in

increased height but also in longer internodes, yielding fiber of better

quality and increased quantity.

Seed of these pedigreed strains has been sent out to hemp-seed
growers, as in former j^ears, increasing each season the proportion of

hemp of improved varieties.

FLAX.

The price of flax fiber is relatively higher than that of any other

vegetable fiber on the market, being at present four to five times the

prewar quotation. This is due to the fact that the supplies from
Russia, formerly 80 per cent of the world's production, are now al-

most completely cut off. The 6,000 acres devoted to fiber flax in

Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Oregon in 1920 show an in-
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crease of about 20 per cent over 1919, and owing to better seasonal
conditions the outlook for a good jaeld of fiber is very much better.

Semicommercial test plats of pedigreed strains developed by five

to ten years of selection made an excellent showing in commercial
flax fields in eastern Michigan in 1919. The increased vigor of the
plants, giving an increased yield of fiber and fiber of better quality,

was plainly marked.
Efforts are being made by means of increase plats in IVIichigan

and AV^isconsin in summer, and in Porto Rico in winter, to secure

increased supplies of these improved strains.

The plant-breeding work Avith flax is being continued by direct

selection and also b}- cross-pollination, w^th a view to securing

further improved strains. ISIarked differences in the vigor of plants,

height, resistance to lodging, resistance to disease, and in yield and
character of fiber are secured without great difficulty, but the in-

crease of seed of improved strains is necessarily slow.

Fiber flax in this country is less affected by diseases than seed flax,

but there has been some loss from wilt, rust, and canker. A study
is being made of the diseases, and preliminary w'ork is being started

with a view to the development of disease-resistant strains.

PROMISING NEW VEGETABLE CROPS.

The dasheen continues to grow in importance in our Southern
States; wdiile in 1919 the total estimated area planted to dasheens
was 150 acres, in 1920 the acreage exceeds 400, individual plantings
being increased in size. One large stock i-aiser in Florida has planted
this jTar 160 acres, he having found in 1919 th;U the dasheen made
a valuable stock feed. Over 1,600 distributions of dasheens were
made to experimenters in 1920. Most of this crop is used where
grown for human food, stock feed, and seed for planting. Larger
commercial shipments are being made each year to northern markets.
Two carload shipments from the 1919 crop were sent north, wdiile

there Avas only one such shipment from the 1918 crop. New ways of

.

using the dasheen have been developed, and one manufacturer of po-
tato chips (in Washington, D. C.) has become deeply interested in the

dasheen for the production of chips. These look very much like the
" Saratoga " chips made from j^otatoes, but are superior to them in

quality. This manufacturer is firmly convinced of the potential com-
mercial value of dasheen chips and has arranged to put them on the
market when a supply of dasheen tubers becomes available this fall.

Tropical yciTn {Dioscorea sp.).—The prohibition of further com-
mercial importations of tropical yams, on account of the danger of
the introduction of a very injurious root Aveevil, resulted in a de-

mand for the production of these yams in the Southern States. Pre-
vious tests had shown that some varieties were ada])ted to southern
Florida, and experiments looking toward the more rai)id propagation
of those were at once Ijegun. Additional varieties have l)oen secured
from the Tropics and will be tested to determine their adaptability
to the climatic conditions of Florida. Plantings on a conmiercial
scale have been made by a growci- at Brooksville, Fla., who has .5

acres in yams this year. The establishment of a tropical yam indus-
try is apparently assured. The yam yields heavily when given proper
conditions, and as it can be grown in many situations where neither

24435—AGB 1920 13
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sweet potatoes nor white potatoes can be raised profitably it will be
of definite Aalue as a supplement to the other starchy root crops.

Chaiiote.—Quite a lively interest in the chayote as a southern win-
ter A'egetable has developed, and wherever fruits have been sent for
cookincjj tests they have brou<;ht forth high commendation. Trial ship-

ments of (he fruits have been sent to many of the larjjer hotels

tlirouirhout the Eastern States, and the inciuiries for these fruits have
justified an effort on the part of the department to stimulate in-

creased production so as to care for the demand for this vegetable.

From the chayotes grown at the Brooksville Plant Introduction
Field Station a sufficient quantit}^ of seed was grown to supply
enough for trial tests by 2,000 cooperators. Experiments have been
carried on with different fertilizers and different methods of propa-
gation and selection so as to learn whether it is possilde to segregate
and keep pure some of the more desirable types.

Rumex.—Seeds of a very interesting vegetable known as Rumex
ahysslnicus were received from Angolia, Portuguese West Africa.

This is a luxuriant tropical Rumex. the leaves of which can be
used in a way similar to spinavh. Trial plantings at the Yarrow
Plant Introduction Field Station have proved very successful. The
plants grow in one season to a height of from 6 to 7 feet and all

during the hot summer months afford an abundant supply of succu-

lent green leaves. This plant appears to be especiall}' promising as

a hot-weather green-leaved vegetable for the Southern States, where
the summers are too hot for the cultivation of spinach.

7 ICO starch-2)roducing plants.—There were growm during the past
season at the plant introduction field station at Brooksville, Fla., two
starch plants, namely, Canna edulis and Maranta anmdlnacea. The
roots of both of these plants yield very valuable starches. Plant
material of both has been distributed throughout southern Florida to

interested experimenters, and it would appear from trial plantings

that Canna edulis is likely to prove a very valuable crop for some of
the reclaimed Everglade lands.

DRY-LAND AGRICULTURE.

The cropping season of 1918 was characterized by extreme drought
in the southern Plains and in parts of the extreme northern Plains.

During the crop season of 1919 the southern and central Plains en-

joyed heavy production, but the drought extended and became more
extreme in the northern Plains, resulting in complete crop failures

over extensive areas in parts of Montana, North Dakota, South
Dakota, and Wyoming.
The soundness of the advice given farmers in the past by the

Bureau of Plant Industry has again been fully vindicated by
the experiences of this severe, extensive, and protracted drought, and,

moreover, it has been brought home to the farmers more effectively

than ever before. The self-seeking land boomers, exploiters, and
theorists, with their panaceas for all the agricultural ills of dry
farming, who were so numerous and so pernicious for about 20

years—from about 1895 to about 1915—have almost entirely disap-

peared. At the present time there is practical unanimity among all

the investigators of the United States Department of Agriculture,

the State experiment stations, and the agricultural department of the
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Dominion of Canada upon the fundamental principles of dry-land
agriculture. It is believed that the sane, conservative, and consistent

attitude maintained b}' the bureau for the past 15 years has had
much to do in bringing about this condition.

The results of the work group themselves in three dependent but
rather distinct fields: (1) The determination of the possibilities and
limitations of agriculture in each section. (2) The determination of

the cultural methods b}^ which individual farmers in each section can
realize the greatest and most profitable production. (3) The de-

termination of fundamental laws and principles of dry farming
which maj^ be applied be3"ond the actual zone of experimentation.

In a region of fluctuating precipitation such as the Great Plains,

W'liere conditions may vary from extreme drought and crop failure

to abundant rainfall and bumper crops, it is only through the results

of a series of years long enough to be representative of both the aver-

age and the extreme conditions to be met that such determinations

can be made. This was recognized from the inauguration of the

work, but is further emphasized by each year's extension of the

record. While much is still to be desired in the wav of knowledge
of the possibilities of and the best methods of agriculture for this

section there is now in hand more trustworthy information than has
ever been available before.

The knowledge of the possibilities of agriculture or of the chances
of- success with a particular crop in each section Avas invaluable in

deciding the encouragement to be given efforts to stimulate war-time
production. It also provides a basis for determining the policy
and action to be taken as occasions arise from time to time to en-

courage or direct production or to extend relief from drought or
other calamity. The information at hand has been used freely by
the Geological Survey in classifying public lands under recent home-
stead laws.

The accumulation and study of long-time coordinated results over
a wide range of soil and climatic conditions is permitting the formu-
lation of fundamental laws and relations between crop production
and natural conditions of soil, climate, and vegetation applicable to

a much wider field than that covered by experiments. Outside of
its importance to the United States, the dry-farming problem is a

vital one over a considerable area of the earth's surface. It is grati-

fying to note that besides having the confidence and support of our
own people our work is attracting more and more the attention and
study of the agriculturists of foreign Governments. During the last

two years it has been under the observation of representatives of
Australia, New Zealand, Canada, Palestine, Argentina, Mexico, Al-
geria, Tunis, and Czechoslovakia.

Good progress was made in the work of breeding and propagating
horticultural plants for the northern Great Plains at the Mandan,
N. Dak., field station. The first seedlings of native fruit came into
bearing, and selections for quality and hardiness were made from
them in 1918. This work is being vigorously prosecuted. In shelter-

belt demonstration work tliere are now 946 farmers in Montana,
"Wyoming, North Dakota, and South Dakota actively cooperating
with this station.
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FORAGE CROPS.

ALFALFA.

The in\o.sti<!::»ti()iis that are being conducted with a view to testing

the merits ol" various short-cut methods of obtaining a stand of
alfalfa indicate (|uite definitely that such methods give very uncer-

tain results in the Ka^tern States. Under very favorable conditions
good .stands of alfalfa can be obt.ii.ied by sowing the seed Vvith a

nurse crop, and fre(iuently in some parts of the Eastern States it

is possible to obtain good stands by seeding in the early spring on
cornstalk fields. Il'iwever, such methods fail to produce satisfactory

results with sufficient certainty to be generally recommended.
Investigations of .the bureau indicate that no difficulty is experi-

enced in getting a good stand of alfalfa in the West when the seed is

sown with a nurse crop, provided moisture conditions are satisfac-

tory; Init there is no certainty at seeding time that there will be

enough moisture to produce a permanent stand.

The winter of 1919-20 resulted in a high mortality in the experi-

mental alfalfa i)]ats at the field .stations in the Dakotas and Montana.
All commercial varieties Avere bally winterkilled. Experiments con-

ducted at Redfield, S. Dak,, and Moccasin and Havre, Mont., indicate

quite definitely that alfalfa which has been harvested for seed is more
susceptible to winterkilling than that which was cut for hay.

TIMOTHY BREEDING.

Much attention is being given to solving some of the practical diffi-

culties that are encountered in establishing improved strains of tim-

oth}?^ in general use. The new and improved strains that have been
developed by the department in cooperation with the Ohio State

experiment station have consistently proved their superiority over

common commercial timothy to such an extent that it is believed

that practical problems of establishing them will soon be solved

satisfactorilv.
SORGHUMS.

It has been demonstrated by tests at numerous field stations that in

the Great Plains the sweet sorghums will yield more silage per acre

than corn or anj^ of the common grain sorghums. Calling this fact

to the attention of western stockmen has induced increasing numbers
of them to use sweet sorghums as the ensilage crop.

The breeding of improved varieties of sorghum is being continued

at Hays, Kans., Chillicothe, Tex., and Bard, Calif. Several new
hybrids look particularly promising, and the seed will soon be avail-

able for distribution.

SUDAN GRASS FOR SUMMER PASTURAGE.

This recently introduced grass sorghum is rapidly becoming popu-
lar as a summer i:)asturage, especially for dairy cows and work horses.

All kinds of live stock relish it as pasturage, and it grows most vigor-

ously during the hot summer months when other pasture grasses are

drying up. The utilization of Sudan grass in this new role is largely

the result of experiments and suggestions made by the United States

Department of Agriculture.
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SOY BEANS.

The soy bean has l)ecome a cro}) of special importance throu<!;hout

the country, which is indicated by the hiro;e acreajje devoted to it in

1920 and the increased interest in the possibilities of the seed for food

and oil. The introduction of now varieties by the department has
been largely responsible for extending the growing area of the crop

not only in the Xorth and AYest but in the extreme South.

Investigations with soy beans in 1920 included the testing of new
introductions, selected pure strains and hybrids, and of methods of

culture and harvesting; experimenting with seed of promising va-

rieties for human food and oil production; and extension work with

selected varieties.

Breeding work with selections and introductions from China. Man-
churia, Japan, and Chosen (Korea) produced a large number of
promising sorts. Most of the varieties now grown in different parts

of the country are the result of investigations by the Department of

Agriculture. During the past year the iVIandarin, Easy Cook, Ak-
sarben, and Hoosier were placed in trade in the Northern States.

In the South the Otootan, Laredo, and Biloxi are being widely
grown.
The Biloxi, Virginia. Manchu, Black Eyebrow, Mandarin. Hahto^

P>asy Cook, and Wilson Five were distributed over a wide territory

in 1920, and most favorable reports were received. The Virginia, in

a test of varieties in the orange orchards of California, gave the. best

results and promises to be an excellent summer green-manure crop.

The Hahto and Easy Cook varieties have proved valuable for food
both as a green vegetable and as dried beans. In addition to investi-

gations of forage and food value, breeding work was conducted with
varieties Avith a view to develop a high content of oil and protein.

COWPEAS.

Extensive work Avith hybrids, selections, and introductions Avas

continued Avith the coAvpea. Investigations involving a large num-
ber of hybrid selections have developed several promising sorts Avhich

Avere tested throughout the coAvpea region and appeared superior to

many of the standard varieties. Extensive tests Avith the ncAv hybrid
developed by the bureau, the Victor, show that this ncAv variety is

highly resistant to the Avilt and nematode diseases in the South and
sii])erif)r to other resistant sorts in yield of grain and forage. Hybrid
and variety testing Avork Avith Blackeye and Avhite varieties for food
]>urposes has inci-eased and has been conducted at many stations in

the ('OAV])ea region. Numerous hj-brids of the catjang and asparagus
Aurieties of coAvpea Avith resistant and other standard sorts of the
common cowpea Avere tested.

VELVET BEANS.

Interest in the velvet bean has continued to increase. OAving pvi-

marily to the development of new early-m;ituring varieties and a
recently eA^oh-ed variety, the Bush, or bunch, velvet bean. The Bush
variety is entirely nontAvining in iiabit, and a wide distribution of
seed in 1920 indicated it to be a most valuable sort, especially for the
onhards in the velvet-bean region. Considerable selection Avork
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was carried on with carly-matnrinp; strains, 100 per cent of some of
wliicli mature as fai" noi-th as Wasliin^ton, D. C. The introchiction

of new early sorts liiis had nnicli to <h) in extcndinir the area over
which the velvet bean can be grown and tlierefore in <2;reatly increas-

in<j!: the acreagfe of this crop.

VETCHES.

The study of \etches was continued (hirinf>; the past year along- th6

same general lines as in previous seasons. Woolly-Pod vetch con-

tinues to show its sujierior value for the Southern States on account
of its comparative resistance to the disease Protocoronospora nigri-

can.s and its vigorous Avinter growth.
Purple vetch has been found to be adapted to a wider area than

W'as supposed, a result of which is an increased acreage in the north-

ern coastal region of Califoi-nia, which j)romises to produce this yeai*

about 400 tons of seed. This new crop is especially well adapted for

green manuring in citrus orchards of California, so this new source

of seed supply is important.
Hungarian vetch (Vicia pannonica) has again proved its value

for wet lands in experimental trials in the northwestern Pacific Coast
States, and seed has been increased for extended demonstrations
under such conditions.

AA^ork with common vetch {Vwia satkm) and hair}'^ vetch {Vicia

rillo^a) has been' continued, with a view to making seed available

at a figure so low that farmers can afford to use these species more
generalJv.a1b

SWEET CLOVER.

The date-of-seeding tests carried on for several v^ears at the North
Dakota station have been completed this j^ear. The result in gen-

eral shows that the earliest spring seeding gives the best results.

While often the api)arent stand has not varied materially from
seedings made betMeen April 12 and June 10, the hay yield has been
heaviest from the earliest seedings.

LOTUS.

In Tennessee the plants of Lotus corniculatus have now established

themselves and for three years have not only maintained a good
growth on the poorest hillsides but have increased. The outlook for

usefulness on those lands is good. On the very acid soils Lotus cor-

niculatus does not thrive, but T^otus uliginosus seems to succeed, and
further experiments with this species will be made.

HOP CLOVER.

A study was made of the value of the wild hop clovers in southern
pastures. It was found that while these species grow and form a
part of the early spring pasturage in all Southern States they are

of most importance in Mississippi, Louisiana, and Arkansas. In
these States they cover thousands of acres, making the best of graz-

ing in early spring and giving way to Bermuda grass and Japan
clover later.
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PASTURE INVESTIGATIONS.

The high prices of market feeds have stimulated much greater in-

terest in the only really cheap feed, namely, pasturage. To a much
greater extent than formerly farmers arc practicing heavy grazing,

the advantages of which were proved by the grazing experiments

in cooperation with the Virginia Experiment Station and since

have been demonstrated by other investigations.

Carpet f/mss.—The imi)ortance of carpet grass as the basis of ]ias-

tures on the coastal plains of the South has been emphasized. The
only limitation to the more extensive use of this grass is the insuffi-

ciency of the commercial seed supply. A campaign to stimulate

greater seed production is now under way, and favorable results

from this are confidently anticipated.

Napier grass and MerJcer grass {Pennisetmn purpureum)

.

—Both
of these grasses have quickly sprung into popularity in California

and in the South, but particularly in Florida. In the last-named

State this grass is exceedingly productive, even on poor sandy soil.

From its habit, which resembles that of sugar cane, it is better suited

to use as green food, fodder, or ensilage, but very satisfactory re-

sults are reported from continuous grazing.

Centipede grass {Ereinocliloa opliiuroides') and Hunan grass {Ere-

nnocliloa ciliaris).—These two very similar grasses from China are

about intermediate in habit between carpet grass and Bermuda grass.

During two years' tests in the South they have shown great promise
both for pasture and lawn purposes. There are indications that they
will be valuable on lands where neither carpet grass nor Bermuda
grass grows satisfactorily.

Bahia grass {Paspalum notatum).—This grass from Brazil has
proved to be very valuable as a pasture plant in Florida. Its rapid

utilization will not be possible until the problem of seed supply is

solved.

CROP UTILIZATION.

DRUG PLANTS.

The demand for information on the production and utilization of

medicinal plants has continued unabated, but with a significant

change in tone and character. This change indicates that the con-

servative attitude maintained by the Bureau of Plant Industry to-

ward the commercial cultivation of drug plants has contributed to

a better understanding of the practical considerations involved and
that interest in drug growing is gaining ground with firms and
private individuals well equipped for this type of enterprise.

The drug gardens maintained at schools of pharmacy throughout
the country have continued to be centers of much populnr interest,

and, aside from their primary educational function, have rendered
a distinct public service through the dissemination of practical infor-

mation on drug-plant culture gained through actual experience.

Progress has been made in the preparation of a union list or index
of the species grown in each drug garden and in facilitating the

securing and exchange of propagating material.

The favorable market position of domestic essential oils during
the year stimulated unusual interest in the methods and equipment
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used and the costs involved in their pio{hicti()n. To meet the in-

creased demand for detailed information a field study of several
essential oil crops was uuilertaken. The data collected show in the
case of wormwood oil, for example, that in most cases the principal
limitin<ji: factor of production is the net return obtainable from other
comjietinfr farm crops.

In the laboratory a study is in progress on the distribution of the
essential oil in the plant and on the metabolic processes underlying
the production of the various constituents which give these oils their
value.

OIL-SEED CROPS.

Through informal cooperation with individuals in widely sepa-
rated localities field tests of several new oil-seed crops have been
made. Five varieties of oil-seed hemp were tested at field stations
and a quantity of seed secured for further tests on a field scale.

Important data on the technology of vegetable-oil production have
been secured through laboratory and field w^ork. A study of the
production and refining of corn oil has yielded data on the cost of
producing this oil and the relative profits arising from using corn
germs for stock feed or as a source of oil.

A study is being made of the oil from selected strains of standard
varieties of peanuts to determine their suitability for oil production
when grown on various types of soil and under different climatic

conditions.

In the castor-oil mill operated for the War Department at Gaines-
ville, Fla., an exhaustive study w^as made of the expeller and solvent

extraction process of obtaining a high recovery of oil from castor

beans. The data secured on solvent extraction are especially timely.,

since there is at present a growing interest in this process of oil

technology.
It has been determined that the mold which attacks corn under

certain conditions of storage not only causes a reduction in the yield

of oil, as compared with the yield of oil normally obtained from
sound corn, but also causes a decided increase in the free acids and
unsaponifiable constituents of the oil. The source of the discolora-

tion and objectionable odors wdiich sometimes develop in white soaps

and certain other technical products has been traced to the oil from
moldy corn used in their manufacture.

UTILIZATION OF AGRICULTURAL WASTE PRODUCTS.

The investigation of the waste materials of corn canneries has
shown that corn cobs and husks, when properly dried and ground,
can be used very satisfactorily as a stock feed.

Valuable fixed oils have been extracted from the various oil-bear-

ing weed seeds which form the bulk of grain screenings. Although

not all weed seeds separated from grain have a large oil content,

several have been found which contain high percentages of oil. In

case of need a substantial quantity of useful oil could be produced
from the large tonnage of grain screenings annually available in this

country.
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THE CAMPHOR INDUSTRY.

The work on camphor production has been continued during the

past year along the lines previously followed. A series of fertilizer

tests designed to cover a three-year period has been begun to deter-

mine the possibility of increasing the content of camphor in the leaves

and twigs of the camphor tree.

As a result of experiments carried on for several years a satisfac-

tory type of camphor condenser has been devised and put into opera-

tion. Essentially, this condenser is a copper or zinc chamber cooled

by water sprayed upon its exterior. The steam and camphor vapors
from the still enter the chamber without contact with the water used
for cooling and are condensed upon the chamber walls. This con-

denser can be built at a moderate cost and its operation does not re-

quire technical supervision.

POISONOUS-PLANT SURVEYS.

The identification of plants causing live-stock losses on the west-

ern ranges was continued throughout the grazing season. Survevs
to determine the areas of greatest danger were made in the Datil,

Gila, and Lincoln National Forests. In Arizona and New Mexico an
intensive study of " loco " plants was made, since the losses from
loco in those States are heavy and widespread. In the mountain or

summer ran^e one species. Ox>jtroph lamihertn. causes most of the loco

poisoning. In the foothills and on the plains there are many species

of Astragalus suspected of being poisonous, but thus far only two are

definitely known to be injurious. Extensive collections of material
were made for laboratory study. Since there are both annual and
perennial species of Astragalus, a critical studv of the seed habits of

suspected species was undei-taken, with the object of facilitating the
work of eradication.

Evidence has been accumulated wdiich shows that many plants of
the composite family are poisonous. Among the genera known to be
poisonous in the Southwest are Baccharis, Chrysothamnus. Dugaldia.
Gutierrezia, H3'menoxys, Isocoma, Solidago, and Tetradymia. A
systematic study of the characteristics and distribution of these gen-
era both in the field and in the principal herbaria of this country has
been a feature of the year's work.

CONGRESSIONAL SEED DISTRIBUTION.

During the fiscal year 1920 there were distributed on congressional
and miscellnuoous requests 10.388J05 packages of vegetable seed and
1,503,212 packages of flower seed, or a total of 11,836,917 packages,
each containing o packets of different kinds of seed. There were
also distributed 14,255 packages of lawn-grass seed and 11.461
packages of im])orted narcissus and tulip bulbs. The seeds were
purchased on competitive bids, as heretofore. The bulbs were gi-own
in the United States bulb-propagating garden, Bellingham, AVash.
Each lot of seed purchased was thoroughly tested for purity and
viability before acceptance by the department, and tests of each lot

of seed were conducted on the department's trial grounds to deter-

mine trueness to type.
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I'hc work of packetin<:;, assemblinrj, and mailinp: the vegetable and
floAvor seed was done by a private contrai tor at a cost of $2.10 a
thousand packets, includin<>: the furnishing; of the packets and en-
velopes.

NEW AND R.ARE FIELD-SEED DISTRIBUTION.

A distribution of new and rare field seeds was made throuffhout
the entire United States, havin<2^ for its object the dissemination of
seed of new and rare field crops, seed of improved strains of staple
crops, and hitjh-grade seed of crops new to sections where the data
of the dejiartment indicate such crops to be of considerable promise.
Each i)ucka<;e contained a sufficient quantity of seed for a satisfac-

tory field trial, and the recipient was uroed to use the seed, if feasi-

ble, for the production of stocks for future plantings. A report card
and a circular giving full directions for the culture of the crop ac-

companied each package of seed.

Only seed of new crops or of improved strains of standard crops
were distributed, as follows: Dakota grown, Grimm, Kansas grown,
and Peruvian alfalfas; Great Northern field beans; white SAveet

clover; Brabham, catjang, and Earl}'^ Buff varieties of cowpeas; Spur
feterita; Bangalia, Chang, Gregory, Kaiser, and Paragon field peas;
Merker grass, Napier grass. Natal grass, orchard grass, and Rhodes
grass; Dwarf Blackhull kafir; Kursk millet; Dwarf Yellow milo;
Dakota Amber, Red Amber, and Sumac sorghums; Biloxi, Black
Ej^ebrow, Easy Cook, Plaberhmdt, Hahto, Ito San, Laredo, Mam-
moth Yellow, Manchu, Mandarin, Peking, Tokio, Virginia, Wilson,

and Wilson Five varieties of soy beans; Sudan grass; Bush. Georgia,
and Osceola varieties of velvet beans; and Acala, Columbia, Dixie,

Durango, Holdon. Lone Star, Meade, and Trice varieties of cotton.

During the year 128,848 packages of new and rare forage-crop seed

and 97,977 i:)ackages of cotton seed, or a total of 226,825 packages
were distributed.

The Napier and Merker grasses, seed of which was distributed by
the department for the first time in the past year, give promise of be-

ing exceedingly valuable for hay and silage in regions where the tem-

perature docs not fall below 20° F. Reports indicate that Sjjur feterita,

seed of Avhich was distributed for the first time in 1919, is proving its

superiority over common feterita for grain production in large areas

in the southern part of the Great Plains icgion. The Great Northern
field l^ean, seed of which was distributed for the first time in 1919,

is giving promise of being another crop adapted to large areas of

dry-farming territory in the northern part of the Great Plains

region. Largely through the medium of this distribution, the Bush
velvet bean has been disseminated throughout the velvet-bean grow-
ing section of the South and is being thoroughly tested, especially

as an orchard-cover and green-manure crop. Tliis velvet bean gives

promise of being a valuable variety, although whetlier it is satisfac-

tory as a field crop can not be definitely determined at this early date.

Among the accomplishments in connection with this seed distribu-

tion may be specifically mentioned the putting into general use of

Sudan grass throughout a large part of the eastern half of the United
States, and especially in establishing it as an annual pasture grass

in the southern half of the Great Plains region. This distribution
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has made it possible for such a larpe number of farmers to get

genuine seed of Grimm alfalfa that this variety is now firmly es-

tablished in the Northwestern States. Much improvement has been
brought about by the widespread distril)ution of improved grain
sorghums and millets. The area of production of coAvpeas. soy
beans, and velvet beans has been enormously extended, in a large

measure owing to the department's efforts in distributing superior

varieties of these crops throughout the sections whei-e they are gen-

erally adapted. The bureau also has been largely instrumental in

bringing about the widespi'ead use of such improved varieties of

cotton as Lone Star, Trie e, Durango. and Columbia.

SOIL-FERTILITY INVESTIGATIONS.

A COMPARISON OF AMERICAN POTASH MATERIALS.

The materials studied ha^ e been potassium sulphate obtained from
the alunite deposits of Utah, potassium muriate obtained from the
Searles Lake deposits in California, potash salts obtained from the

hikes of Nebraska, several grades of cement dust oV)tained as a by-
product in the manufacture of cement, kelp, and other minor mate-
rials. Tlie potash content of the materials from these various sources

varies, but when used according to their content all of these materials
have given satisfactory results. The Searles Lake product when free

from borax or when the proportion of borax is very low is a satisfac-

tory source of potash. The cement dusts contain, in addition to the

potash, considerable lime, and this fact must be taken into considera-

tion when they are used. The presence of the lime is an advantage
on soils which require liming, but is a disadvantage in the mixing of
fertilizers, where the alkaline character of the lime Avould liberate

ammonia. In such cases it should be applied separately to the soil.

These tests were carried out in field experiments with potatoes in the

States of Maine, New York, New Jersey, Virginia, and North Caro-
lina, and with cotton in the States of North Carolina. South Carolina,

and Georgia.

EFFECT OF BORAX IN FERTILIZERS.

The potash deposits of Searles Lake contain borax, which, by proper
methods of purification, can be reduced to a very low amount. Dur-
ing the Avar this was not satisfactorily accomplished, and borax oc-

curred in certain shipments of this material in considerable amounts
and did much damage, j^articularly in ])otato. cotton, and tobacco
fertilizers, as these are often used with high potash content. Spe-
cial study Avas made in the potato-fjroAving reirions of Maine and the

cotton-groAving regions of South Carolina. The effect on the potato
Avas to interfere seriouslv with the stand by delaying germination,
so that Avhen healthy plants Avere at the blossoming stage borax-
affected plants Avei-e just emerging from the ground.
The foliage is in many cases lighter green, but in the more affected

cases the leaves ai'c yelloAv. especijilly the edges of the leaves. In
the case of cotton, delayed germination Avas also the principal

effect of the liorax, Avhich resulted in a verv irregular stand and
consequently a much-lov.ered production. In view of the dam-
age done by borax in fertilizers in these regions, the department
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took this matter up with the pnjducers and nianufacturers and is

liniilin^ the content of borax in fertilizers to one-tenth of 1 per cent,

unless the amount contained be clearly stated on the label for the
j^uiiUince of the farmer in making the application to the soil, so that
not more than 2 pounds of borax be a})plied per acre.

Experiments are being conductetl to study the effect of borax on
different soils and under different climatic conditions, using amounts
from 1 pound to 400 pounds per acre and studying the effect of ap-
})lying in the drill, applying broadcast, delayed j)lanting after the
fertilizer application, aiid the influence of rain and soil moisture by
repeated plantings through a period of several weeks, during which
different clinuitic conditions are encountered. The experiments are in

progress in Maine, XeAv Jersey, Virginia, and Alabama, and the crops
grown are com, potatoes, cotton, and beans. Corn and beans are
especially sensitive to borax and begin to show reactions from 2 to

5 pounds of borax per acre, according to conditions, while potatoes
and cotton show reactions from 5 to 20 pounds. When bi'oadcasted,

larger amounts are required to show injury than when drilled, and
copious rainfall after application of the borax fertilizers in all cases

decreases greatly the injury due to borax.

POTASH REQUIREMENT OF THE POTATO AND COTTON PLANTS.

The requirements of the potato and cotton plants in regard to pot-

ash have been especially studied. The decrease in potash and finally

its entire elimination in fertilizers during the early periods of the
war caused considerable damage locally on certain soils in the potato-
growing regions of the Xortheastern States and the cotton region of
the Southeastern States. The plants suffered from a disease which
was diagnosed as caused by malnutrition, due to the unbalanced con-
dition of tlie fertilizers brought about by the elimination of potash.

In the potato this so-called potash, hunger shov\'s itself in a darker
green foliage, much wrinkled and distorted leaves, which later become
bronzed or browmed and the plant much diminished in vigor, finally

succumbing to secondary infections wliich cause a falling of the
leaves or the entire wilting and dying of the stems. Avith a much
decreased yield in tubers, due to the early maturity and death of the

vines. In the cotton plant the symptoms are somewhat similar,

darker green foliage, which later rusts badly, the plant becoming
finall}' completely defoliated at about the time the first bolls begin to

mature. The A'ounger bolls do not reach maturity, and the yield of

cotton is greatly reduced by lack of potash. The extensive experi-

ments made in the States menticmed above sliowed that this condition

was entirely eliminated by restoring the proper fertilizer balance by
the introduction of pota.sh salts.

These experiments further showed the important point that the

potash consumption in the fertilizers of prewar days Avas unneces-

sarily high, and that approximately one-half the amount of potash
then used gives as good and in many cases a better balance to the
fertilizer ratio for the production of these crops. This is especially

true in the case of the potato-groAving regions of the Xortheastern
and South Atlantic States, Avhere this change in practice has already
saved the groAvers about $10 per acre, Avhich means the saving of
large sums in their fertilizer bills.
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PLANT-FOOD REQUIREMENTS OF IMPORTANT SOIL TYPES.

Large areas of certain soil t3^pes of the United States are devoted

to important croi)> for Avhicli they are particuhirly adapted, and fer-

tilizer studies on these important types to determine the plant-food

requirements of tlie principal crop grown on the type are an im-

portant phafcc of the investigations in soil fertility. With a small

beginning in 1910 on a single soil tyi)e, the work has grown steadily

in scope and importance, and the demand for its extension has been

such that it now covers large soil regions in the Atlantic Coast States

and is encompassing regions lying farther inland. Cooperative field

experiments are now in progress in Maine on the Caribou and AVash-

burn loam : in New York on the Sassafras loam ; in Ncav Jersey on the

Penn loam and Sassafras sandy loam; in Pennsylvania on the Ha-
gerstown loam; in Virginia on the Norfolk fine sandy loam; in North
Carolina on the Duni.ar fine sandy loam and Portsmouth sandy

loam ; in South Carolina on the Norfolk fine sandy loam and coarse

sandy loam, Ruston coarse loamy sand, Portsmouth sandy loam, and
Coxville fine sandy loam: in Georgia on the Cecil sandy loam,

Orangeburg sandy lonm, Greenville sandy loam, Susquehanna and
Norfolk fine sandy loam ; in Florida on the Norfolk sand and fine

sandy loam and Orlando fine sand; in Indiana f)n the Scottsburg silt

loam ; in Wisconsin on the vSuperior silty clay loam ; in Arkansas on

the Pope fine sandy loam. The crops grown are the main crops of

the regions, representing millions of dollars of agricultural wealtli

and comprising potatoes, cotton, and corn, the leading mone}^ crops

of the country, as well as pecans, grass, clover, sorghum, celery, let-

tuce, etc. The results very clearly show the difference in fertilizer

requirements on the different tj-pes, some responding more readily

to nitrogen than to potash or phosphate, while others show a decided

deficiency in phosphate or in potash. In each case the best ratio of

nitrogen, phosphate, and potash is determined, and the results are of

great economic and practical value to the growers in the regions con-

cerned. This use of the proper formula or ratio in plant foods is

made of more and more importance l)ecause of the constantly in-

creasing cost of the fertilizing materials. It has thus been possible

to make recommendations which have resulted in the saving of thou-

sands of dollars to the groAvers in the purchasing of properly balanced

fertilizers.

NEW FERTILIZER MATERIALS.

A study has been made of cyanamid and other nitrogen sour es

derivable from this product of nitrogen fixation, and the results ob-

tained are serving as a guide in further pursuing this subject in the

Government's nitrogen-fixation plants. It has been found that cyan-

amid in mixtures of fertilizer materials undergoes changes into other

compounds, some of which appear to he much less available to plants

and in some' cases even distinctly harmful, so that careful .sujier-

vision and control to ])revent these transformations are necessary.

Many other new fci-tilizer materials which have been brought foi--

ward as a result of the changed conditions that occui- in the fer-

tilizer materials industry have been studied. ^lany of these are

legitimate sources of new fertilizing materials, but a great many
have shown themselves to be of more or less doubtful value an<l in
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many cases entirely wortliless or even harmful. In some cases these
have been tested in the liehl, but mere laboratory and Greenhouse
examinations will often <j:ive an indication of their comparative
values. In this way attention has been directed to the utilization of
some valuable materials, and on the other hand both farmer and
manufacturer have been si)ared the loss of money or crops by the
use of materials of doubtful value.

PLANT DISEASES.

ROTS OF CORN AND SCAB OF WHEAT AND OTHER CEREALS.

ROTS OK CORN ROOTS, STALKS, ANU KAUS.

Losses in the United States in 1919 from this grou]) of corn dis-
eases are conservatively estimated at 125,175,000 bushels, or about 4
per cent. Research on these diseases, in cooperation with the Indiana
and Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Stations and other agencies,
has been directed chiefly along four lines: (1) The symptoms of the
diseases, (2) relation of the condition of the corn plant to suscepti-
bility, (3) effects of the diseases on the physiology of the plant, and
(4) control measures.
Symjytoms of the (nseases.—The results in the past year have veri-

fied those of previous years by showing that the diseases reduce yields
either by killing or lowering the vitality of kernels and seedlings,
thus causing poor stands; also by causing barren stalks, leaning or
broken stalks, and broken ear shanks.
ReJation of the condition of the corn 2)lant to susceptibility

.

—Imma-
ture or starchy seeds produce plants that are more susceptible to the
attacks of these diseases than are those from seed well matured and
horny. The immature and starchy ears usually haA'e a much rougher
denting than the well-matured horny kerneled ears. This discovery
is unusually important, as by physical selection alone it is possible to
discard a high percentage of the seed ears that would produce plants
more susceptible to the disease.

Investigations show also that various unfavorable soil conditions
either may produce plants having appearances very similar to dis-

eased plants or may predispose fairly health}' plants to attacks of
the diseases. An acid soil reaction seems to be associated with such
predisposition to disease.

Effects of the diseases on the physiology of the host.—The researches
indicate that the nutrition of a diseased plant is abnormal. Chemical
analyses show that infected and disease-free plants vary in composi-
tion. Diseased plants often show, in and near the nodes, deposits of
harmful substances which interfere with the normal functioning of
those structures.

Control 77ieasures.—A convenient method of testing seed corn for

germination and disease infection has been devised. The ordinary
rag-doll germinator has been modified by combining with it an
insulating sheet of heavy glazed paper. When the rag doll is rolled,

this paper lies between the successive layers of cloth carrjnng the

kernels and so prevents the growth of the rots and molds through the

cloth. This confines the infection, in a large measure, to the kernels

already infected and permits the certain identification of sound ears.
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The rolled dolls are placed in a double-walled box and kept at the

proper conditions as to temperature and moisture during germina-

tion. The use of the table germinator has been found satisfactory

where the necessary equipment is available.

An extensive study of different varieties and strains of dent and
sweet corn is under way at several places. Different strains of Reid's

Yellow Dent are being grown in parallel rows at two points in

Indiana, and marked difl'erences in susceptibility apparentl}- exist in

different strains.

Breeding experiments in Indiana show that tendencies toward sus-

ceptibility can be concentrated b}' selfing ears on diseased plants.

Resistance and susceptibility appear to be inherited characters.

The most important result from the standpoint of control measures
is the fact that a high percentage of the diseased or predisposed seed

ears can be detected by their j)hvsical characteristics and so discarded

from the seed stock. The physical characteristics are of two classes

:

(1) Those of the kernel and (2) those of the ear-shank attachments.

It was found that the most susceptible corn plants resulted from
kernels either immature or unduly starchy and with very rough dent-

ing. Vice versa, the most nearly disease-free seed and that producing
plants showing the highest degree of resistance was found- to be

horny and bright in appearance and with rather shallow denting.

The healthiest ears are those whose ear-shank attachments do not

show cracking, shredding, discoloration, or any evidence of moldy
growth when the outer end is cut off with a sharp knife. The ear-

shank attai hments of the best ears are rather firm and clean. A
description of control measures that may now be applied by farmers

has been prepared for publication.

FUSARIUM BLIGHT, OR SCAB, OF WHEAT AND OTHER CEREALS.

Losses caused.—It is estimated that this destructive disease* caused

almost as heavy losses of wheat in 1919 as did the black stem rust.

The loss of cereal crops, due to blight, or S( ab, is estimated to be ap-

proximately 59,081,000 bushels of wheat, 927,000 bushels of barley,

39,000 bushels of rye, and a considerable quantity of oats not defi-

nitely estimated. The total estimated loss was a little over 00,000,000

bushels of grain. The disease w^as distributed practically throughout

the ^Mississippi Valley and eastward to the Atlantic coast, but was
most severe in the corn-belt States.

Host plants.—The disease attacks all the cereals and a number of

other grasses. Various organs of the host may be attacked by the

disease, principally the heads, but also the root systems and bases of

the stems of seedlings.

Causal fungi.—Extensive investigations show that several differ-

ent fungi produce Avheat scab, but that Oihherella sauhhietil causes

the major losses. It also is one of the causes of corn rot in the corn

belt. In a series of studies made from over 1.000 specimens of

scabby wheat from 15 States, this fungus was found to be the pre-

dominating organism present. Less than 1 per cent of the specimens
yielded Fusdiimri culniunini., F. avenacenm. and other Fusarium
species.

Sources of infection.—It was found that the most important source

of infection for wlieat blight, or scab, was old cornstalks carrying the
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coiniHon Avhoat-scsib organism (i'/bherclla saub'mctu. It was ropcat-
(mIIv found producing spores in great abundanco on old coi-nslalks in

wheat Holds where corn had been the preceding ci'op. It occurs also

on other crop refuse, such as grain and grass stubble. Investigations
indicate that infected seed is the source of infection for the seedling
blight referred to above but is not an important souito for head
bli<dit.

Infuence of soil temperature.—Soil temperature following seeding
time has an important influence on the development of seedling
blight of wheat wherever the organism is present. Less seedling
blight occurred when sowings were made in cool soil than when
they were made where the soil temperatures were comparatively high.

Control mea.nires.—The control of blight, or scab, of wheat, as well

as that of other cereals, is not simple. In the case of wheat, the best

possible seed of the best adapted variojty should be obtained, thor-

oughly cleaned, and given tlie formaldehyde seed treatment. It

should then be sown when the soil is comparatively cool on land free

from old infected cornstalks. Crop refuse and grasses at the edges
of the field and in near-by waste places should be cleaned up. There
is some indication but no conclusive proof that some wdieat varieties

are less susceptible than others.

TAKE-ALL DISEASE OF WHEAT.

Occurrence and seventy of take-all.—This disease recurred to a
limited extent in both Illinois and Indiana in 1920. In the few cases
where the highly susceptible varieties of wheat were sown, the disease
was very severe, causing a reduction in yield of about 75 per cent.

Fortunately^ but very little seed of these varieties of wheat was sown
in the infested sections.

Resistant and susceptible laheat varieties.—An extensive series of
wheat varieties was grown to determine their comparative suscepti-

bility. The so-called Salzer's Prizetaker and the Red Cross varieties

showed a very high degree of susceptibility: Illini Chief was moder-
ately affected, wdiile no other varieties showed more than 2 per cent of
infection and several were entireh'^ free from the disease. Among
the standard varieties which are either highly resistant or immune
are Turkey. Red May, and Red Wave. The use of the best adapted
of these varieties in the infested areas is the most practicable means
of controlling the disease. The regulations being enforced in the
infested areas do not permit the sowing of th" susceptible varieties

named.
FLAX DISEASES.

TWO TYl'KS i)V CANKKR ON I-LAX.

Investigations in cooperation with the North Dakota. Agricultural
Ex])eriment Station have shown that there are two distinct types
of the so-called flax canker, one of a nonparasitic nature and the
other caused by a parasitic fungus. The nonparasitic type usually
is most conspicuous in flax-growling sections of North Dakota and
Montana. It manifests itself by enlargement of a portion of the
base of the stem and a weakening of the stem just below this enlarge-
ment, so that the attacked plants usually break over and become
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worthless. It has been found that this trouble is caused by high soil

temperatures at the soil surface when the flax plant is from 1 to 4
inches high.

The parasitic flax canker previously reported in North Dakota
and found during li)'20 in fiber flax in jSIichigan is caused by a fungus
belonging to the genus Colletotrichum. This disease is known to

occur in fiber-flax sections of Ireland and Holland, where it some-
times becomes important as a seedling blight.

Control measures have not yet been determined for either of these

diseases.

BARLEY " SCALD," AN IMPORTANT DISEASE IN THE WEST.

For several years a disease of barley, becoming known as "scald,"
has been destructive, especially in certain parts of California, Ore-
gon, and "Washington. The disease destroys the leaves, reduces the

size of heads, and causes shrinkage of kernels on affected plants. It

is caused by the fungous parasite Rhynchosporiuiyi secalis.

Investigations carried on in cooperation with the California Agri-
cultural Experiment Station indicate that certain selections from the
barley varieties ISIariout and Tennessee Winter show resistance to the
disease, while all other varieties under experiment were very sus-

ceptible.

THE NEMATODE, OR EELWORM, DISEASE OF WHEAT.

Distribution and crops attacked.—The nematode, or eelworm, dis-

ease of wheat and r^'e has been found in 52 counties in Virginia, 10 in

West Virginia, and 1 in Georgia, and is thought to be present in some
counties in Xorth Carolina and in southeastern Ohio. Losses as high
as TO per cent of the wheat crop have been reported from farms in

Virginia. In several cases rye was found to be damaged equally as

much. Emmer and spelt also are very susceptible to the disease.

Repeated efforts to inoculate various varieties of barle}^ and oats have
met with very little success, so that these cereals may be regarded as

practically immune. Corn and the various grasses commonly groAvn
have been found free from attack and may be safely used in the rota-

tion.

Sjiread.—The principal and only important method of spreading
this pe.st is by means of the galls in the seed. In the soil the organ-
isms are imablc to travel laterally more than 4 inches unless carried
by the washing of soil water. Vertically, however, they have been
found capable of infecting wheat at a distance of 10 inches. This
makes deep ])loAving ineffective as a means of control.

Control.—Experiments conducted at several points in Virginia on
badl}" infested land prove that the organism is killed in the soil in one
year by sowing some crop which it can not infect. Land badly in-

fested in 1918 was sown to grass in tlie fall, and wheat was sown
again in the fall of 1919. The resulting crop in 1920 was entirely

free from infection. Among the half hundred varieties of wheat
which have been inoculated with this disease only one (Kanred) has
been found to show any appreciable degree of resistance. Less than
1 per cent of this variety was infected, while the other varieties

showed infection varying from 20 to 90 per cent. However. Kanred
is a hard winter wheat, not suited at all to the region where the

nematode disease prevails.

24435—AGB 1920 34
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BLACK STEM RUST OF WHEAT AND OTHER CEREALS.

Reseaich on tliis widespread and destructive disease has been con

•

tiniiedj in cooperation princii)ally with the Minnesota Agricidtural
Experiment Station.

kpiui:mioix)gy studiks.

Epidemiolooy studies were made to ascertain the source of initial
infection in tlie sprin<r and to determine the conditions under which
rust develops and spreads most rapidl}'. The three possible sources
of rust in the spring are : (1) Ked spores (urediniosporcs which over-
winter in the 5s^orth), (2) red spores which overwinter in the South
and from which infection spreads gradually northward, and (3) yel-
low or cluster-cup spores from the common barberr3\ Extensive in-
vestigations show that while the red spores overwinter abundantly as
far north as Oklahoma there is no proof that any overAvinter nor-
mally in the Xorthern States. There is, however, some circumstantial
evivlence of loi al overAvintering near Madison, Wis., in 1920.

The common barberry became infected as far south as Wichita, Kans.,
and southern AVest Virginia. Very little infection was found in Ken-
tucky and Missouri, and none at all south of these States. The fact
that it rusts very little south of about the latitude of 39° N. is due to
loss of viability before spring by the black spores (teliospores) in the
South. In the Northern States the common barberry becomes heavily
infected and is a most important factor in spreading the black stem
rust. The development of local epidemics in the upper Mississippi
Valley in 1919 and 1920 has been shown to be due largely to early
spring infections of the common barberry and the spread of the rust
from them to adjacent grasses and grain fields. Such infection be-
gins very early in May, and if conditions for rust development are
favorable infection may become widespread by the middle or latter

part of June. This is early enough to permit severe injury to spring
wheat, though usually too late to cause much damage to winter
wheat.
Important results have been obtained in the study of the possible

effect of native barberries and the closel}^ related forms sometimes
called Mahonia. Only one species of native barberry {Berheris
canadensis) rusts abundantly enough to be dangerous. This species

causes wheat rust in West Virginia and some portions of adjacent
Virginia. The Mahonia of the Ivocky Mountains {M. repens or
B. refcns)^ which is found in the mountainous portions of the eradi-

cation area in Colorado, Wyoming, and Montana, apparently does
not rust when growing wild and has not yet been infected in the
greenhouse tests. The taller species of the Pacific Northwest, known
as the Oregon grape {M. aguifolimn or B. aquifolium), which is

sometimes cultivated as an ornamental, has been infected by artificial

inoculation in the greenhouse and should not be planted in the
eradication area.

BIOLOGIC FORjrS.

Steady progress has been made in the study of biclogic specializa-

tion. These biologic forms can be distinguished from each other
only by their action on varieties of wheat, some being able to attack
certain wheat varieties and unable to infect others. At least five can
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be distinguished by their action on Mtirquis wheat alone. Up to date,

at least 22 distinct forms have been identified. Some of these occur

commonly over rather large areas, while others are less common and
occur in restricted districts. These facts explain why a certain va-

riety of wheat may be resistant to rust in one place and not in another.

Investigation shows that these rust forms apparently do not change

their characters rapidly, so that after a variety of wheat resistant to

a ceitain form is developed it will remain resistant to that form.

BARBERRY ERADICATION.

The campaign for the control of the black stem rust of wheat by
the eradication of the common barberry, begun in the spring of 1918,

is now in its third year. Included in the area are 13 of the Xorth-

Central States, naniely, Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan,

Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota. Ohio, South Dakota,
Wiscimsin, and Wyoming. vState laws requiring the removal of com-
mon barberry bushes have been enacted in all of tliese States except

Wyoming. The campaign is conducted in cooperation with the State

agricultural college in each of the States and with the State depart-

ment of agriculture in many of them. The different phases of the

campaign, namel}'^, education, location, and eradication, have been
continued in each State.

LOCATION SURVEY.

In a systenuitic bur\ey of cities and towns 168,478 bushes were
located on 12,8&C) private and public premises during the year.

Survey of nearly all cities and towns of over 300 population has been
c^mjileted. An intensive farm-to-farm survey is being carried on.

This has proved to be the largest and most important part of the cam-
paign. In the counties covered at least 20 farms per county have had
cultivated barberries. In approximately 50 counties all rural prop-
erties have ])een inspected; 1,81)7,374 bushes were located on 4,394

rural properties. In visiting these properties 129,850 miles of coun-
try road were traversed. The location of escaped barberries in Avood-

lands and pastures is a large problem. In the past year 1,674,034

escaped buislies were found scattered over 1,142 properties.

Along with the original survey a resurvej' is conducted in order to

determine wliat bushes have not been removed in accordance with
notices served on owners and to determine where sprouts have devel-

oped from roots of buslies that were not properly dug, or seedlings
lia\e grown from berries and seeds scattered in digging or by birds.

In this resurvey 123,246 bushes and 24,000 sprouts were found remain-
ing on 1,614 properties. Most of these have been removed since. A
second resurvey is essential, and a third is sometimes necessary to

mak'c absolutely sine that no bushes are left.

KRADICATION.

Of 2,065.891 bushes found on 17.203 properties during the past
yeai- 1,994.366 were reported removed from 12,618 j)roperties. Dur-
ing the early days of the campaign ap))roximately 1,400.000 Inishes

Avei-e remoA-ed from nurseries, parks, railway rights of way, and
other public and private properties by means of publicity and other
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interested a<rencies. No definite records of these were obtained.
Records to date show that a total of 2,405,426 bushes have been
h)cated on ;K>,r)()8 projxMties and 2,;5()5,142 liavo been removed from
i>6,2G9 properties, makin<2: a «,M-and total on June 30, 1920, of 3,805,426
bushes located and 3,705,142 bushes removed.

LEAF RUSTS OF WHEAT, BARLEY. AND RYE.

Research on the various leaf rusts is conducted in cooperation with
the Indiana Agricultural Experiment Station and, to a limited

extent, with other State experiment stations.

LIKE HISTOUIKS, HIOJ.OCIC KOUAIS, AND HOSTS ()!• I.KAl UlSTS.

Greenhouse research has ^'esulted in the production of the SBcial

stage of the leaf rust of wheat, thus for the first time demonstrat-
ing the complete life cycle of this rust. These results show that
various si)eiics belonging to one genus of the family Ranunculacea;
are the alternate hosts for the leaf rust of wheat. The leaf rust of
rye also has been carried through its complete life cycle in the green-
house, and the results obtained by other workers have been dupli-

cated and somewhat extended, oeeia being produced for a consider-

able period of time on Anchusa oijicinalis.

Considerable progress has been made during the past year in the

studies to discover biologic forms of the leaf rusts. At least two
apparently quite distinct strains are present in the leaf rust of wheat
in this country. The leaf rusts of rye and barley so far liave given
negative results. The work of the previous seasons upon hosts and
relationships of the leaf rusts has been extended and amplified, re-

sulting in a better understanding of the relationship of the forms
on cereals and the related forms of these rusts on grasses.

WHEAT VAIUETIKS RESISTANT TO LEAF RUST.

Field and greenhouse experiments during the past two years have
resulted in the discovery of a number of wheat varieties which are

fairly resistant to leaf rust. Of the various wheat subspecies or
groups, the clubs have been found to be extremely susceptible, the

spells and poulards usually only moderately infected, while the

durums, emmers. einkorn, and Polish wheat, on the other hand, are

generally rather highly resistant.

In the 300 or more varieties and selections of the bread wheats
studied, all gradations were found from extreme susceptibility to

almost complete ininnmity. The most resistant of these wheats were
discovered in a numl)er of varieties belonging to the Crimean group.
Of these, five were found which have shown a high degree of re-

sistance in greenhouse and field, especiallv so in the eastern and
southern localities. These varieties are ^falakoff, C. I. 4898, and
four selections of a Turkey )< Bearded Minnesota hybrid. The vari-

ous Kan red selections have shown a high degree of resistance in

sowings made in Wisconsin. Illinois, Indiana, and Tennessee and at

the Arlington Experimental Farm, near Washington, D. C. Besides
these, about 10 or 12 other hard winter wheats have shown consider-

able resistance to leaf rust, and, what is more important for south-

ern conditions, several soft winter wheats liave shoAvn considerable
promise of resistance, which it is hoped may be increased by selection.
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THE PHILIPPINE DOWNY MILDEW OF MAIZE.

Good proo-ress was made in the investi<!;ation of the extremely de-

structive downy mildew of maize in the Philippine Islands. There

are several downy mildews in the Orient which have attracted in-

creasing attention recently because of their widespread destruction

of maize and related crops in the East and their threatened invasion

of our own country. The Philippine species is the most immediately

dangerous of the group. It was found that this maize mildew is

generally distributed throughout the thousand-mile extent of the

scattered Philippine Islands, thriving even in districts of higher

altitude where the climate closely approximates that of our South-

ern States.

This downy mildcAv is the most destructive of all known corn

diseases. In the Philippine Islands it commonly causes losses of

from 80 to TO per cent and at times destroys all but a very few plants

in extensive fields. In some districts it is so severe that it has caused

the abandoning of corn culture for other more fortunate crops.

Detailed information was obtained on many baffling points in the

hitherto obscure life history of the causal fungus. At least two
strains were found to be involved. Conidium production and the

consequent spreading of infection were discovered to take place only

at night, and even then only Avhen the plants Avere covered with a

thin layer of moisture.

Under favorable conditions the downy mildew was found to spread

with very great rapidit3\ The spores are distributed by wind over

considerable distances; and, once started, the plant-to-plant infection

is progressively destructive, because the diseased individuals begin

producing large numbers of conidia within one or tAvo weeks. To
make matters worse, this conidium production may continue for

more than two months, and corn in the field is susceptible for six or
even eight weeks. When attacked, the plants are almost invariably

rendered quite barren, and as a rule they also are so stunted, weak-
ened, and deformed as to be useless for fodder even if they sur\ive.

By extensive inoculation experiments it was learned tliat the dis-

ease apparently attacks all varieties of maize with equal virulence.

It also attacks teosinte, some sorghums, sugar cane, and Saccharum
spontaneum and Miscanthus japonicus, two widely distributed Avild

grasses of the Orient, Avhich serve to maintain the disease from crop
to crop even in the absence of maize.

Two types of spores were encountered, the fungus forming, on
sugar cane and these wild grasses, not only conidia but also heavy-
walled sjiores which are extreni(>ly resistant. The latter could easily

withstand sufflciently long transportation to enable them to rea( h
the T'nited States on introduced plants, seeds, or packing. The
connection between the two types of spores has not yet been definitely

established, but in the Philippines the resistant spores are not neces-

sary to the continuance of the disease.

Because of the extensive distril)ution of these tw'o wild grasses,
it is practically impossible to eradicate the downy mildew from the
Philippines or from the Orient as a whole, but in the United States
where the grasses do not occur this probably could be accomplished.^
However, means of control were devised which, even in the Philip-
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pines, were successful in reducing the disease to a negligible mini-
iniini or even entirely excluding it on small controlled areas.

Tlu> I'esults of (his i-esear h are being prepared foi" ]inblic;itl<>n. the
lirst j)aper in the series ha\ ing been issued.

CEREAL SMUT INVESTIGATIONS.

These investigations were conducted in cooperation with the agri-

cultural experiment stations of the States mentioned in the text.

UUNT. OR STINKING .SMUT, OF WIIKAT.

W/)eat varieties resistant to hunt.—An extensive series of wheat
varieties w'as sown in .smut nurseries located at Pullman, Wash., and
Moro, Oreg. All the seed was inoculated with spores of Tilletia

trltic?', the common species in that section of the country. Practically

all the wheat varieties under experiment proved susceptible, a few
showing 100 per cent of infection. On the other hand, a few varie-

ties—notably Florence, Wardoo, Kanred, Kharkov, and AVhite
Odessa—showed a high degree of resistance. Numerous selections

of different varieties belonging to the Crimean or hard winter wheats
also shoAved low i)ercentages of infection. The prospect of develop-
ing resistant varieties is very promising.
Seed hijuvTj resulting from treatment against hunt.—Experiments

in controlling bunt by various methods of seed treatment were under-
taken at field stations in Xew York, Virginia, Texas, Kansas, Mon-
tana, Washington, Oregon, and California. The usual treatments
with copper sulphate and foi'maldehyde were xQvy effective, result-

ing in the control of bunt and increased yields from the treated seed

compared with untreated checks. Treatment by the dry formalde-
hyde method, however, has not been satisfactory, due partly to

resulting seed injury and partly to failure to control bunt.

In the semiarid West severe injury to the vitality of seed wheat
frequently follows treatment against smut. This injury has been
investigated and the cause determined. The principal factor is

found to be the cracking or chi])ping of the seed coats of the ker-

nels in thrashing. Under dry-land conditions the seed coats are

much more brittle than under humid conditions, Avhich accounts for

the occurrence of this injury in the West. When wheat seed Avith

mechanically injured seed coats is treated with copper sulphate this

chemical may kill the embryo by penetrating through the broken
seed coat. Such injury may be prevented in part by dipping the

treated seed in a lime solution to neutralize the copper sulphate
remaining on or in the seeds.

The commonly used formaldehyde treatment also has resulted in

severe injury to wheat seed in the West. This injury is found to be

due to the drying of the kernels after treatment rather than to the

treatment itself. Under certain conditions of drying, the formalde-

hyde present on the seeds is precipitated as paraformaldelwde.
AVhen the seed is sown, the paraformaldehyde passes back into solu-

tion and causes the injur3\ If treated seed is thoroughly rinsed in

water, no injury occurs.

LOOSE SMUT OF WHEAT.

Further progress has been made in the development of central

treating stations w^here the farmer may bring his seed wheat for
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treatment. Several of these were established in Indiana in 1919,
and many farmers had small lots of grain, usually 5 to 10 bushels,

treated for the fall sowing.
The results of the treatment have proved very satisfactory. In

general, loose smut was not so prevalent in 1920 as in previous years.

However, the wheat from untreated seed usually showed from 5 to 12

per cent of loose smut, Avhile occasionally even higher percentages
were recorded. On the other hand, wheat grown from the same seed
but treated b}^ the hot-water method proved practically free from
loose smut.
Much remains to be done to simplify and cheapen the methods of

treatment. Experiments are in progress on the drying of the seed
grain following treatment, the improvement of the apparatus used,
and the determination of the comparative values of steam and hot
water. Interesting results have been obtained on the effect of differ-

ent modifications of hot-water and steam treatments on seed injury
and on the control of loose smut.

LEAF SMUT OF WHEAT.

Distribution of leaf smut.—Leaf smut, or flag smut, of wheat has
been found to be more abundant in Madison County, 111., this j^ear

than in 1919, when it was first reported. Last year it was found in

33 fields, comprising about 825 acres. Usually only a trace of the
disease was present, though occasionally as much as 1 to 2 per cent

was found. This year leaf smut has been found in 111 fields, com-
prising about 2,.500 acres. These fields, however, are confined to an
area of about 47 square miles, which was ((uarantined last year on
account of leaf smut and the so-called take-all. Usually the per-

centage of infection is low, but in parts of some fields it runs as high
as 15 to 20 per cent.

Fairly good evidence has been obtained for the occurrence of soil

infestation. The problem of control is increased on account of the
occurrence of viable spores in the soil as well as on the seed.

Varietal resistance of loheat.—In the experimental field near Gran-
ite City, 111., records were obtained on the resistance of 71 varieties

or strains to leaf smut. The most susceptible varieties proved to be
Dawson (Dawson (xolden Chaff), Fultz, Jones Winter Fife, K. B.
No. 2, liCap (Leap Prolific), Mealy, Purple Straw, Red Cross, Rocky
Mountain, and " Salzer's Prizetaker." The highest percentage of
infection, about 20 per cent, was obtained in the Red Cross variety,

which is very similar to, if not identical with, the so-called " Salzer's

Prizetaker," the variety so commonly infected on farms in the leaf-

smut district. Manv other varieties showed onlv a slight infection.

A few varieties also proved to be free from the disease. -These ex-

periments have been conducted but one year and can not be accepted
as at all conclusive.

Experiments were conducted with 30 different varieties in the
greenhouse, where conditions were particularly favorable for infec-

tion. Several Australian varieties, as well as common winter and
spring varieties of the United States, were used. The following
varieties gave the indicated percentages of ])lants infected: (1)
Highly susceptible—Bobs, 95.3; Cowra, 92.G; Defiance, 88.3; Early
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Baait, 35.5; Fiiltz, 47.5; Hard Federation, 72.5; Federation, 90.9;
l\ed Cross, 85.4; " Salzer's 1^-izetaker," 75.7. (2) Slightly suscepti-

ble—Biinyip, 2; Little Club, 2; Marquis, 7.8; Sonora, 1.9; White
Australian, 4.1; Kanred, 5.4; Mealy, 2.2. (3) Free from smut

—

Cedar, Comeback, Early Defiance, Florence, (italgalos, Fulcaster,

Poole, Red Kock, and lied May.
Program for control and eradication.—Plans for the prevention of

its spread beyond the quarantined area and for the final eradication

of leaf smut have been developed in cooperation with the Illinois

State Department of Agriculture and the Illinois Agricultural Ex-
periment Station. The plans agreed upon to accomplish these two
purposes are:

(1) Thoroughly treat all grain with formaldehyde as it comes
from the separator. This treatment results in making the grain
worthless for seeding purposes, but does not materially affect its

milling qualities.

(2) Burn all straw in the quarantined area as soon as possible

after thrashing.

(3) Sow no Avheat on infested fields and, so far as possible, sow
no wheat on land which grew wheat this year. The infected stalks

wither before the wheat ripens. As a result, large numbers of

them fall out of the sheaves in harvesting and hauling, so that a con-

siderable quantity of infested material is left on the land.

(4) Obtain seed from localities known to be free from leaf smut.

(5) Treat all seed by the copper-sulphate, or bluestone, method
(dipping the grain in a bluestone solution of 1 pound to 5 gallons

of water, and then in a solution of lime, 1 pound to 10 gallons).

After this treatment the seed remains coated witli the bluestone

and lime, and this coating protects it to a large extent from infection

b}^ spores possibly present in the soil.

(6) Grow varieties that are highly resistant to leaf smut, so far

as known.
POTATO WART.

The potato-wart investigations, conducted cooperatively by this

bureau and the Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment Station,

yielded important and encouraging results during the past year. Tests

of a large number of commercial American varieties of potatoes, 29

English varieties, and a number of promising new seedlings in wart-
infested gardens showed 10 of the more or less extensively grown
American varieties, including Irish Cobbler, Green Mountain, Sut-

ton's Flourball, Early Petoskey, Ehnola, Extra Early Sunlight,

Spaulding No. 4, Green Mountain Jr., Round Pink Eye, and Keeper,

to be immune to the disease. All the English varieties and 7 of the

new seedlings also proved to be immune. Of the English varieties,

only 7 gave good yields, and only 1 gave a yield that compared
favorably with that of the commercial American varieties. Soil-

sterilization experiments showed that it is possible to kill the wart
fungus by exposure to live steam under an inverted pan for 85

minutes with a pressure of 90 pounds. The indications are that a

combination of formaldehyde and steam will be more effective than
either treatment alone. These preliminary experiments indicate that

there is much hope of eradicating the disease, at least in all the out-

lying infestations where one or only a few gardens are found in-
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fested. Both the immunity and soil-sterilization tests are being con-

tinued this season.
ONION DISEASES.

The completion of a series of experiments to determine the most
effective and economical rate of application of formaldehyde for the

control of onion smut is one of the accomplishments of the year.

These experiments have shown that 200 gallons of formaldehyde

solution per acre will give the most satisfactory results and that there

is no advantage in using a stronger solution than 1:128 (1 pint of

formaldehyde to 16 gallons of water). Where there is serious objec-

tion to using this amount of liquid because of the difficulty of appli-

cation the quantity may be reduced to 120 to 150 gallons, but in this

case a stronger solution (2 pints of formaldehyde to 16 gallons of

water) should be used. Raising the strength of the solution beyond
this point entails danger of reduction of the stand, due to seedling

injury. Experiments on a small scale have indicated that the arti-

ficial curing of onion sets is effective in controlling onion neck-rot.

A study of the nature of resistance in the onion to the disease known
as " smudge," which develops very readily on w'hite varieties but to

only a very slight extent on the colored sorts, has shown that this

resistance is associated with the presence of the coloring matter in

the outer scales. Further knowledge of the method and time of in-

fection by this fungus and the injury resulting from its attacks has
been gained.

PEA ROOT-ROT.

The widespread occurrence of pea root-rot and the heavy losses

caused by this disease, particularly in the principal pea-canning sec-

tions in Maryland, Delaware. New Jersey, Wisconsin. Michigan,
Indiana, and Ohio, led to recent active investigations of this trouble^

which have shown that the losses may be greatly reduced by the

rotation of crops. It has been found that the disease lives in the soil

and increases rapidly in severity when peas are grown for seA'eral

years in succession on the same land, as is the practice in many com-
mercial pea-growing sections. It is distributed by the custom which
has grown up in some places of transferring soil from old fields to

new ones in order to carry the bacterial nodule organism from one
field to another. Pea growers have been advised to keep a careful

watch of their fields, especially in the old pea-growing sections, to

discover the first signs of the disease and to begin rotation before

extensive damage has been done. After a four-year rotation peas

can again be grown, except in the Middle AVest, where a longer rota-

tion has not always been successful. Progress is being made in the

breeding of varieties of peas resistant to root-rot, but some time must
elapse before these are ready for commercial use.

SWEET-POTATO DISEASES.

Considerable progress has been made during the year in the study

of the physiology of the fungi which produce the decay of sweet

potatoes in storage; also of the changes produced in the potato as a

result of decay. These studies will lead to a better understanding of

the factors involved in the susceptibility or resistance of sweet pota-

toes to decay, which, in turn, will suggest methods for their control.
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A study of the ability of the sweet potato to foini a ptotective cover-

in<j: over wounds and the factors that infliu'iuv this healing process

has been made. Tlie ellec'tiveness of the healed surface in preventing

infection has been investigated and is being given further study.

An improved method for the disinfection of sweet potatoes for bed-

ding has been worked out. Heretofore, in the absence of sufficient

experimental data, it has been recommended that the mercuric-

chlorid solution be discarded after 3 or 4 bushels of potatoes have
been treated. It is now known that by adding two-fifths to one-half

ounce of the chemical after each 10 bushels have been treated, 50

bushels may be treated before it is necessary to discard the solution.

A considerable saving in time and money is thus made possible for

the grower.
CLOVER NEMATODE.

Investigations have been inaugurated during the past year of the

nematode {Tylenchus dipsacl), which has become a serious pest

of the clover crop in the Pacific Northwest. This nematode has been

found to be responsible for extensive damage in the large seed-

growing areas of red clover in Idaho and other Northwestern States,

and there is danger that it may be carried to the important red-clover

growing sections of the Central and Eastern States, to which hun-
dreds of carloads of clover seed are shipped annually from the in-

fested localities in the West. It has been definitely proved that the

disease can be carried on the seed and that infection of the plant can
occur by this means. This nematode also attacks many other plants,

to some of which it causes serious injur3\ The investigations of the

trouble are conducted in cooperation with the Idaho Agricultural
Experiment Station, with field headquarters at Jerome, Idaho. They
include studies of the symptoms, methods of infection, distribution,

and methods of control. A preliminary survey has been made in

Idaho, and a successful method of seed treatment has been found.

CASTOR-BEAN DISEASES.

Investigations of castor-bean diseases, which were undertaken in

1918 at the request of the War Department, were brought to comple-
tion within the past year. Major attention was given to the gray
mold, or spike blight, which was found to be the cause of serious

losses in the castor-bean plantings, comprising 100,000 acres or more,
in the Southern States. The life history of the fungus causing this

disease, which was found to be a hitlierto undescribed species of
Botrytis, was completely worked out, including the discovery of its

perfect stage. Observations were made on the effect of temperature
and moisture on the dcvelopm.ent of the disease in the field, and an
extensive series of control ex))eriments was carried out and practical

recommendations given to the growers. It was determined definitely

that the disease originated in seed imported from Bombay, India.

The wilt disease of castor bean, also found to be destructive in

Florida, was studied, its cause determined, and a number of field

experiments looking toward the relationship of different conditions
of the soil to the disease wei'e carried out.
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INSTRUCTION' OF FOOD-PRODUCTS INSPECTORS AND INVESTIGATIONS OF
DISEASES OF MARKET VEGETABLES.

Cooperation has been continued with the Bureau of Markets in

the training of their fooJ-pro(hicts inspectors to recognize and in-

terpret vegetable diseases found in transit and in market. At train-

ing schools conducted at New York and Chicago about 20 new men
were instructed during the year, some of wdiom are still in the service

of the department, while others have entered State, corporation, or

private business, into which they carry their pathological training

and can thus act as a leavening influence for better production and
distribution of farm crops. This work has been followed by visits

to the various market headquarters and assistance given there

in the practical application of their knowledge. Requests from rail-

road claim agents, shippers, storage men, and others for information

concerning the disease problems connected with the production,

handlina% and storaire of vegetables became so numerous that the

preparation of a series of leaflets containing all the available in-

formation concerning the origin and spread of vegetable diseases

was begun. An important feature of the work has been the making
of observational trips to the [)roduoing centers, where first-hand in-

formation has been secured bearing on the development of diseases

in transit and in market. These inspection trips have brought to

light many new problems that need to be solved, as well as informa-

tion concerning the problems already under investigation. Our
pathologists have also responded to calls from the city health boards
for assistance in the training of their food inspectors. Progress has
been made in the study of carrot storage rots, a rot of cucumbers, and
a rot of cantaloupes and in a monographic study of the genus
Rhizopus, species of Avhich are associated with soft rots of many
vegetables. Additional data have been accumulated on the occur-

rence, distribution, and causes of diseases of market vegetables in

California, as well as the factors governing the development of these

diseases, particular attention having been given to tomato, lettuce,

cabbage, and cauliflower diseases.

CONTROL OF THE WHITE-PINE BLISTER RUST.

White-pine blister rust was first found attacking native pines in

Xorth America during the fall of 1015 in the States of Massachusetts
and New Hampshire. General scouting in 1916 showed that the dis-

ease was widespread in New England and northeastern New York.
Spot infections were discovered in Minnesota and Wisconsin, and a

few other States had one or more infected nurseries. This wide dis-

tribution caused the Federal (lovernment to establisli immediately
domestic quarantines to protect the five-needled pine forests of the
far West, and many States also enacted protective quarantine laws
and regulations. At this time the general eradication of Ribes (cur-

rants and gooseberries) was first tried as a practical method of
control in two local areas in Massafhusetts and one in New Hamp-
shire.

Further scouting was carried on in the five-needled j:)ine regions
of the United States in 1017, and local demonstration control areas
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were establislieil in the New Ent^land States and New York. Elforts
wi'ro made to eradicate the spot infections in Wisonsin and Minne-
sota and to rid infected nurseries of the disease. At the same time,

extensive scoutinjj: was coiuhicted to detei'mine tlie e.xad conditions
in these States. This work was continued in 1918, but on account of
tlie w^ar and difliculties incident tiiereto it was reduced to a minimum.

Scoutin<r in 1S)U) showed that the disease was present in 9 counties
in \\'isconsin and 14 counties in jNIinnesota eitiier on pine or Ribes
or on both hosts. The attempt to exterminate the disease in these

States was immediately o^iven u[) and the Avork placed on a loral

contnd basis, as in the New En<^land States and Ncav York. With
the exception of one diseased planted pine in ^Slicliijran and one in-

fected patch of black currants in New Jerse3\ no si<2;n of the blister

rust was found in 1919 outside of the generally infected States of
New England, New York, Wisconsin, and Minnesota.

COOPERATION IN lU.ISTER-RUST CONTROL.

Formal or informal cooperation has been established with all

States except Florida, Alabama, JNIississippi, and Louisiana, where
there are no five-needled pine interests. In the New England States,

New York, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, control work is

placed on a dollar-for-dollar basis, Avhereby one dollar is spent from
Federal funds for each dollar spent by the State and cooperating
tow^ns, associations, and individuals. In all cases wild and cultivated
Ribes are eradicated in cooperation with and under the legal author-
ity of the States concerned, the Bureau of Plant Indu-try only assum-
ing responsibility for locating the disease and for securing the great-
est possible efficiency in the cooperative expenditures. Systematic
scouting for diseased pines and Ribes is being conducted outside the
region of general infection, wherever there is a possibilit}- that spot
infections of the blister rust may exist. If necessar}', the eradication
of these secondary infections is attempted by the removal of all pines
or Ribes. or both, under State authority. Nursery shipments of five-

needled pines or Ribes known to be or susj^ected of being infected
or which are shipped in violation of Federal quarantines are traced
and reported to the State authorities for action. Since the States
south of Pennsylvania and west to the Great Plains have been quite
thoroughly scouted in previous years, work has been reduced to the
minimum in these States, and special emphasis is being given to.

scouting in the Rocky IMountain and Pacific Coast States.

RATE OF PINE INFECTION.

The general distribution of the blister rust on Ribes over a number
of years is causing severe damage to white-pine trees in many locali-

ties. Infected pine areas varj'^ in size from a few pine trees Avithin

100 feet of a single infected currant or gooseberry bush to over 50
per cent of the pines within a radius of one-half mile from plantations

of diseased cultivated bushes. Strip surveys in the toAvn of Littleton,

N, H., show that 2G.4 per cent of the native pines on an area of 72
square miles are infected with blister rust. Wild gooseberry bushes
are responsible for this infection, the cultivated bushes being negli-

gible. The oldest pine infection found on this area occurred in 1906,
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and the wild <;oosebeiTies averaged 30 bushes per acre. This area is

located 20 miles from a phmting of infected pines imported about
1900. Apparently it required six years for the disease to spread 20
miles from this original center of infection, and another six years be-

fore much increase in infection took place in the secondary center at

Littleton. The increase in pine infection since 1914 has been very
rapitl. On a rod-wide strip GV miles long run from Lisbon to

Woodsville and Piermont, N. H,, and from Wells River to Kyegate,
Vt., 9.9 per cent of the pines were found infected. Another rod-wide
stri}) approximately 22 miles long was run in the vicinity of Lewis
and Deerhead, N. Y., and showed that 10.9 per cent of the pines
were diseased. From this evidence it is plain that general pine infec-

tion is taking place quite rapidly.

DAMACil': TO PINK.

Pine infection starts on the needles or small twigs and works back
toward the trunk of the tree. It is usually three years, frequently
four years, before a blister-rust canker can be recognized without
microscopic determination. After the characteristic swelling and
iliscoloration of the bark appear the mycelium advances along the
branch to the main stem of the tree at the average rate of about
'^ inches a yeai". Thus, the greater the distance from the trunk at

which infection occurs or the larger the trunk, the longer is the time
required to kill the top of the tree.

Pine seedlings ?> or 4 years old appear to be killed within four
years after infection. ]More time is required for the fungus to grow
back and girdle larger trees at a vital point on the trunk unless, as

quite often happens, a small branch close to the trunk becomes in-

fected or the disease attacks the younger portion of the main stem
near the tip of the tree. Judging b}' the results in numerous areas

of heavil}^ infec"ted native pine, trees 5 to 10 feet high when infected

are killed, or at least commercially destroyed, in from 5 to 10 years
after infection. Trees 10 to 20 feet high fre({uently have the lower
part of the stem girdled in 8 to 10 3'ears after infection, although 1.5

years frequently elapse before this occurs. Trees over 20 feet hif^h

may suffer seriously in 12 to 15 years, depending on whether the dis-

ease attacks the tips of long branches at a distance from the trunk
or a small branch close to the trunk, and also on the number of

branches infected. Occasionally trees of any size may be killed in a

comparatively few years by having a very large number of small
twigs infected over the entire crown. Thus, a tree 40 feet high was
found to have 200 .se[)arate twig infections on a single main branch,
and the entire tree was estimated to have 36,000 separate infections
on it. These infections took i)lace in 1914 and 191.'), and the tree is

now rapidly dying. Infection of this character takes place only in
close proximity to large and heavily infected Kibes bushes.

RIBKS KRADICATION.

In the New England States, New York, Minnesota, and Wiscon-
sin the work is aimed almost entirely toward perfecting inexpen-
sive and efFef"ti\e methods of destroying wild currant and gooseberry
bushes; to pi'acticMJ denionsti'iit i')us of these methods 011 local r-ontrf)l
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ureas; io the c'liroiiin^ciiiont d! c'(li!cli\e local eradicaliou of currants
and «>:ooseberrie.s in cooperation with towns, associations, anil indi-
viduals; and to educate j^ine owners to a realization that wild Kibes
exist, that the blister rust attacks white ])ine oidy after a period of
growth on the wild or cultivated bushes of this <:^emis, and that they
must destroy currant and gooseberry bushes to prevent serious dam-
age to the pine trees.

The interest of the pul)lic in safeguarding the white pine is shown
by the fact that in IDl'J the State forestry department of New Hamp-
shire destroyed 21,171 cultivated currant bushes belonging to l,()ii3

owners, and only 3 requested compensation from the State. During
the 3'ear the interest of local cooperating agencies has been very en-
couraging, 'i'his is well illustrated in New Hampshire, where 53
towns voted appropriations for cooperative control work, totaling

#8,514, and individuals and associations subscribed $2,053 additional.
J^ocal agencies in cooperating States ai)propriated about $25,000 for

the protection of their pines b}' the eradication of curi'ants and goose-

berries, and the outlook for further cooperation of this sort is

favorable.

Experience thus far gained on demonstration and local control

areas has definitely proved that under normal conditions at least 95
per cent of the wild currant and gooseberry bushes on a given area

can be permanently removed at a cost ranging from 5 cents to $1.50
per acre. The cost of eradicating 4,574,293 currant and gooseberry
bushes in the Northeastern States in 1919, on 252,114 acres, aver-

aged 42 cents per acre for labor, or 54 cents including supervision.

In 1918 the average cost, including supervision, Avas G6 cents per acre.

The average labor cost for the New Kngland States was reduced from
44 cents per acre in 1918 to 24 cents pei- acre in 1919. This marked
reduction in the cost per acre Avas accomplished by improved methods
of locating and uprooting wild currant and gooseberry buslies. It is

expected that a further reduction in cost will be effected from the

practical application of the results of an ecological study of Ribes,

which is now in progress. A method of killing Ribes with inexpen-
sive chemicals is also lieing developed.

"Wild currants and gooseberries do not reappear rapidly in an area

that has l)oen worked by an efficient crew. Thorough checking on
2,485 acres in eight separate tracts previously gone over by eradica-

tion crews shoAved that on an average acre (V2 bushes, or 95.5 per
cent, Avere destroyed in the first Avorking and 3 bushes in the second
working. Of the latter, 2 bushes Avere missed in the first working
and 1 bush developed from seeds or sj^routs. Bushes missed by the

crews usually are small plants groAving in underbrush. Such plants

haA'e less leaf surface than tlie average plant; therefore the total

percentage of protection to the pines is considerably greater than
the total percentage of currant and gooseberry bushes destroyed.

In NcAv York State, Avhere 87 per cent of the bushes Avere removed
in the first Avorking of the area, it Avas found by actual counting of

the leaves that 97 per cent of the leaf surface was destroyed. The
leaA^es of 2,194 Avild gooseberry bushes Avere counted in this test.

In the first working of the area bushes bearing 94,429 leaves Avere

destroyed. In three subsequent workings of the area only 3,094 leaves

Avere found. IMore than 1,000 separate checks were made to determine
the efficiency of the crews in eradicating Avild Ribes. The aA^erage of
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all these checks gave an efficienc}' in excess of 9G per cent. The eradi-
cation of Eibes is directed by State cooperators, but Federal inspectors
are employed constantly to check the efficiency of the work. The
Federal ofKce also keeps a careful statistical record of work performed
in each State, which is of value in further perfecting methods and
reducing costs.

BUSTER RUST IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN AND PACIFIC COAST STATES.

The work in the western United States has been (1) locating and
inspecting every blister-rust host that is known to have entered this

territory from a region where the disease was present; (2) searching
for violations of the Federal quarantine against shipping five-leaved

pines and currant or gooseberry plants west of the Great Plains; and
(3) a general examination of wild and cultivated Kibes and native
five-leaved pines for the disease.

During the past three seasons about 7,000 planted white pines and
over 200,000 cultivated gooseberry and currant bushes shipped into

the far West prior to the establishment of the Federal quarantine
have been located and inspected. Limited general scouting for the
disease has been done in each Western State.

The white-pine blister rust {Cronartlum ribicola) has not been
found on either Kibes or pines in the Kocky Mountain and Pacific

coast regions. A Cronartium found on Kibes in Utah, Colorado,
Nevada, California, Arizona, and New Mexico has been identified as
C. occidentale. the alternate stage of a Peridermium occurring on the
piiion pines. This rust has never been found to attack white pines,

but in many places neighboring pinon pines a few feet from them
have been heavily infected for maii}^ years. Examinations of nu-
merous white-pine plantations in Europe made recently by Mr. W. S.

Moir, of this bureau, show that Pinus lamhertiana^ P. monticola., and
P. fiexiUs, all natives of our western regions, are as readily infected
and as severely injured by white-pine blister rust as Pinus strohus.

If the white-pine blister rust is introduced into the West, enormous
losses will result, both in private holdings and in the National Phor-

esis. Due to the fact that much of the western pine is not accessible

to market, the destruction would be severe in mature stands, and
reproduction of five-leaved pines would be entirely i)revented over
most of the western whito-pine areas because of the abundance and
general distribution of wild Kibes. Sixty-five species of wild Kibes
are indigenous to western North America. Out of this large number
can be found species adapted to nearly every site and condition oc-

curring in these regions. The constant occurrence of these secondaiy
hosts would afford unbroken chains for the dissemination of the

white-pine blister rust. The blister rust was introduced from Europe
into the eastern United States only about 20 years ago. Its rapid
progress in that time leaves no doubt as to what it Avill do in the

far West if it is permitted to become established there.

NEMATODE INVESTIGATIONS.

PKEDATOUY NEMAS.

Attention is being given to the subject of predatory nemas and
their possible utilization. Initial attempts are being made, some of
them successful, to introduce and rear some of these u.seful species.
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It is becoming; more and more ck'ur (hat (he ^iall ncma is one of
the worst pests known to American a<:;riciilture and that any relief

from the losses due to its attacks on the roots of crops would be a

ver}^ great boon. Additional investioations have made it certain that
this organism, like most others, has its enemies: among them are
certain niononchs and other predatory nemas. Further study of

the subject makes it additionally probable that there are regions
suitable to the occurrence and growth of this nema in which it is

not regarded as a serious pest. It is strongl}'^ recommended that

examination be made of soils in such i)laces in order to determine
what are the factors that hold the pest in check.

The explorers and other officers of the Office of Foreign Seed and
Plant Introduction have noted that in certain foreig-n countries the
chayote plant is often more thrifty than it aj)pears to be when in-

troduced into this country. When introduced here it is found to be
very susceptible to the attacks of the root-gall nema, Heterodera
radicicola. This has given rise to speculation as to whether preda-
tory nemas known to exist in foreign soils may be a factor in the
case. In consequence, experiments in the introduction of the foreign
predatory species are being undertaken.

NEMAS IMPOKTED FKOJI FOIIEIGN COUNTRIES ON THE ROOTS OF PLANTS.

Under this broad heading a number of investigations have been
undertaken during the ,year, the general results of which confirm the
growing belief that the indiscriminate importation of foreign plants
has been the source of enormous losses to American agriculture,

owing to the introduction of pests and diseases.

It is impossible in this place to go into details, but it may be said,

in brief, that in no case where a small portion of soil removed from
the roots of imported plants has been examined for the presence of

nemas has the result been negative. In practically all cases nemas
have been discovered, as a rule in large numbers and in great variety.

As man}^ as 30 different species of nemas have been taken from a few
grams of soil removed from the roots of what would be called
" plants imported free of soil." The portion of the soil that most
closeh' adheres to the roots is the most densely populated with nemas.
Where the luimber of species is large, a great variety of biological

relationships exists. Along with the injurious species beneficial spe-

cies are found, and others whose economic relationships are not yet

understood.
The following important facts may now, however, be considered

as comparatively well established: The importation of injurious

parasitic species of nemas is more likely than the importation of

beneficial species. This is because the parasitic species are found
within the tissues of the plants, while the beneficial species—that is,

the predatory nemas—are not found in these situations. From this

it follows that when the roots of plants undergo the so-called " clean-

ing process " preparatory^ to shipment, the predatory nemas are more
likely to be removed than the injurious ones.

Of course, these facts with regard to the possible introduction of
diseases caused by nemas represent only a single phase of a much
broader problem, which includes the introduction in the same way of
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diseases caused by fungi, microbes, and insects. The matter is one
of much greater importance than is even yet commonly supposed,

and the establishment of definite facts connected with the problem is

highly desirable, in order that laws, regulations, and other remedies

may be devised, amended, and applied.

During the course of these investigations several exceedingly seri-

ous diseases caused by ncmas have been detected Avhen about to be

imported into this country. The matter is therefore not one of theory

but of conditions definitely known to exist.

FRUIT-DISEASE INVESTIGATIONS.

FRUIT DISEASES.

Apple scab, apple leaf-spot, cherry leaf-blight, and many other

fungous diseases of deciduous orchards in the eastern half of the

United States were very nuicli less severe in the spring of 1920 than

the previous year, mainly on account of favorable weather, a rather

drv and sunny April and May.
!t*ear-bliglit over a large part of the country both east and west,

but particularly over the eastern half of the United States, showed a

great falling off in severity during the spring of 1920. It was less

serious than normal in most sections during 1919, but the great out-

break which began in 1914 gradually declined until there is much
less trouble than normal from this disease. It still has caused seri-

ous destruction in certain localities.

The form known as collar blight was unusually severe in the sum-
mer of 1919 in the Pacific Xorthwest, and research and service work
was carried out in that section. Serious losses have occurred from
collar blight in apple orchards, particularly on the Grimes and
Esopus. Assistance was rendered in diagnosing and eradicating the

disease. Advice has previously been given in planting new orchards

to circumvent this disease by planting resistant varieties and then
top-working. This can be done in tlie nursery by biulding 2 or 3

feet above the ground, or, still better, it can be done in the orchard

by top-working six or moro branches after the trees have grown two
to four years. Immune or resistant varieties have little or no trouble

from collar blight, and experience is gradually accumulating on top-

worked Grimes in the East showing the success of this plan.

To solve the collar-blight problem of the trees of these susceptible

varieties already growing in the orchard a neAV method has been de-

vised and proposed by which bridge grafting is utilized and the bark
of the susceptible sort removed and replaced by scions of the resistant

sorts. The susceptible collars of these trees, therefore, will be

worked over until a result equivalent to the resistant stocks is ob-

tained. Tliis method will be tested next spring.

Aj)ple ( edar rust in the eastern United States continues to be an
inipoitaut problem. Tlie disease was unusually severe last season

and therefore renewed attention was given during the fall and winter

to the removal of cedar trees, Avhich are dangerous in the vicinity

of orchards Avhen this fungus is })resent. Last year's experience

showed that 1 mile was not sufficient where abundant cedars occur,

a greater distance for cedar removal being re(]uired. This season,

in common with otlier spring fungous diseases, cedar ru.st was much
less abunthint than it has been for several years past.
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Field experiments with pecan rosette have continued to demand
most of tlie time of the pecan-disease e.\i)erts. Some interesting; and
favorable results have been obtained in tiie control of this deasese by
the application of humus-forniin<; organic matter. Each year of
these field experiments marks a step in advance in the control of
this disease. Spraying and dusting expei'iments for pecan scab have
been continueil, and favorable results in disease control were secured
last fall and are reported for this season.

CITRUS SCAB.

The spraying experiments for citrus-scab control have shown the
marked superiorit}'' of a combined spra}' of Bordeaux mixture and
oil enudsion. This combination prevents the increase of scale insects

tiuit usually follows tlie use of Bordeaux mixture in citrus groves,

does not lessen appreciably the fungicidal efficiency of the Bordeaux
mixture, and reduces the number of spraying operations required in

the routine control of fungi and insects in the grove. The results of
studies of the life histor}- of the causal organism and the conditions
influencing infection are almost ready for publication.

MELANOSE AND STEM-END KOT.

The stem-end manifestation of PJiomopsis citri attack has been un-
usuall}' severe during 1920, although less than in 1919. Satisfactory
progress has been made in the study of the relationships of the fungus
to each trouble, contributing factors in infection, etc. For the first

time promising results have been obtained in the control of melanose
by spraying, and the success seems fundamentally due to the ability

to use Bordeaux mixture freely in Florida citrus groves by the admix-
ture of oil emulsion.

CITRUS TEAR-STAIN.

Further evidence confirms the conclusion that tear-stain of citrus

fruits prevalent in Florida and commonly ascribed to Colletotrichum
gloeosyorioides is not caused b}^ any fungus, but is most probably a

type of rust-mite injury. The entire practicability of controlling it

by ordinary methods of rust-mite treatment has been determined. A
final report on this project has been prepared for publication.

WITHER-TIP OF LIME.

Life-history studies of the causal organism of the wither-tip of

limes have been continued, and the attempt is being made through
selection and breeding to develop a resistant lime of the general

West Indies type.
CRANBERRY DISEASES.

Studies have been continued of the various methods of harvesting
and handling cranberries and on the keeping and carrying quality
of the fruit. The practice of raking fruit from the water, as is

frequently done in Wisconsin, may or may not be profitable, depend-
ing upon the conditions under which the fruit is grown, the variety,

and the diseases present, as well as upon conditions for rapid
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drying. The ventilated box as a container for c ranberries has been

found to be much more satisfactory for preserving the fruit than

tiie barrel, and it is being largely substituted at present for barrels.

Spraying is being more generally practiced on the Paciiic coast, wiiere

certain fungous diseases are causes of serious loss. Bordeaux mix-

ture gives promise of being a practicable preventive of red leaf-spot,

end-rot, and tip-blight, which are common in that region.

SCAH or Al'l'I.KS AM) I'KAI;S IN TIIK I'ACIllC NOIiYII WKST.

The very humid conditions that prevail in the humid sections of the

northern Pacific coast have resulted in severe losses from apple scab.

Investiaations have shown that tb.e disease can l)e held entirelv in

check by thorough spraying.

SCAI.l) or Al'lM.KS.

The ventilated barrel has been found extremely important in se-

curing proper aeration in fctora^re. ThroAving open the windows of

the storage room and the operation of fans to secure better ventila-

tion have been found of value, but no method of air renewal has

been completely successful. Oil wrappers have entirely controlled

the disease under all storage conditions tested. At the suggestion of

this bureau the Bureau of Chemistry has made a study of the gases

given off by the apples and has made its report in the July number of

the Journal of the American Chemical Society. The report states

that while various estei'S are given off by the apples, acetaldehyde is

also produced and may be the most important factor in the produc-

tion of apple scald. Further experiments are being made with special

reference to the more complete control of the disease in barreled

apples.

BROWN-ROT OF PRUNES AND CHERRIES IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST.

It has been found that the brown-rot of prunes and cherries can

be completely held in check by sprajdng. Also that the sprayed fruit

stands up far better in shipment than the unsprayed. The more
alkaline spray materials have not been found satisfactory, on account

of the dwarfing effect produced on the cherries.

Similar studies are in progress on the peach-rot fungi. Shipments
of peaches and cherries have also been made under various transpor-

tation conditions. Special study has also been made of the relation

of Jonathan spot, scald, and other skin defects to rot infection.

DEVELOPMENT OF ORCHARD-SPRAYING METHODS.

Comparative tests of dusting and spraying methods were continued

in both peach and apple orchards. In tlie case of the peach the tests

were particularly severe, and neither spray nor dust gave as good
control of brown-rot as was expected. The dust was about as effi-

cient as the spray. In the case of the apple, as in previous years,

scab, black-rot, leaf-spot blotch. sof)ly Idotch, and b.itter rot were

not controlled by dusting. To tiie list of diseases almost entirely pi-e-

vented by spraying but not controlled by dusting was added the New
Hampshire fruit-spot, which was especially destructive in the Ozarks.

where our experiments were carried on.
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CITRUS-CANKER ERADICATION.

As a result ol' the vij^orous eradication cainpai'^n conducted l)y the
Gull" iStateti in cooperation with this bureau, citrus canker, a bacterial
disease of citrus trees, luis been practically eliniinatetl from the
greater portion of this reo:ion. Alabama, 'Mississippi, and Florida
arc free from any <:eneral infection, but it is probable that scattered
cases -will be found in them for one or more years, and scouting to

locate and remove such cases promptly nnist be continued. Louisiana
apparently has eradicated canker from the commercial producing
area, but many scattered infected trees are being found in isolated

places. Texas has practically discontinued eradication work, in c<mi-

pliance with a recent decision of the supreme court of that State.

FOREST PATHOLOGY.

PATHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN WOOD CONSERVATION.

As special problems under the above rather broad heading, studies

nave been made on the decays and discolorations of woods used in

the airplane industry, from the standpoint of the inspector, and
studies have been continued on the effert of incipient decay on the

strength of airplane timber. That there is a great difference in the

effect of different fungi on the strength of the wood has been con-

clusively proved. Preliminaiy studies have been begun on the effect

of rot on woods used in the manufacture of chair parts, automobile
jDarts. etc. Experiments on the control of sap-stain, sap-rot, and
mold in vehicle stock have been concluded, and a report on the ex-

periments has been practically completed.

FOREST-TREE DISEASES.

The work under this head ma}- be divided into two sections: (1)

Work on the nursery diseases and (2) work on general forest-tree

diseases.

Considerable study has been given dur'ng the past year to the rela-

tion of fire to the general problems of forest pathology. Fire injury

has been found to be responsible for the greater part of all fungous
infections, because fire causes wounds througii which the fungi gain
entrance to the tree. During the statistical studies of fungous in-

fection in felled trees veiy interesting data on the previous history

of fire injury in the great forest regions of the West have been
irathercd.



REPORT OF THE FORESTER.

United States Department of Agriculture,
Forest Service,

Washinf/ton, />. 6'., October 4, 1920.

Sir : I have the honor to transmit herewith a report of the work
in tlie Forest Service for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1920.

Respectfully,

William B. Greeley,
Forester.

Hon. E, T. Meredith,
Secretary of AgHcuUure.

A NATIONAL FORESTRY POLICY.

In the report of the Forester for the fiscal year 1919 my prede-

cessor. Col. Henry S. Graves, set forth the urgency of a national

forestry policy. During the major part of the fiscal year covered

by this report the movement gathered headway under his leadership.

Since his resignation, on April 15, 1920, the movement has continued

along the lines laid down by him. and the program which he formu-
lated has been further developed.
This program is based on the conviction that the problem of halt-

ing forest devastation is fundamentally a national, not a local,

problem, and must be faced and handled as such. At the same time'

it is felt that the speediest, surest, and most equitable action can be

secured through dependence on the police powers of the States for

the enforcement of such reasonable requirements as should be made
of private owners and on the State governments for providing or-

ganized protection of private lands against fire. Because the prob-

lem itself is essentially national—that is, one affecting the public

welfare of the entire country and requiring to be attacked as a whole,

not piecemeal—both Federal leadership and a large measure of

Federal aid arc obligatory. It should be obligatory upon private

owners to ai)ply the safeguards necessarj^ to prevent devastation.

There is a practical unanimity of agreement that the first and most
essential step is nation-wide protection from forest fires, applicable

to all classes of forest land and borne jointly by the landowner and
the public.

When the movement was inaugurated the chief effort was directed

toward laying the need for action -before those having first-hand

knowledge of forest conditions and most directly concerned in forest

industries. Conferences were lield in various j:»arts of the country
with representatives of the lumber, jiaper, and other forest-using in-

dustries, antl with State officers having to do with forest matters.

The widest discussion of the situation and the precise measures
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needed was invited. Interest in the subject developed rapidly. Or-
ganizations of the various industries dependent on forests for raw
iiiiitcrial hoitau to canvass the situation, in mau}^ cases to appoint
forestry conunittoes and to fornndate pro<i:rams of their own. It

was chiefly along these lines that the movement advanced during
the year, tliougli there was not lacking evidence of a decided awaken-
ing of interest on the part of the public generally. To this the acute
shortage and skyrocketing prices of lumber and newsprint, which
marked the year, undoubtedly contributed.

The crucial character of the forest situation of the country wa.s
made more clear than ever before by the results of a study made in
the latter part of the year by the Forest Service, in respojise to Senate
resolution 311. The results of this study were emboclied in a report
entitled " Timber Depletion, Lumber Prices, Lumber Exports, and
Concentration of Timber ()wnership," and Avere submitted to the
Senate on June 1. It was found that over two-thirds of the original
forests of the United States have been culled, cut over, or burnt, and
three-fifths of their merchantable timber is gone. The country is

taking about 2(),0(i(),()00,()0() cubic feet of wood annually from its

forests and is growing but G,OU(),()00,()UO feet. We are cutting timber
of every class, even trees too small for the sawmill, mucli faster than
they are being replaced in our forests.

There are still large quantities of timber in the United States, but
they are not in the right place. Sixty-one per cent of what is left

lies west of the Great Plains, far from the bulk of our population,

agriculture, and manufactures. The exhaustion of one forested

region after another in the Eastern States has been reflected in

rising transportation costs, in shortages of supply resulting from the

overloading of transport facilities, and in a narrowing field of com-
])etition between regional groups of sawmills. The distance between

• the average sawmill and the average home biulder is steadily in-

creasing; and we shall soon be dependent for the bulk of our con-

struction lumber upon the forests of the Pacific coast. These condi-

tions have had a vital bearing upon the high cost of lumber, which,
during the year, reached a prohibitive figure for many uses and
checked the building of homes which is so urgently needed.

We have used up our forests without growing new ones. At the

bottom of the whole problem is idle forest land. The United State,s

contains 32G,000,000 acres of cut-over or denuded forests containing

no saw timber; 81,000,000 acres of this amount have been completely

devastated by forest fires and methods of cutting which destroj^ or

prevent new timber grovv^th. The area of idle or largel}'' idle land is

being increased by from 3,000,000 to 4,000,000 acres annually as the

cutting and burning of forests continue. We are short of growing-

forests.

To stop the devastation of our remaining forests and put our idle

forest lands at work the fii'st step must be the enactment of a FederrJ

law whose two chief provisions are (1) a comprehensive plan of Fed-

eral cooperation with the States in fire prevention and the develop-

ment of forestry practice, and (2) extension of the National Forests

through purchases along the line initiated by the Weeks Act, through

the inclusion of other timberlands now in Federal ownership, and

through exchange.
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PERSONNEL.

Since the last report the inadequacy of the sahiries joaid to em-
ployees of the Forest Service led to such discouragement and so many
resignations that complete demoralization of the Service was threat-

ened. The small increases granted by Congress to a part of the stat-

utory roll, effective Jnly 1, 1920, exerted some steadying influence.

The Forest Service has exhausted ever}^ means at its disposal to ad-

just salaries to present living costs and the responsible duties de-

manded of its emplo3^ees. The employment situation has been im-
proved, but it can not be met effectivel}^ without radical increases in

the rates of compensation fixed by statute.

As experienced men leave and green men take their places, there

is a gradual lowering in the effectiveness of fire prevention and the

quality of the service given to National Forest users. Costly experi-

ence has shown that to hire fire guards at prewar rates means doing
without the capable woodsmen who could be secured at such wages
before the war and filling their places with unseasoned men whose
lack of skill or endurance may be responsible for fire losses far greater

than the cost of capable men ; but enough to secure competent labor

can be paid only by reducing the number of guards below the safety

point. ]Many experienced Forest officers are holding on, notwith-

standing starvation wages, because of loyalty to the Service, of a de-

sire to stay on their chosen Avork, and of faith that fair salary adjust-

ments Avill be made. But no organization can be carried on in-

definitely by depending on such qualities in its personnel. •

The (lovcrnment demands of a forest supervisor, paid on an
average $2,368 per year, including the temporary war-time bonus,

the honest and efficient handling of public property worth fifteen

or twenty million dollars and an income-producing business often

ranging from $50,000 to $100,000 a year. He must represent the

Government in dealing with hundreds of stockmen, lumbermen, and
other Forest users, whose business must be impartially and effi-

ciently dispatched. Of the forest ranger, whose average salary

with bonus is $1,516, the public demands the efficient protection of

from 100,000 to 300,000 acres of its timbcrland. He must be quali-

fied to cruise and appraise timber, to supervise the construction of

roads and trails, to direct a large protective organization during the

dry months, to make sales of stumpage, and to deal honestly, effi-

ciently, and courteously with the logger, the stockmen, the home-
steader, the camper, and everj^ other class of Forest user.

No commercial organization in the United States would expect

such qualifications and services as those demanded of forest super-

visors and 1 angers, tiie backbone of the field organization of the

Forest Service, at double the salaries paid to these public em-

ployees. The real injury from low salaries is not to employees of

the (lovernment, who can take care of themselves, but to the Gov-

ernment itself. The loss of well-trained and efficient men means
poorer protection of public property, less efficient handling of public

business, and poorer service to the hundreds of thousands of people

and the many industries which use the Xationjil Forests.

Contrary "to the idea often expressed, efficiency in the public

service equal to that under the best commercial standards is en-

tirely possiljle. It has been achieved in many cases. But the Gov-
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ernment must pay for it, just as the coiuniercial organization must
pay for it.

An experienced and trained personnel on the National Forests
is an absolute necessity. The j^reat opjwrtunity for public service
in the permanent and >Yell-ordered use of these national resources
Avill not be realized if there is a constant turnover of personnel,
such as is now taking place, due to meager compensation. For
the same cause it is often impossible to recruit the Service from
the best men of technical training or practical experience. No
organization can perform miracles; and the public P'orests of the
United States can not be effectively protected from fire, developed,
and administered to meet the tremendous demands being made upon
them without a field force whose comi3ensation is on a par witli the
work demanded.

THE NATIONAL FORESTS.

EXPENDITURES AND RECEIPTS,

The receipts from the National Forests in the fiscal year 1920 were
greater by $435,067.42 than in tlie previous year, and totaled
$4,793,482.

Receipts from timber sales alone increased $496,300.53, but re-

ceipts from grazing decreased $129,934.07, chiefly because of reduc-
tions in the herds of many permittees, owing to the exceptional con-
ditions iji the live-stock and forage markets.
The increase in receipts from timber sales reflects the increasing

demands being made on the National Forests as privately owned
timber is exhausted and the forest industries move Avestward. With
the progressive depletion of privately owned timber in many sec-

tions, the National Forests will be called upon to contribute a rapidly
increasing proportion of the general timber supply. If funds are
provided for the examination and sale of National Forest timber, now
in demand, the receipts from timber sales may be expected to increase
still more rapidly until the cut reaches the limit that must be im-
posed in order to maintain a continuous yield from the Forests and
give stability to the industries and communities dependent upon
them.

A'\Tiile receipts have been increasing year after year, the money ap-
propriated has remained practically stationary. From 1915 to 1920,
receipts increased 93 per cent. During the same period the total ap-
propriation for the Forest Service increased 8 per cent, exclusive of
deficiency appropriations for fire fighting. In 1920 receipts in-

creased 10 per cent over the previous year, while the total appropria-
tions, exclusive of deficiency items, increased 4 per cent. An equal
increase for the current fiscal jeav may be expected unless too much
new business has to be rejected on account of lack of funds and
trained employees, but the appropriations for the current year were
increased 3 per cent only.

Every resource of ingenuity' in administration and public coopera-
tion has been called upon, with the result that the service rendered to

National Forest users and the efficiency of protection from fire have
suffered to a very small extent. It has been necessary, however, to

refuse new business in places, and it has not been possible to develop
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properly such uses as the leasing of summer-home sites, for which
there is a rapidly growing demand.
The following table shows the purposes for which the total appro-

priation for the Forest Service was expended

:

Expenditures of Forest Service appropriation.

Protection and administration of the National Forests $4, 715,961

Fighting fires which could not be suppressed by regular protective

force ' 150,000
Classification, survey, and seiiresation of agricultural land, and ac-

complishment of authorized land exchanges 107,000
Planting 7,043 acres of nonproducing huul, maintenance of nurseries,

and experiments in tree planting 145,640
Permanent improvements such as buildings, bridges, trails, telephone

lines, drift fences, water developments'' 450,000
Estimating the amount and fixing the minimum value of timber for

sale 50, OOO
Examination of intensively used ranges with a view to increasing

their productivity by more scientific management of stock and
forage 30, 000

Investigations

:

Forest products, including Forest Products Laboratory
at Madison, Wis $173,260

Silvicultural 78.728
Range and forage plant 35,000

286. 988
Recording, digesting, and disseminating the results of scientific and

technical work 31, 280

Total 5, 966, 869

It should be noted that the receipts exceed by $78,000 the cost of
protection and administration on the National Forests, exclusive of
emergency fire expenditures, the construction of improvements, and
special development and research projects. In addition to this reve-

nue, there is an enormous return to the public through the protection
of five hundred-odd billion feet of timber for future use, the protection
of the headwaters of innimierable feeders of navigation, irrigation,

and hydroelectric power, and the recreational facilities made avail-

able to hundreds of thousands of our people. The monetary income
from the National Forests can be expected to increase steadily. But
there will always be national returns not measurable in dollars which
in public benefit exceed the receipts paid into the Treasury.
These returns should be given their due weight in the policy

adopted toward the development and administration of the National
Forests. Their possibilities for public service can not be accom-
plished if the returns in dollars alone are entered into the ledger.

THE NATIONAL FOREST PROPERTIES.

The net area of the National Forests at the close of the fiscal year
was 156,032,053 acres, as against 153,933,700 acres one 3'ear before.

The corresponding gross areas were 180,299,770 acres and 174,261,393
acres. The gross area includes all land within the National Forest
boundaries; the net area excludes alienated lands.

* An additional deficiency appropriation of $2,950,000 was required for thi.s purpose.
' Of this sum nearly half Is required for the maintenance of existing improvements

used in the protection and administration of the National Forests.
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Tlio appaiont net iiinvasL' of 2,098,8r);5 acres incliules ()54,942 aeres
I)ievi()iisly pmcliased under the act of March 1, 1911, but not <^aven
the formal status of National Forests until proclaimed as such during
the ])ast fiscal year. The actual net increase of (iovernment Forest
lands athnini.-^tered by the Forest Service was therefore 1,4-1;J,G51

acres. It is due i)rinci))ally to the addition by act of Conji^ress ol
about 1,000,000 acres, embraced in the 'Jliunder JNIountain i-egion in
Idaho, to the Idaho and Payette National Forests.

^
Si)ecial acts of Cono-ress made .-mall additions to live other National

Forests, while by proclamation of the President 130,855 acres net
were addeil to the Coconino and Prescott National Forests, since Fed-
eral regulation of the use of this land is necessary for the i)rotection
of im]jortaiit reclamation projects on the Verde River. The title

to many school selections reverted to the (lovernment during the year
throiio-h selections by the States of other public lands outside the
National Forests. The increase from these various causes was par-
tially offset by seven presidential prochunations and executive orders
making eliminations from individual National Forests to a total of
34,252 acres, and by eliminations due to land exchanges with the
States of Idaho and South Dakota wdiich made a further reduction
of 34,543 acres.

With two exceptions—1911 and 1913—no other fiscal year since
1909 has closed Avith a net increase in the area of National Forest
lands. The gain made last year is almost identical with the area loss

of the 3'ear before. That the cutting-down process, which has re-

sulted from careful land classification, w^ould with the completion of
that work give place in its turn to a rencAved growth in the acreage
of the Foi'ests Avas to be expected. Most of the increase made last

year Avas through special acts of Congress in ansAver to local public
sentiment and evidences the stability of the reservations, the effi-

ciency of their administration, and the value of their public service.

Numerous other measures noAv before Congress Avould materially in-

crease this acreage if enacted into laAV. Several of these measures
have alread}^ passed the House or Senate.

OAving to the A^irtual exhaustion of the appropriation for the pur-

chase of lands for National Forests in the East, little progress Avas

made in acquiring ncAV lands in the White Mountains and tiie south-

ern Appalachians. At the close of the year 1,420,208.05 acres had
been purchased in these regions. In addition, 12,094.40 acres were
purchased in the Ozark Mountains in Arkansas. All purchased
lands liaA'e noAv l>een formally proclaimed and organized as Na-
tional P^orests. There remained under process of acquisition 375,296
acres, purchase of Avhicli had been approA'ed by the National For-
est Reservation Commission. The Avork of completing such con-

tract obligations is necessarily being continued. MeauAvhile the per-

sonnel engaged upon this AVork is kept fully employed by examina-
tions of other lands offered for purchase in anticipation of further

appropriations. The original program of acquisition contemplated
the purchase of about 1,000,000 acres in the White Mountains and not

less than 5,000,000 acres in the southern Appalachians. Nearly one-

half the proposed White Mountain area has been acquired, but slower

progress has been made in the southern areas. The commission has

formally recommended further appropriations to carry on the pur-
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chase work within the areas already approved and in part acquired.

To leave these eastern Forests in their present half-finished condition

Avoiild sul)je('t them to formidable fire hazards and other difficulties

of management.
The total area of alienated lands within the National Forests at

the close of the year was 24,267,723 acres. Much of this land is

forested and should always be used for growing timber. It is usually

intermingled with timberlands belonging to the Government, and its

misuse, mismanagement, or neglect jeopardizes the Government's
holdings. Evidenth' some action should be taken to reduce the

danger to our {)ublic Forests from this source, either by acquiring

the private lands or by making some equitable arrangement with the

owners through exchange. Numerous bills are now pending in

Congress granting authority to the Department to deal with the

situation on limited areas and within certain Forests. The problem,

however, is found upon every Forest, and the situation can only be

remedied by general legislation. It will take many years of careful,

painstaking negotiation to correct the damage done through allow-

ing the alienation of timbered lands which should have remained

in public ownership. The importance and necessity of general legis-

lation whereby our National Forests may be properly completed and
adequately pi-otected through consolidation by exchanges with pri-

vate owners can not be too strongly urged.

PROTECTION.

The fiscal year opened with the Forest Service already in the midst

'

of a fire season which had become serious in June and was to prove
one of the severest as well as one of the most protracted ever known.
It was the third successive year of severe drought in the Northwest,

and the worst of the three. The fire season began so early that the

customary preparations—the repair of trails and telephone lines dam-
aged by the winter storms, the organization of the protective force in

the field, and the placing of crews in the Forests on summer construc-

tion work from which they could be summoned to assist in fire sup-

pression in their neighborhood if occasion should arise—had not been
fully completed. In addition, the Forest Service was under a handi-

cap because of the many personnel changes that had depleted its force

of experienced men and necessitated much shifting about of the

men left, often to posts where they were not thoroughly familiar Avith

the locality; and Avas further handicapped by the great difficulty of

secui'ing capable temporary employees to serve as lookouts, patrolmen,
smoke chasers, and straAV l)osses.

Early in June hot weather and dry Avinds began to create conditions

of danger in the northern Kocky Mountain region after a brief spring.

By the middle of the month fires began to stai't, and before its close

it Avas i)lnin that unless al)normal summer rains should relieA'e the

drouth a long and difficult fight Avas ahead.
No rains came. On the contrary, throughout Montana, parts of

Wyoming, northern Idaho, all of Washington and Oregon, and
northern California the weather conditions Avere exceptionally un-

favorable until efirly September. In northern California the dry
season continued until nearly the middle of November, and in south-

ern California until December. In Montana, northern Idaho, east-
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ern Wa.shiii^'ton, and eastern Oregon the droii<j:lit was of the gravest
cliaracter.

All oxotUis of farnu'is from cMstcrn Moiitana, (Irixcii by the ruin
of their (.Tojjs to seek eni[)loynieiit as day hiborms elsewhere, made it

possible for the Service to recruit in midseason additional fire

tifxhters in tho re<T:ions where the fires were most severe and the diffi-

cult v in obtainiiiir sufHcieiit labor most embarrassino:.

Throughout the central Ivocky Mountain and (Jreat Basin rej^ions

summer rains were generally sufficient to relieve a situation which in

the early part of the season was seriously threatening, so that in this

region the conditions for the season of 1919 were normal and without
extensixe fires. In the Southwest the season was exceptionally favor-
able, Avitli trifiing losses and small fire-fighting expenditures; the
usual fall fire season did not develop at all. In Minnesota the sea-
.son was normal, in Arkansas bad with 148 fires and over 25,000 acres
burned over, and in the eastern Forests generally good except for
brief periods during which a number of fires developed on the
Pisgah and Unaka Forests.

Certain statistics regarding the fires in 1919 are given below:

Fires on National Forests, calendar year 1919.

Classes and causes of fires.

Class of fire:

Bum less than 0.25 acre
Bum between 0.2.5 acre and 10 acres
Bum 10 acres and over, damage under $100..

.

Burn 10 acres and over, damage SlOO to 51,000
Bum 10 acres and over, damage over S1,000...

Total

Caases of Arcs:
Railroads
Lightning :

Incendiarism
Brush burning
Campers
Lumnering
Unknown
Miscellaneous

Total

Number
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District 6 ( Wa.shin<rt<)ii and Ore<?on) had 1,591 fires, and district

i> (California). 1,1 DS. Tojrether. tliese three districts had 73 per

cent of all the lires.

Not quite three-fourths of the land burned over was timbered. In

a number of cases the fires swept areas previously burned in 1910,

destroyin*; the reproduction which had come up on these old burns.

As a rule the land which was thus burned over a second time will

now lia\e to be artihcially reforested to secure a new timijer <rrowth.

The percentage of lightning fires was markedly less than in 1918.

of incendiary fires practically the same, and of fires caused l)y

campers considerably greater. Since practically 00 i^er cent of the

fires of known causes were due to human agencies, the need of the

most energetic efforts to bring home to the public the importance of

care to prevent fires is self-evident. The Forest Service is earnestly

seeking to lessen the number of man-caused fires in this way. Larger

provision for carrying on the educational efforts which are being made
along this line is needed. An increase in the appropriation to pro-

vide for this was sought last year, but was not secured. In compari-

son with the amounts which the Government must spend to stop the

fires, if they start—to say nothing of the damage to the forests caused

by the fires—the cost of the most thorough-going campaign for fire

prevention would be wholly negligible. As recreational use of, the

Forests by the public increases and the loral population and activities

of all kinds on and near the Forests become greater, man-caused fires

are bound to become more numerous unless educational methods can

be made effective.

The very general observance of Fire Prevention Week in many of

the Western States last May is believed to have had substantial re-

sults. Forest officers took an active part in bringing to public at-

tention at that time the importance of preventing fires and the pre-

cautions Avhich it is necessary to observe in order not to cause fires.

To provide for l)etter coordinated and supervised activities along this

line and for more careful planning of methods by which public in-

terest may be increased in both the protection and use of the Forests,

a Branch of Public Relations was organized, effective May 20. 1020.

At the outset the prospects for the season of 1920 were exceptionally

favorable in most of the West, though the spring fire season in the

Southwest, where the principal hazard is in the spring and fall, taxed

the energies of the protective force to hold the fires in check. In the

northern Rocky Mountain and Pacific Coast States the winter snows
melted slowly and the spring rains Avere abundant. In California,

however, the season opened extremely hot and dry, with early June
fires in exceptional luunbei's through the northern Sierras

By the middle of July an acutely hazardous condition had de-

veloped in the Northwest, but the fires were held well in hand until

about August 1 dry electrical storms began to start an extraordinary

number of fires, chiefly in the high mountains, where they are most
ditticult to get at (juickly. Fortuuatcly the fall rains set in early

—

before the end of August—so that the acute period was relatively

brief. The cost of fire fighting was increased by the high prices of

supplies and the prevailing wage scale. The exjienditures for fire

fighting were approxinuitely $.S( )(),()( 10. Since tbe apj)r<)priation for

this purpose was $250,000, a deficiency appropriation must again be

sought. It has been necessary to go to Congress for such appropri-
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ations in six out of tlic iiiiic yi'ars (hat liaxt' |)assc(l since the fire-

H<ihtin^ fiimls were cut from $l,ir)(),()(H) for the fiscal year 11)12 to
^H.^O.OOO for 191,'?, with siil)sc(|iicnt further irductions. It is helicved
tJKit in nornuil veai's an expcudiluie for lire li^ditin^^ of from $(j(H).0()0

to $S()0,()()() must be antici])ate(l.

MANAGEMENT.

TIMBKK.

I'he orowino- shorta^ic of tinilx-r in the Kastern States has an
important bearino- ui)on the achuinisLration of the National Forests.
Many forest industries are moving Avestward to new fields of raw
material. They are brintiino- to t])e National Forests an increasing
demand for publicly owned tinilu-r. They are putting to the test,

as never before, not only the elliciency of tlie Forest Service as busi-

ness manager of 155,0()(),()()() acres oi' i)ul)lic property, but also the
basic idea of forest management, namely, controlled use Avith a con-
stant renewal and perpetuation of the I'esource.

The economic relation of the National Forests to local communi-
ties and to particular industries also assumes an increasing measure
of importance. In many instances the National Forests now stand
as the principal means of livelihood for manufacturing connnuni-
ties and large groups of labor and as the source of su})})ort of many
industrial enterprises. This development must be made stable. The
sawdust piles and abandoned mill towns of forest regions in the East
must not be repeated in the public forests of the West. Current use

of their timber must be limited to the material which they can pro-

duce, and the economic means for the utilization of their timber crops
must be developed along stable lines Avhich will make for the interest

of the greatest number in the long run.

An insufficient supply of newsprint and other papers is one of the

most pressing phases of our national situation as to timber. There is

but one effective remedy of the paper shortage—increased production.

The forest resources of the West, particularly the National Forests,

offer opportunities for the increased manufacture of paper on a scale

adequate to meet all the requirements of the country. Large areas of

pul[) timber are available in the northern Rocky Mountains, on the

west slope of the Cascade, in the Sierras, and in the National Forests

of Alaska. The enormous coastal Forests of Alaska particularly, with

their available water powers and opportunities for tideAvater ship-

ment, should be one of the largest and most permanent sources of

l)aper for the entire United States. These public Forests can furnish

1,500,000 tons of paper annually for all time to come, if they are de-

A^eloped under effectiA'^e public control and in accordance with a sound
technical policy. It is indeed fortunate that, in meeting the problems

of timber depletion, the Nation controls these vast Forests as public

resources available for development in such Avays as Avill best serA'e

the public Avelfare. The national interests in the Forests of Alaska,

as in the public Forests of the Western States, must not be lost sight

of in the consideration of any questions relating to their development
or administration.
There Avas a marked increase in the timber business on the National

Forests during the year. The amount cut increased l)y 100,000,000

board feet, or about 14 per cent, and the amount sold by 527,000,000
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board feet, or about 66 per cent. The amount cut in 1920 exceeded
the amount sold in 1919, when hmibermen hesitated to buy laro:e

amounts of timber because of the hij^h cost of buildinii; lojjo-injr rail-

roads or other means of transportation. At the close of the year the
business is still increasing and in many regions is as large as can be
administered efficiently by the limited force available under present
appropriations.

One very gratifying extension of the timber business during the
year is the progress in securing the use of pulp timber in the Xational
Forests of Alaska. The continued shortage of paper, especially news-
pi'int. and the enactment of water-power legislation have greatly
stimulated the interest of paper manufacturers in the opportunities
in southeastern Alaska. One large sale was negotiated and advertised
during the year, and the contract has been signed since June 30. Con-
struction work on the power and pulp-manufacturing plants is now
in progress. Other bodies of timber were cruised at the request of
responsible applicants, and further sales for the supply of large
paper-making plants in southeastern Alaska appear certain. Thirty'

years' supply of raw material is offered under these contracts, with
an equitable provision for the readjustment of stumpage prices from
time to time.

Sucli sales not only will tend to relieve the acute paper sliortage

in the country but represent a most desirable form of permanent
development for southeastern Alaska, where the timber is suitable

for pulp and paper manufacture as Avell as for the manufacture of
lumber. The great area of forest-bearing land, the rapid growth of
tindjer suitable for paper making, and its accessibility to tidewater
afford opportunities for at least 12 or 15 large pulp and paper mills.

Under careful handling of the forests these can be supplied per-

manently and will support an industrial population of considerable
size.

The Forest Service does not propose to repeat in Alaska the pro-

cess of pulpwood depletion which has taken place under private

ownership in the old paper-manufacturing regions. This new in-

dustry in the Xational Forests of Alaska will be restricted in size to

what they can permanently support. The immediate need, how-
ever, is to se. ure the establishment of several plants, and toward this

the Service is making every eft'ort.

The increase in the timber business of the National Forests gen-

erally has emphasized the need, mentioned in last year's report, of

determining within relatively close limits the quantities of timber
which may be cut from forest units on a basis of permanent produc-
tion. Good j)rogress is being made both in blocking out definite

units to be handled on a sustained-yield basis and in determining
what the yield of each will be. The work is being pushed first on
those Forests where the demand is heaviest, and where, as a con-
secjuonce, the need for such plans of management is most acute.

During the year 597,563 acres were cruised carefully and 22,372
roughl}', both in order to prepare for sales and to secure an in-

ventory on which to base plans of timber management. There is

urgent need for an increase in this work, particularly on some of
tlie Forests in the Eastern States and on the Tonga.ss Forest in

Alaska.
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Details in reoard to timber sales are shown in the following
tables

:

Tiinhcr f^ald fixed I ijair ended June SO, I'JIO.

State.

Alabama.
Alaska...,
Arizona. .

.

Arkansas..
California.
•Colorado .

.

Florida
Georgia.

Hoard feet.

Commercial
sales.

4,000
51,1(55,000

29,0:55,000
i:t,902,0()o

i-M\, t5„',0(K)

90, S59, 000
458,000

8,12t),000

Idaho I 129, 2S0, 000

Cost sales. Total.

Michigan.
Minnesota
Montana
Nevada
New llarapshire

.

New Mcxii-o
North Carolina. .

.

Ordgon
South Dakota
Tennessee
Utah
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wyoming

Total, 1920.

Total, 1919.

5,510,000
30,11.3,000

67,487,000
1,263,000
2,657,000
21,256,000
5,826,000

121, 025, (KH)

55,227,000
18,202,000
7,724,000
7,327,000

128,800,000
52,000

156,431,000

748,000
207,000

9,068,000
1,989,000

4,58.5,000
,5,000

19,000

7, 335, 000
50,000

1,294,223,000
772,633,000

1,075,000

3,788,000
735,000
324,000

1,018,0(W
35, 000

628,000

867,000

32,476,000
26,267,000

4,000
51,16.5,000

29,783,000
14,109,000

34,5,520,000

98,848,000
4,58,000

8,126,000
133,871,000

5, .521, 000
30,102,000
74,822,000
1,313,000
2,6,57,000

22,331,000
5,826,000

124,813,000
55,962,000
18, .526, 000
8,742,000
7,362,000

129,428,000
52,000

157,298,000

Value.

Commercial
sales.

$10
80,853
6-5, .807

63, .543

856,471
212,949

756
25, 733

387,999
6,139

.59, 410
147,812

1,.543

1.5, 1.39

.57,315

15,966
214, .335

153,173
29,996
16,975
18,900

251,903
149

337,260

Cost
sales.

$598
154

4,707
1,482

Total.

1,326,699,000 I
i

798,900,000
3,026,136

2 1,809,439

3,524
4
14

5,781
38

662

1,921
626
243
791

30
320

662

21,.557

19,451

$10
86,«53
66, 405

63,697
861,178
214,431

756
25,733

391,523
6,143

59, 424
1.53,593

1,581
1.5, 139
57,977
1.5,966

216, 256
1.53,799

30,239
17,766
18,930

252, 223
149

337,922

3,047,693
1,828,890

1 In aiiition, minir prjlaits, n)t cjnvertible into board feat, were sold, value $5,924.
- In adiition, minir products, not convertible into board feet, were sold, value $5,981.

Timber cut under sales fiscal year ended June 30, J920.

State.

Alatjama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Michigan
Minnesota
Montana
Nevada
New Hampshire.
New Mexico
North Carolina...
Oregon
South Dakota
Tennessee
Utah
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wyoming

Board feet.

Commercial
sales.

4,000
45,403,000
52,769,000
17,981,000

143,066,000
49,308,000

832,000
2,911,000
77,759,000

649,000
13,026,000
54,491,000
1.543,000
3,537,000
34,606,000
8,470,000

118,4.54,000

21,708,000
7,.861, 000
11,470,000
5,329,000

78,415,000
52,000

33,681,000

Cost sales.

565, 000
268,000

2, .336, 000
1,117,000

4,460,000
5,000
19,000

6,172,000
40,000

726,000

2,788,000
628,000
374,000
930,000
26,000

1,064,000

666,000

Total, 1920 783, 325, 000
TotaL, 1919 685,172,000

22,184,000
19,597,000

Total.

4,000
45,403,000
53,334,000
18,249,000

145,402,000
50,425,000

8,32,000

2,911,000
82,219,000

0,54,000

13,045,000
60,663,000
1,583,000
3,537,000

35,332,000
8,470,000

121,242,000
22,336,000
8,235,000
12,400,000
5,3.55,000

79,479,000
52,000

34,347,000

805,509,000
704,769,000

Value.

Commercial
sales.

.?20

80, 189

137,019
63,691

328,453
106,6.53

1,932
11,684

197,951
1,349

38,843
123,965
2,080
19,660
75,653
27,924

236,514
,52,3.86

13,630
25,733
11,874

115,028
149

80,929

1 1,753,.309
2 1,497,702

Cost
sales.

$459
203

1,248
816

3,394
4
14

5,008
30

481

1,500
571
279

719
28
536

510

15,800
14,670

Total.

$20
80, 189
137,478
63,894

329,701
107,469

1,932
11,684

201,345
1,353

38,857
128,973
2,110
19,660
76, 134
27,924

238,014
52,957
13,909
26,452
11,902

115, 564
149

81,439

1,769,109
1,512,372

'In addition, minor products not convertible into board feet were cut, value $2,362.

2 In addition, minor products not convertible into board feet were cut, value $7,779.
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Numher of timber sales, classified accordinf/ to amount of sale, fiscal year
ended June 30, 1920.
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expensive has now all been planted. It is also very desirable to
e.\i)an(l the plantin<jf on the National Foi-ests in Michifran and
Minnesota, where tliere are hii'ge areas oi" land, denuded by lire,

Avhich can l)e planted cheaply and effectively. The plantations
already established in these States have been notably successful and
are rest()rin<!: to pi'oductivity hind Avhicli Imd been completely de-

vastated Ity re[)eated iires.

RANGE.

Genj:ral conditions.—Unusual grazin<^ conditions characterizeu
the year. In the Southwest the ran<::es have seldom been better, but
from about the latitude of Denver north the year was hifj^hlv unsatis-
factory to stockmen.

Practicall}^ throughout this region drought during the summer of
1919 was followed by an exceptionally severe winter, which in Colo-
rado, Wyoming, ISIontana, and part of Utah was unusually prolonged.
Early in April, wdien the supplies of feed were generall}' exhausted
and just as the stock was being turned out on the ranges, a series oi

storms set in. The usual early growth of grass did not appear, and
the cattle and sheep, w'eak and gaunt from their long winter, died by
thousands in spite of the vigorous efforts made by their owners to get
feed to them. Hay went to about $40 a ton on the average, and in

man}' instances $50 and $60 was paid.

In California, the prolonged period of cool spring weather during
which the grass grew but little was unusually serious, and sheep
suffered severely, especially during lambing time. In the face of this

emergency the ranges on mam^ Forests were thrown open seA^eral

weeks earlier than usual. This undoubtedly saved a large number
of stock.

Naturall}^, after such a winter the lamb and calf crops were con-
siderably below the average, although much above what w^as looked
for. With hay so high the cost of lambing in sheds Avas much greater
than usual, but those sheepmen who lambed under such conditions
were well repaid by the increased lamb crop secured. Once the spring
opened, however, and the weather began to moderate, the grasses and
forage plants made rapid advances, since the soil was unusually moist.

At the close of the fiscal year the condition of both stock and feed
on all the National Forests was in general above the average for the
last 10 3'ears, and the outlook for fat cattle, sheep, and lambs in the

fall was excellent.

The number of fat stock turned off from the Forests in the fall of
1919 was fully equal to the average year, in spite of the drought. In
fact, on many Forests all stock, especially cattle, were in much better

shipping condition than usual. This has been noticed in previous
years of drought and is presumably due to the more fully developed
condition of the forage plants. The dry weather also made possible

the full use of many swamp3% wet meadows from which little feed
can ordinaril}' be obtained.

The high prices of hay and concentrated feeds in the fall of 1919
and the prospects of a long winter-feeding period caused large num-
bers of stock to be marketed or shipped to points where feed could be
obtained at more reasonable rates. The stock marketed was sold at

considerable reductions from the prices of the previous three years.
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When the cohl weather broke in the spring of 1920 and the grass
finally began to grow, the stockmen, always hopeful and seeing prom-
ise of plenty of grass, undertook to replenish. This at once sent the
prices of stock up to almost the former levels.

About the middle of May, however, financial complications affected

the bujang of wool and cattle. The buying of wool stopped almost
within a day, and prices dropped from above 60 cents a pound for

western range wool to around 25 cents, with practically no market
at any price. Prices of beef and cattle also declined seriously.

Use of the range.—While adverse market conditions if long-con-
tinued will be reflected in reduced numbers of western live stock, use

of the National Forest ranges Avill not permanently be lessened; for

their carrying capacity is so far below the demand that where one
man drops out others will immediately apply for the vacated range.

Irrespective, therefore, of prosperity or lack of prosperit}'^ in the live-

stock business, the number of stock on the National Forests bids fair

to be reasonably constant, and near the limit set by the necessity of

maintaining the productiveness of the ranges at their maximum.
Xuviber of stock grazed during the jlscal year.—The following

table shows the number of stock grazed on the National Forests for

the fiscal year

:

(Iraziny permits ififiiicd nnd numbrr of stock (/razed, 1020.
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tlie tlolii'iency in tlie iiiinihers entering: the vnuires became apparent
it was too lato to secure other ap|)lirations. The shorta<re, however,
was really a benefit to the ranges, many of which were somewhat
overo:razecL in consequence of the increases made (liirin«r the war
when the needs of the Nation demanded that every animal the ran<res
would carry be placed upon them.

" "

Ranok oiprovkmf.nts.—A re(hiced appropriation for range im-
provements has forced a large curtailment of work of this' kind.
Drift fences which hold cattle on their allotted ranges and prevent
losses by theft and straying, trails and bridges Avhich open up unused
ranges, and watering places increase the number of stock that a
given range can carry, as well as bringing about economies of opera-
tion. They produce increased returns in income to the Government
from the very first year they are installed. The former appropria-
tions for them should be not only restored but very substantially
increased.

The productivity of the National Forest ranges in live-stock prod-
ucts as well as in jjublic revenues can be vastly increased by sys-
tematic improvements. Hitherto this work has progressed at a
snail's pace and piecemeal. It has depended upon voluntary assist-

ance and the payment of a large part of the cost by range users.

From evevy standpoint, especially that of national food supplj'-, the
time has come when the Federal Government should undertake this

work systematically b}^ the expenditure of its own funds. The in-

creased number of live stock that can thus be carried on the ranges
and the increased value of the forage to grazing permittees will

make it possible to recoup the Federal Treasury for outlays in range
improvements within from five to seven j^ears. Future range im-
provements should as far as practicable be constructed in accord-

ance wath such a plan.

Live stock associations.—Our relations with the western stockmen
through the many live-stock associations formed by permittees upon
the National Forests continue to be extremely satisfactory and help-

ful. Through them man}?^ difficult range controversies have been
satisfactorily cleared up. The benefits obtainable by permittees

through cooperation between these associations and the Forest

Service have striking illustration in the matter of purebred bulls.

Several States have laAvs which require stockmen using the public

domain to turn out only bulls which are pure bloods or registered.

The enforcement of these laAvs, however, is usually difficult, because

there is no official of the State whose duty it is to attend to it. On
the National P^orests the Forest Service may and does require the com-
pliance of range users with any special rules looking to more ad-

vantageous use of the range which the stockmen may, throiigh these

associations, adopt and the Service itself may approve. In many
cases such special rules have been adopted requiring each permittee

to provide purebred or registered bulls to the full number called for

under the law. Failure to comply with such rules may deprive the

permittee of his grazing preference. The benefits derived from these

requirements become very quickly and markedly apparent in im-

proved size, conformation, color, etc., of the stock. The fact that

such requirements are in force on the Forest ranges naturally affects

the outside public domain ranges, and thus the wdiole range stock

industry in the vicinity is greatl.y improved.
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Forest officers are instructed to aid in the creation of new associa-

tions of this character and the upbuilding and support of those
already in existence.

Grazing fees.—On February 1, 1917, the Secretarj^ of Agriculture
announced that grazing fees would be based upon the real value of the
forage utilized. Valuation studies in the western range districts were
undertaken, and on March 1, 1919, the grazing fees fornierly in eti'ect

were approximately doubled. The fees then established by the Secre-
tary of Agriculture, which greatly increased the receipts from the
National Forests, represented the best judgment of the department
as to the actual value of the ranges under market conditions prioi- to

that time, taking into account the restrictions placed upon their use
by Forest Service regulations.

This increase in grazing fees, Avhile a definite step in business
management, failed to take into account many differences in range
values. The fees charged on diflt'erent National Forests vary some-
what in accordance with the quality and accessibility of their ranges;
but on each Forest the same fee has been charged for the same trrazinor

season, notwithstanding marked differences in tiie value of the pas-
tures. It was not possible in 1918 to consider all of these factors.
While the general standard of grazing fees has been below what the
abnormal live-stock and forage values in 1919 miy-ht have lustified,

the charges for some of the relatively inferior ranges are fulW equal
to their fair value. It is particularly important to recognize this
in view of the fact that general business conditions are operating to
reduce values in the industry.
To determine the grazing fees in full justice to the stockmen and

the public, the National Forest ranges must be classified by smaller
units and the charges fixed in accordance with the grazing value of
each unit. This involves quality and accessibility of forage, ade-
quacy of water, unavoidable losses in handling stock on account of
topography or the existence of poisonous plants, and the like. Such
a classification will require a deal of careful study on the ground,
but is fundamental to a businesslike handling of the National Forest
ranges in the future. A field appraisal will be made and the ranges
classified during the ensuing two years. A schedule of grazing fees
based on the fair commercial value of each class of range will be
prepared by 1923 and submitted to the live-stock associations, in

order that errors may be corrected and ample opportunity given for
a hearing before the charges are approved. The new fees should
become effective in the grazing season of 1924,

Under authority from the Secretary of Agriculture, a large num-
ber of permits were issued in 1919 granting the use of National
Forest ranges for a period of five years. These permits were issued
with an understanding between the Government and the western
settlers and stock growers that grazing fees would not be increased
during the five-year period. That understanding should not be re-

pudiated by the Government. Such a course would be a breach of
good faith and a serious injury to the live-stock industr}' over a
considerable region witliin which its stability depends to a large
degree upon the fairness of National Forest rules and the dependence
which can be placed upon their enforcement. While the infiated
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many cases <;onevalues of fora<;e in the A\'ostern States have in m...., v ...^^ ^ j;,mic

beyond the chai-f^es for National Forest ran«.(e, this factis no <ri()un(l

for a hasty advance in grazing fees in violation of the good faith of
the dejiartnient. Systematic range classification affords a much
fairer and more accurate basis for dealing with this situation.

WATKK POWKR.

The Forest Service handled relatively little new water-power work
during the fiscal year 1920, most of the intending developers of water
power preferring to wait until the new legislation was passed before
applying for Federal authority in connection with their projects.

The Federal water-power act was finally approved June 10, 1920,
and it is confidently hoped that development under this act will begin
in the \er\ near future on a large scale. The electric power industry
is at present largely underdeveloped, and additional developments
are urgently needed to meet existing and prospective load demands.
The receipts from water-power permits and easements were $88,-

906.84, as compared with $72,322.06 for the fiscal year 1919. Twenty
applications for preliminary rental permits were received. 14 for final

rental permits, of whicli 8 were for transmission lines only, and 8 for
free permits or easements, of which 3 were for transmission lines only.

Data concerning projects under permit at the close of the fiscal year
are given in the accomj)anying table.

M^ater-poicer sites and tran-wiissioit-liiie rUjhtH of uuy under permit and ease-
ment, fi.^cal year 1920.
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RECREATION AND GAME.

The use of the Xational Forests for recreation purposes is increas-

ing^ rapidly. This use is not contined to a few well-adVertised rej^ions

of special attractiveness, but is noticeable in almost all of the 152

Forests. It is common to the White ^lountains, the southern Appa-
lachians, the forests of Minnesota, the Rocky Mountains, the Cas-

cade and Sierras, and the alluring tablelands of Arizona and New
Mexico. As an important use it bids fair to rank third among the

major services performed by the National Forests, with only timber
production and stream-flow regulation taking precedence of it.

The growth of this form of use shows clearly the inadvisability

of legislation at one time contemplated, which by opening the
National Forests to " summer homesteads " would have allowed
private acquisition of tracts exceedingly valuable for public recrea-

tional purposes. Such a system would have blocked general use of
these great Forests for public recreation. Instead the act of March
4, 1915, gave the Secretary of Agriculture authority to issue term
permits for not to exceed 5 acres of National Forest lands for

periods not to exceed 30 years. Under this law reasonable tenure
can be given where substantial investments are contemplated upon
areas not needed in the meantime by the public. In carrying out this

act the Forest Service has engaged in a very extensive development.
Counsel and advice have been secured from competent landscape
engineers, and the guiding policy has been worked out in cooperation
with the foremost national authorities on such subjects. Always
general use by the public, through the reservation of open camp
grounds, has been given first consideration. Special use by indi-

viduals who pay rental has been made secondary to the needs of the

public.

Yet such secondary use is now becoming a very material source of
revenue. At the close of the fiscal A'ear a total of 1,329 permits for

summer residences and commercial resorts were in effect on a single

Forest, the Angeles, in southern California. The revenue from this

one item on this Forest alone amounted last year to approximately
$22,000. The local officers predict that within a few years the reve-

nues obtained from the various recreational settlements within that
Forest will pay the entire cost of protection and administration.

Yet the maximum charge for residence permits within the National
Forests has been fixed by regulation at $25 per annum, and the
minimum is $5.

The use of the National Forests for recreation is being recognized
by many communities as one of their greatest assets and privileges.

This is resulting in the establishment of community camps under
more or less formal organization. They take every form from the
municipal vacation camps erected on the Angeles National Forest
under i)ermit from the Forest Service and maintained and managed
by the city of Los Angeles to the improvement of some favorite picnic

ground in the National Forest by local citizens in cooperation with
the local forest officers. Space is j^rovided for parking automobiles,

simple permanent fireplaces are built, wood is made available for

camp fires and cooking without endangering the Forest from fires,

rustic tables and seats are located conveniently for different parties.
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signs indicate the direction and distance to attractive points, and
public convenience is given tliouglitful consideration. Similar im-

pi-ovcnionts are made by the Forest SorNice when funds are available

and local cooperation can not be obtained to meet a real pul)iic need.

These camps are made available to the public without charge of any
kind by the Forest Service. The vacation camps, such as those main-
tained by Los Angeles, require a charge merely sufficient to cover

the expense of feeding and caring for the successive groups of city

patrons wlio enjoy its privileges under municipal direction.

The appeal for local recreational facilities and the demand for

summer-home sites are growing so rapidly that there is need for men
of special training to direct and plan for the most effective develop-

ment of this service. Many communities are subscribing liberally

for the erection of improvements upon the National Forests for pub-

lic convenience. To bring about the fullest use of the National For-

ests and contribute their proper cpiota to the Jsation's health, there

is needed a special fund of §50,000 for recreational development.

This will permit the employment of several trained landscape en-

gineers, more rapid and at the same time more careful development,

the improvement of additional camp grounds and provision of other

public facilities and conveniences, and enlarged cooperation with

local communities. This is certainly good business policy; the in-

creased receipts from individual home sites, Avhicli is only one by-

product of our recreational work, will return to the Treasury much
more than the total amount to be expended for recreational develop-

ment.
Closely related with the development of our recreational resources

is the use of the National Forests as the habitat of fish and game
and the protection of wild life as a great public resource. Game pro-

tection is one of the regular activities of the field officers of the Forest
Service. Cooperation with the State and local authorities in en-

forcing the game laws has contributed in no small degree toward
making our National Forests more attractive to visitors and con-

serving one of their most valuable resources. This Avork Avill be

continued in the future along the same broad lines.

To make this work most effective and to secure better development
of the fish and game resources of the National Forests, Congress
should make provision for the establishment of game sanctuaries

within which wild life may find securit5^ These should be rela-

tively limited in area, but should be established in considerable num-
ber. Their location will require careful preliminary field investiga-

tion and close cooperation with the State authorities. A favorable
report has already been submitted to Congress upon one such meas-
ure, which would empower the President to establish such game sanc-

tuaries within the National Forests of any State where their estab-

lishment is sanctioned by the State legislature.

In this connection special mention should be made of the necessity

of additional protection for the harassed and decimated herds of elk
using the Yellowstone National Park and the surrounding Forests.
Famine and cold last winter took an unusually heavy toll from their
number. Driven out of the high country by starvation and early
deep snows, the northern herd suffered from hunters along the
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boundary line a percentage loss equal to that of a defeated army.

Many that escaped the hunters perished from cold and starvation

before spring. The southern herd also lost heavily. As a result, the

total number of animals in these two herds is now estimated by the

best qualified officers in the Forest Service to equal one-half of their

number five years ago.

The Poorest Service, in close cooperation with the Biological Sur-

vey, will continue to do all in its jjower to help preserve these great

herds from destruction by neglect. Congress should add to the

Absaroka and Gallatin Forests the lands still in Government owner-

ship now under withdrawal along the Yellowstone River north of

Gardiner, This land is urgently needed as winter range for the elk.

Local settlers need not be excluded from the continued use of this

range, for the small number of stock owned by them can easily be

taken care of without materially affecting the well-being of the elk.

If Congress makes the addition as recommended, its use by both game
and domestic stock can be worked out without injury or injustice to

any of the local residents. If this action is not taken the outlook for

the northern elk herd is gloomy indeed. The prospects for the south-

ern herd are more bright ; but additional purchases of land for winter

feeding grounds appear absolutely essential.

ROADS, TRAILS, AND OTHER IMPROVEMENTS.

The mileage of road and trail construction during 1919 eclipsed

all previous figures. This is the more notable in view of the high cost

and scarcity of labor. The large amount of investigative and survey

work was carried on during 1918, when construction was restricted to

projects that would contribute toward the prosecution of the war,

aided materially in getting work under way early in 1919. This

was particularly true of administrative and protective roads and
trails. Special effort has been made to complete as quickly as possi-

ble the roads and trails essential to an effective system of fire protec-

tion; but although excellent progress has been made, a tremendous
amount of transportation development remains to be accomplished

before all danger points can be reached quickly. The accessibihty

of the forests for recreation has been greatly increased by the com-
pletion of many of the projects.

Tiie following tabulation shows the number of miles of public

roads and trails constructed or improved during the calendar year

1919, and also the total at the close of the year. These figures include

the work surveyed and constructed under the immediate supervision

of the Bureau of Public Koads as well as that of the Forest Service:
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€oiistn(cH(>ii (iikI iniin-oveiiicnt of roads ainl (ruils^ from road appropriations
and cooperative funds, by States.
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Through a cooperative arrangement the road projects which require
the supervision of engineers intensively trained in highway engineer-
ing and construction are handled by the Bureau of Public Roads.
Numerous road imi)rovement and repair i)rojects are required pri-

marily for the administrative and protective needs on the Xational
Forests. The standards set for such Avork aim more at utility com-
bined with economy tlian the higher types of construction, and the
"work calls more largely for practical, rough-and-ready motliods th-in

for technical engineering skill. This work, together with trail

-

building and maintenance, is handled directly by the Forest Service
in conjunction with administration, i)rotection, and other activities on
tlie Forests. It is coordinated Avith fire protection as far as possil>le,

so that construction crews may be available in remote areas of great
fire hazard as part of the fire-suppression organization. Very grati-

fying results from a protection standpoint have come about through
the operation of this plan.

In the following tabulation are shown the projects approved and
the liabilities involved during the fiscal year and prior to that time:

Summari/ of road and bridge projects undertaken to end of fiscal year 1920}

NUMBER AND LENGTH OF PROJECT.

Status of projects.
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The distribution amon*; States of the amounts available for roads

and trails from now ai)i)ropriations available on July 1, 1920, are

indicated below.

state.

Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Idaho
Montana
Nevada
New Mexico..

.

Oregon
South Dakota.
Utah
Washineton...
Wyoming

Florida
Michigan. ..

Minnesota..
Nebraska. .

.

Oklahoma.

.

Porto Rico.

Alabama
Georiia
Mamc
Ne y Hampshire.
North (.arolina.

.

South Carolina .

.

Tennessee
Virsinia
West Virginia . .

.

10 percent.

$10
49
7

72
4

49
3.-,

11

31
4.S

S

2t

29
25

fi92. 15
,8.51.27

, 100. 83
401.33
4<U,S0
,939.12
200. 87
,483.89
,144.97
049. 40
,009.00
,204.37
704. 70

2.30. 30

Peel ion 8.

2,444.83
153.31

2,003.09
1,,')49.0S

500. 26

$44,935.00
54,8,58.00
9,619.00

137, .586. 00
04,960.00

105, .509. 00
71,393.00
19,045.00
39,018.00
130,071.00
8,039.00

40, 493. 00
90,880.00
42,230.00

1921 Federal
Forest road
construction.

$89,386.00
137,173.00
21,825.00

31)0,000.00
1.59,893.00

4.36,3.53.00

232,000.00

Special fund^
Equi iment
Ad ininistrative expenses.
Unallotted ba'ance

.58. 73
725. 57
109.97

2,108.67
3,064.66

68. 36
2,402.80
2,1,55.25

211.01

Total. 472,025.25

I

12,187.00

182,200.00
237,.595. 00
27,019.00
lO^i.SSO.OO

195,044.00
60,-307.00

20,596.00

29,111.00

100, 000. GO

1,000,000.00

131,159.00

111,000.00
300,000.00
189,000.00

3,000,000.00

' For administrative expenses, for purchase of equipment, and for increasing apportionments to Stales.

An intensive administrative and econmic study of road needs,

befrun in 1918, indicates that to equip the National Forests adequately

with the roads and trails necessary for their proper administration,

protection, and full usefulness to the public will require an aggre-

gate investment far beyond anything yet provided for. The total

expenditure, approved "from Federal funds for the calendar year

1920, is $8,127,823, which will leave a balance on January 1, 1921,

of only about $3,600,000 in all appropriations. After January 1,

1921, there will be no further appropriations from the Federal Forest

road-construction fund, and only $1,000,000 will be available annually

from the section 8 fund. It is clearly evident that the program of

development on which so excellent a start has been made the last

two years must be sharply curtailed unless additional funds are

provided at once.

It is believed that approximately three-quarters of the approved

work for the calendar year 1920 will be completed in spite of the

fact that increases in the estimated or actual costs, difficulties m
obtaining cooperation from local agencies, and the difficulty in secur-

ing reasonable bids from contractors have caused a reduction in the

amount of work.
The transfer from the War Department of surplus materials,

equipment, and supplies suitable for use in road improvement has
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progressed riitlier slowly, and as a result a considerable amount of
equipment had to be purchased. It is hoped that a substantial sav-
ing in construction costs will result when the transfer of sufficient

equipment and supplies for the needs of the National Forest work is

accomplished.
The construction of improvements of all kinds during the fiscal

year comprised 1,082 miles of roads; 1,504 miles of trails; 722 miles
of telephone lines; IT miles of fire lines: 37 lookout structures: 44
bridges; 253 miles of fences; 382 dwellings, barns, and other build-
ings; 9 corrals: and 179 water improvements. Of these, 687 miles
of roads, 158 miles of trails. 84 miles of telephone lines, 124 miles of
stock fences, 10 miles of fire lines, 11 bridges, 31 w\ater improvements,
4 corrals, 3 lookouts, and 1 other structure were built in cooperation
with communities, associations, and individuals.

The value of all imi)r()vements on the National Forests at the close
of the year constructed from funds derived from congressional ap-
propriations and the contributions of cooperators is estimated at

$12,956,829. Of this amount $10,602,906, or 81.8 per cent, represents
works of communication and protection; $2,007,244. or 15 5 per cent,
improvements used in administration; and $346,679, or 2.7 per cent,
range improvements. The lines of communication within the Forests
constructed l)v or under the direction of the Forest Service now
total 5.043 miles of roads, 29,419 miles of trails, and 25,031 miles of
telephone lines.

COOPERATION WITH STATES.

Expenditures from the appropriation of $100,000 made by Con-
gress for fire protection on the forested watersheds of navigable
streams in cooperation with the States, and the expenditures of the
States which have entered into cooperative agreements for this pur-
pose, are shown in the following table :

Cooperative expenditures, fiscal year 1920, from Federal appropriations (iml by
the S!tatcs for protecting forested uatersheds of varif/ahle strea)iis from fire.

State.

Maine
New Hampshire.
Vermont
MassachiLsctts. ..

Rhode Island
Conneftiont
New "^'ork

New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Maryland
VirRinia
AVest \'irpinia. .

.

North f'arolina.

.

Kentucky
Louisiana
Te.xas

.

Federal.

Miehigan
Wisconsin
Mirmesota
South Dakota
-Montana
Idaho
AA'ashington
Oregon
ralifomia
Administration and inspection.

Total
Unexpended balance

.

Approiiriation

$10,432.2.5

6,073.02
1,978.00
3,840.75
294.00
932. 25

5, 150. 37
2,120.41
4,024.24

1 , 790. 55
4,6.50.00

5, 085. 00
1,&51.04
1,739.50
1.365.50
2; 361. 31

2,110.00
3,518.57
6, 067. 34

94.00
2.54..50

5, 4 15. .50

5,206.00
6,306.23
1,995.96
8,181.57

State.

5116,^4.11
24,7.39.15

5, 879. 46
39.333.60
1,762.45
4,839.27

132, .528. 56
21,703.83
56, 768. 61
4,585.84
6,886.23

10,6.54.01

3,011.13
1,705.00
2,821.35
4,.350. 27

60,586.46
21,942.28
1(M,096.03
3, .501. 00

51,549.50
92,.524. 37
48,951.34
28,787.86
10,196.53

Total.

$127,276.36
30,812.17
7,857.46

43,174.35
2,056.45
5,771.52

137,678.93
23,824.24
60, 792. 85
6,376.39
11,536.23
15,739.01
4,862.17
3,444.50
4,186.85
6,711.58
62,696.46
25,460.85
110,163.37
3,595.00
51,8)4.00
97,939.87
.54,1.57.34

35,094.09
12,192.49
8,181.57

92,837.86 i

7,162.14 I

860,548.24 953,386.10

100,f)0<XOO
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( ooperatiou was iii;ui«j:urate(l with two new States—California
and IVnnsyhania. The iiro-protfclion needs oi' both of these States
are hu<j:e, iv(niirin«i- funds many times greater than coiihl be pro-
\ iiled. Two of the older States suspended coo[)eration, owin<r to
State departmental dilliculties. With one of these States—South
Dakota—cooperation was revived toward the very close of the year.
In the other—Kentucky—the difliculties are of more serious charac-
ter, since the State has withdrawn its supi)ort from forestry and
forest-fire prevention. At the close, of the year 24 States were co-
operatino- actively with the Federal (Jovernment.

Cooperation with the States in fire protection has shrunk durin<^
the year, measured in terms of actual activity. This is because, with
the same funds available, it has been possible to hire on the average
only about two-thirds the number of men formerly employed. In
some States the shrinkage has been even greater. This circumstance
created a serious condition in many of the States, particularly in the
West, where a most severe fire season impelled an expansion in all

tire-protection activities.

The States Mith which the Forest Service now cooperates in fire

prevention to the extent of its very limited funds contain approxi-
mately 150,0()(),000 acres of forest land which are under some form of
protection. The same States contain at least 65.000,000 acres of
forest land which is largely or wholly unprotected from fire. There
are 11 additional States which should join forces with the Federal
Government in forest-fire prevention. These States contain at least

100,000,000 acres of forest land now almost wholl}^ without protec-

tion of any kind. In other words, out of a total of 315,000,000 acres

of private forest land upon which we depend for future supplies of

timber less than one-half is now being protected from fire.

Lack of protection applies particularly to the enormous areas of

logged-off land where rapid second grow^th should now be taking
place. The destruction every year of all young growth, aside from
much merchantable timber, on enormous areas of forest land is the

very root of timber depletion and future shortages of essential forest

products. The first essential stej) in a national forestry policy is to

put an end to this wasteful and unnecessary destruction by forest

fires.

Forest-fire statistics collected, as in former years, in cooperation

with States and private agencies indicated that the total number of

recorded fires throughout the country during the calendar year 1919
was more than 27.000, tlie damage $14,500,000, and the area burned
8,250,000 acres. These figures are below the average for the four

years 1916 to 1919, and indicate that taking the country as a Avhole

the season was an unusually favorable one except for the West. Over
one-third the total number of fires and total area burned and over
one-half the damage in 1919 occurred west of the (ireat Plains.

RESEARCH.

FOREST PRODUCTS.

The year marked the completion of 10 years of research by the

Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wis. 'Its work, at first

little appreciated, is noAv generally recognized both in this country
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and abroad as of immense value to science and industry. In all, the

investigations of the Laboratory have cost about $2,000,000 and are

believed to be now saving industry at least $30,000,000 annually. But
its value is not confined to such benefits. If the material from an
acre of forest can be made to go twice as far or to last twice as long
as formerly the result is the same as if the production of that acre

were doubled. Investigations leading to the more efficient utilization

of forest products are thus an integral part of any comprehensive
program aimed at the perpetuation of our forest resources.

The ending of the war did not terminate investigations connected
with the national defense. Many projects undertaken during the

war were comj^leted and a number of new projects were started,

including the design of various types of airplane struts and the de-

velopment of a plywood airplane wing. Extensive tests were made
on white ash and other species to determine the effect of spiral grain

and of various other defects and blemishes on strength.

In addition to specific designs the closer utilization of existing

supplies of aircraft woods was investigated and types of built-up

beams Avere developed. The laboratory will make investigations

connected in one wa}' or another with the national defense a part of

its regular program, in cooperation with the War and Navy Depart-

ments.
Knowledge of the mechanical properties of wood was extended

through 62,000 tests, covering 57 different species. The total number
of such tests made by the laboratory is now 500,000. Among the

subjects of investigation were the effect of commercial processes of

wood ]:>reservation on the strength of structural timber, the tough-

ness and shearing strength of various kinds of plywood, its bolt-

bearing and screw-fastening proi)erties, and the impairment of

strength of Avood under continuous vibration. The services of the

box-testing laboratory were extensively used by manufacturers and
shippers. Several private box-testing laboratories modeled on that

at Madison have been built. The best methods of packing various

commodities, such as shoes, phonographs, cream separators, and
scrul)l)ing machines, and the design of containers of the highest effici-

ency and lowest cost, were subjects of continuous study. Tests of the

value of western woods for box making resulted in establishing

white fir, formerly thought to be of little value for boxes, as a com-

mei'ciid box wood.
Further studies were made to improve the formulas for water-

proof glues for plywood manufacture. Information on the prepara-

tion and use of various glues was furnished to numerous commercial

manufacturers. Special courses of instruction were given to repre-

.sentativos of glue and plywood users.

The study of stresses in composite pieces of wood glued in varying

combinations was completed, with results that will be of value in all

kinds of built-up construction. Studies of the conditioning and
manufacture of airplane propellers were continued and recommenda-
tions made for the revision of present manufacturing specifications.

Manufacture and test of various types of joints and s])lices in pro-

peller laminations furnished information of value to propeller manu-
facturers and others whose work requires the joining of pieces to

form large boards.
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A 40-page catalogue of service tests of railroad ties, covering all

installations on Avhieli the lal)oratt)ry is keei)ing ins])ection records,
was completed and printed in the 1920 proceedings of the American
Wood Preservers' Association. This information is of great value to
railway engineers and Avood preservers. Service-test records of posts,
poles, piling, and other forms of timber were ol)tained and made
available to farmers, telephone and electric companies, engineers, and
architects. As a result of experiments by the laboratory demon-
strating the value of sodium fluoride, two railroad companies and one
mining company have decided to use this material for the preserva-
tive treatment of railroad ties.

The effect of different amounts of various chemicals added to

hardwoods previous to distillation has been studied. It was found
that the addition of a small amount of sodium carbonate increases
tlie yield of wood alcoliol by from 50 to GO per cent without seriously
affecting the yields of the other valuable products. The method is

effective, however, only Avhen the material for distillation is in the
form of small pieces of wood or sawdust briquettes. In cooperation
with the Bureau of Mines, a study was started to determine the value
of different fractions of hardwood tar as flotation oils. The cooper-
ators have already reported that certain of the tar-oil fractions show
great promise of becoming excellent substitutes for pine oil, which is

the most universal and most expensive flotation oil now in use.

A line of work which may lead to results of far-reaching import-
ance was the production of a stock food by a process similar to that

develoj^ed for the manufacture of ethyl alcohol from sawdust. In
this process the wood cellulose is first converted into a sugar by treat-

ing the saAvdust with a dilute solution of sulphuric acid under pres-

sure. The acid is then neutralized and the sugar solution after

evai^oration to a thick molasses is combined with the dried residue

to form a brownish meal somewhat resembling bran. A stock feed

prepared in this way showed, on preliminar}^ tests, great promise of

being a valuable carbohj'^drate food.

The study of seasoning southern SAvamp oaks in vehicle sizes repre-

sents one of the tAvo most important ncAv investigations in kiln dry-

ing undertaken during the year. The other is an iuA^estigation into

the operation of commercial kilns of A^arious types, with special ref-

erence to drying efficiency, cost of operation, and relatiA^e cost of kiln

drying and air drying. luAestigations have been completed at tAVO

plants and are under way at a third. The experimental work on
the effect of kiln drying on the strength of aircraft Avoods has been

nearly completed, only a fcAv kiln runs on cypress still remaining to

be done.

Giving advice to commercial concerns in the solution of their kiln-

drying problems is a matter of daily routine. While the majority of

the requests for help are handled through the mails, many manu-
facturers and engineers visit the laboratory to receiA^e more detailed

assistance. The saving in stock, time, and otherwise brought about

by the application of this advice has been A^ery great, amounting in

at least one case to as much as $300 per day. Forest Service Avater

spray kilns have proved so satisfactory in actual operation that they

have been installed or are being built not only in the United States

but in India, Australia, New Zealand, and Mexico.
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Work on the production of book and similar papers from cotton
1 inters was continued, and mill tests have demonstrated that a very
high grade of paper can be made. Two large companies are now
erecting plants for the manufacture of paper from this material, bas-

ing their plans largely on the experimental work conducted by the
laborator}'. AVork was continued on the determination of the suit-

ability of wood pulp for the manufacture of nitrocellulose, and an
acceptable pulp was developed for the use of the Ordnance Corps.
A comprehensive study was made of the influence of deca}^ in wood

on the quantity and quality of pulp produced. Infected wood is esti-

mated to cause losses in pulp yields of up to 20 per cent, while the

losses in stored pulp are probabl}^ at least $5,000,000 a year. The
effect of a wide variety of preservatives on ground wood pulp laps,

the infection of wood under various moisture conditions, the isolation

and identification of the organisms causing decay, and the local con-

ditions under which pulp is stored were investigated.

Efforts to get the results of investigations widely known and prac-

tically applied included publication through Government bulletins,

periodical articles, and mimeographed technical notes; commercial
demonstrations of new and improved methods; cooperative instruc-

tion courses; and the maintenance of close contact with the wood-
using industries generalh'.

These measures facilitated the early and general utilization of re-

sults and brought more requests for assistance than could possibly be

met. Practical training courses in kiln-drjnng, glue work, and box-
ing and crating have been developed to meet these requests more
effectively. These courses, largely attended by factory superintend-

ents, have proved one of the most satisfactorj^ means of getting the

results of the laboratory into actual use.

A much wider use by American industries of the practical results

of the studies could readily be brought about. A large percentage
of the time of the research staff is being given to the handling of

impiiries, to the detriment of further study of problems that are of

urgent importance. To preserve a proper balance between research

essential to further progress and efforts to secure application of the

results of past research, either the working force must be increased

or a limitation must be placed on the time given to making results

available to industry.

In the National Forest districts in the West the work in forest

products consisted largely in the advising of administrative officers

on current problems connected with forest and wood utilization and
the development of markets for the closer utilization of National
Forest timber. Time and cost studies of logging and milling opera-

tions were also conducted, the results of which will be of value both

to private operators and in National Forest administration.

FOREST MANAGEMENT.

Under this head is included a wide range of investigations having
to do with the botanii al and silvical characteristics of trees and
forests and with their protection, reproduction, and growtli. In

nearly all of them ol)servations covering many years are necessary

to establish definite conclusions. For this reason the bulk of the

work is being centralized as rapidly as possible at Fore.st experi-

2443.5—AOR V.yj(y 17
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ment stations, where continuous records and observations can be
maintained indefinitely.

In the numerous studies in tree phintin<^, wliich have occupied
much attention for the last 5 or 10 years, much progress has been
made. These studies have been directed hu'f^ely toward determining
the best methods of nursei-y practice and of iiehl planting and sow-
ing. They have aided largely in developing the science of tree

planting in the National Forest regions, and their results are being
constantly utilized in the large-scale operations carried on by the
Service. The planting investigations Avhich now remain are largely

observations over long periods in order to establish the final con-
clusions definitely and the improvement of methods whose general
features have been developed. Meantime greater emphasis is being
given, in research, to the best methods of cutting in order to secure
satisfactory natural reproduction and rapid growth of desirable

species. This will be a factor of importance in the national move-
ment for the prevention of forest devastation.

Studies of existing forests to determine the rate of growth and
yield of forest products which may be expected at different ages
when the forests are properly managed have already furnished the
basis for regulating the cut on a number of National Forests with
a view to a perpetual yield of timber.

Investigations in Arizona and New Mexico which have been under
way for a number of years have yielded conclusive evidence that

satisfactory natural reproduction of western yellow pine, the species

of chief commercial importance in that region, can be secured only
at wide intervals, averaging probably about 20 years. The high
value of such natural reproduction, when it does occur, requires that

every reasonable safeguard be provided to protect it from injury.

These facts have led to unavoidable reductions in the live stock

grazed on certain National Forests in the Southwest, in order to

reforest cut-over areas.

The investigation of the effect of forest cover on stream flow, which
is being conducted at the Wagon Wheel Gap Experiment Station in

Colorado, in cooperation with the Weather Bureau, has entered its

most interesting phase as a result of the removal of the forest cover

on one of two adjacent watersheds under observation. During the

preceding eight years the behavior of the two streams at all times of

the year and under all conditions was definitely established by sys-

tematic and continuous records.

As a result, it will be jxissible to predict what the flow of the stream
from the denuded watershed would luive been under practically any
conditions if the forest cover had remained intact. During the

second phase of the experiment the same observations will be con-

tinued, to determine what effect the removal of the forest cover will

have on the flow of the stream coming from that Avatershed. Already
a marked difference has been observed in the behavior of this stream
in that the spring flood occurred much earlier and the water ran off

more rapidly than Avould have been expected under undisturbed con-

ditions.

In southern California, where the regulation of stream flow and
prevention of erosion by forest cover are of the greatest importance
to large areas of valuable irrigated lands, observations on water-
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sheds severely burned in tlie fall of 1919 have shoAvn more rapid

run-olF and <rreath' increased erosion resnltino; from the removal

of the cover. In some cases several inches of surface soil was re-

moved from the burned areas by heavy rains which caused little or

no erosion in adjacent unburned watersheds. Check dams erected in

the bed of one of the streams followino; the fire were completely filled

Avith debris, and measurements of the peak dischar<re showed that

detritus formed much the greater part of the run-off. Investigations

of methods of reestablishing the cover and controlling erosion are

being continued in cooperation with local interests.

The study in cooperation with the Office of Farm Management on
the relation of woodland to the rest of the farm was practically com-
pleted and its relative importance in different regions and under
varying conditions established. The value to the farmer of his wood-
land is often much greater than he realizes. With the rapidly di-

minishing supply of old-growth hardwoods, farm woodlands may
assume much greater importance in the near future as a source of

commercial hardwood supply.

Xecessary forest research has been handicapped seriously by the

reduction of 36 per cent in the appropriation for this purpose below
that of the preceding year. Three experiment stations previously

established in Colorado, Idaho, and Washington have had to be vir-

tually closed and current studies in important eastern forest regions

have had to be postponed or greatly restricted. To build up for-

estry practice in the United States adequately the four experiment
stations in the West should be fully equipped and manned and addi-

tional stations should be established in New England, the Allegheny
region, the southern Appalachians, the Southern Pine Belt, the Lake
States, and California. Sufficient funds to make a definite start

upon this program, as well as to maintain the economic and indus-

trial investigations, would be no more than a wise public outlay for

the perpetuation of one of our most essential natural resources.

FOREST ECONOMICS.

The steady depletion of our forest resources, coupled with the many
problems presented by the changed conditions following the war. has
accentuated the need for economic investigations relating to the forest

and its products and led to increased work in this field. Emphasis
was also given to this line of research by the passage in February
of Senate resolution 311 requesting the Forest Service to furnish by
June 1 such information as was available regarding timber deple-
tion, lumber prices, lumber exports, and concentration of timber
oAvnership. A number of other specific studies along economic lines

were undertaken. One of the more important dealt with the pulp
and paper industry. Since 191G the prices of various kinds of paper
have materially advanced, and in the fall of 1919 an unprecedented
demand for newsprint brought the paper question prominently be-

fore the country. Various bills were introduced in Congress looking
toward the relief of the publishers. A careful analysis of the situa-

tion by the Forest Service made it apparent that permanent relief

can be secured only by increasing jii-oduction and ])roviding an ade-
(|uate supply of raAV material from wliich newsprint is manufactured.
Fundamentally the continuation of the newsprint industry, as of

other wood-using industries, is dependent upon the practice of for-
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estry. Immediately the need is to develop western sources of supply.
This was made clear in a report on a bill introduced by Senator Poin-
dtvxter authoriziuir the Secretary of Agriculture to make a survey of
pulpwoods on the public domain and to prepare a plan for the
reforestation of pulpwood lands. The report brouglit out that the
use of newsprint paper has been increasin<^ much more rapidly than
the population while the supply of raw material in the regions where
its manufacture is centered has been steadily decreasing. Approxi-
mately 95 per cent of the newsprint manufacturing industry is in
New England, New York, and the Lake States. Large areas in these
regions, once covered with pulp timber, have been cut over or burned
over and are now producing but little, and the annual cut is several
times greater than the growth of the forests. The industry has made
but a meager development in the Pacific Northwest and none in
Alaska, where our largest remaining timber supplies suitable for
newsprint are located. Canadian supplies are no more inexhaustible
than our own, and in the eastern provinces the industry is still ex-
panding very rapidly. The United States can not permanently rely
on obtaining increased supplies of pulpwood and newsprint from
Canada, even if that should be regarded as desirable as a matter of
public iDolicy. An exhaustive survey of our pulpwood resources, as
proposed by the Poindexter bill, is necessary and urgent.

Greatly increased attention was paid to keeping in touch with the
situation and developments in the lumber industry. Current studies

were made of market conditions, lumber production, stocks on hand,
shipments, and price tendencies, as well as of labor and operating
conditions, exports and imports, and transportation. The collection

of lumber prices was conducted on a more systematic and comprehen-
sive basis than before. In the case of southern yellow pine, current

prices based on actual sales are now being obtained on an approxi-

mate annual cut of 10,000,000,000 board feet.

Statistical work connected with the production of forest products

was continued. Figures covering the production of lumber, lath,

and shingles, tight and slack cooperage, and wood pulp, and the con-

sumption of pulpwood for the calendar year 191S were secured and
published. These statistics are the only authoritative ones of the

kind collected and are widely used not only by the lumber and other

wood-using industries, but by various Government organizations and
the business world in general.

RANGE INVESTIGATIONS.

During the field seasons of 1917 and 1918, as a war measure, all

available range experts were placed on a rough survey with a view

to immediate!}^ increasing the stock carried on the National Forest

ranges as far as possible. Beginning wath the field season of 1919.

intensive range reconnaissance to determine permanent carrying capa-

cities was again undertaken; 1.935,830 acres were covered by special

crews and 180,338 by local forest officers, bringing the total area of

National Forest range thus covered to date up to 18,524,508 acres.

The experiments in the artificial reseeding of range with cultivated

forage plants were continued in a limited way at the Great Basin

Experiment Station and Jornada Range Reserve. They confirm the

view that this method will be useful on a small, but iniportant, per-

centage of the range where growth conditions are exceptionally favor-
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able. Progress was made in determining where such reseeding can
be done profitably and the proper season for it under certain con-
ditions. Investigations in seeding and planting native species at the
Great Basin and Fort Valley Experiment Stations have shown that
good results can be obtained with hardy species grown under con-
ditions similar to those on the area to be seeded.
The importance and value of the experiments in the natural re-

seeding and management of range were never more clearly demon-
strated than in 1919. At the Jornada Range Reserve 1918 was
the last of three years of drouth accompanied by progressive range
deterioration. On many adjoining ranges, where excessive grazing
continued, there was almost an extinction of forage plants. Within
the reserve the vegetation, though depleted in density, was so
vigorous as a result of the management practiced that the favorable
climatic conditions in t919 produced practically a normal crop of
forage.

The management plan applied within the reserve brought the
breeding herd through the drought with extremely light losses and
good calf crops, as against heavy losses and low calf crops on outside
ranges, and demonstrated that the raising of high-grade cattle on
such lands can be made a stable industry instead of one subject to
heavy periodic losses. This is of utmost importance to the live-stock
industry of the Southwest.

Investigations at the Great Basin Experiment Station indicate the
possibility of determining changes in the improvement or deteriora-

tion of ranges through comparatively slight changes in the plant
composition. If this relationship holds true generally, it will afford

a means of detecting damage at an early stage, when counter-
measures will not materially affect the use of the range. The studies

along this line will be continued and extended to other regions.

The study of the distribution, forage value, and life history of the

plants which make up the forage crop on the National Forest ranges
was continued. Several new species were collected and identified.

In all about 39,500 specimens, representing about 5,200 species and
varieties, have been collected and observed to determine their im-
portance as forage components. Economic notes are now available

for about 2,800 species of National Forest range plants. Nearly 4,000
specimens were added to the range plant herbarium in the Washing-
ton office.

The study of grazing on alpine lands subject to erosion and floods

emphasized the necessity for care to avoid overgrazing such lands
and for prompt adjustment of grazing, if erosion has set in, so that
revegetation will take place.

Continued attention was given to improved methods of salting cat-

tle to secure better distril)ution of stock and consequently better

utilization of the range. By the construction of 6G salt troughs and
the application of a jjroperly arranged salting plan one cattle allot-

ment on the Minam Forest, Oreg., now grazes approximately 2,200
head of cattle and horses as compared with 1.574 head in 1913. A
cattle range on the Okanogan Forest, Wash., was increased in

grazing capacity from 800 head in 1914 to 1,300 head in 1917 by the
construction of 36 salt troughs, the development of a few springs, and
building a few short drift fences; and the condition of both stock and
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i'an<i;e \vas improved. Similar results, tlu)ii<^h not always so marked,
are l)ein<; widely secured on the National Forest cattle ranges.

At the Cireat Basin Experiment Station intensive investigations

have shown that removal of the herbage of range forage plants four

times in a season caused the yield to decline until at the end of the

third year most of the plants had heen killed. AVhere the herbage
was remo\ed but once or twice near maturity the yiehl increased with
each year and was many times greater. The vigor and root systems of

the plants were also markedly better.

On many ranges full utilization of the forage is possible only by
grazing both cattle and sheep on the same range, but failure to adju.st

the ratio of cattle to sheep in accordance with the forage available

may have undesirable consequences. This subject will receive further

study.

The work of eradicating tall larkspur by grubbing was further
extended. By the end of the fiscal year about 3,580 acres had been
grubbed at an average cost of $5.50 per acre, while 8,800 acres more,
where the larkspur was present in small quantities, had been cleared

at about 20 cents per acre. The total cost has been $19,930, of which
stockmen paid about one-half. The value of stock saved is estimated
at over $34,000 annually. Stockmen generally are willing to con-

tribute 50 per cent or more of the cost of eradicating poi.son plants

and in some cases are undertaking the eradication of their own
accord.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Twenty-three new publications were issued. The distribution of
Forest Service publications totaled 213,599 copies. About 111 ad-

dresses were made, mainly at expositions and upon request from
National Forest users, lumbermen's associations and similar trade
bodies, technical societies, and educational institutions. The distri-

bution of lantern slides and traveling exhibits was extraordinarily
effective this year, the number of persons reached being more than
six times as large as the year before. Lantern slides were loaned
to mo)'e than 417 persons engaged in educational work. These were
shown 1,095 times and to 70,898 persons. Additions to the lantern

slide collection totaled 1,627, and 101 bromide enlargements, 44 trans-

parencies, and 2,263 lantern slides were colored. Traveling exhib-

its of photographs, maps, drawings, and wood samples "were loaned
to 241 schools and libraries. Through sales, loans, and gifts 4,650 in-

dividual photographic prints were made available for outside illus-

trative purposes.
More extensive use than eA'^er before was made of the Forest Serv-

ice librar}^ in Washington. Loans from it, more than two-thirds

of Avhich were periodicals, totaled 11,143, or an increase of nearly
28 per cent over the previous year. Additions to the library amounted
to 705 books and pamphlets bringing the total number on file at the
end of the year to 21,619. Several bibliographies were prepared,

the most extensive of which was one on Douglas fir, containing some
350 titles. Additions to the 162 field libraries of the Service brought
to 31,878 the books and pamphlets recorded in the main library, be-

sides numerous State and other publications not so recorded.



REPORT OF THE CHEMIST.

United States Department of Agriculture,
Bureau of Che:sii.stry,

Washington, D. C, Octoher 15, 1920.

Sir : I submit herewith the report of the work of the Bureau of
Chemistry for the fiscal j^ear ended June 30, 1920.

Respectfully,

C. L. Alsberg,
Chief of Bureau.

Hon. E. T. Meredith,
Secretary of Agriculture.

REPORT OF WORK.

The struggle to maintain efliciency despite mounting operating
costs, rapid turnover of the personnel, and reduction of the force
through resignations, for which inadequate salaries alone are re-

sponsible, has been the main characteristic of the 3'ear's work.
The average salary for chemists is $2,275 per annum, the minimum
$1,200, and the maximum $4,500. The average salary for food and
drug inspectors is $1,840, the minimum $1,400, and the maximum
$2,500. In addition, all employees upon a salary of $2,500 or less

receive, by special act of Congress, a bonus of $240 per annum.
On June 30, 1920, the staif of the bureau consisted of 593 persons,

of whom 2G3 were chemists and technically trained men, 42 inspectors,

155 clerks, and 133 miscellaneous employees. During the year the
bureau lost by resignation, transfer, or death 74 technically trained
men, 12 inspectors, and 68 clerks. The total loss Avas 210 persons,
which is 35 per cent of the present force, and does not take into

account a considerable number of vacancies. Among those who re-

signed were the chief of the eastern food and drug inspection dis-

trict; the chemist in charge of the color laboratory and his under-
study; the chemist in charge of the food research laboratory; the

chemist in charge of the ofiice of State and municipal cooperation;
the chiefs of the food and drug inspection stations at Denver and
Baltimore; the chemist in charge of the plant chemical laboratory;

the chief inspector for the central food and drug inspection district;

the librarian; the executive in charge of the office of accounts and his

understudy ; and the secretary to the chief of the bureau. The chief

of the New York station, one of the ablest and most respected chemists
in the service, Albert F. Seeker, was lost by death.

In order to maintain the law enforcement work it has been neces-

sary to reduce very materially the constructive research work of the

bureau designed to promote efliciency in the food and drug indus-

tries and to develop new methods for the discovery and detection

255
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of sophistication. This exj^edient has for the time being been success-

ful so far as the apparent vohime of ^vork accomplished would seem to

indicate, since tlie total number of cases recommended to the Solicitor

for prosecution exceeded by 40 the total for last year, when a iar

larger number of cases was developed tlian in any previous year.

Furthermore, the number of imports of food and drugs was un-
usually large, so that with the depleted staffs at the port labora-

tories of the bureau it was exceedingly difficult to examine all entries

uniformly. The volume of this kind of work can not be regulated,

nor can it be planned for in advance.
While, therefore, the enforcement of the food and drugs act dur-

ing the ytar Avas probably quite as effective as in any preceding
year, this favorable showing was the resultant of at least four
factors: (1) Increased efficiency and experience; (2) the lag that

exists in the recording of results (a large number of the cases devel-

oped in any year do not appear in these records until the succeeding
year)

; (3) the use of research chemists for law-enforcement work,
with a corresponding lessening of the bureau's efficiency in con-

structive research; (4) increasing the proportion of seizure actions

as compared with criminal prosecutions over that which prevailed in

former years. The amount of labor involved in developing a crimi-

nal prosecution is, as a rule, very much greater than that required to

consummate a seizure.

The neglect of research, which has been unavoidable, will in-

evitably in time impair the effectiveness of the enforcement of the

law, since the bureau is dependent upon research for the means to

combat new types of sophistication which are constantly appearing
as methods and materials change with the evolution of the food and
drug industries. Finally, without its research work the bureau can
not render to the general public, the farmer, and the food and drug
manufacturer that consulting and advisory service concerning the

chemistry and technology of foods and drugs, organic chemicals,

agricultural chemistry, and a host of kindred subjects which the

country has a right to expect. However, as the conduct of any indi-

vidual research usually covers a period of years, the effect is not yet

apparent in the bureau's research output as measured by the number
of its publications during the year. The bureau put out 7 depart-

ment bulletins, 4 circulars, and 1 farmers' bulletin. In addition, the

results of more than 75 investigations were made public, while those

of over 50 are now in press. The experimental work upon a number
of others has been completed. At the beginning of the fiscal year 15

applications for public service patents were pending. Twelve addi-

tional applications were filed during the year; 6 were granted, 6

denied, and 15 are pending.
The total appropriation, for the bureau was $1,391,500, of which

about $50,000 remained unexpended and reverted into the Treasury.

The latter sum represents in the main moneys allotted for salaries

but unexpended because vacancies due to resignations could not be

filled promptly or, indeed, in many cases, filled at all. Incidentally,

it may be stated that for some time past there has not been a year

when a portion of the bureau's appropriation has not remained unex-

pended. In 1918 it was as little as $7,881.73, but in 1917 it was
$105,978.08
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ENFORCEMENT OF THE FOOD AND DRUGS ACT.

DOMESTIC FOODS AND DRUGS.

Fourteen hundred and seven recommendations for seizure and 851

recommendations for criminal prosecution were made to the Depart-
ment of Justice, through the office of the Solicitor. Table 1 gives a

list of the classes of products on which action was recommended, and
also the distribution of the recommendations among the various types

of products.

Table 1.

—

Recommendations of actions on aUcyed violations of the Food and
Drugs Act transmitted to the Solicitor.

Article.
Criminal
actions.

Alimentary pastes
Bevera?;es and beverage in-

gredients
Candy
Cereals
Chocolate and cocoa
Coffee substitutes
Colors, food
Dairy products
Drugs, crude
Drugs, pharmaceutical
Drugs, various remedies
Drugs, remedies for stock
Drugs, venereal disease reme-
dies

Eggs
Egg substitutes
Feeds
Fish
Flavoring materials
Fruits

20
2
1

3

2

12
4
7
77
9

3
4o
17

242
11

30
10

Seizures.

6
1

4

15

24
1

606
79

215
16
8

36
67
28
44

Article.

Gelatin
Ice-cream cones
Jam, jelly, and marmalade
Meat and poultry
Nuts
Olives
Oils, olive, table, salad, etc
Pie fillings ,

Poppy seed
Preservatives ,

Saccharin
Shellfish
Sirups, honey, sugar
Spices and relishes
Tomato and tomato products.
Vegetables
Vinegar
Water, mineral

Total.

Criminal
actions.

20

125
3

1

5
80
1

7

6

18
17
29

818

Seizures.

2
3

17

5
1

84
83
28
8

1,407

Examination of Table 1 shows that prosecution was recommended
most frequently on shipments of patent medicines, of mineral waters,

of stock feeds, of edible oils, of flavoring materials, of beverages,
of eggs and egg substitutes, of dairy products, of fruit and vege-

table products, of gelatin, of fish and shellfish, and of saccharin.

The distinctive characteristic of the year's work on drugs was
the systematic campaign, begun last year, against misbranded medi-
cines for the treatment of venereal diseases, and continued with such
success that misleading statements upon the packages and labels

of these preparations have almost wholly disappeared so far as in-

terstate commerce is concerned. With the assistance of the Bureau
of Animal Industry, many successful actions were brought against

misbranded veterinary remedies, especiallj' against those claiming
to cure or prevent hog cholera.

Some of the ca.ses again.st shipments of fruits Avere directed against
rain-damaged raisins of the California crop of 1918 that were so

moist as to have become moldy or that were contaminated with
enough unremovable sand spattered upon them by the rain to ren-

der them inedible. Vigorous action was taken in cooperation with
the California authorities to prevent the shipment of evaporated
apples with excessive moisture. Thousands oi tons had to be ade-

quately dried, with a corresponding savin<j to the consumer. In
consequence, moisture content has been included in the trade's in-
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spoction uiul a chemist is now in the employ of the industry to see
that in future tlie consumer <rets ajiph>s. and not water at the price
of apples. AVhile hereafter the public will be saved annually some
thousands of dollars, the total cost to the bureau of this work over
and above salaries was approximately $225.
A number of other fruit j^rochicts. especially vinefi;ar and bever-

a<res, such as misbranded or adulterated cider, or imitations sold as
genuine fruit beverages, required prosecution. Among the latter,

imitation orange-juice beverages were particularly prominent. Ma-
chines known as homogenizers or emulsors, designed to subdivide
oils or similar liquids so finely in Avater or other licjuid immiscible
with the oil as to produce permanent emulsions, have been in use for
a variety of purposes for a number of years. These are noAV em-
ployed in the soft-drink industry to emulsify such oils as orange
oil in manufacturing a cloudy, strongly-flavored beverage. Because
these beverages are cloudy, they are easily palmed off as containing
fruit juice. As orange juice is used not merely as a beverage, but
also in infant fqeding, such a deception may have serious conse-
quences. It is therefoie important to see that these drinks are
branded in such manner as to give the customer full information of
their true character. Sold under such conditions, they are legitimate
products. Announcement was made last year of the discovery of
a new method for the identification of Avaste apple products vinegar.
AVith the help of this method seizures of such vinegar sold as genuine
cider vinegar w'ere made this year and are now awaiting judicial

determination.
Despite the fact that between one-seventh and one-eighth of all the

cases brought under the terms of the food and drugs act are against
feeds, flagrant abuses still persist. Whenever there is a rising market
for such products as cottonseed meal, as Avas the case last year, viola-

tions of the law become quite frequent. For a number of reasons the
bureau can not avoid paying an amount of attention to feeds out of
all proportion to that paid to foods and drugs. Nevertheless, the
situation is qviite out of hand, and more drastic action by special

appropriation, so that there may be enforcement of the laAv with
reference to feeds Avithout sacrificing the efficiency of the control of

human foods, is called for.

A typical example of the value of the food and drugs act to

purchasers of stock feed is to be seen in the case of the bureau's ex-

perience Avith the substitution of bran for shorts during the year.

Throughout 1919 the difference in price betAveen bran and shorts

ranged from $14 to $22 per ton. P^or many months, from July to

October, this difference ranged from $17 to $19 per ton. During the

same period red dog flour was quoted at a price ver}- close to that of

shorts, usually from $2 to $5 per ton higher. Few^ sales, however,
were made, a large part of the red dog flour being mixed wath and
sold as shorts. Because of the unusual demand of the feeders for hog
feed, the price of shorts, w^hich is ordinarily less than that of bran,

became so high as to induce many individuals to grind bran finely

and to substitute it for and sell it as shorts. In this case the buyer,

almost always a stock feeder, was defrauded of at least $18 per ton.

This substitution of reground bran for shorts was A^ery common
during the latter half of 1919 and the early part of 1920. Action was
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taken on the product of 12 mills located at various places from the
Atlantic to the Pacific, and from Xorth Dakota to the Ohio Iviver.

Each of these 12 mills had an output of from 4 to 12 and more cars

Aveeklj', a carload rantjino: from 25 to 30 tons. If it be assumed that
12 mills have a weekly output of eight 25-ton cars each, that the

illegitimate profit amounts to $18 per ton. and that the fraudulent
transactions lasted for but IG "vveeks, the total fraud upon the pur-

chaser of this kind of feed from these mills alone was in excess of

$690,000. The action which the bureau was able to take has reduced
this fraud to practically nil, and it is therefore safe to assume that the

sum of money which was saved the feeders of the United States is of
the same order of magnitude as the entire annual appropriation of the
i>ureau of Chemistry.
The Avork dealing with the use of rice hulls as an adulterant, re-

ported upon last year, was continued, as was also the investigation of
alleged abuses in the sale of peanut by-product feeds and alfalfa

feeds. Furthermore, an investigation of the adulteration of feed
molasses with water was begun.

Butter containing less than 80 per cent of Ijutter fat or more than
IG ]ier cent of Avater. or both, was the chief dairy product proceeded
against. MoreoAer, the efforts that haA'e been made for years past to

improA-e the milk supply of vSt. Louis, Mo., reached a culmination this

year. Years ago deplorable conditions AA'eie encountered at St. Louis.
Instances of violation of the food and drugs act had been detected

there and successful prosecutions instituted. Such prosecutions had
little or no effect in bringing about a general betterment of the St.

Louis milk supply. "While it is clearly recognized that the duty of
safeguarding a city's milk supph' is a municipal function, this princi-

pally because the city health department is the only agency in a posi-

tion to maintain that constant supervjsicm Avhich is essential, still this

bureau could not ignore the conditions in St. Louis, where violations

of the food and drugs act Avere flagrant, more especially as there were
recurring from time to time milk-borne typhoid epidemics, with con-

sequent sacrifice of life. Accordingly there has been carried on OA'er

a period of several years an intensive study of the existing conditions

and contributing causes, Avith experimentation to determine the essen-

tial elements necessary for clean milk production. Milk going for

the St. Louis supply was found to be largely watered, skimmed,
filthy, and containing excessive numbers of bacteria. It Avas deter-

mined that sterilization of utensils, care, and cleanh' methods of
production Avill in that locality', as elsewhere, produce milk Avith feAv

bacteria. It Avas further found that unclean milk cans Avere the chief

contributors of bacteria to milk shipped to the vSt. Louis market. An
educational campaign was lUidortaken some years ago. All of the

facts Avith respect to conditions and causes Avere laid before pro-

ducers, distributors, and city health authorities in St. Louis and a

c-onstructive program for correction Avas outlined.

Subsequent investigation indicated no appreciable improA'ement,

Avhereupon specific violations of the food and drugs act were brought
to the attention of the Federal grand jury in St. Louis, resulting in

indictments again-st 20 producers and buyer-shippers on nuiltiple

counts. This Avas the culmination of the Avork of a number of years,

and during the current year pleas of nolo contendere haA^e been en-
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tered by most of the defendants in these cases, tlie result bein*]:, as an-
ticipated, that the public has been advised by consequent publicity
of tlie dan<rer<)us condition of its milk su])ply and has been brought
to realize the Mriieiit necessity for a str-onii' niunicii)al control thereof.
The cases against shipments of fish involved for the most part

canned salmon which contained some fish that were decomposed
before they were canned. This project, begun in the spring of 1919,
occupied the attention of the regulatory force of the bureau to a

greater extent than any other. Much of the salmon involved had at

one time or another been in the possession of the Army. All parcels
that proved objectionable were permitted to be distributed only after
the packers had eliminated the objectionable portions. To accom-
]dish this the top of each can was cut off by a specially constructed
machine so as to permit thorough examination of the contents. All
doubtful salmon was sent to the dump or the fertilizer factory, or
Avas usetl as fish food at hatcheries. Such good salmon as remained
was recanned or resealed with new tops, resterilized, and then re-

examined by the bureau's agents.

Action was also taken against shipments of canned " blue-fin tuna,"
"striped tuna." and bonita labeled to create the impression that the
cans contained the " Avhite meat," which is obtained from a different

species. These cases are awaiting judicial determination.

The cases against shellfish involved the charge of adulteration with
water. Announcement was made of the weights which are repre-

sentative of properly filled cans of minced razor clams and minced
hardshell clams.

The project which occupied the bureau more than any other
except the salmon w^ork was the inspection of ripe olives for the pur-
pose of removing from the channels of trade those that were spoiled
and might therefore harbor the Bacillus hotulinus. a micro-
organism producing a virulent toxin. Two lots containing this or-

ganism were located and promptly seized. No cases are on record of
poisoning by green olives in brine, so-called " Queen " olives. As it

was quite impossible, with the bureau's limited force, to locate and
inspect the hundreds of small lots of olives scattered about the whole
countr}^ on grocers' shelves, the cooperation of State and municipal
officials was enlisted to inspect and prevent distribution of any lots

which were in the least degree suspicious. At the same time the

attempt was made to induce the packers to have all olives sterilized

at low temperatures returned to their plants in California for the

purpose of removing all that showed evidence of decomposition and
of resterilizing the rest at high temperatures. Most of the packers

cooperated. With the cooperation, therefore, of State and municipal

officials and of the trade itself it was possible to afford the public a

degree of protection that the limited personnel of the bureau and
the limitations of the law itself would not have permitted. Since that

time the industry, in cooperation with the State authorities of Cali-

fornia, has emploj-ed competent scientists, and is taking such action

as will render a recurrence of fatalities extremely unlikely.

The high price of sugar led to an increase in the use of saccharin

wdiich was quite extensive in certain localities, but much less exten-

sive in interstate commerce. Action was taken against foodstuffs

containing saccharin, notably various sirups, as well as so-called con-
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centrated sweeteners consisting of saccharin and sugar or some other
diluent. Tliese cases are awaiting judicial determination. During
December a case alleging misbranding of saccharin labeled as '' the
perfect sweetener," " healthful," and " absolutely harmless " was tried

in St. Louis. The jurj' disagreed.

The cases against shipments of flavoring materials, mineral waters,

eggs, oils, gelatin, and tomato products involved charges similar to

those reported in former years.

The wt)rk upon egg substitutes has largely reduced the number
in the channels of trade. None of those examined were found to be
real substitutes for eggs, either in food value or in their effect in

baking.
The numerous cases against shipments of vegetables resulted

from the substitution in canning of the cheaper, Avholesome, nutri-

tious long cranberry bean, also known as Naga Uzura bean, for

the more expensive red kidney bean. These cases are still aAvaiting

judicial determination.
Over 1,000 of all the shipments sampled during the year required

a consideration of some phase of that section of the law which de-

mands the declaration on the outside of the package of the true quan-
tity of food contained therein. Of these, 41 per cent went to the
Solicitor for prosecution ; 60 per cent of the prosecution cases bore a

charge of short weight and 40 per cent a charge of non-declaration of
the (|uantity of the contents. Eight}- per cent of the cases recom-
mended for prosecution bore additional charges for a violation of
some" otlier section of the law-. I-Cighty-five different products were
involved. One-tenth of all cases involved feeds and one-sixth fruits

and \egetables, the charges against these products being principally
for non-declaration. One-sixth of all samples were canned viscous
liquids, such as olive oil and molasses. Moreover, olive oil, bottled
goods, and butter were often short in weight or volume.
The education of shippers in the requirements of the net-weight

amendment of the food and drugs act was carried on as in former
years. In Texas, for example, the shippers believed their packages
complied with the law because they had been inspected and passed
by the inspectors of the State Bureau of Markets. Circulars were
distributed, information published in the local trade papers, associa-

tion meetings attended, and cooperative relations established wdth
the State Bureau of ^Markets of Texas in order to give publicity
to the recjuirements of the Federal law. In consequence recent
shipments of fruits and vegetables from this section of the country
are marked with the quantity of the contents of the packages. The
bureau has enjoyed the fullest cooperation of State and city sealers

of weights and measures, who have tested scales, investigated com-
plaints, and })lanned and carried out special campaigns.
A review of the work of the last five j^ears in the enforcement of

the net-contents-declaration provision of the food and drugs act

shoAvs a steadily increasing number of prosecutions, due not to an
increasing failure on the part of the shippers to com])ly with the law
but to increasing knowledge on the part of enforcing officials ob-
tained through the bureau's investigations of shrinkage and of

Processes of packaging. A report on some of these investigations,

•epartment Bulletin §07, Weight Variation of Package Foods, was
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prepared for publication. Of all notices of jud<2;ment published dur-
ing the past five years. 307, or 9.2 per cent, contain reference to viola-

tions of the net-weight amendment. Of these 307 cases, 19 per cent
contain no other charge than violation of the net-weiglit amendment.
Sixt3'-t\vo per cent contain a charge of shortage in weight or volume.
The average shortage in those cases prosecuted for that reason solely

was 10.8 per cent. One hundred and twenty-five seizures in which
net-weight violations A\ere involved were made tluring the period.

The pro(hi> ts against Avhich most of these notices of judgment have
been published are, in order: Olive oil, cottonseed meal, mineral
water, tomato pulp, and evaporated apples.

The net-weight provision of the law was amended so as to bring
hams, sides of bacon, and similar meat products, when wrapped,
within its provisions. The language of this amendment is as follows

:

[Public, No. 22, 66th Cong., H. R. 7418.]

AN ACT Makiug appropriations for the Department of Agriculture for the fiscal year
ending June .SO, 1020.

That the word "package" where it occurs tlie second and lust time in tlie

;ict entitled "An act to ainend section S of an act entitled 'An act for preventing
the manufacture, sale, or transportation of adulterated or niislu'anded or poison-
ous or deleterious foods, drugs, medicines, and liquors, and for regulating traffic

therein, and for other purposes,' '' approvetl March 3, 1913, shall include and
shall he construed to include wrapped meats inclosed in papers or other mate-
rials as prepared hy the manufacturers thereof for sale.

In order to prevent the slack filling of canned fruits and vegetables,

the bureau has made an extensive investigation of the commercial
methods of canning employed in the case of some 30 of the more
common fruits and vegetables for the purpose of determining wdiat is

the greatest amount of solid material, exclusive of liquid, which can
be packed in cans of varfous sizes without causing anj^ impairment
of quality. Following this investigation the bureau addressed cir-

cular letters to commercial canners throughout the United States,

specif3'ing definite amounts of solid material, exclusive of liquid,

which should be present in cans of various sizes. The letters issued

during the year referred to spinach, Swiss chard, beet tops, Lima
beans, pears, pitted cherries, and sauerkraut. Announcements su})-

plementing previous ones were issued on wax and refugee beans,

peaches, and green peas. A very extensive inspection campaign has
been carried on for the purpose of securing observance of the opin-

ions expressed in these circular letters. As a result of this cam-
paign, the practice of packing cans with an excessive amount of

liquid and a deficient amount of fruits or vegetables, which was for-

merly followed by many canners, has been verj^ largely discontinued.

The results obtained are of great economic importance from the

standpoint of the consumer, inasmuch as great fraud, which the con-

sumer has been unable to detect prior to purchase and opening of the

cans, has been practiced in connection with the slack filling of cans

of certain fruits and vegetables.

During the past year the courts have rendered several decisions con-

taining important interpretations of the law

:

The decision referred to in Notice of Judgment 7691 concerned the

adulteration of oil of sweet birch and oil of wintergreen with syn-

thetic methyl salicylate. Seizure of the goods had been made under
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the law uiul the chiimuiits requested release under bond for re-

labeling. The court held that the release as requested was not manda-
tory but discretionary with the couii:. The goods were accordingly

not released under bond but were ordered forfeited to the Govern-
ment.
The Circuit Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit has rendered

an important decision in connection with the Shcrley amendment. In
the construction to be applied to a label for mineral water which is

recommended for the treatment of various diseases, the court held that

a statement recommending the water for the treatment of various dis-

eases meant that the water was an alleviation or cure for the diseases

mentioned, and the contention that the water condemned was not a

drug was not tenable after the water had been put in interstate com-
merce with the recommendation that it possessed certain elements or

ingredients which were claimed to be curative or at least to alleviate

the diseases named in the label.

In a case involving an article labeled as a substitute for eggs, the

contention was made by the defendant that the representation on the

label Avas not one of fact but of opinion only and therefore not in law
misleading. The court held that as the defendant had chosen its own
definition for the term '* substitute," when it stated upon the label

that the article could be used in place of eggs in baking and cooking,

the only inference that could be drawn was that the article would
produce the same or similar results as eggs. Accoi'dingly it was held

that the allegations of the information that such statements were
false and misleading clearh' brought the statements within the cate-

gory of the law.

In a numl)er of judicial districts some difficulty has been encoun-

tered in filing libels under section 10 of the act for the seizure of

food and drug products shipped in violation of the act. This diffi-

culty arises in part from the practice of a number of jurisdictions

which require that the libel can not be filed until first signed by the

judge. The illness of the judge or his absence from the jurisdiction

in such cases sometimes causes a delay in the sei/Aire of goods adul-

terated or misbranded under the act and their consequent escape

from the penalty of the law. One judge has recentl,v refused to sign

the libels unless they are supported by a chemist's affidavit, his posi-

tion being that to do otherwise would be a violation of the fourth

amendment.
The sei'vice and regulator}- announcements published during the

year contained ^^G opinions and GOO notices of judgment. While there

IS evidence that the courts are again tending to impose severer pen-

alties for violations of the food and drugs act, the publicity given
through the court proceedings and the notices of judgment is still

the principal penalty. Indeed, these notices give the most reliable

history of the development of the courts' interpretation of the law, as

well as of the department's policies with reference thereto. Un-
fortunately, these notices are not sufficiently studied by manufac-
tureis. If the}' were, infractions of the law could and no doubt
would be avoided by them.
A new edition of the Food and Di-ug IVfanual, containing the pro-

cedure and instructions to be followed by the bureau's inspectors and
i)V collaboiatiuir officials, was issued for the sole use of these officials.
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A directory of Federal and State dairy, food, drug, and feeding
stuffs officials was also published.

Cooperation with State and municipal officials has been growing
rapidl3\ Statistical data fail to show the extent to which the field

force of the bureau is cooperating with, as well as assisting and being
assisted by, the various State and cit}' agencies. Such statistics as

are available will be found in Table 2, giving the cases instituted

by State agencies, and in Table 3, giving the cases instituted by
city agencies. It will be seen that during the year 333 such cases

were instituted by these agencies, 120 more tiian in any previous
year. In addition there Avas, of course, an interchange of a vast
amount of information either by direct personal communication
with the bureau's agents in the field or by correspondence with the
bureau or through the bureau's monthly review, the character of
which has been somewhat changed by the elimination of a great
deal of detailed information, with the understanding on the part of
cooperating officials that such information may be secured by corre-

spondence on request. The tables, moreover, do not indicate the large

amount of work in connection with those cases that did not go to

prosecution or to seizure. One hundred and fifty-nine samples of
this kind were analyzed by collaborating officials, and, in addition,

a large number of which the bureau has no record that were found
to require no further action.

Table 2.-

—

Nionhcr of actions innfitutcd Juj State officials alleging violations of
tho Federal food and drugs act.

States.
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Taki-K 3.

—

Xiituhcr of nctions instilulcd by iiiiiiiiciixil uffii-ials (tlhginy violation

of the Federal food and drugs aet.

Cities.
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have been very small. The perceiiUige of shipments refused entry

as adulterated because of pollution due to careless bottlin*^ or to con-

tamination of the sources of the supply has been rather high. Relabel-

ing has been reijuired in some instances to eliminate exaggerated

and unwarranted statements as to curative or therapeutic effect.

Goods labeled as radioactive have revealed on examination little or

nothing to justify such labeling.

Among adulterated drugs might be mentioned an ingeniously

sophisticated shipment of so-called saffron, consisting of the dyed
and weighted flowers of a plant unrelated to saffron and without

either tinctorial or flavoring value. Quite a number of shipments
of anise seed have been found to be adulterated with exhausted seed

from which the volatile oil had been extracted, one shipment contain-

ing as much as Co per cent of this worthless product. A number of

shipments have been examined of Levant wormseed, santonica, which
is gathered in the deserts of Turkestan and is the source of santonin,

a valuable drug, the importation of which had practically stopped.

Many of them, however, were found almost totally deficient in san-

tonin and were refused entry.

Shipments of crude drugs deficient in active principles have been

allowed entry for legitimate manufacturing purposes only, under
conditions more fully outlined in last year's report. Many medicinal

preparations bearing statements of therapeutic or curative effect

have been relabeled more nearly in accord with the limits of useful-

ness of the ingredients.

Among the crude drugs which have been substituted for well-known

drugs or for the official species noted this year not mentioned in the

re]:>ort of the Chemist in former yeai*s are the following : Piper ribe-

sioides Wall, for the official cubeb. Piper cuheba L. ; Berheris^ sp. for

Columbo root, Jateorhiza pahiiata (Lamarck) Miers; Richardsonia

pilosa^ H. B. K. for ipecac, Cephaelis ipecacuanha^ Rich.; Indian

valerian, Valeriana wallichii, D. C, and Mexican valerian, VaIe7Jana

mexicana, D. C, or related species for valerian, Valeriana ojficinalis^ L.

A shipment of Cocillana, N. F., Guarea rushyi (Britton) Rusby, was

invoiced as quinine bark.

Table 4 gives the distribution of the official samples examined by

the various field stations. It does not include samples of thousands

of shipments examined in a preliminary way.
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Table 4.-

—

Ucixnt of fuUl stations for year ended June 30, 1920.
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In extendiii*!: the work upon the utilization of corn cobs, described
in the report for the fiscal year 1918-19, it has been found that the
vnlnnble aldehyde, furfural, may be obtained from this material in

coniniorcial quantities. The data haye been publislied.

The \york of the bureau upon the production of rare sugars having
been an imj)ortant factor in establishing their manufacture commer-
cially in the United States, in future the work will be limited to the
production of such rare sugars as can not be obtained commercially.
During the year a wide variety of pure rare sugars was furnished to
various investigators for research purposes. Progress has been made
in the development of a method for producing the rare sugar sorbose.
New directions for the preparation of rhamnose and of levulose have
been made ready for publication.

Papers have been printed upon the amide of a-r/-mannohcptonic
acid, upon the rotatory powers of the amides of several a-hydrox}'
acids of the sugar group, upon the occurrence of melezitose in honey,
upon the crystallography of melezitose, upon the heptoses from gulose
and some of their derivatives, and upon the acid fermentation of
xylose.

Papers upon crystalline chlorotetracetyl fructose and related de-

rivatives, upon the isomeric hexacetates of a-<^-mannoheptose, upon
sedoheptose, a new sugar from Sedum syectdbile^ upon volemite, upon
cellulose phthalate, and upon the optical properties of a series of
heptitols are in press.

FATS AND OILS.

For the first time the nature and proportions of the fatty acids

found in cottonseed oil Avere determined and published. Mj^ristic,

stearic, arachidic, and oleic acids were found. Myristic acid had
not previously been found in cottonseed oil, and it had not been
determined whether stearic or arachidic acid or both were present.

In cooperation with the Society of Cotton Products Analysts, it

was established that the locality in which cotton seed is produced
has but the slightest influence upon the composition of the oil ob-

tained from that seed. The physical and chemical constants of a

large number of authentic oils from all parts of the country were
determined and were found surprisingly uniform. Undoubtedly
.some other factor, probably faulty sampling, is responsible for the

contrary statements reported in the literature. The bureau's pub-
lication on the subject will undoubtedly finallj^ settle this contro-

verted point.

A supplement to Dej)artment Bulletin 769, The Production and
Conservation of Fats and Oils in the United States, revising the sta-

tistics of this industry up to January, 1919, has been issued. Papers
have been printed upon the composition of tomato seed, Hubbard
squash seed, okra seed, and hollyhock seed oils, and upon Chinese
colza, a A'aluable oil seed not Avell known in this country. The oils

from okra and hollyhock both give the Halphen reaction, hitherto

regarded as characteristic of cottonseed oil. Okra, hollyhock, and
cotton belong to the same plant family, the Malvaceae. The methods
of preparing the menthol and phenyl-hydrazine derivatives of the

higher fatty acids, as well as the properties of these compounds.
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were studied in the hope, which proved ilhisory, that the proper-

ties of the individual derivatives would differ to such an extent from
one another as to make it easier to separate the derivatives from one
another than the parent acids. A report upon the results is in press.

Comparative analyses of a large number of samples of classified

grades and kinds of unscoured wool have been published in a news
letter and in trade journals. These analyses show the percentage

of grease, ash, water-soluble matter, potash, and nitrogen in for-

eign as well as domestic wools. Improvements in the solvent proc-

ess of extracting grease from wool and in the bleaching of wool
grease have been developed in the laboratory and are soon to be

tried out on an industrial scale in cooperation with a large wool
scouring and spinning establishment.

CHEMISTRY AND NUTRITIVE VALUES OF PROTEINS.

The results of some of the studies on the chemistry of proteins have
been published under the following titles : The Hydrolysis of Stizolo-

bin, the Globulin of the Chinese Velvet Bean, Stizolohium niveuni;
Some Proteins from the Georgia Velvet Bean, Stizolohium deerin-

gianum; Distribution of the Basic Nitrogen in Phaseolin. Papers
are in press upon the determination of the jellying power of gelatins

and glues by the polariscope, upon the preparation and properties

of ash-free gelatins, and upon the acidity of ash-free and commercial
gelatins. Work is in progress upon the hydrolysis of coconut globu-
lin, upon the protein of the mung bean, of tomato seed press cake, of

the Lima bean, and of tiie cohune nut.

The work upon the nutritive value of beans, especially of the genus
Phaseolus, of cow peas and of the Chinese and Georgia velvet beans
has been progressing favorably. The results obtained with the navy
bean, showing that it can not support growth without the addition

of cystine to the diet when the navy bean is the sole source of protein,

have been published under the title The Role of Cystine in Nutri-
tion as Exemplified by Nutrition Experiments with the Proteins of

the Navy Bean, Phaseolus vulgaris. Similar studies are in progress

on the adsuki, Lima, and mung beans. All of them, except possibly

the mung bean, appear to be lacking in cj^stine. It has not been
possible, hitherto, to obtain any growth on either the ground velvet

bean or the raw isolated velvet-bean protein. Partial growth has,

however, been obtained on the coagulated protein, which would seem
to indicate that possibly failure to obtain growth in these cases may
be due to some kind of toxicity. However, this Avill require further

careful investigation,

Tiie results of the investigations upon commercial corn gluten meal
and upon the nutritive value of peanut flour as a supplement to wheat
flour have been made public. An investigation upon the nutritive

value of soy-bean flour as a supplement to wheat flour has been
completed.

SEA FOODS.

New laboratories have been established at San Diego, Calif.- and
at Pensacola, Fla. At the San Diego laboratory special attention

will be paid to the best methods of canning and preserving Pacific

coast fish, particularly those of the tuna and sardine types. The
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possibility of iitilizintr by-products that are now wasted or that
mux lie utilized in some more satisfactory manner will also be exam-
ined. At Pensacohi particular attention will be i)aid to the study
of the composition and food value of (nilf fishes and to the best
inethods of preparin*; them for transportation and handling them
in their passage to the consumer. Studies have been made upon the
possibilities of canning frozen fish, and preliminary results seem to
indicate that under i)roper precautions this may prove to be feasible.
Papers have been published under the titles A Chemical Study of

Frozen Fi.sh in Storage for Short and Long Periods and The Food of
the Small Sea Herring and Ammonia and Amines as End Products of
Its Decomposition. Department Bulletin 908, The Maine Sardine
Industry, which embodies the results of a number of years' work, is in
press. The chemi(;al study of the variation of the food value of
shad at different times has been completed.

In general, the studies upon the handling, cold storage, and trans-
portation of fresh fish, described in some detail in the report of the
Chemist for 1919, have been continued this year and are producing
improvements in the industry. The studies begun last year in con-
nection with the spoilage and the flora of fish, particularly of Pacific
salmon, have been continued and are described in this report in con-
nection witli the general discussion of the bureau's work on food flora,

spoilage, and fermentation.
A study of the trade waste effluents on the York River, which was

made in cooperation with the Bureau of Fisheries, has been com-
j)leted, and a report of the work, em))racing the conclusions reached
in regard to the relation of the effluents from the paper and pulp
mills at AVest Point, Va., to the quality of the oysters, has been sub-
mitted to the Chief of the Bureau of Fisheries. A report was made
to that bureau upon the seAvage-disposal effluents at Bridgeport Har-
bor, Conn. Jointly with the Bureau of Fisheries, conferences wei"e

Iield with the Bridgeport officials and manufacturers. Steps to elimi-

nate the objectionable conditions in that harbor are contemplated l\y

the officials.

POULTRY AND EGGS.

Department Bulletin 846, Examination of Frozen Egg Products
and Interpretation of Results, has been issued. It gives directions

for the chemical and bacteriological examination of frozen eggs and
also outlines the manner of interpreting results. This work will

enable the bureau to operate more efficiently in preventing inedible

eggs from finding their way into frozen liquid eggs for bakers' use.

Department (circulars 52, 55. and 74 were issued under the titles

How to Wrap Heads, How to Load Cars of Eggs, and How to Break
Eggs for Freezing, respectively.

During the year a num.ber of shippers have consulted the labora-

tory regarding construction of chill rooms and poultr}^ and egg-

packing establishments. Either typical or special plans have been
furnished. Several of the plans involved a cost of $50,000 for con-

struction. When this work was begun in Indiana in 1914 there Avas

not a single chill room in that State, At the present time there are

more than 20 such rooms and there are proportionately equal num-
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bers in otlier poultry-producing sections. Three lar<^e railroads have
sought advice and information concerning the details of construc-

tion of refrigerator cars for their lines.

Meetings were held in 16 cities with representatives of various rail-

roads, the Railroad Administration, and Freight-Inspection Bureau.
Motlels were used to illustrate the different types of loads as em-
bodied in the new freight specifications for eggs; also correct methods
for the use of fillers and flats in and for the proper construction of

cases were demonstrated. The work with the shippers and producers

which had been carried on for a number of years was continued, espe-

cially in the South where it is now needed.

As a preliminary to a general investigation of the causes entering

into the absorption of foreign odors and flavors by eggs during cold

storage, experiments were performed on the relative efliciency of

various methods of treating eggs to seal the pores. The effects of

such treatment haA^e been studied with special reference to the loss of

weight of the eggs in storage and to the degree of resistance of the

eggs to bacterial invasions that cause spoilage.

The work on the most economical methods for the fleshing of poul-

tr}'^ has been transferred from the laboratory to poultry-packing

plants in the Middle West. It was demonstrated that the rations

which were found most efficient in the laboratory w^ere also most
efficient under commercial conditions. Especial attention has been

paid to the development of a satisfactory ration without buttermilk,

which is not e\ erywhere available. This has required a study of the

fowls' dietary requirements of inorganic salts.

Toward the close of the year the food research laboratory in Phila-

delphia was discontinued and the work transferred to the branch
laboratory in Indianapolis.

DAIRY PRODUCTS.

The work to develop analytical and microscopical methods for

distinguishing from fresh milk remade milk produced by combining
mechanically skim-milk powder, water, and butter fat is. it is

believed, approaching a successful conclusion.

The investigation first reported last year to develop methods to a))-

praise the (luality of the cream from which a given sample of buttei-

is made has been continued, and it is believed that very valuable prac-

ti<'al methods have been developed. Some of these are in process of

l)reparation for publication. Another season's work, it is hoped, will

conclude this i)rojcct, Avhich has an important bearing (m certain

l)hases of the enforcement of the food and drugs act.

A paper upon a volumetric method for the detection and estimation

of neutrali/ers in butter and in certain allied products is in press.

An exten.sive survey of the condenseries and milk-powder plants in

the Middle We.st has been made with a view to determining the char-

acter of the milU used. An investigation is in ]irogress to develop

methods for estimating the (luality of the milk used in (he preparation

of evaporated, condensed, and dried milk, with particular reference

to the bacterial content and the acidity of the raw material. In this

connection the use of neutralizers and their detection in the finished

j)roduct is being studied.
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BEVERAGES.

Papers have been published upon the longevity of bacteria in com-
mercial bottled waters, uj^on acids in beverages, and upon the
clarification and preservation of fruit juices. Much instruction has
been given manufacturers upon the best methods of operation, es-

pecially in the use of such sugar substitutes as maltose sirup.

FLOUR AND CEREALS.

Department Bulletin 839, The Microscopical Examination of
Flour, proposes a method for the determination of the grade of a

flour based on the use of the microscope to count the number of offal

particles which differs considerably in the different grades of flour.

Reports have been issued or completed upon a simple method for
measuring the acidity of cereal products and its application to

sulphured and unsulphured oats, upon the composition and baking
value of flour particles of different sizes, upon pearled barley and its

manufacture and composition, and upon the laboratory control of
wheat-flour milling.'&•

FOOD FLORA, SPOILAGE, AND FERMENTATION

Reference to the year's work upon the spoilage and the flora of
specific articles of food are made elsewhere in this report, where
such foodstuffs are specifically considered. The work upon spoilage

centered principall}^ upon the study of botulism and upon the study
of the spoilage of salmon.
A summar}' of the bureau's investigations of poisoning due to ripe

olives was published in the May 1 number of the Journal of the Ameri-
can Medical Association. Other papers upon the results of the investi-

gations of botulism have been prepared under the titles Botulism
from Canned Asparagus and The Possible Pathogenicity of Bacillus

hofulmus. The work on botulism is tending to the study of a num-
ber of related bacterial groups as possible causes of a variety of food
poisonings related to but not so fatal as botulism. Moreover, it has

been shown that massive doses of Baeilhfs hotulimis free from toxin

when injected subcutaneously or intravenously are capable of pro-

ducing untoward effects. It seems that similar results may be ob-

tained with other related groups of putrefactive organisms. It is

possible that studies of this kind will in time clear up many obscure

clinical conditions that are designated in general as ptomaine pois-

oning but that we know to-day have nothing to do with the presence

in the food of the group of chemical substances known as ptomaines.

In the stud}^ upon the spoilage of salmon the following reports have

been issued : An Aerobic Spore-Forming Bacillus in Canned Salmon

;

and Bacteriological Experiments with Salmon. Papers have been

prepared under the following titles: Bacterial Decomposition of

Salmon : and Bacterial Groups in Decomposing Salmon. These

studies have given the first information on the bacterial flora of fresh

salmon, and they show that the conditions under which salmon are

handled in Puget Sound make it possible to keep these fish for at

least 48 hours liefore there is any noticeable invasion of the flesh by
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the bacteria that occur upon the skin. It was also found that washing
the fish so as to remove the dirt and slime from their skin will delay
the invasion of the flesh by microorganisms.
Department Bulletin 819, A Pink Yeast Causing Spoilage in

Oj'sters, was issued.

The work upon oriental fermentations, especially the production of
soy sauce from soy beans, is being continued, and a paper has been
issued under the title Laboratory P^xperiments on the Manufacture
of Chinese Ang-Khak in the United States. A report on the identity

of AspergUlus oryzae is in press.

The studies upon the fermentation of pickles and of sauerkraut
have been continued, and papers issued upon the pickle investigations

of the bureau and upon the control of sauerkraut production by ad-

justing the temperature, with reports of experiments.

The process for producing vinegar from orange juice has been per-

fected, and two papers, one upon the production of orange vinegar
by the rapid process, the other upon the general subject of the manu-
facture of orange vinegar and upon its composition, are in press.

There is every indication that the production of orange vinegar is

establishing itself commercially as a small but valuable industry in

the orange-producing sections of California. Orange vinegar can
never, because of its cost, com])ete with cider or distilled vinegar, but

it can appeal to a discriminating trade because of its own merits and
characteristics.

PLANT CHEMISTRY.

A method for the determination of soil acidity has been published

under the title. Determining Soil Acidity and Alkalinity by Indica-

tors in the Field, and a paper on soil reaction and plant distriliution

is in press. In cooperation with the Bureau of Plant Indu^^trv, field

surveys have been made by this method which indicate that soil

reaction greatly influences the distribution of plants. These observa-

tions promise to be of great importance in ecology and in agriculture.

There is in press a report which describes definitely the nature of

the odorous constituents of apples. Now that these substances are

known, it is possible to reproduce the flavor of apples by synthetic

means. In the course of this work, it was established that in respira-

tion apples give off acetaldehyde, a discovery of great significance in

plant physiology and probably also of practical importance in con-

nection with the storage of apples.

Two papers were published on the constitution of capsaicin, the

pungent principle of capsicum, and one upon vaniliyl-acyl amides,

the series of compounds of which capsaicin is a member. These
amides show a definite pungency varying with the size of the mole-

cule. The rhomicnl constitution of capsaicin may now be considered

as settled definitely. The reconstituted substance is identical crystal-

lographically with capsaicin.

A crystallographic study of the raphides and crystals of calcium

oxalate and other salts in' plant cells was begun, with the thought

that criteria might be obtained for the identification of plant ^issues

in food and drug products. It will be necessary to revise the crystal-

lographic and optical data on calcium oxalate, since this substance

has not been studied except superficially for 50 years or more. An-
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aJysis of crystallographically characterized material will be neces-
sary, since the last analysis on record was made in the days when
water was HO.
Department Bulletin 803, A Chemical Stud}' of the Ripening and

Pickling of California olives, was issued, as well as papers on Ilex

vomitora as a native source of caffeine, upon the effect of lime upon
the sodium chlorid tolerance of wheat seedlings, and upon pine-

needle oils.

Directions have been distributed for the manufacture of citrus-

fruit butter and of confections from orange and grape-fruit ])eel.

DRUGS AND PHARMACOLOGY.

An exposition of the activities and aims of the bureau's pharma-
cognosy laboratory was published in the Journal of the American
Pharmaceutical Association. The following publications have been
issued or prepared : SantoUna chamaecyjycvi'issus L., an Adulterant
of MatHcana chamomiUa L.; The Resin of Man-Root {^Ipomoeo.

yandurata L.) Meyer, with a Note on Two Other Convolvulaceous
Resins; The Crystallograph}' of Morphine and Certain of its Deriva-
tives; Relative Content of Volatile Oil and Ash in Sage Leaves;

Partial Analj'ses of 330 American Crude Drugs; Acid-Insoluble Ash
Standards for Crude Drugs: and Commercial Hydrastis (Golden-

seal).

A report Avas issued upon the composition of oil of chenopodium
from various sources. The object was to learn whether some of

the untoward effects occasionally observed clinically when this oil

is used as an anthelmintic could be explained. It was found that cer-

tain precautions in the distillation of the chenopodium oil from the

plant must be observed in order to avoid the decomposition of the

active principle, ascaridole, by prolonged contact with steam or boil-

ing water. Oil distilled in Java was found to be very similar to the

oils of American origin. Oil distilled from wild plants collected in

Florida was found to contain less ascaridole than the oil distilled

from cultivated plants in Maryland. The same constituents were

found in it that were found in the Maryland oil. The terpenes of

chenopodium oil were found to contain /j>-cymene, Mimonene, and
probably 7-terpinene. In order to learn whether the therapeutic

action of chenopodium oil is dependent solely upon ascaridole there

were prepared pure ascaridole, the terpenes of chenopodium oil, and

a derivative of ascaridole. These were furnished to the United

States Public Health Service and to the International Health Board

to be tested for toxicity and anthelmintic action. A report Avas also

issued upon the essential oil of Ruhieva midti-fida, a relative of cheno-

podium. to determine if it might be used in place of oil of chenopo-

dium. It was found to contain phellandren and anethole but no

ascaridole.

The work upon the toxicity of gossypol, the phenol found in cotton

seed, has been practically completed. It was determined that long-

continued feeding of this substance produces perfectly characteristic

symptoms, the principal ones of which are loss of weight and appe-

tite and a paresis of the extremities. Careful analyses were also

made of different varieties of seeds, and it was shown that they differ
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very considerably in gossypol content. In consecjuence, experiments
upon rats were carried out in which different varieties, notably Egyp-
tian. Lone Star, Price, and Durango cottonseed meal, were fed. It

was found that the toxicity of different varieties of seed runs roughly
parallel with their gossj^pol contents. It was also found that heating

and extraction with certain organic solvents, such as ether, removes
the gossypol. It follows, therefore, that in these observations is to be
found the explanation of the discordant results that various investi-

gators have ol)tained in feeding cottonseed meal, either to farm stock

or to laboratory animals. It also follows that it should be feasible to

so treat cottonseed meal commercially as to remove or destroy prac-

tically all the gossypol content of the meal. Recently plants have been
constructed for the extraction of cottonseed cake Avith organic sol-

vents so as to remove the 4 to 6 per cent of cottonseed oil that remains
in the press cake. It is likely that this treatment if carried out thor-

oughly will either completely or very largely remove the gossypol

from the cottonseed cake so treated. If this is found to be the case

such cake should be more suitable for feeding than ordinary' com-
mercial cake and should be relatively non-toxic. It may be possible

to feed it in very large quantities.

The work to determine the effect of feeding small quantities of

toxic substances over long periods of time by the methods described

last year was continued and extended to include several heavy metals,

such as lead and zinc, us well as a number of other substances occur-

ring as adulterants in foods. During the war, in cooperation with the

Bureau of Biological Survey, an investigation of the effectiveness of

various toxic agents in the extermination of rats was undertaken.
Strychnine was not found very satisfactory. Barium carbonate was
found on the whole quite satisfactory. It was determined that when
it Avas present in the proportion of 20 per cent of the total quantity

of the food submitted to the rats practically 100 per cent of the

animals died. A manuscript embodying this part of the work has
been prepared for publication. Observations were made upon the

relative toxicity of different forms of arsenious oxid. It was found
that in the finely powdered or amor]:)hous form it was much more
toxic than in the form of well-defined crystals. It v.'as about twice

as efficient as barium carbonate. Various observations were made
which should be of very great value both in the use of barium car-

bonate and in the use of arsenic as rat exterminators. The work upon
arsenic has practically l)een com])leted. Papers have been prepared
for publication under the following titles: The Toxicity and Physi-
ological Action of Arsenic and Zinc; Observations upon the Intra-

peritoneal Injection of Fixed Oil ; Toxicity of Strychnine for Some
of the genus Mus; A Comparison of the Effect of Certain Saponins
on the Surface Tension of Water with their Hemolytic Power.

INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES.

In Department Bulletin 795, The Adulteration of Insect Powder
with Powdered Daisy Flowers {Chri/sanfhemum Leucanthemum L.).

are described tbo nictliods foi- tlio detection of this form of adultera-

tion: in Department Bulletin S24, Insect Powder, are described the

methods for the detection of the addition of powdered insect flower
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stems as an adulterant to insect powder; and in a paper published

under the title of The Microscopical Identification of Mowrah Meal
(Bassia) in Insecticides are described the methods for the detection

of this adulterant. Studies upon proper standards for hellebore and
upon methods for detecting its adulteration are approaching com-
pletion.

In Department Bulletin 893, Experiments on the Toxic Action of

Certain Gases on Insects, Seeds, and Fungi, which was published in

cooperation with the Bureau of Entomology, are described the experi-

ments upon the action of phosgene, arsine, cyanogen chlorid, chloro-

picrin, illuminating gas, and carbon monoxid. Only cyanogen chlo-

rid and chloro]ncrin give promise of being useful for fumigation

purposes. Neither of these war gases, however, can be used in green-

house fumigation because of their injurious action on plants. Never-

theless, they probably will prove to be of value in the fumigation of

stored products.

In Department Bulletin 866, Pickering Sprays, are published the

results of three seasons' experiments with types of sprays containing

smaller amounts of copper sulphate than standard Bordeaux mixture.

It was found that such spra3^s, containing from 0.6 to 0.7 per cent of

copper sulphate, controlled fungous diseases on potatoes and cran-

berries very effectively. Their control of fungous diseases on grapes

and apples was not definitely determined, the results being compli-

cated by burning or other injury to the foliage and fruit. It was
also found that sprays made with barium hydrate instead of with

lime were very successful as fungicides for potatoes. Increased

yields of tubers were obtained on plots of potatoes treated with Bor-

deaux and with a stronger Pickering spray, indicating that these

sprays exert similar stimulating and protective action on potato

plants. Moreover, the sprayed potatoes yielded tubers with a higher

amount of solids than those from unsprayed plots.

One of the investigations upon spraying that has been in progress

for some years has been completed, and the results are being pre-

pared for"^ publication. This investigation was planned to deter-

mine how much of poisonous elements remain on fruits and vege-

tables sprayed with poisonous sprays, and also to cletermine how
such poisonous residues may be removed from the fruit or vegetable

to be marketed, and finally to determine the conditions of spraying

that would yield fruit and vegetables with the smallest possible

quantity of objectionable material remaining upon them as they

reach the hands of the consumer.

The effect of the various compounds of arsenic on insects, includ-

ing bees, has been studied, and the manner of action of the various

compounds noted. It has been found that even insoluble arsenic com-

pounds seem to be soluble in the bodies of insects. This solubility

varies for different compounds and it seems possible to use certain

insects as indicators of the insecticidal value of arsenical compounds.

There are indications that the compound that shows the highest per-

centage of soluble arsenic in the bodies of these insects is the best in-

secticide with respect to killing property. The data are being col-

lected and analyses of bees will be made shortly. It is intended to

collect and tabulate all the cooperative data on the subject as soon as

the analyses are completed. It has also been found that a com-
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pound of copper and barium with arsenious acid, one of a number of
new arsenicals prepared in the course of the bureau's work on the
improvement of the methods of manufacturing insecticides and
fungicides and on the discovery of new insecticides and fungicides,

is most effective in killing insects.

Investigations have also been made upon the sticking qualities of
lead and calcium arsenate upon various types of foliage, particularly

that of the potato.

In cooperation with the Bureau of Entomology, as a part of the
boll-Aseevil campaign, studies have been made to determine how much
soluble arsenic cotton plants will stand. For the same purpose, some
hundreds of analyses of samples of calcium arsenate, destined for use
in combating the boll weevil, have been made for the Bureau of En-
tomology-, in order that no shipments of calcium arsenate unsuitable
for use upon cotton might go into the South. It was deemed ex-

tremely important that the quality of the insecticide be carefully

guarded in order that no prejudice or failure might arise due to the
poor quality of some of the insecticides used.
For the Bureau of Entomology studies have also been made of the

quantities of hydroc3'anic acid that remain in fumigated materials,

and for the Bureau of Plant Industry numerous determinations have
been made in connection with that ])ureau's studies upon the control

of cereal diseases. For the Insecticide and Fungicide Board more
than COO samples of insecticides and fungicides, including antisep-

tics, have been examined, and, where necessary, bacteriological tests

have been made.

DEHYDRATION OF FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.

During the season of 1918 many manufacturers of dehydrated
products suffered serious losses through insect infestation. The in-

sect in practically all cases was found to be the Indian meal moth,
Plodia inter'puncteTla. In cooperation with the Bureau of Entomol-
ogy, an appropriate investigation was undertaken which made it

possible to advise manufacturers how to avoid these losses. The
results have been very encouraging, so that during the past season
the losses of certain of the manufacturers have been very greatly

lessened.

Investigation has shown quite conclusively that vegetables com-
mercially dehydrated without blanching or other pre-treatment de-

teriorate upon storage. As a result of the l)ureau's propaganda
during the past season, the major ]")ortion of the vegetables dehy-

drated have been processed and will therefore hold up much better

when placed on the market. Many plant managers are not as vet
adept m the practice of blanching, and much investigation is needed
to determine the proper methods for blanching each product. Manu-
facturers have been })laced on the proper road for the production of

products of quality.

Much Avork has been done upon the dehydration of fruits with a
view to reducing or eliminating preliminary sulphuring. At the

present time some apples are being produced without any sulphuring
whatever, while a large volume of fruit is being dehydrated with
but ver}' little sulphuring. Some of these products are being mar-
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ketecl at a premium over correspond inji; sun-dried materials, and it is

believed that in time dehydration will largely replace sun drying,
because the dehydrated product is superior and the process under
many conditions may be more economical.

Work was done in cooperation with the Bureau of Markets on the
curing of sweet potatoes and assistance has been given in furthering
the proper handling of southern sweet potatoes. A report upon the
preparation of sweet-potato flour by the methods that are being used
with success in the preparation of white-potato flour has been pre-

pared for publication.

Much propaganda has been made to extend the use of dehydrated
products, and large quantities of these materials have 1)een dis-

tributed to hospitals, asylums, and other interested parties for the

purpose of familiarizing the public with these products and of

assisting in the creation of a wider market for them. At present the

industry needs much information concerning improved methods of
preparing the raw material before dehydration, and more knowledge
concerning the chemical changes which occur on deterioration is

essential. Future work will be concentrated very largely upon these

and related problems.

COLOR INVESTIGATIONS.

A o-eneral discussion of the work of the color laboratory has been
printed in the Journal of Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering.
The work of this laboratory has been hampered b}' numerous resig-

nations. Though the staff consists of but 12 chemists, during the few
years of its existence it has lost more than 35 men, who have left to

fill positions in commercial dye plants. The training of these men
in itself represents no small contribution to the progress of the indus-

try. Toward the end of the year the laborator}^ was moved to the

color laborator}^ building at the Arlington Farm, although the build-

ing is not yet completely equipped.

One of the features of the laboratory's work has been the applica-

tion of optical crystallographic methods in dyestuff research. These
methods have been found of the greatest use in the work to deter-

mine the puritj' and character of compounds as well as in other

ways. These methods have been introduced to the industry and the

bureau's facilities have been placed at the disposal of the industry

for the training of experts.

The work upon photosensitizing dyes has been continued. Krypto-
cyanin (Kill), a new dye with a sensitization maximum at 7,400 X,

has been prepared in amounts aggregating several grams. Three
dyes of this series have been prepared crystalline. Two of these

have been tested at the Bureau of Standards and found to be useful,

but not equal in sensitizing action to Kill.
It is reported that more than 100,000 pounds of phthalic anhydride

are being produced monthly by the bureau's process and that it is

being exported to Europe. "The price has fallen so materially that

the annual saving probably runs into the hundreds of thousands

of dollars. A list which enumerates some 300 different uses for

phthalic anhydride and gives the references to the literature and
the names of the compounds will be issued shortly.
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An idea of the scope of the color work of the bureau can, perhaps,
be gained best by examininof the list of its researches published or
prepared for publication during the 3'ear. A few of these papers are

mentioned elsewhere in this report. The others are: The Melting
Point of Pure Phthalic Anhydride. The System : Phthalic Anhy-
dride—Phthalic Acid; The System: Naphthalene—Phthalic Anhy-
dride; The Vapor Pressui-e of Phthalic Anhydride; The Fusion of

Sodium />-Cymene sulfonate with Sodium Hydroxide for the Pro-
duction of Carvacrol; The Fusion of Sodium Benzene m-Disul-
phonate Avith Sodium Hydroxide for the Production of Resorcinol;

A Synthesis of Thymol from yj-Cymene; The Preparation of 2-

Chloro-5, 6-Dinitrocymene ; Purification of Benzoic Acid by Frac-

tional Condensation; The Crystallograph)^ and Optical Properties

of the Photographic Sensitizing Dye, Pinaverdol; The Absorption
Spectra of the Nitric Esters of Glycerol; Some Aspects of the Be-

havior of Charcoal with Respect to Chlorine; The Production of

Hydrochloric Acid from Chlorine and Water; The use of Catalysts

in Sulfonation of Aromatic Compounds; Synthesis of s-Xylidine.

LEATHER AND TANNING.

Publications entitled Notes on the Determination of Water Solu-

bles in Leather, and Kaolin for Tannin Analysis have been issued.

Reports have been made before technical societies upon waterproof-

ing leather, upon a method for testing materials for increasing the

water resistance of sole leather, and upon the relative absorption of

oils and greases hj wet and dry leather. Articles on the effect of

humidity on the strength and stretch of leather, on the value of

pahnetto and willow bark as sources of tannin and Farmers' Bulle-

tin 1188, The Care of Leather, have been prepared for publication.

Eighteen hundred pairs of Army shoes have been made up from
specially selected leather and material. The shoes have been put in

service at Camp Funston, Fort Bliss, and Columbus, N. Mex., and
have been constantly under the inspection of a member of the leather

and paper laboratory. Most of these service tests are nearing com-
pletion. A portion of the leather has been cut up into taps for half-

soling. Taps have been numbered and paired off according to con-

trasting features. Arrangements have been made to repair shoes of

policemen, letter-carriers, and civilians with these taps. The records

of the Avear of these tapped shoes are being kept under the super-

vision of the laboratory. In this way it is hoped to obtain data sup-

plementing the results from the Army tests. In cooperation with the

American Leather Chemists' Association much work was done on the

following subjects: The determination of water solubles in leather,

the sampling and preparation of leather for analysis, moisture in

leather, Epsom salts in leather, the determination of oils and greases

in leather.

Among other results it was learned that relative humidity mate-

rially affects the tensile strength of leather so that a study is now
being made to determine the necessity of testing under controlled

conditions of temperature and humidity. This point is of impor-

tance since it has been ignored in all work on the strength of leather

published in this country, and so far as known has been considered
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only supo.i'ficiall}' in work done abroad. Further work has been done
on the preparation of dubbin<rs for shoe uppers and waterproofing
materials for sole leather and some of the dubbings and waterproof-
ing compounds are being tried out in the Army service tests mentioned.

Kxinn-inients have been made to develop methods for tanning
leather on a wnall scale that can be used, especially by farmers, for
home-tanning operations. Only simple, inexpensive homemade equip-
ment was used and materials that are easily available. A farmers'
bulletin on the subject is being prepared, since, judging from the large
and increasing number of inquiries, there is a great demand for this

sort of information.
Farmers' Bulletin 1055, Country Hides and Skins : Skinning, Cur-

ing, and Marketing, Avas published in cooperation with the Bureau of
Markets and the Bureau of Animal Industry. It describes the correct
method for skinning, curing, and marketing country hides and skins.

Also a poster, More Money for Better Hides, was widely distributed.

Both were in such demand that within a few months after publication
a reissue of each was necessar3^ As a means of strikingly illustrating

the importance of this subject, elaborate displays of defective hides
and leather were assembled, and through the cooperation of the Office

of Exhibits were exhibited at the various State fairs throughout the
country and at the international live-stock exhibition in Chicago.
The exhibits thus visualized the serious consequences of carelessness

in skinning, curing, and marketing, and of excessive branding, and
the damage caused by pests such as the grubworm.

Assistance has been rendered to some of the northern tanners by
determining, in cooperation with the Bureau of Animal Industry,

the character of a peculiar defect of certain skins which is not ap-

parent until the skins are split. The trouble was found to be due to

the follicular mange, and suggestions were given the tanners to aid

them in detecting such defective skins before splitting, thereby saving
many skins suitable for certain kinds of leather, but almost an entire

loss for split leather.

An investigation of the difficulties experienced by a near-by tanner

in unhairing a certain lot of hides showed that this was due to curing

with salt containing alum, which set the hair in the skin and conse-

quently reduced the value of the hide. A news note bringing out this

point has been published.

Samples of oak bark improperly prepared for leaching have been

analyzed for tannin after commercial extraction and found to have
been very poorly extracted. The attention of several tanners was
called to this extravagant practice, avoidance of which should result

in a marked saving of tanning materials.

Some time has been given to the improvement and more general

utilization of domestic sumac, to establishing grades of sumac, and

to inducing purchasers to pay a price commensurate with the quality.

PLANT DUST EXPLOSIONS AND FIRES.

As no specific appropriation was made for this work, on July 16,

1919, the United States Grain Corporation appropriated $50,000 for

the continuation of the educational and investigational work carried

on by the bureau during the preceding years. Nearly the whole force

of the bureau that had been engaged upon this Avork was transferred
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to the rolls of the Grain Corporation, only the leaders remaining
upon the roster of the Bureau of Chemistry. Active inspection
was carried on in mills and elevators in which the Grain Corporation
had wheat or stocks of flour in storage to secure the removal of haz-
ardous conditions and the installation of devices which have been
developed for the prevention of fires and explosions. Special litera-

ture," consisting of circulars, posters, and folders, was prepared and
circulated among the owners and employees of the mills and elevators
throughout the country.
On September 18 a disastrous explosion occurred in a Kansas City

grain elevator, with a loss of 14 lives. The loss to the Grain Corpora-
tion was about $25,000, which represented almost the total losses from
such causes during the entire period of its existence. It never had
stocks of a value less than $100,000,000 on hand, and they often
amounted to $500,000,000, With the passing out of existence of the
Grain Corporation toward the end of the year, the force was disbanded
and the work discontinued.

Owing to lack of funds, little work could be done to prevent
thrasher explosions and fires. Except for field demonstration, this

project is closed, but such work is urgently needed. For lack of it

a large number of explosions and fires occurred in the Walla Walla
territory in southwestern Washington, causing extensive damage to

grain and machines. Department Circular 98, The Installation of

Dust-Collecting Fans on Thrashing Machines, has been issued.

For lack of funds the work upon the study of fires in cotton gins

was limited to correspondence and conferences with manufacturers of
macliinery, fire marshals, underwriters, and other interested parties.

In cooperation with the National Lamp Works, the Westinghouse
and the Edison companies, it was demonstrated that dust explosions

can be caused by the breaking of any type of incandescent-lamp bulb.

Work was done at Cleveland, at the Edison plant at Harrison, at the
• Westinghouse plant at Bloomfield, and at the Pennsjdvania State

College. The object of the engineers of the lamp companies is to

develop equipment that will remove some of the dangers and make
it po.ssible to establish safe practice.

PAPER, CONTAINERS, AND FABRICS.

As reported in 1017, the investigations on blue-print paper have
been of service in establishing more solidly the manufacture of such
paper in this country, and it is now possible for the Government, and
engineers generall}', to procure in this country all the blue-print

paper needed, of a quality superior to that formerly obtained from
abroad. During the year, at the request of the Navy Department,
the specifications for blue- and brown-print paper were revised, after

which they were adopted liy the Naw Department. In a similar

manner the bureau was called upon by tlie AVar Department, Treasury
Department, Shipping Board, and the General Supply Committee.
An effort has been made toward the adoption throughout the Gov-
ernment service of uniform s]:)ecifications for the purchase of blue-

and l)rown-print ])aper, of which at least 500,000 i:)ounds are con-

sumed annually. Specifications for the production of water-resistant

papers for baling have been published.

24435—.\0R 1!)20 19
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Paper products, liber board, wall board, and water-resistant wrap-
ping pai)ers are rapidly replacing wood and even tin as containers

for certain kinds of food and merchandise. There are no methods
for testing these materials or insuring tiie manufacture of a satisfac-

tory box board that will withstand the forces of destruction met with
in transportation, especially in overseas shipments. Neither is there

anj'^ satisfactory method for determining the strength of fiber board,
wall board, corrugated board, or water-resistant baling papers.

]Much Avork has been in progress in tlie last three years on tliese sub-

jects, and some of the results have been published in the form of a

description of an impact tester for fiber board, as well as a report
upon Avater-resistant papers for baling.

The investigations relating to the water resistance of fiber board
and the adhesives used in the manufacture of solid and corrugated
fiber board and wall board have greatly stimulated the interest of the

industry, especially those on the eifect of silicate of soda Avhen used
as an adhesive on fiber board and on the value of the proper sizing of

the board in increasing its water resistance. Following the work of
the bureau on fiber board, the silicate of soda manufacturers and the

fiber board associations established two fellowships at the Mellon In-

stitute to investigate their technical problems. A much more in-

telligent and conservative use of silicate of soda has resulted from the

Inireau's M^ork. Economy in silicate has been effected and a more
tkirable water-resistant board is being made, although the deteriorat-

ing effect of silicate of soda on fiber board has not been overcome
entirely.

Factory scale experiments have been made on the use of the ad-

hesives from corn cobs, the production of which was described in

1919. Commercial mill runs have shown that this adhesive has great

value in the production of corrugated and other fiber board. Valu-
able results have been obtained and board manufacturers very favor-

ably impressed. Laboratory tests have given indications that both^
the"^ corn-cob adhesives and certain kinds of purified concentrated

sulphite cellulose liquors are very useful adhesives.

The results of the investigations upon the examination of enamel
ware and upon the use of hydrogenated oils in place of palm oil in

the manufacture of tin plate, described last year, have been published

this year. Investigations of the suitability of different types of

containers for the storage of baking powders and of dehydrated vege-

tables and fruits have heen completed and prepared for publication.

Specifications for the purchase of waterproofing and mildewproof-

ing for canvas and of waterproof automobile top dressings have been

prepared at the request of the War Department, and samples of

waterproofing materials have been, tested and advice given on the

award of contracts. By this means the bureau was instrumental

in saving the War Department approximately $24,000 on a single

requisition and in securing a material much superior to that which it

was on tlie point of ordering at about three times the price. Some
of the indications from this work are (1) that the oleates of the heavy
metals are more toxic than stearates to fungi; (2) that the soaps

appear to fall in the following order in their inhibitive effect,

barium, magnesium, calcium, strontium, mercury, manganese, lead,

iron, cobalt, copper, zinc, nickel, aluminum, and chromium; (3) that
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Aisperg'dlus niger and Penicillium show a high degree of resistance

to metallic soaps. A paper covering the work on soaps of the heavy
metals is in i)reparation. Papei-s on methods of testing the Avater

resistance of fabrics and on testing the mildew resistance of fabrics

have been published. Farmers' Bulletin 1157, Waterproofing and
Mildewproofing of Cotton Duck, is in course of publication.

NAVAL STORES.

Department Bulletin 898, Turpentine: Its Sources, Properties^

Uses, Transportation, and JMarketing, with Reconnnended Specifica-

tions, is in press. It endeavors to present to the producer and con-

sumer certam elementary \n\i ^ery important information of great

use to the industry.

METHODS AND APPARATUS.

Methods have been published for the estimation of monobromated
camphor in migraine tablets, of water solubles in leather, of iodid

and bromid in mineral Avaters and brines, of saccharin in urine, and
of caffeine in vegetable material.

Papers have l)een published on the use of kaolin in tannin analyses

and on the combination of fractionation with spectrophotometry in

proximate organic analysis. Papers are in press on a color test for

oxalic acid and on the Kjeldahl nitrogen method and its modifica-

tions. Reports are in press upon methods for the estimation of phos-

phatides, for the detection of neutralizers in butter, for the estima-

tion of phenolphthalein, and for the separation of magnesium from
sodium antl potassium chlorids.

As a by-product of the regular testing to which all chemical re-

agents purchased by the bureau are subjected, notes upon sulphuric

acid free from nitrates and the diphenylamine test for nitrates, upon
potassium ferricyanide, upon methyl orange, and upon the quality of

the chemicals received by the Bureau of Chemistry during the war
were published.

There were distributed to the chemists of the bureau and to col-

laborating chemists information sheets containing critical discussions

of the methods of examining the following products: Condensed
milk, sweetened condensed milk, milk, cream, and 03'sters.

ANALYTICAL WORK FOR OTHER DEPARTMENTS AND BUREAUS,

Because of the return of the various Government establishments

((I a normal basis, only about one-third as much analytical work
was done for them this year as last. The figures are collected in

Table 0. In addition, a number of extensive investigations were^

can-ied out for other (Jovernment establishments, and much advisory

work on the prei)aration of specifications and the like was done. The
usual assistance was given the Post Office Department in connection

with fraud-order cases.

For other bureaus of the Department of Agriculture a great deal

of analytical work was (Ume. For example, nearly 1,000 samples

of in.sectieides and fungicides were examined foi- the Insecticide and
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Fun<;i('ide Board, the Buioaii of Entomoloi^y, and the Bureau of
Plant Indn.strv. More tlian 200 samjiles of water were examined
for the Bureau of Pul)lic Roads, in connection with an investigation
of the causes of deterioration of cement tile. The failure of cement
tile to withstand the action of the soil and drainage waters is espe-
cially marked in southwestern Minnesota.

Table 5.

—

Samples analyzed for other departments.

Departments.



REPORT OF THE CHIEF OF THE BUREAU OF SOILS.

United States Department of Agricultuke,
Bureau of Soils.

Washington, D. C, August 19, 1920.

Sir : I have the honor to transmit herewith a report covering the
operations of the Bureau of Soils for the fiscal year ended June 30,

1920.

Respectfully,
Milton Whitney,

Chief of Bureau.
Hon. E. T. Meredith,

Secretary of Agriculture.

> INTRODUCTION.

Sufficient time has now elapsed since the armistice to enable us to

consider carefull}- and take stock of the achievements of the bureau
during the feverish activities of the period of actual war and during
the months of readjustment that followed. This survey brings out

the fact that both in soil work and in fertilizer investigations many
important advances have been made, with results that it is imperative

to save and to introduce into commercial activities. To fail in this

would be to lose a great opportunity to develop and perfe; t new com-

mercial enterprises for the reconstruction period before us.

SOIL SURVEY.

During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1920, detailed soil surveys

were completed or begun in 67 different areas, located in 31 different

States. The area surveyed in these projects was 29,784 square miles

or 19,061,700 acres. Reconnoissance surveys conducted in Texas cov-

ered 11,825 square miles, or 7,568,000 acres.

The total area covered by detailed surveys from the inception of

the work to and including June 30, 1920, amounts to 547,733 square

miles, or 350,549,120 acres, and by reconnoissance surveys 516.286

square miles, or 330,423,040 acres. "This is a total of 1,064,019 sijuare

miles, or one-third of continental United States. There are in the

Western States of course large areas of mountain lands and of

deserts, where there is no immediate prospect of irrigation or of

grazing, for which there will likely be no need of .soil surveys.

The following tables show the areas surveyed during the fiscal

year just closed and the total area surveyed in each State up to the

present time

:

2S5
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Table I.

—

Individual areas survej/ed and mapped during the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1920.

DETAILED.

State.

Alabama.

Arkansas

.

California

.

Delaware.
Florida...
Georgia . .

.

Idaho...
Indiana

.

Iowa

"Kan.sas
Kentuoky

.

1/Ouisiana

.

Maryland

.

llassaehusetts

.

Mississippi

Missouri

Nebraska

New Jersey.

New York
North Carolina

.

North Dakota.
Ohio
Oregon

Pennsyhania..
South Carolina

South Dakota..
Tennessee

Texas

.

Utah
AVest Virginia

.

AVisConsin

Total.

Choctaw County
Crenshaw County
Heneya County
Houston County
Marenjro County
Lonoke County
Perry County
Brawley area
Shasta Valley
Sussex County
Duval County
Mitnhell County
Monroe County
Screven County
Kontonai County ....

Decntur County
Adair County..
Cedar County
Fayette County
Johnson County
Mahaska County
Woodbury County. .

.

Wright County
Leavenworth County
I.ogpn CoTinty
Muhlenberg County.

.

Natchitoches Parish .

.

Carroll County
Frederick County
Barnstable County. .

.

Bristol County .......
Choctaw County
Smith County
Polk Coimty
St. Louis County
Banner Coimty
Dakot 1 Coimty
Howard County
Lancaster Count}'
Pedwillow County. .

.

Sioux Cnunty...."
Bemardsville area
Chatsworth area
Wayne Coimty
Durham County
Guilford County
Onslow Coimty
Tyrrell County
McHenry County
Fulton County
Benton County
Josephine County
Multnomah County.

.

Lycoming County
Greenville County
Spartanburg County.

.

Beadle County ,

Henry County ,

Bedford County
,

Dallas County ."

Fralh County
Red River County
Tarrant County
Delta area ,

Fayette County ,

Racine County ,

Walworth County

Area surveyed.

Square
miles.
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Table 11.—Areas mirveyed and mapped in the several (States during the fiscal

year ended June 30, 1920, and the areas previously reported.

DETAILED.

state or Territory.

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas. .

.

California. .

.

Colorado
Connecticut.
Delaware. .

.

Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois.

Indiana...
Iowa
Kansa.s . .

.

Kentucky

.

Louisiana

.

Maine.
Maniand
Massachusetts

.

Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada

.

New Hampshire.
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina...
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Permsvlvania
Porto iRlco
Rhode Island
South Carolina...
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia

Work
during
1920

(square
miles').

Washington...
West Virginia.
Wisconsin
Wyoniing

1,328

596
636

497
287

1,555
2,043

378
3,876
440
406
501

720
811

443
863

3,651

703

476
,429
689
119

2,102
736

525
647
478

1,386
155

667
641

Work
previously
reported
(.sauare
miles).

Total. 29, 784

46,603
961

11,934
19,878
2,809
1,704
1,779

11,811
2.'>,062

6,288
6,770
11,062
16,942
9,016
4,189
13,653
2,197
6,788
1,659
5,708
5,301

24,462
31,405

882
22,234

235

1,411
6,399

596
19,422
29,435
13,227
10, 102

6,540
3,780

15, 165
330

1,085
21,880

675
8,925

30, 957

1, 951
1,175
9, 713

10, 752
16,015
16, 227

855

Total.

Square
miles.

47,931
961

12,530
20,514
2,809
1,704
2,270
12,098
26,617
8,331
6,770
11,440
20,818
9,456
4,595
14,154
2,197
7,508
2,470
5,708
5,301
24,905
32,268

882
2-5,885

235
1,411
7,102

596
19,898
30,864
13,916
10,221
6,540
5,882

15, 901
330

1,085
22, 405
1,322
9,403

32, 343
2,106
1,175
9,713

10, 752
16,682
16,868

855

Acres.

517, 949 547, 733

30,675,840
'61.5,040

8,019,200
13,128,960
1,797,760
1,090,560
1,4.56,640

7,742,720
17,034,880
5,331,840
4,332,800
7,321,600
13,323,520
6,0.51,840

2,940,800
9,058,560
1,406,080
4,805,120
1,580,800
3,653,120
3,392,640
15,939.200
20,651,520

564,480
16,566,400

150,400
903,040

4,545,280
381,440

12,734,720
19,752,960
8,906,240
6,541,440
4,185,600
3,7(4,480

10,176,640
211,200
694,400

14,339,200
846,080

6,017,920
20, 699, .520

1,347,840
752,000

6,216,320
6,881,280

10, 676, 480
10, 795, 520

547, 200

3.50, 549, 120

RECONNOISSANCE.

Alaska 31, 915
Arkansas-Missouri 58, 000
California 32, 135
Kansris 39, %0
Nebraska 53, 064
North Dakota 39, 240
Ohio 41, 420
Pcnn.svlvania 41, 405
South "Dakota 41, 400
Texas 11, 825 98, 382
Washington 13, 115
Wiscon.sin 14, 426

Total 11,825 ' 604,461

31,915
58,000
32, 135
39,960
5.3,064

39, 240
41,420
41, 405
41,400
110,207
13,115
14,425

516, 2.«6

20, 425, eOO
37, 120, 000
20, 566, 400
25, 574, 400
33,%!), 960
2.5,113,600

26, 508, 800
26, 499, 200
26,496,000
70, 532, 480
8, 393, 600

9, 232, 000

3.30, 423, 040
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The Soil 8ui-\ey is coiUributiiiir its share to the development of
American agriculture by placing; in the hands of the people detailed
knowledo-e of the soils of the country. This work is fundamental in

chat'acter, its ^al^e in tliis respect is clearly recop;nized. and the de-

mands for it are increasin<i' far beyond the ability of the bureau to

meet them with its i)resent limited resources. These demands come
from many different interests. Prominent among them are the re-

quests from devel()|iment comjianies interested in opening large

tracts of cut-over land to settlement. Exact information about the
soils and the general character of crops that can be grown is wanted
at once to assist the neAV settlers in making the right start. Such
knoAvledge frequently saves years of experimental work. There is

also an increasing demand for soil surveys from investigators work-
ing in almost every field of scientific agriculture. The requests for
surveys from county farm advisers and extension-service directors

have been especially numerous and insistent. The peculiarities, or
the individuality, of our various soils must be taken into account if

we are to make i)i'ogress in plant breeding and selection, in fertilizer

practice, in cultivation—in fact, in all work looking to the improve-
ment of cnlti\ ated crops. The soil-survey work is thus the basis for
planning and experimentation of the various activities of the agri-

cultural experiment stations, and farms and experimental plots for

varietal and fertilizer tests are being established on the large and
important soil types of the United States.

The introduction of agricultural instruction in common schools as

well as high schools and the extension of agricultural schools has
created a demand for knowledge of the soils and of general agricul-

tural conditions of the country contained in the soil-survey reports.

In manv of the colleges regular courses in soil surveying have been
established.

Most of the work of the Soil SurA'ey is carried on in cooperation
with State organizations, such as agricultural colleges, experiment
stations, departments of agriculture, and geological surveys. During
the fiscal year the following States contributed funds to help carry
on the work: Alabama, California, Delaware, Georgia, Idaho. In-

diana, Iowa, Kentuck}-. Maryland, Massachusetts, Mississippi. Mis-
souri, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, North
Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Tennessee,
Texas, Utah, West Virginia, and Wisconsin. It is a significant fact

that during tlie rush of war work the States continued their coopera-

tion in the soil survey with nearl}' undiminished vigor, recognizing

this to be a fundamental basis for their experiments and develop-

ment activities to meet the war conditions as well as to prepare for

peace conditions. The bureau has been unable with its limited appro-
priation to meet fully the demands of the States for cooperative work
and to meet cooperation in new States and has had to curtail opera-

tions in States that have heretofore been cooperating.

Besides the State cooperation, the bureau cooperated with the War
Department with a view to determining the value of land taken for

camp sites, with the Office of Indian Affairs, and with the Reclama-
tion Service of the Department of the Interior. About the usual

amount of work was done in cooperation with the several bureaus
of the department.
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Much advice and information by correspondence was given during
the year by the section of soil information. Many persons contem-
phiting the purchase of hind or who have recently acquired land seek

information regarding the character of the soils in their prospective

or actual holdings, and the kinds of crops which may be most profit-

ably produced thereon. The requests for advice by persons desiring

to plant gardens have been very numerous. This section has also

assisted in the preparation of exhibits to be shown at a number of
the more im]:)ortant agricultural fairs.

Of the institutions of the world concerned with the fundamental
and scientific study of the basic agricultural resource of any large

area, the Soil Survey of this department is by far the most important.
No other nation has undertaken at any time so detailed and at the

same time so comprehensive a study of its soils as is now being carried

on by the Soil Survey. Its work is scientific in method and geo-

graphic in its type, but its results are applicable at once to the prac-

tical work of agriculture. It has contributed greatly and is con-

tributing to the development of the new science of the soil, a science

that stands in intimate association with geology, climatology, and the
geograpliic side of biology. It is one among the sciences whose
progress has been greatly promoted by'the great geographic extent

and wide range of geographic conditions to be found within the

bounds of the United States.

Science has never yet undertaken a detailed formulation of a state-

ment showing the relative importance in agricultural production of
the various characteristics of the soil. There has been a great deal

of discussion regarding fertility, but no careful attempt has been
made to determine in detail what are the various factors of fertility

or productivity and Avhat is their order of importance. It has not
been ])ossible to do this because of the lack, until recently, of any
great body of accumulated facts regarding the soils as they occur in

their natural habitat, their characteristics, and their relation to agri-

cultural production. The Soil Survey is the institution engaged in

this study and in the accumulation of this great bocty of facts, and
such progress has already been made that at least a preliminary
statement may now be formulated from the accumulated results.

This is merely one of the many fundamental principles of great prac-

tical value for which scientifically gathered facts have been obtained
by the Soil Survey.

Aside from its practical value the Soil Survey as an institution of
research is meeting the obligations which every such institution has
to advance the sum of human knowledge of facts and principles. The
fortunate geographic position, great extent, and Avidelj^ varied con-

ditions existing within the United States have permitted the Soil

Survey to study the development of soils under a wider range of con-

ditions than is possible within the area of any other country of the
world. This presents to us an opportunity and places on us an obli-

gation. We owe it to ourselves to take advantage of the opportunity
and to the scientific world to cultiAate to the greatest extent within
our powers the vineyard placed under our care.

Many attempts have been made at land classification. Practically
none of them have been based on the soil, or have even taken the soil

into serious consideration, because of the lack until within voi'v recent

3'ears of any sj'stematically accumulated body of data on the soil for
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an area lar^e enough to make classification on the soil basis possible.

Classifiers have fallen back on geology, climate, topography, or
native vegetation, all of which have their value, but such bases make
a classification indirect and approximate only. The Soil Survey has
now covered the eastern, central, and a large part of the far western
part of the country in sufficient detail to make the use of soil data in

land classification possible.

During the calendar year of 1919 extensive studies were made of
most of that part of the (Jreat Plains about which our knowledge of
soil conditions is most deficient, for the purpose of accumulating
data to be used in the classification of the lands in this part
of our domain. The work is done in cooperation with the Office of
l arm Management, as the office in general charge of the project, with
various other bureaus of the Department of Agriculture, and with
the Geological Survey of the Department of the Interior.

The study of the chemical composition of the virgin soils of the

United States in cooperation with the Division of Chemical Investi-

gations has progressed satisfactorily, considering the employment
difficulties encountered by all the chemical laboratories of the de-

partment. About 50 samples have been collected by the Soil Survey
during the year and complete analyses have been made of all of
them.

GENERAL SOIL MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.

The work on the general soil map of the United States for the Atlas

of American Agriculture is progressing satisfactorily and will be
finished before the close of the calendar year 1921. A draftsman has
been assigned to this project alone and has already compiled the

results of the Soil Survey work in most of the States east of the 100th
meridian.

PREPARATION OF STATE SOIL MAPS.

In some of the States the surveying of the soils is nearing comple-
tion, and it is time to make some provision for assembling the county
maps into more condensed State soil maps so that Ave may see at a

glance the soil resources of a State. This will necessitate the revision

of some of the older soil surveys and the bringing of the great mass
of data in the coimt}^ maps into one harmonious map.

THE PERMANENCY OF THE SOIL AS AN AGRICULTURAL ASSET.

Since the earliest historic times agricultural writers have speculated

as to the length of time the soil can be used to support the increasing

230i:)ulation of the world. This speculation still continues, and in

our coiintrj'^ there are well-informed people who believe that the

continued growing of crops depletes the soil to such an extent that

they predict the complete exhaustion of some of our most fertile soils

within a comparativelj^ few years unless enriched from time to time
with foreign material pound for pound for the plant food removed
by the crops. The Bureau of Soils does not hold this opinion, but

believes that the soil lias certain regenerative properties which will

permit its use for agriculture for an indefinite time, whether the

actual yield of crops shall decrease or increase during a term of

occupation of the land depending upon the knowledge and skill of

the cultivator. This question can be settled definitely only by a study
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of the soils about the great centers of civilization whose populations
have lived in large measure on the products of the soil of their imme-
diate vicinities.

Accurate data relating to the soils around London, Paris, Madrid,
Rome, Athens. Constantinople, in Roumania and India, and about
Pekin and Tokyo, such as are contained in our own detailed soil sur-

veys, including a study of soil formations, correlating them as nearly

as possible Avith our own soil types, information as to the length of

time such lands have been under cultivation, with records of yield

and laboratory analyses of samples—these to be compared with simi-

lar studies in South America and British North' America, where the
soils have never been used for agricultural purposes—would be a

decided contribution to our scientific knowledge of soils and would
ultimately be of unquestionable value to practical agriculture.

CHEMICAL INVESTIGATIONS.

During tlie year the laboratory of soil chemical investigations has
<lone the usual large amount of routine work. Many complete or
partial analyses of soils have been made for the Soil Survey, for other
bureaus of tlie Department of Agriculture, and for other departments
of the (Government, as well as for hundreds of farmers, gardeners,
and city and suburban dwellers. Tliere have also been the usual
routine investigations of the effect of lime and other fertilizers on
the soil.

There are two lines of investigation, however, that stand out
prominently as fundamental advances in the science of soils, and
Avhich it is believed if carried out with a larger force will have very
important results on the practice of agriculture. Both of these lines

have been under investigation for some 3'ears, but have onl}^ during
the last year taken that definiteness that permits of their being an-

nounced in this public way.
Chemists have long been dissatisfied with the interjiretation of the

chemical analyses of soils, as the results have l)een of only relative

value and little was known of the actual constitution of the ma-
terials which were found.
The Bureau of Soils has at last been able to treat soils in ton lots

and to determine the actual crystalline form of many of the soil

constituents. It has been found that the salts occurring in the soil

solution are much more complex than had been realized, and that
the salts in the soil mixture are of the same general type as those
in the Stassfurt deposits of Cermany and in the beds of former
inland seas and lakes that have evaporated and left their salts as

deposits. This might have been foreseen, for the soil is the original

source of these deposits that have been carried by the rivers into

the sea and finally left by evaporation after the water supply has
been cut (jff. Still it is striking to find in our ordinary soils such
well-known minerals as kainit, carnallite, kieserite, and sylvite, which
commercially are knoAvn onl}' in connection Avith such deposits as

occur at Stassfurt. The soil, therefore, appeal's to be a miniature
Stassfurt deposit.

Suflicient progress has been made to show that these complex
mineral salts differ in some respects in our different soil types.

What the significance of this is in ]iractical agriculture has not yet
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been determined. It is ;i well-known I'act that in u complex solution-

of tiiis kind the addition of another salt may more or less completely
('lian<2:e the system. Temperature and other factors also enter in

chaniriiiii: the forms that are loft on evaporatiiifr such a solution to

dryness. It is at least probable that the addition ol" fertilizer ma-
terials to the soil may change the system, and that they may tend

to change the relation of the soil to the life activities of the plant.

This inAcstij'ation shonld be pushed murli furtlier tlian is possible

with the limited funds now provided.

In working np large lots of soil for the extraction of these mineral
bodies considerable trouble was encountered owing to the presence

of colloidal matter that had to be disposed of. This material has

itself been studied, and it has been found possible to separate it by
the use of the centrifuge from the insoluble mineral particles. Avhen

it appears as a true colloid, very sticky and plastic when wet and
having in the dry state the general appearance of a resin. It appears

to be a silicate of alumina, usuallj' with some iron and a trace of

potassium, sodium, magnesium, and calcium, Avhether combined or

merely absorbed having not yet been determined. We have desig-

nated this material " ultra-clay."

When this material is separated completely from the mineral par-

ticles of the soil, the soil, even the most plastic soil, appears to lose

much of its plastic properties. When this material, up to 10 per cent

of the weight of the sand, is added to a loose and incoherent sand,

made into briquettes, and dried, it gives to the sand a crushing

strength greater than if an equal amount of Portland cement had
been, added. There is, however, this difference, that the dried

briquettes made up with Portland cement do not fall to pieces on
adding water, while the briquettes made up w^ith ultra-clay when
put in water fall to pieces.

It appears evident from the results so far obtained that this is the

material that gives plasticity and binding power to ordinary soils. It

is, therefore, of vital importance that a full and comprehensive study

be made of the ultra-clay from different soil tj^pes and that if pos-

sible some way of controlling its adhesive powers be discovered.

This has an important bearing upon the physical properties of soils,

and is of importance to the engineer in connection with the foundation

of buildings and of roads. The bureau is cooperating wdth the Bu-
reau of Public Eoads along these lines.

It has been found that ultra-clay is very absorbent of mineral mat-

ters and of certain organic matters, and that in the dry state it will

absorb under similar conditions as much ammonia gas as will char-

coal.

The division of soil chemistry must prepare quantities of this rna-

teral from our principal soil types and study its chemical constitution

both as a basis for determining the differences in soils and to see if

its properties can be modified at will.

SOIL PHYSICS.

A part of the personnel of the Division of Physical Investigations

of Soils has continued to cooperate with the War Department in the

study of the Haber process for nitrogen fixation. Results of these in-

vestigations are noted under the report of "Fertilizer resources."
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Mechanical analyses of soils for the Soil Survey have been continued,

and many analyses also have been made for other bureaus and depart-

ments of the Government. The standardization and repair of instru-

ments has provided necessary equipment that would have been diffi-

cult to obtain ^rom outside sources without much delay.

This division has been cooi)eratin<i with the Division of Soil

Chemistry in the study of the ultra-clay and its physical effects on
soils. This work should be continued and considerably extended, as

the whole subject of the tenacity of soils, their baking and plasticity,

and the cultural methods for their amelioriation or modification, is in-

volved.

FERTILIZER RESOURCES INVESTIGATIONS

The work coverins; fertilizer resources, originally started under
the limited funds at the disposal of the bureau, has developed to a

remarkable extent. Many of the lines of investigation have been
carried so far as to make it advisable to ask for specific appropria-
tions in order that the methods developed may be carried to a point

where they can be safely taken up b}^ commercial organizations.

Some of the more important lines of investigation prosecuted under
the general project will be discussed in connection with specific sub-

jects. There are a great many other lines of investigation associated

with new forms and sources of materials that can be continued and ex-

tended provided separate appropriations are made for the important
lines already developed.
During the year the Division of Fertilizer Eesources continued

along the broad lines of fertilizer work followed in previous years,

Avith a view to determining our resources in fertilizer materials, and
to furnishing these to the farmer in the most economical, satisfac-

tory, and available form.
tn addition to the collecting of statistical data and the furnishing

of technical information regarding fertilizers, their sources, supply,

and manufacture, and advising on many problems arising in Govern-
ment control, we have taken up a number of lines of special research

work. In some of these we have worked in cooperation with other
Government agencies and especially with the War Department upon
the problems of nitrogen fixation.

On account of the increased fertilizer prices, due in part to the use
of organic ammoniates for feeding purposes, we have stressed the
work of the bureau on concentrated fertilizers, more espi^cially with
products which may be produced by the Government or by private
plants. The introduction and use of these products should in part,

at least, make up for the increasing cost of fertilizers, following upon
the increased cost of material, and of freight rates, handling charges,
labor, etc.

FERTILIZER CONTROL.

During the year the bureau exercised fertilizer control under the

President's proclamation, having taken over the duties formerly
assigned to the Office of Fertilizer Control. IMany fertilizer com-
panies have been put under license ; in other ways a close supervision
of trade conditions has been maintained, and steps have been taken
to develop, as far as possible, new fertilizer sources.
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The control exercised has. we believe, aided in protecting the
farmer from ex[)l()itation by ijrnorant or unscrupulous manufac-
turers and dealers, through the sale of relatixely valueless or harm-
ful products. Thus, by reason of the authority granted in the
proclamation, the department was able to ])ut out a ruling on borax
in fertilizers which has been widely commended for its efficient and
rapid elimination of this deleterious substance from fertilizer mix-
tures. This ruling protected the farmer and the manufacturer alike

in the use of material which Avould not ordinarily be suspected of
deleterious effect.

AA'ith the conclusion of peace, the power now exercised under the
Presi(,lent*s proclanuition will cease. In view of this, it is strongly
recommended that Congress jjass a national fertilizer-control law
continuing a part of the fertilizer control in this department. It is

felt that the loss of power to protect the farmer from exploitation
and deceit by unscrupulous manufacturers and dealers would be a
national calamit3^ On the other hand. Federal control would work
for the best interest of the fertilizer trade, in that the business would
be kept on a high plane. A national fertilizer law would do for
the commercial fertilizer industry what the national food and druff

act has done for the pharmaceutical and food industries, and in the
same way would benefit the farmer and the general public.

NITROGEN FIXATION.

For the nitrogen-fixation work the bureau has been largely de-

pendent on certain special funds set aside by the War Department
for material and labor, but also has drawn heavily upon its several

divisions for personnel. The bureau should have ample authority to

carr}^ on this work, in view of the fact that the future policy of the
War Department has not been determined and depends somewhat
upon action of Congress.
The European War has emphasized certain activities and has

brought about certain conditions which make it imperative that we
establish our independence regarding sources of fertilizer materials.

The necessity for nitrogen independence has been recognized by
practically all of the leading countries of the world. Germany had
established her nitrogen independence before the beginning of the

World War. In truth, probably the fact that she alone of all the
nations involved had ample nitrogen supply within her borders led

to the l^elief that this would give her such an ad\'antage that it

would be the deciding factor in victory. England, France, and
Italy are all perfecting plans to make themselves equally secure

regarding nitrogen suppl3\ and the greatest activity is being shown
by them in investigational work on the subject. This country can
not afford to fall behind the rest of the world on a question of so

vital importance both in peace and in war. As a result of this recog-

nition of the importance of nitrogen, there have been greatly in-

creased activities in the investigation of methods for fixing nitrogen.

The knowledge of fixation processes within the United States has
been rather limited, however.
During the war two plants for nitrogen fixation were constructed,

one at Sheffield and one at ^luscle Shoals, Ala. As an emergency
proposition the construction of thei^e plants was fully justified, but
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a considerable study of the processes involved will be necessary in

order to make them useful during peace time. The products of these

plants must be available for use as fertilizers and readily convertible

into munitions in time of war. Proper use of them is closely asso-

ciated with other fertilizer problems and with transportation prob-

lems.

Methods for preventing the great loss now suffered in mining phos-

phate rock have shown that phosphoric acid can be prepared in a form

suitable for the absorption of ammonia. Inadequate transportation

ecjuipment has emphasized the importance of conserving car space as

much as possible. By proper use of our nitrogen fixation plants it

may be possible to manufacture concentrated fertilizers containing

only the three important fertilizer ingredients—nitrogen, phosphoric

acid, and potash. The development of the fertilizer industry is

toward the manufacture of such a concentrated fertilizer. In this

way an enormous amount of car space will be made available for

other purposes and a large saving in freight rates, paid on inert

material now going into fertilizers, will be effected. In establishing

this method of utilizing the nitrogen plants, of conserving phosphate

material, and of reducing freight charges, as has been indicated,

there are still many questions that must be investigated.

This bureau initiated M'ork along these lines several years before

the World War. Work on the Haber process for nitrogen fixation

was begun and carried on by this bureau, and at the entrance of

the United States into the war the Ordnance Department requested

the use of the experimental apparatus constructed at the Arlington

Farm Laboratory. A considerable force from the War Department
was assigned to this laboratory until the armistice was signed. The
work was then transferred to the American University, and the co-

operation between this bureau and the War Department for the

study of nitrogen fixation has been continued since at the American
University Fixed Nitrogen Research Laboratory. The three lines

under investigation were the synthetic, or Haber process; the prep-

aration and use of cyanamid ; and the fixation of nitrogen by means
of the silent discharge. ,

In the work on the Haber process the apparatus and materials in

use at Arlington Farm were used for establishing a testing plant

at the American Universitj"^ for testing catalysts at a pressure of

100 atmos})heres.

Special investigation has been continued on the method of re-

moving ammonia formed in this process from a mixture of hydrogen
and nitrogen gases. The ordinary method of removing by liquefying

the ammonia on cooling results in the gases leaving the cooling

chamber carrying about 1 per cent of ammonia. As these gases

lead to the catalyst chamber, the efficiency of the catalyst is greatly

reduced. The effort has been to develop a method for more complete

removal of ammonia.
A study has been made of the use of several solids of high ab-

sorptive rapacity for this purpose, and promising results have
been obtained. In addition, a stiidy has been made of several rupiids

which have a high al)Sorptive capacity for ammonia. Vapor pres-

sure studies indicate that some of these liquids may be used with

success. A small, semicommercial unit for the testing of these ab-
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sorbents has been constructed, and a sliidj' of them is now being
carried on with tlie use of this apparatus.
The method of i>:ranu]atin<i: cyanamid was studied and improve-

ment indicated in the prej)aration of a product less objectionable for
fertilizer use.

Work on the silent electric discharge has been largely of a theo-
retical and scientific nature, involving the energy requirements of
fixing nitrogen by this method. The progress of these lines of work
has been announced in the scientific press from time to time during
the 3^ear.

PHOSPHORIC ACID INVESTIGATIONS.

The regular investigations of the resources, production, consump-
tion, and movement of phosphates and phosphatic fertilizers were
continued throughout the year. The bureau kept in close touch
with recent developments and newly reported discoveries of phos-
phate minerals and as far as possible examined the merits of new
processes proposed and patented for producing phosphatic fertil-

izers. Much of this work is included in a paper published annually
in one of the technical journals.

The broad phosphate problem, however, on Avhich the bureau ex-
pended most of its time and energy was the investigation of furnace
processes for volatilizing and collecting phosphoric acid in the con-
centrated form. These processes, which were devised mainly as the
means of conserving the immense quantities of phosphatic material
annually lost in preparing Florida rock for the market, have reached
the stage where they hold out promise not only as a possible means
of eliminating great losses of phosphoric acid incident to present
mining methods, but also as an economical way of utilizing large
deposits of relatively low-grade phosphates now regarded as of little

commercial value. In addition highly concentrated phosphates can
be produced by these methods, which will tend to offset the greatly
increased cost of handling and transporting fertilizer materials.

The bureau has already shown that the electric furnace can be
successfully employed in bringing about volatilization of phosphoric
acid and was the first to demonstrate by actual experiment the feasi-

bility of using the Cottrell precipitator as a means of collecting the
phosphoric acid thus evolved. This work was carried to the point
where private enterprise Avas convinced of its value and a number of
installations are now in successful operation.

Efforts are now being made to lower materially the cost of produc-
tion and thus greatly widen the use of furnace processes by showing
the feasibility of employing fuel instead of the electric current for

bringing about the volatilization of phosphoric acid.

Much progress has been made on these investigations during the

year. Many of the chemical reactions involved have been worked out
and the problem of briquetting finely divided phosphates and thus
rendering them suitable for furnace treatment has been successfully

solved. Both laboratory experiments and those conducted on a semi-

commercial scale have definitely established the fact that a nearly
complete volatilization and recovery of phosphoric acid from mix-
tures of phosphate rock, sand, and coke can be brought about at the

temperatures attained and under the conditions existing in a fuel-
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fed furnace. Had investigations been conducted no further it is

considered that the proof of this one point, which was never estab-

lishti] before, would have justified the money expended on this prob-

lem. The experiments, however, are now being conducted on a much
larger scale with a view to showing the commercial practicability of

the process. A furnace of semicommercial size (capable of handling
over 1,000 pounds of material per day) has been constructed at Ar-
lington Farm, Virginia, and the auxiliary equipment necessary for

collecting the dust and burning the combustible gases evolved, and
for the recovering and collecting of the phosphoric acid produced
has also been erected. With this furnace the bureau has already

made a number of tests which have yielded interesting and valuable

data and enabled it to solve many of the mechanical difficulties and
details of operation. The results obtained make it possible to plan

intelligently the form of a larger installation which it is believed

will definitely prove the commercial feasibility of this new process.

The work, however, has reached a stage where a statement can be

made, partly on experimental evidence, and partly on theoretical

considerations, Avhicli will give a rough approximation of what may
be expected of this new process.

In the first place the utilization of "mine-run" material will not

only eliminate largely the tremendous losses of phosphate and thus

prolong the life of our phosphate deposits, but will also render un-

necessary many of the elaborate and costly plants for cleaning and
preparing the phosphate rock for treatment with sulphuric acid in

the manufacture of acid phosphate. These points, when taken in

conjunction with the fact that a concentrated product can be ob-

tained capable of standing the expense of long shipments and the

great increase in handling charges, should more than offset the added
expense, if any, of using fuel as a reagent in place of sulphuric acid.

It is evident from the results so far obtained that the operation of

smelting the phosphatic charge used for the production of phos-

phoric acid is similar to that of smelting the charge usually eni-

ployed in a blast furnace for the production of pig iron, and on this

basis the process appears most promising. While in the production

of phosphoric acid by the furnace treatment nearly twice as much
material must be heated to a smelting temperature in order to pro-

duce a ton of phosphoric acid as is required in the production of 1

ton of pig iron, nearly all of the heat units except those lost in the

slag and from radiation through the furnace walls can be recovered

and returned to the system. In the production of pig iron, on the

other hand, much heat is consumed in reducing the iron to the

metallic or marketable condition, and the heat thus consumed is

not recovered. Moreover, the value of phosphoric acid per ton for

fertilizer purposes is over four times as great as the value of pig

iron per ton.

The final proof of tlie commercial practicability of these furnace

processes, however, must rest in a plant of commercial size. The

construction of such a plant is quite costly and a relatively large

force is required to operate it. While a number of outside interests

have signified their willingness to assume in part the expense of

this larger installation as soon as the experiments have reached

the stage where such an expenditure is warranted, it is not possible
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for the hiireaii to pursue these investigations to the point where
commercial success is finally assured without additional funds.

Numerous pi-ohlems have arisen in connection with these investi-

pitions which liax'c broadened their scope considerahl}'; for instance,

the practical)ility of usin<!; other types of furnaces; the use of various

kinds of fuel : the best methods of furnacing the different classes

of phosphate rock; the purification of the phosphoric acid obtained

and the most economical form in which to market this acid; the

collection of fluorine compounds evolved in the process and the prac-

ticability of i-enderino; the slag obtained of marketable value.

The phosjihate work, therefore, requires not only a much enlarged
personnel but considerable ecjuipment of a costh- natuiv. and a(k'-

(juate i)rovision should be made for the study of this broad problem
of utilizing to the best advantage our resources of phosphates and
phosphate minerals in a separate item in appropriating for the Avork

of the bureau.

POTASH FROM CEMENT PLANTS AND BLAST FURNACES.

In previous reports reference has been made to Avork carried on
by the bureau on the recoA^ery of potash from silicate rocks. As a

result of these iuA^estigations it was concluded that the most promis-

ing methods for recovering potash from this source consists either

in igniting the rock Avith limestone as in the manufacture of cement.

or in digesting the rock with free lime and water under pressure.

In the first process, the potash is volatilized and passes from the

kilns in the process of burning, Avhile in the second it passes into

solution during the digestion. In both cases the residue is suited

for the manufacture of cement or other building material. At the

present time these tAvo processes are both being developed on an

industrial scale, and of the numerous methods that have been tested

out during the Avar these alone are the only ones, so far as knoAvn.

that are noAV being operated commercially for the extraction «>f

potash from silicate rocks. This result would thus seem to justify

the conclusion reached by the bureau as an outcome of the investiga-

tions made.
In a survey that Avas made of the cement industry by this bureau

it vjas found that the total potash that escapes from all the plants

of the countrA', as at present operated, amounts to about 87,000 tons

of K/J. Separate estimates Avere also made of the potash that escapes

from each individual plant. Installations have since been placed in

a number of these plants for the recovery of potash, and in cA-ery

case the quantity that was found to escape from the kilns checked in

a remarkable Avay Avith the estimates that have been made by this

bureau. There is, therefore, every reason to assume the reasonable

correctness of the total estimate made for all the plants of the

country.
The"^total potash collected from cement plants in 1917 amounted to

1.621 tons, but in 1919 the production Avas only 1,250, or about 1 per

cent of the total that is lost in this industry. The decrease in the

production in 1919 was due to unforeseen difficulties which deA^eloped

in the collection of the potash and in preparing it in a marketable

condition. It was found, for instance, that the percentage of potash
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in the dust collected at some plants is too low to justify leachino; the

material or shippin<>; it as such for direct use as a fertilizer. In order

that the potash in such plants may become available, methods must
therefore be devised for increasin<T the potash volatilized or decreas-

in«i^ the dust that escapes with it ; or the method of recovery must be
so modified as to brin<^^ al)out a mechanical separation of the potash

and the dust durin<; the process of collection.

Very unsatisfactory progress has also been made so far in leach-

hv^ the potash from the dust, as now collected in commercial plants.

A method developed by this bureau has been tested out in the indus-

try on a small scale with very satisfactory results, but so far the

method has not been applied on an industrial scale.

A o-reat manv difficulties have also been encountered in collecting

the potash-bearing dust as it escapes from the kilns, but judging
from results that ha\e recently been obtained with a modified type
of installation it would seem that these difficulties are not insur-

mountable but simply require time and attention for their solution.

In a report issued last year by the Bureau of Mines it was pre-

dicted that the cement industry' would shortly become the second
most important source of American potash. There is every reason
to anticipate that such ma}' be the case, but until the difl^iculties such
as have been enumerated are overcome little progress can he ex-

pected. Most cement concerns have neither the funds nor facilities

for investigating potash recovery, and several companies that have
already gone to considerable expense in an attempt to recover potash
have now decided to cease operating along this line until the difficul-

ties standing in the way of the successful operation of this phase of
the industry have been solved by others.

The situation with regard to the recovery of potash from blast

furnaces is very similar to that outlined for the cement industry. A
survey of this industry, corresponding to that which was made for

cement plants, is now being made by this bureau. The results ob-

tained in this work and in lai"ge-scale experiments now being made at

two plants in this country go to show that the percentage of potash
in the du>t that escapes from some blast furnaces is higher than that
contained in the richest cement dust. It is thought, too, that potash
can be recovered more economically from blast furnaces than from
cement kilns, as other by-products may be recovered in addition to

potash, and that the advantages gained from cleaning tlie gases may
more tiian cover the cost of collecting the dust. The same problems,
however, that remain to be solved in the cement industry are also to

be met with in the blast furnace industry, and owing to the relatively

small advance that has so far l)een made in the recovery of potash in

the latter industry, it is probable that other difficulties now unfore-
seen are likel}' to arise.

It is generally recognized that the potash that escapes from the
kilns and furnaces of tliese two industries would, if collected in mar-
ketable form, go a long way toward supplying the normal consump-
tion in this countiv. Since tlii> is the case, there would seem to be
ample justification on the part ui tliis bureau, |)articularly in view of
work that has already been acccmiplished in this field, in making a
reasonable expenditure for the investigation of such phases of the
problem as would properly come witliin the activities of this bureau.
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CONCENTRATED FERTILIZERS.

The priiicipiil iiitiogenous materials that have hitherto been used
in the niamifacture of fertilizers are (1) or<j^anic ammoniates, as
cottonseed meal, dried blood, and tanka<?e; and (2) inorganic com-
pounds, as nitrate of soda, cyaiiamid. and ammonium sulphate. Dur-
ing the la.st few years a marked c-liange has taken place in the relative
proportions in which these materials have been used in fertilizers.

Many of the organic materials which were formerly used only in
fertilizers are now extensively used as feed for stock, and as such
commaml a price much in excess of that (juoted for a corresponding
<iuantity of nitrogen in the inorganic compounds. The result is that
the organic ammoniates to-day are hard to obtain for fertilizers, and
the future offers no prospects of any later increased production at
all ill keeping witli the present rate of increase in the use of fer-

tilizers. To supply the increasing demand for nitrogen materials,
recourse must theiefore be had to tlie inorganic compounds.
Under the stress of war conditions the War Department has erected

a great nitrogen plant aj; Muscle Shoals, Ala. The primary product
made at this plant is calcium cyanamid. This product has been used
iis a fertilizer to some extent for a number of years, but on the whole
with rather unsatisfactory results. It can only be mixed in small
proportions with the ordinary form of acid phosphate without
causing reversion of the latter. The Muscle Shoals plant is equipped
to convert the nitrogen of the cyanamid into ammonia, which in turn
may be changed into the nitrate, sulphate, or phosphate. In this way
there ma}' be obtained a neutral compound having properties entirely
different from the original cvanamid. The last of the compounds
mentioned—ammonium phosphate—has a distinct advantage for use
as a fertilizer over the other two, in that it contains two fertilizing

elements combined in the same compound. For its preparation there

is required phosphoric acid, and it fortunately happens that this is

the form in which phosphorus is produced in the new processes that
are noAv being developed for the more economical utilization and
conservation of our phosphate deposits.

The attention which this bureau is now giving to the question of
phosphoric-acid production is referred to in another section of this

report. In previous reports an outline was also given of a new
method that was developed by this bureau for the recovery of phos-

phoric acid as volatilized from an electric or other furnace, and it

has been .shown that the form in which the acid is collected by this

process is eminently suited for combining with ammonia such as will

he produced at the Muscle Shoals j)lant. This method for collect-

ing pliosphorijc acid is now being used by an industrial concern in

the South, and another concern is now making preparations to use

the same process with the electric furnace in the production of phos-

phoric acid on a much larger scale, with a view to its use in the direct

combination of ammonia prepared from cyanamid.
It is thus seen that owing to the present and anticipated future

scarcity of fertilizer materials active steps are now being taken for

the preparation of new materials of a concentrated nature which
have not hitherto been used in fertilizers, or used very little. From
a theoretical point of view these materials are admirably suited for
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fertilizer use; and as they contain the fertilizing elements in a much
more concentrated form than the relatively low-grade materials

which constitute the bulk of our present-da}'' fertilizers, a very great

economy in the matter of transportation may be effected by their use.

It is a fact, however, that the chemical and physical properties of

these compounds, particularly as relates to their suitability for fer-

tilizer application, are but little understood, and this is especially

true as regards mixtures of these compounds. The urgent need of a

careful investigation of this subject, with -a view to preventing, as

far as possible, the loss of time and money that has been experienced

in the past in preparing otlier materials for use as fertilizers, can not

be too greatly emphasized. It is therefore desirable that a com-
plete study be made of (1) the chemical and phj'sical properties of

the compounds and their mixtures which it is proposed to use in the

manufacture of fertilizers, (2) the compatibility of these compounds
in mixture, (3) limits within which they may be mixed without

appreciable alteration in composition, (4) properties which interfere

with their storage, handling, and transportation, (5) methods for

ol)viating such properties as far as possible, and (6) suitable methods
of application.

The preliminary work done by this bureau on this subject is de-

scribed in the scientific press and in several patents that have been

granted on certain phases of the work. Apart from this it would
seem that none of the problems outlined have yet received any
considerable attention.

EXPERIMENTAL KELP-POTASH PLANT.

The experimental kelp-potash plant, located at Summerland^
Cal., began operations in a small way during the fiscal year 1918.

Dui-ing that year dried kelp and kelp char were produced and sold

on their potash content to the extent of $26,000, and studies looking

to the improvement of processes and the availability of by-products

were begun. During the fiscal year 1919 the production of dried

kelp and char was continued, the amount derived from the sale of

these two products covering operating expenses over considerable

periods of the year. In addition, the steady production of high-

grade potash salts was accomplished. Ex])eriments were also under-

taken looking to the manufacture of high-grade bleaching carbons

for use in sugar refining and in the removal of coloring matter from
a variety of organic liquids and solutions not susceptible to chemical

bleaching, for which there is a very large and remunerative demand.
The end of the fiscal year 1919 found this plant and organization

at the end of its second year of operation. At that time kelp was
being dried, incineratod, and partly activated for the manufacture of

bleaching carbon, followed l)y leaching for the extraction of potash

and iodine, and partly leached without activation. The brine re-

sulting was being evaporated for the manufacture of potassium

chloride of about 80 per cent KCl content, and the portion of the

carbon which had been activated was being extracted and further

processed for the manufacture of bleaching carbon. The progress

made in the various lines of activity during the fiscal year just

dosed is discussed in the following paragraphs.
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Tlie fumls available for the jjast year's work were mea<^er, since
thev failed to provide for the develojiinents that we had in mind
during the preeedin<; year and absolutely failed to consider the rise

in price of all sorts of commodities and of labor, which rise, of
<'ourse, could not be foreseen when the appropriation was decided
upon. As a consequence, it was necessary first of all to curtail ex-
])enditures wherever that was possible; and since expenditures for
laboi- were the fjreatest to be incurred, it was there that economies
Avere principally to be effected. Accordin<rly, the personnel was re-

duced to the lowest possible figure, and elaborations of process and
investi<;ation were promptly discontinued. The plant was operated
throu<rh the year on the most conservative and economical basis
possible, and yet make any pro<?ress at all. The prof^ress recorded,
therefore, is that which was accomjslished in spite of the most ad-
verse conditions with respect to funds, scarcity of labor and all sorts

of commodities, \n}i}\ i)rices, and a radically deflated nuirket for the
main product yielded, potash.

The results accomplished on the extraction of potash have been
very encouraging during the 3'ear. The output has steadily climl-ed
upward, while at the same time unit cost of production has moved
downward. The increase in efficienc}^ during the year may be illus-

trated by a comparison of the record for June, 1919, with that of
the same month of the present year. During the former month 892
tons of wet kelp were dried at a cost of $20.47 per ton, and during
the latter 2,136 tons, at a cost of $9.72 per ton, a decrease in cost per
ton of $10.75. This increase in efficiency makes the drying capacity
equal the harvesting capacity of the Joseph Priestley. In fact w^e

should be justified in using the larger harvester, Mayfioiver, in place

of the Joseph Priestley^ if it were not for the difficulty of handling
the larger boat steadily in rough weather, particularly during the
winter.

During the year little progress was made in the destructive dis-

tillation of kelp, since there were no fimds available for the con-

struction of suitable retorts, so the incinerator installed formerly as

a makeshift apparatus was kept in continuous operation throughout
that period.

The lixiviator for extracting potash and iodine from char and the
preparation of brine for evaporation operated throughout the year
without a hitch and without trouble, requiring the attendance of only

one operator for one shift, the lixiviator handling in one shift the

entire output in char of the incinerator operating three shifts.

The evaporator throughout the j-ear was operated two shifts a day,

requiring a force of two operators. Improvements in equipment and
operation have reduced the time for operating the evaporator by at

least 50 per cent, which will be reflected in a lower production cost

for the coming year. The output of potash salts is now approxi-

mately 2 tons per day of 80 per cent muriate. A ready market has

been found for all the products, which are being sold on a contract

running to December of 1920. Sales of potash during the year netted

a gross return of some $50,000. The problem of producing a bleach-

ing carbon on a large scale has been successfully met during the year.

Because of the necessity of acid-proof apparatus in the extraction

of the carbon with hydrochloric acid and the lack of funds to secure

such apparatus made of metal there was constructed a system of
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leacliinfT troughs and vacuum filters made up of wood, rubber, and
lead. The apparatus, although a makeshift, has worked splendidl}',

from the first has shown large capacity, and has been operated by one
man. A building has been constructed which now contains the entire

char-treating apparatus, measuring and extracting tanks, filtering

presses, and drier, with accessory equipment. The retort capacity for

activating carbon has been doubled by the erection of two furnaces
with four retorts. "With this equipment, however, the retort capacity

is still less than 50 per cent of the total quantity of char available for

activation. Difficulties involved in the operation of these retorts

have shown it advisable to devise some other method of activation.

After months of experimentation on the laboratory scale, an electric

furnace was designed and is now being installed, w-hich it is believed

will represent the solution of the problem of activating carbon on a
large scale.

Carbon products produced in the laboratory furnace of this de-

sign showed an activity of about five times that of the products

handled by the retorts. Three grades of bleaching carbon, called

Kelpchar, grades Nos. 1, 2, and 3, have been produced. Grade No. 1

is that which was turned out in small quantities from the electric

furnace and which has an activity of some five times that of Norit.

Grade Xo. 2 is that which is now produced, approximating the

activity of Xorit, and accordingly being only one-fifth as active

as grade Xo. 1. Grade Xo. 3 is that which was prepared with the

use of sulphuric acid instead of hydrochloric, and being heavily

loaded with calcium sulphate, it is naturally less active, pound per

pound, than grade Xo. 2.

The grade of material now obtained varies from 75 per cent to

100 per cent on the basis of Xorit, 100 per cent. Sales are being

made at 25 cents per pound. This grade of carbon has had a favor-

able reception, and we could have sold it in large quantities if we had
had it to sell. Samples sent out to various prospective users in many
cases elicited high praise and requests for opportunities to purchase.

We W'cre not able to meet the demand, however. The apparatus
installed has a capacity of 400 to 600 pounds active carbon a day,

depending entirely on the output of the activating retorts. This at

25 cents per pound represents a daily revenue of $100 to $150. The
successful operation of the electric-furnace installation should bring

this daily output promptly to 1,000 to 1,500 pounds per day.

Laboratory researches carried on throughout the year on Kelpchar
have shown it to have a wide range of applicability, being a highly

efficacious bleaching agent for molasses, such as is used in the manu-
facture of yeast and vinegar; for malt sirups, the modern product of

reconstructed breweries and distilleries; dye intermediates of many
sorts; edible oils; crude lactic acid; and various other commodi-
tie.s. In some cases purification by bleaching carbon in a single oper-

ation has resulted in a better product than was formerly obtained

by rep'^ated and expensive crystallizations. This is especially tr\ie

of ce.tain dye intermediates, and it is confidently predicted that a

good grade of bleaching carbon of standard properties supplied to

the American chemical trade in substantial amounts at an equitable

price will play an important role in the development of American
chemical industries.
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Toward the end of the year efforts were made to put iodine on a
prothiction basis. Ap])aratiis has been constructed and put in opera-
tion. ^Methods of production are being rapidly improved and stand-
ardized. A substantial revenue is expected from the sale of iodine
during the coming year. Cooperative researches on the distillation

pi-oducts from kelp have been arranged for in several laboratories.

Dr. A. S. Wheeler, professor of organic chemistry of the University
of North Carolina, is making a study of the neutral oils obtained
from kelp tar. Dr. Fred H. Ehodes, of the Barrett Co., is investigat-

ing the kelp-tar acids or phenolic bodies. Dr. L. H. Duschak, of the
Bureau of Mines, has made tests with crude kelp oils, redistilled oils,

and kelp acids as flotation agents in the concentration of a variety
of ores. The results have shown the oils to possess high potential
value as flotation agents. Their commercial practicability will depend
on the cheapness and uniformit}^ with which they can be manufac-
tured. The production of ammonia remains undeveloped, although
problems in connection therewith have been studied throughout the
year.

The study of forms of retorts for the destructive distillation of
kelp continued throughout the year with a view to the construction
of such retorts immediately on the beginning of the new year. Mate-
rials for this construction have been purchased, and that w^ork will

be pushed to the earliest possible completion. Slot retorts will be
built and a full equipment of tar condensers, gas scrubbers, and am-
monia liquor recovery apparatus will be installed. It is not expected
by this installation entirely to solve the problems involved in the

utilization of distillation products, but it is believed that we have
gone far enough now to enable us to build retorts which will handle
the plant's output of dry kelp in a convenient and economical man-
ner. We are anxious to see this installation completed, among other

reasons, on account of the final solution of the dust and smoke prob-

lems which it will undoubtedly represent. The completion of the

electric furnace and of the dry kelp retorts represent the two big

problems to be rushed to completion. The}'- should represent econo-

mies in both materials and labor.

Complete cost data in the various processes have been kept. Curves
representing the various operations have been plotted which show in

each instance material progress toward more efficient operation. It

has been necessary to reduce the operating force, but this has been

done without the necessity of suspending any operations.

Plans for the new year contemplate the development of the output

of bleaching carbon to not less than 1,500 pounds per day. This will

be followed by the construction of new retorts for the destructive

distillation of dry kelp, and, as our understanding makes it possible,

the installation of apparatus for the proper and most advantageous

treatment of the distillation products, namely, ammonia, neutral

oils of various gravities, tars, acids and phenolic compounds, pitch,

and combustible gas. Most of the supplies for this installation like-

wise have been purchased.
In order to save the last of the potash which remains in the char

as it emerges from the lixiviator, a third vacuum filter of the type

already installed is being put in place, which will make the lixivia-

tor three stages, countercurrent, instead of two stages, as at present.
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This additional apparatus, costing only a modest sum, will, in the
course of the year's operation, cause a material saving whicli will

amply compensate for the sliglit outlay.

New plans for handling the kelp char by quenching the char as it

comes from the incinerator and subsequently handling b}^ means of
13umps and pipe lines will eliminate the disagreeable smoke and dust
now produced in the operation and will also effect a decided economy
through the elimination of labor.

xV groat increase both in tlie cost of labor and of material.-:- has
added greatly to the difficulties of working out a commercial process,
but in spite of serious handicaps encountered, material progress has
been made toward the solution of the problem of profitable manu-
facture of potash from kelp. That solution is now within our grasp.
It only remains to increase the efficiency of processes already worked
out and installed to put the plant on a profit-yielding basis, to make
it yield a revenue in excess of the gross expenditures. Since expendi-
tures in this experimental plant are much greater than they would
be in a commercial plant devoted exclusively to production with
thoroughly understood and standardized processes, this test of the
feasibility of the kelp-potash proposition should convince the most
exacting. There is no reason to anticipate now any failure to put
this enterprise promptly on a profit-yielding basis. At the same
time, I do not wish to overminimize the tasks in hand. They are

difficult, but not as difficult as problems heretofore met and success-

fully solved.





REPORT OF THE ENTOMOLOGIST.

•United States Department of Agricultdke,
Bureau of Entomology,

Waskinr/fo7i, D. 6'., September 7, 1920.

Sir: I submit herewith u report of the work of the Bureau of

Entomology for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1920.

L. O. Howard,
Entomologist and Chief of Bureau.

Hon. E. T. Meredith,
Secretary of Agriculture.

CEREAL AND FORAGE CROP INSECT INVESTIGATIONS.

The work of this section, continued under the direction of W. R.
Walton, has been very important.

European corn borer.—During the year the aspect of the corn-borer

problem has altered greatly. When the last annual report was pre-

pared the area of infestation in eastern Massachusetts was known
to be about 1.000 scjuare miles, but as the season progressed the

larger force of scouts and more thorough work, made possible by
the appropriation of $250,000, which became available July 24, 1919,

resulted in the discovery of the insect throughout the Cape Cod
peninsula. It was discovered also in outlying districts in Massa-
chusetts and Xew Hampshire, where it was not previously known
to occur. The infested area on the Atlantic coast at the end of the

growing season of 1919 was about 2,000 square miles, and this has
been still further increased during the last few weeks by the added
area of several towns in Massachusetts contiguous to the old area.-

In the meantime the infestation in eastern New York has been found
to include at least 1.000 square miles of territory in the counties of

Fulton, Saratoga, Montgomery, Schenectady, Schoharie, and Rensse-

laer. Djiring the month of September, 1919, a new area was dis-

covered at the extreme western end of Xew York Stati', bordering
<m Lake Erie. Before the close of the season this infestation was
found to include at lea.st 500 square miles of territory. At about the

same time a small infestation was located in Erie County. Pa. Both
of the newly located infestations were in localities Avhere broom fac-

tories existed, and which were known to liave used imported broom
corn. All the evidence so far accumulated indicates that these latter

infestations were of .several years' standing. The arrival in New
York Harbor during the last few months of two shi})ments of broom
corn from Italy which wei-e found to bo infested witli both larva^

and pupa» of the pest indicates almost conclusively the manner in

s^hich the insect was originally introduced from Europe. Investi-

gitions made by the writer in Italy during June, 1920, indicated
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that the earlier idea, that the insect had been imported in hemp,
was siirel}' erroneous. The i'(»ttin<j: of the liemj) before ba]in<j:, accord-
ing to tlie methods used in Italy, woukl ^Yithout doubt destroy all

insect life.

The extension of the infestation as described above vastly com-
plicated the i)ro!)lem and, of course, necessitated a greatly increased
expenditure for scouting and quarantine pur])oses. In vievs^ of this

more serious aspect of atfairs the Secretary submitted on December
12, 1919, a supplemental estimate calling for an appropriation of
$500,000, tlie entire amount of which was to be immediately avail-

able, but Congress did not respond and the original appropriation of
$250,000 became exhausted by the spring of 1920. This suspended
the control work until June 7, 1920, when a new appropriation be-

came available. By this time the adult insects had begun to issue,

thus causing the abandonment of an extensive control experiment
which was being conducted over an area of some 60 square miles in

eastern Massachusetts. The delay in granting the appropriation
also prevented extensive efforts at control in western New York,
which had been planned by Federal and State forces. An appro-
priation of $400,000 became available June 7 of the present year, and
a large force of workers was at once thrown into the field, principally
for the purpose of scouting for possible new infestations and for the
enforcement of the quarantine regulations.

As a result of the research work conducted during the year it has
become apparent that the European corn borer has but one genera-
tion annually in New York, in contrast with the two generations
occurring in New England. This fact indicates that the pest in all

probability will prove less injurious in New York than in Massa-
chusetts. In fact, the injuries inflicted by the insect in its New
York environment as yet are comparativelj^ slight. The chief danger
to be feared from this situation is the possibility of spread to the

great corn-growing States immediately to the westward of the pres-

ent westward limit of infestation, and also to the southern half of

the corn belt, and every effort is being made to prevent the artificial

transportation of the pest to these areas. Flight experiments con-

ducted for the purpose of determining the possible rate of natural

spread of the insect have shown a maximum flight of 3,900 feet.

This distance may, of course, be increased by subsequent observations

on the second generation of adults. It has been shown that the

adults are capable of emerging through 10 inches of loose soil and
through 4 inches of tightly packed soil, thus indicating the useless-

ness of plowing under infested material as a means of destroying

the larvse.

A rather surprising development regarding the habits of the

insect was the discovery this spring of the egg clusters in large num-
bers on several garden crops other than corn, such as beets, rhubarb,
and less numerously on celery, lettuce, romaine, rye, plantain, sorrel,

wild mustard, witch grass, morning glory, and snapdragon, all of

which are new host records for the eggs. The larvae have been found
quite numerously in the leaf stems of beets as well as in the vines

and pods of garden beans. These discoveries have necessitated a

more stringent application of the quarantine regulations as regards

garden crops other than corn. In the experimental work conducted

in eastern Massachusetts the larvae of the pest have been found to
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feed upon cotton to some extent. Whether or not the bolls would
be attacked has not yet been ascertained, because the cool climate
prevailing there prevents the production of bolls on the plants
grown for experimental purposes. The fact that the insect has been
shown to feed upon cotton seems to indicate increased damage in case
it should eA'entually become distributed throughout the cotton-belt
States. This probability is given added weight b}^ the discovery
that under optimum temperature conditions the insect may undergo
its complete lif6 cycle in 30 days, and thus produce several genera-
tions each year. In fact, Del Guercio of Florence, Italy, told the
writer in June that there are three generations a year there.

Generally speaking, at the close of July of this year the infestation
in New England appears to be not quite so heavj^ as during 1919,
although some few tields are still heavily infested.

That the insect may be easil}^ transported into new territory by
flood waters seems to have been amply proved by the fact that pupae
which were submerged in water for three days produced adult moths.
At the time of writing a total of 197 men are employed in the

control work.
During the year several efficient pieces of machinery have been

evolved for the purpose of destroying in the field infested materials
such as cornstalks and stubble as well as weeds. One of these is a
crushing apparatus through which the infested material is run and
which applies a pressure of 90 tons to the square inch and is capable
of handling 12 to 15 tons a day. Two of these machines arc at pres-

ent in operation. Another efficient piece of machinery is an oil-

spraying burning machine of high power, capable of burning a strip

12 feet wide at one application, and with which it is possible to treat

12 to 15 acres in one day per machine.
1 ntroductioii of fore'icin 'parasites of the corn horer.—During the

early summer of 1919 a preliminary investigation was made of
European conditions, and a trained" observer was established at Auch,
in the south of France, to study the native parasites and to send
them to this country in the effort to establish them in the infested

parts of JNIassachusetts. Ihree species of parasites were found,
and one shipment arrived in the autumn and the parasites were
liberated in eastern Massachusetts. In May. 1920, the writer went to

Europe and visited the regions in which the corn borer occurs in

Belgium, France, and Italy, and arranged for the stud}' of the native
parasites at several points. He found that in Italy especially, where
corn is extensively grown, the corn borer was always present in the
fields, but in small numbers, and that nowhere was it necessary to

take measures for its suppression. This indicated the existence of
natural control, and it was found that four species of native para-
sites are known to the Italian entomologists. Arrangements were
made for the shipment of parasite material to the bureau's agent at

Auch, for comparison with the forms occurring at that point, and
if it is found desirable other small parasite laboratories will be
started in the south of Europe.

Ctrasshoppeks.—Gretit numbers of grasshoppers, belonging princi-
jially to the species Melanojthis aflanis and Camnnla pelhirida^ have
coiitinucd to assail the crops in North Dakota. The northern and
western counties have been most heavily affected, although consid-
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erable damage has occurred in the Red River Valley. During July^
1020, the situation became desi:)erate because the counties along the
Canadian l)order, Avhich were hard hit l)y grasshopper damage, had
exhaustetl their funds in the previous year's eiforts, and were witiiout
means to purciiase supplies and labor Avith wdiich to conduct the light.

In this emergency wheat growers and business men, as well as State
oflicials, appealed to the Federal Department of Agriculture for aid.
Uni'ortunatel.y, no funds were avaihible for the purpose of providing
materials or labor, and, although the department summoned a grass-
hopper expert from the Pacific coast in order to assist in the fight, it

was found that he could do little or nothing to aid the counties most
in need of help. As a consequence of this condition, the spring wheat
crop in several counties has been seriously reduced by grasshopper
injuries. In the course of the summer's investigations it was deter-
mined that large numbers of grasshoppers were drifting northward
across the Canadian border, and it is claimed that the excellent con-
trol work conducted by the Canadian Department of Agriculture
was, at least in some cases, made futile by reinfestation from the
American side of the line. Swarms of grasshoppers were several
times seen flying from Canadian territory into the United States,,

although by far the heaviest flights were in the opposite direction.
The conditions as described above illustrate the great desirability

of the provision by Congress of an emergency fund to be drawn on
for the purpose of meeting similar emergencies in the future. The
problem created by the flying of grasshopper swarms across the
international border should be met by appropriate action on the
part of the Governments involved and the provision of funds for this-

particular purpose.
Wherever funds were available for adequate control operations

the results in North Dakota this year again demonstrated the effi-

cienc}^ of the poisoned baits as a most reliable means of grasshopper
extermination, and great savings have resulted from their use.

Hessian fly.—As predicted in my last report, greatly increased
damage by the Hessian fly occurred during the year throughout much
of the winter-wheat belt. The injury was notably sei-ious in Illinois,.

Indiana, Ohio, and southern Michigan, while damage was recorded
in Kentucky, Oklahoma, North Carolina, JNIaryland, Virginia, and
New Jersey. In Kansas conditions were much more favorable, owing^
it is believed, to a vigorous campaign for control waged by State
and Federal authorities during the summer of 1919. Much of the
early sown wheat in Indiana and Illinois was killed out during the
winter b}^ the weakening action of the pest. A cooperative campaign
for control was inaugurated by State and Federal forces during the
present summer, and is being pushed vigorously in Illinois, Indiana,
and Ohio, which, it is believed, will result in the protection of the
winter-wheat crop of 1921 in the^e States. A publication giving the
methods of control for Indiana was prepared by the bureau repre-
sentative in that State and published as a circular of the experi-
ment station in May of the present year. A new Federal Farmers'
Bulletin (No. 1083) treating on Hessian fly "control was issued in
March. 1920.

Alfalfa weevil.—As a result of seven years of careful experi-
mentation a method of spraying for the control of the alfalfa Aveevil
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has now been perfected Avhich it seems certain will safef^uard the
alfalfa crop from the inroads of this pest wherever jiroperly applied.
This method has been experimentally demonstrated in cooperation
with local farm bureaus over an area aggrefrating some 4,000 acres
in which the spra3'ing operations were conducted by practical

farmers. The average cost of the work was $1 per acre, and with
alfalfa hav selling at $35 a ton it is easily seen that the cost is com-
paratively trifling. In one count}' alone local authorities estimate
that the saving secured by this spraying method amounted to $40,000
for a single season. A new Farmers" Bulletin (No. 1180) describing
fully the methods mentioned is in course f jiublication.

Chtxcii bugs.—Considerable damage 1/ chinch bugs was recorded
during the early summer of 1920, The ^^(>rk of this well-known pest
resulted in more damage throughout Missouri than had occurred
since 1913. Greatest injury seemed to be centered in St. Louis
County, and Federal experts were active in advising farmers re-

garding the most eflicient methods of control. Many publications
were distributed in the stricken region through the cooperative efforts

of State and Federal men. Illinois and other Middle Western States
also suffered considerable injury.

Army worm.—Ijocal outbreaks of the true army worm occurred
during June of the present summer in Missouri and Illinois. The
usual excellent control was secured wherever the poisoned bait and
ditch barrier methods were used in a timely and proper manner.
Department entomologists were active in giving out the re(iuired

information in the infested areas. Fortunately no widespread out-

break resulted from the colonies which appeared in the States men-
tioned above.

STORED-PRODUCT INSECT INVESTIGATIONS.

The very great value of the work of this section of the bureau is

strikingly shown in many Avays. A noticeable instance occurred dur-
ing the year Avhen inspection and advice by the bureau's experts
saved the Quartermaster's Department of the Xavy sup]:)lies of rice

and beans worth about twenty-seven times the appropriation for this

project. Dr. E. A. Back continues in charge of this work.

CoRX WEEVILS.—The research laboratory established at Orlando,
Fla., for the purpose of studying the biology and methods of control
of corn weevils, has been continued during the year. A large amount
of new information has been .secured regardinjr the bioloirv of weevils
and their parasites. Pour papers crtntaining new information have
been i)res(Mi<e(l for publication and one Farmers' Bulletin (No. 1029)
giving practical suggestions for fanners along the lines of corn con-
servation has been published and widely circulated.

The office established at Athens. (la.. has been moved to Thomas-
ville, (la., in order that the expert in charge may more easily reach
the important corn-growing sections of southern (ieorgia, where an
intensive camj)aign has been carried on to take to the farmer, in

cooperation with tlie extension service of the Georgia Agricultural
P^xperiment Station, information regarding the jireservation of corn
from weevils. This work has proved very poj)ular an<l has resulted
in the construction of a large number of corncribs in which corn is

being successfully treated with carbon disulphid.
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Bi:ax AND PEA WEEVILS.—The investigations into weevil losses to
California-orown beans and i)eas, started during the preceding fiscal

year, has been continued at the Alhambra Laboratory. The work has
consisted for the most part in research work in biology and cold
storage. Two papers containing original data have been submitted
for publication. This work has received the hearty cooperation of
the bean growers and warehousemen of the Pacific coast, and while
the investigations are not yet complete, they bid fair to be of great
practical value.

Control of insects in stored material.—Experimental work to

detei'inine the usefulness of fumigation, electricity, heat, and cold
storage have been continued during the year with a view of lessen-

ing or preventing the enormous waste of stored goods in ware-
houses. Though this work has suffered through the resignation of
three experts during the year, the results already obtained promise
an immense saving to the country when put into operation.

Work upon the commercial machine for sterilizing cartons of

cereals by means of electricity has continued during the year under
private direction. It promises results of value to the producers of

cereal products.

Household pests.—Investigations of household pests have taken
the form largely of a dissemination of information to householders.
A special study has been made of the black carpet beetle, and a paper
has been prepared on this insect, giving new information. An out-

standing feature of the work during the year has been the practical

aid gi^en to the Army hospitals in the suppression of pests.

Inspection and intelligence service.—The arrangement made
during the war with the quartermaster of the Army at the port of

New York, whereby the bureau has undertaken to make frequent

inspections of food and clothing supplies, has continued to prove
satisfactory, and is being extended to other depots not only of the

Army but of the Navy. The purpose of this cooperation is to keep

the Quartermaster Departments of the Army and Navy informed,

through inspections made by bureau experts, not only of the condi-

tion of the food supplies purchased and delivered at the warehouses

but also of their condition from time to time during the storage

period. Such inspections detect and lead to the checking of insect

ravages before the insects have had a chance to multiply and cause

great loss. During the last few months the office and laboratory

maintained at the Army supply base at Brooklyn, N. Y., has been

closed as the result of the resignation of the expert in charge.

Temperature and humidity investigations.—During the year

new research work was inaugurated to determine the effect upon
insect development of varying degrees of temperature and humidity.

Valuable equipment has already been secured and data new to science

placed on record.

DECIDUOUS-FRUIT INSECT INVESTIGATIONS.

Investigations of deciduous-fruit insects have been carried out

under the direction of Dr. A. L. Quaintance, as formerly.

The Japanese beetle.—Further experience has shown that the

Japanese beetle is almost omnivorous in its feeding habits, attack-

ing many important crops, as apple, sweet cherry, grape, red clover,
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corn, ornamental floAvers, and certain shade and forest trees; that
it is an active insect and a stron*^ flier, spreading naturally with
ease, and is readily carried by artificial means; that in tlie absence of
its natural enemies it reproduces in almost incredible numbers; that
conditions in the present infested area are ideal for the insect, in con-
sequence of wliicJi it lias continued to multiply and spread in spito

of restrictive measures practiced. The insect has crossed the Dela-
ware River near Riverton, N. J., and occupies on the Pennsylvania
side a strip about 7 miles long and from one-half to li miles wide.
Its present area of distri})ution is approximately 50 square miles.

The various phases of the work carried out and under way in co-

oj^eration Avith the New Jersey State department of agriculture may
be considered under the following divisions:

Qiiorantine.—A quarantine against the Japanese beetle Avas in-

augurated in 1919 and included only sAveet or green corn. Further
exptricnce indicated the necessity of extending the quarantine to all

other farm crops, as Avell as nursery and greenhouse products, and
such a quarantine is established and in successful operation at the
present time. As a necessary basis for establishing quarantine areas,

Ave have thoroughly scouted the territory to keep track of further
spread. Much attention has been giA'en to this scouting work, and the
distribution of the beetle from week to week is pretty accurately
knoAvn.

Control.—Increased funds permitted much more effective control

operations than previously. To restrict the spread of the beetles at-

tempt has been made to maintain a barrier band of dusted or sprayed
foliage about a mile Avide completely around the infested area.

Within this band all food plants on headlands, along roadAvays. and
elscAvhere have been eliminated as thoroughly as possible. Despite
effective Avork in keeping the barrier band Avell coated Avith repellents

and poisons, indications are that the beetle Avill not be held by it, but
Avill continue to spread.

Within the infested area Ave have encouraged the residents to adopt
farm practices to destroy the insect in the grub stage. Systematic
collection of beetles by hand has been followed, and great numbers
have been destroyed. "Much work has been done to destroy the grubs
in the soil by the application of soil insecticides in the Avorst infested
ureas. Pleadlands and roadAvays haA-e been kept as clear as possible

of food plants by destruction Avitli Aveed-killing chemicals, by fire

and otlier means. This Avork is of considerable importance in mini-
mizing the chances of distribution of the beetles on passing vehicles,

by pedestrians, and otherwise.
Investigation.—Preliminary insecticide investigations were begun

early. During the year just closed this Avork has been materially
strengthened and a very large number of materials likely to be re-

pellent or poisonous have been experimented Avith. Tests have been
made Avith a large series of chemicals likely to prove attractive to the
insects, and other lines of inquiry Avere folloAved. In consequence of
the quarantine it became desirable to ascertain Avhether plants with
earth balled around the roots could be so treated as to destroy any
grubs present, and many experiments Avere made.

Introihiet'wn of nafnral enemicK.—An exi)erienced entomologist is

noAV in dapan studying tlie natural enemies of the beetle, and it is

24435—AGB 1920 21
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hoped that parasites or other natural enemies can be introduced and
estalilished in New Jersey. One sending from Japan of a predatory
beetle has already been received.

Peach insect investigations.—Investigations of })each insects

have been continued in Georgia, Mississippi, and Arkansas. Peach
growers in Georgia last year suffered very heavy losses from the

combined injuries of the plum curculio and brown-rot. which were
notably more prevalent than in previous years. During the growing
season of 1920, the curculio has been even more destructive, causing a

heavy loss estimated conservatively at about $2,000,000 for the State.

Unusual weather conditions and other factors have so increased the

abundance of this pest that treatments effective in its control during
normal times were quite ineffective under the conditions which pre-

vailed. There is some evidence that in the presence of abundant rains

and high temperatures the curculio may develop a partial second

brood of larva) which infest the ripening fruit, causing an increased

proportion of wormy fruit at harvest time. The inconspicuous char-

acter of the curculio egg punctures on the peach makes it difficult to

detect infested fruit, and undesirable quantities may be gathered and
shipped to the market in spite of the best efforts of the growers. The
importance of the situation warrants a careful reinvestigation of the
whole subject of curculio control in peach orchards in the South.

The work in INIississippi has been continued under more favorable
conditions and the data obtained confirm previous conclusions that

under average weather conditions dusting of trees with insecticides

and fungicides is as effective in the control of the curculio as spray-
ing. Large-scale experiments have been undertaken with arsenicals

in the post-harvest treatment to destroy the curculio during the

period over which they are supposed to be feeding in orchards and
iDefore they enter hibernation. The curculio population in treated

and untreated blocks is ascertained by systematic jarring operations,

taking records of the beetles caught.

Further experience with para-dichlorobenzene as a treatment for
the peach borer indicates the effectiveness and safety of this treat-

ment for this very serious pest. The use of this material is now being
adopted by numerous orchardists, and no failures have been reported.

In Arkansas an orchard of about 200 acres was treated last fall with
para-dichlorobenzene, and large purchases of the chemical have been
made for use in Georgia and other peach-growing districts during
the fall of 1920.

Apple insect investigations.—Codling moth.—Life-history studies

of the codling moth have been continued about as described in the

last report, though work was undertaken in one new locality, namely,
northern Georgia, to ascertain the number of generations and other
life-history facts relative to the insect in this southern locality. The
work on the codling moth in Colorado has been completed, and re-

ports on life history and on experimental work in orchards are now
in the coui-se of publication. Information has been obtained on the
effect of low temperatures on the insect; thus the winter of 1919-20

in the Roirue River Valley was the coldest in the history of the local

station. This spring a large percentage of overwintering larvae was
found dead. The same experience was observed at Yakima, AVash.
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Continued tests Avith the spray «j^un in orchards indicate its value
as a permanent appliance in orchard spraying. When carefully com-
pared Avith spray rods and nozzles there appears to be little difference
in effectiveness, with a distinct advantajije for the si)ray <:un in
i-apidity of application. At the Delaware station attention has been
tjiven to the influence of packino; sheds on the abundance of the
codlinfif moth; thus, in cooperation with several prominent ai)ple
growers, baskets used to harvest the apple crop of 11)19 were kept
over winter and spring in tight buildings. During the period of
spring emergence of the moth hundreils of them ai)peared from
cocLK)ns spun in the baskets, but died in the buildings instead of
escajDing in the orchards as they do in most instances. This factor
in codling-moth control is one that has not been sufficiently stressed,

especially in view of the increase of packing houses in orchards. It
will receive further attention.

Experiments are under way to establish, if possible, in the Yakima
Valley certain eastern parasites of the codling moth, which are here
of considerable value. Some shipments have already been made. In
cooperation with the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station
and certain other northeastern institutions, tests are being made with
a three-in-one dust composed of a fungicide, arsenate of lead, and
tobacco extract for the treatment at one and the same time of fungus
diseases, biting insects, such as the codling moth, and sucking insects,

such as plant-lice and red bugs.

In connection with studies of the codling moth, attention is also

being given to numerous other apple insects, and valuable data have
been accumulated on the life histories and the effect of various con-
trol measures. Among thone are the apple maggot, cankerworms,
certain leafhoppers, the apple curculio, etc.

A\'ork with apple-tree borers which has been under way for some
time is now nearing completion r.nd publications have been issued
or are in press.

(jRAPE INSECT INVESTIGATIONS.—The investigations of the insect

pests of the grape in northern Ohio have been continued in coopera-
tion with the Ohio Agricultural Experiment .Station, particular at-

tention being given to the gra])e-berrv moth. Additional data have
been obtained on its life history and further experiments have been
carried out in vineyards. Experience with the two-spray method of
control confirms earlier conclusions that this plan is effective in pre-
venting serious injury and in obviating almost entirely the presence
of spray residue on the fruit at harvest time. Results obtained from
a single spray confirm earlier results and indicate that in vineyards
where the; gra})e-berrv moth is not seriously destructive one treat-

ment with an arsenical, sucii as arsenate of lead, will be suflicient.

Complaint was received of the destructive occurrence in portions
of the grape regions of Michigan of the grape rootworm and a
species of plant-louse. Although these pests have long l)(>en present
in til is territory, tiieir injuries there have heretofore been quite un-
important.

Miscellaneous grape insects in the Ozarks.—In connection with the
bureau's laboratorv at I'entonvillc, Ark., attention is being given to
grai)e in.sects in the Ozark region of Arkansas and .southern Mis-
souri, in the latter State, in coopeiation with the Missouri Fruit Ex-
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periment Station. The life histories of the principal insect enemies
of the grape are being investigated and remedial work is under way.
The development of a satisfactory means of control of the grape

mealybug in California blill engages the attention of an agent at

Fresno. Further work with sulphur fumes as a treatment for this

insect during the dormant period of the vines indicates that this is

not a ])raetical plan, and other methods are under investigation.

The white-lined sj)hinx moth occurred this year in several sections

of Tulare and Kern Counties, Calif., in young vineyards. From all

indications the caterpillars had been feeding in near-by grain and
grass lands, and as soon as these w^ere harvested or dried up they
migrated to the young green vines. Several sprays were tried with
but little success, as the insects were nearly full grown when dis-

covered, though it was found that the insects could be collected

readily by hand, one man being able to cover as much as 12 acres

per day. The Achemon sphinx moth was also in evidence in Merced
Count3% injury beginning about the 1st of June. About 1,200 acres

were involved, and in vieAV of the expense of spraying, the vines were
dusted early in the mornings with a dust composed of 3 parts of sul-

phur to 1 part of arsenate of lead. This proved to be very effective,

most of the insects dying within 24 hours.

Ckaxberry insects.—The investigations of cranberry insects in

Washington State in cooperation with the Washington Agricultural
Experiment Station were concluded at the end of the growing season

of 1919 and a report has been prepared. Very satisfactory results

were secured in the treatment of the blackhead fireworm by three

applications at intervals of 17 to 21 daj s between May 1 and July 17

of nicotine sulphate containing 40 per cent nicotine used at the rate

of 1 part to 800 parts of spray, with the addition of fish-oil soap at

the rate of 2 pounds to each 50 gallons of the liquid. Growers gen-
erally have adopted the treatment indicated and are securing satis-

factory results in the control of this, their principal insect pest.

Nut insect investigations.—Pecan insects.—Further experiments
in orchards have shown that the pecan-leaf case-bearer is best con-

trolled by a spray of arsenate of lead, as compared with an appli-

cation of this arsenical in dust form; in fact, none of the various
dusts were very satisfactory. It also develops that in the use of
calcium arsenate in dust or liquid form considerable burning of

foliage and of nuts resulted. It was found that the so-called obscure
scale, frequently complained of on pecan, can be controlled by spra}'-

ing with either crude-oil emulsion or lime-sulphur solution in winter
strength applied during earl}^ spring before the trees bud out.

Spraying and dusting experiments in the control of the pecan weevil
were unsuccessful. On the other hand, fumigation of harvested
nuts with carbon disulphid at the rate of one-half ounce of the
fumigant per bushel of nuts, with an exposure of 24 hours, proved
effective. This method is only partiall}^ successful, however, since

a considerable portion of the larvae in some regions leave the pecans
before harvest time. A report on the pecan nut case-bearer, embody-
ing information on its life history and control measures in the South-
east, has been completed. A publication on the pecan bud-moth is

in preparation.
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The investigations of pecan insects in the Southeast having been

fairly well completed, it seemed desirable to transfer the work in

the Southeast to Texas, which was done in June. Special attention

in that State will be given to the pecan nut case-bearer, which is

there very destructive, and also to the pecan weevil and other mis-

cellaneous pecan insects.

Miscellaneovs mit insects in the North.—The walnut husk maggot,

Avhich fed originally and still feeds extensively in the husks of black

walnuts, is now attacking the husks of Persian and Japanese walnuts

in the eastern part of the country. The maggots in great numbers
mine through the husks, causing the nuts either to drop prematurely

or to adheix' to the branches beyond the regular harvest time. The
shells of the nuts are also stained and soiled by the maggots. In
several localities in Maryland and Pennsylvania very promising
crops of Persian waluuts have been practically ruined by this species.

A study of the life history, habits, and means of control of the husk
maggot is under way and results will be ready for publication by the

end of the season.

Several species of walnut and hickory curcnlios are also under
investigation. These insects attack the immature nuts, causing many
of them to fall. Tlie walnut curculio attacks butternuts, Persian
walnuts, and Japanese walnuts, causing the nuts to drop prematurely,

and the grubs miue the tender shoots of the husks, frequently killing

young trees. Another form, Conotrachelus retentiif, lays its eggs in

black walnuts wlieu the nuts are about one-fourth grown, the larvse

causing the nuts to drop. By actual count it has been ascertained

that in some localities from 50 to 00 per cent of the nuts are infested.

The weevils attacking chestnut and hazelnut are also being studied.

Choice varieties of our native hazel are being introduced b}' nursery-

men and the present interest in growing hazelnuts makes a study of

the hazelnut weevil important.

Orchard insecticide investigations.—Investigations of miscel-

laneous insecticides have been continued. A comparative study of
arsenicals as insecticides, in cooperation with the Bureau of Chem-
istry, has been under way during the past two or three seasons and
includes a study of raAv materials, methods of manufacture, analyses
and classifications and physical properties of arsenicals, relative

toxicity, amount of arsenic required to Idll insects, and relation of
soluble ansenic before being eaten and after being eaten by insects.

This Avork has involved a very large amount of detail, requiring the
feeding and examination of thousands of insects and careful record-
ing of the actions of food. It appears that the percentage of water-
soluble arsenic in the arsenicals before they are eaten by insects has
little to do with the toxicity of these arsenicals, although with regard
to those arsenicals in which the arsenic content is nearly all water-
soluble the rate of toxicity is generally highest. As a rule, also, the
higher the percentage of arsenic rendered soluble inside the bodies of
insects, the higher is the rate of toxicity, and furthermore the more
arsenic retained inside of the insects as compared with that voided
in the feces, the higher is the rate of toxicity. Evidently onl}' an
indefinite opinion concerning the killing power of an arsenical can
be inferred from its composition, but judging from both the chemical
and insecticidal results obtained the toxicity depends directly upon
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tlio aiiiouiit of arsenic rendered soluble inside of the insects, and this
solubility depends directly upon the stability of the coniixjund.
These comparative studies of arsenicals as insecticides are now near-
in(r completion, and a rei)ort will be prei)are(l at the close of the pres-
ent season. Much experimental work has been accomplished with
contact insecticides in an effort to find something to replace nicotine
or tobacco extract. These studies have included testing of various
fractions of mineral oils and a very large list of miscellaneous chemi-
cals. In cooperation with the Biireau of Chemistry special atten-
tion has been given to organic contact insecticides and a compound
lias been discovered of the pyridine series which offers hope of suc-
cess. Much work has also been accomplished in a study of the vita-
mines in insect nutrition as bearing on the food re(iuircments and
choice of food of insects. In addition to the foregoing investigational
work the usiuil amount of testing proprietary and other insecticides
in orchards has been conducted to keep the office informed on the
merits of these as they appear from year to year.

VEGETABLE AND TRUCK CROP INSECT INVESTIGATIONS.

Investigations of the insects affecting vegetable and truck crops
have been carried on under the direction of Dr. F. H. Chittenden.
as heretofore.

Sweet-potato weevil ePvAdication and control.—Intensive work
on this project has been continued, although handicapped by a short-
age of funds. Since the infested area, comprising portions of six
States, was well determined during the preceding year, efforts were
restricted to actual eradication and to investigational work. In
Florida very favorable results have been secured by cooperative
clean-up measures with the farmers. This Avork has been closely
followed by the inspectors, and where proper cooperation had not
been shown by the farmers themselves, all old banks were burned
and volunteer plants pulled from old fields. A close reinspection
has been continued over the infested area. It is gratifying that no
infestations outside of the original area have been found, 401 farms
being under continual supervision. In cooperation with the State
Plant Board of Florida, about a million weevil-free draws were
distributed to 214 farms previously infested. It appears that the
infested area in Florida and Georgia has been materially reduced
and that marketable crops are being produced where three years ago
sweet potatoes were annualh^ rendered useless through weevil attack.

In Alabama 30 farms in a well-circumscribed locality were found
to be infested, and careful clean-up measures were carried out, with
the result that our inspectors have been unable to find a single weevil

during- the harvesting and planting season this year. It is accord-

ingly believed that Alabama may now be declared weeA'il free. This
will, however, be determined by a thorough inspection of the coming
harvest.

In Mississippi activity has been similar to that in the more eastern

States. Two himdred and thirty-two infested farms now remain.

All of these were planted with weevil-free draws during the past

spring, and it is at present impossible to judge definitely as to the

actual reduction in infestation. Nearly one and one-half million
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weevil-free draws were distributed in 'this territory. The indications

are that a material reduction, both in the number of farms infested

and in the seriousness of infestation, may be expected.

In Louisiana, owino- to the extent of infestation and the absence of

satisfactory le^^islation, eradication has not been attempted. A test

is, however, being made of the application of approved cultural

methods by interested growers in one of the more seriously infested

localities. A high grade of neighborhood cooperation having been

•secured, it is expected that a material saving will result from the

adoption of the processes recommended. Even though strict eradica-

tion measures have not been applied in the selected locality, work has

been continued on the experimental eradication of wild food plants.

In Texas large-scale control projects and life-history work have
been begun. More than 8,000 specimens have been carried separately

through all stages possible.

In general, it may be mentioned that a weevil-free zone 30 miles in

length is being maintained on the eastern coast of Florida through
the destruction of the seaside morning glory, and that the only

infested plot of this wild food plant on the mainland of Mississippi

has likewise been destroyed. Preliminary or progress reports on the

habits, life history, control, and eradication of this pest are in prepa-

ration and will soon be available for publication.

Insects affecting potato, tomato, and allied crops.—The Colo-

rado potato beetle has been the subject of investigation with espe-

cial reference to its scarcity in recent years in Maryland and Vir-

ginia. Late spraying, parasitism, and severe winter weather are

powerful elements in holding this pest in check. Continued in-

vestigations of this problem are dcvsirable. The potato leafhopper,

which causes a condition known as " leaf burn " or " hopper burn "

to potatoes in the potato-growing sections of the Northern States, is

being carefully studied, especially in Wisconsin. Bordeaux mixture
has proved a satisfactory repellent, while nicotine sulphate and
kerosene emulsion, standard remedies for sucking insects, have been

found ineffective. The tarnishei plant-bug has been investigated to

determine especially all of its wild food plants and breeding plants,

a project of economic value requiring careful study in its extensive

range. It has been the cause of severe injur}^ to potatoes in some sec-

tions and has undoubtedly caused other damage without the source

being known. Study of the spinach aphis and the potato aphis, im-
portant enemies of these crops, has continued.

Insects affecting beans and peas.—Injury by the bean ladybird

in Colorado and New Mexico has continued with the exception of

points where its control by spraying through the use of methods
developed by this bureau has been adopted. A practically complete

account of this insect in its western occui'rence, in addition to an
emergency Farmer.s' Bulletin (No. 1074). has been published. A
threatening outbreak of this insect, the first of record east of the

Rocky Mountain States, has just been reported from Jefferson and
Bibb Counties, in Alabama, indicating tliat it is likely to become
permanently and extensively established east of the Mississippi

Kiver. Since it will probablj^ become as costly a pest on beans and
cowpeas as is the Colorado potato beetle to potatoes, immediate action

should be taken to effect its eradication.
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There has been an uuprecedeiited outbreak of the green clo\ er wonn
over the eastern United States, j^articuhirly along the Athmtic sea-

board, many fields of all varieties of beans being practically de-
foliated. Tliis pest was found to be controlled readily on truck
plantings by the application of suitable arsenicals. Studies of the
pea aphis on the Pacific coast are being continued. The pea moth,
recently introduced into the Northern States from Canada, has been
studied, and it has been determined that it is not of European origin^

as formerly believed, but ncAv to science.

CucuRRiT INSECTS.—Although a practical treatise on the striped

cucumber beetle and its control is available in the shape of a Farmers^
Bulletin (Xo. 1038) recently issued, the insect is a difficult one to con-

trol and constant work is being done on it, especially in its role as a

carrier of a cucurbit disease, in an endeavor to discover more effective

methods for holding it in check. Certain repellents and poisons were
tested during the vear but found to be Avithout value. The Bordeaux
arsenate of lead mixture combined with other measures has proved
the best means for its control. Work on such important pests as the
melon aphis, the squash bug, and the squash vine-borer has been con-
tinued and results of an investigation of the squash bug are available

for publication.

Insects injurious to cabbage and allied plants.—Extensive ex-
periments have been under way on the Pacific coast against aphids
affecting cabbage and other crops with the newly devised nicotine

dust spray as a contact insecticide. A monographic account of the
western cabbage flea-beetle, a pest of great importance w^est of the
Mississippi River, has been completed and is available for distribu-

tion. Much attention has also been given to the study of the life

history and habits of the other injurious flea-beetles which affect

cabbage, turnip, and related crops. The false cabbage aphis was the
cause of a severe outbreak on turnip, kale, and seedling cabbage in

early spring in Maryland and Virginia. The attack was of such
suddenness and severity that it coiJd not be checked, and it ceased
before control experiments could be completed. Preliminary work
on the European horseradish webworm, which has been a pest
for a number of years in Canada, has been carried on, especially in

reference to its recent occurrence in Virginia, and similar preliminary
work is being done on some other insect enemies of horseradish.

Sugar-beet insects.—Work on the sugar-beet leafhopper, which
causes the costly condition known as " curly top," has been con-
tinued. The nature of the disease and the importance of tem-
perature, number of insects, length of feeding time, and other factors

in its production are being iuA-estigated. It has been found that

an interesting alternation of food plants, involving at least two
wild species^ occurs between the production of disease on sugar beets

and reinoculation. Three hundred and fifty types of resistant beets

selected from various California fields are being studied. The work
at Greeley, Colo., involving the control of the webworms injurious

to the sugar beet and investigations of the beet root-aphis, has been
temporarily abandoned, owing to a reduction of appropriations. It

is reported that serious injury to beet fields in eastern Colorado has
resulted from lack of instruction as to control measures for the sugar-
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beet and so-called alfalfa webworms. A comprehensive account of

the beet leaf-beetle, an important enemy of beets of all kinds in the

Western States, has been completed. This insect has practically the

same distribution as tlie bean ladybird but appears to be decreasing

in injuriousness.

Other truck-crop insects.—A new enemy to strawberries, recently

discovered in Virginia, an imported moth which works as a crown
borer, is being investigated to determine its capabilities as a pest.

Other insect enemies of straw^berry, blackberry, and raspberry, espe-

cially the strawberry weevil and the leaf-rollers, have been studied,

and accounts of some of the more important forms are available for

publication. The minor insect enemies of the sweet potato have been
the subject of similar investigation. The onion maggot has been
under continual investigation in the hope that some more practical

and inexpensive remedy than is now- known may be discovered.

INVESTIGATIONS OF INSECTS AFFECTING FOREST RESOURCES.

The work of the Branch of Forest Entomology has been continued,

as before, under the supervision of Dr. A. D. Hopkins.
In addition to the investigation of insects affecting the forest re-

sources of the country, the allied subject of shade trees and orna-
mental shrubs received some attention. AVhile the forest resources

represent an indispensable need of the Nation and are an item of

pecuniary wealth, the shade trees and ornamental plantings of parks
and streets, grounds of health and pleasure resorts, public institu-

tions, and city, suburban, country, and farm homes represent a

form of wealth which the people realize in health, recreation, en-

joyment of the home, and increased value of propeity.

Principal depredations or the tear.—In addition to the usual
damage bj^ insects to forest and shade trees and forest products,
which amounts, in reduced values and direct losses, to more than
$100,000,000 annually, there has been no conspicuous increase in the
more destructive insects except that of the spruce budworm in the

spruce forests of northern New England, which has been the source
of considerable alai-m to the manufacturers of paper pulp and the
])u!)]ishers of newsi)a])ers: a defoliating worm affecting large areas

of pine in Texas; and a threatened outbreak of the southern pine
beetle, which is the worst menace to the pine forests of the Southern
States. The defoliation of the Sitka spruce of the Oregon and Sitka
coasts by plant-lice and caterpillars has been the subject of special

in(|uiry. 'J he dying of elms in the Mississip|)i Valley and of oaks
in the Southern States has attracted much attention, and there has
been a decided increase in the recjuests for information about insect

damage to shade trees. One of the most remarkable losses of a

serious nature has been that caused by a wood-boi-iug beetle to lead

telephone cables in California. Damage by wood-l)orin<r insects to

ash lumber for the manufacture of aircraft at the Philadelj^hia

navy yards was the subject of investigation and recommendation.
Sixty-eight cases of damage by white ants oi- termites to buildings
and contents were reported from 21 States. 8 Territories, and the
Distinct of Columbia. Some of the notable examples in Washington
City were damage to and in the new Bureau of Engraving and
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Printinp:, A./iere (loverimient bond paper and postao;e stamps were
destroyed; dania<!:e to the woodwork of one of the new buiklings at
the Sohli^n-s' llonie; continued (hunaoje to the floors of the old Na-
tional Musoum buildini; and to stored material; dama<j^e to the <rreen-
liouses and i)hints of the \Var Depai-tmeiit and to the dwelling; of
the Secretary of War. ^Serious damage to fruit trees and vegetable
crops by these insects was reported from California.
Hie damage to crude forest ])roducts by wood-boring insects con-

tinues to cause extensive losses througliout the forested sections of
the country where logging operations are ( arried on.

Principal lines of investigation and results.—The principal
lines of investigation carried on during the year have included the
continuation of an intensive study of the character and extent of the
damage caused by tree-killing barkbeetles and methods of con-
trolling them in some of the principal national and private forests of
the Pacific slope and Rocky Mountain regions.

In southern Oregon a study was made of the causes of the natural
increase and decrease of the Avestern pine beetle, including records
on 2,549 trees, representing a volume of over 2,000,000 board feet. It

was found tliat the average killed tree was attacked by 2,070 beetles,
which deposited over 74,000 eggs in the bark, but that only about 30
per cent of these developed to the beetle stage. It was also found
that out of the number of beetles that develop in and emerge from
the trees killed by them, only about 3 per cent survive to continue
the attack on other trees. This furnishes important evidence as to
why the percentage principle of control is successful, for this 3 per
cent survival is still further reduced in attacks that fail and by
natural enemies and other natural causes until there is a much
smaller percentage to congregate in sufficient force to continue the
killing of trees. Thus in artificial control, I)}' which a sufficient

percentage of the killed trees are treated to reduce the numbers of the
beetles below their power of concentration in sufficient force to over-

come the natural resistance of the living trees, the beetles cease to be
a menace and the problem is solved.

Inspections during May. 1920, of the area in the Middle Fork basin
of the Sequoia National Park, where control work was conducted
by the National Park Service, the Forest Service, and the Bureau of
Entomology, showed that, while 1,055,000 board feet of yellow pine
and sugar pine timber had been killed by beetles in 1917, the treat-

ment of 52 per cent of the volume of the infestation in 1918 was
followed by a decline of 71 per cent in the total loss of the preceding
year. In the 3'ellow pine alone 60 per cent of the infestation was
treated and the subsequent decline amounted to 81 per cent.

Experimental trap tree work was carried on during the summers
of 1919 and 1920 in the Marble Fork and Cactus Creek Basins of

the Sequoia National Park at a cost of $500. As a result both basins

are now free from evidence of any serious infestation.

A detailed study of the character and extent of depredations by
tree-killing beetles in the pine forests of California, as represented

by Federal Forest District 5, shows that during one year, 1917, ap-

proximately 90,000,000 board feet of yelloAv pine and sugar pine

were killed by the western pine beetle and mountain pine beetle.
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This represents a stumpaije value of $270,000. It is estimated by
forest officials and representatives of the Bureau of Entomolo<^y,
who are in a position to have intimate knowledge of the subject, that
this amount represents the average annual loss during seven years,
1912-1919, which would represent a loss of 270,000,000 board feet of
merchantable timber with a stumpage value of $2,340,000. During
this period, owing to lack of funds, it was possfole for the Forest
Service to expend but $00,000 toward the prevention of this great
loss of forest resources. Through a completely organ izerl coopera-
tive arrangement between the Forest Service and Bureau of Ento-
mology, 130,000 acres within the San Joaquin drainage in California,
Avith a stand of 1,507,500,000 board feet of yellow pine and 082,500.000
board feet of sugar pine, were cov^ered by control work in 1920, and
the work of maintaining control will be continued during a period
of five years. One of the objects of this project is to make a thorough
test of the percentage principle and other methods of control that are
recommended by the Bureau of Entomology. An area of 24,000 acres
will be left without treatment to serve as a basis of comparison with
the treated area.

The application of the newly-discovered "Craighead solar heat
jDrinciple " of insect control, in connection Avith work against the
Avestern pine beetle in California, has shoAvn that a maximum daily
tem])eratui-e as low as 75° F. during a few clear days Avill kill the
broods of beetles in the infested bark removed from the trees and
exposed to the direct rays of the sun. This method renders it pos-
sible to continue control work during the summer months which
heretofore could not be done by the method of burning the bark
OAving to fire hazard.

Extensive reconnaissance and intensive studies are being made in

the Coeur d'Alene National Forest of northern Idaho, where, in 1913,
over 4,000,000 board feet of merchantable white pine timber Avas

killed by the mountain pine beetle. The area to be covered by the
in\-estigations is over 348,000 acres, including 80,000 acres of ydloAV
pine, with smaller areas amounting to 5,000 acres for the intensive
studies.

The extensive experiments conducted at our field station in southern
Arizona during the last five years, to determine the time of year to
cut mesquite for fuel and other required local products to aA-oid

destruction of the Avood by insects, haA^e been completed and the fact
has been demon.strated that if mesquite is cut for cordwood, posts,

etc., between October 15 and January 15 in southern Arizona and
piled in open ricks, little or no damage Avill be caused by insects.

This result is of gi-eat economic importance to the residents of all

sections of this and other countries Avhere mesquite furnishes the
only or principal .source of fuel and Avood products, because or-

dinarily, under the common practice of cutting in the spring and
summer months, a very large percentage of the wood is converted
into piles of boring dust before the end of the summer.
The solar heat principle of preventing insect damage to mesquite

posts was found to be entirely successful. The posts Avere cut and
put out in the sun and turned occasionally until the l)ark was
tlioroughlv dried. This kills the in.sects that get in before the bark
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is tliv, and the div bark is not attacked by insects which are de-
structive to the wood. This makes it practical)le to cut the trees any
time <hirin<r the summer.

The lead cable borer.—Studies and experiments at our Held station
at Los (latos, Calif'., and East Falls Church, Va., relative to dama'^e
to lead telephone cables by a wood-b()rin<^ beetle have been continued
with prospects of solvinfj the problem. The telephone companies have
furnished a \\xv\ic amount of material and •rone to considerable ex-
pense to ofl'er facilities for the investij^ations.

('hemical treat nient.s of wood.— Kx])eriments in chemical treat-

ments of commercial wood products to prevent insect damage have
l)een continued, and the results so far indicate that a number of
kinds of Xortli American woods can be treated so they may be safely

u.sed in tropical coinitries, where otherwise serious dama<:;c would
be caused by termites.

Water !<iibiner</cnre and sun-cuiing treatment of crude products.—
Kxperiments (hirin<r the year have shown that a combination of
water submergence and sun curing' Avill prevent injury by wood-
boring insects to saw logs that must be held over during the spring
and summer months.

Seasonal cutt'iiKj.
—

'J'he extensive experiments in seasonal cutting
of timber to determine the best time to do the work liave been .com-

pleted, and the results show that there are optimum times for the
cutting of different species of trees to avoid insect da'iiage to the
bark and Avood. This is of especial importiince in connection with
material for log houses and rustic work.
The host selection 'principle.—Continued experiments relative to

the Hopkins host selectitm ])rincip]e tend to establish the fact that
insects which attack a number of sjjecies of trees or plants prefei

to continue their attack on the particular species in which they have
bred for a few seasons. This knowledge is of special economic im-
portance in connection with control work against certain insects.

Shade trees.—The work on insects affecting shade trees and orna-
mental hard}' shrubs has been limited largely to correspondence,
owing to the lack of funds to be devoted to this line of work. There
is a constantly increasing deuiiind for information on the subject,

and some special iuAestigations have been conducted at field sta.

tions at Los (iatos, Calif., and Colorado Si)rings, (^olo. There is

urgent need of the extension of this Avork.

I'he bioclimatic law.—Much time during the year has been de-

voted by Dr. Hopkins to the continuation of investigations relative

to the application of the principles of his bioclimatic law to entomo-
logical and agricultural research and eccmomic practice, in Avhich

notable progress has been made toward establishing the !:)rinciples

involved and the development of systems of applying them in the

solving of problems of utmost importance to humtm interests.

Kecent studies have shoAvn that the law applies to the continental

areas of the Xorthern and Southern Hemispheres, and that it gives

a reliable basis for the classification of the major and minor zones
of the world in which similar conditions of climate and life may
be expected to occur, thus giving a new basis for a more scientific

consideration of the problem of the introduction of useful plants
and animals and the prevention of the introduction of pests from
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one coiinli y to ic^iioiis and sections of anotliei" count rv wliei-e tlie crtii-

(litions are most favorable foi- tlieir establishment.

(reneral renultH.—Under the head of fj^eneral results as related to

the j)ecuniary value to the country of the investi<rations of insects

atleclin^' forest resources, it is siofnilicant that wherever contiol

operations have been carried on durinf; the last 15 years in forested

areas of the Kocky Mountain, Pacific Slope, and Southern States,

])rinci|>ally in the national forests and i)arks, notai)le reductions in

the dyin<i: id" the timl>er followed in each case, and that up to the
present time comparatively little timber has died within the areas
where only a very small percentajre of the ori^jinal infestation was
(hsposed of.

It has been frequently stated by Dr. Hopkins that it was his belief

that if a ireneral and serious and continued effoit was made to apply
the information that has been disseminated on methods of control-

liuil the principal (roc-kiilinir Ijcetles. it would be but a few years
until these worst inse( t enemies of Xorth American forests would be
brou<rlit under complete control and ultimately they would become
raie and require little if any attention. The conditions prevailin*;

at present throu<rhout extensive areas where only a comparatively
little conti'ol work has been done seem to <rive <rood sui)port to the

idea.

7 he ni<in(K/eiiient principle—Another striking example of the
results of investijrations and the dissemination of information is

the jr^uieral decrease in the formerly extensive losses of seasoned
hardwood products from damage and destruction bj' powder-post
beetles, not as the result of the application of expensive remedies
but of the inexj^ensive and often better methods of management
in the storage, inspection, and use of the iiiaterial that was advised.

Other changes that have been advised and adopted in the methods
of handling and manufacturing of crude forest products and in the
general management of public and private forests with little or no
additional expense show that the management principle of prevent-
ing losses from insects is of fundamental importance.
In connection Avith the principle of adjusted management to pro-

vide Jigainst loH'-es from ifisects and otherwise to :-ccure the best

results from energy and money expended, it is found that a knowl-
edge of the laws which govern life and climate will suggest innumer-
able methods of procedure in (•oml)ating farm ])ests, especially in the

selection of the optimmn time to plant to avoid or lessen insect dam-
age (as in the case of the Hessian tly) and otherwise secure the best

results. The adjustments of crops and types of farming to local

and regional climatic requirements are among the things which
would contiibute to the preveiuion of serious losses and to increased
production.

Kstimafes of values and losses.—Estimates based on accumulated
data from various sources indicate that the Nation's wealth in forest

resour/es and in shade trees and ornamental shrubbery is not less

than $10,000,000,000 and that the direct and indire(;t depreciations
and lo.sses caused by insects annually to this soun-e of wealth and
human welfare represent a money value of 1 per cent, or not le.ss

than SlOU.OOO.OOO.
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WORK ON THE GIPSY MOTH AND THE BKOWN-TAIL MOTH.

A\'(»rlv on this project has been continued under the su|)ervisioii

of A. F. Bur<ress. with headquarters at Meli-ose lli<rlilan(ls. Mass.
Durinjr tlie sprini>- of 11)19 Ihe e<r^ chisters of the i:;ipsy moth

liatched almost perfectly, there havinf^ been practically no mortality
durin<r the i)revious winter, which was very mild. This fact, com-
bined with the unusual prevalence of hi<rh temi)eratures and favor-
able air currents durin<r the hatching- i)eriod, resulted in an unusual
spread of the insect in the youno: caterpillar sta<rt^'.

Scoutinf^ work, which was carried on durin<; the winter, indicated
a much larL'^er area infested, particularly in Elaine. New IIam):)shire,

and Vermont, than has ever been reported heretofore. A number of
additional towns near the northern part of the infested border line

in Massachusetts were also found to be infested. Alone; the balance
of the border in southern Massachusetts and Connecticut only a

sli<^ht increase in the infested area occurred. Winter conditions in

New Enofland were particularly severe, there being unusually low
temperatures and very deep snow. This interfered materially with
the progress of the work of determining the condition of the infesta-

tion, and this factor, coupled with the increase in cost of labor and
supplies, prevented a large amount of necessary work from being
done.

The increase in area found infested during the past year amounts to

4,569 square miles, 1,892 square miles being in Maine, 1,921 square
miles in Xew Hampshire, 824 square miles in A^ermont, 371 square
miles in Massachusetts, and 61 square miles in Connecticut. These
areas were added to the quarantined area in Xew England, and
products shipped from them that are likely to carry infestations

must be inspected before they are allowed to proceed. The quaran-
tined area now includes 25,316 square miles.

A reinspection of the old colony sites in New York, Ohio, New
Jersey, and the western part of Massachusetts failed to indicate the
presence of the insect, and it is very reasonable to believe that these

colonies have been exterminated.

The area infested with the brown-tail moth has been materially

reduced during the year and 10,677 square miles have been eliminated

from the quarantine—8,492 square miles in Maine, 711 square miles

in New Hampshire, 714 square miles in Massachusetts, 29 square miles

in Ehode Island, and 731 square miles in Connecticut. The quar-

antined area now amounts to 18,075 square miles.

Field-control w^ork.—Scouting of the border area indicated many
small gipsy moth infestations in towns outside those un*der quaran-

tine. In spite of unfavorable weather and scarcity of men, scouting

and clean-up Avork was carried on in 255 towns, distributed as fol-

low^s: Maine, 89; New Hampshire, 81; Massachusetts, 39; Vermont,
28; Connecticut, 17; and Rhode Island, 1. In addition to this, scout-

ing was carried on in the outside colonies in the other States pre-

vious!}' mentioned. During the progress of the scouting work, over

7,800 miles of roads were examined, as well as large areas of orchard,

pasture, and ornamental trees and shrubbery.

During the early spring gipsy moth banding material was applied

to trees in 29 towns in New Hampshire, Vermont, and Massachu-
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setts—11,187 bands being used. Spraying operations were consid-
erably interfered with by an unusual amount of rainfall during the
month of June. Two horse-drawn spraying machines were converted
into motor-propelled outfits so that there Avere available for the sea-

son's work 14 motor-truck spraj^ers and 5 horse-drawn machines.
Considerable difliculty was experienced in securing prompt deliv-

ery of arsenate of lead, owing to strikes and freight embargoes, but
as the season was later than usual, resulting in delayed pupation of
the caterpillars, it was possible to carry on spraying work satis-

factorily during the first week in July. This, in part, compensated
for the diflicultics encomitered in the early part of the spraying
season, although the treatuiont is mosi effective if applied as soon
as possible after the caterpillars have hatched. The machines were
distributed along the border of the infested area in New Hampshire
and Massachusetts and one si)rayer Avas assigned to VNork in Rhode
Island. The spraying in Connecticut was done with the e(]uipment of
the State entomologist and by the men in his employ. During the
season, spraying work was carried on in 22 towns, and 3,617 acres
were treated. In addition to this, 14r,954 trees grooving in orchards
and pastures or on private grounds were sprayed.

Experimental work.—The extremely severe winter of 1919 re-

sulted in heavy mortality of gipsy-moth egg clusters over a large
part of the infested area. Along the seacoast and in the southern
part of the area this condition did not exist, except to a moderate
degree. Eggs of the gipsy moth that were deposited near the
ground, where they were protected by snow, which was unusually
heavy during the winter, hatched in a normal manner. Extensive
experiments indicate that a temperature of 20° or more below zero is

fatal to most of the eggs in the cluster. In case they are protected by
snow or other means, this rule does not hold good.
Egg parasitism by Anastatus hifasciatiis has been very satisfactory

in many localities during the past season. The maximum destroyed
by this insect, however, is rarely over 50 per cent of the eggs in the
clusters, so that the gipsy moth can not be controlled completely by
this insect. This parasite spreads very slowly and there are infested

areas in the deep woodlands where the species has not yet become
established. During the year 1.220,000 specimens were liberated,

principally in woodland areas in New Hampshire.
In the fall of 1919 Schedkis kuvanae^ another egg parasite, was

found more abundantly than during tlie previous year. It is par-

ticularly susceptible to low temperature during the winter and its

numbers were very greatly reduced as a result of the severe winter
of 1919. Five hundred and forty thousand were colonized in eastern

New Hampshire in the fall of 1919. Colonization of these two
species was made possible by assistance rendered by the State ento-

mologist of New Hampshire.
Compsilura concinnata, a tachinid fl}', occurred in about the same

degree of abundiince as during the previous year. High parasitism

was noted, however, in many of the small isolated colonies, and in

one locality under close observation in Melrose the destruction of

gipsy-moth caterj)illai-s by this" insect was very much higher than

usual.
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lihpharipa scutellofa^ another tachinid [);iiasitr wliich kills j!;ipsy-

moth c'at('rj)illars at the time of or just after i)ui)ation, was collected
more ahundantiy than last year. Over Go sainj)le collections from
representative localities covering the entire infested area were found
to be parasitized to a greater or less extent. In one of these collec-

tions the entire lot was destroyed by this insect.

A very striking case of i>arasitisni was found in large collections

of gii)sy-motli pupa^ made in the vicinity of Franklin, N. II. In a
single lot of 7,000 inipae 94 ])er cent were destroyed by this agency.
The insect is now distributed over the greater part of the infested
area, and even greater results are anticipated from its presence.

Improxements have been made in the methods of breeding and
colonizing Apa?}teles tnelanoHcelin. During the year 22 colonics,

containing 11,000 individuals, were liberated. During midsummer
the cocoons of this parasite were found in large numbers in locations

where it had been previously colonized, and the results from this

species during the past year have been very encouraging. Appar-
ently this insect has not 3'^et increased to the point of giving maxi-
mum efficiency. CaJosoma syeophanta is more abundant this year
than usual, and manj' reports have been received from citizens living

in the infested area confirming the value of this beetle as an enemy to

the gipsy moth. The wilt disease has been reported from more
localities than during the previous year.

The area infested bj^ the brown-tail moth has been reduced during
the past year, but several bad colonies have been found in the eastern

part of Massachusetts and in New Hampshire. A number of cases of

severe defoliation to orchard trees resulted and for the first time for

several years the moths vrere taken in small numbers at electric arc

lights.

Parasitism of this insect by Zygoljothria nidicola was about one-

half that recorded during the previous year, althougii there was
considerable local variation in the abundance of this parasite.

Parasitism of the brown-tail moth by Apanteles lacteicolor and
Meteorus versicolor was considerably less than in past years. In a

single bad colony of the browm-tail moth at Burlington, Mass., the

fungus disease Empttsa aulkae was present and caused the de-

struction of large numbers of caterpillars.

A study of the parasitism of native caterpillars has been continued
throughout the year and much valual>le information secured. Dur-
ing the winter, however, unusually high mortalit_y resulted to the ma-
terial in hibernation. This work has emphasized the value of Comp-
silura as a parasite on many of our common caterpillars.

Quarantine work.—During the year 33,125 shipments have been
inspected and certified and 331 permits have been issued for material

to be shipped from the gipsy-moth infested area to points outside.

The greater part of the shipments consisted of quarry products, nur-

sery stock, and forest products. Evergreens, such as Christmas trees

and miscellaneous material, were also included. More than twice as

many Christmas trees and evergreens were shipped than during the

previous year.

On Julj^ 3, 1920, notification was received that a severe colony of

the gipsy moth had been found in Somerville, N. J., and a few days
following the insect was reported in Brooklyn, N. Y. Both of these
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cases have been investigated. The conditions surrounding the latter

indicate that the insect Avas present in small numbers and vigorous
means were immediately taken by the New York department of agri-

culture and the superintendent of parks of Brooklyn, X. Y., to eradi-

cate it. This work was supplemented by a small amount of scouting

work carried on by this bureau. Further scouting should be done
durino- the winter, and if no extension of the colonv is found it should

be possible to exterminate the insect in this locality within a rea-

sonable time.

Xhe New Jersey colony of the gipsy moth proved to be one of long-

standing, and the situation is complicated by the fact that large

numbers of shipments of trees have been made from and near the

colony to many destinations. A record of all shipments has been
secured, which shows that stock has gone to 14 different States besides

New .Terse}'. These shipments are being traced as rapidly as possible,

and already two infestations in New Jersey, one in Pennsjdvania, and
one in New York have been located.

Preliminary scouting work by employees of this bureau has shown
that the infestation at Somerville occurs in an area of about 100
square miles. The area will probably be increased later, when effec-

tive scouting can be done after the leaves are off the trees. The gipsy
moth situation, both in New England and elsewhere, is extremely
serious at the present time. Sufficient funds are not available to

carry on the work effectively, and unless more very thorough work
is done the insect is bound to spread rapidly.

The very high cost of supplies and equipment, together with the
high price and scarcity of labor, further complicates the successful

handling of this problem. Unless adequate funds can be secured
to meet this emergency, there is little possibility of preventing the
spread of this insect or keeping it within reasonable bounds.

SOUTHERN FIELD-CROP INSECT INVESTIGATIONS.

Investigations of southern field-crop insects have been continued
under the direction of Dr. W. D. Hunter.

CoTTOx INSECTS.—Owiug to rapid development in the studies of
boll-weevil poisoning, the work at the Delta laboratory at Tallulah,
La., for the fiscal year has been largely limited to different phases of
this particular problem. Practical control work conducted in co-

operation with cotton planters was extended to include more than
50,000 acres of cotton during the growing season of 1919, and was
further expanded in the spring of 1920. Kesults on the whole have
been very satisfactory, and have served as a basis for numerous circu-

lars of advice which have been issued for*the benefit of farmers under-
taking commercial poisoning work. This method of control has
spread very rapidly. During 1918 poisoning was practically confined
to the properties under the supervision of the experts from the Delta
labcjratory. In 1919 the farmers themselves took it up, and during
the season approximately 3,000,000 pounds of calcium arsenate were
used. The results were so good that in 1920 the demand for this

chemical vras greatly increased, and, while no accurate figures are
available, the total amount of calcium arsenate sold for use this year
surely exceeds 10,000,000 pounds.

24435—AGB 1920— 22
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Effort lias been made to reach every man who is poisonin*^, and
to aid him with such advice as seems best suited for his particular
case. Coiiseciuently it has become necessary to extend the Avork to
inchule new territory and new conditions. New lield stations have
been established in southern Louisiana, central Mississippi, southern
Alabama, eastern (Jeoi-fi^ia, and southern South Carolina. In each of
these loialities observations are conducted to determine the activities

of the weevil under the dill'erent conditions prevailing as affecting

j)oisonin<r oi)erations. Close check is also kept on the work of the
farmers. 'J'he results secured are carefully noted and the condi-
tions ijilluencing these results arc studied in an effort to standardize
advice. Throughout all of this work, as well as the operations con-
ducted under the direction of the Delta Laboratory, unpoisoned check
plats are maintained under varying conditions in order that the exact
limitations of ])roHtable weevil control may be determined.

Semitechnical studies, consisting of plat work and cage studies^

are being continued with a view of improving methods of poisoning.
The extensive production of calcium arsenate has necessitated the

development of a very lar^e project handled in cooperation with the
Federal Insecticide and Fungicide Board. Improperly made cal-

cimn arsenate may either fail to control the weevil or may kill the

cotton plant. Prior to 1919 the manufacture of calcium arsenate

was limited, while at the present time over 20 companies are in the

market, and this has meant the production of large quantities of in-

ferior material. For their protection, farmers have been advised to

buy this chemical on certain specifications and to send samples of the

material purchased to the Delta laboratory for analysis before using

it. This has resulted in preventing the use of large quantities which
would have been very destructive to the cotton, and has involved

the analysis of over 2,000 samples of calcium arsenate. These
analyses have been made by chemists in the employ of the Insecticide

and Fungicide Board. In addition the official inspectors of this

board have been assigned to the work and have sampled many of

the larger shipments. Portions of each of these samples are tested

on plants at the Delta laboratory, and if found dangerous court

proceedings have been started and seizures made under the insecti-

cide act of 1910. This work has resulted in saving many crops of

cotton and has prevented weevil poisoning from becoming too

dangerous and thus falling into disrepute.

Another important phase of the investigations has been the de-

velopment of suitable dusting machinery. Motor-power dusters

proved unsuitable owing to the type of labor available for operation^

and a new machine operated by wheel-traction power was developed

in cooperation with the Bureau of Public Roads. Blue prints were
prepared covering this type of machine and furnished to all inter-

ested manufacturers. Several models were placed on the market and
more manufacturers are taking them up. The experimental depart-

ment is now at work developing a cheaper form of wheel-traction

machine which will be suitable for the small farmer who has an area

too large to cover with hand guns. In additon to this work, manufac-
turers have been encouraged to forward test machines, many of which
have been tried out and advice given for their improvement, all aim-

ing toward providing the cotton farmer with the best and most
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t'HVctive type of (lustiii<r iiiachinciv. This qiu'stioii has been so im-
portiint that a s[)Ocial hiilletin (farmers" Bulletin lODs) has l)een

issiu^l for the use of l)oth farmers and manufactiirers.

Mucli work has been conducted on cotton varieties in relation to

weevil injury, weevil hibernation, etc. In addition, the weevil dis-

])ersion line for the fall of 1919 Mas determined.

A Department Bulletin. No. 875, "Cotton Boll Weevil Control by
the I^se of Poison," prepared during the fiscal year 1920, has been
issued since the close of the year.

A study of the field biology of the cotton boll weevil has been com-
pleted at the field station of the bureau at ISIadison, Fla., and the

manuscript has been prepai-ed for publication.

During the year a thorough studj' of the relationship of tempera-
ture to the immature stages of the boll weevil was untlertakcn, with
special reference to the application of control measures. During
the month of June, 1919, the high soil temperatures at Madison. Fla.,

caused a morlality of 98 per cent among weevils of the first genera-
tion. In other words, there were no more weevils in the field on the

r)th of .July than were present on the 5th of June, in spite of the

fact that time had elapsed for the first generation. These studies

indicated that for certain localities in the southeastern Gulf Coast
States control experiments could have been inaugurated on the 5th

of July with just as good chance of success as had such experiments
been performed on the 5th of June.
The field biology of the boll weevil was found to present a con-

siderable variation compared with the biology under insectary condi-

tions. The a^erage time from egg to adult under insectary condi-

tions is approximately 14 days. The studies in the field show that

the time tVom v*^^ to adult, where the weevils are allowed to hatch
on the soil beneath the plants, is approximately 22 days. This im-
portant discovery has a ver}^ direct bearing on the application of

methods of control, especially where the time interval betAveen appli-

cations of poison is concerned.
A good (leal of attention has been gi\en to the possibilitj^ of grow-

ing sea-island cotton under boll-weevil conditions. Sea-island cotton

has been abandoned in almost every section w'here the weevil has
made its ai)peai-ance. The studies at Madison. Fla., indicate a possi-

bility of making a very profital)le crop on certain of the light sandy
soils. The studies alon«r this line are beinj; continued and it is

expected that some very valuable information will be gamed.

T(tnAcco INSECTS.—The tobacco hornworm continues to be the most
imj)oitan( insect i)est of tobacco in Kentucky and Tennessee. The
shortage u( labor and the consequent high wages affect the problem
of control. Tender former conditions i^rowers did nuich hand worm-
ing during certain periods when labor could thus be advantageously
emjdoyed, but under present conditions labor is so scarce that the

control of the hornworm can be better accomj>lished by the use of

dusting machinery, even when worms are not very abundant. This
condition has brought the machinery problem to the front, and has
resulted in the devising of a mule-drawn duster which ai)pru'S the

dust i)oisons to two rows at the same time and much more thoroughly
and with much less labor than with the hand duster. This machine
will be thoroughly tested and developed during the coming summer.
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The labor shortage has also broufrht the problem of dosajres into

prominence. The (|uostion now to be solved is not to find the mini-

mum dosa<2:e that will satisfactorily kill the worms present upon the

plants, but to find a dosa<re that will be eifective upon the worms for

the lon«rest possible period Avithout injury to the plants. Experi-
ments durinjj: the year show that under some conditions twice the

usual amount of arsenate of lead was economical when compared
with the usual practice of one lif^hter dosa^^e plus even a moderate
amount of hand Avormin^r. In one particular experiment the savinjr

•of labor amounted to $5 per acre, and the conditions in this par-

ticular Held occurred quite <renerally over the entire so-called Black
Patch in Kentucky and Tennessee.

Careful tests of calcium arsenate in comparison with arsenate of

lead Avere made, and the results indicate that the use of calcium

arsenate is not to be recommended for tobacco. Even <^rades con-

tain in<i; a very low percentage of water-soluble arsenic oxide injured

jjlants more seriousl}' than did the arsenate of lead.

An important new line of investigation has been started, the result

of which can not be determined until the sununer of 1922. This work
included nearly 1,000 acres of tobacco in Kentucky and Tennessee

upon which an effort will be made greatly to reduce the hibernating

generation of hornworms by killing them with in.secticides upon the

suckers, Avhich often grow to great luxuriance after the tobacco crop

is housed. The region selected is one in which the growers are the

most Avide-awake and in which they control the horuAvorm A'ery

Avell. indeed, during the groAving season. If there is anything to be

gained by a fall control of the horuAvorm, the region selected offers

the best opportunity for the determination of the A^alue of such con-

trol. This suggestion Avas made by the chief of the bureau for

tobacco insects in general more than 20 A'ears ago, but has never been

tested on a large scale.

The mosiac-disease work Avas stopped almost completely during the

-winter because of the resignation of the investigator Aviio had it in

charge. This Avork has been reassigned to S. E. Crumb, Avho already

has determined one means b}' Avhich the disease overwinters and has

started a comprehensiA^e series of experiments upon the epidemiology

of the disease.

The Avork on tol)acco insects at Quincy, Fla., has been divided

principally betAveen tAvo primary insect pests—the tobacco thrips and
the tobacco flea-beetle. It has been shown that undoubtedly the best

time for attacking both of these pests is during their emergence from
hibernation, when the plants are small, and sprays and dust mixtures

can be more easily and more thoroughly applied.

Through cooperation of one of the manufacturers of spraying

machinery, a special power sprayer was secured which is sufficiently

narroAv to go between two rows of tobacco. However, owing to cer-

tain faults in construction and owing to the late date at which this

machine was receiA^ed, it w^as impossible to use it between the roAvs

this year, but before tobacco Avas tied up to the top of the sheds the

mule machine Avas mounted upon a farm wagon and five rows of

tobacco were sprayed at a time. The results indicate that this

method of control "is sound, and that undoubtedly this type of ma-
chine, Avhen the faults in construction are remedied, will be Aery

A'aluable to the growers.
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The tobacco fleti-beotle during 1919 damaged tobacco in some fields

at Quincy to the extent of $600 per acre. A power duster has been

secured for the bureau's experiments, and it has been found that a

mixture of e<iual i)arts of calcium arsenate and tobacco dust, or

lead arsenate and tobacco dust, when applied at the rate of 8 to 20

pounds to the acre (usual dosage ranging from 8 to 12 pounds),

resulted in a very satisfactory control. However, it was found that

late in the season considerable burn resulted from the use of calcium,

and the problem during this stage of growth resolves itself into a test

of the feasibility of using lead arsenate instead of calcium arsenate in

the tobacco dust poison mixture. The objection to the use of lead

ai-senate is due to its quality of adhering to the leaves, and thu>

presenting unsightly spots upon the cured wrappers. It is hoped
that lead arsenate used in the tobacco dust mixture will wash iront

the plants sufHciontly to overcome this objection.

The use of calcium arsenate in the budworm-control mixture re-

sults in severe burning except under the most favorable conditions^

and this insecticide must be abandoned for budworm control.

^lornworm control on shade tobacco in Florida is also a serious

problem late in the season. Arsenate of lead can not be used straight,

because of the " painting " of the leaves and the consequent un-
sightly appearance of the cured wrapper. Paris green and calcium
arsenate are dangerous and injurious except under the most favor-

able weather conditions. P^xperiments are under way to ascertain

whether a mixture of arsenate of lead and tobacco dust can be used
more satisfactorily.

SuGAK-CANE INSECTS.—The work for the fiscal year 1920 in Louisi-
ana has been devoted mainly to the introduction of Cuban parasites

.of the sugar-cane moth borer. In the summer of 1919 E. R. Barber
was stationed in Cuba, and sent in about 900 puparia of a tachinid

parasite {Euzenilliopsls diatraeae)^ Avhich were successfully estab-

lished on four Louisiana plantations. It remains to be proved
whether the parasites lived through the winter.

The work was continued this summer, but on a much larger scale,

funds having been subscribed by a number of prog^ressive sugar
planters in support of the work. Mr. Barber went to Cuba in April,
accompanied by four student assistants. Several thousand puparia
have already been sent in. These are being cared for in a specially

designed insectary in which everything is arranged to provide for a
maximum of light and air, and owing to special facilities a minimum
of time is required in handling the parasites.

Having emerged from the puparia, the flies are allowed to feed

and later are taken to the fields in small cages. Positive proof is

expected this year as to whether the introduction of Cuban parasites

is feasible and whether they can survive the Louisiana winter. If

the winter is too cold for them, it may be possible to keep them over

in greenhouses, and some sugar planters have suggested reintroduc-

ing them every year.

The work of the station at Brownsville, Tex., has been devoted
mainly to an intensive study of the biology and ccmtrol of the

sugar-cane borer aud its conti-ol in the Ixio (Jrande Valley of Texas^
Considerable attention has also been paid to the occurrence of the
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sj;ecies upon Jolmson ofrass, Siuhiii trniss, kafir ( orn, and other
l)lanls.

In conjiiiu'tion with tho paiasile introWiiction rani])ai<^n hcinjj con-

(hictc'd ni Loui.-.iana. hir^o nunibors ol" hir\al parasites of the cane
borer have been reh:'ased in the most heavily infested su^ar-eane and
corn fiehls. Unfortunately, climatic conditions were such dui'ing the
winter of 1019-20 (hat an unusually small number of cane borers sur-

viveil and the infestation so far this year has been renuirkably li<:^ht.

For this rer.son it is yet too early to determine whether the parasite
has been able to establish itself. Tender normal conditions the intro-

duction of these parasites promises to be the most simple and effective

control measure that can be adopted. A very efticient e^<^ parasite
is already present over the greater portion of the infested territory,

which at certain seasons destroys about 75 per cent of the total borer
eg<rs deposited.

Experiments during the hibernation period have also proved that
under Rio Grande Valley conditions old cornstalks lying in the fields

through the winter may be as dangerous, if not more dangerous,
than sugar cane under the same conditions, owing to the larger nunj-

ber of wintering larvae present in cornstalks. I^'or this reason strong
recommendations haA^e been made regarding the destruction of corn-

stalks during the winter. With the high price of cane prevailing,

the cane fields generally have l)een cleaned up very thoroughly, and
in two locations at least e^en the old tops have been used for plant-

ing in order to release more cane. This no doubt has been an impor-
tant factor in the scarcity of borers in the cane fields so far this year.

During the year the cane borer has been discovered in a number
of widely separated localities in Texas where it has not previously
been known to occur. This includes a number of points along the
Gulf coast. For this reason it is important that the general dis-

tribution be determined, and a survey has been planned for the near
future to cover the infested territory and to discover how far the

pest has spread.

INSECTS AFFECTING THE HEALTH OF MAN AND DOMESTIC
ANIMALS.

Insects affectixg domestic animals.—Under the project " Con-
trol of the House Fly and Other Insects in Establishments Operat-
ing under the Federal Meat Inspection," cooperation was continued
with the Bureau of Animal Industry. Progress w^as made in further

perfecting fl^-traps and baits. Some experimental evidence was ob-

tained as to repellent and attractive chemicals and the possibilities

of their use in controlling the house fly and vaj'ious bloAv flies. The
Bureau of Animal Industry inspectors in charge of the various

stations have been proceeding with the work as advised by the

Bureau of Entomology, looking toward the permanent abolition of

favorable fly-breeding grounds around packing houses and abattoirs.

Screio worms.—It has been conservatively estimated that the aver-

age annual loss due to this pest is $4,000,000. There also is a con-

siderable loss due to the wool maggots of sheep. Investigations have
been carried out along several lines. A field station has been es-

tablished in the heart of the sheep and goat raising regions of Texas
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near Sonora. It is the purpose to put into actual practice on the
ran<^e these control principles which have been more or less fully

worked out, and observe the results. These practices consist mainly
of (1) carcass burning, (2) trapping of flies, (3) poisoning of flies,

(4) avoidance of screw-worm attack through various modified range
practices, and (5) the development of a satisfactory larvicide and
repellent for use on w^ounds.

During the latter part of the year an active cooperative arrange-
ment was entered into with the Texas experiment station. In the
future the field work will be carried on at the Texas substation No.
14, near Sonora, Tex.
The difHculty of securing an effective and convenient bait for use

on the ranges has been largely solved by the production of dried
gut slime. The fresh slime, a by-product of the meat-packing houses,
has been used with much success as a blow-fly bait for several years.

The discovery that this product can be greatly concentrated and
made available for shi])ment through drj'ing and at the same time
retain most of its attractive principles is an important step forward.

Considerable progress has been made in the development of more
eflicient repellent mixtures for wounds.

Horseflies.—The investigation of the horsefly problem in the South-
west, in coope'ration Avith the Xevada experiment station, was discon-
tinued with the close of the last season. The life history and habits
of the principal species were rather fully studied. Many control
measures suggested w^ere found to be impracticable under ranch con-
ditions. It was rather conclusively shown that the drainage of the
swampy areas and the substitution of more intensive cultivation of
the farmed areas, substituting alfalfa, grain, etc., for the native grass
meadows, will be necessary to reduce materially the losses from these
flies.

Ox loar'hles.—Work on the two destructive species of ox warbles
has been continued in various parts of the United States. Further
experiments have been carried out which will prove that the larvae

hatch antl penetrate through the skin on the heels or elsewhere where
the eggs are laid. ^loreover, these larvse, at least in part, go to the
gidlet of the host before passing to the subcutaneous tissues of the
back. A large amount of information on other points in the life

history, seasonal history, distribution, and injuriousness of the pests

has been obtained. Experiments have also shown that the larvae

can be effectually and economically destroyed by placing certain com-
])()unds in the holes in the hide on the backs of cattle.

PouJtrii panmltis.—A species of mite {Liponyssiis sylv'iarum), not

heretofore known as a poultry pest, has been found to occur in inju-

1-ious numbers in several flocks of chickens in different parts of the

United States. An effective control method has been develojied. and
eradication pVoved possible through its actual accomplishment in

one heavily infested flock.

The depluming mite of fowls has been studied and a simple and
effective remedy found.

Insects ami hog cholera.—T)\\v\u<i, the sunnner of 101!) an agent

was assigned to cooperate with the Bureau of Animal Industry in

studying the possible transmission of hog cholera by insects. Earlier

work of the Bureau of Animal Industry showed that both the house
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fly and the stable fly were capable of carrying the disease for short
periods under certain conditions, this suggestin*^ the desirability of
securing more ihita on this subject, and especially to determine if

some insect might be responsible for the appearance of cholera at
various points sometimes far removed from known cases of the
disease. Kxj)eriments were carried out with the house fly, stable fly,

and Simuliuni. The first two species gave positi\e transmissions in
a number of instances, the results on the whole agreeing closely with
tiiose previously obtained by the Bureau of Animal Industry.
Studies were also made of the insect fauna of hog excrement and
the Aarious ways in Avhich insects are associated with hogs. These
should aid in epidemiological studies of the disease.

Insects affecting the health of man.—The work of the bureau
laboratory at Mound, La., was materially narrowed during the war
])eriod by service in the Army on the part of the force at that station.
This condition continued throughout the greater part of the fiscal

year 1920. Two definite lines of work were continued having for
their objective further definite information on the biology of malaria
mosquitoes and the practical antimosquito measures that apply in the
prevention of malaria on plantations and farms. These lines con-
sisted of the determination of the relative densit}^ or numbers of
Anopheles in and about plantation houses under varying environ-
mental conditions and the relative capacity of various classes of sur-

face water in Anopheles production, together with the effect of
such production upon the adult densit3^ During the year the United
States Bureau of Fisheries completed cooperative studies on the mos-
quito-eating fish of the region under observation.

Former lines of work upon the effect of malaria on crop production
and agricultural development, upon the relative eflicienc}^ of the
various species of American Anopheles mosquitoes to act as the hosts
of the malaria parasites, upon the breeding requirements of Anoph-
eles larvae, upon the density and food requirements of adults for
malaria transmission, and upon regional distribution of Anopheles
in respect to topography, agricultural operations, and agricultural
development have not been resumed through shortage of funds.

Malaria, the prevention of which is entirely a biological problem
based upon the control of Anopheles mosquitoes, costs the United
States, and particularly the South, millions of dollars annually in

loss on crop returns and in checking agricultural development. The
land areas included in the malaria regions are the most fertile lands
in the United States. The medical side of the problem is well under-
stood and cared for by the proper treatment. The Government is

spending enormous sums of monej^ for protection in small towns and
in certain cities through the Public Health Service. The agricul-

tural side is neglected and little understood. The rural side of the
problem overshadows all other interests in importance. It is the side
upon which definite constructive information is lacking. The investi-

gation is worthy of ample support, the work is within the function
of the Bureau of Entomology, and it is advised that in order to hold
the present work together and continue the same efficiently further
provision must be made for men and for facilities.

House-fly control.—A test was begun about two years ago of the
durability of various types and grades of screen-wire cloth as used
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for protection a<;;aiiist flies and mosquitoes. This experiment was
undertaken through cooperative arrangement with several State ex-

l>eriment stations, agents of the Bureau of Entomology, and other
agencies in al)out 14 sections of the country, the object being to gain
information as to the most economical and effective screen under
various climatic conditions. While this test must be continued for

several 3'ears longer to determine the durability of many of the kinds
of wire, some information of value is already obtained. It api^ears
that there is much variation in the durability of certain screenings
of the same class and cost, probably due to methods of manufacture.
It also api^ears that in some regions black wire (painted) is even
more durable than some kinds of the higher-priced galvanized
screens.

Investigations of insects hreeding in human excreta.—Wilmington,
N. C, field station : Owing to lack of funds it was found necessary to

discontinue this project. The agent in charge of these investiga-

tions was transferred from the bureau on May 31. During the
time he was assigned to the project he did very efficient work in

rearing the various species of flies which breed in human excreta.

Shortly before he resigned from the bureau he had begun experi-
ments with chemicals for the prevention of fly breeding. There was
not enough time to reach definite conclusions as to the effect of the
chemicals. However, the greatest promise was shown by potassium
cyanide solution, sodium arsenate solution, and a pine-tar product
acid.

TROPICAL AND SUBTROPICAL FRUIT INSECT INVESTIGATIONS.

The work in tropical and subtropical fruit insect investigations

is under the charge of the Assistant Chief of the Bureau, C. L.

Marlatt.

Investigations of insects affecting citrus fruits in Cali-
fornia.—Tlie research work of this station has been largely a con-
tinuation of the investigations of liquid hydrocyanic acid for the
fumigation of citrus trees. The use of this liquefied gas is largely

replacing and probably will ultimatel}' almost entirely replace the old
methods of citrus fumigation with gas developed under the tree at the
time of fumigation by a combination of the proper chemicals. The
special work of this year has been a study of the diffusion of lique-

fied hydrocyanic acid under various temperatures and the effect of
the gas on citrus insects as the temperature is reduced. Attention
has been given the subject of daylight fumigation, and it is evident
from the results thus far obtained that fumigation of doimant citrus

trees during the day is possible providing the proper dosage and
exposure are employed.
The Argentine ant investigations referred to in the report for

the fi.scal year ended June 30, 1919, have been continued, owing to

the fact that some of the ant ])oisons recommended crystallized

during cold weather and soured in the presence of a humid atmos-
phere, and as a result it has been necessary to modify some of the
formula to meet winter conditions. Considerable time has also

been tlcvoted to instituting ant-control campaigns in citrus centers

where the Argentine ant is abundant. A number of papers dealing
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Avith insoct problems in Calit'orniH l)ave been piiblisbed (hiring the

year.

Crriuis FKUiT ixsects in Florida.—The work under this project

has been a continuation of that described in the previous report.

The vahio of the dust method for control! in^r rust mites has been

determined and many demonstrations have been conducted through-

out the State. Cooperative work with the Bureau of Plant Industry

has been carried on for the purpose of developing a combination

spray which will be effective against insects as well as plant diseases.

x\s in the past, considerable attention has been given to the control

of the citrus white fly and the scale insects which commonly infest

citrus plants in Florida.

Investigations or insects affecting mango, guava, avocado, and
OTHER subtropical FRUITS.—During the year the insects infesting the

plants listed above have been studied at the Miami station. A paper
' has been published on the banana root-borer, and several papers are

in course of preparation describing the life history and methods of

controlling the principal injurious insects infesting the avocado,

mango, and papaya. The work of this laboratory has been in close

cooperation Avith the Federal Horticultural Board in an effort to safe-

guard against the introduction of insects injurious to tropical and
subtropical plants.

Studies of greenhouse insects.—The Avork under this project has

been for the most part limited to the study of the strawberry root-

Avorm, an insect Avhich in recent years has developed into a serious

pest to roses groAvn under glass. This insect is noAV established in

Avidely separated localities and is reported to haA'e been responsible

for the loss of some $70,000 in one county alone in the State of

Pennsylvania during the present year. In order to study this insect

under field conditions a temporary station has been located in Penn-

sylvania, and active Avork is being conducted in collaboration witli

the Pennsylvania State Department of Agriculture.

An investigation of the chrysanthemum midge has been completed,

and a bulletin (Department Bulletin 833) has been published, giving

general information on the life history, habits, and methods of con-

trolling this chrysanthemum, pest.

Mediterranean fruit fly and melon fly.—As heretofore, the

work at the laboratory at Honolulu has consisted primarily in the

inspection and certification of pineapples, bananas, coconuts, and

taro for shipment from Hawaii to the mainland. Further studies

have been made to determine the effectiveness of parasites and other

natural enemies in controlling the Mediterranean and melon fruit

flies. In addition to the fruit-fly problems, a study of the principal

in.'^ect enemies of the algaroba bean—an important stock food—has

been undertaken in collaboration Avith the Office of Stored Product

Insect Investigations.

Geographical distribution of fruit flies.—A survey was made in

Spanish Honduras to determine the injurious fruit flies and tropical

and subtropical fruit insects Avhich are present in that country and
Avhich may enter the United States in shipments of fruit to southern

ports. A number of injurious tropical and subtropical insects were

found and a report of this trip is in the course of preparation.
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Investigatiox of FRirrr flies and other tropical and subtropical
FRUIT INSECTS IX THE Canal Zone, Panama.—The work of this

l)roject has been somewhat curtailed during the year owing to the
loss of the services of the assistant in field charge. The work has,
however, been conducted in a modest way and additional facts have
been secured concerning the life history, habits, and distribution of
the so-called black fl}' of citrus, which has been established in the
Canal Zone for several years. The survey of injurious insects estab-
lished in the Canal Zone has been conducted primarily for the pur-
pose of determining the injurious insects Avhich may be brought to
southern ports in cargoes of fruit.

In\'estigatiox of camphor thrips.—A study of the camphor
tlirips was undertaken for the first time this year and a temporary
field station was established at Satsuma, Fla. The w^ork in this
laboratory included the life history and methods of controlling this
thrips in nursery stock and camphor plantations. Although this

work has been under way for a comparatively brief period, sub-
stantial progress has been made.

BEE-CULTURE INVESTIGATIONS.

The worlv of the Office of Bee Culture Investigations, under Dr.
E. F. Phillips, as formerly, has been largely a continuation of the
work instituted during the war for the increase in honey produc-
tion, while at the same time an effort is being made to take up again
some of the investigational work which was dropped during the rush
of war activities. The educational work begun during the w^ar has
proved so beneficial and so popular that it is not desirable or even
possible to discontinue it. The lalioratory and apiary are still located
at Somerset, Md.. near Washincton.

Demonstrations in p.ee culture.—The funds available for this
work were reduced this year by the loss of the fuiuls availal)le under
the food-production act. and because of this decrease it was necessary
to drop the work in .some States. In deciding which States should
no longer receive aid from this office an effort was made to discon-
tinue this aid in those States where the project would be continued
on much the same scale l)v the States alone, and in most cases this

was done. At present in every case where this office contributed to

the work it is supported by both the States and this department, and,
as it is now expected that the demonstration work Avill be a perma-
nent feature, plans have been made for the entire administration of

the movements ol' the extension men by the several cooj:ierating ex-

tension divisions. In all, seven States are now cooperating with the
office in this work. While during the war it was ])ossible to obtain
the services of men willing to make a considerable financial sacrifice,

it is now virtually impossible to get competent men who will take
up this work f<ir the salaries offered because of the greater income
possibh' from honey production by thosi' fitted for the extension
activities in beekeeping. It is therefore not feasible to increa.se the
extension work in beekeeping Tai)idly with the jiresent salary .scale.

Tiie work of the demonstration men has been along the lines men-
tioned in ]»revious reports, (be only change being that gradually
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they jire (lev()tin<i' iiiore of tlioir time (u tliose who aim to make bee-

keepin<r their life work and who, therefore, are willing and able to

carry out the plans of honey i)rodiiction advocated by the depart-

ment. The speriali/ation in l)eekeeping, which has been noticeably

int reasin^ (hiring the last few years, has received a great impetus
from the growth of beekeeping during the war, and it is now clear

that the future of beekeeping rests in making better beekeepers of
those extensively engaged in the work rather than to induce more
people to take up tiie work.
Mention was made in the last report of a new type of extension

work that was being tried, namely, the holding of schools for com-
mercial beekeepers, eacli of a Aveck's duration. It is obviously im-

possilde in short meetings to present the subject of beekeeping in a

comi)rehensiA-e manner, and in order that the teachings of the office

might be presented better these schools have been continued and have
been received with enthusiasm wherever presented. Since these are

conducted by men from the office and not by the regular extension

men, the number which can be presented is limited. During the year

11 such courses were given and 2 others were discontinued at the last

minute because of the influenza epidemic. The average attendance

at these schools was well over 1(K), which is about as large a number
as can be handled efficientl3^ AVhile these schools are planned for

commercial honey producers, it is found tluit those not yet heavily

engaged in beekeeping but who desire to take up the Avork are able

to attend these schools with profit, and at each school there have been

several su li persons in attendan- e.

The bulletin on swarm control, mentioned in the last report,

has been completed but not j^et published. Two manuscripts of a

practical nature have also been prepared during the year, one on

beekeeping methods applicable in the buckwheat region and the

other in the region where tulip tree is the major source of honey.

It is believed that many beekeepers fail to take 1'ull advantage of the

department's publications in which the principles of beekeeping are

presented, because of the difficulty of making the necessary local ap-

plication, and it has therefore semed wise to prepare detailed and
specific directions which will apply to certain designated regions,

and to no others, in order that they may be more readily followed. It

is hoped to prepare other bulletins of this charncter as soon as data

are available, one other having already been partially prepared.

Wintering or bees.—The object of the work on wintering is, of

course, to provide methods whereby the beekeeper may not only save

his bees from death during the winter, but whereby the colonies may
be able to build up rapidly in the spring to reach maximum strength

in time for the honey flow. In order to have a better understanding

of the latter phase of the problem, measurements were begun with

the first brood of the season of 1920, and at weekly intervals the exact

amount of brood in each of several colonies was determined. This

gives not only the total amount of brood reared by each colony before

the honey flow, but also shows changes which occur in the rate of

development. This work was continued up to and then through the

honey flow. The making of the observations in an exact manner
takes so much time that it has not yet been possible to analyze the

data, but from what are now at hand it is clear that this work offers
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information which will prove valiial)le to the beekeeper. This phase
of the problem is l)einfr undertaken l)v Lloyd R. Watson, and he will

as rapidly as possible fjet the data into shape for presentation. In all

probability it will be necessary to repeat the work on other colonies

another year before present in*!: it in bulletin form.

The loss of bees during the winter of 1919-20 was excessive, owing
})artly to the fact that beekeepers did not give the attention to this

work which it demands, but largely to the fact that in some regions

there was a shortage of nectar in the fall ; and, as sugar was not

available for the feeding of bees, many beekeei)ers were compelled
to put their bees into winter quarters with insufficient stores or with
lionej' of poor quality. The losses of the winter, which was a most
severe one for bees, will scarcely be made up by the increase made
by beekeepers during the present summer. Because of this great

loss, every effort is Iieing made to spread the information regarding;

the methods to be used to prevent a recurrence of the loss another
winter, but it is realized that it will take many years to get even the

commercial beekeepers of the country fully to realize what can be

done l\y the use of better methods. The wintering problem in bee-

keeping has now become largely a problem in education.

Diseases of bees.—This project has been continued without inter-

ruption. During the year a Farmers' Bulletin (No. 1084) was is-

sued irivintr the i)cst-known methods for the treatment and control

of American foulbrood. Two papers, one on American toulbrood

(Department Bulletin 809) and one on European foulbrood (De-
partment Bulletin 810), were issued during the year giving the

results of investigations on these diseases, which were completed
several years ago but which were delayed in presentation. A
most important contribution of the year on the subject of bee dis-

eases was a paper detailing the activities of bees in cleaning out

European foulbrood (Department Bulletin 804). it now being clear

that the control of this disease lies in getting the bees into such con-

dition that they are able of themselves to clear out every trace of

the infection. During the year 700 samples of brood were examined
for beekeepers and apiary inspectors.

Considerable work lias been done on the factors influencing the

<listribution of European foulbrood. It has been found that this

disease can not continue in regions where there is an early heavy honey
flow, and from the records of the office for the last 14 years it is pos-

sible to indicate ([uite clearly those regions where there is reason

to take preventive measures against the disease. Combined with
this work must go a study of the beekeeping resources of the va-

rious parts of each State. This work is lieing continued, and it is

hoped that in the near futuiv a bulletin may be prepared showing the

present distribution of the disease according to the records, and also

]iointing out in each region the factors which reduce or increase the

«lanirer from this serious disease. This work will show where it is

most necessary to :il)ply tho metliods already discussetl in previous

publications of the department.

Beekfjm'Ixg aiteh the war.—In jirevious reports mention has

been made of the effects of the war on beekeeping, and it may be well

to point out the trend of the industry sim o the armistice. Tlie stimu-

lus to b('(>keei)ing which icsuIIcmI from the war has become even more
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inurked since the cessation of hostilities, and beekeejjing is still in-

creasin*;: in extent and importance at a rapid rate. The dealers in

beekeeping supplies, the breeders oi" (lueen bees, and those who deal

in full colonies of bees have during the present season faced the
largest demand for their goods in tlie history of the business as a
commercial enterj)rise. The subscriptions to the journals devoted
to beekeeping are rapidly increasing and the demand for beekeeping
literature, both that from the department and that published pri-

vately, is the largest in history. A factor which contributed largely

to this contimuHl increase in the impoi'tance of beekeeping was the

fact that sugar was scarce, but this does not by any means fully

explain the great present demand for hone}' or the fact that so many
beekeepers are engaging still further in the industry. Honey is now
being used in the manufacture of ice cream and in confectionery, but
the greatest demand is. of course, for home consumption, and this

demand is greater at present tlian ever before. The demand for

honey for export, which was so important a factor during the war,
has virtuall}- ceased, because of the rates of foreign exchange, but in

spite of the fact that American beekeepers looked for a continuation
of this demand as an important factor in the future of the industry,

the loss has been fullv made up bv th.e increased demand for honev
at home.
There has been a tendency for the last 20 years toward the develop-

ment of beekeeping as a specialty, and this has been considered as a de-
sirable condition, rather than that bees should be kept on every farm.
The heavy winter losses of 1917-18 and again in 1919-20 resulted
in the loss of most of the colonies in the hands of careless beekeepers.
Furthermore the beekeepers who kept only a few colonies failed to

realize the demand for more honey, while those engaged in the work
as a major occupation were able and anxious to take full advantage
of the opportunities presented. This combination of circumstances
has greatly hastened the placing of beekeeping on the basis of a

specialty in agriculture, and to-day the inclustry is further ahead
by 20 years than it would have been without the stimulus of the war
and the severe losses of winter.
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United States Department of Agriculture,
Bureau of Biological Survey,

Washington^ D. 6'., September 4, 1920.

Sir: I have the honor to transmit herewith a report of the work of
the Bureau of Biological Siirvev for the fiscal 3'ear ended June 30,
1920.

Respectfully,

E. W. Nelson,
Chief of Bureau.

Hon. E, T. Meredith,
Secretary of Agriculture.

WORK OF THE BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY.

The activities of the Bureau of Biological Survey are conducted
under four divisions: (1) Investigations of the food habits of North
American birds and mammals in relation to agriculture, in charge of
Dr. A. K. Fisher; (2) biological investigations, with special reference
to the habits and geographic distribution of native animals and plants,
in charge of E. A. Goldman; (3) supervision of national mammal
and bird reservations, in charge of Dr. G. W. Field until December 6,

1919; in charge of H. F. Stone since July 1, 1920; (4) administration
of the migratory-bird treaty act and enforcement of the Lacey Act
regulating the importation of birds and wild mammals and the inter-
state shipment of game, in charge of George A. Lawyer.
From the time of the organization of the Biological Survey its main

purpose has been to study the habits and distribution of our wild
birds and mammals, to assist in the conservation of the beneficial and
harmless species, and to devise pi-actical methods for the control of
those classed as injurious. The files of the bureau contain an un-
paralleled volume of information drawn from 35 years of field work
of its experts in all parts of North America and from thousands of
collaborators as Avell as from published sources.
During recent years appreciation of the value of our Avild life has

grown rapidly, and constantly increasing demands are voiced for the
conservation of the useful and harmless forms. In this same time
changing conditions due to increased occupation of the country have
caused certain species both of birds and of nuimmals to become so
seriously injurious to crops, forestry, and stock growing that it has
become necessary to develoj) effective methods for controlling or de-
stroying them on a large scale.

;J43
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As a result, the demands from many directions for increased activi-

ties on the part of the bureau far exceed tlie ])ossn)ilities of meetin<^

them -with the funds nvaihible. As in other branches of the Govern-
ment, the bureau sulfers from the loss of skilled employees due to

larger salaries paid outside the service and from the necessity of pay-
ing higher prices for services and material.
•

ECONOMIC INVESTIGATIONS.

With the rising values of all food products and the urgency of
increased production, the suppression of crop and stock destroying
pests becomes increasingly' important. At the time this work was
launched on a large scale in 1917 it was estimated that injurious

native rodents, as ground squirrels, prairie dogs, pocket gophers,

jack rabbits, and field mice, each year destroyed crops and forage in

the United States valued at approximately $300,000,000; house rats

annuall}' destroyed about $200,000,000 worth of food products and
other property; while predatory animals were killing live stock

having a value between $20,000,000 and $30,000,000. Recent inves-

tigations of some of the smaller rodents, as kangaroo rats, show that

the myriads of these animals also, which are largely seed and root

eaters, have a far greater destructive effect on both cultivated crops

and native forage grasses than has been realized.

The Biological Survey has demonstrated the possibility of elimi-

nating the larger part of these losses. The destruction of mammal
pests has been so successful that farmers and stock growers of the

West, where such losses are greatest, are increasing their demands
upon the bureau for more extended work to a degree which becomes
embarrassing, in view of the limited Federal funds available. The
fact that the unoccupied lands of the public domain are the main
harboring and breeding places of these pests makes the need for

added funds more pressing, since private landowners undertake to

destroy the pests on their holdings and ask that the Government de-

stroy' them on public lands adjoining.

The reduction of available funds by the discontinuance of the war
emergency fund on June 30, 1919, together with a steady increase

in the wages of men and in the cost of materials, has handicapped

the bureau in its work. The amount of money being appropriated

for cooperative undertakings by States, counties, associations, and
individuals has rapidly increased until during the present year it has

reached the sum of $1,114,000. This tangible evidence of appreci-

ation of the practical value of the work is due to actual demonstra-

tion of increased forage and stock production on the ranges and of

additional crop yields on farms through the cliniination of mammal
pests at a reasonable cost. A conservative estimate of the saving

effected during the year from the campaign against rodents amounts

to about $10,000,000, and from operations against predatory animals

to about $6,000,000.

The predatory-animal and rodent-pest suppression work is defi-

nitely organized in 14 districts covering 18 States, the districts being

in charge of inspectors with trained assistants cooperating with the

States Relations Service, State and county officials, and community
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organizations, as farm bureaus and stockmen's associations. The dis-

tricts are as follows

:

1.
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have been similarly protected so that ewes and lambs are allowed to
range freely without being driven to bedding grounds at. night.
This has made it possible to carry at least one-third more ewes* on a
lambing ground, to save a higher percentage of lambs dropped, and
at the same time to reduce the expense of handling. The practical
elimination of coyotes from the range country will result also in a
great increase in both the wool and the meat output. In addition to
the sheep they kill, coyotes destroy many goats, calves^ pigs, and
domestic fowls, and are among the most destructive enemies of large
and small game, including both birds and mammals. The bobcat
ranks next to the coyote in destructiveness to sheep and goats, while
wolves, mountain lions, and some bears cause heavy losses of cattle

and horses.

Not all predatory animals are equally destructive of live stock.
Some individuals become strongly marked among their fellows be-
cause of their depredations. This is particularly the case with moun-
tain lions, wolves, and coyotes. As illustrative of losses caused by
these animals, the following instances, which have occurred during
the year, may be cited

:

One mountain lion killed by a bureau hunter near Roosevelt, Ariz.,

had a record of destroying 50 calves and 3 colts on one ranch besides
many killings on other ranches.

A trapper in New Mexico found 23 calves killed by a notorious
wolf which he succeeded in taking; another wolf had killed 30 head
of cattle in Wyoming before being captured ; a pair of wolves killed

near Split Rock, Wyo., were each reported to have killed from
$1,500 to $2,000 worth of stock a year; another pair of wolves which
were taken were known to have killed 100 sheep and 7 colts for one
rancher and 50 sheep for another during the month before they
were captured.

Coyotes in New Mexico were reported taking from 3 to 6 lambs
each night from one ranch, notwithstanding the fact that Mexican
herders were sleeping in close proximity and that the usual devices

were employed to keep the animals away. After a bureau hunter
had killed 7 large, old coyotes and 2 wildcats in the vicinity the losses

entirely ceased.

In Custer Countj^, S. Dak., during a period of six or seven years,

one wolf still at large is credited with having killed more than $25,000
worth of cattle. Other notorious individual stock-killing animals
occur in all parts of the range country.
Whenever a report of the activities of such predatorj?^ animals is

made to a district inspector of the bureau, expert hunters are detailed

to effect their capture. In this wa}^ the careers of many of the most
notorious stock killers of the western ranges have been ended.

RABIES.

Predatory animals are carriers of rabies, which still persists in

California, Nevada, Utah, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington. The
destruction of these animals through the campaign led by this

bureau has greatly reduced the occurrence of the disease and the

losses caused by it. Now, whenever an outbreak of rabies is reported,

trappers are concentrated about the locality, the affected animals
are soon destroyed, and the disease promptly disappears. But for the
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continuance of this preventive work rabies would quickly become as
disa.strous an epizootic as when its control was first undertaken.

CONTROL OF RODENT PESTS.

The work of rodent eradication has made a steady, consistent
trrowth both in territory covered and in thoroughness of orf^aniza-
tion. In this the bureau has continued to cooperate throuj^h the
States Relations Service with the State extension organizations, in-
cluding county agents and farm bureaus. Wherever other State or
local organizations were available, as State departments of agricul-
ture and agricultural commissions, they also have been enlisted in the
movenient. The Forest Service has cooperated heartily in units of
operation involving national forests, while the Office of Indian
Affairs of the Department of the Interior has joined similarly in
work on Indian reservations.

This cooperation, which has united all Federal, State, and local
agencies in a carefully planned, concerted drive against rodent pests,
has greatly increased the extent and effectiveness of the work. Under
the leadership of bureau specialists detailed to organize and conduct
these campaigns, rodent eradication has become one of the major
projects of farm bureaus and of county agents in the territory now
districted. The definiteness and value of the results accomplished
and the promptness with which these returns on the effort and
investment are secured have made this work one of outstanding im-
portance in the movement to increase crop, forage, and live-stock
])roduction. Detailed plans for the organization and conduct of
these cooperative campaigns are prepared in consultation between the
district representatives of the Biological Survey, the State extension
director, and the county agents. The bureau assumes the cost of
operations on Federal lands, the State officials on State lands, and
the farmers and stockmen pay the cost of work on private lands
either directly or through taxes levied by the counties. Concerted
campaigns systematically organized to destroy rodent pests over
large areas of Federal, State, and private lands are proving an
entirely practical way of coping with rodent pests, and have made it

possible for the first time in the historj'^ of the country to make
effective headway against them on a large scale.

In addition to the advantage derived by individual landowners
from these concerted attacks under the guidance of bureau experts,
farmers and stockmen have been saved many thousands of dollars
a year by a plan of cooperative purchase of strychnine and other
materials used in the poison operations. This was devised and put
into effect by the bureau, and by it the enormous quantity of over
4 tons of strychnine has been arranged for and supplied at a very
material saving in cost. In Idaho officials report that not only has
this saving in that State alone amounted to $21,000 during the year,
but also they have been enabled to secure the large quantities rex^uired

promptly at the time needed for the most effective prosecution of the
campaign. This latter feature has been most important in the de-
velopment, without serious interruption or delay, of the extensive
rodent eradication campaigns during the last three years.

The areas seriously infested by rodent pests in the States west of
the Mississippi River comprise more than 200,000,000 acres. Field
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(jperations (liirin<2: tlic last foui- years have shown that tlie worst of
these pests, as prairie (lo<;s. certain species of <2;roiin(l s(|vurrels, and
pocket frophers, can be eradicated from a fjreat part of the fanninjz:
and l)est fora<re-pi-<)ducinfr re<rions of the West at a cost which is

merely nominal as compared with the annual increase in the pioduc-
tion of tlie land. The lar<;e and constant h' o;i-owin<r expenditure of
funds and application of labor by cooperating farming and stock-
raising conmiunities are conclusive evidence of the practical char-
acter of these campaigns. Under the modem methods of the bureau,
the first time the rodents are poisoned over a large area from 85 to
98 per cent of the animals are killed. This accomplished, follow-up
measures to complete the work are organized as needed during the
same and subsequent seasons.

PUAIRIK DOGS AND GEOUKD SQUIRRELS.

Prairie dogs and ground squirrels are the most widespread and
conspicuously destructive rodents affecting cultivated crops and
range grasses in the States west of the Mississippi River. They
do their damage by digging out the planted seeds and cutting down
the growing grain until harvested, by eating off alfalfa, clover,

bean, pea, and similar legume and hay crops, and by feeding on
forage grasses and digging out their roots, thus destroying the stand.

Lands thus denuded of native grasses are often subject to serious

erosion, resulting in permanent damage to the soil. Prairie dogs
occur from Texas north to North Dakota and Montana and from
Kansas west to Utah and Arizona. Ground squirrels of several

species live in vast numbers over all of the States west of the Missis-

sippi River, involving all of the area occupied by prairie dogs, but
becoming most conspicuously destructive in the Northern and West-
ern States, including the Dakotas, Montana, Wyoming. Idaho, north-

ern Utah and Nevada, Washington, Oregon, and California.

The plans of organization, the seasonal work, and the methods of

extermination for eradication campaigns against both these groups
of rodent pests are essentially the same. The details differ some-

what, however, both wnth respect to the species concerned, the sea-

sonal, weather, and crop conditions, and the topography of the

country. The local representatives of the Biological Survey care-

fully observe and study these features and apply the measures which
have proved most effective and economical.

Particularly notable results are now being secured on a large scale

in the campaigns against prairie dogs in NeAV Mexico and Arizona.

An illustration of this w^ork is furnished in one especially valuable

range area in Sulphur Springs A^alley. Cochise County, Ariz., a

tract 12 miles long and 4 miles broad, involving 30,700 acres, which
was completely cleared of prairie dogs last spring. Adjoining range

occupants then appealed to the inspector in charge to assist them in

conducting the work over their areas, with the result that by June 30

three-fourths of the area in both Cochise and Graham Counties Avas

completely cleared of prairie dogs. Work to clear the remaining
portions of these counties is progressing rapidly. The progress made
in eradicating a very heavy infestation of prairie dogs froni the

valuable range areas of Moreno Valley, northern New^ Mexico, is an-

other good example of the advance which is being made in the or-
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<ranized campaif^ns against these pests. In Kansas, after years of
effort, extermination of prairie dogs was accomplished except for a
few scattering small towns; through neglect of landowners to com-
plete the work, reinyasion of adjoining cleared areas is beginning to
occur. Effort is now being concentrated upon these small areas of
infestation, involving 2~> to 40 acre tracts, which are widely scattered
throughout the middle and western counties.

Similar illustrations may be cited of effective work in the enor-
mous cami)aigns now being waged against ground squirrels. In
Camas Prairie, a fertile valley inclosed by mountains in Camas
County, Idaho, where a heavy infestation of Columbia ground
sfpiirrels was on the point of driving out the settlers, relief was
afforded through the organization of a campaign against the pests,

with the result that at present scarcely a ground squirrel can be
found in this area, involving 59,000 acres. In North Dakota the Rich-
ardson ground squii-rel, commonl}' known as "gopher," formerly
caused an annual crop loss estimated by State officials at $6,000,000
to $0,000,000, tlepending upon seasonal conditions. The eradication
compaigns have now progressed to a point where in many counties
these ground squirrels are no longer looked upon as a menace by
the landowners, but merely as occasional objects of interest and
curiosity. There is a strong tendency under these circumstances
for landowners to discontinue the concerted campaign to complete
their eradication. Every effort, however, is being made to have this
work continued in such counties in order to prevent any possibility

of the animals increasing to a point where they may again become
destructive of crops. Indolence and neglect can be the onl}' possil:)le

reason for such a condition arising, as under the leadershi]) of the
bureau and county agents the farmers have become thoroughly fa-

miliiir with and experienced in effective measures for destroying
these animals.

In the campaigns against prairie dogs and ground scjuirrels dur-

ing the year, 10.117.737 acres of Federal, State, and private lands
were given a first poison treatment, and follow-up work was done
on 15.172,709 acres. Through State and county appropriations and
funds expended by individual landowners, cooperative funds were
conti-ibuteil amounting to $841,000. The (juantity of poisoned grain
di-tiMl)Uted amounted to 1,010 tons, while tlie numl)er of farmers
and stf)ckmen acti\ely cooperating numbered l'il,435. The work
resulted in a sa\ ing of crops for the year estimated at $10,000,000.

POCKET GOPHERS.

Extensive work has been done during the year in demonstrating
methods of destroying jiocket gophers and organizing comnuniity
campaigns agsiinst them in Kansas, Nebraska, Idaho, Oregon. New
Mexico, and Arizona. Many farmers report killing as high as 95
per cent of the j^ests with oue a|:)i)lication of poison. The animals
rx-cur in every State west of the Mississijipi Kiver, and are especially

injuiious to alfalfa and grazing lands, hay meadows, orchards, and
root crops. They often luin the stand of alfalfa by cutting off the
tap i-oots. and in Kansas. State officials estimate the annual loss to

the alfalfa growers alone from this source at $5,000,000. Pocket
gophers greatly reduce the (juantity of hay that can be harvested,
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both by injuring the stuiul and by piling- up mounds of cHrt over
considerable i)ortions of the crop; these mounds interfere Avitli cut-

tin<x the hay and freciuently dama<re the harvestin*; machinery.
In Kansas and Nebraska, where the pocket jjopher is the most

serious rodent pest affecting the producers, the efforts of the bureau
representatives are concentrated particuhirly upon the organization

of effective community camjiaigns for its ei'acbcation from farming
districts. ExceUent progress lias been made and a foiuidation laid

for more extensive operations during the coming year. In Arizona
pocket gophers caused ver}^ serious losses in orange and grapefruit

orchards by gnawing the roots of trees and thus killing them.

The bunows of pocket gophers in the banks of irrigation ditches

have resulted in great damage in parts of Arizona, Idaho, and other

irrigation States by causing breaks, which were followed by serious

loss of Avater at critical periods, by the inundation and destruction

of crops, and by large expenditures for repair of the ditch banks.

Extensive poisoning operations were organized with a view to de-

stroying the pests in such situations and preventing damage of this

character. In Arizona chambers of commerce, associations of orange

and grapefruit growers, water users' associations, and others joined

actively with bureau representatives in conducting these campaigns.

The Office of Indian Affairs cooperated by poisoning these anirnals

on considerable areas of the Moqui and Parker Indian Reservations

in Arizona. The Forest Service also has given active cooperation in

Nebraska. Oregon, and other States.

The same general lines of procedure are followed in initiating and

organizing campaigns for the destruction of pocket gophers as in

the case of other rodents, and, wath a like cordial response by the

people interested, important results Avere attained in protecting crops

and property from damage by these animals.

JACK KABBITS AND COTTONTAILS.

Jack rabbits are seriously destructive in many of the Western

States. They frequently concentrate in enormous numbers in grain

fields, orchards, vineyards, and other cultivated areas by moving in

from surrounding sagebrush or range. In such instances they com-

pletely devastate large fields of growing grain, eat off the crowns of

the young alfalfa, and entirely destroy valuable orchards and vine-

yards that have been built up only after large expenditures and years

of unremitting toil. Pathetic instances have occurred where orchards

representing the work and savings of a lifetime and constituting the

sole reliance of the owners for future support, have been brought to

a bearing age only to be destroyed in a single night by jack rabbits.

During the Avinter these animals also congregate about stacks of hay

and grain provided for winter stock feed, and frequently eat around

and undermine them to such an extent that the stacks topple over

and become practically a complete loss. The rabbits also make heavy

inroads on the crop of long staple cotton, an important and rapidly

developing feature of production under irrigation in Arizona. Last

vear one producer near Chandler. Ariz., lost from this source his en-

tire cotton crop valued at $2,500. This year a campaign was organ-

ized in this vicinity to destroy the rabbits, and in it many thousands
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of them were killed ; as a result, no damage has since resulted to the
cotton crops in tliis locality.

Campaigns for the destruction of Jack rabbits were organized on
u large scale in Idaho, Oregon, Washington, Nevada, Utah, and Ari-
zona under the leadership of bureau representatives and along co-

operative lines similar to those employed in combating other rodents.

In .some instances the destruction of these animals was accomplished
through extended poisoning operations. In Lincoln County, Idaho,
farmers reported an average of 400 rabbits killed with each ounce of
strychnine used, while two farmers in Gooding County reported
killing 1,000 rabbits with each ounce. Minidoka County reported
killing 40,000 rabbits in their poisoning campaign. Great numbers
of jack rabbits were also destroyed by organized drives in these

States. In some instances the animals were shot as the drive pro-
gressed toward a point of concentration made by converging fences
or natural barriers. In others they were driven into fenced in-

dosures and killed. The destruction of as many as 10,000 jack rab-
bits resulted from individual drives of this character. Farmers re-

port practically^ complete protection of their crops the present season
in localities where the.se campaigns were conducted.

Man}^ thousands of skins of the rabbits thus killed were cured and
marketed at good prices. Wherever it was practicable to do so the

carcasses of unpoisoned rabbits were also prepared and shipped to

city markets for human consumption ; in other cases they were util-

ized as feed for chickens and hogs. In some localities it was possible

to keep jack rabbits under control merely b}^ bringing the market
value of the skins and carcasses to the attention of the people.

Complaints of damage by cottontail rabbits were received from
man}- localities throughout the country. As an example of the de-

structiveness of cottontails may be cited a new 3-acre vineyard
planted during April, 1920, in a foothill location in Tulare County,
Calif. Before the end of May the vines had been completely de-

stroyed, the rabbits even digging down to get at the tender sprouts.

This delay of a year in establishing the vineyard, together with the

money expended on it, involves the loss of hundreds of dollars and
is an illustration of the kind of damage done in numberless places on
a great variety of garden truck and orchard crops. Advice covering

methods of control by means of properly built woven-wire fences and
the employment of poisons and traps has been given numerous in-

quirers desiring to eliminate losses from this source.

MICE. WOOD RATS, AND COTTON BATS.

Damage b}- various kinds of meadow and pine mice in orchards
has been very widespread, extending from the orcharding sections of
Virginia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and New York west to Washing-
ton, Oregon, and Idaho. In the last three States assistance was ren-

dered the orchardists through the bureau's regular force of experts

engaged in local rodent-eradication work, and effective measures of
destroying these pests were demonstrated. In the Eastern States

orcliardists. florists, and truck farmers were aided through circulars

and bulletins describing methods of eradication. In a few instances

it was possible to detail representatives from the AVashington office

to near-by points to demonstrate effective procedure.
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Wood Tilts have oontiiuied to do damafj^e in some localities, es-

pecially in forest and nursery plantations throughout the West. As
cases of tliis kind wow reported they were dealt with by representa-

tives of the bureau in tlie territory affected by means of written in-

structions or demonstrations.

Cotton rats and rice rats have been responsible for considerable
damage in Fh^rida to the sugar-cane crop. Effective methods of
poisoning these animals were determined and the planters advised
regarding practical procedure.

BEAVERS AND WOOnCHICKS.

In some localities, especially in the State of Washington, beavers
caused considerable damage to orchards and farm crops as well
as to timber in areas along streams where they construct their dams
and houses. Inxestigation disclosed that in many cases the damage
was sufficiently serious to warrant removal of the animals. Arrange-
ments were made with State game officials for the necessary captures
and for the removal of the beavers to other places where they could
be permitted to multipl}' without endangering valuable timber sup-
plies or cultivated crops.

Mountain beavers, or sewellels, also have continued to do con-

siderable damage in Washington and Oregon to crops and vines

planted on areas adjacent to timber lands occupied by these animals,

and bureau representatives have demonstrated methods for their

control.

Woodcluicks have been a source of annoyance and loss to gardeners,

truck growers, and farmers throughout New England and the North-
ern States west to Oregon and Washington. Following the introduc-

tion of alfalfa, clover, and succulent root crops in the Northwestern
States, woodchucks have concentrated about these new sources of

food supply, frequently traveling considerable distances to feed upon
them. Their depredations have caused heavy losses, wide strips

along the borders of fields often being completely destroyed. As
the animals live under a great variety of conditions throughout the

infested area, it has been necessary to develop methods adapted to

meet the different conditions prevailing. Demonstrations are given

or circulars outlining procedure issued as required by indi^dduals or
communities.

HOUSE EATS AND MICE.

The educational campaign to acquaint the public with the serious-

ness of the drain on the Nation's food resources through depredations

of house rats and mice has been continued. This has involved con-

siderable investigational work with a view to improving methods of

poisoning and trapping the animals, devising effective means of ex-

cluding them from buildimrs and places wdiere they could damage
food or other stored property, and employing deterrents where other

means of exclusion are impracticable.

In response to inquiries from points throughout the United States,

bulletins, circulars, and other information regarding practical meas-

ures for destroying rats and excluding them through rat-proof con-

structien and the use of deterrents have been supplied. Requests have
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been received from military and naval officers in charge of camps,
arsenals, and storage warehouses for the inspection of these places by
experienced representatives of the bureau and for specific directions
regarding procedure in destroying the rats or protecting property
from their depredations. This was done at the naval base, Norfolk.
Va. ; at the arsenal and military camp located at Amatol. X. J. ; and
at the Picatinny Arsenal. Dover, X. J., where effective control meas-
ures were inaugurated and carried out. In other instances the situa-

tion was met by sending bulletins and furnishing other necessary
information. State officials and public health officers of cities also

appealed to the bureau for practical plans of organizing extended
eradication campaigns and for suggestions regarding legislation or
ordinances which should be put into effect with a view to complete
and permanent rat control.

Interest on the part of State and municipal 2:)ublic health officials

was stimulated by the appearance of bubonic plague at Beaumont
and Galveston, Tex., and at Pensacola. Fla.. with the possibility con-

fronting them of its further spread. The rat serves as a carrier of

fleas responsible for the transmission of the plague to human beings,

and because of its extended movements from place to place within
a city and from point to point throughout the country it becomes an
active agent in disseminating this malignant disease. This situa-

tion, together with the fact that the rat is a notorious carrier of

filth-borne diseases and a destroyer of property by contamination,
also of food, feed, clothing, farm machinery, and harness and other

leather goods, has emphasized tlie importance of carefully planned,

thoroughly organized, and vigorously conducted campaigns for the

destruction of all rats. Attention has been called to the fact that

State laws and city ordinances should require all new buildings to

be made rat-proof, and should also require the adoption of practi-

cable measures for rat-proofing existing buildings, sewers, and water
mains. Such action is of the utmost importance in any plan to

eliminate the enormous losses of property and to remove the constant

menace from disease due to the widespread abundance of house rats

and mice.

Representatives of the bureau were detailed to visit Norfolk and
Portsmouth, Va., and Baltimore, Md., to advise and assist the local

officials in working out comprehensive plans for the organization of

campaigns to destroy rats. Considerable assistance has also been

rendere<l in urban and farming communities by local representatives

of the bureau in connection with their regular field operations

against rodent pests in the organized districts of the AVest. Emjiha-
sis has constantly been j^laced upon the absolute necessity for the

rat-proof construction of buildings and storage places in both urban
and rural communities as a means of obtaining permanent relief

from rats, and upon the necessity for preventing the pests from
finding harborage and having ready access to food supplies, as an

essential preliminary step to the carrying out of effective measures
for destro3'ing them.

MOLES.

Many reports have been received from the Eastern and ^fiddle

States of damage by moles to lawns, garden and truck crops, and
flower nurseries. AA'liile not rodents, moles are frequentlj' confused
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Avith thorn because of certain superficial resemblances in size, general

outline, color, and pola<ie. Damage cau>e(l by moles has been, as in

other years, closely associated with the work of mice, which fre-

quently follow the mole runways. This damage by moles is often

very serious, particularly in light sandy situations, where their lift-

ing up of the surface soil injures the roots of plants and permits

them to dry out, resulting in their death. The Townsend mole, the

distribution of which is limited to the coast counties of Washington,
Oregon, and northern California, has been destructive in vineyards,

gardens, hay meadows, and lawns through its habit of burrowing
near the surface of the ground and piling up mounds of dirt on the

surface. Trapping moles with specially designed traps has proved

to be the most practical way of combating them. Information re-

garding suitable traps and trapping procedure has been disseminated

through bulletins and the press.

The value of moleskins was established among fur dealers through

efforts of the Biological Survey, and methods of trapping the animals

and preparing their pelts for market have been widely demonstrated

throughout the infested territory. These demonstrations were con-

ducted in cooperation with the public schools, the State extension

services, and other agricultural agencies. Many successful boys' and
girls' clubs were organized to trap moles and prepare their pelts for

market, for the combined purpose of ridding the land of a pest and

obtaining profits from the sale of the skins. As a result large num-
bers of these animals have been taken and their pelts marketed at

good prices. Reports received from leading fur dealers indicate that

the number of American moleskins marketed during the year showed
an increase of approximately 20 per cent over the preceding year,

representing a value of about $60,000 for the raw furs.

PRODUCTION OF DOMESTIC RABBITS.

By the development in this country of a w^ell-sustained interest in

the production of domesticated rabbits there has been a rapid increase

in the number of people who are raising them and in the number
of animals produced. Many of the animals are used for home con-

sumption, as the meat compares favorably with that of the domestic

fowl and possesses high nutritive value. '^Eabbit meat has also come

to be a popular item on the menu of hotels and restaurants wherever

its good qualities have been demonstrated and an adequate supply

can be furnished.

The cost of rearing rabbits is so low that they have been found a

profitable adjunct to other lines of farm production. Many extensive

plants have been established to raise them for the larger city mar-

kets, and great numbers also are being produced in the back yards of

citv residences. The pelts of these animals also have considerable

value for felting and other manufacturing purposes. There has been

a marked increase in the quantity of rabbit skins marketed and in

the use of these skins by manufacturers of hats and of trimmings for

coats and other w^eariiig apparel. They are used in their natural

color and are also clipped and dyed in imitation of more expensive

grades of fur.

National and State rabbit breeders' associations are now well organ-

ized and are working actively for the development of the rabbit
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industry as an important feature of the meat-production pro^rram of

the country. Kabbit raisinjr has also proved a popuhir ])hase of the

activities of boys' and <;irls' ckibs in many sections of the country.

The Biok)<rical Survey has endeavored to stimulate this rapidly

growing phase of animal production and guide it along practical

lines. Farmers' liullctin 1090. covering breeds of rabbits, })lans for

hutches, methods of feeding, breeding, marketing, and dressing rab-

bits and cooking the meat for food, with a section devoted to the

treatment of the diseases of rabbits, was issued during the year.

In order that inquirers might know where to obtain breeding stock

and where to ilispose of their output, lists of the principal rabbit

breeders in the different States, and buyers of rabbits and rabbit skins

have been maintained by the bureau.

Ivepresentntives of the bureau have kept in close touch with lead-

ing rabbit producers throughout the country and have inspected a

number of the more important rabbitries and visited establishments

devoted to the dressing and dyeing of rabbit skins. At the request of

officials in charge, a representative of the bureau was also in attend-

ance at the annual convention of tlie American Breeders and Fanciers'

Association, held at Cle\eland, Ohio, and at the rabbit show held at

Baltimore, Md. "^

FUR-BEARING ANIMALS. THEIR PROTECTION AND PROPAGATION.

Many interesting features regarding the status of the fur industry
have been developed as a result of investigations conducted during
the year. Representatives of the bureau have visited the principal

raw fur markets, including those in St. Louis and New York and in

Montreal, Canada ; and also have visited establishments engaged in the

dressing and d3'eing of furs and in the manufacture of fur garments.
Studies have been made of conditions prevailing throughout the

country as to abundance of wild fur-bearing animals, and mainte-
nance of adequate breeding stock of the more valuable forms, with a

view to the development of sound State and National policies in re-

gard to trapping that would maintain the number of fur bearers at

the maximum consistent with other agricultural and commercial in-

terests. On invitation of Canadian officials, a representative of the

bureau was detailed to attend a conference of the Commission of

Conservation and the Advisory Board on Wild-Life Protection, at

Montreal. February 19-20, for the purpose of discussing matters re-

lating to the rearing, registration, and importation of silver and
black foxes and other fur bearers in Canada and the Ignited States,

and of considering plans for the conservation, increase, and proper
utilization of fur-bearing animals.

The value of pelts taken from fur bearers throughout the United
States runs to a total of many millions of dollars annuall}' without
taking into consideration the large amount of labor and capital cm-
ployed in their manufacture or the value of the product as it goes to

the wearer.
Xorth America has long been one of the most important regions of

the world for taking the pelts of wild fur-bearing animals. More
recently it has become one of the greatest world centers for the
mai-keting and manufacture of fuis. As illustrative of the extent of
the fur business, it is estimated that there are apj^roxinuitely 18,000
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l)eople in New York Citj' en<Tagecl in the various branches of the fur

industry and that the capital invested there amounts to about $200,-

OOO.OOO, Durino- a period of 12 days in February, 1920, one firm in

St. Louis sokl i)eltries vahieil at $27,000,000. A few days hiter a New
York firm sold furs havini? only slip^htly less value, while in May the

St. Louis firm listed furs for sale valued at $30,000,000.

A survey of conditions throuf^hout the country indicates that the

supph' of wild fur-bearin<y animals has decreased very materially

during the last decade. This is doubtless due to the large number
of people who, during a portion of the year at least, engage in trap-

ping fur bearers, as a means of increasing their incomes. The exceed-

ingly high prices which have prevailed for furs during the last few
years have stimulated trapping activities to a remarkable degree, re-

sulting in a serious depletion of the supply of wild fur-bearing ani-

mals in many sections of the country. The fur industry from trap-

per to manufacturer has developed to a point where it is worthy of

the most careful consideration and the employment of all practicable

measures to maintain the supply on a basis which will meet the re-

quirements of the future and lay the foundation for the permanency
and growth of the industry. Trappers, raw fur dealers, manufac-
turers, and Federal and State officials concerned with wild-life con-

servation work should unite in working out and establishing policies

directed toward this end. This affects in a very material way present

and future financial interests, besides providing fur garments to meet
the demands of the constantly increasing number of persons who use

them for physical comfort and for the satisfaction and enjoyment
coming from wearing the more luxurious articles of apparel. While
prices declined considerably at spring sales, it appears probable that

owing to the world-wide decrease in the natural supplj^, prices will

continue in future at a high level.

With a view to fostering and guiding the production of fur-

bearing animals under conditions of domestication, the bureau has

initiated and conducted experimental and practical studies of silver,

black, blue, cross, and red foxes, fishers, martens, minks, skunks, and
raccoons, and of animals which may be reared under semicontrolled

conditions, including beavers and muskrats. These investigations

have been conducted in part at the Experimental Fur Farm, near

Keeseville, N. Y., on the ranches of successful fur breeders, and on
marshes and streams under patrolled and natural conditions.

Carefully outlined studies are in progress of diseases that affect

fur-bearing animals, both those of bacterial and those of parasitic

origin. The specific causes and also the course and symptoms of such

diseases are being investigated, and studies are being made of means
of prevention and methods of treatment, practical ways of disin-

fecting pens, dens, and houses, and means by which they may be

maintained in a sanitary and healthful state. Studies were con-

tinued of feeds and feeding practices Avith a view to economy of

production and maintenance of health and vigor in the animals,

and of soil, climatic, housing, and other conditions favorable to the

production of furs having the highest marketable qualities. Studies

are also in progress of fur quality and grade and the characteristics

upon which these are based, including means of identifying accurately

the kinds of fur that are now placed on the market under a great

varietv of trade names. The latter feature is of much importance
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because of the skill with which inferior furs are now dressed and
dyed in imitation of more valuable peltries.

Durinf^ the year much information has been furnished inquirers

throu<ili correspondence and tlie issuin*^ of circulars and bulletins.

An article entitled " Trapping on the Farm " was published in the

Yearbook of the Department of Afrriculture for 1919, and a manu-
scrij)t for a department circular completed for publication on " Main-
tenance of the Fur Supply."'

ECONOMIC ORNITHOLOGY.

As in the previous fiscal year, investigation of damage by various
birds ]:)rotected under treaty between Great Britain and the United
States was a special feature of the work. Provisions of the migra-
tory-bird treaty act authorize the Secretary of Agriculture to issue

|)ermits to kill any of the protected birds when found seriously

injurious to agricultural or other interests. This is a wise and
beneficent arrangement, for there is no doubt that the true interests

of both bird protection and agriculture are furthered by facilities

for the constant adjustment of the numbers of birds in relation to

<!ie supplies of food they may consume without detriment to man.
When birds increase to such an extent that these supplies no longer
suffice for them, and they make serious inroads on cultivated crops,

control measures are justified, and it is fortunate that the department
has at its command this indispensable part of a well-balanced pro-

gram in economic ornithology.
Investigations of the economic relations of various groups of birds

were continued during the year, the birds receiving most attention
being the P'nglish sparrow, the vireos, j^ellow-legs, Wilson snipe or
jacksnipe, hawks, and oavIs, and the redhead and scaup or bluebill

ducks. A number of manuscripts were prepared for publication,
those not mentioned elsewhere in this report being " The Crow in
Its Relation to Agriculture " and " Community Bird Refuges," pre-

pared for publication as farmers' bulletins; and as department bulle-

tins, a report on the '* Fish-eating Birds of the United States," " Food
and Economic Relations of North American Grebes," " Food of
American Phalaropes, Avocets, and Stilts," and " Food Habits of the

ireos.

MEADOWLARKS AND DftVES IN SOUTHERN STATES.

An investigation conducted during the year having demonstrated
that meadowlarks are seriously destructive of sprouting oats and
corn in South Carolina, an order was issued by the Secretary of Agri-
culture permitting aggressive measures against the birds from No-
venilier 1, 1919, to April 30, 1920. Investigations of similar com-
]daints against mourning doves were not conclusive.

ROBINS DESTROYING CHERRIES IN NEW YORK.

Complaints that robins do considerable damage in the commercial
t'herry-growing regions of New York, received both from individual
fruit growers and from horticulfui'al oi'ganizations, led to an investi-

gation of the trouble. It was found tliat during the ripening season
of small fruits robins were securiuir most of their sustenance from
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tliem and llio clumii«2;c done amounted to about 10 per cent of the
crop in the case of sour cherries and to 75 and even 100 per cent of
sweet cherries. An order was therefore issued i)ermitting the killing

of robins from June 1 to July 15, guarded by numerous restrictions

designed to prevent abuse of the permit, especially the killing of
birds other than robins.

FISH-EATING BIRDS.

Partly from a general study of the economic relations of fish-

eating birds and partly from a special investigation of the subject

in Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan, it became evident that cer-

tain fish-eating birds are a pronounced nuisance about fish hatcheries.

The peculiar conditions at hatcheries that make the visits of fish-

eating birds so destructive are that all fishes on the premises are of
valuable kinds, and as they are confined in great numbers in shallow
pools the}' fall easy prey to such birds. For these reasons birds which
may be nearly harmless under natural conditions, preying chiefly

on worthless fishes, the valuable kinds being in the minority in their

habitat, become at fish hatcheries exclusively and often highly in-

jurious. The birds which most often resort to fish hatcheries and
which are named in an order of the Secretary of Agriculture per-

mitting aggressive action against them at such places are the grebes,

loons, gulls, terns, mergansers, the bittern, great blue, little blue, and
green herons, and the black-crowned night heron.

One of these groups of birds, the mergansers, or fish ducks, have
been accused of doing much damage in trout streams, particularly in

Michigan. From three different investigations of the matter it has
been learned that while mergansers occur in small numbers on most
Michigan streams, they are very fond of trout and occasionally in

severe winters concentrate on certain trout streams in such numbers
that great destruction of these valuable fish must ensue. A permit,

therefore, has been issued authorizing employees of the game, fish,

and forest-fire department of the State of Michigan to control the
number of mergansers.

DAMAGE BY OTHEK MIGKATOUY WILD FOWL.

In Back Baj^, Va., and Currituck Sound, N. C, swans have in-

creased considerably in numbers and much more in fearlessness as a

result of the long term of protection they have enjoyed. They have
changed their habits b}^ coming to feed in small ponds in the marshes,

a thing they rarely, if ever, did during the period in which they were
hunted. The small ponds they visit are the chief attraction for the

wild ducks on the premises of the various ducking clubs of the region,

but the feeding operations of the swans, which may not be shot, soon

deplete the stock of duck food in the ponds and render them unat-

tractive to the ducks, the game chiefly sought by the clubs. Damage
to shooting properties undoubtedly occurs, but owing to local compli-

cations which would result in remedial measures being misunder-

stood, and, further, to the very important fact that the region where
damage occurs is the winter home of practically all the swans of

eastern Xorth America, and that preservation of the birds absolutely

depends upon the treatment they receive there, it has thus far been

deemed inexpedient to authorize control measures.
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A report to the effect that wihl geese are doing serious damage to

fields of 3'oung grain, similar to other reports reaching the bureau
periodically, came during the 3'ear froui eastern Maryland. Upon
investigation it proved baseless. The fact is that in most cases the

cropping of young grain by geese really improves the stand by
stimulating increased "stooling." Indeed, to secure this very effect,

farm practice in some regions includes regular grazing of young
grain by domestic stock.

CROWS DESTROYING AI.MONDS IN WASHINGTON.

In the Goodnoe Hills region along the Columbia River in Wash-
ington crows are unbelievably numerous and have become very de-

structive to melon, apricot, and almond crops. An investigation

made during the almond season showed that in two or three days the

crows would consume the crop of one orchard and then move on to

the next. Orchards were entirely stripped of nuts and the ground
beneath strewn with almond husks and shells. Control experiments

were at once begun and gratifying success Avas achieved. Poisoning
operations, in which green almonds were used for bait with strych-

nine as the poison, killed many of the crows and struck terror into

the flocks of these wary birds so that the}^ deserted the orchards.

Poisoning an orchard ever}' 10 days has been found to give it im-

munity from crow damage.

INVASION OF THICK-BILLED PARROTS.

The thick-billed parrot is a Mexican species which at irregular

intervals migrates from northern Mexico and appears in the United
States in the Chiricahua and other mountain ranges near the border.

It has been stated that last year these birds attacked feterita and
other grains growing in the arable land in these mountains, which in

recent years have been placed under cultivation. It was learned that

the parrots entered the Chiricahua Mountains in large flocks during

July, 1917, and remained in numbers until fall. On their arrival

they began to feed upon cones of the Chihuahua pine, and when
these were gone they turned their attention to acorns, of which there

was an abundant crop. Though they often came into trees bordering

clearings that contained cultivated fields or orchards, it was found
that they had not damaged crops in any Avay in spite of many reports

to the contrary. Nor did it appear that the pines or other trees on

seeds of which they fed were harmed. From tlic data gathered it

was established that at present the thick-billed parrot is to be con-

sidered a harmless species.

RELATION OK POISONING CAMPAIGNS TO BIRDS.

From time to time reports are received of numbers of birds being

Icilled 1)V poisoning ojieratious directed against other animals. Such
charges have been associated with the sj>rayiiig campaign for the con-

trol of the gypsy moth in New England, with laying poisoned mashes
for cutworms in various parts of tlie country, and with the poison-

ing oj)erations of the Biological Survey against noxious rodents and
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piedatorv animals in the Western States. Fortunately all fears as
to signilicant dostriiction of birds in these campaigns have proved
unfounded. In tlio last annual report of the bureau mention was
nuidc of an inxostigation i-onnected with this problem which showed
that qiuiil certainly are not endangered by poisoning operations
against ground squirrels in California. During the j^ear two investi-

gations Avere made to ascertain the relation of poisoning campaigns
to birds. The first related to the use of arsenic and bran prepara-
tions in ])oisoning grasshoppers in North and South Dakota. Re-
ports of birds being poisoned were investigated in the vicinity of
Pierre, S. Dak., and of Dawson and flamestown, N. Dak., and it was
found that very few birds had succumbed, not enough to cause alarm.
The second investigation resulted from reports of the destruction of
large numbers of beneficial migratory birds in connection with an
antivermin campaign in Pennsylvania. While no specific evidence
was found to substantiate the reports, it was learned that unscrupu-
lous persons in efforts to secure fur-bearing animals had distributed

poison in a way that might cause the destruction of some wild-bird

life. This practice was particularly dangerous to dogs and, if con-

tinued, even threatened the extermination of certain valuable fur

bearers. Not all the animals that would suffer from this promiscuous
poisoning could be considered vermin. The methods of crow control

recommended by the State game and fish commission were not found
to be dangerous to other wild birds.

FEKDING PLACES OF WILD DUC^KS.

The bureau's work to aid in the improvement of feeding grounds

of migratory wild fowl was continued during the year. Surveys

were made oi 26 lakes and ponds in Missouri, 5 in Michigan, and 1 in

Tennessee, and reports including recommendations for improving
conditions were made to individuals and associations interested. An
extensive report on the marsh and aquatic vegetation of North Da-
kota, based on surveys of approximately 500 lakes, was completed

during the year.

BIKUS AS ENEMIES OF INSECT PESTS.

Three special investigations of the relations of birds to outbreaks

of insect pests have been undertaken during the year. For the last

three years there have been serious infestations of grasshoppers in

various parts of the Dakotas, the outbreak of the summer of 1919

being the most severe. In many places practically all vegetation was
consumed and in others crops were so badly damaged that no attempt

Avas made to harvest them. Information was obtained from the in-

fested areas on the food habits of 27 species of birds, 25 of which

were feeding on grasshoppers. From a third to all of the food of

these birds was found to consist of grasshoppers, 19 of the species

attaining the 100 per cent mark. The birds having the best record

as grasshopper consumers were the lark sparrow, meadowlark,

Franklin gull, Arkansas kingbird, crow blackbird, and common king-

bird.

The Japanese beetle, an imported insect, has become thoroughly

established in New Jersey, is very abundant, and does much damage.
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Information refrai'din^ its bird enemies being desirable, a prelimi-

nary investigation was made. The kingbird, starling, meadowlark,
crow blackbird, cardinal, and catbird were found to feed upon the
pe.-t. The investigation will be renewed the coming year.

As the fiscal year closed, an investigation was under way in Massa-
chusetts to determine the relation of birds to the European corn
borer, an insect that is arousing great apprehension among eastern

agriculturists.

(•<)OVERATI^•E STUDIES OF BIKD FOOD.

Examinations of special collections of stomachs of birds for the
benefit of individuals and organizations requiring definite informa-
tion on the food habits of birds at certain localities and seasons, long
a minor feature of the work in economic ornithology, were unusually
numerous during the year. The material examined was donated to

the bureau, thus passing into its general collection. Among the col-

lections examined in this way were a series of wild-duck stomachs
from Massachusetts, Michigan, and Alaska ; one of hawks from New
York; owls from New Jersey; owls and woodpeckers from Oregon;
quail from New York and Georgia ; crossbills from Indiana ; rosy
finches and Canada jays from Yellowstone Park; rosj^ finches and
ruffed grouse from British Columbia; and miscellaneous birds from
New Mexico and Peru.

BIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS.

With the resumption of peace conditions and the return to the
service of several members of the scientific staff from overseas duty
the work of the Division of Biological Investigations has returned
to normal and during the j^ear developed certain new^ activities.

Field and laboratory work has been conducted along lines help-

ful to other activities of the bureau, including the enforcement of the
migratory-bird treaty act and of the Lacey Act, Avhich regulates the
importation of birds and wild mammals and interstate commerce in

game, administration of mammal and bird reservations, general con-

serv.ation of game mammals and birds, and the lines of work bear-
ing upon the economic relations of mammals and birds to agricul-

ture, forestry, and stock raising. Progress has been made in adding
to and arranging the various card indexes recording information on
the distribution, abundance, and habits of North American mam-
mals and l)irds. These files contain a large volume of data collected

from all possible sources, including the manuscript reports of field

parties of the bureau, notes gleaned from correspondence, reports
from other bureaus, scientific institutions, and innumerable private

individuals, abstracts from publications, and the results of examina-
tion of specimens submitted by colleges, museums, and individual
collectors throughout North America. These files have become in-

creasingly valuable from year to year and have enabled the bureau
to become a clearing house for information regarding the wild birds

and mammals of this continent. Thousands of letters are annually
written in response to inquiries received from all parts of the countr3'

on these subjects.

24435—.VCR 11>20 24
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DISTRIBUTION AND MIGRATION OF BIRDS.

Tlic woik oil bird mi<!:ration has been carried on alon<)^ lines fol-

lowed durin«x i)re\"ioiis years. Tlie effect of the war is still apparent
in the lessened number of persons able to cooperate with the Survey
in gatherin<jj data on bird mifjration, but an improvement is notice-

able. As a result of special efforts it is expected that the number of

volunteer observers will be greatly increased during the next j^ear.

Reports on bird migration Avere received from more than 250 ob-

servers, and many of them contained both spring and fall records.

Progress has been made in abstracting records from published sources,

and the work of copying the field notes of the various members of

the Surve}^ has been brought up to date. The number of record cards

in the distribution and migration files, including biljliograpliy, is

now about 1.400,000. These files are in constant use in connection

with the work of the l)ureau and in repljnng to correspondence.

Xo general publications have been issued during the year, but the

following are nearly completed: "Distribution and Migration of

North American Terns and Their Allies," " Distribution and Migra-
tion of North American Grebes, Loons, and Auks," and a circular of

instructions for bird banding.

BIRD BANDING.

As an aid to the study of the migration of birds the work of the

American Bird Banding Association was taken over and active

preparations for carrying it on have already been made. It is

planned to develop the investigations along two principal lines

—

the banding of waterfowl on their breeding and wintering grounds
and the systematic trapping and banding of the smaller land birds.

Results already obtained by the independent prosecution of the last-

named line of work by a few private individuals have shown that

this method of studying bird migration affords information of great

importance; for instance, knoAvledge of the routes followed by indi-

vidual birds in traveling between their wnntering and breeding

grounds. It is certain that the systematic and energetic prosecution

of this method of research hj a central agency which will enjoy the

cooperation of many independent observers will result in the accu-

mulation of a mass of valuable information on the movements of

birds and will throw light on many obscure problems connected with

this interesting study. During the few months that this work has

been directed by the Survey it has attracted wide attention from

both sportsmen and naturalists throughout the country. Cooperation

has already been promised by most of the State game commissions

and bv many private individuals and organizations so situated as to

be able to furnish substantial assistance.

BIRD COUNTS.

Reports of the sixth annual series of counts of birds breeding on

selected areas, mainly on different types of farm lands in various

parts of the United States, were received from about 30 observers,

who reported on 45 separate areas. Many of these counts were made
on areas reported on during previous years. This part of the work
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of the bureau, like that of bird migration, has suffered from war
conditions; but special efforts are being made to enlist the services

of new observers and to interest okl observers in resuming their co-

operation, thus adding to the value of this important work. A third

report on bird counts in the United States, detailing the results

obtained since the last publication on the subject, is in course of

preparation, and it is believed that its appearance will stimulate the

interest of observers and result in a large increase in the number of

reports received.

BIOLOGICAL SURVEYS OF STATES.

Fichl work has continued in Florida, Montana, North Dakota,

AVashington, and Wisconsin in furtherance of the biological surveys

which have been in progress in those States during past years.

During January and February a party investigated conditions

along the Gulf coast of Florida from Choctawhatchee Bay south to

the Chassahowitzka River, particular attention being paid to the

resorts of wintering ducks and other waterfowl.

In Montana, the valley of the Missouri and the bordering plains

and mountains, from the mouth of the Milk River westward, were

investigated during the early summer. In the latter part of the

summer explorations covered the Little Rockies, Moccasin Moun-
tains. Big Belt Mountains, Little Belt Mountains, and the Castle

Mountains.
In North Dakota an investigation was made during September and

October with special reference to the hibernation and food-storing

habits of various small mammals. This resulted in the accumulation

of considerable data regarding the food habits of several species of

economic importance.
In Washington explorations were conducted from early in July to

late in September, 1911J, mainly in the region of ^Mouiit Rainier Na-

tional Park, work on this partu-ular area being undertaken with the

cooperation of the National Bark Service, the State College of

AVashington, and the Washington State Normal School. During this

investigation as thorough a study as possible of the zonal and faunal

conditions of the region was made. A detailed report on Mount
Rainier National Park, including a tovxjgraphic description of the

region, results of studies of the life /.ones, and extensively annotated

li.sts of the birds and niannuals, is well advanced in prei)uration and
is exj^ected to be pul)lished by the National Park Service. During
the remainder of the fiscal year an assistant of the Survey was con-

tinuously engaged in investigating faimal conditions in various

parts of the State.

In Wisconsin investigations were conducted from July 1 to Se})-

temV)er 20, mainly in the northwestern part of the State, special

attention being given to the Apostle Islands, in Lake Superior, the

fauna of Avhich was practically unknown. This resulted in the dis-

covery of many interesting facts concerning the detailed distribution

of the species on the various islands. As during previous years, the

work in AVisconsin was conducted in cooperation with the AVisconsin

(ieological and Natural History Survey. After the completion of

this work, early in September, a special investigation of the distriliu-

tion and habits of beavers in the northern part of the State was
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conducted in cooperation with tlie Wisconsin Conservation Com-
mission.

"The Mammals of Panama,'' prc])ared by an assistant biologist of
the bureau as one of the results of a cooperative biological survey
of the Canal Zone conducted in 1911 and 1912, was published by the
Smithsonian Institution (hirin<r tlio year. Other manuscrii)ts based
on held work of the Biological Surve\' comi)lete(l, but not yet pub-
lished, include the " Mammals of Alabama," " Mammals of New
Mexico," "Mammals of North Dakota," "Mammals of Wyoming,"
"Birds of Alabama," "Birds of New Mexico," and "Birds of
Texas." Partial arrangements have been effected for the publication
of the three last-mentioned reports by tlie States interested, and it is

hoped that those of Alabama and New Mexico will soon be issued.
Teclmical studies of several groups of North American mammals
have also been conducted during the year, and the results of one of
these, a revision of the pikas, or conies, was completed.

BREEDING GROUNDS OF MIGRATORY WILD FOWL.

In continuation of the investigations of the breeding grounds of
clucks and other waterfowl on the Great Plains, which have been
prosecuted annually for several years past, the lakes of North Dakota
were visited during July. In this section a great increase in the
number of ducks as compared with previous years was noted.

In the spring of 1920 arrangements were made with the coopera-
tion of a private individual interested in the distribution of water-
fowl to investigate the breeding grounds of ducks and other species

of migratoiy game birds in the delta of the Athabaska River in central

Canada. Owing to the unusually favorable conditions in this large

area of marsh lands it is frequented during the breeding season by
vast numbers of waterfowl which winter to the southward, princi-

pally in the United States. This section is probably the most im-

]jortant single area resorted to by breeding waterfowl in North
America. A party led by an assistant of the bureau was engaged
in an intensive study of conditions in this area throughout the spring
and summer. In addition to conducting studies of the abundance,
local distribution, and breeding habits of all the species nesting there,

it is purposed to band as many as possil)le of the young birds as an
aid to determining the lines of fliglit and tlie wintering grounds of the

various species. The results obtained by this party will undou])tedly

prove of great interest and value in the study of bird migration and
in the intelligent administration of the migratory-bird treaty act.

During the year considerable publicity was given to the sugges-

tion that migratory-bird treaties similar in character to that be-

tween the United States and Great Britain be negotiated wnth the

countries lying south of our border, including South America. The
Senate, on February 9, 1920, passed a resolution asking the President

to consider the negotiation of such treaties. To this the President

replied on INIarcli 13, transmitting letter from the Secretary of Agri-
culture, to the effect that lack of definite information concerning con-

ditions affecting migratory birds in Mexico and other Latin American
countries renders it unAvise to take up the matter of treaties for bird

protection until sufficient facts are available to indicate their justifi-

cation. It is known that a serious destruction of migratoiy game
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birds occurs every "sv inter in Mexico, Ijiit conditions in that country
have not been propitious for a mi<]rratory-bird treaty.

. A considerable number of our important waders and shorebirds,
especially golden and black-bellied plovers, winter in Argentina and
adjacent countries, and their future conservation may depend on
conditions attending the rapid development of agriculture in that
remote region. In order to have the necessary first-hand informa-
tion regarding this, an assistant biologist was detailed to proceed to

Argentina and adjacent countries in time to witness the arrival there
of our migratory wild fowl during their southern migration in the
sunmier of 1920 and to continue his investigations relating to these
birds in their winter home until they return northward again in the
spring of 1921. He sailed for Buenos Aires on May 29 and should
bring back much valuable information bearing on the future of many
of our well-known species.

WILD LIFE IN NATIONAL PARKS AND NATIONAL FORESTS.

Late in September, 1919, a representative of the bureau visited the
Black Hills of South Dakota to investigate the topography and food
resources of an area which has been proposed as a game and bird
refuge, to determine its fitness as a reservation for the protection of
wild life.

An investigation was begun late in October in cooperation with
the Forest Service to ascertain the conditions affecting the herd of
elk at different seasons on the Sitgreaves National Forest, Ariz.,

variously estimated to contain from 300 to 500 animals. These are
the progeny of a number of elk introduced from the Yellowstone
Park region several years ago. The work was resumed in January,
when the winter range and the approximate number of elk compos-
ing the herd w^ere determined. Another trip was made to the region
during the latter part of June to ascertain the summer range of the
herd and to secure data on which to base final recommendations re-

garding the extent and approximate boundaries of a proposed game
refuge. This investigation was still in progress at the close of the
fiscal year.

During the first half of April an investigation of the condition of
the elk wintering in the Jackson Hole region was made, special atten-
tion being given to certain areas in the Hoback Valley, along the
slopes of the foothills bordering Jackson Valley on the east and in

the valley of the Gros Ventre, all within the confines of the national
forests, on which, by virtue of arrangements made in 1917 with the
Forest Service, grazing by cattle was restricted in order to conserve
sufficient forage for wintering elk. Further joint investigation by
this bureau and the Forest Service is planned during the summer.
The National Park Service will also have men in the field in order
that the three bureaus interested in the Yellowstone elk herds may
work effectively for their conservation. A new edition of the cir-

cular of information concerning Yellowstone National Park, which
is issued annually by the National Park Service and which ai)peare<l

in the spring o:^ 1920, contains revised lists of the mammals and
birds of this area, contributed in part by a field naturalist of this

bureau. In addition, a comprehensive treatise r)n the mammals of
Yellowstone National Park is in the hands of the National Park
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Service for piiI)lic'atioiK and a ]ar<;e mamiscrijit niaj) showing the life
zones of the "Yellowstone National ]*ark and the re<;ion adjoininfj: it

on the soutii was prepared for the use of the National Park Service.
Lists of a few characteristic; l)irds and mammals of Mount IJainier
National Park have alread}' been i)iihlished by the National Park
Service in its circidai- of information, and, as already stated, a detailed
report on the re<2:ion is well advanced in preparation.

i RELATION OF RODENTS TO FOREST PRODUCTION.

Progress was made in experiments being conducted to secure in-

formation concerning damage to crops and forage by injurious ro-

dents, instituted in the spring of 1918 in several western States,
notably xVrizona and Colorado. By means of quadrats established
on grazing areas, some of these plats being fenced and others un-
fenced, the damage inflicted by the rodents which abound there is

measured. A preliminary report on the results of these investiga-
tions is in preparation. A department circular (No. 59) entitled
" Field Studies of Mammalian Life Histories.'" which outlines the pro-
cedure to be followed in studying the habits of these important ani-
mals in order to obtain the best results, was issued in October.

BIG-GAME AND BIRD RESERVATIONS.

Federal big-game and bird reservations in charge of the Biological
Survey are now 75 in number. Four are big-game preserves, 70 are
bird reservations, and 1, the Niobrara, created as a bird reservation,
is used for both birds and big game. Included in the number is a
small bird reservation near Fort Myers, Fla., of two islands contain-
ing rookeries and breeding grounds of several species of herons,
established by Executive order of July 1, 1920. and known as the
Caloosahatchee bird reservation, in the river of the same name. On
June 30, 1920, the big-game reservations contained a total of 427
buffalo, 384 elk. 60 antelope, and 27 deer, an increase in each species

OA'er last year. The total number of buffalo now in the Government's
various herds exceeds a thousand head, of which about half are under
the charge of this department.
The boundaries of the Niobrara Reservation were modified during

the year by the inclusion of a narrow strip of bottom land on the

west boundary along the Niobrara River.- A bill affecting the
boundaries pi tlie Klamath Bird Reservation, approved on May 27.

1920, among other things authorizes the Secretary of the Interior

to determine which lands are chiefly valuable for a bird preserve
and which are cliiefly valuable for agriculture, and to eliminate and
open to settlement the agricultural areas. The measure is likely to

result in the modification of the southern boundaries of the reserva-

tion and in tiie elimination of swamp lands, which, however, have not
been utilized by the birds for several years.

During the summer an investigation was made by a representative
of the bureau, in cooperation with the secretary of the American
Bison Society, for the purpose of selecting a tract in eastern Oregon
suitable for a refuge for sage grouse and antelope, and as a result

one was selected east of Warner Lake and extending from Lake
County, Oreg.. to Washoe Count3% Nev.- Some opposition to the
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creation of this reservation having developed, reexamination of the

l)roject indicates that the area may be materially reduced without
serious injury to the purpose for which it is intended.

The unusual drought of 1919 was responsible for several fires,

particularly on the National Bison Range, in Wind Cave Park, and on
the Klamath Bird Reservation. Xo serious damage was done on any
of the big-game refuges, but on the Klamath Reservation the fires

burned over a considerable area of tule land before they were extin-

guished bv autumn rains.

BIG-GAME RESERVATIONS.

Winte?' Elh Refuge . Jaclson, Wt/o.—This reservation thoroughly
justified its existence this 3'ear in saving the southern Yellowstone
elk lierd from practical extermination by starvation. Throughout
the summer of 1919 a severe drought prevailed in the northern Rocky
Mountain States, which prevented the growth of forage on the range
and greatly reduced the output of hay. This was followed by an
almost unprecedentedly long and severe winter, beginning with fierce

snowstorms, which drove the elk out of the high mountains the last of

October, and continuing until the end of April.

The hay crop for 1919 on the elk refuge, with hay held over from
the previous year, made a total of about 850 tons on hand at the
beginning of winter. The State game warden of Wyoming pro-
vided about 500 tons and a carload of cottonseed-oil cake. As it

became necessary to feed elk on the refuge much earlier than usual,

it was plain that unless more hay was provided the last months of
winter would see the animals perish by thousands. The Secretary
of Agriculture granted the Biological Survey authoritj'^ to expend
the sum of $45,000, if necessary-, in the purchase of hay to meet this

emergencj'. Owing to the urgent need of hay for stock, it was diffi-

cult to secure any for the elk, but early in January 573 tons were
purcliased, hauled 30 miles on sleds, and fed to the elk during the

later months of winter, at a total cost of $36,271.50. This provided
sufficient hay to feed until the end of the emergency, April 20, About
8,000 elk were reported as having been fed on the refuge and in the
valle}' below during a considerable period late in the season. The
availability of the necessary hay to feed the animals at this critical

time kept them off tlie winter range in that district, leaving the

scanty forage on it to maintain the elk which did not descend to the
feeding grounds.
Early in the fall it was estimated that there were about 17,000 elk

in the southern herd, of which approximately 2,000 were killed by
hunters. About 15,000 entered the winter, and a careful estimate
gives 13,000 as the number of survivors which were doing well late

in May. The loss of approximately 2,000 during the winter of 1919-
20 was only a little above normal despite the severit}^ of the winter
and the scantiness of forage.

In connection with the maintenance of the elk on the Winter Elk
Refuge it may be stated that tlie hay crop for 1919 amounted to only
314 tons, which was grown, cut, and stacked at an average cost of $4.09

a ton. This is a higher cost than the average in ordinary seasons,

owing to the scanty crop caused by the drought. Hay land added to

that on the refuge sufficient to raise tlie total vield in ordinarv seasons

r*
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to from 1,000 to 1,200 tons would provide a surplus sufficient to meet
any emergency and insure the perpetuation of the southern elk herd.
It is imperative if the interests of the southern herd are to be reason-
ably safefruarded that additional hay land adjoining the present
refu<Te be purchased at an early date.

National Bison Range^ Moiese {near Dixon) ^ Mont.—During the
gast year substantial improvements were made at the National Bison
ange, including the construction of a residence for an assistant

warden. At certain times of the year, particularly during the
months when there is danger from hres, it is essential to have an
assistant warden regularly employed on the range, and at other
times extra assistance is necessary to enable the warden to perform
his duties efficiently. Owing to tlie drought of 1919 unusual pressure
was brought to bear on the department to open up part of the range
for grazing, but on account of the danger of communicating cattle

diseases to the buffalo it was considered unwise to assume the risk of
jeopardizing the herds for which the range was established. Grass
fires in August and September at first threatened to do considerable
damage, but through the activity of the warden and the assistance
furnished by the Reclamation Service and the Indian Agent they
were extinguished after a few hours with only slight losses. A fire in
the first week in August burned over about 1,000 acres.

The animals on the range now number nearly 600 liead, as follows

:

Buffalo, 332; elk, 200; antelope, 40; and mule deer, 19. The herd of
buffalo is now the second in size belonging to the Government and is

fourth in point of numbers of those in the United States. The ante-
lope show only a slight increase, but the losses have been smaller than
in the previous year and it is hoped that the herd will increase more
rapidly. Arrangements were made to secure a few white-tailed

deer, and efforts will be continued during the coming year to estab-

lish a small herd on the reservation.

Wind Cave National Game Preserve, S. Dak.—The inclosure of
4,160 acres on this reservation now contains about 60 buffalo, 105 elk,

20 antelope, and 2 deer. As in the case of the Montana range and
the elk refuge, the past winter proved unusually severe, but the
losses were slight. The number of antelope remains about the same
as last year, the natural increase being unfortunately offset by the
loss of 7 animals.

It is highly desirable that the boundary lines on the north and
west of the game preserve be modified by the addition of a small

area in the adjoining national forest in order to straighten the lines

and provide for future permanent boundary fences before the land
becomes alienated or settled. Shelters, benches, tables, and other

conveniences should also be provided for the comfort of visitors who
wish to eat lunch or spend the day at the game preserve.

Sullys Hill Game Preserve., N . Dak.—Substantial progress has
been made during the year in the improvement of this reservation,

including the approval of plans for the construction of a women's
rest house and for covered pavilions for protection during sudden
storms. Plans for the extension of automobile roads from Devils

Lake contemplate the construction of a road through the park im-

mediately adjoining the lake shore. In case this improvement is

consummated, the preserve will be readily accessible by automobile
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or team from Devils Lake and undoubtedly the number of visitors
will be greatly increased. This reservation is becoming increasingly
popular among the people of the surrounding region and the im-
provements being made there will add much to their comfort. The
herd of seven buffalo, the nucleus of which was presented by the Port-
land City Park, has done remarkably well considering the change
in climate; besides these animals there are on the preserve 32 elk and
6 deer, an increase of 10 over last year.

Niobrara Reservation^ Yalentine^ Nehr.—As already stated, the
boundaries of this reserA'^ation were modified during the year by the
addition of a strip which w^ill afford protection to grouse and other
birds. There are now in the inclosure 28 buffalo and 47 elk, 2 mule
deer, and 4 Canada geese.

During the past winter a serious menace to the resei*\'ation de-
veloped in the leasing of four private holdings within the reservation
boundaries and of the school section in the central part to certain
interests which insisted on pasturing sheep and driving them to and
from the river for water. This school section, belonging to the
State, was leased for sheep grazing and a large flock of sheep was
pastured there for some weeks, causing considerable destruction of
the forage and expense to the department. Negotiations are now
under way with the State authorities whereby it is hoped that danger
of further grazing on the school section can be eliminated, but so long
as the four private holdings remain within the boundary lines, there
will be danger of a recurrence of the trouble. Plans are under con-
sideration to increase accommodations for visitors and thus add to

the public usefulness of this reservation.

BIRD RESERVATIONS.

On 13 of the 70 bird reservations paid warden service was main-
tained throughout the year, viz, Key West, Mosquito Inlet, Pelican
Island, and Passage Key, Fla. ; Minidoka, Idaho ; Breton Island, La.

;

Big Lake, Ark.; Cold Springs, Klamath Lake, and Lake Malheur,
Oreg. ; Belle Fourche, S. Dak. ; Strawberry Valley, LTtah ; and on the
Hawaiian Islands Bird Reservation. On several other resei-\^ations

warden service was maintained during the nesting period, the hunt-
ing season, and at other times when trespass was liable to occur.
Through cooperation of the Reclamation Service protection is af-

forded on the more important of the bird reservations located within
reclamation projects. Cases of trespass during the year have been
comparatively few, the more important occurring on Big Lake and
at Mosquito Inlet. Several arrests were made and convictions were
secured in most cases.

Mosquito Inlet Reservation^ Fla.—On the Florida reservations con-
ditions have been most satisfactory at Mosquito Inlet, on the east

coast. An interesting feature of this reservation is the recent volun-
tary establishment of a heron rookery within the limits of the town
of New Smyrna, where the first birds nested in tlie spring of 1918.

This year reports indicate the presence of several thousand j^oung and
old birds all in good condition. The colonj^ is well protected and bids
fair to become within a few years one of the important heron rook-
eries of the State. An unusual number of pelicans were noticed
about the reservation during the winter of 1919-20, possibly due
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in part to unsatisfactorv bivedin*; conditions at Pelican Island, a

few miles farther south. A typical case of violation of the act pro-

tectinjr birds on bird reservations occurred on December 14, 1919,

when a yacht passed throufjjh the reservation bearinf;; three nonresi-

dent sportsmen who Avantonly shot a number of ^ulls, terns, and
pelicans. One of the offenders was subsequently arrested at Miami,
warrants were obtained for the other two, and the case was set for

trial at the next term of the Federal court at Jacksonville. This act

of vandalism occurred within si<iht of a large sign warning against

shooting on the reservation; such acts occur occasionally, but each
instance has been followed by prompt arrest and conviction.

Pelican Island Reservation, Fla.—The birds on Pelican Island
arrived August 13-14, earlier than usual. Eggs were laid in the first

week in September, but a storm on the 28th destroyed most of them.
The first young w^ere hatched during the last week of October, but
storms and high water on November 17-18 practically swept the
island clear of all but a few nests, only those on the higher parts
escaping, and these were later abandoned. Later unfavorable con-
ditions in February were followed by an abandonment of the nests

about March 1. Thus the season which began a month earlier than
ordinarily was peculiarly unfavorable and fewer birds than usual
were reared.

Passage Key Reservation^ Fla.—Two large observation towers
were erected on Passage Key at the mouth of Tampa Bay by Army
engineers during the spring of 1920 in the only grove of mangroves
on the island, and the tops of the trees were cut off and the nesting
birds disturbed and driven away. The construction of these towers
proved so detrimental to the interests of the reservation that ar-

rangements have been made with the War Department to prevent
future occurrences of this sort. Passage Key has suffered severely

during the last few years from erosion and the effects of tropical

storms. The island is now less than half its original size, but still

includes the breeding grounds of gulls, skimmers, least terns, and
several species of herons. Every effort is being made to afford the

birds protection on the limited area nOAV available for nesting sites.

Tortugas Keys Reservation^ Fla.—A severe hurricane which vis-

ited the reservation in September did considerable damage both to

the warden's quarters and to the birds. A lean-to kitchen was com-
pletely demolished, the porch and other parts of the headquarters
damaged, and the warden himself had a narrow escape from serious

personal injury. After being marooned on the island for three days,

practically without food, he Avas rescued by the naval tug from Key
West. Many of the birds were overwhelmed by the storm, but it is

impossible to ascertain the exact number. Warden service Avas re-

established in June, and arrangements haA'e been made for neces-

sary repairs to the quarters. The number of terns on this reservation

has increased to a point Avhere it Avill be necessary, after the breed-

ing season is over, to provide further nesting sites and material by
planting bay cedars. These bushes were formerly numerous on the

island. l)ut many of them Avere destroyed some j'ears ago by storms

and high water.

Big Lake Reservation^ Ark.—The location of proposed drainage

canals on the north and east sides of this reservation has been ad-
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justed in a way Avhich, it is hoped, will prevent damage to the res-

ervation in the course of the development of the adjoining drainage

districts. Owing to the unusual depth of water during the past

winter, mallards and other ducks did not remain in as large num-
bers as usual, but with the lowering of the water the birds are likely

to return next year in their usual numbers. Poaching has been less

frequent, and the establishment of regular warden service and the

enforcement of the law have resulted in general acceptance of the

restrictions necessary for the maintenance of the reservation.

Klamath Lake Reservation^ Oreg.—Conditions on the Klamath
Lake Reservation have been very unsatisfactory, owing to a combi-

nation of circumstances over which this department has had no con-

trol. The tule fire, which was started in the spring of 1919, continued

to burn over the southern part of the reservation until extinguished

by early autumn rains, and a considerable area inside the l)oundary

lines was rendered unfit either for occupation by the birds or for

immediate agricultural use. The water table on the lake has been

lowered several feet by closing the gates which control the infloAv

from the Klamath River. This action, made under agreement with

the water users" association, has uncovered large areas of alkali mud
flats Avithout thus far benefiting the settlers adjoining the lake or

opening up additional lands suitable for agriculture. A soil survey

made during the summer of 1919 has shown that the lands thus un-

covered have little, if any, agricultural value. The act authorizing

the elimination of certain agricultural lands from the reservation,

recently approved, should result in determining the permanent

boundaries of the reservation. If an agreement can be made for

raising the water level slightly, Klamath Lake can still be made
one of the most important bird reservations in the West ; otherwise

its future as a refuge is seriously jeopardized.

Malheur Lake Reservation, Oreg.—Conditions at Malheur Lake
hnve been as unsatisfactory as those at Klamath. The unusual

drought which prevailed in eastern Oregon in 1919 caused the low-

ering of the water level and the diminution of the breeding grounds

of the birds. The uncertainty of the title to some of the lands ad-

joining and within the boundary lines of the reservation seriously

impedes any effective development. Some action is imperative to

clear up the question of jurisdiction and enable the department to

fix a stable water level and develop the reservation in a way to afford

protection to the birds.

The most serious menace to this great breeding place for wild fowl

lies in the appropriation of water, heretofore flowing into the ^Vlal-

heur Lake basin through the Silvies and the Blitzen Rivers, for the

development of agricultural lands at a distance from the lake. This

has already reached a point which leaves the future of the lake very

doubtful.
' The constant diversion of this water supply means the

drying up of the lake and the reduction of its basin to a bare

alkaline mud flat like that now marking a large part of the Harney
Lake bed. When this occurs it will make absolutely wortldess the

near-by forage-producing lands now growing natural feed with a

substantial income on a valuation of $1,000,000, and will leaAC the

residents homeless.
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A soil survev made of the lands about the borders of the lake durinjr
the siiniiiier ol 1919 by an expert from the Bureau of Soils developed
the fact that they are too strongly charged with alkali to have any
agricultural value other than the production of the natural forage
crop.

Ilati^aiidii Is/ands Reservation.—RencAved requests have been re-

ceiA'ed for permission to establish fishing stations on some of the
islands of this reservation, but it is obvious that this would result in

the practical extermination of the bird life which this reservation
was established to protect. The bureau is strongly averse to any such
occupation of these islands.

MIGRATORY-BIRD TREATY AND LACEY ACTS.

PROTECTION OF MIGRATORY BIRDS.

The constitutionality of the migratory-bird treaty and the act of
July 3, 1918, to give it effect was sustained on April 21, 1920, by
decision of the Supreme Court of the United States in the case of the
State of Missouri v. Ray P. Holland, United States game warden, an
action brought to restrain Federal wardens from enforcing the Fed-
eral law in Missouri. An application by the State of Missouri for a
rehearing was denied on June 7, 1920. Six Federal judges—in Ar-
kansas, Florida, Louisiana, Missouri, Montana, and Texas—had
l^reviously upheld the validity of the act.

During the year the number of United States game wardens was
increased from 15 to 31, but the warden force is still far below the
number needed for the effective enforcement of the law. At various
times during the year it became necessary to place on active duty
65 deputj?^ wardens, who rendered valuable services and greatly as-

sisted in reducing violations. Cooperation was also extended by 245
deputy wardens, who received a nominal salary of $1 per annum;
these Federal deputies in most instances occupy positions as State
deputy game wardens.
Owing to the small number of wardens, it became necessary during

the spring migration to concentrate the force in the Middle Western
and South Atlantic Coast States, where violations were most numer-
ous, and as a result of these concerted efforts many violators, including
some who had for a long time successfully evaded detection, were
apprehended.

United States game wardens and deputies reported 537 violations;

423 convictions were secured, in which fines were assessed ranging
from $1 to $500 and aggregating more than $8,900. In the large ma-
jority of cases the fines were supplemented by the imposition of
costs, which in most instances equaled, and in others exceeded, the
amount of the fines. Five cases were dismissed by Federal judges ; 56
cases were nolle prossed; grand juries returned no bills in 56 cases;

2 trials by juries resulted in acquittals; 2 prosecutions were termi-
nated by death of defendants ; and 8 prosecutions were abandoned by
United States attorneys because of insufficient evidence. Twenty-
eight cases of trivial or technical character were not reported by the
bureau for prosecution.

Convictions were secured in Federal courts as follows : Alabama, 4

;

Arizona, 2 ; Arkansas, 44 ; California, 1 ; Connecticut, 1 ; Delaware, 2

;
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District of Columbia, 3; Florida. 28; Georgia. 18; Illinois, 28; Iowa,

16 ; Kansas, 1 ; Kentucky, 17 ; Louisiana, 28 ; Maine, 2 ; Maryland, 35

;

Massachusetts, 1; Michigan, 3; Minnesota, 20; Mississippi, 3; Mis-

souri, 27; Montana, 5; Nebraska, 18; Nevada, 1; New Jersey, 31:

New York. 10; Nortli Carolina. 6: North Dakota, 1; Ohio, 4; JRhode

Island, 5 ; South Carolina, 2 ; South Dakota, 10 ; Tennessee, 3 ; Texas,

26; Virginia, 5; Washington, 7; and Wisconsin, 5.

A libel proceeding against 5,736 reedbirds was filed in the Supreme
Court of the District of Columbia, and by order of the court the birds

were given to the Walter Eeed Hospital for use as food. Five libel

proceedings against aigrettes were had in Alabama and the plumes
condemned by court order.

Plumes of migratory birds, of an estimated value of $12,500, pos-

sessed, offered for sale, or sold in violation of the law, were seized

during the year. Some of these were released to the bureau by the

parties from whom seized, while others w^ere turned over to it by
court order. Numerous seizures were made of migratory game birds

illegally killed or possessed, and most of such birds have been dis-

posed of by the bureau, with the consent of the person from whom
seized, by gift to hospitals and charitable institutions for use as food.

In many cases substantial fines have been imposed, but in others

the convicted parties have been given their freedom on payment of
nominal fines. One persistent offender, charged with transporting
quail and other game birds from Massachusetts to New York, but
which were seized in transit at New Haven, Conn., M'as convicted and
sentenced to 3 months in jail. A violator charged with unlawfully
collecting eggs of migratory birds was arraigned in the Federal
court for the eastern district of South Carolina and fined $30 and
costs, and in addition sentenced to one week in the Charleston County
jail. In Michigan in 2 cases involving the purchase and sale of wild
ducks fines of $250 and $500 were imposed ; in Florida in 2 cases in-

volving the possession and sale of aigrettes, each violator w^as fined

$250, and the plumes, worth several thousand dollars, were confiscated

and condemned: one. offender arraigned in Federal court at Sioux
Falls, S. Dak., charged with selling wild ducks, was fined $200 ; while
one arraigned on a similar charge at Baltimore, Md., was fined $250
and costs. A case involving hunting and killing geese in close season
resulted in a fine of $100 in the Federal court in New Jersey; the
offender in this caise was convicted in Federal court last year and fined

$5, but at the trial for the second offense he was warned by the judge
that another repetition would merit a jail sentence. At Milwaukee,
Wis., the Federal judge imposed fines of $100 each against 3 persons
charged with shooting wild ducks after sunset. Many fines ranging
fi'om $25 to $100 were also imposed by judges in other States.

The airplane also had its place in the pursuit of game, and as a re-

sult of resort to this illegal means of hunting migratory game birds
five violators were apprehended, one of Avhom has been convicted and
fined $50 in Federal court at Sioux Falls, S. Dak., this being the first

conviction under the Federal law for a violation of this character;
the other four ca.ses are still pending.

Several prosecutions on charges "of hunting from motor boats re-

sulted in convictions and the imposition of substantial fines. One
person charge<l witli liunting from a motor boat entered a demurrer
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on tlie ground that the Federal hxvc was unconstitutional, but the
demurrer was overruled and a line assessed.

Ver}^ gratif3'ing reports are still being received from nearly every
secticm of the country of the ever-increasing number of migratory
birds as a result of Federal protection. Sportsmen enjoyed the best
hunting season of many years, and in a hirge number of sections the
daily bag limit was easily secured. Tt is particularly gratifying,
especially to the sportsmen of the IMiddlc AVest, to know that sand-
bar shooting in the Mississippi Kiver, long since destroyed by hunt-
ers operating from motor boats, has been restored as a result of the
ban placed on motor-boat hunting.
During the year 783 persons Avere authorized to collect and 92

persons were authorized to possess migratory birds for scientific pur-
poses, 58 persons were authorized to capture and 1,343 persons were
authorized to possess migratory waterfowl for propagating purposes.
Only a small percentage of the persons to whom propagating permits
were issued are engaged in breeding waterfoAvl for food purposes,

many of the birds possessed being held merely for use as decoys oi

for ornamental purposes.

In New Jersey the game law was made to conform to the Federal
regulations, and in Kentucky laws were enacted in conformity with
the Federal regulations with respect to the open seasons for water-
fowl and Wilson snipe, the bag limits on all species of migratory
birds except plover and yellow-legs, and the provisions prohibiting
hunting between sunset and half an hour before sunrise. The seasons
for waterfowl and most other species of migratory birds now sub-
stantiallv conform to the Federal regulations in 30 States.

On October 4, 1919, an order was issued by the Secretary of Agri-
culture permitting meadowlarks to be killed in South Carolina when
necessary to protect grain crops. Other orders were issued as follows

:

On October 24, 1919, permitting certain species of birds to be killed

at fish hatcheries when found to be injurious to fish life; on July 30,

permitting rice growers and members of their immediate families

and bona fide employees in the counties of Butte, Colusa, Glenn,
Sutter, Yolo, and Yuba, Calif., to kill wild ducks when necessary to

protect the rice crop from the depredations of such birds; and on
November 13, a similar order applying to the counties of Arkansas,
Lonoke, and Prairie, in Arkansas ; on JSIarch 30, 1920, relating to the

issuance of permits effective in New York when countersigned by the

State Conservation Commission, allowing the killing of robins when
necessary to protect the cherry crop ; on April 29, permitting the

killing or trapping by State game wardens in Michigan of certain

birds found to be injurious to valuable fish life: and on the same date

a similar order authorizing State game wardens of Ncav Hampshire
to kill or trap certain birds on streams closed to fishing.

During the early ]iart of 1920 it became evident that certain

amendments of the migratory-bird treaty act regulations were
needed. These were formulated in the bureau, and together with
other matters relating to game conservation were considered by the

Migratorj'^-Bird Treaty Act Advisory Board which met in Wash-
ington on June 21 and 22. The opportunity for the personal ex-

change of ideas between officials of the bureau and the advisory board
proved to be so advantageous that it was planned that, if practi-
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cable, a meeting of the board should be held anniiall}^ to consider

matters bearing on the maintenance of the supply of wild fowl and
a perpetuation of wild fowd hunting throughout the country.

The Biological Survey continues to receive the friendly coopera-

tion of a great number of State and local organizations and individ-

uals, which adds immeasurably to the effectiveness of its work. It

is fortunate that this is so, for without the good will of the State

game and conservation commissioners and of organizations and in-

dividuals interested in- bird conservation, efforts to administer the

migratory-bird treaty act and to promote general conservation would
be seriously hampered. The assistance of such organizations as the

Boone and' Crockett Club, the American (xamc Protective Associa-

tion, and the National Association of Audubon Societies is invaluable

in this work. Lor years the last-named organization has contributed

annualh' considerable sums of money to aid the conservation work of

the bureau ; in the spring of 1920 it spent $1,600 in the payment of

warden service in Florida for the protection of egret colonies under

the supervision of Federal wardens. Through the cooperation of

these organizations and of State game commissioners and sportsmen,

a healthful sentiment for game conservation has been created in

many sections where formerly the people were not favorable to

Federal protection of migratory birds.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE IN GAME.

Interstate commerce in wild animals and parts thereof is regulated

by sections 242, 243, and 244 of the Penal Code, commonly referred

to as the Lacey Act. Special efforts have been made to complete

investigations of a large number of shipments uncovered during the

last fiscal year, in addition to investigating current shipments which
seemed to have greatly increased owing to the high prices of furs

now prevailing.

Twenty-six violations have been reported to the solicitor of the

department, involving shipments of 233 beaver, 4 otter, 125 deer-

skins, 1,634 pounds of deerskins, a miscellaneous lot of moose and
deer hides, 1 deer, 568 quail, and quantities of aigrettes.

During the year 22 con\ictions were secured, in Avhich fines

amounting to $1,070 were imposed; cases were dismissed because of

insufficient evidence; 3 were stricken from the docket; and 1 case

was terminated by death of defendant.

The completion of investigations of a large number of other ship-

ments disclosed no violations of the Federal law, as they were not

made by conmion carrier or else involved animals or parts thereof

ship|)e(f in arrordance Avith State laws. Many cases of shipments
made in violation of State laws were turned over to appropriate

State authorities for prosecution when it was thought the best re-

sults could thereby be obtained. Through this cooperation the States

not only collected many thousands of dollars in fines and penalties,

but were better enabled to kee]) in close contact with shippers and
thus to discourage violations of the law. One hundred and thirty-

one shipments arc still under investigation.

(^ases r('i)oi'ted for prosecution oi'iginntod in the following States:

Colorado, 2; Idaho, 1; Illinois, 2; Iowa, 1; .Minnesota, 2; Missouri,
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1; New TIi\ni|xsliire. 1; Ntnv Mexico. 2; New York, 1; North Caro-
lina, i; Oregon, 7; Tennessee, 1; Utah, 1; Washington, 2; Wis-
consin, 1.

At the request of the bureau many of the large fur dealers are
republishing in their catalogues and advertising material information
furnished by the department concerning State trapping and shipping
laws and are omitting from their price lists <|Uotations on furs of
animals for Avhich no open season is provided.

IMPORTATION OF BIRDS AND MAMMALS.

The number of permits issued during the year showed an inr-rease

of 6G per cent—from 273 in 1919 to 458 in 1920—and the numlier of
inspections from 42 to 89. The permits issued for the entry of foxes
from Canada showed a total of 80.") as compared with 335 in 1919.

At Honolulu permits were issued for the entry of a few birds, includ-
ing pheasants and several miscellaneous cage birds. So far as known
no prohibited species were entered during the year.

The resumption of importations of foreign birds from European
ports has increased slowl}-. Shipments of canaries from Germany
have begun, but onl}- in small numbers and by no means sufficient to

meet the holiday trade. A few Indian and African consignments
have reached New York, some of them bj^ way of England. At San
Francisco shipments from the Orient, particularly from Australia,

have shown a steady increase. Large numbers of Lady Gould
finches, both black and red- faced, have been received, and also manj^
rare and interesting birds, including two gray-headed geese {Chloe-

phaga folioce'pliala) from southern South America, four African
ducks {Anas undulata)^ four Cabot tragopans {Tragojyan cahoti)

from southeastern China, tw^o satin bower birds {Ptilorhynchus
violaceus) from Australia, a green barbet {Thereiceryx zeylanlcus)

and eight white-eared hill tits {Mesia argentauris) from India, a

short-tailed parrot {Graydadisculus hrachyurus) from Brazil, two
graj^-winged trumpeters {Psofhia crepitans) from British Guiana,
and a number of Siberian goldfinches and other species imported for

exhibition purposes.

Shipments from South America have not increased as much as

might have been expected, although some birds have been received

from Colombia, Venezuela, and Brazil. The prevailing rates of ex-

change, which have been unfavorable in several South American
countries, have had an important bearing in limiting shipments by
importers who are accustomed to outfit traveling representatives in

foreign countries.

IMPORTATION OF QUAIL FROM MEXICO.

The regulations governing the importation of quail from Mexico
were modified under date of September 18, 1919, to provide an open

season from November 15 to March 31, and a port of entry was
established at Brownsville, Tex. Under date of March 15, 1920, the

open season w^as extended 10 days, to April 10. Through the co-

operation of the Bureau of Animal Industry arrangements for in-

spection and quarantine were provided at the three ports of Browns-
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ville, Laredo, and Eagle Pass, Tex. The number of quail entered

from Mexico was 24,387, but the number released from quarantine

was 23,473. Quail disease appeared among the birds entered at

Eagle Pass and Laredo. Entries were suspended at Eagle Pass for

three weeks, and after March 9 no further importations were made.
At Laredo no entries were received in quarantine during the investi-

gation of the presence of the disease. At Laredo 2.")3 birds died

during the quarantine and 59 at Eagle Pass, but at the latter point

540 birds, many of them infected with quail disease, were returned

to Mexico. On the whole, more quail were imported than for several

years past, but in spite of the long season and the special facilities

provided for entry and quarantine, the results were not altogether

satisfactor}'. Several reports received by the department indicate

that a number of the birds died after reaching destination, and in one

case a large proportion of the birds ordered by one of the State com-

missions late in the season died within a few days after arrival.

Importations of quail from Mexico began about 1910, and during

the 10 years that entries have been made the total number importecl,

including entries of the present year, was approximately 92,000, of

which about 56,000 were brought in during the seasons of 1917 and
1920. The success of tliese importations as a whole is exceedingly

doubtful and those contemplating future importations should study

the outcome of previous importations to avoid as many detrimental

factors as possible.

CONSERVATION OF MARSH AREAS.

P'or two years the Biological Survey has made a special effort to

draw the attention of all sportsmen, including State game commis-
sions, to the menace to the future of our migratory wild fowl through
the drainage of small lakes and swampy arcns on a constantly in-

creasing scale. The ajjpreciation of the situation is becoming gen-

eral and it is hoped that effective steps may be possible whereby the

Federal and State Governments may secure permanent title to a

numl)er of such areas to l)e maintained in perpetuity as bird pre-

serves. The greater number of these preserves should be guarded as

sanctuaries during the breeding season and be maintained as public

hunting grounds for the benefit of all citizens during the open
sea.son. A small number should be held as sanctuaries throughout
the year to serve as reservoirs to supply other areas with wild fowl.

Before the drainage of such water areas is undertaken it would be

desirable to have experts make a careful survey and report on the

relative value of each area for agricultural purposes and, in its

natural condition, as a producer of wild fowl, furs (muskrats. etc.),

fish, and ice, and as a ]niblic recreation ground whereby out-of-door

sports may be maintained and the health and well-being of the citi-

zens promoted. Other important uses for lake and marsh areas in

many places are the maintenance of the normal underground Avater

level, affecting springs, wells, aud vegetation, often at considerable

distances, and the prevention of erosion by delaying the run-off of

flood water.

24435—AOR 1020 2r.
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REINDEER INDUSTRY AND FUR BEARERS OF ALASKA.

In the appropriation act approved May 31, 1920, for the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1921, provision was made for the Biological
Survey to investigate the reindeer industry in Ahiska with a view
to its development. At the same time the administration of the
laws protecting the land fur-bearing animals of Alaska was trans-
ferred from the Bureau of Fisheries in the Department of Commerce
to the Biological Survey. During June, 1920, the services of an
experienced pathologist and veterinarian and two men experienced in

grazing investigations in the Forest Service were obtained for the
purpose of acquiring basic information needed for the furthering of
the reindeer industry. An experiment station will be established as

soon as possible after the beginning of the fiscal year 1921, at some
point on the coast of Bering Sea. A naturalist will spend the year
investigating the caribou herds of Alaska to obtain information
which will be useful in this work. The enormous area occupied by
the land fur-bearers of Alaska, which are being seriously over-
trapped, renders their protection exceedingly difficult. However, a
warden service will be established and so far as possible with the
limited funds available the Alaskan fur-bearers Avill receive pro-

tection.



REPORT OF THE CHIEF OF THE DIVISION OF ACCOUNTS
AND DISBURSEMENTS.

United States Department of Agriculture,
Division of Accounts and Disbursements,

Washington, D. C, October 1, 1920.

Sir: I hare the honor to submit herewith a report of the work of

the Division of Accounts and Disbursements for the fiscal year ended
June 30. 1920.

Respectfully,

A. Zappone,
Hon. E. T. Meredith. Chlej oj Division.

Secretary of Agriculture.

CHARACTER OF WORK.

The chief of the division and di-bursing clerk is charged by the
Secretary of Agriculture with the duty of preparing all requisitions
for the advance of public funds from the appropriations for the De-
partment of Agriculture to the disl)ursing clerk and to special dis-

bursing agents charged with the disbursement of pu])lic funds, the
keeping oi accounts and appropriations lodgers relating to the advance
ana disbursement of all items of appropriations, and the examination
and payment of all vouchers and pay rolls submitted from the various
offices, bureaus, and services of the department. He performs such
other duties as may be prescribed by the Secretary.

WORK OF THE YEAR.

APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.

To carry on the work of the Department of Agriculture during
the fiscal year ended June 30, 1920, Congress appropriated S33,S99,761
in the agricultural act for that fiscal year; in addition to which per-

manent annual appropriations, special appropriations, deficiency

appropriations, and the appropriation for printing and binding
were available, amounting to S10S,834,163. making a total oi

$142,733,924, of which sum $70,265,464.64 was expended, leaving
a l)alance at the end of the fiscal year of 872,468,459.36. This bal-

ance includes 868,782,389.45 appropriated for the construction of
rural post roads and which amount will be available until expended,
so the net balance for the fiscal year 1920 is only $3,686,069.91 and
which is nearly all covered by outstanding liabilities.

Supplemental accounts for the year 1919 were also paid, amounting
to $890,986.28.
On June 30, 1920, the unexpended balances for the year 1918,

amounting to $5,196,292.76, were finally covered into the Treasury
to the "Surplus fund,"
There were received, examined, and paid by this office 176.096

vouchers and pay rolls, whioh required the issuance of 295,731
checks on the Treasurer of the United States.

There were also sent to the Treasury Department for payment
10,057 accounts.
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LOST CHECKS.

Durin*; tlio year .31.S checks wove lost in transit thi-()Ufi:li the mails
or by tiic payees, and were (hii^licated hy this oflice.

PUBLIC MONEYS RECEIVED FROM VARIOUS SOURCES.

There were received from various sources and deposited in the
sums:Treasury to the credit of the proper funds the followmg

Telegrams over Government lines

Sale of cotton standards
Cost of cotton-futures disputes
Sale of loose cot ton
Classification of cotton
Cost of grain standards appeals
Sale of grain

Cost of market inspection food products
Cost of warehouse disputes
Sale of nitrate of soda to farmers
Sale of photo prints

Sale of lantern slides

Sale of hearings
Sale of card indexes
Sale of seeds
Sale of other miscellaneous Government property
Sale of agricultural products, Alaska
Sale of agricultural prodiicts, Hawaii
Sale of agi'icultural products, Porto lUco
Sale of agricultural products, Guam
Sale of agricultural products, Mrgin Islands

Cooperative work. Forest Service
Forest Reserve fund
Refund on mileage books, etc

Transfers from other departments for work done and supplies furnished

.

$6, 050. 79
11,203.05

204. 00
22, 920. 21

41,702.08
15, 312. 90
9, 033. 96

57,050.09
339. 00

5, 288, 808. 60
788. 18

1,044.65
109. 05
110. 84

1, 307. 00
241, 633. 42

2, 008. 92
133. 03

1,976.36
49. 50

2,366.45
1,979,651.09
4,793,482.28

187, 049. 34
301,140.76

Total 12, 965, 488. 15

STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS, DISBURSEMENTS, AND UNEXPENDED BALANCES
FOR THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

[Fiscal years 1839 to 1904, inclusive.)

Fiscal
year.

1839..

1S40..
1841..
1842..
1843..
1844..
1845..
1846..
1847..
1848..
1849..
1850..
1851..
1852..

1853..
1854..
1855..
1856..
1857..
1858..
1859..
I860..
1861..
1862..
1S63..

1864..
1865..
1866..
1867- .

1868..
1869..
1870.

.

1871..

Amount ap-
propriated.

$1,000.00

1,000.00

2,000.00
2,000.00
3,000.00
3,000.00
4,500.00
3, .500. 00

5, 500. 00

5, 500. 00
5,000.00
.5,000.00

10, 000. 00
50,000.00
30,000.00
75,000.00
63,500.00
60,000.00
40,000.00
60,000.00
64,000.00
80,000.00
199,770.00
112,304.05
167, 787. 82
199, 100. 00
279, 920. 00
172,.593. 00
156,440.00
18.8,180.00

Amount dis-

bursed.

$1,000.00

1,000.00

2,000.00
2,000.00
3,000.00
3,000.00
4, .500. 00

3, 500. 00

5, .500. 00

5, 500. 00
5,000.00
5,000.00
10,000.00
50,000.00
30,000.00
75,000.00
63, 157. 25
60,000.00
40,000.00
60,000.00
63,704.21
80,000.00
1S9,270.00
112,196.55
167, 787. 82
199,100.00
277,094.34
172,593.00
151,.5%. 93
186,876.81

Amount im-
expended.

S342. 75
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REPORT OF THE CHIEF OF THE DIVISION OF
PUBLICATIONS.

United States Department of Agriculture,
Division of Publications,

Washington^ D. 0., August £5, 1920.

Sir: I have the honor to submit herewith a report on the work
of the Division of Publications for the fiscal year ended June 30.
1920.

Respectfully,

Edwy B. Reid,

Chief of Division.
Hon. E. T. Meredith,

Secretary of Agriculture.

ALL INFORMATIONAL WORK OF THE DEPARTMENT PLACED
UNDER THE DIVISION OF PUBLICATIONS.

An order of the Secretary issued during the year placed the Office

of Information, the Office of Exhibits, and the motion-picture work
under the direction of the Chief of the Division of Publications.
This action was taken with a view to bring all informational work
of the department under one head.
As thus reorganized the work of the division is grouped under the

following branches : (1) Information; (2) agricultural exhibits
; (3)

motion pictures; (4) editing, printing, and indexing; (5) illustrat-

ing; (G) distributing; (7) addressing and duplicating.

The centralization of all mailing lists of the department in this

division is another step which has been recommended. A careful

investigation has been made of the duplicating work and a plan is

under consideration by which all machiner}^ equipment, materials,

and personnel now employed in the various offices of the department
may ultimately be centralized in this division so far as practicable.

From the study so far made it is believed that the combined plant
proposed for all duplicating and mailing work will effect a substan-

tial saving and, in addition, the output will have the benefit of
careful supervision.

OUTPUT OF THE YEAR.

The luimber of new publicntions issued during the year was 589,
of which Gl were Farm.crs' l>nlletins. Publications distributed ag-
gi'egated 45.237,747 copies; of this number 13,122,129 were Farmers'
Bulletins. This includes the distribution, through the Division of
Publications, of the congressional quotas of Farmers' Bulletins, in

383
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coiiiiection witli wliicli nioro than 0,800.000 Twists of F'tirmors' Bul-
letins also wore distributed to I'acilitate intelli<!;ent selection of bul-

letins needed. More than 500,000 copies of Farmers' Bulletins were
assi<rned to the department by Members of Congress from their indi-

vidual allotments.

THE APPROPRIATION FOR PRINTING AND BINDING.

The regular appropriation for printing and binding for the year
was the same as for the preceding year, namely, $600,000. On
account of the lai-ge carry-(ner of uncompleted work from the pre-

ceding year (costing $5;?,607.H8), the greater cost of })rinting, and
the increasing requirements of the department for printing an(l bind-
ing, the appropriation was exhausted in April, and the printing of
the department's publications was susi)ended practically for a period
of more than a month. In May Congress granted a deficiency appro-
priation of $75,000. This amount was sufficient to print only a

portion of the accumulated material which was still suitable for

distribution. Some bulletins had to be rejected because of insuffi-

cient funds to print them at the season when they would have been
useful. Other bulletins could not be undertaken or completed because
the deficienc}^ appropriation became available too late for the Gov-
ernment Printing Office to do the work, in consequence of which
$10,500.40 of the deficiency appropriation remained unexpended at

the close of the year.

The appropriation for printing and binding for the fiscal year
which ends June 30, 1921, is $725,000, which is but a fraction over
2 per cent of the appropriation for the activities of the de-

partment. An appropriation of $1,000,000 for printing and bind-

ing would more nearly meet the requirements of the department in

the dissemination of the useful information it is constantly acquiring

for the benefit of the people. A private business concern spending
$31,000,000 annually in the production of something of value to the

people would spend double the amount allowed the department to

furnish its service to the public.

PRINTING DONE OUTSIDE THE GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE.

Under the provisions of section 11 of public act 314, approved
March 1, 1919, the executive departments were estopped from pro-

curing printing or binding outside the (rovernment Printing Office

except by permission of the Joint Committee on Printing. That
committee, by Regulations No. 4, granted authority to the Depart-

ment of Agriculture to order outside printing of an emergency char-

acter not to exceed $5,000 in the aggregate, to be defrayed from the

appropriations of the bureaus for which the printing was ordered.

In addition to this, specific permission was granted to secure tags,

certificates, etc., for the Bureau of Animal Industry for use in the

enforcement of the meat-inspection law, the aggregate expense of

which was $29,052.50. These supplies had been contracted for prior

to the beginning of the year, and the committee authorized comple-

tion of the w^ork.

Special authority w^as obtained for printing a booklet, " The Live-

stock Industry of the United States," for distribution in South
America. Other authorized outside printing for the fiscal year
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broiig^ht the total to $40,535.74, all of which was approved, con-

tracted for, supervised, and procured by this division during the

year. A detailed report of this work was submitted to the com-

mittee as required by law.

The Joint Coniniittee also gave general authority for printing,

binding, and blank-book work outside of the (Jovernment Printing

Office for the exclusive use of the following field services of the

department

:

For any Govonuneiit service in Alasl^a, Guam, Hawaii, the Panama Canal,

the Philippines, the Virjrin Islands, or any other place outside territorial United
States: J'rorUIrd, That the work i*^ done in the Territory, possession, or country

where the service is located. (Regulations No. 3.)

For field use of the Forest Service, to be done at its supply-depot printing

plant. (Regulations Xo. 3.)

For such printing and binding as may be required to issue local weather
maps, forecast cards, and local bulletins by the field stations of the Weather
Bureau. (Regulations No, 4.)

Under the first regulation quoted, printing for the experiment sta-

tions of the States Relations Service in the territorial possessions

enumerated may be done there and. under decision of the comptroller,

may be paid from the appropriations for those stations.

Detailed reports of all outside printing authorized by the joint

committee are required to be submitted quarterly. These reports for

the quarters ending October 1, January 1, April 1, and Jidy 1 were

prepared and submitted.

PUBLICATION OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL PAPERS IN
OUTSIDE PUBLICATIONS.

In order to place the preliminary results of its investigations in

the hands of interested specialists and others as quickly as possible,

the department encourages its scientific and technical workers to

publish in professional journals brief papers reporting special phases

of the results of their work. During the year 739 such papers, aver-

aging 2 to 3 each day, or about GO per month, were approved for

publication in outside journals. They Avere contributed by workers

in various bureaus, as follows

:

J'dixrs nitpmrci] for i>iihli((ition in outaidc journals.

Nnnibo:- of

Bureau, division, or office. aiticles.

Animal Industry 65

Biological Survey 72

Chemist ry 146

Crop Estimates 1

Kntomologj' 76

Farm Managemont 3

Federal Horticultural Board 2

Forest Service 139

Markets 18

I'hint Industry lf>S

Publications 3

Public Roads 16

P.urean nf Soils 16

Stales Relations Service 10
Solicitor 1

Weather Bureau 13

Total 739
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This method of publication secures prompt announcement of the
department's investigations, which is particularly important in the
scientific world, and saves the department's printing fund for more
elaborate and final reports and for the increasing number of prac-
tical and popular bulletins.

The manuscripts of these papers are reviewed in this division and
records are kept showing when and in what publications the papers
are used.

CONGRESSIONAL RESTRICTION ON PERIODICALS AND FIELD
PRINTING.

B3' section 11 of an act of Congress approved March 1, 1919,
authority was given the Joint Committee on Printing to employ such
measures as it might deem necessary to remedy any neglect, "delay,
duplication, or waste in the public printing and binding and the dis-
tribution of Government publications. That section also provided
that thereafter no periodical should be printed and issued unless
specifically authorized by Congress, but that such periodicals as were
then being printed without specific authority from Congress might,
" in the discretion of the Joint Committee on Printing," be continued
until the close of the next regular session of Congress, when, if au-
thority for their continuance had not then been granted by Con-
gress, they should not thereafter be printed.
Acting under this provision, the Joint Committee issued " Regula-

tions No. 1," in which it was announced that the Public Printer had
been instructed not to print any periodical after May 1, 1919, unless
specifically authorized by Congress, or unless the Joint Committee
had authorized its continuance until the close of the following regu-
lar session of Congress. The statement was added that this instruc-

tion also applied to publications printed at Government expense else-

where than at the Government Printing Office. Copies of this com-
munication were addressed to this department, and presumably to all

other executive branches of the Government.
Regulations No. 1 also requested that full information be given the

Joint Committee regarding periodicals then being issued, together

with reasons and recommendations for their continuance until the

close of the next regular session of Congress. This information was
furnished the Joint Committee regarding each of the periodicals

and similar publications then being issued by the department, and
representatives of the department appeared before the committee to

explain their necessity.

By Regulations No^ 3 the Joint Committee authorized the continu-

ance of existing periodicals until August 1, 1919, and by Regulations

No. 4 until October 1, 1919.

By Regulations No. 5, issued September 19, 1919, the Joint Com-
mittee authorized the continuance of journals, magazines, and

periodicals existing on July 1, 1919, until otherwise disposed of as

provided for in the act referred to. The committee withheld ap-

proval or disapproval at that time, with the statement that its recom-

mendations would later be submitted to Congress. Certain exceptions

were made to this general authorization, the only one affecting this

department being the authority to combine the Seed Reporter and

the Food Surveys in one periodical to be known as the Market Re-

porter.
,
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By section 4 of the act providing for the sundry civil expenses of
the Government for the year ending June 30, 1921, Congress author-
ized the continuance until that date of any journal, magazine,
periodical, or similar publication Avhich is now being issued, ''when,
if it shall not have been specificall}' authorized by Congress before
that date, such journal, magazine, periodical, or similar publication
shall be discontinued."
Thus, although this department responded in full detail to the

request of the Joint Committee on Printing for information regard-
ing all its periodicals and similar publications, explaining the reasons
why they were necessary in the ]5ublic interest, and although the

department submitted a provision to be inserted in the sundry civil

bill which would have authorized them, we are still confronted with
the necessity of appealing to Congress for specific authority for the

publication of each indi\idual periodical.

Some of the periodicals of this department have been issued for

man}' years, and have become indispensable. Others of more recent

institution have become equally necessary to the proper performance
of the department's duty to "acquire and to diffuse" useful informa-
tifin on agricultural subjects. The ^lonthly Crop Eeporter, the

Weekly Xews Letter, the Experiment Station Record, the Market
Reporter, and the Journal of Agricultural Research are instances

of such essential periodicals, not to mention others, which contain

material which must be published in some form, and no more eco-

nomical form than the periodical can be found.

It is submitted that the general authority to print, which this

department now has under the organic act creating it and under
the printing law of 1895, should l)e extended to include definite

authority to issue periodicals, leaving to this department, not to

Congress or any committee of Congress, the decision as to what peri-

odicals to issue. For Congress to specify what periodicals may be

issued is to exercise executive functions. Still more are executive

functions being performed when the decision is left to a committee of

Congress. If discretion regai'ding executi^-e acts is to be lodged any-

where, it should be lodged in the executive branch of the Government.
It sliould be noted in this connection that the Joint Committee

on Printing, under the jjrovisions of section 11 of the act quoted,

is still exercising authority over the field printing of the department,

deciding in individual cases what may be printed elsewhere than

at the (Jovernmont Printing Office and what may not. This proce-

dure is open to the same objection as has just been made to their

control over periodicals.

In the interest of offiriont administration of this department,

section 11 of the act of March 1, 1919, should be repealed, and this

department should be left to decide for itself what and how to print,

subject only to the onlerly inquii-y which Congress has always made
in considering annually the amount which it will appropriate for

the printing and binding.

CONTACTS WITH THE PRESS.

The Office of Information, the channel through which the depart-

ment's information reaches the press, in the last year has served

more clas.ses of publications with a greater variet^y of press mate-

rial in a larger quantity than in any year since it was organized.
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AVliile quantity i)r()(]iK"ti()n is not in itself a true measure of effective-

ness or success, it indicates the broadening; field of the department's
informational activities and an enlarjzoment of its service.

In developin*; the special service to noncompetinjij publications,

the office has not onlj' increased the amount of material furnished

to agricultural journals, but has also extended -it to include Sunday
ne\vspaj)ers. trade publications, and periodicals usinf; popular science

mateiial. It has compiled data for addresses and special articles

by the Secretary of A<;riculture bearin<i^ on the work of the depart-

ment and has made them available and secured their publication in

the interest of a<zriculture. Increasin«>: use has been made of photo-

•rraphic material in the rotogravure sections of Sunday newspapers
and in "picture pages" for the agricultural press. As a result of

these activities in new directions, unquestionably a wider use has

been made of information about the department's activities during

the year than ever before.

Tlie efforts of the Office of Information during the year have been

directed toward the following informational services

:

WEEKLY NEWS LETTER.

This journal is both a news service and a house organ. As a news
service it carries official statements by the Secretary and by the

various bureaus of the department, and stories reporting the prog-

ress of the department's investigations. As a house organ for the

department's large staff of employees and official cooperators, it

strives to keep them informed of new work begun and the progress

of various campaigns, and to present ideas that will help them in

their w^ork. The Weekly News Letter prints only such matter as

is of wide interest. While most of the items are prepared in a

form suitable for publication, the chief value of certain articles

to editors is to present the department's views on various subjects

and to provide information for such use as the editors desire to

make of it.

The Weekly News Letter is sent free only to employees, official

cooperators, and the press. It may be obtained by anyone, how-
ever, at the subscription rate of 50 cents a year. Because of limited

funds for printing and increasing costs of mechanical work and
materials, the circulation of this journal was reduced by 9,000 during

the year—from 142,000 to 133,000. The size of many issues was
limited to eight pages for the same reason, thereby preventing the

use of much valuable material.

As the department's official organ, the Weekly News Letter should

be more liberally supported. With adequate funds for its publica-

tion it could be" much improved in contents, size, and appearance.

It should be more representative of the big organization for which

it makes contact with the public and the press.

SPECIAL INFORMATION SERVICE.

This is an illustrated weekly syndicate sheet of eight columns, for

dailv newspapers. It is issued several days in advance of its re-

lease. The articles in it are carried under four departments of two

columns each, as follows :
" Growing Food—on the Farm, in the

Yard"; "Agriculture's Other Half—Marketing " ; "A Bird in the
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Hand" (poultry) ; "The Housewife and Her Business." This serv-

ice has been furnished to 2,575 daily and weekly newspapers that
have asked to receive it. While it is prim:irih' a daily newspaper
service, it is sent also to agricultural journals that request it.

The need for developing informational services that would carry
the department's message to city people brought about the establish-

ment of the Special Information Service. It has met a popular
demand for stories on how to produce food in backyards and liow

to preserve food and use it most economically in the home. Wiiile
it was begun during the war as a service for city readers, it has been
developed to apply and appeal to people in town and country. Tell-

ing stories of food production, both on the farm and in backyards,
of marketing problems as they relate to the consumer as well as to
the producer, and of household economy on the farm as well as in
town has broadened its field of usefulness and has enabled it to serve
another purpose—to interest and inform city people of agricultural
problems, thereby inspiring a greater respect for the important place
of food in our national activities and a better understanding of its

production and distribution.

FOOD AND FARMING WEEKLY.

In this service, a press clipping sheet released every Monday, we
seek to give the press a running account, week by week, of what the
Department of Agriculture is doing. It consists of S to 12 short
stories, of 200 to 300 words each, about departmental investigations
and research. This service attempts to meet the requirements of
editors for brevity by telling its stories in the fewest words popn^ble.

It is sent to 5,200 publications of all classes that have requested it.

HOME GARDEN AND CANNING-DRYING SERIES.

To stimulate home gardening and home preservation of foods,
seasonable articles on these subjects are issued to newspapers. They
include " how-to-do-it " items and stories of successful experiences
that contain helpful ideas. Until the year just closed cuts, mats, and
photographic prints of the illustrations used in the service were
furnished the newspapers, and the articles were grouped on printed
proof sheets in attractive suggestive layouts with illustrations. In-
sufficient printing funds prevented the use of illustrations in these
services during the year, and they were issued in mimeographed
form. Four hundred daily newspapers asked for the material. The
year before, when cuts, mats, and photographs were lent, 1,241 news-
papers requested the articles. The contrast in these figures indicates
how illustrations add to the attractiveness of this material, although
the sliortage of newsprint paper probably was a factor in the reduced
circulation.

PLATE SERVICE.

One of tlie ways in wdiich contact is made with the weekly and
small daily newspapers in the country is through the phite and ready-
print sorvico of a large news agency. Twenty to twenty-five columns
of matter with illustrations are furnished to this concern weekly. In
addition to this specially prepared material, proofs and illustrations
of the Special Information Service are furnished, and this matter is
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also distributed in plate and ready-print. The plate service enables
the department to reach with its informational material millions
of readers of small newspapers which are unable to set the type in

their own offices. In IDlb—the 1919 figures are not yet avaihihle

—

more than G2,000 columns of this material, nearly all of it furnished
by this department, were used by the newspapers. Our part in this

form of distribution is only in furnishinfj the material. The plate

and ready-print matter is sold by the news agency at a moderate
price.

MIMEOGRAPH SERVICE.

News matter requiring immediate distribution is issued in mimeo-
graph and sent generall}^ or locally, according to its applicability

and interest. By this means the Office of Information supplies
" spot " news to press associations, Washington correspondents, agri-

cultural journals, trade journals, and newspapers.

NONCOMPETING SERVICE.

Attention has been given during the year to extending this service

and making it more effective. The preparation of articles for dis-

tribution to noncompeting publications was initiated two years ago
to meet the demand for special stories and to enable the department
to present more thoroughly and completely the results of its more
important lines of work. The service has proved to be very popular
with editors, and from the department's standpoint it is one of the

most effective ways of reaching tiie public with detailed, authorita-

tive stories of its achievements. For the agricultural press a num-
ber of noncompeting lists of journals liave been made up from corre-

spondence with editors, and the lists are used in rotation to give

equal opportunity to each group of publications. The obvious ad-

vantage of noncompeting distribution is that each publication, hav-

ing the story exclusively in its own territory, will gladly feature it

prominenth\ And since each list covers the entire country, wide
distribution is assured every article. The noncompeting lists also

have been used successfully for placing photographic layouts, picture

pages, and cartoons. The service has been extended to include trade

journals, popular science magazines, and Sunday newspapers.

SPECIAL ARTICLES AND STATEMENTS.

The Office of Information prepares a great many articles, most of

them on request, for the exclusive use of certain publications. It

also acts as a medium for securing such articles from department
specialists and other officials on the request of editors. Special

articles by writers in the office have been accepted by leading pe-

riodicals in greater number during the year.

POSTERS AND CIRCULARS.

The preparation of posters and circulars for use in support of the

various educational campaigns carried on by the department is an-

other feature of the informational work. The pulling power of

posters was conclusively demonstrated to the department during the

war. In the last two vears the Office of Information has made ef-
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fective use of 30 posters j)ortraying the various activities of the
department and " selling " its service to the public. Assistance has
been given a number of the bureaus in the preparation of illustrated

circulars.

DISTRIBUTION OF PRESS MATERIAL.

Ever}' effort is made to give the wisest possible distribution to
our press material, so as to place it onlj^ where it will be of interest

and to avoid waste. The mailing lists have been so specialized that
it is possible to distribute material locally or generally or to pub-
lications even in different classes which have a common interest in

a subject. To place an agricultural story strictlv within the region
of its applicability is sometimes extremely difficult, and in such
cases editors are given the. benefit of the doubt, as it seems better to

include them in the distribution of a story rather than to miss them
altogether, especially since editors many times are likely to be in-

terested in the problems of their neighbors.
The work of the Office of Information was directed by Harlan

Smith, assistant in charge.

PROGRESS IN MOTION PICTURES.

Marked advances made in the fiscal j^ear 1920 in the production
and distribution of the department's motion pictures leave no doubt
as to the effectiveness and value of this mode of bringing directly to

the people the knowledge developed by the department's investiga-

tions and of acquainting the public with the methods and significance

of important lines of work being carried on by the department.
These forward steps may be described as follows:

Editorial and laboratory work was completed on 52 new motion-
picture subjects, and they were added to the department's film

library. The largest previous number of releases in a single fiscal

year was 18, in the fiscal year 1919. A list of the new subjects

follows

:

New subjects completed and released during fiscal year 1920.

Uoels.

Amorican Roquefort Cheese 1

Health for Hops 1
Mak-iiiK the South Tick-Free 1

Milk-Made Products 2
Selectinj:^ a Layinjr Hen 1

A Year with the Flock 1

Wool and Lamb Marketinjr 1

Preparing Mutton for Home Use 1

Swiss Cheese Made in .\nierica 1
" I^eak " Disease of Potatoes 1

To Market—To :\rarkot 1
Wheat—Sack Handling 1
Wheat—Bulk Handlins 1

Wheat—Transi)ortati(>n and Storage 1

Dust Explosions in Mills and Elevators 2
Explosive Dust 1
Most Wonderful Insect in the World—17-Year Locust 1

Screw Worms and How to Fight Them 1

The Horn Fly 1

The Stable Fly 1

Help Wanted to Feed the Nation 1

Cotton's Worst Enemy—Pink Bollworm 1

A Sportsman's Paradise 1
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Ni'ir stilij<rtt< roinplclcd niid rrleascd during fiscal year IIUO—Continued.

Reels.

Liltlt' .Tourneys in llu' Xational Forests 1
Outdoor Life in the Ilorkies 1
Wonderland of (.'anyons and Peaks 1
Paeic Train Trip 1
Old Santa Ft'—tlie Gateway to the Santa Fe National Forest 1
De Var^'as I>ay in Santa Fe 1
The PrehistDric ]>andelier 1
Suunner Camps for Cities h
The Santa Fe National Forest 2
When Cowhoys (let Together 1
Sentinels of the Sunset i
Summer Fun on the Western National Forests 1
Sunnner Home on the Sierra National Forest 1
The Fiery Lance 1
Trails That Lure 1

The \\(irk of the Forests Products Laboratory 2
Winged Guardians (if the Forest 1
How and Wiiy of Spuds 1
Story of White Pine 1

White Pine—A Paying Crop for Idle Lands 1
White Pinc^-The Wood of Woods 1
Logging Eastern White Pine 1
Nature's Crop of White Pine 1
American Home Canning in France 1
Apples and the County Agent 3
Club Champions at Camp Vail 2
Cured by Canning 1
Fresh Fish—Can it \
The Home Demonstration Agent 3

Two hundred and ninety-seven reels of positive prints were added
to the stock avaihible for distribution.

Photographic, hiboratory, or editorial work was begun on 23 new
subjects, and progress was made toward completion of 12 left-over

projects, either not yet released or not Avholly completed.
Department Circular 114. "Motion Pictures of the U. S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture," was issued, giving the first compact and com-
plete summary of information needed by department field workers
using motion pictures, and containing a complete list of films

released up to the end of the fiscal year.

A survey of the motion-picture field in the State agricultural ex-

tension organizations was completed. This survey indicates an
almost unanimous desire to use motion pictures in agricultural

extension work, and leaves no doubt that the motion picture will be

a really powerful aid in this field as soon as extension workers can
more generally obtain projection machines, and as soon as the avail-

able suljjects and positive prints can be made more nearly equal to

the demand.
Arrangements were completed by which persons and institutions

not directly connected with the Department of Agriculture may
purchase, under certain restrictions, positiA^e prints of the depart-

ment's motion pictures. This arrangement, without cost to the de-

partment, already has resulted in a substantial increase in the dis-

tribution of the department's films. Purchasers of copies of depart-

ment films now include State agricultural colleges and other State

institutions, farmers' organizations, foreign Governments, commer-
•cial distributing agencies, and welfare organizations.
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Needed equipment Avas added to the motion-picture laboratory,

with an increase in quantity and an improvement in quality of out-

put. The laboratory is now in a better position to keep step with
photofjraphy in the field.

At the end of the fiscal year the department's motion-picture films

included 112 agricultural subjects. The number of reels available

for distribution was 460. or more than 460,000 feet of film. All of

this film was in circulation, most of it constantly. During the year
more than 700,000 persons witnessed showings of one or more de-

partment films. This calculation is based only on reports to the

department from users of film, and takes no account of showings for

which no reports were made.
These reports also indicate a wide variety of uses for the motion

picture, despite its comparative newness in agricultural extension

and field work. For instance, a county agent projects the film,

"Construction of a Wooden Hoop Silo," before a farm bureau meet-

ing, and he shows in 15 minutes what would require a full day
to demonstrate. A Bureau of Animal Industry inspector overcomes
opposition to cattle-tick eradication by showing " The Charge of

the Tick Brigade," supplementing that film with " Making the South
Tick-Free"; and enlists effective cooperation in hog-cholera eradica-

tion by use of the film, " Control of Hog Cholera." These instances

may be multiplied to a number and variety governed only by local

needs and conditions and by the enterprise of the field workers in

taking advantage of the films that have been made primarily for

their use.

Don Carlos Ellis, who since early in 1918 had been assistant in

charge of motion-picture activities, resigned on January 1, 1920, to

enter the commercial motion-picture business. On March 15, Fred
W. Perkins was appointed to succeed him.

EXHIBITS AT AGRICULTURAL FAIRS.

The agricultural exhibits shown by the department at fairs and
expositions are becoming more popular each year. Great effort has
been put forth to make them fully representative of the department's

work and also of the best practices in present-day agriculture. The
chief purpose of the exhibits is educational—to influence the be-

holder to improve his own practice. During the fiscal year the ex-

hibits were shown at 62 fairs, in 36 States, with an attendance of

more than 8,000,000 persons. These facts indicate the value of this

method of acquainting tlio public with the department's results.

Prior to the passage of the Agricultural appropriation bill for

1920, on July 24, 1919, only tentative plans for the work during the

1919 fair season could be made. Those fairs desiring the exhibits

were determined, and all conditions surrounding each case were
ascertained; the itineraries for each circuit were laid out, and ar-

rangements made with the railroads for the prompt movement of
the cars containing the exhibits. The exhibits were assembled at

Alexandria. Va.. divided into fiM' nearly equal sets, each set when
boxed and crated weighing about 20,000 pounds, and all made ready
for shipment over the five circuits contemplated. The exhibits were
contributed by 12 bureaus of the department and illustrated the work
being done or results accomplished.

24435—AOR 1020 26
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Two hundred and thirty panels, 42 fohlinf^ cabinets, and 95 tables
were used for displayin<j^ the exhibits. A list of subjects furnished
by one bureau only follows.

F!ample list of e-i^hihits—Forest Service,

On panels;: Pholoi^'raphs. charts, (liii.i,'i'anis, etc. Land erosion throiiRli de-
forestation, Woodland improvement, Forest fires—effects, Forest-lire pre-
vention, Destructive luniherinir, Ilecreation in national forest, Farm-timber
treating, Windbreaks, Methods of turpentininj?, Fi-nce-post treating.

In models: Lumbering in New Hampshire, National forest—t.vpical features,
Erosion—result of deforestation. Box testinii. I'ost treating. Forest fire.s,

Wood waste and utilization. Windbreaks, Timber sales, Grazing lands,
Southern Appalachian lumbering. Turpentining, Fence-post setting.

The itineraries covered by the five circuits included 39 fairs dis-

tributed over 27 States, as follows

:

Circuit No. 1 extended as far west as Salem, Oreg., and included
the States of Wasliington. Montana, Utah, and Arizona. Circuit
No. 2 covered the States of Illinois, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas.
Circuit No. 3 took in Ohio, New York, New Jersey, Louisiana, and
Florida. Circuit No. 4 visited Minnesota and Wisconsin in the
North, and Mississippi, Alabama, Tennessee, and Georgia in the
South. Circuit No. 5 covered the States of Massachusetts, Virginia,
North Carolina, and South Carolina.
The various bureaus contributed the services of about 100 repre-

sentatives from time to time as they were needed for demonstration
purposes at the various fairs. The traveling expenses and subsistence
of these attendants were paid from the agricultural exhibits appro-
priation.

EXHIBIT AT NATIONAL DAIRY SHOW.

In addition to the exhibitions made at the State fairs included in

the five circuits above noted a number of special shows Avere made,
the most extensive being the exhibit and demonstration at the Na-
tional Dairy Show, which was held in Chicago, 111., October 6-12,

1919. This occupied 11,000 square feet of floor space and about 5,000
square feet of space around the walls. Nearly all the material shown
was prepared especially for this show and originated in the Bureaus
of Animal Industry, !Plant Industry, and Markets, the Dairy Di-
vision taking the lead in supplying exhibits. During the six days
of the show more than 150,000 persons visited the department's space
and saw the exhibits.

EXHIBIT AT INTERNATIONAL HAY AND GRAIN SHOW.

A less extensive but no less interesting and instructive exhibit was
made at the International Hay and Grain Show, which was held in

conjunction with the International Live Stock Show at Chicago,
111., November 29 to December 6, 1919. This exhibit covered a floor

area of about 4,000 square feet and was made up of exhibits from the

Bureaus of Plant Industry, Entomology, Markets, and Chemistry.
Ten employees from these bureaus were detailed to assist the Office

of Exhibits in installing and demonstrating these exhibits. The es-

timated attendance at this show was 250,000.
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MISCELLANEOUS EXHIBITS.

Other general exhibits were made at the Wyoming State Fair,

held at Douglas, Wyo. ; at the International Farm Congress, held at

Kansas City, Mo. ; and the Evansville Centennial Exposition, held at

Evansville, Ind.

Special Forestry exhibits were made at Missoula, Mont. ; Portland,

Or?g. ; Pueblo, Colo. ; Riverside, Calif. ; and Sacramento, Calif.

Special exhibits of limited extent were made at Tyler, Tex., and at

Pittsburg, Tex., Forestry and Plant Industry taking leading parts.

A special exhibit by the Bureau of Markets in grain demonstration
was held at Lincoln, Xebr., in connection with the State fair.

The Bureau of Public Roads made a special exhibit at the United
States Good Roads Association meeting, held at Flot Springs, Ark.,

April 12-17, 1920. Special exhibits from the Poultry Division of

the Bureau of Animal Industry were made at the Madison Square
Garden, New York; Boston, Mass.: Baltimore. Md. ; and Hartford,
Conn., in connection with State or national poultry shows held at

these points.

Tliere were a few other minor exhibits, making a total of 62 for

the year. The estimated attendance at all the sIioats in which the
department participated is over 8,000,000.

FAIRS AND EXPOSITIONS AT WHICH DEPARTMENT'S AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITS
WERE SHOWN.

Below is a list of the fairs and expositions at which the agricul-

tural exhibits prepared by the department were shown during the
fiscal year of 1920 :

South Georgia Fair, All)Jii>y, Ga., Oct. 2a-25.
Southeastern Fair Association, Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 13-18.
Southern Exposition Fair Association, Augusta, Gxi., Nov. 11-22.
.Mahanra State Fair. Birniinghani, Ala.. Oct. 6-11.
Idaho State Fair (Forestry Kxhihit). Boise. Idaho, Sept. 22-29.
Brockton Fair and Horse Show, Brockton, Ma.ss.. Sept. 30-Oct. 3.

Midland Empire Fair (Spechil), Billings, Mont., Sept. 16-19.
All-Anierican Exposition, Chicago, 111., .\ug. 30-Sept. 15.

National Dairy Show, Chicago, 111., Oct. 6-12.

International Live Stock Show. Chicago. 111., Nov. 22-Dee. 6.

State Agricultuial and Mechanical As.sociation, Columbia, S. C, Oct. 27-31.
Ohio State Fair, Columbus, Ohio. Aug. 2.>-29.

State Faw- of Texas, Dallas, Tex.. Oct. GMO.
Illinois-Indiana Fair, Danville, 111., Aug. 24-.S0.

Iowa State Fair, Des ^Foines. Iowa. Aug. 20-29.
Wyoming State Fair (Sjieciah, Douglas, Wyo., Sept. 8-13.

Albemarle Agricultural Association, Elizabeth City, N. C, Nov. 11-15.
Evansville Centennial Exposition (Special), Evansville, Ind., Aug. 15-Sept. 1.

Carolina Fair, Greenville, S. C, Sept. 1-6.

Miiniesota State Fair. Ilandine. .Minn., Aug. 30-Sept. 6.

:Montana State Fair. Helena, Mont., Sept. S-13.
Indiana State Fair, Indianaitolis, Ind.. Sejit. 1-6.

Florida State Fair and Exposition, .lacksonville, Fla., Nov. 15-30.
Inrernational Farm Congress, Kansas Gity, Mo.. Sept. 24-Oct. 3.

Nebraska State Fair ffJrain Demonstrations), Lincoln Nebr., Aug. 31-Sept. 5.

Georgia State Fair. Macon, (in., Oct. 22-31.

Memphis Tri-State Fair, .Memphis, Tenn., Sept. 22-27.
Mi.ssissippi-Alabama Fair, Meridian, .Miss., Sept. 20-Oct. 4.

\Vi.sconsiii State Fair, Milwaukee. Wis., Sept. 7-14.
Western Montana Fair (Forestry Exhibit), Missoula, Mont.
Oklahoma Free State Fair, .Muskogee, Okla., Sept. 29-Oct. 4.

Oklahoura State Fair and E.xposition, Oklahoma City, Okla., Sept. 20-27.
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Arizona State Fair. I'iiooiiix, Ariz., Nov. 3-8.
SoutlKsido (Va.) Iiidusiriiil :iinl AL'riciillural Exhibition, Petersburj,', Va., Oct.

14-18.
Nurtliea.st Texas Fair (Spec-ial), Pittsi)urg, Tex., Oct. 21-Nov. 1.

Pacific International Live .Stocli Exposition (Forestry Exhibit and Special),
Portland, Ores., Nov. 17-22.

Colorado State Fair (Forestry Exhibit), Pueblo, Colo., Sept. 22-27.
North Carolina State l""air, Kaleiirh, N. C, Oct 20-28.
Virginia State Fair, liichniond, \'a., Oct. 6-10.
Southern California Fair (Forestry Exhibit), Riverside, Calif., Oct. 7-11.
Kocbester Exposition, Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 1-6.

California State Fair (Forestry lOxhibit), Sacramento, Calif., Aug. 30-Sept. 9.

Ore.ijon State Fair. Salem, Ores., Sept. 22-27.
Utah State Fair, Salt Lake City, Utah, Oct. 6-11.
California International Live Stock Show (Special), San Francisco, Calif.,

Nov. 1-S.

Missouri State Frir, Seralia, ?Io., Aucr. O-lf.

Louisiana State Fair, Sl.revepo. t. La., Oct. 22-27.
Illinois Centennial State Fail", Sprin,e:field, 111.. Aui^. 15-23.
Eastern States Agricultui-al Exposition, Spriugtieid, Mass., Sept. 13-20.
New York State Fair, S.\iacusM. N. Y., Sept. S-13.
Kansas Free Fair, Topeka, Kans., Sept. 8-13.

Interstate Fair Association, Trenton. N. .L, Sept. 29-Oct. 3.

East Texas Fair (Special), Tyler, Tex., Sept. 2;9-()ct. 3.

Georgia-Florida Fair, Yaldosta, Ga., Nov. 3-8.

Texas Cotton Palace, Waco, Tex., Oct. 25-Nov. 9.

Vermont State Fair (Horses), AVhite Itiver Junction, "N't., Sept. 9-12.

Washington State Fail-, Yakima, Wash., Sept. 15-20.

Madison Square Garden I'oultry Show, New York. N. Y.. .Jan. 20-25, 1920.
Boston Poultry Show, Boston, Mass., Dec. 30, 1919-Jan. 3, 1920.

Maryland Poultry Association, Baltimore, Md., Dec. 2-6.

Farmers' Week Airricultural and Industrial Exhibition, Hartford, Conn., Feb.
9-14, 1920.

United States Good Roads Associations, Hot Springs, Ark., Apr. 12-17, 1920.

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPERVISION.

When the admini.strative control and supervision of the Office of

Exhibits was assigned to the Chief of the Division of Publica-

tons, alonij with a number of other units eno^aged in informational

work, no immediate change was made in the personnel, and the

work then under wa}^, the fair season being at its height, was con-
tinued without interruption. Early in 1920, J, W. Hiscox was given
immediate administrative charge of the work.

EDITORIAL, PRINTING, AND INDEXING WORK.

The editorial, printing, and indexing work of the division is

under the supervision of B. D. Stallings.

EDITING.

Tlie editorial Avork was directed toward the presentation of infor-

mation in. the briefest, most attractive, and most economical form.
The manuscripts were edited Avith these three objects in view. The
editorial and printing activities are reflected in the 580 new publica-

tions issued, which comprised the following: 58 Department Bulle-

tins, 57 Department Circulars, 25 Soil Surveys, 21 Annual Reports,
30 Separates, 13 Miscellaneous Circulars, 4 Miscellaneous Bulletins

and Reports, 21 Notices of Judgment and Decisions, 52 Service and
Regulatory Announcements, the Yearbook, 61 Farmers' Bulletins,

and 246 Periodicals.
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WORK WITH FARMERS' BULLETINS.

Much progress was made during the year in improving the appear-
ance of the Farmers' Bulletins and in simplifying and clarifying the

style of all publications. The Farmers' Bulletins have been made
shorter, the policy of eliminating historical matter and scientific

details having been continued, and technical terms have been avoided.
The use of specially designed covers has greatly increased the

attractiveness of the Farmers* Bulletins, and the restriction of the
material on the front page to the title, the number, and the depart-
ment seal helps to make a forceful and interesting appeal when
the bulletin first comes to anyone's attention. The text of the bul-
letins has been varied as much as the typographic limitations would
permit, so as to bring out the striking features.

The number of Farmers' Bulletins issued during the year was 61,

the editions of which aggregated 13,122,129 copies. The following
is a list of the new numbers in this series

:

No.

1039. Commercial Comb Honey Production.
1047. Dry Farming Cultural Methods.
1051. Sheep on Irrigated Farms in the Northwest.
1052. Standard Varieties of Chicliens. III. The Asiatic, English, and French

Classes.
10.54. The Loco Weed.
10.55. Country Hides and Skins.
105G. Controlling Fungous and Insect Enemies of the Pear in the Humid

Northwest.
10.57. Cattle Fever Tick.
10.58. Destroy the Common Barberry.
1059. Sweet Potato Diseases.
1060. Onion Diseases and Their Control. '

1061. Harlequin Cabbage Bug and Its Control.
10G2. Buckwheat.
1063. Take-All and Flag-Smut, Two Wheat Diseases New to the United States.
1064. Production of Late or Main-Crop Potatoes.
106.5. The Flat-Headed Apple Tree Borer.
1066. Determining the Age of Cattle by the Teeth.
1067. Feeding Hens for Eg^ Production.
1068. .Judging Beef Cattle.
1009. Tuberculosis in Live Stock.
1070. The Fowl Tick.
1071. Making Woodlands More Profitable in the Southern States.
1072. Prickly Pear as Stock Feed.
1073. Growing Beef on the Farm.
1074. The Bean Ladybird and Its Control.
1075. Unfermented Grape .luice—How to Make. It.

1076. The California Oakworm.
1077. Game Laws for 1919.
1078. Harvesting and Storing Ice on the Farm.
1079. Laws Relating to Fur-Bearing Animals, 1919.
1080. Preparation of Barreled Apples for Market.
1082. Home Supplies Furnished by the Farm.
1083. The Hessian Fly.

1084. Control of American Foulbrood.
1085. Hog Lice and Hog Mange.
L086. How Insects Affect the Rice Crop.
1087. Beautifying the Farmstead.
1088. Selecting a Farm.
1089. Selection and Care of Clothing.
KtOO. Rabbit Raising.
1091. Lining and Loading Cars of Potatoes for Protection from Cold.
1092. Prairie Rice in the United States.
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1004. The Alfalfa' Cati-rpillar.
lOlir.. lUvt-Top Silage and Its By-Products.
lOSM). Frost and ilic Prevention of l»ainage by It.

]097. Tlie Stable Fly.
KHis. PdisoniiiK the Boll Weevil—Dusting Machinery.
1000. Home I^aundering.
IIUO. Cooperative Marketing of Woodland Products.
3101. The Argentine Ant as a Household Pest.
llOli. (J rowing Irrigated Grain in Southern Idaho.
1104. Book Lice.
Ills. Dockage under the Federal Wheat Grades.
1120. Control of Apple Powdery Mildew.
112.5. Forage for the Cotton Belt.

112G. Sudan Gra.ss.

112S. Aphids Injurious to Orchard Fruits, Currant, Gooseberrv, and Grape.
1130. Carpet Grass.
1131. Tile Trenching Machinery.
1134. Castrating and Docking Lambs.
1139. A Method of Analyzing the Farm Business.

A spocial effort has been made to present the results of the depart-
ment's technical investigations in more popular form. It is believed
that the editorial work has reduced the bulk of the published bulle-
tins, reports, etc., at least 25 per cent.

The following table gives a comparative statement in- the terms of
new l)nlletins and reprints of the work done by this office during the
last 10 years:

New imblicati07is and irpiirits. 10 years, 1911 to 1020.

Year.
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Expenditures from the ngiilar fund for printiny and binding for the fiscal year
ended June SO, W.iO.

[Arranged by classes of printing.]

Class. Amount.

FarmiT.s' Bulletins $186, 042. 35
Department Bulletin.s and unnumbered publications 70,963.00
Periodical publications 151, 570. 85
Congressional publications 130. 703. 17
Compilations ol" laws, manuals, tiscal regulations, etc 1,940.60
Miscellaneous administrative circulars, orders, decisiODS, etc 14, 432. 25
Separates and unnumbered pamphlets 18,524.31
Posters, placards, labels, maps, etc i. 12,052.04
Binding 16, 112. 39
Printed cards (index cards and office forms) 9, 230. 97
Blaidv lorms 39,949. 11
Blank books 5, 649. 58
Letterheads 7, 1.59. 98
Envelope.s 134.98
Memorandum sheets 28. 02

Total 664, 493. 60

PUBLICATIONS OF WEATHER BUREAU.

The Weather Bureau expenditures for printing and binding are
not under the supervision of the Division of Publications, but in

order to present a complete report of the publication work of the
department, a list of the publications issued and distributed by the
bureau is furnished, as follows:

Weather Bureau ptiblicativns issued during the year.

Total copios.

Monthly Weather Review, May, 1919, to April, 1920, 12 numbers 19,000
Index and title-page for vol. 47, Monthly Weather Rmiew, 1919 2, 400
Supplements Nos. 15, 16, and 17, Monthly Weather Review 6,425
Climatological data for the United States, by sections, April, 1919, to

February, 1920, 11 numbers 3,410
Daily Washington weather map, first and second editions 391, 441
National Weather and Crop and Snow and Ice Bulletin, combined,
weekly 183, 675

Forecast cards, daily, except Sundays and holidays 361, 795
Weekly Forecast 9. 100
Meteorological Summary for Washington, D C 3,855
Annual Report, Chief of Bureau, 1918-19 1,000
Circular F, reprint 2. (KX)

Circular L, reprint 2,000
Daily river stages at river gage stations on the principal rivers of the
United States, Vol. XVI, 1918— 675

Radiographic Weather Code 300

Total 987, 076

INDEXING.

The cumulated index of Farmers' Bulletins 1 to 1000 was the
largest and most valuable piece of indexing completed during the
yea I'. The demand for the book began even before it was printed,
and a large part of the eilition of 1,000 copies was soon disposed of.
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The indexin": of Farmers' Bulletins in volumes of 25 each has
been brought up to the volume for Nos. 1026 to 1050.

The indexes for volumes of Department Bulletins were also
broufjht forward several volumes durinfj the year.

The use of the card index for reference increased notably during
the year, partly as a result of an announcement from the Division of
Publications that lists of references to the department books for any
subject could be furnished; but the use of tlie index is not as great as
it should be. The making up of the lists of bulletins on the subjects
of bulletins ready to print, for inclusion with the text, and the mak-
ing of reference lists continued. A printed list of bulletins available

for distribution was also ]3reparod.

The number of pages of publications, department and others, in-

dexed during the year was 37,338. This does not include the portions
of the Congressional Kecord indexed here.

The indexing was under the immediate supervision of Charles H.
Greathouse.

ILLUSTRATIONS SECTION.

The work with illustrations comprises drawing, designing, photo-
graphing, and the filing of electrotypes.

Drawings numbering 1,869 were prepared by the draftsmen and
designers during the year, as compared with 1,760 for the preceding
year. This is noteworthy in view of the fact that it was impossible

to maintain a full working force throughout the year on account of

the low statutory salaries available. The year closed with an ac-

cumulation of orders, some of which were canceled, because it was
impossible to execute them within the time required.

Drawings made for the various branches of the department.

Office of the Secretary 367
Weather Bureau 1

Bureau of Plant Industry 301
Bureau of Animal Industry 387
Forest Service 60
Bureau of Chemistry 51
Bureau of Biological Survey 71
Bureau of Crop Estimates 47
Bureau of Soils 13
Bureau of Entomology 136

' States Relations Service 93
Division of Publications 238
Bureau of Public Roads 39
Bureau of Markets 65

Total 1,869

The photographic work continued to increase. Several field trips

to various parts of the United States were made to take photographs
of a technical character.

The output of photographs totaled 190,316, as compared with

181,006 for the preceding year. This result was accomplished with
a reduced working force due to the fact that it was impossible to fill

vacant positions with competent photographers at the salaries pro-

vided. Following is a statement of the photographic work.
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Summary of photographic work.

Contact prints 124, 050
Negatives 7, 925
Films and plates developed 4,076
Bromide enlargements 2,777
Bromides, colored 321
Maps and prints mounted 15, 152
Solar bromide prints 797
Lantern slides 19, 527
Lantern slides, colored 13^
Transparencies 291
Transparencies, colored 115
Photostat prints 15, 132
Photomicrographs * 22

Total 190, 316

Two hundred and fifty-eight requests for photographs were re-

ceived from educational institutions and individuals outside the
department, for which $1,007.58 was received and turned over to the
Division of Accounts and Disbursements to be covered into the

Treasury.
The increase in photographic work, especially in requests from

outside institutions, has taxed the small clerical force of the illustra-

tions section to the utmost. Negatives from which prints are

wanted are scattered throughout the bureaus and oflfices of the

department without a uniform system of filing, which makes it

extremely difficult to obtain them for making prints. A print from
every photographic negative in the department that can be released

for publication should be filed in the illustrations section. It is. im-

possible to supply prints promptly without such a system. Supply-
ing these prints to the public upon request is a valuable means of

diffusing the department's information, and as this section is the

one charged with the work, it must be able to locate a negative

quickly, and to do so it should have a print of every photograph
which may properly be given out.

Ellectrotype cuts kept on file were furnished for reprints of de-

partment's publications, and 2,614 new cuts were received and filed.

Kequests for 574 electrotypes were received from individuals and
private concerns which were supplied through commercial houses

under the usual conditions. Additional space is required for the

.storage of cuts.

The work with illustrations was under the direction of A. B.

Boettcher, assistant in charge, until May, 1920, when he resigned.

He was succeeded by J. H. Stevenson.

DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLICATIONS.

The total number of publications of all kinds distributed during

the year was 45,237,747. This distribution was divided broadly into

three classes. Farmers' Bulletins forming one class. Lists of Farmers'

Bulletins a second class, and all other publications being classed as

miscellaneous. The main distri])ution of miscellaneous publications

was in accordance with schemes of distribution prepared in advance

of their issuance. The distriliution of miscellaneous publications

totaled 25,274,618 copies. This was a reduction of 37 per cent in

the distribution of miscellaneous publications One reason for the

reduction is found in the discontinuance of the great number of pam-
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plilets ilistributed in stimulating production activities during the

will'. Anotlier cause of this reduction is the policy of referring the

great majority of requests for miscellaneous publications in bulk to

the Superinteiident of Documents of the Government Printing Office.

This plan Avas strictly adhered to during the year.

A summary of the distribution of miscellaneous publications pre-

pared by the various bureaus is given below.

I'ublications other than Fai'incrs' Bullctius distributed.

Copies.

Office of the Secretary 10, 271, S73
Bureau of Aniinal Industry^ 595,038
Bureau of Bic>lo;,Mcal Survey 34,412
Bureau of Clieuiistry 273, 107
Bureau of Entomology 48, 382

States Relations Service 289, 534

Forest Service 822, 299
Library 775
Bureau of Markets 1,428,214
Bureau of Plant Industry 222, 707

Division of Publications 9, 389, 094
Bureau of Public Roads 49, 008
Bureau of Soils 22,015
Bureau of Crop Estimates 1, 750, 529

Yearbook Separates 77, 031

Total 25, 274, 618

The principal distribution of Farmers' Bulletins was by direction

•of Members of Congress, totaling 7,233,347 copies. Upon orders re-

ceived from the bureaus 2,716,429 were sent out, and 2,624,321 in re-

^sponse to individual requests received by the department, bringing the

total distribution of Farmers' Bulletins up to 13,122,129. We were

able to fill only about one-tenth of the requests received by the divi-

sion directly, and we liad to curtail the distribution requested by the

different bureaus. The total number of Farmers' Bulletins dis-

tributed is approximately 4,000,000 less than the number distributed

the preceding vear, a falling off of 23.4 per cent. In addition to

Farmers' Bulletins, 6,841,000 Lists of Farmers' Bulletins were fur-

nished in response to congressional requests.

A comparative statement of the distribution figures for a series

-of years is given in the following table

:

Distribution of Farmers' Bulletins and all other publications, Wl.'f to 1920.

inclusive.

Year.
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applicants, as well as placing them in touch with officials in this

and other departments to secure additional information. In handling
this correspondence it was necessary to issue 1H0,G84 orders on the

Superintendent of Documents for miscellaneous publications, and
374,605 for Farmers' Bulletins, while 43,022 form letters were sent

to persons requesting publications. Reference to other offices was
made of 37,800 requests for information. In cooperation with other

bureaus 10,455 addresses were written by the correspondence unit.

Addresses to which the Yearbook for 1918 was sent were indexed,

numbering 17,000.

CONGRESSIONAL CORRESPONDENCE.

During the year 36.406 communications were received from Sen-
ators and Representatives requesting publications. In addition to

the addressing and counting of franks, the checking of lists, and
the interpreting of requests, it was necessary to fde 33,296 orders

with the office of the Superintendent of Documents of the Govern-
ment Printing Office. It was also necessary to count millions of

franks and checked lists to ascertain the aggregate number of bulle-

tins requested and chargeable to the accounts of Senators. Represen-

tatives, and Delegates. The work also involves in many instances

the selection of the proper publications to be sent.

In connection with the correspondence incident to distributing

publications, much stenographic and typewriting work is required.

Although thousands of blank forms and fill-in letters are used in

handling the great bulk of the correspondence, 15,289 letters were
dictated and 4,395 were composed and Avritten by the stenographic

force, while 36,931 form letters were filled in and sent out. In ;KlJi-

tion to this, 3,173 letters originally routed to this office were re-

ferred to other bureaus and departments, making an aggregate of

59,789 communications handled by the stenographic force. Two
hundred and seventeen stencils were cut in the stenographic room
for use in connection with the work of supplying data for the press.

MAILING LIST RECORDS.

There was much activity in revising mailing lists during the year,

many lists maintained both here and at the office of the Superin-
tendent of Documents being revised, and a number of others that

had become obsolete being discontinued. The work of revising mail-

ing lists is ^oing on constantly.

The distribution work was in charge of Francis J. P. Cleary. super-

intendent of distribution.

ADDRESSING AND DUPLICATING SECTION.

The multigraph work increased 26.5 per cent over the preceding

year, 4,014,842 pages of such matter being run off. The number of

mimeograph pages run off was 2,176,298. This was an increase of 3.88

per cent. IMiscellaneous work corpprising addressograph, grapho-

type. paper cutting, folding, as.sembling sheets of duplicated matter,

stapling, round-hole cutting, etc., increased 44 per cent.

The task of transferring the permanent mailing lists to the ad-

dressograph system was completed during tlie year. The number of
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employees engaged in addressing envelopes and franks for mailing
publications has been reduced, while the output has increased. The
present system permits more expeditious and efficient handling of all

the work in connection with the addressing, care, and maintenance of
the various permanent mailing lists now installed in the division.

The number of copies of publications of all kinds, circulars, press
notices, etc., mailed by the folding-room unit aggregated 8,163,266
copies, a slight decrease compared with the preceding year and an
approximate return to prewar conditions.

The addressing and duplicating section was under the supervision
of C. E. Bracey, assistant in charge.



REPORT OF THE CHIEF OF THE BUREAU OF CROP
ESTIMATES.

United States Depart:ment of Agriculture,
Bureau of Crop Estimates,

Washington, D. C, Octoher i, 1920.

Sir: I have the honor to submit herewith the report of the Bureau
of Crop Estimates for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1920.

Respectfull}'^,

Leon M. Estabrook,
Chief of Bureau.

Hon. E. T. Meredith,
Secretary of Agriculture.

APPROPRIATIONS.

In presenting the situation of the Bureau of Crop Estimates, the

conditions under which its work is carried on can not be clearly

understood without reference to its annual appropriations. Prior

to 1907 the appropriations of tlie bureau were less than $200,000

annually and did not reach $300,000 prior to 1917, the first year in

which the United States took part in the World War. Interest in

crop and live-stock statistics, especially in relation to the food

supply, was greatly stimulated by the war, and the demands upon
the crop-reporting and statistical service for such information in-

creased steadily. For the fiscal year ended June 30, 1918, the bureau

had a regular appropriation of $323,452, which was supplemented
by an allotment from war emergency funds of $61,590, making a

total of $385,042. For the next fiscal year ended June 30, 1919, the

regular appropriation was increased to $346,232. with a supplemental

allotment of emergency funds of about $117,040, or a total of $463,272.

The regular appropriation for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1920,

was $371,102, which was $92,170 less than the amount available the

previous year.

The larger appropriations of 1918 and 1919 enabled the bureau

to expand the crop-rej^orting service and to supply its branch State

offices with much-needed equipment. Inasmuch as the demand for

crop and live-stock statistics stimulated by the war has continued,

it seemed highly desiralile to continue the same service in the fiscal

year 1920 as was furnished the preceding year. The attempt was
made with an appropriation one-fifth less and in the face of higher

cost of all stationery, supplies, and equipment, the difference in the

appropriations being met by dispensing with the services of one-

fifth of the clerical force at the Washington office and by making a

405
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reduction of more than 50 per cent in the travel allotments of the
field force. These measures, made necessary by the reduced appro-
priation, to<^ether with the rapid turnover of personnel due to in-

adequate salaries, greatly crippled the efficiency of the bureau and
impaired the value of the service. Further difficulties were encoun-
tered when, at the last session of Congress, the appropriation for
the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1920, was reduced about $53,000
and it became evident that it would be necessary to discontinue
special service for fruit, truck, potato, tobacco, rice, and cotton
crops—crops having an annual value in excess of 4i billion dollars.

As soon as it became known in the spring of 1920 that the appropria-
tion would be reduced the next fiscal j'^ear, the trained crop specialists

of the bureau resigned to accept higher salaries in private employ-
ment or in other branches of the service. It was therefore impracti-
cable to carr}^ out the bureau's program of rendering the same service
in the fiscal year ending June 20, 1920, with greatly reduced force

and funds, as was furnished in the previous year.

WORK ACCOMPLISHED.

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE.

The administrative force was kept fully occupied with routine
matters of administration, answering a growing correspondence, or-

dering and distributing supplies and stationery, accounting for
bureau finances, preparing numerous statements for the press as a
means of disseminating crop information, taking part in depart-
mental conferences, service on bureau, departmental, and inter-

departmental committees, and representing the bureau and the de-
partment at various public meetings of farmers and business men
to present and discuss the statistics of crop and live-stock produc-
tion. Early in the fiscal year the chief of bureau was designated as

the personal representative of the Secretary of Agriculture on the
Interdepartmental Committee of the Council of National Defense.
An increasing number of problems required consideration resulting

from the reduced appropriation and personnel of the bureau, the
inadequate salaries and large turnover of employees, the loss of
trained specialists and experienced employees, and the impracti-

cabilit}' of replacing them even with inexperienced men at the sal-

aries available, the inadequate travel funds, and the increasing public

demand for service..

The Multigraph and Duplicating Section turned out 0,483,561

pages of material in the form of statements, circulars, question-

naires, and schedules of various kinds. The bureau was greatly

handicapped by lack of adequate storage space for large (juantities

of stationery required, but it was found impracticable to secure the

additional space needed until after the close of the fiscal year. The
Mailing Section was equipped with a new automatic ccmveyor for

assembling and mailing crop report schedules and enclosures of

various kinds.

The Crop Reporting Board, made up of administrative officials

and one or more State agricultural statisticians called into AVashing-

ton each month, prepared and issued the monthly crop reports on
the hour and minute fixed and announced the preceding December.
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In the autumn of 1919 two Senate resolutions were passed requir-

ing the Bureau of Crop Estimates to estimate the cotton acreage

abandoned and to furnish a supplemental estimate of the condition

of the cotton crop on October 25. The Bureau complied witii both

resohitions and the information desired was published in the October

and November issues of the Monthly Crop Reporter.

In cooperation with the Bureau of the Census, this bureau col-

lected from its crop reporters data on average prices of farm crops

and live stock in each county for use in computing values for the

1920 census.
THE DIVISION OF CROP REPOP.TS.

The past year was probably the most difficult the Division of Crop
Keports has experienced since its organization. The bureau's in-

ability to pay adequate salaries to meet the greatly increased cost of

living and the higher scale of wages in private employment, caused

a continual shifting of employees, 16 having left the division during

the fiscal year 1920. This resulted not only in the loss of clerical

service during the time which necessarily elapses between the date of

resignation and the appointment of a successor but in the necessity

of continually training new emploj-ees, during which time their serv-

ices are of little value. The expiration of the war emergency fund
and the partial withdrawal of the help assigned by the Bureau of

Markets for cooperative work on the live-stock report caused an ap-

proximate loss of an average of 18 employees (the number ranging
from 12 to 28 throughout the year), or a decrease in the working
force of the division of nearly 37 per cent.

Notwithstanding this decrease in the working force, projects begun
during the war have been continued in addition to the regular crop

and live-stock reports. During the year 3,384,83-4 schedules of in-

quiiy were sent out by this division.

Increased difficulty was experienced in securing crop reporters and
getting returns from them, probably on account of the shortage of

hired labor and the extra work forced upon the farmer. Neverthe-

less, all of the lists and the number of schedules returned each month
Avere maintained. The following table shows the number of re-

porters serving on each list

:

Number of crop reporters on the various lists.
,

List.

Township
County
County aids (estimated)
Field aids
Special price
Livestock
Mill and elevator
Individual farm
Special cotton
Cotton specialist
Honey bee

1919

34,500
2, 7.->0

6,000
28,300
7,400
17,500
19,990
50,000
4, 650
2,135
5,950

List. 1919

Potato
Sheep
Maple sirup
Truck
Apple
Peach
Rice
Tobacco
Pear

Total

.

5,700
6,446
2,2-0
10,000
9,500
3,500
500
360

2,500

219.861

An essential piece of work performed during the year which in-

volved considerable labor was the checking and correcting of the

bureau stencil lists of about 100,000 crop correspondents maintained
in the Division of Publications and the Government Printing Office.
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This had never been done before, and thousands of reporters who
had left the service wore found to be still listed for receipt of de-

partment publications, while many who should have been listed were
not.

The past year has been a record-breaker for this division in the
amount of work accomplished. Not since the organization of the

bureau in 18G2 has the Division of Crop Reports been called upon
for such continuity of strenuous effort as during the fiscal year just

closed.

The main project of this division consists in obtaining and tabu-
lating information upon which the monthly Government crop report

is based. As these data are secured through schedules of inquiry,

sent to a list of voluntary crop reporters approximating 200,000 in

number, a fair index of the increase in work is afforded in the state-

ment that during the fiscal year 4,016,527 pieces of mail matter were
sent out by the division as against 3,200,909 in the preceding year.

This increase of 25 per cent in outgoing mail matter reflected a like

increase in the work of editing, tabulating, and computing the

schedules of inquiry.

Although a large number of our voluntary crop reporters entered

the military service, those who remained on the farm, notwithstand-
ing the scarcity of farm labor and the enormous crops to be handled,
displayed a most commendable spirit in keeping the number of re-

ports up to the point where accuracy was assured in the estimates.

In addition to the regular monthly inquiries, special investigations

through the voluntary crop reporters were made at the request of

the United States Food Administration, the Bureau of Plant In-

dustry, the Office of Farm Management, and the Office of Fertilizer

Control.
The monthly investigation as to live-stock changes on farms, to

ascertain the number of various classes of animals on farms on the

1st of each month, and the changes taking place during the month
through birth, purchase, slaughter, loss from disease and shipment, is

a project deserving of greater development than was possible with

the limited clerical assistance available; however, the division suc-

ceeded in doubling the number of live-stock reporters.

The various mailing lists of A'oluntary reporters show slight in-

crease over last year.

Fifty-seven county outline maps, 34 county outline United States

maps, and 11 State outline United States maps showing graphically

production of crops and live stock were prepared during the year.

DIVISION OF CROP RECORDS: FOREIGN CROP RECORDS AND RESEARCH.

The foreign crop records consist of a permanent file covering the

final or revised figures on acreage and production of all crops for

all years reported, and for nearly all countries as they were consti-

tuted before the war, and some records have been made for newly

organized countries in Europe. The file also contains a ready refer-

ence-card index, and various summary tables giving recent statistics

and crop news.
These records are used to furnish statistics principally on the fol-

lowing subjects: Prospective crops or supply, current crop condi-

tions, recent estimates of acreage or production, names and relative

importance of countries producing a surplus of a given crop, and

consumption of agricultural products by countries, and also for
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detailed study by investigators, these files being open to all persons
who care to use them. These records also furnish data for tables
and charts in the Monthly Crop Reporter, for the crop news and
recent statistics published in the semimonthly Foreign Crop and Live
Stock Keports, and for the world tables of crof)S and live stock in
the Department Yearbooks. Carbon and photostat copies of the
more useful tables are duplicated and kept on file for reference and
for distribution.

The foreign project is limited to products on the farm and includes
acreage, production, and value of crops, also niunber and value of
live stock. In this work close cooperation is maintained w^ith the for-
eign marketing service of the Bureau of Markets, which frequently
consults the Division of Crop Records, and submits manuscript to
it for revision, especially when the subject refers to agricultural
production or number of live stock.

These sources of foreign crop statistics are more plentiful than
they were in the fiscal year 1919. Countries which re23orted during
the Avar send a few more reports than previously, and official esti-

mates are received from central and southeastern Europe, including
Alsace-Lorraine, Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Roumania,
and Greece. Also the International Institute of Agriculture reports
for more countries than it did during the war.
The foreign crop project is under the direction of a specialist, who

was trained by an expert of many years' experience as foreign crop
specialist in this country and Europe. The specialist in charge com-
piles and edits material for the semimonthly reports, prepares re-

plies to letters, compiles special tables, and supervises the work on
this project. One regular assistant, who is an editorial clerk and
typist, and who translates several foreign languages, collects items
from foreign publications and summarizes them for the semi-
monthly reports. One statistical clerk was kept regularly on this

project during the fiscal year 1920, and one more has been assigned
for 1921. Typists and statistical clerks are assigned to this work
from time to time.

The success of the foreign crop work depends much upon the ex-

perience and ability of the leader. To understand the foreign re-

ports properly and to interpret them for use, the specialist should
understand clearly the methods and limitations of each of the for-

eign crop reporting systems as well as the af^ricultural and related

economic conditions of those countries; thereiore, it is desirable that

one or more specialists be sent to foreign countries to study these

systems first-hand. Although the Bureau now receives practically

all the ofHcial crop reports directly from the respective governments

and advance quotations from some of them through the American
Consular Service and the International Institute of Ajjriculture,

nevertheless a foreign representative of the Bureau of Crop Esti-

mates would be able to supplement these official reports by comments
on crop conditions and work up useful and timely reports by per-

sonal inspection and interviews which would liardly be expected of a

consul or a commercial attache. To avoid delay some of these re-

ports should be sent by cable or radiograph, worked into press

notices in the Washington office, and given to the public not later

than the day following their receipt.

24435—AG B 1920 27
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The better uiKlerstaiulin<!; of the forei<;n statistics and the per-
sonal contacts established by these representatives and the prompt
transmission of the f<)r('i<2:n crop and live-stock reports would make
them much more useful and valuable.

If foreign representatives are appointed, it is recommended that
one be placed in Europe, with head(iuarters at London or Paris;
another in South America, with liead(|uarters at Buenos Aires, and
a third in the Orient and Australia.

The foreign "crop records and research" project includes the
international trade in about 2-'i agricultural products. Exports from
and imports into practically all countries are compiled from the
official returns of the respective governments, about 200 in all, and
computed to United States weights and measures. Like the original

sources for foreign crop and live-stock statistics, many of these trade
returns are in foreign languages, without any English translation.

These " international trade " tables are useful in comparison with
the statistics of production, and are prepared in this bureau because
no other Government office compiles them.

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURE.

According to former custom, monthly crop reports have been sent

regularly to the International Institute of Agriculture during the

fiscal year. A copy of each report was sent by radiogram through
the United States Navy Department; also by mail direct to the In-

stitute. At the request of the Department of Commerce and the
Institute, the exports and imports of cereals and cotton for the United
States Avere also given in monthly radiograms and mailed schedules,

through the Bureau of Crop Estimates. In addition to the regular

monthly reports the following special compilations were sent to the

Institute

:

Stocks of cereals on farms and in markets.
Estimated consumption of cereals in the United States.

Statistics of fertilizers, showing production, exports, and imports for

the United States.
Comprehensive statistics of forestry in the United States, including a

description of the scope and methods of compiling the statistics; also

copies of the publications.

A monthly crop summary is received from the Institute by radio-

gram at the Bureau of Crop Estimates, transmitted through the

courtesy of the State Department. These summaries are computed
to United States weights or measures, edited for the press, and suffi-

cient copies run off for distribution through the Office of Information.

The incoming reports are checked by a research clerk in consulta-

tion with the foreign crop specialist, to guard as much as possible

against errors. The outgoing reports to the Institute are in direct

charge of the Assistant Chief of the Division of Crop Records.

The publications of the Institute are received and distributed by

the States Relations Service.

It is recommended that funds be appropriated to pay cablegram

charges, and that the Institute be requested to cable these monthly

reports direct to the Bureau of Crop Estimates. This will insure

more speedy delivery.
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DOMESTIC CROP RECORDS AND RESEARCH.

The official records of the reports made by the Bureau of Crop
Estimates, be<rinnin<; with 18C5, are on file in the office of the as-

sistant statistician. Special tables compiled from these reports are

kept for reference in the Division of Croj) Records, and duplicates

of those tables are kept for distribution. These tables include vari-

ous comparisons of acreage, yield, and value of crops, dates of plant-

inf; and harvesting crops, number and value of live stock, monthly
farm prices and wholesale prices, tobacco sales by counties (compiled
from unpublished records of the Internal Revenue Bureau), and
extracts from census reports. There are also tables of freight rates

on agricultural products by rail, ocean, and lake, beginning with
1881, but not kept up to date, since this work is no longer a part of
the Crop Records project.

County yields per acre for various crops, beginning with 1911, are
compiled and kept up to date; also records of agricultural and live-

stock statistics, as published by State authorities, have been drawn
off in convenient form for reference. The domestic crop records
include also a special file of copies of letters which were written giv-
ing agricultural statistics on various subjects.

Tliese records are used in current correspondence, in consultation
with visitors who call for information, and in preparing material for
the Monthly Crop Reporter, the Department Yearbook, and other
publications.

The sources of the domestic crop statistics on file in this division
are, as has been mentioned, the basic records of the bureau : also
reports of the United States Bureau of the Census, the Bureau of
Markets, commercial periodicals, boards of trade, internal-revenue
records. State statistical offices, the Philippine Department of Agri-
culture, and the Porto Rican Government No statistical reports are
received from Hawaii other than the sugar- production report issued
by the Hawaiian Sucar Phmters' Association, but the Division of
Crop Records compiles annually, from returns made direct by the
Hawaiian sugar agents, detailed statistics of cane and sugar.

Tlie work connected with domestic crop records and research is as-

signed to a few specialists, each of whom has one or more subjects to
follow. A stenographer in charge of the correspondence files attends
to the proper indexing and summarizing of these files, also to keeping
copies of up-to-date duplicate tables on hand in sufficient numbers
for distrilnition. Statistical clerks, stenographers, and typewriters
are assigned, as they are needed and are available, to assist a specialist

or research clerk. These assignments are changed from time to time,
according to the needs of the current investigations. Most of the
clerical work is under the supervision of the assistant chief of the
division.

SURPLUS AND DEFICIENCY INVESTIGATIONS.

Among the records of this division are many tallies pertaining to a
subject that is named "surplus and deficiency." The purpose of
these tables is to arrive at a demonstration of tlie alternative fact
for each agricultural product that its production affords either a
national sur})lus above consumption or a deficiency that is balanced
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by imports. In the process of workin<r to these conclusions many
statistical facts are invohcd, such as national production, acreage,

production per acre, and per capita of the population, total and per
<'ai)ita consumption, and the ratio of exports to production and of
imports to consumjjtion : and the statistics and relationships amon<jj

tliem are carried haclc, ^vhere possible, at least to the estimates of
crop production made by this bureau in 18GG, to the first agricul-

tural census for l.s.V.). and in some cases to years much earlier, and,
for foreign trade, at least to the fiscal year beginning in 1S50, some-
times back to the beginning of the Kepublic, and even earlier.

These tables are little concerned with prices and values; the im-
portant fact for their purpose is the product, and not its worth. Yet
there is some effort to state both price and value. Tn connection
witii the essential plan of these records, numerous subsidiary tables

and explanations have been accumulated. This great mass of infor-

mation has provided ready responses to numerous and constant re-

quests, whereas for want of this previous preparation a response
often could not have been made or, at the best, only after the lapse
of considerable time. Substantially all of this matter awaits pub-
lication.

Three Yearbook articles and one department bulletin, containing
results of this investigation, have already been published. The Year-
book articles related to wool, hides, and tobacco, and the bulletin

summarized the data on potatoes.

WEEKLY CROP NOTES.

Weekly reports on crop conditions are transmitted by the bureau's
agricultural statisticians in the different States to the Washington
office, where they are summarized and edited on Monday and Tues-
day of each week. These summaries, which give the principal recent
changes in crop and live-stock conditions, are mimeographed, and an
edition of about 350 copies is run off primarily for the information
and guidance of the department heads and the field service, and with
a limited distril)ution to farmers' organizations, publications, State
agricultural workeis. business agencies, etc.

The editing and summarizing of these statisticians' reports is in

charge of a specialist, with one assistant.

ESTIMATES OF SUGAR CROPS.

In connection with the project of crop recording and abstracting,

estimates are made of the sugar crops of the United States and
Hawaii. The cane and beet-sugar reports, being practically an
annual census and confined to a relativel}^ small number of pro-

ducers, are conveniently handled in connection with crop recording
and abstracting. During the fiscal j'ear 1920 the beet-sugar reports
included estimates of acreage planted, five monthly forecasts of beet

and sugar production, preliminary report in December of acreage
and production of beets, also output of sugar, production and
acreage of sugar-beet seed, and in April, 1920, final report of acreage,

production, and price of sugar beets, and production of sugar.
Estimates of sugar cane consisted of two reports on acreage for each
State; one on sirup production; five monthly forecasts of the
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Louisiana sugar crop ; a preliminary report in December of Louisiana
and Texas sugar; and a final report on Louisiana sugar in April,

1920. The report on maple sugar and sirup production, based chiefly

upon estimates of the bureau's agricultural statisticians, was issued in

May, 1920; and the annual estimate of Hawaiian cane acreage and
production, and sugar production, by islands, was made from factory

reports and published in January, 1920. This Hawaiian report has
always been made by mail and without direct contact with the in-

dustry. It would, no doubt, be more useful if some representative

of the bureau could S])end a few weeks in Hawaii and become
acquainted with plantation and factory methods, records, and reports.

LIBRARY.

The library- of the Bureau of Crop Estimates contains one of the
most complete collections of foreign and domestic agricultural sta-

tistics. It includes not only Government reports from practically all

countries, but also statistical reports of boards of trade and other
commercial and agricultural associations, and files of agricultural
and commercial periodicals relating to statistics. The library is, of
course, an essential part of the crop recording and abstracting project

;

and it is also used constantlv by investigators not connected with the
bureau.
The total number of foreign and domestic publications, different

titles, received during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1920, was
1,367, an increase of 262 over the number received last year. These
consist chiefly of agricultural and horticultural publications; reports
of boards of trade, comptrollers, chambers of commerce and auditors

;

live stock and tax reports; and daily, weekly, monthly, and quarterly
periodicals received currently. Part of the increase is due to the
resumed publication of a number of the foreign periodicals which
were suspended during the war. Of the above number of publica-
tions, 621 were foreign and domestic annuals and 746 were issued
as follows : Forty-five daily, 40 domestic, and 5 foreign ; 152 weekly,
lOo domestic, and 47 foreign; 259 monthly, 164 domestic, and 95
foreign ; 290 quarterly and irregularly, 150 domestic, and 140 foreign.
These figures represent approximately 30,621 pieces recorded and
do not include the many duplicates which are handled without any
record.

PUBLICATIONS.
»

Tlie following publications of the department were prepared in
the Bureau of Crop Estimates during the fiscal year 1920:

)MontliI.v Crop Reporter (printed), 12 issues, total 140 pajres.
Foreign Crop jind T.ive Stoek Reports (inimeoL'rniylied), 24 issues, total

20r, p;ifres.

Wetkly Crop Notes, seniimoiitlily in winter ( nriineogrupljed), 39 issues;
total 4(M) pages.

Cro[) Estimates, 1010-1019: .\ summary of .Vrea, Average Yield, Pro-
du<ti<>n, and Exports (or Imports) of Agricultural Products for tlie

ruiti'd States. P,y licon M. Estahrook.
n(>l>ar|ment P.ulletin sot; : Peaches: Production Estimates and Important
Commercial Districts antl Varieties. Hy H. P. fJould, Purcau of Plant
Industry, and Frank Andiews, P>ni-eau of Croi) I'stiinates.
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I><»l)artiiieiit I'lilliliii S'Jl! : IViirs: riodiicli.Mi listiiiiales iiiid lmi><irt!iii(

Cdimin'icial Districts and Varieties. Hy II. !'. Cmild, Hiuvaii of I'lnnt

Industry, and Fiaiik Andrews, I>.ur<>au of Cin], Hsiinialos.

Yoarluxik Sepiirato 805: Throe Cenlnries of Tnbaccij. I'.y (leor^xe K.
Ilulnies.

Statistical tables (821 in all) in Department Yeaihook for 1919. To l»c

reprintel in fiscal year 1921 in tive painjihlets ("separates").

ESTIMATES OF COMMERCIAL CROPS OF FRUIT AND POTATOES DISCONTINUED.

Estimates of tlie i^n-odm-tioii of commercial apples, by States and
bv rejifions, toiretlier with comments, "svere made each month of the

fiscal year from fFidy to December, inclusive, bimilar reports were
made for peaches from July to September, inclusive, and for pears

from July to November, inclu'^ive. The first reports for the season

of 1919 were of course made prior to July 1, the first peach report

occurrinc: in April. These estimates and comments were used as

a guide by many groA^'ers and fruit orirnnizations as well as by
other persons connected with or interested in the fruit-growing in-

dustry. An official of the Eastern Eruit Growers' Association esti-

mated these apple reports for one season alone to be worth more than

a million dollars to the growers in his territory. The season of 19'2()

opened M'ith the poach report of April, which was made under try-

ing conditions and met with success. A freeze occurred in the South-

west about April 5. after the regular mailed schedules had been re-

ceived and tabulated. Eor the'States affected by this freeze, the

tabulated figures were useless, so a telegraphic inquiry was made at

once, and satisfactory estimates made for the injured regions. This

was the last report of the series, owing to the resignation of both the

fruit crop specialists. They left the service to accept other posi-

tions in antici):)ation of their work being discontinued at the end of

the fiscal vear 1920. necessitated by a reduction of the appropriation.

It is recommended that a fruit crop specialist be employed to take

the lead in reestablishing the commercial fruit crop estimates on a

country-wide basis.

An attempt was made to estimate for the United States the com-

mercial main crop of potatoes. The bureau's statisticians in the prin-

cipal commercial late potato States were called to Washington in

Januarv. 1919, and plans were made for this work, which was to be

done l)y each statistician for his own 'State. Another meeting was

held ill Waupaca, Wis., which was attended by the bureau's agri-

cultural statisticians of three States, one of the fruit crop specialists

and the Chief of the Division of Crop Eecords. At this meeting

plans w^ere made for certain parts of the w^ork not covered by the

January conference. The commercial potato reports were issued

monthly from Julv to December, 1919, wath one semimonthly report

in September. Tlie data for each State were sent to the fruit crop

specialists in Washington, where a summary for the United States

was made, and transmitted back to the different States, w^here it was

published. A limited number of copies Avere circulated also from

the Washington office. While this work has continued in some States,

it is not as satisfactory as it should be, because some important

regions are not represented in the reports. These commercial esti-

mates are of great value and should be reestablished at the earliest
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moment. Specialists should be appointed to reorganize and coordi-
nate the work and to prepare for publication summaries and analyses
of the data collected.

TRUCK CROP REPORTING SERVICE DISCONTINUED.

The truck crop reporting project was organized in 1914 with a
truck crop specalist in charge. The first reports related to the cab-
bage and onion crops of the North in the fall of 19i4 and were
followed by a general survey of the winter trucking regions from
Florida to California. Two assistant truck crop specialists were
provided in January, 1917, one being assigned to the Atlantic Coast
States and the other to the Pacific coast, including Idaho, Utah,
Colorado, Nevada, Arizona, and New Mexico. A third assistant
crop specialist was assigned to the Mississippi Valley region in 1918.
Reports on acreage, condition, yield per acre, total production, and
prices to producers for about 30 truck croi:)S were prepared and pub-
lished in the Weekly Truck Crop News and the Monthly Crop Re-
porter. Special reports were made on canning crops, such as to-
matoes, corn, peas, snap beans, cucumbers for pickling, and cabbage
for kraut, upon which forecasts of the resulting pack were based.
Iveturns were secured from about 10,000 special truck crop reporters,
and supplementary information was obtained by travel, personal
inspection, and interviews with well-informed men in the trucking
regions by the specialists.

On April 28, 1919, there were engaged upon the truck crop project
1 specialist, 4 assistant specialists, 9 permanent and 2 temporary
clerks, or a total force of 16 employees. By November, 1919, the
clerical force was reduced to 4, and about 45 different questionnaires
relating to truck crops had been mailed out and returned which could
not be tabulated. On May 1, 1920. the force was still further reduced
to 1 specialist and 1 clerk, and the Avork was practically discontinued
except for the mailing out of a few special schedules. A few reports
on acreage and condition continued to be made occasionally as time
Avas found to tabulate and summarize returns without interfering
with the reports on crops of major importance. The AVeekly Truck
Crop News service was discontinued in the winter of 1919-1920.
The annual value of truck crops in the United States is estimated
to be approximately $185,000,000. The total cost of maintaining the
truck crop reporting service for the fiscal year ended June 30. 1920.

was about $20,000, and the value of the service to truck growers alone
is estimated to have been nearly $2,000,000.

FIELD SERVICE.

The field work of the Bureau has shown notalile improvement dur-
ing recent years, and while expansion during the last year has not

been possible owing to reduced appropriations, yet marlced progress

was made in the development and improvement of the lines of work
already inaugurated, although the field statisticians were much ham-
pered in preparing their estimates by the limitations upon travel and
investigation in the field. The further reduction of the appropria-
tions for this work during the fiscal year 1921 forced, toward the
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close of the year, a serious recluction in the force of our trained fiehl
statisticians and the ahandonnient of important lines of work.
The ])lan of proi)arino- and issuin": a sin<i:le crop report by Fed-

eral and State agencies jointly, instead of separate and often conflict-
in*; reports, first undertaken in Wisconsin in 1917, has proved so
advanta<j:eous in Qvery way that it has now been adopted in 21
States, havin<2; been extended this year to Maine, New Jersey, Ken-
tucky, and (\ilifornia. Under this plan the Bureau of Crop Esti-
mates throuo-h its resident agricultural statistician, furnishes the
technical supervision and direction of the work, the facilities and
personnel of both agencies are utilized, expenses are equitably
divided, and data are collected and published jointly.

11ie resulting economies, the improvement in the reports, and their
enhanced value to the public are most gratifying. The plan will be
extended to other States in which suitable State agencies exist as
rapidly as the State oflicials are prepared to utilize its advantages,
which are in brief, avoidance of duplication of work and of diver-
gence of results, increased accuracy, enlarged service, fuller detail,
and greater public confidence, utilization, and benefit.

Cooperation with agricultural extension departments under formal
agreement has been undertaken in a few States, and the possibilities
of service to farrners through this relation are so great that the
plan should be rapidly extended.

Cooperation with county agents has been informal but active to
the degree permitted by their interest in crop estimates and agricul-
ural data and tlicir ability to assist. They help most by establishing
contact between the bureau and representative producers and farm
organizations, and by encouraging producers to report to the bureau
and make use of its reports.

Cooperation recently undertaken W'ith farm bureau organizations,
State, county, and communit}^, offers great possibilities of service to
their members and other farmers. The farmer has suffered hereto-
fore from his failure to be acquainted with and to make proper use
of available agricultural data relating to his business even more than
from lack of such information. The farm bureau organization pro-
vides an agency through which the average farmer may become rea-

sonably familiar with this subject, encouraged to assist in the prepara-
tion of the Government estimates, and learn to profit by them directly,

instead of merely indirectly through their stabilizing influence on
market prices.

The crop-reporting service is now cooperating under formal agree-
ments with the State farm bureau organizations in Ohio, Indiana,
Michigan, Iowa, Missouri, and Kansas in the collection of live-stock

data. The project to furnish to the live-stock producing interests

statistics on live stock comparable with those now furnished for
staple crops failed last year to receiA^e the approval of Congress.
The need for this information is so great that the State farm bureau
organizations in Indiana, and subsequently those in the other States

named, provided the necessary funds and the cooperation of the or-

ganization and its membership in the collection, summarization, and
publication of such data. The farm bureau organizations in several

other States have requested the same service, but the limitations upon
the personnel, equipment, and travel funds of the State offices of the
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Bureau of Crop Estimates have made it inadvisable to attempt the

further extension of the plan until these deficiencies are remedied.

The items covered by the present cooperative inquiry are

:

Niiiiibers on IuiihI, iiKintlily, of cattle, sheep, aiul swine.

Increases by hirtli and purchase.
I>ecreases by sale, slaugliter, and death.

Nunil)ers reniaininj?.

Proportion of cows, calves, steers and bulls, and brood sows.
Numbers of each class being prepared for market during ensuing 00 days.

Probal)le date of marketing.
Probable weight when marketed.

Concernin<^ such matters, the large buying interests are in position

to inform themselves. The producer and the public generally are in

equal need of this information and it is the proper function of the

Government to furnish it.

An ideal toward which the bureau is Avorking is the association of

all public agencies immediateh'' concerned in production and market-

ing of agricultural products into a closely cooperating group, to

participate in collecting information for the crop estimates, and in

utilizing the published results to the greatest advantage to producers

and the general public.

In Idaho, cooperation is now established between the crop report-

ing service and the three other leading public agencies, namely, the

State commissioner of statistics, the State agricultural extension

service, and the farm bureau organizations. Each agency shares in

the work and expense and the estimates are issued jointly. The
agricultural extension service, through the county agricultural agent,

encourages the creation by the farm bureau of crop reporting com-
mittees in every county and community center. These report local

conditions to the agricultural statistician and receive, study, and dis-

seminate the State and county reports issued by him. The statis-

tician visits the different counties with the specialists of the agri-

cultural extension service to discuss this phase of the farming busi-

ness at the county and community meetings. Reports prepared
under such conditions of general participation by those most im-

mediately concerned are recognized as dependable, inspire confidence,

and are widely and profitably used.

The annual collection by county assessing officers of basic agri-

cultural statistics, principally the acreage planted to each crop, under
State laws, is now practiced in 21 States and has been of great bene-

fit. The wide adoption of this plan resulted from the experience

during the war emergency, when States like Kansas, with such laws

in operation, were able to obtain definite data regarding county food

and feed production and supply, while States not having this means
of ascertaining tlie facts were suffering great anxiety, inconvenience,

and damage from tlie lack of such knowledge.
Tiie crop reporting service has lent every assistance and encour-

agement to this movement, because data secured in this manner
furnish the most perfect check yet devised on the accuracy of its

estimates and permit of an annual revision to a sound basis of any
estimates that are affected by bias or error, instead of permitting in-

accuracies to accumulate in the annual forecasts during the 10 years

intervening between Federal censuses. It will also permit the issu-
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ance by this bureau, monthly, of county and district estimates for

important products, which would be unsatisfactory without such an
annual check.

It is hoped that such a law will be speedily enacted in every State.

The benefits of such full and dependable data concerning the State

and each county annually are very great to agricultural producers,

and to all business interests affected by farm output and purchasing
power.
The Weekly Crop Notes issued by the agricultural statisticians for

each State, and summarized in the bureau by crops and States, show-
ing in general terms the crop changes in the interval between the

monthly Government reports, have become increasingly valuable.

These should be given wider publicity to keep the public informed
of actual changes taking place, thus acting as a check on misleading
crop statements put out in the interval between the regular monthly
reports and assisting in stabilizing market prices.

In the internal work of the field offices much progress was made
in unifying methods of summarizing and interpreting the great vol-

ume of statistical data that forms the basis of the current estimates

and the background for necessary comparisons with past years, with-

out which, current figures, however accurate, are of little practical

value. In the different States the problems of securing a maximum
of practical uniformity without suppressing the personal initiative of

the agricultural statistician is made extremely difficult by the great

diversity of the crops principally grown, the methods of handling
and disposing of them, the farm practices, the dates of harvesting,

the tendencies of reporters toward bias, etc., as well as in the amount
and character of data available. Another important step in raising

the efficiency of the field service has been the standardizing of the

field office filing systems, basic records, and office sj^stems. The proc-

ess of so unifying the office arrangements is about 70 per cent com-

l)lete and the results have amply justified the time and expense in-

volved. With few exceptions the agricultural statisticians are men
whose training has been along lines other than office procedure. Not-

withstanding this fact most of them now maintain their files and
records according to a carefully devised plan, which makes it pos-

sible for any officer of the bureau when inspecting a field office or

for any statistician upon transfer to a new territory to have instantly

at his command the essential records of the office.

So far as feasible under the present handicap of reduced appro-

priations, data are being worked up on a county basis, and in many
States, especially those in which cooperation with State agencies

provides additional facilities and funds, county as Avell as State re-

ports are being issued for important crops, thus adding immensely

to the value of the service.

Consideral)le development has occurred this year in the prepara-

tion by the field statisticians of special articles, charts, maps, and

exhibits of various kinds showing the outstanding features of the

crop conditions, prospective yields, supply, stocks, prices, etc. The
advantages of this form of presentation of agricultural statistics and

estimates are, that while important facts embodied in an article or

table may not be generally read or properly understood, even by

those deeply interested in a'financial way, such facts can be presented
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by means of charts, maps, graphs, and diagrams, which are really
pictures, in striking and easily understood forms to the mind of tlie

average man. Also, because of their attractiveness as news matter,
they secure an immensely increased circulation through newspapers,
magazines, farm journals, and the like, which are disinclined to print
simple statistical tables and text, no matter how important, because
of the tradition that statistics arc " dry " and not interesting " news "

matter. In the State of Georgia, for instance, the Agricultural
Statistician obtained for material carrying maps and charts a news-
paper circulation equivalent to 5,000,000 copies monthly, while the
same reports sent direr^t from his office to individual's amounted
to only 2,000 copies monthly. Like results are reported from many
•other States. This growing utilization of crop reports, coupled
with the fact that the offices of the agricultural statisticians are
visited daily by representatives of newspapers seeking such news
matter, indicates the growing interest in and importance of crop
estimates.

The value of the estimates put out by the bureau and its field

representatives would be many times multiplied if proper facilities

were provided through adequate equipment, sufficient compensation
to secure and hold men of the requisite technical training and mental
caliber, and necessary clerical assistance.

It is an unhappy commentary upon the poor business methods of
the Government that the agricultural statistician for Georgia, just
mentioned, the worth of whose services to the farmers and business
men of that State can hardly be estimated, was compelled to resign
and go into commercial work to secure a living salary, the Govern-
ment paying him less than the wage of a skilled mechanic.

These accomplishments of the field service have been in the face of
conditions of utmost discouragement. Following a reduction of 25
per cent in the appropriations of the bureau for 1920, Congress still

further reduced the appropriations for 1921 by 20 per cent, or to a
figure about equal to that of 1914. with price levels now more than
double. The result of this action was to reduce the clerical force one-
fifth and force the resignation of one fourth of the bureau's trained
technical employees, including many of its best men; to hold at unjust
and disheartening salaries those whose long years of training, special
adaptability, and devotion to the work prevents them from sacrificing
public service for personal gain ; to practically cut out all travel by
them for the investigati(m and inspection of crops in the field, which
is essential to full understanding and correct conclusions; to limit
needed clerical assistance and lower its level of efficiency; to restrict
through absolute shortage of paper and envelopes the collection and
dissemination of the information which the bureau is maintained to
furnish ; and to force the discontinuance of many reports of demon-
strated financial value to producers and business men.
The present unprecedented movement among agricultural pro-

<hicers toward oriranization for geiu-ral and cooperative i)urp()ses has
as a principal object tli<> solution of the one big remaining problem
upon which the future welfare of agriculture in this country depends,
namely, the satisfactory marketing of farm products under condi-
tions insuring just treatment to all. This i>urpose can not be success-
fully accomplished without fidl, dependable, and country-wide data
on crop prospects, volume of farm production, and farm reserves.
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Tlie Huroau of Crop Estimates, l)ein«>" the FtMleial aj^ency created for
that purpose, should he streu<rthene(I to aile(|uately iiieet this iiec(L

J hat agriculture is unclergoin<i; <4reat changes is evident to all who
observe and reflect on the j^reat movements now under way. These
changes will affect the standard of livin<^ and the cost of living of
the entire po})ulation, and should therefore be effected wisely and
along conservative lines, wdiich is possible only on the basis of full

information regarding the essential statistical facts of agriculture.

Economy is necessary, but it is the reverse of true economy to cripple
any branch of the public service by inadequate appropriations which
is so Aital to the i^roper de\el(>})ment of a stable and profitable

agriculture as the crop-reporting service.

To encourage production Avorkers must expect a fair reward. To
the farmer this reward must come through fair prices; these in turn
from correct general knowledge of relative supply ; and this can come
only from unl)iased and accurate Government crop reports, based
upon adequate information summarized by competent men.

COUNTY AGENTS AS CROP REPORTERS.

Because the county agent is prominent as a leader in promoting
better methods of farming, is widely known to and in close touch
with farmers in his county, travels over the county fmjuently, de-

votes his entire time to the w'ork, leceives a regular salary, has an
office, a clerk, and equipment, and because he represents the county
farming interests, the extension service of the State agricultural

college and the States Relations Service of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, it is naturally assumed by many people that
he would make an ideal cro^) reporter, and the suggestion is fre-

quently made that the comity agent should be utilized to the ex-

clusion of other sources of information by the Bureau of Crop Esti-

mates. Members of the two agricultural committees of Congress
in its l{)19-20 session seemed to be of the opinion that county agents
can be utilized for crop estimating work at a considerable saving in

expense, and this reason was assigned as the prijicipal justification

for reducing the already inadequate appropriation of the Bureau of
Crop Estimates. This belief is wdiolly theoretical and will not work
out in actual practice, as has been fulh^ demonstrated by the bureau
through repeated attempts to utilize them ever since there have been
any county agents.

The Bureau of Crop Estimates realizes that county agents are

one of the best sources of information through which its State agri-

cidtural statisticians and crop specialists can ascertain quickly the

names and addresses of w^ell informed and experienced farmers in

their counties and for this purpose they are used extensively. How-
ever, the bureau has been forced to recognize certain limitations

which make it impracticable to rely upon county agents as country-
wide and State-wide bases for its crop estimates. These limitations

are, briefly: (1) About one-third of all counties in the United States

have no county agents, and no system can be uniform in its applica-

tion with such gaps; (2) in many counties, if not in all, it is a rule

not to appoint legal residents of the countj^ as county agents, so that

in such counties they can not be expected to be thoroughly familiar
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with local con<liti(>iis and they hu\e no basis for making crop reports
which will be (;omj)arablc with preceding years;' (3) their period of

service in some counties is relatively short, they are constantly
shifted about and tlie turnover is frequent, wdiich prevents them
from being in position to furnish comparable data one year with
another; (4) statistical training and experience is not one of the
(]ualilications required for appointment as county agents, yet statis-

tical work is as much a specialty as accounting, or horticulture, or
commercial fruit growing; (5) while some county agents have a

natural inclination to take an interest in the statistical side of pro-
duction and therefore can be used to splendid advantage by the
bureau, they are few in number and it is exceedingly difficult to

interest the relatively large number of county agents who have no
such inclination; (6) county agents are employed primarily for

entirely dilfcrent purposes than collecting and summarizing statisti-

cal data, their main pur})ose being to promote better and more
profitable methods of farming, which is a job of sufficient size to

absorb all their energies: (7) in many counties practically their entire

salaries are paid from the local funds and their responsibility is

directly to local authorities. Because county agents ni-e fully occu-

pied if not overburdened with duties which have little or no relation

to crop estimating, exj^erience has shown that on the average the num-
ber of replies received from inquiries addre&sed to county agents is

less than from other classes of repoi'ters. The reluctance of county
agents to report to the bureau in some cases and their inability to

report on account of other duties in many cases, and the fact that
nearly one-third of the counties are without any coimty agents, are
fatal to any plan of relying upon them as a princi})al or main
source of data for crop estimating on a uniform and country-wide
basis. In the circumstances they can be utilized to advantage only as
;i,supplemental source of information.
Any plan to utilize county agents successfully in crop-estimating

work, with exceptions in a few States only, where conditions are

especially favorable, will involve increased expense for necessary
supervision, instruction, training, administration, and for summa-
rizing and interpreting data supplied by them. The situation with
respect to utilizing county agents in crop-estimating work has been
thoroughly canvassed with the States Relations Service and the limi-

tations mentioned arc recognized. Several plans are under consid-

eration for development, with a view to the wider utilization of croj)

reports by farmers through encouragement and assistance by the
county agents, whenever the necessary funds are provided without
which the plans can not be made effective. One of these plans in-

volves the employment of at least four regional extension s|)ecialists

in crop estimating whose entire lime would l)e devoted to instructing

county agents and extension leaders in the technique of crop esti-

mating and educating them in the value, interpretation, and prac-
ticjil use of crop'repoi'ls in the l»usiness of fai'ming.

ACCURACY OF THE ( ROI' ESTIMATES.

The ^alne of the crop and live-stock estimates depends upon their

accuracy, timeliness, and amount of detail. The degree of accuracy
of the estimat(\s can b(> (leterniinecl only ajiproxiniately for most
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crops by checking against such figures as are available for crop
movement, receipts at primary markets, and exports. In the case of
the cotton crop, however, an absolute check is afforded by the annual
census of the number of bales ginned. The following table shows
the annual estimates by this bureau in December in comparison with
the annual report of bales ginned by the Bureau of the Census the
following March

:

Annual cotton estimates of the Bureau of Crop Estimates, compared with
annual Census reports of cotton ginned.

Crop year.

Pounds of lint cotton
(OOOomittedJ.

[Estimated byi Finally re-

I

Department
I

ported by
of Agricul- : Census

ture. Biu-eau.

1900 4, 856, 738
1901 4, 529, 954
1902 5, 111, 870
1903 4, 889, 796
1904 6, 157, 064
1905 4, 860, 217

1906 ' 6, 001, 726
1907 5, 581, 968
1908 6, 182, 970
1909 ; 4,826,344
1910 5,464,597
191

1

' 7, 121 , 713
1912 6, 612, 335
1913 6, 542, 850
1914 7, 637, 113

1915 ! 5,338,588
1916

j
5, 506, 896

1917 ' 5, 237, 379
1918

:
5, 595, 529

1919 1 5,275,096

20 years , 1900-1919 ' 113, 330, 743

5 years, 1915-1919 : 26,953,488
3 years, 1917-1919

i

16, 108, 004

Over- Under-
esti- esti-

mated, mated.

4,846,471
3,440,940
5,091,641
4,716,591
6,426,698
5,060,200 T

6,-354,110

5,312,9.50 I

6,336,070
4,7&3,220

I

5,551,790
7,506,430 i

6,556,500
i

6,772,350
7,718,980

'

5, .354, 406
5,480,012 i

5, 406, .3.50 I

5,760,184 I

5,462,208

Per cent.
|
Per cent.

0. 2 .

.
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surplus or deticiency may be equalized by modifying later plantings in accord-
ance with prospective supply and demand.

(3) Crop and live-stock estimates by counties, in order tliat surplus or
deficient production may be localized, tlie agricultural resources of the county
shown, estimates made more accurate, and data made available for construc-
tive work by the agricultural colleges, county agents, and farm bureaus.

(4) "Commercial" or marketable farm-surplus estimates, to show the por-
tion of the crop to be sold and marketetl, as distinguislied from estimates of
total production, a considerable portion of which never leaves the farms where
grown.

(5) Reserve stocks on farms.
(6) New crops for wliich quantitative estimates are not available.

(7) Live stock and live-stock products in as much detail and with as much
frequency as crops, including dairy and poultry production, which are not now
estimated.

(8) Special phases of agriculture, such as farm wages and hours of farm
labor

;
prices farmers receive for their products

;
prices farmers pay for equip-

ment, maclainery, and supplies
;
progress of farm work

; quantity of binder
twine required ; seed requirements, supply, surplus and deficiency ; number of
farm tractors and other equipment; number of silos; storage capacity on
farms; average distance farmers must haul products to nearest market to
shipping point ; kinds and quantities of fertilizers required for different crops
and sections of the country ; farm income and outgo ; extent to whicli particu-
lar varieties of crops are grown and compete with each other ; methods of
planting, cultivating, and harvesting crops which differ in different States;
utilization of different crops; and similar information bearing on crop and
live-stocli production on a country-wide basis.

(9) Foreign crops and live stocli by counties and for the world, to show pro-
duction, consumption, imports, and exports, surplus and deficiency.

(10) Information- regarding the proper interpretation to be placed upon data
published in tabular form.

In order that the Bureau of Crop Estimates might be equipped to
meet the special demands upon it for information along the lines

indicated, an enlarged program for expanding and improving the
service was prepared and used as a basis for its estimates of appro-
priation which were submitted to the 1919-20 session of Congress.
The main features of this program may be summarized as follows

:

(a) With respect to crop production tlie bureau proposes to show for all

crops ; for the United States, for each State, for eacli county, and for each dis-

trict of commercial importance

—

Acreage to be planted before the planting season opens.
Seed requirements and supply.
Fertilizer requirements and supply.

Insecticide and fungicide requirements and supply.
Farm equipment and machinery requirements and supply.
Relative labor requirements and supply.
Progress of plowing and planting and other farm woi*k.

Acreage planted—first or early crop—second or main crop.
Damage from insect pests.

Damage from plant diseases.
Daniiige from adverse weather conditions.
Condition.
Abandoned acreage.
Forecasts of production.
Yield i)er acre.

Total production.
Acreage and production of principal varietie.3.

Marketable surplus production.
Stocks on farms.
Grade or qtiality.

Sale, di.sposition, or utilization of crop.
Shfinkage or loss in storage.
Farm prices.

Value of crops harveste<l.
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Thcso (hita to be supplied with I'espect to above 70 crops, iiu-Iudiiif? ;il)out 10
crops f(»r which qvi:uititiitivo estimates have never been made in the past, but
which in tlie afigregute have an annual value of more than $l,r)00,OU<J,000.

Note that in this jn-ofjram witli respect to crops provision is made
for several important inii)r()vements over the present estimates:

(1) Estimates by counties, to localize crop and live-stock production data,

especially marketable suriilus data. This will tend to make the estimates more
accurate and be of ixwnt assistance to county aj;ents. farm bureaus, and market-
ing agencies, and permit of more direct dealings with counties of surplus and
counties of deficient production, instead of through distant markets.

(I5i Estimates of marketable surplus production, to show tlie portion of the

crop to be marketed. shi])ped out of comity where grown, to ent«'r the diannels
of trade and become a part of the visible supply. It is this portion of the crop

and not total production that influences farm and market prices, and in which
all marketing agencies and consumers are directly interested.

(3) Estimates of farmers' intention to plant, in order that planting plans

may be niodilied if it appears that too large or too small an acreage of a

particular crop is about to be planted.

(4) Estimates of principal varieties, to show relative productivity and adapta-

bility, and quantities available.

(5) Estimates of such essential factors as requirements and supply of seed,

fertilizer, insecticides and fungicides, farm machinery, equipment, labor, and
supi)lies.

(6) Abandoned acreage for all crops, to show acreage actually harvested and
correct average yields per acre, and a better basis for estimating cost of pro-

duction. At present no account is taken of abandoned acreage, except for

winter wheat and rye, total production being estimated on basis of a reduced
average yield per acre on total planted acreage.

(7) Estimates of grade or quality, to show value and quantities available for

dilTerent purposes as distinguished from total quantity only.

(8) Sa!e. disposition, or utilization of entire crop produced, i. e., quantity fed,

plowed under, spoiled, or otherwise utilized on farm, as well as quantity sold.

(9) Shrinkage or loss in storage. This is sometimes important, especally for

perishables, as potatoes, apples, etc.

(h) With respect to live stock, including horses, mules, dairy cows, beef

cattle, swine, sheep, goats, and poultry, the bureau proposes to show, monthly
or as often as may l)e necessary, for the United States, for each State, and for

each county

—

The number of each kind on finms in .January.

The number of each age clas.sitication corre.sponding with the census.

The number of each .sex.

The number of purebred animals.
The number bred each month.
The number born.

T'he number bought or brought onto the farm.

The number sold.

The number slaughtered.

The number lost from diseases or other causes.

Net innnlier remaining on farms monthly.
Number on feed.

Intended marketings.
Condition of live stock.

Feed and forage available, present and prospective, silos and silage, con-

dition and carrying cai ac:ty of pastures and ranges.

Forecast of swine pro<luction.

Forecast of sheep production.

Foreca.st of meat iii-oduction.

Forecast of dairy production.

Forecs'st of pcu'try i)ro(luctioii.

For. cast of wool production.

Farm prices.

Tot:,l value.

This o-reatlv enhiriied liv«^-stock program proposes to supply in-

formation with leoard to live stock in as much detail and \Yith the

y-vm.} froqiiency as for cops. This industry represents a farm value
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in excess of $10,000,000,000. It represents in value more than half
of all sales from 0,000,000 farms. Yet at the present time (1920)
the Bureau of Crop Estimates has less than $25,000 available for
ascertaining the essential facts regarding this great industry. All
that can be done witii the present inadequate appropriation is to

estimate once a year the gross number of farm animals, the number
of brood sows, and losses from disease. The bureau has never at-

tempted to estimate dairy and poultry production, which have an
estinuited annual value in excess of $3,000,000,000.

(c) Foreign crop and live-stock production. The hm-eau propo.ses to collect

and publisli timely foreiirn crop :ind live-stnclv statistics, especially for cora-

petintr countries of surplus jjrodurtidn. for tlie information of American farmers
and lousiness men. The relation of supply and demand and resulting; prices

operates not only in competing counties and States but throughout the United
States and all foreign countries. Great interest in foreign crop statistics lias

developed since the war period. World V)ala nee sheets should be prepared regu-
larly. i>erhaps quartei-ly, showing consunijition, pnxluction, not imports and
exports, and net surpluses and d<ticiencies for all the i)rii!(ii)al coinitries of
the world. This information will be of vital importance to farmers" organiza-
tions, the Federal and State Bureaus of Markets, and all other agencies con-
cerned in the formulation of constructive programs of production and marketing.

(d) Analysis, interpretation, and graphic presentation of crop and live-stock

statistics. It is proposed by more frequent and timely publication, by more
thorough analysis', summarization and interpretation, and by graphic methods
of presentation to make more strikingly and readily apparent the significance

of the essential facts disclosed by text and tabular statements. This will

economize the time of all who have occasion to use agricultural statistics and
jnake them of greater practical value.

This program was approved and advocated by the Secretary of
Agriculture and was specifically mentioned in the President's message
to Congress. It was submitted at the last session of Congress because
the bureau had been under an intensive course of preparation for the
census year of 1920, when data would be available to enable it to shift

from a State to a county basis of estimating; because it had developed
a highly efficient skeleton organization ; because during the World
War every feature of the program had been demonstrated to be
entirely feasible with respect to one or more crops in one or more
States ; because of the growing demand for such service ; and because
of the necessity and value of data with respect to the essential facts

of production and supply on the future advancement of agriculture,

and to all agencies interested in promoting agricultural production
and the cOicicnt markctiuir and distril)ution of agricultural 'products.

To provide the organization and funds necessary to make the program
effective would require an increase in the present appropriation of
about $500,000. No increase in the appropriation was granted by
Congress, presumably because of its announced policy of economy
and retrenchment. It was therefore necessary to hold the bureau's
program of expansion and improvement of tlie crop-reporting and
statistical service in abeyance until it can be resubmitted at the next
session of Congress.
When it is considered that the maintenance of an ample supply of

farm products depends upon the profitableness or unprofitableness

of farming as a busijiess, that this in turn depends u})on tlie prices

farmers receive for their products, that prices depend mainly upon
relative supply, that relative supply is the equivalent of crop and

24435—AOB 1920 28
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live-stock production, plus the carry-over from one season to another

in this and other countries, which it is the function of the Bureau of

Crop Estimates to estimate, and that the total crop and live-stock pro-

duction in the United States has an aggregate value of more than
$20,000,000,000 annually, and the further fact that the increase of

$500,000 required to expand and improve the crop-reporting and
statistical service represents a tax of less than one-half cent per

capita, it is hoped that Congress and the public will realize that the

relatively small appropriation required to put into effect a greatly

enlarged program for supplying information regarding the essential

facts of production and supply is an investment promising large

returns and the benefits from such additional service will far out-

weigh the cost.

LOYAL SERVICE OF EMPLOYEES.

I can not close this report without referring to the loyal service

of the employees of the bureau who have continued to f)erform their

various duties through the war period and since, faithfully and effi-

ciently, notwithstanding the fact that their salaries have remained

on a prewar basis while the cost of living has more than doubled

and salaries in private employment have increased correspondinglj^

When it is remembered that prewar salaries were in many instances

much too low in comparison with positions involving similar duties

and responsibilities in private employment and that the purchasing

power of these salaries is now reduced one-half, one can appreciate

the hardship and sacrifice involved in remaining in the Government
service. While some employees of the Bureau of Crop Estimates

have resigned to accept much higher salaries elsewhere, it is believed

that few branches of the public service have come through the trying

times of the last three years with such a small loss of personnel. This

is due largely to the appreciation which employees of the Bureau of

Crop Estimates have of their responsibility to the public service,

their belief in the value of the crop reporting and statistical service

to the public, and especially to agriculture, and their faith that the

value of this service will be recognized and appreciated by the public

in the not distant future, and that with such recognition will come
a<lequate financial support for further expansion and usefulness.



REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN.

UxiTKi) States Department of Agricilture,
Office of the Librarian,

Woffhington, D. C, Octoher 1, 1920.

Sir: I have the honor to submit herewith the executive report of

tlie library for tlie fiscal year ended June 30, 1920.

Respectfully,
Claribel M. Barxett,

Lihrarian.
IL<»n. K. T. MkrediTIi,

Secretary of Agriciiltvre.

INTRODUCTION.

The object of the library is to assist the workers in the department*
the State agricultural colleges and experiment stations, and the public
in general, by nuikin_^ available the literature of agriculture and the
related sciences and by supplying bibliographical infoi-mation in re-

gard to these subjects. It contains over 155,000 books and i)am-
phlets and receives currently 2.700 periodicals, not including annual
reports and {)ro('e(Hlings of societies. The library catalogue contains
nearly half a million cards, constituting probabh' the most complete
bibliography of agriculture in existence.
The scope of the literature contained in the library corresponds

with that of the work carried on by the department. Besides agri-

culture in general, it embraces botany, chemistr}'. zoology, ento-
mology, forestry, agricultural economics, agricultural and commercial
statistics, etc. The library of the department consists of the main
lii)rary and the brancli libraries connected with the various bureaus,
divisions, and -offices. Tiiese are all administered as a single library
system for the department and the catalogue of the main librar}' con-
tains a record of the library resources of the whole department. In
addition to its use by the department, the library maintains a system
of loans by whi(;h its resources are placed at the disposal of investiga-
tors throughout the country who are engaged in serious research.
This is effected by lentling books to out-of-town libraries in so far as
this can be done without interfering with the work of the department.
In general, it ma}' bi; said tliat its aim is to serve as the national
agricultural library and to make as widel}' useful as possible its re-

sources and bibliographical e'piij^ment.

r:
•1-
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From the financial statement on page 17 it will be seen that
in the past four years the library a])]>ro])riation has ]>een stand-
ing still, or ratluu- it may be more triitlifiilly said that it has
been going ba-kward, for it is eonscaAatively estinlat(^d that this

is true of eA'ery library approi)riation whi-h has not in'-reased by
60 per cent in the past two or three years, due to the continued
and rapid in'rease in the pri 'e of books and periodicals and all

materiids and equipment. If the libraiy book fund needs a GO
per cent increase in order even to be ef|ual to its former ]iurchasing

power, there is need of an even greater increase in its fund tor salaries

to meet present living conditions. During and sin'^'e the war the
library has lost a large number of its train(Hl and (^xperien'^-ed workers
bo'-'ause of its low salaries. Siu'-e the stdaries have not j'et ])een

increased it has been impossible to fill adequately the gaps, and the
close of the fis^'al year found the library with a staff even more
depleted and inexperien^'ed than during the war period. If it is

in future to give the service that is expected from the library

of such an institution as the nati(mal Department of Agri-
culture, it must be adequately supported both as regards salaries

and book funds, and it must also sliare the complete cooperation of

those whom it serves in the building up of its collections. The library

is a part of the working equipment of the department just as much
as the laboratory and herbarium, and it is to the interest of depart-
ment workers and all users of the library to see that this equipment
is complete and accessible. Only with their cooperation can the
library be adequately developed and satisfactorily administered.
This cooperation is earnestly requested.

REFERENCE AND CIRCULATION DIVISION.

Miss Emma 1». Hawks, Assistant Librarian, in genera] charge.

Miss Gertrude E. Upton, Loan Desk Assistant.

The reference work of the year was handica])ped by the fa't that

it has not yet been possible to fill the position of Reference Lil^rarian,

whi'-h became vacant in March, 1919. The reference work was
therefore carried by the Assistant Librarian along with other duties,

M'ith the assistance of the Chiefs of the Catalogue and Periodi'-al

Divisions. As in pre^'ious years, and perhaps to an even greater

extent, use has been made of the library by workers from other

departments and institutions, and by individuals })oth from Wash-
ington and from outside, who come to use the collections for reference

purposes and for the verifyin ^ of references. Telephone inquiries from
persons both inside and outside the department are also frecjuc^nt

More and more the library is being called upon not simply for definite

books, but also for information.

Since complete circulation statistics are not kept in all of the

branch libraries and sin''e no record of the reference use is kept in any
of the libraries, the following statistics of circulation represent only

approximately the use of tlie library.
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STATISTICS OF CIRCULATION.

Books and periodicals charged hi/ the main library and the bureau, division, and offiia

libraries daring the fiscal years 1919 and 1920.
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Circulation statistics of the main library, by niontlis atid yeais,for the fiscal years 1911
to 1920.

Monlh. 1910-11 1911-12 1912-13 1913-14 1914-15 1915-16 1916-17 1917-18 1918-19 1919-20

July
August
September.
October
November

.

December.

.

January
Fet)riiary .

.

March ......

April
May
June

2,357
2,381
2.259
3,118
3,0s:j

2,952
3..535

3,340
3,668
3,805
2. 589
3,163

2,397
2,425
2,.517

3,404
3.165
2,962
4,091

3,851
3,614
3,415
3.208
2,760

2,472
2,269
2,584
3,048
3,152
3,051
4,106
3.403
3,415
3,394
3.148
2,891

Year 36,250 38,112
j
36,633

2,651
2,083
2,531
3,301
3,232
3,226
4.454
3,618
4,021

3,623
2,951
3,188

.38,879

3,019
2,567
2,793
3,903
3,352
3,570
4,260
3.638
3,9H0
3,514
3,072
3,285

3,077
3,285
3.334
4,183
4.439
4,140
4.888
4,715
5,028
4.052
4,1.36

3,637

40,953
j

48,914

2,9.32

2,883
2.9.55

4,421
4,409
3,797
4,839
4,625
4,640
3.766
3,616
3,476

3,113
3,027
2,908
3,617
3,462
3, 137

4,099
3, 603

3,676
3,444
3,531
2,770

2,860
2,616
2,232
2,474
2.684
2.728
3,.572
3,8.30

3,920
3,608
3,327
2,606

2,687
3,216
2,678
3,444
2,981
2,897
3,668
3,346
3,699
3,497
3,iai
3,085

46,339 40,447 36,457 I 38,301

The hioliost peak in the circulation of the main library, as shown in

the above table, was rea'hed in the fiscal year 1916. The circulatioii

last year is still only 79 per cent of what it was at that time. Thi;-

is due to the situation resulting from the loss of many of the de-

partment's scientific workers on account of the inability of the de-

partment to increase salaries ( ommensurately with the in'-reased

cost of living and the higher salaries paid outside of the Govern-
ment service.

INTERLIBRARY LOANS.

The num])er of books lent to libraries, institutions, and individuals

outside of the city was 799, an increase of 141 as compared with the

previous year. To the total number of })0()ks lent should be added
142 photostat copies and 17 typewritten copies of articles requested,

making the total use outside of the city 958. The statistics of the

last five years, arranged alphabetically by States, are as follows:

Record of books lent outside
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The number of books borrowed from other libraries in the city was
4,121. a decrease of 905 as compared witli the previous year. Of
the 4,121 books borrowed durino; the year, 3,385 were borrowed from
the Lil)rary of Congress, 476 from the wSurj^eon General's Office, 75
from the National Museum and Smithsonian Institution, 73 from
the G(H)logical Survey, and the remaining 112 from 11 other Govern-
ment libraries.

The number of books borrowed from libraries outside of the city

was 39, being 31 less than the number borrowed the previous year.

Of this number 9 were })orrowed from the Lloyd Library, Cincinnati.

6 from the Arnold Arboretum, Jamaica Plain, 4 from the Museum of

Comparative Zoology. Cambridge, and the remaining 20 from 13

other li)>raries.

A summary of the statistics regarding books borrowed from
libraries in and out of Washington during the last five years is given
in the following table. Special thanks are due to these libraries for

the courtesies they have extended to the Department in the loan of

their books.

Summarized statement of books borrowedfrom other libraries during the fiscal years 1916
to 1920.

Item.
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Accessions to the libraryfor the fiscal years 1916 to 1920.

Accessions.
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In view of the fa<'t tliat the library's hook fund has not been in-

creas(^d in the hist four years, it is especially gratifying; that there

has been a considerable increase in the number of ])ooks and ])eri-

odi'-als which have been received by gift. To the individuals, insti-

tutions, societies, and ])ublishers who have contributed to[]^,tho

library's resources, grateful acknowledgment is hereby made.

CATALOGUING AND CLASSIFICATION.

The record of the material catalogued and classified during the year
is as follows: 2,757 volumes, 699 pam])hlets, 6,110 serials and con-

tinuations, and 27 maps and charts, making a total of 9,59.3, an in-

crease of 3,548 as com]>ared with the ]>revious year. In addition to.

the complete cataloguing of the above-mentioned items, author cards

were made for 501 pamphlets of less im])ortance, and 1,937 reprints.

There were added to the main di'^-tionarv catalogue 21,504 cards, and
2,353 were withdrawn, making a net addition of 19,151, an iwrease
of .'-588 as comi)ared with the ])revious year. The main catalogue now
contains approximately 430,000 cards.

The number of titles prepared during the year for ]>rinting by the
Library of Congress in what is known as the ''Agr'' series are as
follows: Cards for accessions, 817; cards for department ])ublica-

tions, 611; total, 1,438, an increase of 270 over the previous year.

The total number of titles ]"»repared by the library since 1902, in

which year the ])rinting of the cards was begun, now amounts ta
32.968.'

The amount of un'-atalogued material on hand July 1, 1920, was
as follows: 274 volumes, 599 pamphlets, 540 continuations, and 7

ma])s, a decrease of 545 pieces over the ])re\'iou3 year.

PERIODICAL DIVISION.

Miss Lydia K. Wilkins, Chief.

The total number of difTerent periodicals, exclusive of annuals
and serials of infrecpuuit issue, re^'cived currently by the library dur-

ing the year was 2,757 titles, of which 640 were received by ])urchase

and 2,117 by gift. The number of new periodicals added during the

year was 346. whereas 82 of those listed last >'ear an^ no longer re-

ceived, either bcause they have <'eased ])ublication permanently
or temporarily, or because the subscriptions have been dis'^'ontinued.

The net increase for the year was 264. In order to meet the demanda
for (•(>rtain tx-riodi'-als, it is ncessary to ])urchase 207 du]>licates.

making the total number of ])eriodi<'als i:)urchased 847, a net in-rease

of 17 over the ])revious year. The library also received 583 dupli-

cates by gift and exchange, making the total number of ]i(M'iodicals

handled currently during the year 3,547, an in-rease of 101 for the

year. The following table shows the various foreign countries from
which perioili-als are currently received and the number received

from ea'-h country, as compared with the number received in 1918,

when this list was first comi)iled:
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Foreign countries frotn nhlrli periofUcals are ctirrnith/ received.

Country.

-Vfrica

-Viistnilia

Austria '

Barlnidos
Belgium •

Bermuda
Bulgaria '

'.

Canada
Cpyloii
China
Cuba
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Dominican Ucjjublic
Englmd 193
Fiji Islands
Finland i 1

France 122
French Indo-China I

Germany i 258
Greece 1

Guatemala

' Titles.

1
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insLitutions wliicli arc sent to various offices of tlio department and

turned over to the liluary. Consideral)]e time was spent in making?

a separate list of the hirfje nunihei- of duplicates of the International

Institute of Afjriculture. Rome, which had heen received in this way.

This list was sent to 2^^ institutions and ahout one-third of the dupli-

cates were selected. The lihrarv has gi'eat need of an assistant wh()se

full time can he devoted to tlie woi-k of listing; and disposinp; of the

(hiplicates in order to keep the work up to date, especially as there is

little space available for storage.

MAILING LISTS AND mSTRIBl'TION OF DEPARTMENT PllBLICATIONS.

There were l,7oS oi-(k'i"s issued on the Division of rub!i<'Htions

for the mailinjr of de]>artment ]nil)lications whidi were requested

l>y foreif:n institutions and officials and by societies and prixiUe

individuals from whi. li ])ubli<ations are re<-eived in exdiange. This

was an inc rease of 164 over the ])n^vious year, due to the fa't that

exchange arrangements whi'h were interrupted during the war arc

now gradually being renewed. Ciuisiderable time was s])cnt in the

rc'vision of the various mailing lists. ]>arti'ularly the foreign list to

which is sent the Monthly list of Publications. The work in con-

nection with the (Hstribution of dc^partment pul)lications to foreign

countries and to librjiries in the United States is appropriately

assigned to tlu^ librurv because of its close c-onnction with the A\'ork

of obtaining exchanges.
BINDING DIVISION.

Miss Ida B. Swart, (^hief.

During the yc^ar 1,<S66 volumc^s were sent to the bindery, a de-

crease of 145 as compared with the previous year. In addition to

the number of books permanc^ntly bound, jqiproximately 1,000 vol-

umes were Lved into tem"|)orary binders iind 0S4 ])am])hlets were
sta])led into tem])orary binders. The binding work has suffered

greatly, owing in ])art to la-^'k of assistan'-c for the work jind in ])art

to the lack of funds for binding. The second assistant in the bind-

ing work resigned in -('anuary, and it has not yet been ])ossiblc^ to fill

the position. The following table .shows the nund)er of books which
have been bound during the last ten years and the number of ]>eri-

odicals currently reccuved.

Books hound and periodi
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BIBLIOGRAPHY.

The amount of biblioj^raphical work done durint^ the year was
notably below that of previous years, both in the main library and
in the bureau and division li])raries. This was due principally to

depleted stafTs, makino- it didicult to do more than the regular routine
work. In the main library the principal bibliographical work was
done in connection with correspondence. The library receives

numerous requests for lists of references on various scientific and
agricultural subjects connected with the work of tlie department, and
also requests for the verification of references, including the straight-

ening out of bibliographical tangles.

The librarian of the Jivu'eau of Entomology devoted a very consid-

erable part of her time during the year to the preparation of the
Index to the Literature of American Economic Entomology, 1915 to

1919, inclusive. This extensive index, comprising some 50,000 refer-

ences, which was begun in January, 1919, was completed in April,

1920, and is now in the hands of a committee of the American Asso-
ciation of Economic Entomologists awaiting funds for publication.

The library of the Bureau of Entomology has also continued the
card index to publications of the Bureau, 51 of these having been
indexed during the year, as well as several other publications by
other bureaus containing references to entomology, and has con-

tinued the preparation of author cards for articles on entomology
by members of the Bureau appearing in nondepartmental publica-

tions. Brief lists of new books of interest to the Bureau of

Entomology have been prepared monthly for the Bureau News Letter.

In the Office of Farm Management the following lists of references

were prepared by the library: Selected list of references on the cost of

producing field crops; Selected list of references on the cost of pro-

ducing hay; Selected list of references on the cost of producing truck

crops; Selected list of references on the cost of potato production;

References on labor distribution. The following lists have been

revised and brought up to date: Farm management surveys issued

by the agricultural experiment stations; Articles relating to farm
management that have appeared in the agricultural press; List of

books on farm management; State and station publications relating

to farm managem.ent; Publications of the United States Department
of Agriculture relating to farm management.
The American Forestry Magazine discontinued last fall the printing

of the nionthly list of current literature indexed in the Forest Service

library, owing to a change of policy in its pubhcation. The list is

now mimeographed each month and circulated to all district foresters,

forest supervisors, experiment stations, and the Forest Products
Laboratory, as well as to interested persons outside of the Service.

A number of miscellaneous reference lists on various subjects bear-

ing upon the work of the Bureau of Markets have been compiled by
the library of the Bureau during the year. Amon^ these may be
mentioned an annotated bibliography of official publications relating

to the acts administered by the Bureau of Markets and for its devel-

opment. The library has also revised and made available for dis-

tribution the mimeographed lists of the publications and of the
periodical market reports of the Bureau of Markets.
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In tlio Bureau of Plant Industry bibliograjihios in 128 manuscripts,
comprising 2,125 references, were verified and edited. A cheek list

of the State experiment station publications on plant pathology,
Avhich is to l)e issued in mimeographed form as a number of the
"Bibliographical Contri])utions " of the library of the Department
of Agi-iculture, is in process of preparation, as is also a check list of
the publications of the Bureau of Plant Industry, and all offices

and divisions which were combined to form the Bureau in 1901.
The absence of the librarian for the larger part of the year delayed
the comj^letion of these two lists, but it is hoped that they will both
be completed and be ready for mimeographing in the near future.

The Library of the Bureau of Plant Industry, in cooperation with
Miss A. C. Atwood, has continued to prepare the index to the "Lit-
erature of plant diseases'' which is published montldy in ''Phyto-
pathology" and has also continued the preparation of the mimeo-
graphed list of "CmTcnt author entries" for articles in current period-
icals of interest to the Bureau.

It seems fitting to mention here the important ])ibliographical

projects carried on by Miss Marjorie F. Warner and Miss Alice C.
Atwood, bibliograpljcal assistants of the Office of Economic and
Systematic Botany of the Bureau of Plant Industry, as theh- work
is closely allied with tiie Bureau library. Tiieir ^^•ork on the index
of botanical illustrations, the bibliograph-V of horticulture, and the
union catalogue of botanical literature, which have been described
in previous reports, was continued during the year. The last of
March a list of abbreviations of works to be included in the new
edition of Pritzel's Iconcs was received from Dr. Otto Stapf, of Kew,
editor for the Royal Horticultural Society, and a large amount of
time was spent in going over the list with reference to possible omis-
sions and desirable additions. The results of this cooperative work
are still in tl e making.
.VnothfT piece of verification work requiring much time was the

correction of the errors in the "Bibliograpln- of take-all" by F. L.
Stevens in the Illinois Laboratory of Xatural lOstory (Bulletin vol.

13, Ai-t. IX, Oct.,_ 1 919). These corrections have not Ijeen published,
but arc available in typewritten form to libraries or scientific workers
that may wish. them. An article by Miss iVtwood on the ''Errors
in Linthau's Thesaurus and Saccardo's Syllogc" was published in " My-
cologia" vol. 12, p. 169-i 71, May, 1920. Miss Warner's paper on the
•• Bibliogja])hical opportunities in liortioulture, " wliicli was read be-
fore the Agricultural Libraries se('tion of the American Library Asso-
ciation in June, 1919, was published in tlie Proceedings of tlie Asso-
ciation foi- 1!)19, p. 178-184, and also in tlie Librarv Journal, under
the title, "The literature of horticulture," vol. 44, p. 766-776,
JVcember, 191').

The bibliographical work of the vState Kelations Service hbrary
described in previous rep(»rts was <-<)ntinued along the same lines

(hiring the year.

In tlie spring of 1920 tlie library was offered the use of a
page in each numl)er of tlie "Agricultural Ind<>x" to be called
• Afjjricultural Librarv Notes." These notes will be principally
bibliogiaphical in cliaracter. Tlie first number, for which contribu-
tions were made by the main librarv and the bureau libraries.
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appeared in the June, 1920, issue. It is ('X|)ecte(l that contriljutions

win l)e received also from other hbraries and that it will thus ])ecome
a mecHum of communication among agricultural libraries for notes
of ('ommon interest.

PUBLICATIONS.

The only printed publication that it was possibles for the library

to issue (hiring the year was the report of the library for tlie fiscal

year 1910, a pamphlet of 16 pages. As in tlie case of the binding
this was due in part to tlu> lack of any funds for printing. The library

continues to feel the need for some medium for making better known
to the department workers and to the scientific workers in other
institutions the new accessions to the library and its great resources

in general. It is hoped that in th(^ near future it will be possible to

publish regularly at least a brief list of its most important accessions

and also a handbook of the library and a catalogue of all its periodi-

cals and other serials.

LIBRARY STAFF.

The number of employees carried on the library staff at the close

of the fiscal year was 32, with 3 of the lower positior;S vacant. Of
the total number on the roll, 5 were temporary assistants, it not
having been possible to till the positions permanently on account of

the salaries the library was obliged to offer. The number employed
by the bureau, division, and ofTice libraries was 42. Of the total

number emplo3-ed in the main library and the bureau, division, and
ofhce libraries, 17 are men and 57 are women, divided as follows: Six-

teen in administrative \\'ork, including the librarian of the department,
the heads of divisions in the main library, and the librarians of the

bureaus and ofFices; 28 library assistants; 14 clerical asisistants; 13

messengers; 3 charwomen.
In the maiii library there were in all 16 resignations during the

year. Of this number, 7 were library assistants, 5 were clerical

assistants, and 4 were messengers.- Out of a staff of 32 on June 30,

1920, there were only 21 who were on the library rolls at the beginning

of the fiscal year. Out of 21 only 14 had been in the library t^^'o

years and only 11 had been in the library three or more years.

In continuance of the library's policy of otTering temporarv ap-

pointments whenever possible to librarians or assistants connected with

the State agricultural colleges and experiment station libraries who
wish to have experience in this library, two uiore were add(^d during

the year to the list of such appointments, the assistant librarian of

the Virginia Polytechnic Institute having been appointed for the

months of June and July, 1920, and the librarian of the South Carolina

Agricultural Experiment Station for the month of July, 1920.

Several important changes in the personnel of the libraries of the

bureaus have been made during the year. The librarian of the

States Relations Service, Miss E. Lucy Ogden, resigned January 16.

1920, and was succeeded by Miss Martha L. Gericke; the librarian of

the Bureau of Chemistry, Miss Anne E. Draper, resigned May 19,

1920, and v/as succeeded by Miss Louise Duvall, formerly assistant

librarian of the bureau. The latter position V\^as filled by the transfer

of Miss ^linerva G. Beckwith, assistant chief of the periodical division
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of the main lib^a^)^ Miss M. E. Griflith, assistant librarian of the

Biu'cau of Markets, rosigned September 15, 1919; Miss Margaret
Doonan, librarian of the dairy division, resigned January 11, 1920,

and was succtMHled by Miss Carrie^ B. Sherfy. On the reorganization

of the Bureau of Animal Industry Library in May, 1920, Miss Sherfy

was made librarian of the Bureau and Miss M. F. Thompson,
of the Catalogue Division in the main library, was made associate

librarian. In addition, the librarians of two other bureaus resigned

at the end of tlu> liscal year, theh resignations being effoctive July 1

,

namely, ^liss Caroline B. Sherman, librarian of the Bureau of Mar-
kets, who was succeeded by Miss Mary G. Lacy, and Miss Cora L.

Feldkamp, librarian of the Office of Farm Management.
The tottd number of resi'::^ nations in the bureau libraries during

the year was eight. Of this number, seven v/ero librarians and
library assistants and one Wi>,s a trr.nslator.

Miss Eunice R. Oberly. the Librarian of the Bureau of Plant
Industry, and ]^liss Margaret Doonan, the Librarian of the Dairy
Division, who were detailed on June 12, 1919, to the Congressional

Committee on tho- Re'lassification of Salaries, to assist in the re-

classiiication of library salaries, remained with the commission until

January 11, 1920.

The Librarian of the De])artmient, with Miss Eunice R. Oberly
and Miss Aliro C. Atwood, of the Bureau of Plant Industry Library,

served during the year on the I ibrary Advisory Wage Committee of

the »l'oint Congressional Commission on the Reclassification of Sala-

ries. Miss Caroline B. vSherman, Librarian of the Bureau of Markets,
s]>ent two weeks in N(>V(>mber as a field agent of the commission in

visiting certain ])ubli", imiversity, and business libraries in New
York, J^oston, and Albany, for the purpose of collecting library

wage data.

Library stall' meetings hiue. b(^en held ea<h month from October,

1919, to June, 1920. The prin- ii)al subjects of the various meetings
were as follows: reports by various members of the staff on changes
and developments in the work of the de]>artment sin<"e the armi-

stice; a talk by Miss C. B. Sherman on her visit to various libraries

for the })Uipose of collecting wage data for the library service; notes

on New York and Boston libraries, by Miss M. F. Warner: some mid-
dle western libraries, by Miss Mary G. La-'V; a talk by Miss Mary E.

Ilazeltine. dinvtor of the Wis onsin Library S<'hool: the value and
interest of biographi jU indexing, by Dr. T. S. Palmer, Bureau of

Biological Survey: a re])ort on the New York meeting of the S]Kvial

I^ibraries Asso'iation; s])e"ial librari(>s the 'Aorld over, by Prof.

Ral])h I-,. Power, Librarian of the College of PiLsiness Administra-
tion, Boston I nivcrsity.

The l.ibraiian and the Chief of the Periodi'"al Disision of tiie main
libruiy, and the libraiians of the Bureau of Chemistry and tne Oflice

of Farm Mimagemcnt. attended the meeting of the S^XHiiil l.ibi'u-

ries Association in Nt^w York in April, 1920. The 1 il)rarian has
continued to serve during the year as Asso<iate Editor of "S])eial

Libraries,'' re'|>rescnling agri •ullur.-d and Govcriimcnl libraries.

In concluding this })orlion of the rc]>orl. (he 1. ibrary wishes to

express appre- iation of the way in which the members of the staff

have res])onde(l to the d(unands made upon them in s]>ite of di[ri<'ul-

ties and vi'issitudes in carr^intr on (h«^ work.
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BUREAU, DIVISION, AND OFFICE LIBRARIES.

It is regretted that it is not possible to give in detail the reports of

the librarians of the various libraries on their work of the year. The
following statistics, extracts, and summaries are taken from their re-

l)orts. An account of their bibliograplii<'al and other activities is

given in the preceding pages.

Boohs, pamphlets, and periodicals in bureau, division, and office libraries.^

Bureau or olTice.
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in the Bureau, the catalogues and otlier equipment, it is still necessary
to carry on the work in the locations of the former separate libraries,

namely, room 247, second floor, and room 425, fourth floor of labora-
tory A. The reorganization of the work will undoubtedly give the
Bureau better library service, but until all the work can be brought
together in one convenient location and another assistant appointed
it will ])e impossible to give the new arrangement a fair trial. Some
3'ears ago the Bureau started a card index of veterinary literature.

This grew rapidly for a few years, but recently its growth has been
slow on account of lack of assistance to keep it fully up to date. It
now comprises approximately 180, 000 cards. The possibilities

for usefulness to the Bureau and to scientific workers throughout the
country are large, and it is hoped that sufficient assistance will be
available to revise the catalogue and to bring up to date certain
subjects which have been somewhat neglected.

'There was no outstanding feature in the work of the library of the
Bureau of Biological Survey other than a further condensation of
space available for its accommodation, about 500 books have been
returned to the main library for filing, bringing down the collection
to about the minimum possible. Since the Bureau is in close prox-
imity to the main librar\', it being on the floor above, the library duties
connected with this branch library are somewhat incidental and con-
sume a small part of the time of the one in charge, his principal duties
being editorial in character.
The libraries of the Bureau of Crop Estinates and the Bureau of

Entomology both call attention to the crowded condition of their
shelves, which has made it necessary for them to send more of their
collections to the main library for filing. Still further and more radi-
cal reductions in their collections will be necessary unless more space
is made available for these libraries.

A change in the location of the Office of Farm Management library
took place during the year, the offi:"e having been moved from 224
Twelfth Street, SW., to the corner of Fourteenth and B Streets, SW.
The change was beneficial, since the library now has more space and
more light. There is a further advantage in the fact that the building
in which it is located is next to the one in which the main library is

located, thus making it more accessible.

The work of the Forest Service library was carried on along the
lines of previous years and no new work was be^un. The records in

connection with the purchase of books for the "field libraries" of the
Forest Service, tiiat is, libraries connected with offices, stations, and
laboratories of the service outside of Washington, are handled by the
librarian of the Service. There are 162 of these field libraries. Of
these, 149 are on National F'orosts, 6 in the District Foresters' ofiices,

6 at the Experiment Stations, and one at the Forest Products Labo-
ratory, Madison. About S2,000 was spent by the Service last year for
these libraries, aside from the Forest Products Laboratory, which pur-
chases its own books.
The records connected with the purchase of books and periodicals

for the field libraries of other bureaus are also for the most part kept
by the bureau libraries. Varying amounts are spent by eacn bureau
for su(;h purposes.
The outstanding feature of the Bureau of Markets library during

the year was the clear differentiation of the library and the editoriiil

24435—AGB 1920 29
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work. On tho resi<];nfitio!i of tho assistant librarian a?id assistant

editor oil S(>pt('ni])or 15, it was doridcd to have thorcaftcr one rliief

assistant for library work and one diicf assistant for cilitoria! work
and to separate the lines still further as much as compatible with
economy and success. At the close of the fiscal year it was decided

to transfer the editorial work entirely to the Office of Market Informa-
tion and to conline the work of the Bureau library more strictly to

regular library work. AVitli the change is involved the transfer of the

librarian, Miss C. B.Sherman, who has had charge of the editorial work,

to the OfRce of Market Information, where she v.-ill continue to have
charge of the editorial work. As j)rcvi()usly noted Miss Mary G. Lacy
was appointed in her place as librarian of the Bureau.
There was a greater change last year in the personnel of the Bureau

librarians than in any previous year. The change of the li})rarian

of the Bureau of Markers to another branch of the Bureau and the

resignations of the librarians of the States Relation wService, the Bu-
reau of Chemistry, the Dairy Division, and the Ofhce of Farm Manage-
ment have been a severe loss to the librarv service of the department.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

A comparison of the receipts and expenditures of the library for the

last 10 years is given in the table on the following page.

For the years 1916 to 1920 there are still many outstanding orders

which, when filled, will be paid for from the appropriations for those

years
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An itomizod statement of the amounts spent for printinci; and bind-
ing for tlie fiscal years 1919 and 1920 is given in the following table:

Expendituresfor library printing and bindingfor the fiscal years 1919 and 1920.

Item.



REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE STATES RELATIONS
SERVICE.

United States Department of Agriculture,
States Relations Service,

Washington^ D. C.^ Septemher 23, 1920.

Sir : I have the honor to present herewith the report of the States

Relations Service for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1920.

Respectfully,
A. C. True, Director.

Hon. E. T. Meredith,
Secretary of Agriculture.

INTRODUCTION.

AMOUNT AND SOURCE OF FUNDS ADMINISTERED.

The year ended June 30, 1920, was a period of transition from a

war to a peace basis in the work of the States Relations Service. The
war emergency fund of $6,100,000 for extension work terminated
with the fiscal year ended June 30, 1919, but the settlement of busi-

ness growing out of the use of that fund was a large item in the fiscal

year 1920. In lieu of the emergency fund Congress appropriated
$l,r)00,000 to the Department of Agriculture to be expended under
the terms of the extension act of May 8, 1914, and continued appro-
priations for farmers' cooperative demonstration work amounting
to $1,396,320. The other funds appropriated for the work of the
service amounted to $569,000. In addition, Federal funds amount-
ing to $1,440,000 were appropriated for the agricultural experiment
stations and $3,080,000 for cooperative extension work. State funds
amounting to $4,100,000 were used as an offset to the Federal funds
for extension work as required by law. This service, theiefure, had
administrative and advisory relations in the expenditure of $12,-

085,320, of which $7,985,320 were Federal funds. In addition the
agricultural colleges and experiment stations used in experimental
and extension enterprises $7,200,000, derived from sources within the
States.

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL.

In the fiscal jear 1919-20 the force carried on the rolls of the
States Relations Service aggregated about 5,700, as compared with
7,000 tlie previous year. The number of counties having agricul-

tural extension agents declined from over 2,400 to about 2.000 and
the number having home-demonstration agents from about 1,700 to

445
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about 800. These I'ednctions were due in part to the withdrawal of
the wuf enuM'<j.('ncy I'uuds, and also to iiicieascfl expense of niain-

tainin*;: competent extension a<j^eiits and the diHiculty in finding well-

trained men and women willing to untlertake the work for the com-
pensation which it was practicable to give. Besides the reductions,
numei-ous changes occurred in the personnel of the extension forces,

making a very expensive and unsatisfactory overturn.
To meet the changed conditions of the work the force employed

in the Washington olHce and as agents supervising and aiding the
work in the held was reduced from 43G employees on June 30, 1919, to

290 on June 30, 1920. During the year nearly 100 employees were
lost through resignation or transfer, in addition to the temporary
employees who were to be dropped. Fully 95 per cent of those who
left the service did so either to accept higher salaries at the time
or because they considered their chances of advancement better else-

where. A considerable number of the most competent technical

workers left to receive greatl}" increased salaries.

CONSOLIDATION OF OFFICE BUSINESS.

The bringing into one building of all the AVashington force except
that of the Office of Home Economics has made it possible to con-

solidate much of the routine business in the central office and to

introduce a number of economies in the transaction of business.

WORK IN AID OF THE EXPERIMENT STATIONS.

The Office of Experiment Stations has aided the State stations

as far as possible in their efforts to restore their research work,
interrupted or weakened by conditions growing out of the war, and
to make the most of their resources, now veiy inadequate because of
the greath' increased expense of conducting such work. The experi-

ment stations maintained bj^ the service in Alaska and the insular

possessions have suffered from the loss of investigators and high
costs, but have steadily pursued their work and obtained useful

results. Special attention has been given to the reorganization and
development of the station in the Virgin Islands.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE EXTENSION WORK.

The northern and southern extension offices have concentrated
their efforts more largely on aiding the State extension forces in the
settlement of the administrative problems relating to the strengthen-
ing and further development of the cooperative extension work, la3dng
special emphasis on the organization of the county work so that it maj'
represent the real requirements of farming people and have their in-

telligent cooperation and support. Increased attention has been given
to the development of extension methods dealing with the economic
problems of agriculture. Special studies have been made of the needs
of the farm women in order that the home demonstration work may
be made as helpful as possible in lightening their burdens and mak-
ing their life on farms more satisfactory and attractive. Efforts

have been made to perfect the organization of the boys' and girls'

club work as an organic part of a permanent system of extension
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work dealing with the practical operations of the farm and the farm
home. Studies of the organization and work of the extension special-

ists have also been made with a view to a more perfect coordination

of their work with that of the county men and w^omen agents. Much
attention has been given to problems connected with the development

of demonstration work among the negro people on the farms. This

work is already conducted on a substantial basis with very useful re-

sults and constitutes a bond of helpful relations between the ex-

tension agents and farming people of both races.

PROGRESS IN INVESTIGATION IN HOME ECONOMICS.

The Office of Home Economics has tried to meet as far as possible

the greatly increased demand for new information on the problems

of the household, growing out of the larger development of instruc-

tion and extension work in home economics and the increased burdens

on family incomes with reference to food, clothing, household equip-

ment, and operation. The limited funds of this office restrict its re-

search to a few problems and even with those it is difficult to conduct

its experimental inquiries on a scale sufficient to secure definite and
satisfactory results without undue prolongation of the work. The
information accumulated by this office from various sources is dis-

seminated as rapidly as possible through the department's agencies

which reach the schools, extension forces, and the public generally.

But this very useful service is necessarily to a considerable extent at

the expense of the research w'ork.

AID TO VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN AGRICULTURE.

The interest in vocational education through the secondary and
elementary schools continues to grow rapidly throughout the country.

This has put greatly increased burdens on the limited number of well-

trained teachers and has brought into the work many teachers poorly

equipped for this kind of service. This has brought on the States

Relations Service, through its cooperation with the Federal Board
for \'ocational Education, the State agricultural colleges, and State

departments of education, an increased demand for up-to-date sub-

ject matter and illustrative material on agricultural topics in form
for immediate use in the schools. It is believed that no work of the

States Kelations Service is more useful than what it is doing to aid

teai'hers in the instruction of youth who are to spend their lives on
our farms.

DUTIES AND ORGANIZATION OF THE SERVICE.

In general, the States Relations Service represents the Secretary
vif Agriculture in his relations wnth the State agricultural colleges

and experiment stations under the acts of Congress granting funds
to these institutions for agricultural experiment stations and coopera-

tive extension work in agriculture and home economics, and in carry-

ing out the jn'ovisions of the acts of Congress making api)ro|)riations

to the Department of Agriculture for farmers' cooperative demon-
stration work; investigations relating to agricultural schools, farm-
ers' institutes, and home economics; and the maintenance of agri-
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cultura] experiment stations in Alaska, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Guam,
and the Virgin Islands.

The service includes the follo'vvin<jj offices: (1) Office of the Direc-
tor, which deals Avitli the f]^eneral business and administration of the
service and the work' relatin<; to a<^ricultural instruction and farm-
ers' institutes; (2) Office of Experiment Stations, which deals with
the work and expenditures of tlie State and insular experiment sta-

tions; (3) Office of Extension Work in the South, which has charge
of coo])erative extension work in 15 Southern States; (4) Office of
Extension Work in the North and West, which has charge of cooper-
ative extension work in 33 Northern and Western States; and (5)
Office of Home Economics, which deals with questions of food, cloth-

ing, and household equipment and management.

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR.

The general administrative business of the States Relations Service
has been considerably modified during the past year by concen-
tration in the central offices of a considerable amount of routine
business hitherto conducted by other branches of the service and
by the simplification of accounting work through confining the
direct contributions to the extension work in the States chiefl}^ to
payments on the salaries of the extension agents. The great ex-

tent of the extension work and the shifting character of the co-

operative extension forces, owing largely to the withdrawal of
agents to engage in more profitable enterprises, together with the
great variety of conditions connected with the State and county
contributions to the extension work, necessitate a very large amount
of routine administrative business. To this has been added much
new business growing out of the enlargement of the work connected
with the insular experiment stations, investigations in home eco-

nomics, and the preparation and dissemination of publications and
illustrative material for the extension forces, farmers' institutes, and
schools, and for the use of the department's Division of Publications
in its relations with the agricultural and general press throughout
the country.

EDITORIAL DIVISION.

W. H. Beal, Chief.

The work of this division included, as heretofore, the business con-
nected with (1) the editing of all publications of the service except
Experiment Station Record, and (2) the collection, preparation, and
distribution of illustrative material for service use. During the lat-

ter half of the year the duplicating work of the service, which had
previously been divided into three separate units, was consolidated
and reorganized as a section of the Editorial Division.

Owing to shortage of funds for printing, the number and volume
of publications printed for the service during the year were very
much smaller than for the previous year. The publications issued

included 39 documents, aggregating 2,959 pages, as compared with
64 documents, aggregating 3,997 pages, of the previous year. There
were issued 20 numbers of Experiment Station Record, 3 administra-

tive reports, 3 farmers' bulletins, 9 department circulars, 2 publica-
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tions of the insular experiment stations, and 2 miscellaneous docu-

ments. This list includes no technical bulletins dealinji; with the in

vestigational \York of the service, such as that of a<;ricultural edu-

cation and home economics, and only 2 publications dealing with the

work of the insular stations, wdiereas during the previous year there

were 6 of the former and 10 of the latter. The shortage of printing

funds made it necessary either to hold up such publications or to seek

other means of publishing them. The number of such publications

prepared for printing was fully as large as during the previous year.

The usual job printing and binding required in connection with the

current work of the service was done.

The Editorial Division continued to cooperate w^ith the Division of

Publications of the department through its Office of Information in

assembling and preparing informational and illustrative material of

wide general interest relating to the work of the service.

Illustrations Section.—The work of this section developed during

the year, especially along the following lines: (1) Cooperating with

other divisions of the service and with the Division of Publications

in securing photographs illustrating work of the service for use in

publications and publicity matter and for the preparation of lantern

slides and other instructional material; (2) filing, classifying, and
cataloguing the illustrative material of the service for ready refer-

ence and use; (3) preparation and distribution of sets of lantern

slides on various subjects and of charts, diagrams, and drawings in

colors for extension and other educational uses; (4) selection and ar-

rangement .-jf exhibit material illustrating the work of the service;

(5) cooperating Avith the Division of Publications in the preparation

of motion pictures of the work of the service; (6) furnishing infor-

mation regarding photographic work for educational purposes and
the selection and use of illustrative material by service employees and
other coo|>erating agencies.

Through field trips to 14 States and through other menns, about

1,500 new photographs of special educational value were added to

the collection during the year. This collection now contains 12.554

photographs, 10,188 of which are mounted, classified, and catalogued

for convenient reference. The section cooperated in the preparation

of sets of slides witli descriptive legends on the following subjects:

Beautification of the farmstead, demonstrations with the hot school

lunch, good and bad extension photography, home-demonstration
work with poultry, labor-saving methods and equipment in the home,
and winter wheat pnxhiction. Ajjproximately 1.400 sets of about

50 slides each were distributed during the year for different divisions

of the service. The total number of charts and drawings made
was 200.

Special attention continued to be mven to the coloring of lantern

slides and bromide enlargements. Of the former 2,685, and of the

latter 130, were colored with unusual care and fidelity to nature.

Methods of handling exhibit material wei'e further devoh)ped, the

section cooi)erating with the Office of Exhibits of the Division of

Publications in supplying maps, models, and picture panels for the

general department exhil)its. Dii-ect assistance was also given to

cooperating institutions in preparing and installing exhibits of co-

operative extension work.
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The section cooperated with tlie Division of Publications in pre-
parin«j: two motion pictures entitled Apples and the County Agent
and Clul) ("hninpions at C'anij) VnW.
A minieograplied circular on ^Suggestions Regarding the Classifi-

cation of Photographs of Agricultural Subjects for the Use of Ex-
tension Workers was prepared and sent to employees and cooperators
of the service during the year, and at the request of the Virginia
and Tennessee extension services a representative of the section
attended State conferences in each State to discuss methods of se-

curing and using photographs in extension and other educational
work in agriculture and home economics.

Duplicating Section.—The duplicating work of the service was
organized as a section of the Elditorial Division, March 15, 1920.

The consolidation thus put into effect has resulted in a material in-

crease in efficiency and economy in this work.

INVESTIGATION ON AGRICULTURAL INSTRUCTION IN SCHOOLS.

Erwin H. Shinn, Specialist in Agricultural Education. -

The chief object of the work of the States Relations Service re-

lating to agricultural instruction in schools is to make available to

teachers and students of agriculture the agricultural knowledge
constantly being accumulated by the Department of Agriculture,
the agricultural colleges, and the experiment stations. Since the
movement for the introduction of agriculture into secondary and
elementary schools is now widespread and the up-to-date informa-
tion on agricultural subjects in form for immediate use in the
schools is comparatively meager the demand for this kind of service
is steadily groAvinjj.

By cooperation with the bureaus of the department the services
of its corps of specialists in the various branches of agriculture are
made available in collecting the desired information. And through
cooperation with the Federal Board for Vocational Education, as
provided for in the vocational education act, the Bureau of Educa-
tion, State departments of education, and agricultural colleges, the
needs of the schools in different parts of the country are determined
and complied with. In these ways the small force of specialists in

agricultural instruction employed by the States Relations Service
is enabled to render a useful service to the cause of agricultural edu-
cation not performed by any other agency.
The work at present is being carried on along the following lines:

(1) Cooperation with the Federal Board for Vocational Education
in the preparation of publications for use in the secondary schools,

particularly those receiving the benefits of the vocational education
act; (2) cooperation with the States in preparing courses of study
in agriculture for elementary schools; (3) cooperation with the

teacher-training forces in the States by helpful publications, con-

ferences, correspondence, and the loan of illustrative material; (4)
cooperation Avith the teachers in service by furnishing information
for use in their schools, bv givinir suircfestions on the use of such
material, by encouraging home project work, and by lending lantern

slides on agricultural subjects.
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111 the recent cooperation with the Federal Board for Vocational
Education two coinses of study were prepared for southern schools,

one in plant production and the other in animal ])roduction. The
former was issued as liulietin 5:5 of the Federal Board ami the latter

is now in press. Conferences were held at the Tuske^ee Normal and
Industrial Institute in Alabama and at Hampton Institute in Vir-
fjinia with ne^ro teachers from a number of States for the purpose
of reviewing and explaininji; these courses and encoura<j:in<^ their use

in the schools. A series of unit courses in various agricultural sub-

jects was also begun in cooperation with the Federal Board for

Vocational Education. One of these courses was completed and
othe!s are now in progress.

In cooperation with the State of Arkansas a course of study in

agriculture is beina" |)rei)ared. Avhich will be especially suited to the

agriculture of the State and the requirements of the local elementary
sc1io(jIs. a confei'ence was held at the State Normal School, Conway,
Aik., in August of 1919, to review and explain this course to the

county superintendents of Arkansas.
In tb.e matter of cooperating Avith the teacher-training forces, the

two bulletins mentioned above, which Avere prepared in cooperation
with the Federal Board for Vocational Education, Avill be very help-

ful. A bulletin prepared in this office on the Use of IllustratiA^e jNIa-

terial in Teaching Agriculture has l)een in great demand. Forestry
Lessons on Home Woodlands, ]:)repared in coo])eration AA'ith the For-
est Service, is being issued as Department Bulletin 863. A number
of leaflets on hoAv teachers may use certain Farmers' Bulletins haA^e

been distributed. Classified lists of subject matter useful to teachers

liaA'e been in great demand among agricultural teachers.

Cooperation with teachers in service is one of the chief functions

of this division. The service is in touch Avith a large number of
teachers aa'Iio are furnished Avith such publications of the department
as meet their special needs, together AA-ith suggestions on the use of

such material and other information regarding the sources of agri-

cultural knoAAledge, especially that AA'hich may be used in connection
with the practical AA'ork of their students.

The demand for material along the line of visual instruction has
been greater than the supply. During the year a new set of lantern
slides on Avheat Avas prepared. Some sets AA-ere revised, and duplicates
Avere made of old sets in order to meet the increased demand. Se\'-

eral otlier sets are in the jirocess of making. The lantern slides were
more Avidely distributed than cA-er before, having been used in 42
of the States, in Canada, in France, and in the island of (luam. In
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Ohio. Virginia, Texas. New York, and
North Dakota sets of lantern slides were placed in charge of the
State departments of agricultural education to be sent out on cir-

cuits to schools teaching agriculture.

This .division continues to review and abstract literature on agri-
cultural education for Experiment Station Record. This Avork
requires a large portion of the time of one member of the staff.

During the year field Avork was done by mem])ors of the staff at
regional and State conferences of agricultural directors, supervisors,
and teachers, and at meetings of associations at Avhich agricultural
instruction Avas discussed. State colleges giving attention to train-
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ing of teachers of agriculture and schools giving instruction in
agi-icultuiv Avero also visited. During these visits conferences were
held to discuss problems confronting teachei'S in service.

Cooperation with the Association of Land-Grant Colleges was
continued through its committee on instruction in agriculture, of
which the director of the service is chairman. A report on the train-
ing of teachers of agriculture was made to the association at its

annual meeting in November, 1919, and has been published in the
proceedings of that meeting. The committee is now engaged on a

study with reference to the improvement of college teaching of agri-

culture, having in view especially the requirements for the prepara-
tion of teachers for secondary schools and of extension workers,
as well as of farmers.
There was also cooperation with the Bureau of Education in con-

nection with the work of a committee assembled b}^ the Commissioner
of Education to study the problems of agricultural education with
a vieAv to fitting such education more closely and adequatel}' to the
actual conditions and environment of the farm and the needs of
rural life. Two members of the staff of this service have served on
the subcommittee, which has made a special study of the agricultural
curriculum of the colleges and prepared a report which is being
published by the Bureau of Education.
The work of this branch of this service was pursued under unusual

difficulties during the year. Changes due to increased compensation
offered for service elsewhere made the force engaged in this work
comparativelj'^ a new one. In addition, the long, and finally fatal

illness of Mr. Alvin Dille, who was in charge of the work, deprived
the staff for a time of settled leadership.

Mr. Erwin H. Shinn, who was the chief assistant, was put in

charge of the work, and the vacancy thus created was filled by the
appointment of Mr. Frederick A. Merrill, who had been temporarily
employed in connection with the school-garden work of the Bureau
of Education and was formerly in charge of agricultural instruction

in the State Normal School at Athens, Ga.

INVESTIGATIONS ON FARMERS' INSTITUTES.

J. M. Stedman, Fanners' Institute Specialist.

Farmers' institutes during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1920,
were officially in charge of the State government in 16 States, while
in the remaining 32 States the}^ were in charge of the extension
division of the agricultural colleges. A total of 35 States conducted
farmers' institutes during the year. The combined reports from 30
of these States show a total of 4,542 institutes, which lasted 5,681

days, comprised 10,088 sessions, had an attendance of 1,268,094

persons, employed 1,045 lecturers, and cost $203,890.

The States Relations Service continued to aid farmers' institute

workers along the same lines as heretofore, and in so doing likewise

aided county agents and other extension teachers throughout the

country. Two new lectures. Green Manuring and Soy Beans, were
published, each accompanied by 50 lantern slides. The 35 differ-

ent illustrated lectures now available were used not only by farmers*
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institute lecturers, but more especially by county agricultural
agents, from whom the demand has increased to twice the supply
of available material. They were also increasingly in demand
from home-demonstration agents, club leaders, teachers of agriculture
in high schools and vocational educational schools, extension teachers
in agricultural colleges, grange lecturers, and other persons who de-
sired aid in presenting their subjects before audiences of farmers.
During -the j^ear illustrated lectures, each accompanied by a set of 50
lantern slides, were loaned to about TOO extension workers.

Conferences were held during the year with farmers' institute

directors and lecturers in 13 of the States where farmers' institutes

are most successful. The methods used in these States were discussed
and a plan worked out for aiding the institutes in the less successful

States.

The progress in agricultural extension in foreign countries was
reviewed and the results will be made available to extension workers.

OFFICE OF EXPERIMENT STATIONS.

E. W. Allen, Chief.

The relation of the Office of Experiment Stations to the State

stations receiving the Federal appropriation of the Hatch and i^dams
Acts for agricultural experiment and research was maintained along
practically the same lines as heretofore, including administrative

and advisory functions as well as the publication of the Experiment
Station Kecord, the card index of American experiment station litera-

ture, and a report on the work and expenditures of the State and
insular stations. The object of this supervision is not only that the

provisions of the Federal laws ma}^ be carried out, but that the work
may be encouraged by advice and assistance, and the welfare of the

entire system promoted on the basis of broad study of conditions,

progress, and needs. As heretofore, each of the stations has been
visited during the year by a member of the office, detailed examina-
tion made of the work and relationships, and the opportunity em-
braced for discussion of questions of policy relating to this branch
of activity.

RELATIONS WITH THE STATE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATIONS.

The conditions arising from the war and its results which have
been so universally felt throughout the country in all activities have
been reflected in the situation surrounding the experiment stations.

This has added materially to the problems of their administration

and to the attention which the office has been called upon to give in

the effort to maintain the standards, conserve the funds to the best

advantage, and uphold the position of tlie stations as the research

agency on which the success of other branches of the agricultural

work ultimately depends.
With a view to setting forth from a national standpoint the actual

conditions which prevail, data have heen collected which liave been

presented to the Association of Land (irrant Colleges and to the

public generally. It was shown, for example, that for the fiscal years

1914 to 1919 there was practically no increase in the total Federal
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and State appropriations for the State experiment stations. The
Federal appropriation remained stationary, and the allotments made
by the States increased in the six-year period by less than $160,000,
or quite within the fluctuations of the total State appropriation from
year to year. Durin*; the fiscal year several of the State legislatures
made more ample provision for the stations, but the aggregate wa^
relatively small, and there was no general measure of relief by such
a<;tion because the increases were limited to a comparatively few
States. Some of the stations in the greatest need of assistance and
whose AvorK is of national importance did not receive any increase
in financial support.
The last provision for Federal aid of the stations was carried in

the Adams Act of 190G, 14 years ago. The States have met this
twice over in the aggregate, as they have the previous provision under
the Hatch Act of 1887. These two Federal acts provide a total of
$1,440,000 a year, while the States in the fiscal year 1919 contributed
a total of $2,734,000. The total for the fiscal year 1920 Avould prob-
ably amount to $3,000,000.

Up to 1914 the States had been doubling their total appropriation
about every five years. This policy ceased with the outbreak of
the war, and the cessation is likewise coincident with the passage of
the Smith-Lever Act for agricultural extension. The latter fact
presents a remarkable anomaly—that of providing a vast and grow-
ing system for the po])ular dissemination of information Avhile halt-
ing the growth of the agency on which it must depend for its very
stock in trade. The effect lias been that the research work as repre-
sented by the stations has fallen steadily behind the growth of other
activities of the college, and thus has lost in force and effectiveness.

The stations as a group, therefore, came to the period of inflated

l^rices with only a prewar revenue to Avork upon, and with very
unusual difficulties to face, not the least of Avhich Avas the keen com-
petition for Avorkers. While relief has been provided in a feAV of
the States, the conviction is forced beyond doubt that the great
body of the stations have reached the limit of their ability to main-
tain a satisfactory output and keep step Avith the advance in the
demands of teaching and extension. The price Avhich is being paid
as a result of their present condition is a heavy one, as has been
develoj^ed by the survey Avhich the office has maintained of the entire

country. It is expressed in a sloAving up of research, a diminished
force of attack, attention to questions of smaller range or simpler
character, and a falling off in publications.

The station forces have suffered severely, from the administratiA^e

head doAvuAvard. Since 1914 the directors of half the stations haA^e

changed, several of them more than once. In eight instances the

directorship, which was formerly separate, has been combined with
other offices, that of president of the college, dean, or director of

extension. The effect of these combinations, frequently made in the

interest of economy, has been to quite materially decrease the ad-

ministrative supervision of the station affairs, and in some cases to

provide less expert superAasion of its work. The total number of

separations from the stations in the last six years represents an ap-

proximate turnover in the personnel of about 80 per cent. Of those

who left, 370 ranked as heads of departments or project leaders, the
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remainder, aside from directors, being of the grade of assistants,

superintendents, etc. By actual count there has been a decline of
25U in the number of persons on the station forces, from an average
of about 1,700.

Such widespread changes tend inevitably to the disorganization of
the work and seriously interfere with its progress. This handicap
involves not only the interruptions entailed but the difficulty of
securing properly trained men to fill the places. This condition is

not only serious in itself but there is danger that it may become
more so in the future unless the inducements for young men and
Vi^omen to adequately prepare themselves for research work are

made more attractive. Every effort is being made bj' the stations to

meet, in part at least, the competition in salaries that is now at-

tracting so many away from investigational work.
Another feature is found to be the extent to which station workers

are being called upon to assist in the teaching and other activities

of the colleges. This increasing tendency to combine the research

positions with other duties, often resulting from necessitv, is a

reversion to a practice which early in the history of the stations

was found to be disadvantageous to thoroughgoing investigation.

The experiment stations are passing thtough a critical stage in

their existence which it will require the strongest organized efforts

and broad public appreciation for them to withstand. Research
from its very nature comes but little in the public eye until it

is incorporated in the teachings of the lecture room or dissemi-

nated among the farmers, when its source is apt to receive little

thought. A fuller understanding of the part played by the sta-

tions in the progress of agriculture would help largely in calling

attention to their needs. There is need for greater publicity in their

behalf.

The stations will need more funds to pla}' the part and occupy
the place they should. The prospects for increased State appro-
priations for the coming year are encouraging in many instances,

and there is ground for hope that the tide is already turning. With
proper guidance this should eventually mean a return of a more
settled and stable condition.

EXPERIMENT STATION RECORD.

The program for the year included the publication of volumes 41

and 42 of ?2xperiment Station Record, each consisting of nine num-
bers and the usual author and subject indexes. These volumes con-

tain 7,101 abstracts of the world's scientific literature pertaining

to agriculture, together with the usual monthly editorials discussing

important phases of the developments in agricultural investigation

and brief notes on the progress of institutions for agricultural educa-

tion and research in this country and abroad. The total number of

articles abstracted was slightly larger than that for the previous year.

There was no change of policy as to the scope and treatment of

material. Special efforts, however, were made to advance the time of

issue so that the numbers would be in the readers' hands early in the

month of publication. A definite schedule to this end was worked
out with the (jovernment Printing Office and the preparation of the
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issues was advanced to a current basis, although inability to secure
paper of the quality hitherto deemed essential for a permanent refer-

ence work such as the Record was causing unexpected delays in print-
in"; at the close of the year.

Beginning with volume 42, two mechanical changes were adopted.
The first of these was the trimming of the pages of the individual
issues, and the second the substitution of a new and more conspicu-
ous type for the titles of the various abstracts and notes. Both of
these changes were intended to promote the convenience of the users
of the Record, and have brought many expressions of approval.

Steps were also taken within the year to distribute the surplus
stock of back numbers, for which adequate storage space was no
longer available. The opportunity thus afforded institutions and
individuals to complete their files was quite freely used, the many
requests indicating in a concrete way the value attached to the pub-
lication.

No general index of the Record has been prepared since 1911, the
last issue including volumes 13 to 25. It has been the intention to

issue a similar index covering volumes 26 to 40 as soon as possible

after the completion of the latter volume, but the shortage of the
printing fund has thus f&r rendered its preparation impracticable.
The need of such a combined index and the widespread demand for
it are alike unquestioned.

INSULAR STATIONS.

The Division of Insular Stations continues to represent this de-
partment in the administration of the work and expenditures of the
Federal experiment stations in Alaska, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Guam,
and the Virgin Islands.

During the year the stations began a readjustment from the active

campaign for food production and conservation to the less spectacu-

lar but equally essential investigation of fundamentals of agricul-

ture. In many instances the work during the war indicated lines

of experimentation that needed development in order to present a

program for diversified agriculture for the territory served by the
stations. Conditions since the war have necessitated a study of all

the projects at the different stations and the elimination of those

that are not connected with some urgent problem. Even with a
careful revision of the lines of work the stations find themselves
seriously handicapped by a lack of funds. Everything connected
with the cost of operating the stations has increased, but the reve-

nues have not been augmented in like proportion. The appropria-
tions for the stations for 1920 were : Alaska, $75,000 ; Hawaii, $50,-

000 ; Porto Rico, $50,000 ; Guam, $20,000 ; and Virgin Islands, $15,000.

These sums ( onstituted their entire resources, the funds arising from
the sale of products being no longer available for the maintenance
of the stations. The stations covered into the Treasury of the

United States as miscellaneous receipts $10,502.96 during the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1920.

The stations almost without exception are in need of additional
buildings to properly house the staff and to provide laboratory and
other facilities. Most of them are so remotely situated that resi-
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dences must be provided for the permanent members of the staff and
in some cases for hiborers as well. In the earlier days of the stations

buihiinirs were erected from the sales' fund or from the ref^ular ap-

j)r()priation whenever that was possible. In some instances Terri-

torial assistance was secured for the construction of buildin;L;s, but

this can no lono'er be counted upon. As a result of the limited funds

tlie number and character of the buildings were restricted to the

minimum recpiirements. In Alaska many of the buildings were con-

structed of green or only partly seasoned logs. These are now in

such a condition of decay that modern cottages and barns are needed

for housing tlie men and their families and for properly protecting

the stock, forage, grain, and implements. At the Hawaii and Porto

Rico stations extensive repairs are urgently needed. The (Tuam sta-

tion requires additional cottages and adequate housing for the stock

and grain. The Virgin Islands station has only the old buildings

of a former sugar estate and extensive remodeling is needed to adapt
them to the station's use. Two new cottages are required for mem-
bers of the staff, as the present equipment is not sufficient in number,
convenience, or sanitary equipment. In order to properly man the

stations and keep up the morale of the personnel and thus avoid
frequent changes some concession must be made to counterbalance
the remoteness and isolation of the stations.

It is believed that more adequate provision should be made for

extension work in connection with the insular stations. Work of
this character is carried on in a limited way in Hawaii, Porto Rico,

and Guam, but it is thought that more attention should be given to

its development, not only by the stations noAv engaged in it, but also by
those Avhich are not undertaking such work on account of a lack of

funds. All the stations have information of great practical value to

impart, but are prevented from doing so by a lack of funds to carry

the work to the farmers at their homes. None of the regions served
by the insular stations enjoys the benefit of the legislation which
provides for the extension work in the States, and it is hoped that

this omission will be compensated by increased appropriations to

the stations w^hich are the only competent bodies to carry on this

work.
No changes were made in the executive heads of the stations,

though there were many resignations of the investigational staff.

The stations continue to enjoy the hearty cooperation of various

bureaus and divisions of the department and most hearty acknowl-
edgement is made for the aid thus received.

The administrative and financial review of the affairs of the sta-

tions in connection with the State Relations Service continued as

formeily under the supervision of Walter H. Evans and the account-

ing office of the service.

ALASKA STATIONS.

The Alaska stations reported a very successful year. The con-

struction work at the Kodiak and Matanuska stations was nearly

completed and purchases of live stock for the Matanuska station wore
made. After considerable investigation it Avas decided lo uudortake

the introduction of milking Shorthorn cattle, and fi\'e head wei'e

purchased for the Matanuska station and two for the Fairbanks

24435—AGR 1020 30
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station. In addition there were secured for the Fairbanks station
some Hampshire hofjs and To<^genburg goats. After adequate pro-
visions are made for their care, some of the Galloway cattle now at
Kodiak will be transferred to INIataniiska and Fairbanks. Two yak
were secured through the Canadian Government from the herd at

Banff, and these were taken to Fairbanks where experiments in cross-

ing them with Galloways will be undertaken. It is believed that a

hardy race of cattle can be developed in this way, but in order to
make the experiment a success additional j^ak will be needed.
At Kodiak the herd at the end of 1919 consisted of 46 head of

all ages—23 purebred Galloways, 9 purebred Holstein, 6 crossbred
Holstein-Galloways, and 8 Galloways in the tuberculous herd which
were being used for breeding experiments according to the Bang
method. The station has been quite successful in rearing calves from
reacting dams and there has been no case of reacting to the tuber-
culin test in the young stock. • The sheep at the Kodiak station now
number 23, with a purebred Lincoln ram at the head.
The crop work at the several stations continues about as formerly.

Several hybrid barleys and oats have been given further test at the
Rampart station, and their early ripening and quality commend them
for extended trial in other regions. Some A^ery promising spring
wheats have been produced which are being grown in increase plats

for distribution to farmers throughout the interior of Alaska. At
the Fairbanks station the work is carried on on a field scale for most
part, and many of the hybrids developed at Rampart are given their

first extended trial at Fairbanks. Advantage is taken of its location

to make use of the Fairbanks station for demonstrating the agricul-

tural possibilities of that portion of Alaska. From the station a dis-

tribution of seed grain was made to the farmers in 1918 in an effort

to induce them to begin grain production on an independent basis.

So successful were these efforts that in the summer of 1919 there

were thrashed for 22 farmers in the Tanana Valley 1,128 bushels of

spring wheat, 2,811 bushels of oats, and 121 bushels of barley. Dur-
ing the same season the station produced 303 bushels of spring wheat,

774 bushels of oats, and 125 bushels of barley. As a result of this

production and the demonstrated quality of the flour a cooperative

25-barrel flouring mill has been purchased for erection at Fairbanks.
In the Matanuska region fully 1,000 bushels of grain were pro-

duced in 1919. The work of clearing and building at this station,

which v>^as established in 1917, is progressing favorably, and experi-

ments have been begun with crops that appear suited to the region.

Root crops do well in this locality, which is contiguous to the rail-

road being built from the coast to Fairbanks, potatoes and turnips

giving very satisfactory yields. Experim.ents were begun in 1918

with sugar beets. Samples of beets grown in 1919 averaged about 1

pound each, and of 20 beets that were analyzed the sucrose varied

from 17 to 21.4 per cent, with a coefficient of purity ranging from
78.9 to 83.3 per cent.

An horticultural nursery has been established at the Matanuska
station, where it is planned to not only carry on experiments with all

sorts of hardy tree and bush fruits, but to grow them in sufficient

quantity to supply homesteaders in the region contiguous to the

station.
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As an emergency program during the war, some efforts were made
to carry on extension work in the Tanana and Matanuska Valleys,
and considerable interest was aroused in agricultural production.
With the resumption of the usual investigations it was no longer
possible to continue this effort. It is now quite apparent that ex-

tension work is needed throughout the whole of the interior valleys.

The settlers were in the main attracted to Alaska on account of its

mineral and fishing industries and often had had but little agri-

cultural experience. Many of them are in need of experienced advice
with their problems and unless their efforts are properly directed

thev mav fail. The agronomist in charge of the station strongly
urges provision for an extension agent who shall devote all his time
to studying the farmer's problems and advising him how to succeed
under conditions with which he may not be familiar. The Alaska
advisory connnittee, appointed by the Secretary of the Interior,

recommend the appointment of such an advisor as an important part
in the development of the Territor3^

HAWAII STATION.

The station has continued to direct its investigations toward the
l^roper diversification of the agriculture of the islands and especially

to the production, preservation, and utilization of food products.
Very satisfactory results were obtained in the manufacture of
starches from a considerable number of locally produced crops and
from experiments in the drying of fruits and vegetables. Some of
these products are now under investigation in the Office of Home
Economics and a report upon them is expected soon. The possibility

of the conunercial production of some of these products seems as-

sured. The growing of cassava on an extended scale in Hawaii has
been resumed, owing largely to the station's efforts in securing better
varieties and the demonstration of the use of the roots for feeding
purposes, culinary use, and for making starch. The edible canna
is being widely grown and its tuber like roots are used as a substitute
for Avhite potatoes and for starch, the latter having proved especially
valuable as food for invalids. Among the horticultural projects
especial attention was given to improved mangoes, avocados, papayas,
and to nuts, particularly the Macadamia nut. the dissemination of
Avhich has been quite rapid since its introduction. Efforts are being
concentrated on the propagation and dissemination of the Pirie
mango and the Solo papaya, two superior varieties for Hawaii.
The chemical division has begun a study of the requirements of the
banana for plant-food elements and has a large number of plats de-
s'oted to this investigation. Rotation experiments, combined with
fertility investigations, are in progress on many types of soils and
with many croj:)S. It is hoped that from these experiments the sta-

tion will be able to recommend profitable crop rotations for the
different islands.

The work with corn, pigeon peas, sweet potatoes, and various other
forage and feeding stuffs continues to receive mucli attention, and
through tlie breeding up of locally established varieties the acre
yield of some of the improved strains is more than double that of
the parent varieties. A new variety of cowpea, that is believed to be
an accidental hybrid, is being rapidly propagated for distribution.
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When cut two months after seeding it produced more than 4 tons
of green feed per acre, and from the second growth a good crop of
seed was produced.
The pathologist, just before he resigned to join the staff of the

Hawaii sugar planters' experiment station, had brought his root-

rot studies to a point where the common origin of rots of rice, taro,

bananas, sugar cane, and pineapples seemed to be indicated. The
possible bearing of his discovery on the Lahaina disease of sugar cane
led to his transfer to the sugar experiment station, where he can
devote more of his attention to this phase of the problem. Cooper-
ative work on the control of taro rot and the banana freckle-spot

disease seem to offer some very promising results.

The demonstration work at Haiku, Maui, continues to give excel-

lent data for use in the extension work of the station. Fertilizer

experiments begun several years ago are beginning to show the needs
of Hawaiian soils for phosphatic fertilizers. The possibility of

growing various constituents to enter into concentrated feeding stuffs

has been successfully demonstrated, and a number of mixed feeds

of local origin are now on the market. The Haiku station as a source

from which to obtain improved strains and varieties of various crops

is recognized widely and there is a constant demand for all surplus

seeds and plants.

The extension work is progressing as well as could be expected

with the funds available for this purpose. The work on Maui and
Hawaii, where extension agents are permanently located, is begin-

ning to show satisfactory results. Some attempts have been mada
to organize club v/ork among the boys and girls, and home demonstra-
tion work among the families of the islands. In the latter the

wives of members of the staff took an active part, and the results

from such limited opportunities were so encouraging that the station

desires to continue and expand its club and home demonstration
work. It is thought that through these agencies much good could

be accomplished and at the same time attention called to the other

work of the station. The population of Hawaii is composed of

peoples of m.ari)^ nationalities, and most of them can be reached and
influenced only b}^ direct contact, and on this account a further

development of the extension work is considered desirable.

For several j^ears the station has cooperated with the War Depart-

ment in the production of forage, and now the commanding general

of the Department of Hawaii has requested further cooperation in

a campaign for the production of more adequate food supplies. The
importance of this work is recognized, but the station can not enter

into the work very energetically with its present income and staff.

POETO RICO STATION.

The lines of work of the station during the year have been less

along the production of emergency food and more generally devoted

to fundamental research. The production of some food crops that

w^as stimulated during the war continues to be satisfactory, and of

beans the local demand can now be readily supplied and there is a

considerable surplus for export.

Chemical studies are made with rice in water and soil cultures to

determine the fertilizer requirements of this crop and also the in-
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fluence of phospliatic fertilizers on chlorosis. Experiments are in

progress in which the eli'ect of lime, leguminous crops, cane residues,

and various chemical fertilizers on the nitrogen balance of the soil

are being investigated.

On account of the presence in Porto Rico of the mosaic, or mottling,

disease of sugar cane, work with immune or resistant varieties of cane

is being emphasized. The station is now growing two varieties that

appear to be wholly immune and several others that have such a

high degree of resistance that they give large yields in spite of the

presence of the disease. These varieties are being propagated as

rapidly as possible for distribution to planters. In connection with

the production of food crops the work with beans and rice is con-

tinuing to receive much attention. A large number of varieties of

beans have been tested, and those already acclimated to tropical

conditions appear most promising for extended trial. A black bean

from Venezuela is giving the best yields, but local prejudice against

its color prevents its more extended planting. Some mutants ranging
in color from white to purple have been found, and these are being

carefully studied to find colors that are accceptable and at the same
time prolific in jdeld. The work with rice has been continued, but on
a reduced scale, as it was impossible to secure the cooperation of

managers of large plantations owing to their interest in sugar-cane

growing. Tests of 145 samples of native upland rices were made
in the station trial plats, from Avhich it is hoped to develop valuable

strains for hillside planting. The station has been active in intro-

ducing a number of new crops, and much interest has been aroused
in cowpeas, soy beans, mung beans, and improved varieties of chick-

peas. Additional cover crops have been tested and Crotalaria juncea,

a recent introduction to Porto Kico. gave a yield of 12.6 tons in 10

weeks from planting. Napier, or elephant grass, introduced by the
station a few years ago, is proving adapted to almost every type of
soil and its distribution is proceeding rapidly.

The investigation of vanilla as a possible new industry is being
continued, and the crop of the last season was sold at $3 per pound.
Experiments are in progress on methods of curing and preparing for
market that appear to indicate a higlier grade of product. The
yields obtained suggest conditions under which maximum production
may be expected. One large commercial planting of vanilla has
been made as a result of the station's investigations and others are
contemplated.
Work with vegetables is being given especial attention at the sta-

tion and also on other types of soil in several localities in the island.

Success has been met with in the production of a large range of
standard vegetables, and improved strains are being more generally
planted throughout the island. The work with wilt-resistant toma-
toes seems especially promising, and it is hoped that resistant strains
of good quality will be available for distribution in the near future.
A study is being made of the causes contributor^^ to citrus scab,

especially the effect of certain fertilizers, cover crops, cultivation,
location of groves, etc. A mosquito survey of Mayaguez and vicinity
was made in cooperation with the sanitary authorities of the city.
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The extension work has been actively pursued, and in cooperation
with the special teachers of agriculture data are being obtained on
fields and cost of production of all crops grown on the island.
Through the efforts of the extension division considerable progress
has been made in bringing about closer cooperation in the two citrus
fruit organizations and a number of independent growers. It is ex-
pected that this Avill result in cooperative purchase of supplies and in
the packing and marketing of the entire crop. Meetings are held
throughout the island at which the farmers' problems are discussed,
and a considerable amount of information is distributed through
mimeographed circulars issued monthly by the station. The mailing
lists for these circulars are growing raj^idly.

In 1917 the station erected the first dipping tank for the eradica-
tion of cattle ticks in the island. By regularly dipping its cattle
the station grounds have been freed from ticks, to the great improve-
ment of the condition of the stock. The use of the tank has been
made available to planters in the neighborhood, and during the first

six months of the fiscal year 1,495 head of cattle were dipped in the
station tank. The desirability of tick eradication has been generally
recognized, and 35 tanks have been constructed in various parts of
the island. The public has been pretty well educated to the desira-

bility of tick eradication, and it is believed that the station should
coordinate and direct the various agencies so as to bring about a tick-

free condition as soon as possible. When this is accomplished the

introduction of purebred cattle can be recommended with the as-

surance that the losses now experienced can be avoided. Nothing
else would so contribute to the welfare of the island as a well-deA^el-

oped dairy industry, but this can not be brought about so long as

ticks are a menace.

GUAM STATION.

One of the most important events of the year at the Guam station

was the addition of some purebred stock to its breeding herds and
flocks. On February 5, 1920, after a tempestuous voyage there were
landed safel.y in Guam two Ayrshire bulls, two Berkshire boars, and
a number of Rhode Island Red cockerels and pullets. This is the

largest addition to the live stock of the station since the first ship-

ment in 1911, and its arrival will enable the breeding work to be con-

tinued without the danger of too much inbreeding.

In addition to the ])reeding projects with all the different kinds

of stock, feeding exi^eriments have been begun to find, if possible,

local sources of feed that may supplant those now imported from the

States. For many rations copra meal has been found a satisfactory

substitute for about one-half the grain usually fed. The superiority

of Para and Paspalum grasses both for pasture and as soiling crops

over the native grasses has been demonstrated, and the planting of

these introduced grasses is being extended rapidly. The value of

cowpeas for food and forage is becoming recognized and the people

of Guam are planting increased areas with seed furnished by the

station. Especial attention is being given to chicken breeding and
feeding, as this work seems to appeal particularly to the people of

the island. The experiment in producing a new breed of chickens

by crossing the Rhode Island Red with an especially promising
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strain of native fowl is being continued with promise of success.

The goat-breeding experiments, previously reported upon, have not
been extended because of the lack of purebred sires. Increase breed-
ing with half-blood Toggenburgs is being continued.
The work in agronomy was largely with root and forage crops

and soil studies, especial emphasis being given to local crops and im-
ported ones for Avhich there is a demand. The size of the plats in

the agronomy work was increased so as to more nearly represent
field conditions. Cost accounting has been begun to determine the
cost of producing some of the more important crops. The cost of
preparing the land and planting Paspalum, a valuable forage grass
introduced by the station, was $42.69; milo and sorghum, $9.44;
vehet beans, $22.95

;
pigeon peas, $10.91 ; covrpeas, $6.79 ; and sweet

potatoes, $11.74 per acre. The higher cost for Paspalum is due to

the fact that it is propagated by planting root divisions and stem
cuttings.

As the work in Guam progresses it is found that there are many
peculiar soil problems. Analyses have shown the presence of some
very unusual soils, and pot experiments are in progress to determine
their adaptability to various crops. Another series of soil experi-
ments is being carried on to ascertain, if possible, the cause of the
frequent infertility of newl3^-plowed land as compared with the same
soils after being cropped for a few years.

The horticultural work was largely the growing of vegetables and
the restoration of the orchards and permanent plantings that were
badly damaged by the typhoon of July 6, 1918. By pruning, staking,
budding, grafting, etc., all the more valuable varieties were saved,
and in addition new plantings of other tropical fruits in better loca-

tions were made. Considerable success is reported in the growing
of vegetables, and the people of the island are giving considerable
attention to their cultivation. Supplies of fresh vegetables are now
to be found in the local markets that can be easily traced to the work
of tlie station in introducing and developing them.
The extension department of the station had a very successful

year. Three lines of work are in progress—adult demonstrations,
boys' and girls' clubs, and school gardens. The adult demonstra-
tions are carried on with the best farmers in the different localities,

and they are expected to give to neighbors for planting an amount
of seed equal to that supplied them by the station. This plan is

working very successfully and is considered responsible for the large
areas now planted to coAvpeas. At the close of the fiscal year 145
farmers in six districts were conducting demonstrations with this
crop. School gardens are maintained throughout the island, and in
the absence of agriciilturally trained teachers the extension agent is

called upon to prepare all planting and cultivating schedules. The
value of produce sold from school gardens to March 15, 1920, was
$184.40, with many of tlie more important crops yet to be harvested.
The club work, which was first organized in March, 1919, has proved
very popular, and corn, bean, taro, copra, pig, and poultry-raising
clubs have been formed. A total enrollment of 545, out of a school
enumeration of aliout 2.200, was reported. Of this number, 439, or
80 per cent, completed their year's work and submitted reports and
stories of their achievements. The value of the products raised by
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these club members Avas $3,513.63. At the last a«^ricultural and indus-
trial fair held at Af^ana February, 1920, boys' and fjirls' club members
contributed 375 out of 557 exhibits, and they aa'ou a lar^re percentage
of the prizes in the classes in which they exhibited. The extension
AYork is developin*; rapidly, and it is believed through this agency
much can be accomplished of permanent value to the agricultural
development of the island. To more efficiently carry on this work,
better facilities for travel are needed.

VIRGIN ISLANDS STATION.

The work of the Virgin Islands station has been continued very
largely along the lines developed before the station was acquired by
this department. The principal investigations have been in agron-
omy—sugar cane, corn, and Sea-Island cotton receiving the most at-

tention. During the year an entomologist Avas added to the staff

and he has begun a survey of the islands to determine the most
troublesome pests, and has inaugurated some experiments for their

control. A collection of the scale insects of the Virgin Islands has
been begun and nearly 50 species have been collected and identified.

Experiments have shown that most of these insects can be controlled

by the use of kerosene emulsion to v/hich fusel oil is added.
The work of breeding and testing new varieties of sugar cane is

being continued with very good success. The variety S. C. 12/4
bred at the station continues to give large yields of cane having a

high sugar content, and its cultivation is being extended on a number
of plantations. Several other new" seedling varieties are very promis-
ing and their field trial is beincr begun. More than 100,000 cuttings

were distributed to various estates for trial during the year. About
3,000 new seedlings were grown during the fiscal year 1920, but many
were lost due to a severe drought that lasted from February to

June.
The station's cotton-breeding experiments are being continued.

About 180 acres of Sea-Island cotton was planted in St. Croix, the

seed being secured from the station. An average yield of 600 pounds
of seed cotton per acre was secured. The crop of 1918-19 averaged
1,000 pounds of seed cotton per acre and ginned about 27 per cent

lint, which was sold in Liverpool at from $1.80 to $2 per pound. In
the plat work at the station one strain yielded at the rate of 4,000

pounds of seed cotton per acre, the lint being If inches long, strong,

and of good color and luster. Twenty-six samples of hand-ginned
cotton were submitted to the Bureau of Markets of the Department
for judging according to the official cotton standards for Sea-Island

cotton. The lint ranged from H to 1| inches in the different lots.

Some of the samples were considered worth a premium over the

grades of Sea-Island cotton. One variet}' of cotton growing at the

station has been found comparatively resistant to the blister mite,

one of the most serious cotton pests of the island. The corn investi-

gations of the station consist of breeding work and studies of methods
of planting. An attempt is being made to secure a fixed variety for

general cultivation and by hybridizing to produce a table corn

adapted to the Tropics. A considerable number of crosses have been

made from which to select the types best suited to the conditions of

the experiment.
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The <i:rowin<^ of vegetables and fruits is badly neglected in the
Virgin Islands, and the station has begun experiments on the adapta-
bility of weli-knoAvn varieties of common tropical and temperate
climate fruits and vegetables. Tomatoes, string beans, carrots, kold-

rabi, beets, etc., were all grown very successfully during the past

year. Cabbage, melons, cucumbers, and others grew well, but were
badly injured by insect attacks. P'xperiments are in progress for

the contiol of these pests. An effort is being made to introduce the

papaya into general use as a fruit and vegetable, and a large amount
of seed was distributed throughout the island. Plantings of man-
goes, avocados, and citrus trees were made at the station, and some
of the lime trees in the small orchard planted in 1915 have been

successfully top-worked to grapefruit. On account of the limited

supplies oi fruits and vegetables in vaiietj'^, especial efforts will be
made not only in St. Croix but in the other islands to stimulate their

production.

OFFICE OF EXTENSION WORK IN THE SOUTH.

J. A. Evans, Chief.

The Office of Extension Work in the South has charge of the co-

operative extension work of the Department of Agriculture in the

15 Southern States. Except the decrease in administrative organiza-

tion, noted below, its functions, administrative organization, and
relationships with the subject-matter bureaus of the department and
with the State extension services remained unchanged.

ADMINISTRATIVE FORCE.

January 15, 1920, Dr. Bradford Knapp, who had been chief of

the Office of Extension Work South from the time of its organiza-

tion in 1915, retired from the service of the department to become
dean of the College of Agriculture of the University of xVrkansas

and director of the Arkansas Experiment Station. Dr. Knai.>p had
been associated i\'ith his father. Dr. Seaman A. Knapp, in the early

development of the farmers' cooperative demonstration work in the

Southern States, and succeeded him in the administration of that

work while it was connected with the Bureau of Plant Industry.

The l)road knowledge of soutliern agriculture possessed by Dr.

Bradford Knapp, and his leadersliip in the movement for the im-

provement of southern agriculture through the cooperation of farm-

ei's, business men, and extension agents, made his services very val-

uable and his withdrawal from our service was greatly regretted.

His successor is Mr. J. A. Evans, formerly assistant chief of the

southern extension office, who has been connected with the demon-

stration work since February 12. 1904.

Within the Department of Agriculture the Office of Extension

Work in the South w^as represented at the close of the year by one

chief, one assistant chief, three field agents in the administration of

the county agent and cooperative extension work in the States;

four men and four women in the administration of the home-demon-
stration work and the boys' and girls' club work; and the necessary

office assistants and clerical force. There was a decrease of two in
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the administrative staff for county a<;ents and cooperative extension
work in the States, and one in the .uhninistration staff for vsomen
and }x\vW work (hirin»i; the fiscal year.

In a(hlition there were two nefjjro fiehl agents, with offices in the
fiehl, but under the direct supervision of the Washington office.

At tlie close of the year ended June 30, 1920, there were in the
Southern States 15 directors of extension, 15 State agents or assistant

directors, Gl assistant State and district agents, 834 county agents, 35

assistant county agents, 158 negro agents, 77 boys' club agents, 15

State home-demonstration agents, 77 assistant State home-demonstra-
tion agents and district agents, 564 county home-demonstration
agents, 74 negro women agents; total, 1,925. This is 335 fewer men
and 438 fewer women than w^ere employed in all capacities in the
southern extension work at the close of the fiscal year 1919.

There were also during the year 10 representatives of sul)ject-

matter bureaus of the department cooperating wath the Office of Ex-
tension Work in the South in taking technical information from the

department to the States.

FINANCES.

The total amount available for extension work in the 15 Southern
States in 1919-20 was $5,352,300. Of this amount the Federal Gov-
ernment contributed $2,682,119, including $495,000 from direct ap-

propriations to the States Eelations Service for farm demonstration
work, $168,600 from appropriations to other bureaus of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, $1,343,880 under the provisions of the Smith-
Lever Act, and $674,600 from funds appropriated to supplement the

regular Smith-Lever funds. The States contributed $1,868,519 to

offset the latter two amounts. In addition, there was available from
State and college funds, $52,400; from county funds, $718,900; and
from other miscellaneous sources, $30,425. These funds were used as

follows: For administration, $339,600; county-agent work, $2,541,-

800: home-demonstration work, $1,422,600; boys' agricultural club

work, $159,500; specialists, $796,800; publications, $92,100.

COUNTY AGENTS.

ORGANIZATION.

During the vear the number of definite organizations within the

counties cooperating with the county agent and the State extension

service has been greatly increased. In a number of the States these

organizations have taken the form of farm bureaus with paid mem-
bership, and in other States the county organization is known as the

county farm council or county council of agriculture. In the ma-
jority of the Southern States these organizations still consist of vol-

untary community organizations of farmers and their families on a

nonfee basis. In all cases these county and community organizations

cooperate with the county agents in outlining community and county
plans of work and participate actively in carrying out the programs
thus outlined. The main features of work usually undertaken
through these organizations comprise field demonstrations conducted
by the farmer, and marketing activities through the local and county
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organizations. ISIeetings are held from time to time, and miscel-

laneous information is given for the purpose of assisting individuals

in solving their farm problems.

PLAN OF WORK.

In the South the county agricultural agent and the county home-
demonstration agent are the recognized leaders in all agricultural

extension activities in the county. Through them the efforts of all

members of the extension service—State and district agents, special-

ists from the State agricultural college and the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, and State and district club agents—reach the

farmer and his familj'. The count}' agricultural agent is responsible

in his county for all lines of work with men and the boys' club work,
and the home-demonstration agent is responsible for all lines of work
with women and the girls' club work. Usually a definite written plan
of work for the year is agreed upon for the county by the agents in

cooperation with district agents and specialists and the advisory com-
mittee of the supporting county organization. Such plans are sul)-

mitted to the cooperative extension authorities of the State for ap-
proval. The plan includes a program of demonstrations, both indi-

vidual and community, with crops and live stock, special campaigns,
field meetings, organization work, marketing, organization of

clubs, etc.

RESULTS.

The extension work in the South, in common with every other
activity, has had to undergo more or less readjustment since the war.
The decrease in funds made it necessary to greatly decrease the force

of agents, both men and women, within the States, and in all cases

it has been found a little difHcult to abandon the promiscuous ac-

tivities so necessary during the war period and concentrate on
dfefijnite programs of extension work. Notwithstanding the tempta-
tion of high prices for cotton and other sectional money crops, the
general effect of a continuous and consistent program for better

balanced farming has been maintained, as evidenced in improved
and increased production of food and feed crops as well as live

stock, and in development of coperative marketing and purchasing.
In the 11 cotton States the increased acreage in various crops over

those shown in the census of 1909 was as follows: Corn, 20 per cent;

wheat, 203 per cent; oats, 125 per cent; hay, 155 per cent; Irish

potatoes, 67 per cent; sweet potatoes, 72 per cent; rice, 31 per cent;

peanuts, 44 per cent. Grain sorghums have increased from 1915 to

1919, 30 per cent in Texas and Oklahoma alone, and velvet beans
increased from a small acreage in 1910 to 3,434,000 acres in 1919.

The acreage of cotton in 1919 was exceeded seven times during the

last 10 years.

The live-stock industry in the South has shown steady and grati-

fying gains. The number of dairy cows and "other cattle'"' was
increased over previous years, as was also the number of hogs. The
boys' pig clubs, which have continued to grow in popularity and
numbers, have been an outstanding influence in inti-oducing i>ure-

bred hogs in all sections of the South. The number of hogs slupped
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cooperatively was j^reatly increased. Practically every county in

the South havinf^ a county agent shipped a large portion of their

marketable hogs in this way during the year. The total number of

hogs in the Southern States has increased by 31 per cent since 1910.

Of the 20 States ranking highest in point of hog production, 10 are

in the southern territory,

DEMON STRATIONS.

Actual field demonstrations conducted by the farmer on his own
land untler the guidance of the county agent and specialists remain

the basis of county-agent Avork in the South. Where the community
organizations cooperate fully in extension work the demonstrations

are usually on a community basis, following the definite plan of

work adopted in cooperation with the local organization, and is for

the purpose of illustrating the agricultural practices best adapted

to the section.

The total number of a', res in crop demonstrations in 1919 Avas

2,664,723. The total number of farmers demonstrating was 246,982.

These demonstrations have dealt with all of the more important

phases of crop and live-stock production in the South as well as Avith

cooperatiA^e marketing and purchasing. The largest acreage in dem-

onstrations Avith one crop Avas in corn. More than 57,000 demon-

strators cultivated a total of 645,716 acres under special instruction,

Avith an average yield of 37 bushels an acre, or more than double

the average yield of the whole territory. The county agents Aver&

especially active during the year in the Avork of introducing im-

proved live stock, and securing the adoption of better methods of

feeding and care and protection against diseases and pests. County
agents have everywhere urged the necessity of tick eradication, and
assisted in stocking the counties Avith improved cattle after the ter-

ritory has been released from quarantine.

Tlie great groAvth of cooperative marketing and purchasing has

been one of the outstanding results of extension work in the South.

County agents, assisted b}^ marketing specialists, through market-

ing demonstrations and by instruction and advice, haA^e aided local

and county associations of farmers in the cooperative selling of

all kinds of farm produce and live stock, and in the cooperative pur-

chasing of a great variety of farm necessities. Education in busi-

ness systems of marketing and purchasing of staple farm supplies

has been one of the vital needs of this section, and in no phase of

extension work has the assistance of county agents been more highly

appreciated or secured more outstanding results. In most of the

States the Bureau of Markets of the United States Department of

Agriculture has specialists in marketing either in direct or A'ery

close cooperation with the extension divisions of the colleges. In

a number of the States there is also close cooperation l^etAveen the

State departments of agriculture and the extension diAdsions of the

agricultural colleges in this activity. The grand total value of all

products cooperatively marketed or purchased through the assist-

ance and advice of county agents during the year Avas $34,534,886.

representing a saving of $4,547,418, or over 13 per cent on the totali

volume of business.
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As farmers have <xainecl knowledf^e of methods and acquired confi-

dence in their ability to do business on a cooperative basis they are

beginning to undertake definite business organizations on a county-
wide or even State-wide scale for the marketing of their main cash
crops, such as cotton, tobacco, peanuts, etc.

Owing to the cooperative work in cotton grading, classing, and
stapling, and information given as to the market value of the various

grades and staples by the extension division of Texas in coopera-

tion with the Bureau of Markets, it is estimated that between
$1,000,000 and $2,000,000 were saved to the cotton farmers of that

State alone during the year in increased returns for the cotton

graded, classed, and sold in this way. Considerable work of this

kind was also done in a tentative way in the other cotton States.

The results have been such as encourage most of the States to plan

for greatly enlarged pi-ograms of work along this line for the ensu-

ing year.

HOME-DEMONSTRATION WORK AND GIRLS' CLUB WORK.

Home-demonstration work for women and girls was organized
to render to the rural homo a service similar to that which is done for

the farm through the county agricultural agent. It is organized as

a definite part of the State extension service, and represents the co-

operative effort of the State agricultural college and the T"'^nited

States Department of Agriculture, and counties and communities.
In the majority of the States in the South the home-demonstration
division of the extension ser^nce carries the entire extension work for

women and girls. The work is organized on much the same basis in

all the States. There is a woman in charge of the work in every
State. In Virginia, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia, Florida, Mississippi. Louisiana, Texas, Oklahoma, and
Arkansas she is practically an assistant director, responsible to the

director of extension and in charge of the home-demonstration work
for women and girls.

Organization of rural people, as a result of extension work both
in agriculture and in home economics, has been remarkably rapid,

the clubs of women and girls often, though not always, representing
a community organization. More and more, however, is real com-
munity organization developing out of these women's and girls'

clubs; men and women, boys and girls being thus brought together
for purposes of community betterment or social intercourse and
recreation.

In most counties the home-demonstration agent has a woman's ad-
visory conmiittee witli which she confers as to types of work to be
carried on. as well as regarding any important problems that may
arise. Kural women arc (level()[)ing surprising qualities of leader-

ship, and aside from meml)ership in their local clubs, whose meetings
they C(mduct in strictly parliamentary style, they are being appointed
as members of the conununity as well as county farm and home
councils. As sucli they share with the men the responsibility of
shaping policies and directing affairs affecting the general improve-
ment of their comnninities.

As organization of rural women jirogresses, community enter-
prises are l)eing fo.'-tered more and more. Egg circles are formed
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and the members learn to <j:rade and pack their eggs carefully in
standardized cartons. By cooperative shipping and marketing, bet-
tor m;irkots and bettor pricop are secured. Tlie -women themselves,
morooAcr, are rapidly being trained in up-to-date business methods.
Curb markets have been established in many towns, providing op-

portunity for the rural women to bring in their butter, eggs, poultry,
fresh fruits, and vegetables, and receive for them better prices than
jL'Ould be obtained nearer home.

Numbers of rest rooms have been established, especially at the
county seats or in the larger business centers. The rest room has
frequently demonstrated the need for a demonstration or community
kitchen.

PUKPOSE AND PLAN OF HOME-DEMONSTKATION WORK.

The object of home-demonstration work is the fullest and finest

development of Avomen and girls through the use of all of the many
resources of the farm and the farm community. The largest possible
number of rural home makers receive direct assistance in problems
of production, conservation, and utilization of food, and in the
preservation of health and prevention of disease ; marketing of home-
grown products ; making, purchasing, and using labor-saving equip-
ment ; home management ; child welfare ; selection, making, and con-
servation of clothing; beautifying the home buildings and grounds;
developing of community enterprises, including canneries, drying
plants, curb markets, rest rooms, etc.

Considerable attention has been given to social enjoyment and
recreation, as well as to general improvement of conditions in the
community. It has been found most desirable to follow a well-defined
program, but all along the line home-demonstration agents find hun-
dreds of opportunities to give advice and make suggestions which
lead to better living.

BESUXTS.

During the last year the 15 Southern States had 20,323 clubs of
rural girls and women, with an enrollment of almost 500,000 members.
Of these, 8,396 were girls' garden and canning clubs, with a mem-
bership of 179,913 ; 5,102 were women's home-demonstration clubs,

with an enrollment of 93,562 members: 947 were clubs for negro
girls, with an enrollment of 33.944; 1.047 were clubs for rural negro
women, with a membership of 38.036. There were in addition 5,496
poultry cluljs for girls, with an enrollment of 47,701 members; 1.114

poultry clubs for women, with a membership of 23,015 ; 2,146 girls

and 6,829 women enrolled in butter making; 3,567 girls and 7,272

women enrolled in cottage-cheese making; 43.199 women and girls

were enrolled for special demonstrations in the introduction of new
fruits and vegetables; and 1.490 negro girls and women doing special

work in poultry.
Owing to the'cutting off, July 1. 1919, of the emergen y appropria-

tion, practically all urban work had to be abandoned, and in many
cases assistant countj^ home-demonstration agents were dropped from
the rolls or transferred to se]3arate counties. Unorganized counties

which during the war had had the benefit of help of emergency
agents were left without any one Avhen these special funds were with-
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draAvn. This accounts for the marked reduction not only in number of
chibs and enrolled membership, but also in the production as well as

conservation of food. Another factor that must be considered in this

connection is the reaction that came after the armistice was signed,

which led to a great letting down in activity, especially in production
of food. If the figures for the past year be compared with prewar
figures, however, it will be seen that in the Southern States there has
been a steady, normal growth in the home-demonstration work.
There has been a gradual increase year by year in the amount of

State and local funds appropriated. This indicates the growing
appreciation of the home-demonstration work among the people who
are receiving its benefits.

As heretofore, food production was stressed, since it not only adds
to variety in the family diet but enables many girls and women to

add to their income. The reports show that 4,766,83G pounds of fruit

and vegetables, valued at $410,136; were used at home or sold fresh.

The food, including fruits, vegetables, meat, poultry, and fish, canned
or otherwise preserved, during the year had an estimated value of
over $12,000,000.
Another important part of the work was that concerned with the

utilization of food and the improvement of the home dietary. It in-

cluded demonstrations and instructions in the home use of fruits^

vegetables, eggs, milk, and milk products, improved methods of
bread making and other forms of home cookery, and various other
related subjects.

The agents report a remarkable increase in enrollment and interest

in poultry Avork. Better breeds of poultry, early hatching so as to
have hens ready for winter laying, better feeding and housing of
l)irils, production of infertile eggs, and preservation of eggs in water
glass were the points most emphasized.

Instruction in sewing is incidental to other lines of girls' club
work. Attractive uniforms for canning work, for frardeninir. and
even for dairy and ponltrv work are made for the girls. They also
receive help in preparing dainty articles for the home, such as lunch-
eon cloths and napkins, while a very special feature of the past year
has been the making of articles for th-3 girl's own room—curtains,
dre.sser covers, centerpieces, etc.

Witli women, sewing as applied to the conservation of clothing
was a nio.st al sorbing topic. This work included the study of tex-
tiles, selection and care of clothing, and making or remodeling of
garments. The work in the care of clothing has naturally called
forth greater interest in proper methods of laundering.

Undf)iibtedly the newest phase of home-demonstration work is the
beautification of the home, both Avithin and Avithout. During tlie

year just completed this has created a demand for assistance in the
planning of neAv homes and in the remodeling of others; in the re-

arranging of kitclions, especially for greater convt^nience. It has
led to the installing of Avater, and heating and lighting systems: the
introduction of both homemade and purchased labor-saving de-
vices; and the improA'ement of the home and adjacent buildings, by
the planting of lawns, flowers, shrubbery, and trees.

The home-demonstration program includes Avoi-k Avith negro girls
and women. T'^^nder the supervision of the Avhite hoine-denionstra-
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tion afjfents the negro agents ai'e obtaining excellent results in food
production, preser\ation, and utilization, in sanitation and health,
jii home inchistry and thrift, and in home beautihcation.

BOYS' AGRICULTURAL CLUBS.

Boys' club work in the Southern States has had one of the most
trying years in its history. The discontinuance of the emergency
appropriation, coupled with the loss of war activity stimulus, re-

duced paid and voluntary leadership to a marked extent. However,
the 1919 enrollment was 158,738, exceeding the prewar enrollment by
more than 40,000. This includes negro boys in the so-called " farm
makers' " clubs. The products of the regular club work had an esti-

mated value of over $8,000,000. The average yield per acre of corn
grown by club members Avas 48 bushels, while the average for the
Southern States was 21 bushels.

The organized agricultural club, composed of club members who
conduct various demonstrations, is rapidly evolving into the com-
munity club in which all community interests participate. County
prizes are offered for community effort and rivalry between clubs
causes community spirit to run high. The local boys' club judging
team continues to be an effective means of stimulating local pride,

each community desiring its team to win at the county fair and have
the honor of competing at the State fair.

The county encampment and short course have been two of the
greatest factors in keej^ing club interest at a high pitch, and have
been Aery effective means of giving instruction in A^arious useful
lines. Wholesome entertainment is encouraged at the camps, and
when the club members return home they are fitted to lead in much-
needed recreational activities in the rural communities. Club mem-
bers are selected at the county encampment to attend the State en-

campment or short course usually held at the agricultural college.

Many who receive instruction at these meetings are inspired to seek

a college education.

EXTENSION SPECIALISTS.

Extension specialists attached to the agricultural <;olleges have
rendered excellent service in assisting the county agents and county
home-demonstration agents in solving special problems arising in

their territories. The necessity for a reasonable staff of well-trained

specialists to assist county agents in handling unusual problems such
as the growing and marketing of special crops, the control of diseases

of plants and animals, use of fertilizers, dairying, poultry, general

live stock, and marketing, is thoroughly recognized. Specialists do
not usually work independently except in territory where there is

no county agent, their chief function being to instruct, advise, and
assist the county agents. As a rule, definite programs of Avork,

in cooperation with the county agents and approved by the director,

are followed so as to thoroughly correlate the work of the specialists

and the county agents.

Subject-matter spcci;;]ists of tlie r>urcau of Anim;il Industry,

Bureau of Plant Industry, Bureau of Entomology, Bureau of Mar-
kets, and the OflBce of Farm Management cooperated in extension

work in the South during the year.
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NEGRO WORK.

Ill some of the Southern States more than 50 per cent of the
rural popuhition is composed of negroes. It is obvious that in any
scheme of agricultural education designed to improve the average
agricultural practice they must be reached. Without exception,

white agents have, as far as possible, assisted and advised negro
farmers, whether tenants or owners, the same as white farmers. In
their reports no distinction is made and it is impossible to accurately

St site the total number of negro farmers who have cooperated with and
been assisted by the agents, but the number has unquestionably been
very large. Many of the best demonstrations along all lines have
been carried on by negro farmers under the direction of the white
county agents.

In certain sections where a very large proportion of the rural

population is composed of negroes, local or assistant agents of their

own race have been employed.
At the close of the fiscal jeav there were 158 negro demonstration

agents and 74 negro women agents so employed, with 2 negro field

agents.

In this work the department and the State agricultural colleges

luive as a rule cooperated with the negro agricultural colleges.

Some striking results have been secured. The work has been very
effective, particularly in stimulating the production of home supplies,

especially the home garden, in securing the adoption of better farm
methods, and in educating the negro farmers to the importance of

better live stock, the use of improved implements, and better sanita-

tion and living conditions.

During the year three conferences were held to study the negro
work and plan ways for more effectively reaching and helping the

negro farmers. The conferences were held at Hampton Institute,

Virginia; Tuskegee Institute, Alabama; and Prairie View Normal
College, Texas, and were attended by AVashington officials of the

States Relations Service and the State extension directors and negro
leaders, both men and women, in the three groups of States.

Successful extension coui-ses for negro farmers and their families

were held in several of the States for the first time this year in con-

nection with the negro agricultural schools. The responsible negro
leadership in the South is cooperating with the extension work more
effectively than ever before, and real progress is being made in inter-

esting the negro farmers and their families in better agriculture,

better schools, and improved living conditions on the farm.

NEEDS OF THE WORK.

The outstanding needs of the extension work are better qualified

men and women for the service and more money for the support
of the work.

It is becoming a very (lilliciilt matter to find men an;! Avomen
(lualified both by education and by {practical experience to fill ]>osi-

tions as county agents and county home-demonstration agents. The
agricultural collegi's and colleges for the training of women are
beginning to realize that extension work is a sj)ecial field re(|uiring
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special training. A few of the colleges in the South have already
put on ov are preparing to put on special courses designed to fit the
students for this held of Avork. The educational requirements of
the county agents and county home-demonstration agents are higher
than ever before and only thorough technical training will meet the
need. While this is true, it has been the experience of the extension
divisions that practical experience is equally as important a qualifica-

tion for county-agent work. It is becoming increasingly difficult to
retain in extension employment the men and women who have
demonstrated their fitness for this work because of the competition
from business and farming interests paying much higher salaries
than are paid in extension work. County appropriations in the
South, in a great many instances, have been greatly increased this
year in the effort to secure and retain the right kind of men and
women, but the need for more monej^ both to extend the work and
to give better compensation in the way of salarj^ and expenses to.

the workers, is urgent.

OUTLOOK.

Extension work in the South is on a solid basis of popular ap-
proval, as conclusively shown b}^ the largely increased local appro-
priations for the support of the work and the cooperation and sup
port of farmers, bankers, and other business men in the club work and
other extension activities. Organized community effort in coopera-
tion with the extension divisions of the colleges and the department
is becoming more general everywhere and is more readily secured
than ever before. Indeed, one of the outstanding results of exten-
sion work has been the education of farmers in cooperation.
To meet the demand for advice and assistance in cooperative mar-

keting of farm products and cooperative purchasing of staple farm
supplies the extension divisions will be compelled to give more atten-

tion than ever before to this phase of the work.
The boys' and girls' club activities have grown in importance and

influence and command the hearty cooperation of bankers, business

men, and citizens generally.

The work with the rural women in home improvement and home
economics is growing rapidly and is assuming equal importance with
the other major lines of extension activities.

Extension work has now its greatest opportunity for service, and
the assured outlook is that with adequate support it will continue to.

grow in power, influence, and usefulness.

OFFICE OF EXTENSION WORK IN THE NORTH AND WEST.

C. B. Smith, Chief.

GENERAL REVIEW.

This office has charge of the extension work in the 33 Northern and
Western States. During the year attention was given especially to

the strengthening of work already in progress rather than to the

starting of new lines of work.
The county-af/ent ^oork^ which was so rapidly expanded during-

the war, obtained such a firm foothold in the good will of the farmers
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that the withdrawal of a hirge portion of Federal financial support
did not seriously affect the work, the farmers and county govern-
ments meeting the situation with locally contributed funds. There
are still approximatel}^ 400 counties needing agents to complete the

system throughout the North and West.
The home-deinonstration work has undergone extensive adjustment

and stabilizing. In practically all of the States this is now being put
on a definite county basis with local financial support and well-organ-
ized groups of women within the counties supporting the work. The
year closed with about 220 counties thus organized with a home-dem-
onstration agent in each county. AVith the experience gained in

handling the work it should go forward now systematically until all

the rural counties have such an agent.

The hoys" and girls'' club work is one of the -most popular features

of the extension work. It is being carried on by practically all the

county agents and home-demonstration agents as an important aid

in the work, while in more than 270 counties the work has so devel-

oped that it has been found desirable to employ count}' club agents
who give their full time to it.

The fariii-incunujeinent demonstration work, which is in part
financed by this office, had one of the best years since the work began
in 1914 in the way of numbers of farmers reached and development,
of methods of doing the work.

Local cooperation and supjyort.—The plan of conducting extension
work in intimate contact with the people concerned was continued
with the most substantial kind of cooperation and support. Under
this plan the agents of the P'ederal Government and the State and
the local people concerned counsel together to consider the needs of
the community, to agree upon programs of work, and to select the
local men and women who will conduct the demonstrations, the agents
of the Government lending their support, but the people themselves
doing the work, reporting upon results, and explaining the work to

interested neighbors. There is thus being put into operation on a

large scale one of the most satisfactory and ps^'chologically sound
SA'stems of adult teaching for rural people ever put into effect in any
country.

Finances.—The total funds available for extension work in 1919"20

in the Xorthern and Western States was $8,901,800. Of this amount,
the Federal Government contributed $3,097,100, including $480,800
appropriated directly to the States Relations Service for farm-
(U'monstration work. $127,200 from appropriations to other bureaus
of the Department of Agriculture, $1,736,100 under the provisions of
the Smith-Lever Act. and $744,000 from funds appropriated to sup-

))lement the regular Smith-Lever funds. As an offset to the latter

two amounts the States contributed $2,150,100. In addition, there

was availal)le from the States and colleges $913,000, from county
funds ?^2.27r),3()0, and from other miscelhincous sduiti-s s4(',i;.l*()().

Those funds were used as follows: For administration. $580,400;
printing and distribution of publications, $109,300: county-agent
work, $4,888,000; extension work with women, $1,161,700; boys' and
girls' club work, $661,800: nnd extension specialists, $1,500,600.
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COUNTY-AGENT WORK,

On June 30, 1920, 1,145 counties were cooperating with the State
and Federal agencies in the employment of county agricultural
agents, while 20 more counties were covered by 10 district agents.
In addition there were 58 counties with funds available which were
temporarily without agents while awaiting the selection of a suit-

able candidate, making a total of 1,223 agricultural counties being
reached by either county or district agents. There were also 8
assistant county agents, 33 county-agent leaders, and G5 assistant
county-agent leaders, making a total of 1,319 field workers emplo.yed
on June 30, 1920. June 30, 1919, 1,106 counties were cooperating in

the employment of county agents and 105 other counties were being
covered by 45 district agents. While the number of agricultural
counties covered did not materiall}^ change during the year, the
growth of the work on the basis of local financial cooperation was
most satisfactory.

In view of the very rapid organization of the work during the
war the progress of the past year was most gratifying. This is par-
ticularly worthy of note when considered in connection with the
heavy withdrawal of Federal funds with the expiration of the food
production act on June 30, 1919. This was made up in part by the in-

crease of supplementary Smith-Lever funds but in a relatively much
larger part by increased appropriations from States and counties

and by subscriptions from farmers who desired to see the work con-

tinued. Without the help of the farmers in securing grants from
county commissioners and in voluntarily coming to the support of the

work at this time it would have suffered a serious loss in territory

covered, with consequent decreased confidence in the future o'f the
work. Stimulated by the war emergency, county-agent work in-

creased 100 per cent in the short period of 14 months and gained more
in territory reached than it had in the preceding six years. That
this hastily constructed emergency line should have withstood the
" shock " of peace is a splendid tribute to the character of service

rendered by the war-time county agents and the business sense of the

American farmer in supporting trained, capable leadership.

COMMUNITY PROGRAMS OF WORK.

The widespread development of community programs of work
marks another great forward step in county-agent work during the

fiscal year 1920. Throughout the 33 Northern and Western States

leaders and agents have been successful in demonstrating the great

worth of this method of organizing extension eifort, and rural leaders

have helped to bring community program making to a high develop-

ment. As a result, communitj^ effort has been stimulated and a

greater community consciousness aroused, with a consequent accept-

ance of greater responsibilities on the part of rural leaders.

The basis of successful effort is confidence, interest, and enthusiasm,

and these are best developed in a small, local, or community group
where frequent personal contact is possible. The coramunity

analysis of local programs has the advantage over county-wide pro-

gram making in that the people who are working together know each

other, while the work undertaken is more vital and the results more
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easily forecast. Instead of delegates who may not know each other
coming together from all over the county to work out a program, a

few chosen representatives come together in the community to con-

sider things from a community standpoint. These local leaders coun-
sel together to determine what the local factors are that may limit

profitable and progressive farming and satisfactory home and com-
munity life. When they determine these, they settle upon the out-

standing problems and set a goal or standard of accomplishment for

the community to be reached during the 3'ear and select from among
themselves leaders to carr}' out the program. In the selection of these

community programs the county agent and the other county extension
agents who may be employed sit as advisors in considering the techni-

cal phases of the work and help work out a division of labor. They
present to the community group information as to what help can be
secured from the agricultural college, the Department of Agriculture,

or other public institutions as well as the part they may play. Natur-
ally such real counsel, such close planning, such sharing of responsi-

bility must and does assure much better planned and directed effort

and greater accomplishment.

DEMONSTRATIONS.

County-agent work is based on successful demonstration. This
work was seriously interrupted during the war period and particu-

larly so during 1918. The work then partook more of the nature of

campaigns, such as those for increased wheat production, home
gardens, corn production, hog raising, and the like. It is significant,

however, that the year just closed witnessed a return of demonstration
methods with perhaps increased emphasis. This is borne out by the

following figures, which cover the crop years 1918 and 1919, re-

spectively :

Demonstrations, 1918 and 1919.

Item. 1918 1919

Number of demonstrations 78, 868
]

90, 660
Number of demonstration meetings 33, 001 55, 465
Total attendance at meetings < 677,653 832,681

These demonstrations involved almost eveiy phase of crop and
live-stock production. Worthy of special note are seed corn selection

;

seed corn testing; control of oat and wheat smut; disease of potatoes;
standaj'dization of cereal varieties; introduction of alfalfa, sweet
clover, and soy beans; orchard spraying, pruning, and cultivating;

cow testing for production: building of silos and feeding of silage;

effects of fertilizer and limestone; extermination of rodent and insect

pests; control of weeds; blackleg and hog-cholera vaccinations; poul-

try culling; and introduction of purebred live stock.

The results of tht' '-ounty-airt'iit Mork show a strong tendenc}' to

return to normal, sound agricultural practices, with strong emphasis
on what might be termed the economic aspects. Nearly 1()(),()()0 farmers
were assisted in startinj; farm accounts and 1^^,872 received assistance
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from the iioents in summarizing their accounts of the preceding year
and in studying the profits and losses of their business. The agents
assisted in the organization of 1,091 purchasing and marketing asso-

ciations, and the total cooperative business conducted through farm-
ers' exchanges and purchasing and marketing associations which
the agents assisted in organizing reached more than $60,700,000.

with an approximate saving to farmers of nearly $5,500,000. In
addition, 254 farm-loan associations were organized and 11,939
farmers Avere assisted in securing credit for the purchase of ma-
chinery, seeds, fertilizer, and supplies. The labor bureaus started

by the agents under war conditions were continued in most cases,

and through these bureaus 118,891 laborers were secured for farmers.

TRAINING COUNTY AGENTS.

The problem of keeping men in county-agent work, of finding and
training men for the work, is of greater importance than ever before.

When county-agent work was started in the Northern and Western
States, it was thought or rather Iioped that the men appointed to

the positions would remain in the work for a considerable period of

years and that the work might be thought of as a career comparable
at least with other professional work in agriculture. Experience has

proven that this is desirable and that a good county agent becomes
increasingly useful as his period of service is lengthened. It takes

time to learn local conditions and gain the cooperation and confidence

of farmers. A new agent must be able to work sympathetically with

an}' organized groups of country people that he may find in the

county and often to helj) in a more effective and complete organiza-

tion for carrying on extension work. Most of all, the county agent

must analyze and be able to correctly interpret the economic tendency

in his county. The experience of those agents who have been in

the work for five or six years has demonstrated the value of continued

and concerted effort imder uniform leadership to properly develop

permanent agricultural programs. It is therefore a matter of some

concern that the average period of service of the 798 men who have re-

signed from county-agent work since 1911 has been but a year and seven

months, and the average period of service of the men at work now
is less than tAvo years. Of the 2,108 men appointed since 1911, 37

per cent have resigned.

The large turnover now that the work is approaching its maximum
has created a serious problem for the State agricultural colleges,

which must furnish the men to fill these positions. The magnitude

of the requirements Avill be understood when it is considered that

95 per cent of the county agents now in the service are four-year

graduates of an agricultural college, while an additional 4 per cent

have had some agricultural college training. Based on the present

turnover, it will take about 475 new men annually in the Northern

and Western States alone to supply the places of agents resigning.

EXTENSION COURSES AT AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES.

In recognition of the need of trained men for county agents and

other positions in the extension service, the agricultural colleges are

making a beginning in the organization of extension courses, Colo-

rado, New York, Oregon, and Wisconsin have begun such instruction
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and several other State institutions have the matter under considera-
tion. The subject is beset Avith many difficulties, but is receiving
careful study and will doubtless soon find its recognized place in the
college curriculum. While there is little of the undergraduate work
that can be omitted, there is need that the prospective county agent
or extension worker have a more fundamental training in such sub-
jects as psychology, salesmanship, public speaking, advertising, writ-
ing for the press, and most of all general and rural economics and
farm management. A few States, notably California, Indiana, and
New York, have attempted to meet the demand for trained men by
the appointment of assistant county agents. In this way men re-

ceive some practical experience with a good agent, and those who
have made good as assistants become candidates for vacancies in

counties. The agricultural college at Guelph, Ontario, has had par-
ticularly successful experience with an apprentice system. Under
our conditions the financing of assistants has in most cases presented
an insurmountable barrier. It is believed, however, that any system
of undergraduate or graduate study for extension service that may
be devised should be supplemented by some opportunity of field

experience.

OUTLOOK.

The outlook for county-agent work is most encouraging. It has
passed safely through a period of rapid expansion far beyond any-
thing contemplated when the work was started and has successfully

withstood the danger of serious reaction. It has also withstood the

crisis of sudden withdrawal of funds, which, however, have been
more than supplemented by local funds, so the net loss of counties

with agents has been negligible. The work has " made good " with
the farmers, and the agent's position of leader in rural affairs is no
longer questioned. The problem is now one of gradual expansion
of from 70 to 80 counties per year until the remaining 400 agricul-

tural counties have been supplied with agents and of training com-

Eetent men to fill the positions and keeping them contented and
appy in the work.

EXTENSION WORK WITH WOMEN.

On June 30, 1919, 609 home-demonstration leaders and agents were
employed in the 83 Northern and Western States. On June 30, 1920,

there were 309 home-demonstration leaders and agents. Thirteen of

these agents were located in cities. Although the force of workers
was in one year reduced nearly one-half, the appropriations made by
the local people for extension work with women increased 86 per
cent, and every agent now located in city or county has been placed

there in direct response to requests from the people, by whom they are

stanchly supported in carrying out a program of work suggested by
the needs of the locality.

ORGANIZATION.

With but one exception (Wisconsin) home-demonstration work
was carried on in the counties during the year through a permanent
organization of the people. In the majority of the States in the

North and West this organization has been designated as the farm
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bureau, and in this organization the interests of the home and women's
part in community development have been coordinated with the work
in agricultural development. During the year all the States have
endeavored to develop community organization by uniting the inter-

ests of the men, the women, and the boys and girls in a county pro-

gram looking toward the development of agriculture and home mak-
ing, more convenient homes, lightened labor, a larger percentage of

profits from effort and money expended, and better health and greater

contentment of the people. Reports from 29 States show^ that 338

counties have been at work on activities of their own selection. Some
of the counties which have adopted a program of work are without

home-demonstration agents, but the women have organized local com-
mittees and appointed local leaders, and, with the assistance of State

leaders and specialists at the agricultural colleges, are carrying on

home demonstration among themselves until such time as funds may
be available for the support of the home-demonstration agents.

BESULTS.

The more important lines of work carried on during 1919 included

the home production of food, especially through gardening, poultry

raising, and butter and cheese making ; food preservation by canning

and other means; food selection and meal planning; rural health,

hygiene, and sanitation; making and remodeling clothing; home
management and beautification ; account keeping and budget mak-
ing ; and various community activities.

In the home production of foods over 31,000 gardens were planted,

the produce from which was valued at $422,000; over 3,200 poultry

flocks were culled, with a saving in cost of egg production of $103,150,

and in this way, as well as by better marketing methods, the farm

women's profits"^ from poultry and eggs were increased. In a limited

number of communities, where milk could not otherwise be disposed

of economically, 103,926 pounds of butter was made, the estimated

value of which is reported as $49,707, and 395,718 pounds of cottage

cheese was made, increasing the farm women's income $69,035. The
total value of fruits and vegetables canned or otherwise preserved

was $873,084. The estimated value of meats and meat products

canned or otherwise preserved was $317,940.

The more scientific use of food in the family diet was a feature of

home-demonstration work in practically every State in the North and

West. Outstanding results of this work were that more and better

milk was introduced into the diet and the hot lunch was introduced

with decidedly beneficial results into a large number of schools.

The simple rudiments of caring for the sick in the home were taught

in a number of counties.

It is estimated that the improved equipment and home conveni-

ences introduced as a result of the home-demonstration work during

the year resulted in a saving of over a million liours of labor to

rural housewives, besides promoting their efficiency, convenience, and
comfort in various other ways. The lessons of thrift learned during

the war, as well as the high cost of materials and labor, attracted

general attention to the subject of making and remodeling clothing

and to the use of a budget system in apportioning household expenses.
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COMMUNITY INTERKSTS.

A study of conditions in the individual home has broadened the
horizon of farm men and women, with the result that they are taking
a more active interest in community affairs and participating in in-

creasing numbers in various community enterprises, such as com-
munity kitchens, canning and drying centers, milk stations, salvage
shops, cooperative buying and selling associations, community rest

rooms, and recreation centers.

SURVEY OF FARM HOME CONDITIONS.

During the year a survey was made by home-demonstration agents
in the Xorthern and Western States of conditions and surroundings
of about 10,000 farm homes. The results of this surve}' were comi)iled

and studied with reference to their bearing on the attitude of farm
women and girls toward rural life, and are being used as a back-
ground for the development of home-demonstration work on the basis

of meeting more completel}^ the real needs of farm women,

OUTIOOK.

There is a slow and healthy growth in home-demonstration work,
with indications that during the present fiscal year a considerable

number of additional agents will be called for and placed in coun-

ties. The indications are that the programs of work for 1920-21

will emphasize much the same projects as those carried on in 1919-20,

with clothing, child feeding, household equipment, and poultry in

the lead. Increased attention will be given to organization, with
emphasis on developing community programs of work with definite

goals, carrying on demonstrations under supervision in the home,
securing more complete records of work accomplished, and training

county and community project leaders. Special attention will be
given to the further coordination of the work of specialists with that

of home-demonstration agents.

BOYS' AND GIRLS' CLUB WORK.

O. H. Benson, who had had immediate charge of the boys' and

firls' club work of the office since its inauguration in 1912, resigned

)ecember 15, 1919, and Avas succeeded by George E. Farrell, formerly
assistant in the boys' and girls' club work, but more recently secre-

tary of the Hampden County Improvement League of Massachu-
setts.

State club leaders were employed in all of the 83 Nortliern and
Western States during the year. On June 30, 1920, there were G6
assistant State club leaders and 273 county club agents, of which
186 were employed on a full-time basis.

DEMONSTRATIONS.

The demonstrational value of boys' and girls' club work was
increasingly apparent during the year. There were increasing evi-

dences during 1919 of better live stock, greater yields per acre, and
pleasanter and more comfortable home life following as a direct
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result of boys' and girls' club work. This was due in a large measure
to the intensive work of an increasing number of full-time county
club agents. The greatest benefit, of course, has accrued to the boys
and girls who conducted the demonstrations. In 1919, 310,115
boys and girls^ as members of organized clubs, were afforded con-

structive farming, home making, and business experience that will

be valuable in any vocation. Many also were established through
club work in farming and related business on a profitable basis.

The public team demonstrations given by club members have proved
valuable to the community not only in spreading still further the
influence of good farming and home making practices, but in

developing the boj^s and girls themselves. During the year club
demonstration teams gave 27,965 demonstrations to the public with
an attendance of 534,973. It has been the aim to have the club

demonstration teams use the farm costs secured through the farm-
management investigations when discussing the variovis phases of
crop and live-stock production. By this means sound farming prac-

tices and principles are early inculcated. The demonstrations con-

ducted included work in feeding, management of farm animals, seed
corn selection, poultry culling, bread making, home canning, garment
making, and laundering, as well as other agricultural and home-
making activities which were being promoted through the county
extension organization.

ORGANIZATION,

In the very early development of extension work the relation of
boys' and girls' club work to the county and community program
of extension work as a whole was rather indefinite. In some cases

county committeemen were appointed to advise with the club leaders.

The next advance came in several States where the tj^pe of demon-
strations conducted by the young people was determined by the

needs of the community as expressed in the programs of work of the

county organizations. The third step was taken when boys and
girls received leadership from the same committeemen as did the

adults. With this has come membership for the young people in

many of the county organizations. There is a general feeling among
members of farm bureaus and other county organizations that by the

inclusion of the boys and girls the future permanency and efficiency

of these organizations are assured and their present possibilities

enlarged.
In 1919-20 the organized club, especially the standard club, played

an important part in the county and community program of work
and did much toward awakening community consi-iousness, first in the

boj^s and girls, then in the community as a whole. There were
10,064 community leaders who took charge of these clubs volun-

tarily—that is, for each 30 boys and girls there was a local adult to

direct their demonstrational activities. More of these clubs were
established on a permanent rather than a seasonal basis than in any
preceding year. Community, county, and State club leaders took

an active and effective part in developing the community programs,
coordinating all of the extension forces and promoting the various

club activities.
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KESUI.TS.

Of the repoi'tcMJ (Miiolhiu'iit of ;UO,lir> memluM's in 1G.;305 clubs in
1919. a lar<2:er number (100,992) completed the reciuired work and
made reports than in any previous year. The estimated value of
the products of the club members reporting was §4,758,062. A large
amount of Avork Avas done hy clul) membei's who did not make final

reports and is therefore not included in tlie above estimate. There
were during the year 3.794 garden clubs, Avith 1?j5,0S4 members; 2,158
canning clubs, Avith 32,656 members: 2,329 clothing clubs, Avith 31,419
members; 1,951 pig clubs, Avith 23,623 members; 1,645 poultry clubs,

with 25,418 members: 710 potato clubs, with 10,790 members; 683
bread clubs, Avith 8,789 members; 564 corn clubs, Avith 7,345 members;
561 cooking clubs, Avith 11,540 members; 298 sheep clubs, Avith 2,988
members; 210 rabbit clubs, Avith 3,041 members: 187 baby-beef clubs,

Avith 2,213 members; 56 farm and home liandicraft clubs, Avith 961
members; 42 bean clubs, Avith 525 members: 40 sugar-beet clubs, Avith

332 members; 29 sorghum clubs, with 301 members; and 513 mis-
cellaneous clubs, Avith 8,829 members.

OUTLOOK.

In reA'icAving the work of tlie year, the outstanding feature of boys'

and girls' club Avork is its closer coordination Avith the farm bureau
as a distinct extension organization for the improA'ement of farm
and liome life. Farmei's and business men are incieasingly looking
to boys' and girls' club Avork as the medium through Avhich better

practices in farming and home making may be secured and rural

leadership dcA'eloped. Appreciation of the work on this basis is evi-

denced by the employment of more full-time county club agents dur-

ing the year than in any previous year. The indications are that more
than 10() county club agents could be placed in as many new counties

during the present year if the usual small financial encouragement
from the colleges and the department can be giA'en. This indicates a

vigorous groAA'th witli an insistent demand from tlie people rej^ne-

sented in tlie county extension organizations that aim to function to

the fullest and to build permanently.

EXTENSION SPECIALISTS.

During the year there was not only an enlarging of the Avork of

the extension specialists connected Avith the State agricultural col-

leges but a clarifying of their methods of procedure. In counties

where certain agricultural enterprises are dominant, the agents have
been employed Avith a view to meeting the outstanding needs of such

enterprises. In addition to the particular lines of work Avhich might
be undertaken by the county agent there were many others, such as

fruit growing, poultry raising, plant pathology, insect control,

marketing, and some of the more recent successful practices in the

improvement of crops, soils, Vive stock, and fruit Avhich required the

assistance of the specialists from the extension division of the col-

lege. In fact, a comprehensive plan of work covering the various

agi'icultural enterprises of a county has been in a large measure
Avorked out by the assistance of the extension specialists from the
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colleges. These specialists have also been able to learn, from the
field standpoint, ver}^ definite needs as to investigational problems,
which are transmitted by them to those in charge of such work at

the experiment stations.

There has been a rapid change in the personnel of the force of ex-

tension specialists as well as of the county agents, but the develop-
ment of plans of work within the county on which both specialists

and county agents were working has contributed to the stability

and the continuity of the work in spite of the shifting of the forces.

Many of the State specialists are also finding that the agricultural

needs of the people are being indicated by well-defined groups of

counties or regions, and into such regions the specialist has been di-

recting his efforts toward the accomplishment of measurable results,

to the end that there is a conservation of effort and a greater num-
ber of people following successful practices.

Several of the bureaus of the department have employed persons
whose chief interest is the extension of such information as the de-

partment has to transmit to the States and who, in many instances,

cooperate with the States Relations Service in making a study of the
extension subject matter organization within the State and the
methods of extending the teachings of both the agricultural colleges

and the United States Department of Agriculture. Specialists of
the Bureau of Animal Industry, Bureau of Plant Industry, Bureau
of Public Roads, Bureau of Entomology, Bureau of Biological

Survey, and Bureau of Markets cooperated in this work.
Weekly conferences of the department extension specialists were

held during the year for the purpose of bringing about a clear under-
standing as to the problems needing attention, for the discussion of

extension methods, and for consideration of ways and means of
carrying the results of the investigational work of the department
to the extension specialists in the States and to the county agents in

the development of their plans of work. These conferences have
done much to bring about a better understanding and to develop
efficient cooperation.

FARM-MANAGEMENT DEMONSTRATIONS.

There was normal development of the farm-management demon-
stration work during the j^ear. Twenty-seven of the 33 Northern
and Western States had farm-management demonstrators.

Special stress was laid during the year upon the promotion of ac-

counting schools, since larger numbers of farmers can be reached by
this method. Special farm account books have been devised for the

purpose of aiding the farmer in studying his farm business, and
227,875 have been distributed by the agents, by bankers, or by other

means. The county agents report 30,255 farmers who kept accounts

throughout the year. The farm-management demonstrators report

aiding 9,134 farmers in summarizing their accounts, while the

county agents in 451 counties report aiding 13,872 in summarizing
such accounts. The accounts are made the basis for studying the

strong and weak features of the farm business. In many cases

farmers have indicated a desire to study particular enterprises on
their farms, such as the cost of growing sugar beets or producing
milk. In 1919, 737 farmers were aided in keeping records of this
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character, and 238 county agents report a total of 4,402 farmers who
made profitable changes in their business as a result of their record-
keeping work.
The work of the demonstrators was expanded during the year to

include farm leases, farm-management exhibits at State and county
fairs, and the development of farm-management clubs in a number of
agricultural high schools. During the year special instruction was
given to 1,053 local leaders of farm-management demonstrations;
486 accounting schools were held, with an attendance of 9,980; and
1,187 general farm management meetings held, attended by 37,342,
In addition 157 short courses in farm management were held, at-

tended by 7,498 persons.

As extension work develops it becomes more and more apparent
that accurate records of the farm business properly interpreted are
a vital factor in its progress. There is needed also the development
on a substantial basis of an increasing number of farm-management
departments for research which may serve as a basis for more ef-

fective extension work within the State.

OFFICE OF HOME ECONOMICS.

C. F. Langworthy, Chief.

While pursuing the same general lines of work as in previous
years, the Office of Home Economics to a limited extent enlarged
its work in kind and degree. Particularly is this the case with
the experimental studies of food preparation and similar problems,
the object of which is to secure a more economical use of material,
labor, and fuel in preparing food for the family. . The technical

studies with the respiration calorimeter have been continued. The
family clothing, house furnishing, and general housekeeping prob-
lems have also received attention. Housekeeping involves a great

number of operations, and economy of time and material, particu-

larly in processes often repeated, means in the end a considerable
saving of effort and money. Tliis fact has been kept in view. Saving
food or fuel, and making it possible to prolong the period of useful-

ness and enjoyment of equipment are important matters. So, too,

are good methods for cleansing and for general care of the home,
for they mean less labor and lessened expense.
The experimental kitchen has added materially to its equij^ment

and to the topics studied and has also, as heretofore, given much
attention to standardized methods of study in cooperation with
workers in the agricultural colleges and elsewhere, in order that with
knowledge of the work others are doing and with uniform methods
for working and for recording results the total output of reliable

data on the right use of foods may be increased. The nature and
results of tlie work may be briefly outlined as follows:

1. Studies of bottle yeasts for home l)reail iii:ikin;i have been coiUiiinetl,

particularly with regard to the effect of dilTereiit amounts of salt and of dil-

ferent stf>raKe tenii)eratures upon keeping quality.
2. Studies in fuel con.servntion have added to the fund of data available for

the discussion of top burnei' and oven cdokiiif; with gas as fuel. The insulation

of ovens and oilier such cooking c(piipnient lias been found to be a [iractical

way of elTecting a material saving. Tbe relative merits of din'ctly and in-

directly heated ovens have been studied. .\ study to deieiiuine the optinuuii
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pressure ol' inaiuifactured gas for best economy of both gas and labor in the

lioiKselioltl lias clainu'd coiisidorablr altentioii. The relative merits of dil'ferent

metals and other materials for kitchen utensils have been considered and should
receive further attention. One very si t;ni Meant development of this work is

the study begun in cooperation with the Bureau of Mines of the Department of

tlie Interior of the domestic use of natural gas by methods and equipment
which will help to conserve this natural resource—an exceedingly important

matter because of the rapidly disappearing supply.

3. In the studies of home canning, fruits, vegetables, meat, poultry, and
fish products have been used to learn the influence of different environmental
factors and variations in method of canning upon quality of the final product.

Iliese products, winch include more than 1,500 cans and jars, are stored for a

period comparable with ordinary home storage and are examined at frequent

intervals both in a bacteriological laboi'atory and by judges with some expe-

rience in scoring canned products for exccjUence of quality. It seems clear

that climate and other environmental factors umst be given greater considera-

tion than has heretofore been the case when instructions for home canning are

issued. This is of special importance with such vegetables as asparagus,

green beans and peas, corn, and okra, some of which may be suitably canned

at home by water-bath methods, others of which should not be attempted

under the trying conditions of a hot climate unless a steam-pressure cooker

can be used. A considerable number of studies have been undertaken with non-

acid vegetables to deternn'ne the effect of adding vinegar on the length of time

requii-ed for processing. The rate at which heat penetrates different kinds

of containers and different sorts of animal and vegetable tissues under varying

conditions is also being studied. Such studies must be further continued in

order to arrive finally at conclusive general deductions. One conclusion reached

is that home canning, despite failures in individual instances, is in the main
successful, and that this method of conserving our food supply merits the

confidence placed in it.

4. The studies of dried fruits and vegetables have been continued, and as a

result a paper, Recipes and Methods of Preparation of Dried Fruits and Vege-

tables, has been writtc a for the ufe of the extension ofilces.

5. In the jelly-making work several processes for making pectin at home
from apples and the peel of citrus fruits have been studied, and also the use

of this pectin of- home manufacture and of commercial pectin, with fruits

lacking it entirely or with those having only a low pectin content. Mention

may be made, too, of a comparison of cane and beet sugar for jelly making,

in which e^iually good results were obtained, and of the use of malt sirup,

which made a good jelly when used to replace half the sugar required.

6. An absorption of fat in frying greater than is necessary for good quality

involves not only difficulty in digestion of the product, but also needless ex-

pense, and should be avoided by housekeepers as well as by commercial bakers,

who are usually quick to realize that a small saving in each article cooked

means in the end a large total. The experiments along this line (more than

2.50 tests) have given useful results which the housewife can apply. Contrary

to general opinion, it has been found that the use of eggs in batters like

fritters and doughnuts involves high fat absorption. Recipes can be given

which insure a good quality of product without needless fat absorption, and
this means a saving of material which means a saving of money, and also

improved health in some instances at least.

7. At the request of the Bureau of Animal Industry a number of commercial
fats made for cooking purposes were studied. Following this tests were made
with a number of other shortening fats, including lard, butter, and several

common manufactured products. It appears that the successful use of fats

in cake and pastry making and the manipulation to be followed when incorpo-

rating them in batters and doughs is related to or determined by the " graini-

ness " of the fat. " Graininess " is a name indicating the size of the crystals

formed when cooling melted fat, the number and lengtli of the crystals in-

fluencing decidedly the distribution of the fat wlien it is mixed with the other

ingredients.
8. The work with meat has included studies of the qualities of different

grades and classes of beef and their preparation for the table. A report of the

results was given to workers in other branches of the Government service who
were interested in the use of the cheaper cuts of meat by the average house-

Avife. For the Bureau of Biological Survey a study was made of the food
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value and cooking of rabbits, and the data obtained have been incorporated in

a Farmers' Bulletin.

9. Work not previously mentioned has had to do witli factors which influence

the temperature of coagulation of esS'^ in making various dishes. Increasing
the proportion of sugar was fcnnid to rai.se the temperature of the coagulation
point in making boiled custards. Acids, as in fruit juices or slightly sour milk,

lower it. Water custards did not curdle on long cooking, and the addition of
exceedingly small amounts of soda prevented or greatly delayed curdling in all

custards.
10. Testing and standardizing recipes, though not a major project, has 1»een

done as the needs of the oflice have rcKpiired, particularly for use in Farmers'
Bulletins and the publicity work of the department.

11. Making results available to extension workers is an important feature of
the experimental woi'k, and besides other ways of doing this, lectures and
demonstrations have been given to groups of State leaders of extension work
and of State club leaders upon several occasions.

The studies during the year of the thoroughness of digestion of
foods inchided experiments with cod-liver oil, Java almond oil

{CanaHum coyntmine). and hydrogenated (artificiallv hardened)
fats made from corn, cotton seed, and peanut oils, both blended and
unblended; raw starches (potato, corn, wheat, arrowroot of two sorts,

rice, canna, and cassava) ; shallu, a cereal grain of interest in some
localities, in the form of mush and bread; India buckAvheat {Fagopy-
riini tatapicinn) flour; pie crust; and opossum meat. Artificially

hardened fats were found to be as well digested as other fats of com-
parable melting point. The raw starches, in a sort of frozen pud-
ding made with milk, were eaten in quantity and were very well
digested, particularly the cereal starches, which were completely
digested.

Such work as this is of scientific and technical interest and is of
value also for the discussion of every-day dietary problems. Note-
Avorthy is the fact that raw starch is well assimilated, a conclusion

quite the opposite of general opinion. Shallu and India buckwheat
in thoroughness of digestion were foimd to resemble closely such
grains as Kafir. Reports on certain of these digestion experiments
were published during the year.

Eesearch work with the respiration calorimeter was continued in

cooperation with the Bureau of Markets, to provide data funda-
mental to the handling and storage of food products. The specific

heat and heat elimination of vegetables, fruits, and other commodi-
ties are factors which affiect the amoimt and the cost, and, though
little understood, are of great importance. These were determined
by the use of the respiration calorimeter for freshly dug prime celery

crated for market. The mean specific heat was determined over two
temperature ranges—namely, 12° C. to 16° C, and 17° C. to 21° C.

Heat elimination was determined at three temperatures—namely, 12°

C. 10.5° C. and 21° C. The celery, whicji was in good condition. Avas

then placed in cold storage for approximately one month, when its

specific heat was again determined at 13.5° C. to 17.5° C. and its mean
specific heat over this average temperature. During the experi-

mental period of eight days the celery deteriorated rapidly and at

the end was in an advanced stage of decay. The determination of

gaseous exchange was difficult owing to the large elimination of
water. The data obtained in these experiments, which are consistent,

are of interest biologically as well as to the storage industry.
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Another series of experiments was made with hens' eggs, the mean
specific heat being determined over two temperature ranges, 12° C.
to 15° C. and 15° C. to 19° C, and the heat elimination at three tem-
peratures, 11° C, 15° C, and 19° C. The data obtained were of an
entirely different order from those with celery, the eggs showing a
small moisture elimination (due to evaporation) and almost no heat
output, while the celery gave out much moisture and heat. The re-

sults of these experiments, like earlier ones with apples, provide
definite data regarding matters which must be taken into account
in storage. The best results in storage will be possible when such
definite information supersedes empirical data, a fact appreciated by
the storage industry in this country and elsewhere.
During the year the large respiration calorimeter was thoroughly

calibrated for little-known constants and much information collected

which will greatly facilitate work not only at room temperature,
about 22° C, which is that commonly prevailing in such experiments,
but also at other temperatures. Its heat capacity was also measured,
as well as other factors which aid in research and its interpretation.

The small respiration calorimeter was also reconstructed to adapt it

to more accurate and convenient work on storage problems requiring
other than room temperatures.

Because of the subject matter with which it deals, particularly that
on food selection and dietetics, the Office of Home Economics has
always stood in an important position between the investigator and
the public, and its work is of vital importance in the everydaj' life of
the people. Recent developments have made its position in this re-

spect more significant than ever before, for food shortage has stimu-
lated research and on the other hand has increased the need among
housekeepers and teachers for immediately applicable facts about
food. This need is not limited to those who can understand scientific

and technical terms, and is often most pressing among those who must
be taught in the simplest language or by means of pictures, diagrams,
and models. For these reasons the office feels an increasing responsi-

bility for interpreting the results of scientific investigation so that

they can be unclerstood by all. Its responsibility grows greater, too,

as avenues for the distribution of information open up. Not only
has the home demonstration and extension work of the department
and the agricultural colleges grown, but such agencies as the Federal
Board for Vocational Education and the Red Cross are standing
ready to make use of and distribute material based on the depart-

ment's work. The same is true also of many private organizations
interested in home economics and in child welfare, particularly in

problems of right feeding for health and normal development. The
office has, therefore, given considerable attention to the preparation
of graphic material, including photographs, models, and charts re-

lating to food selection and combination, labor involved in household
tasks, and other phases of home economics.
Owing to lack of funds only a limited amount of work has been

done with clothing and textiles and with household equipment and
its care. Of special interest is the study and standardization of

materials and methods for cleaning and repair, chiefly of floors and
floor coverings. The information thus obtained, together with that

obtained through cooperation with the Bureau of Standards and
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other experts, has been used in the preparation of bulletins on laun-
dry work, on the selection and care of clothing, on the cleaning and
care of the home, and on the care of floors and floor coverings, the
object in all cases being to show both how a saving of labor can be
effected and how a saving of money can be made possible by prolong-
ing the period in which a garment or an article of household equip-
ment can be kept in good, usable condition. 'The data have been of
much value also for discussion of household thrift, for publicity work
of the department, for summaries for extension workers, and similar
uses. Extensive use has also been made of such subject matter in the
widely circulated series of 20 United States Thrift Leaflets, which
were a joint product of the Department of Agriculture and the
Treasury Department, and in a Farmers' Bulletin dealing with thrift

in the home.
The amount of work required in the preparation of the bulletins

and other publications originating in the office was large. Since
funds for printing professional papers were limited, a number of
reports of experimental work carried on in the laboratories of this
office were prepared for publication in professional and technical
journals. In this way it Avas possible to record the progress of re-

search in the digestibility of various foods, the results of various
types of experiments conducted in the calorimeter, and data col-

lected in the experimental kitchen covering a wide range of subjects.

Besides reports of experimental work and similar material, two
new Farmers' Bulletins, one entitled The Selection and Care of
Clothing and the other Home Laundering, originating in this office,

were jH-inted during the year, and a number of the older Farm-
ers' Bulletins, dealing with the work of the office, were revised.
In cooperation with the Dairy Division of the Bureau of Animal
Industry a circular dealing briefly with the value of milk as food
was prepared. Over 40 short articles were contributed by the office

to the Special Information Service of the department and furnished
to the newspapers through the Office of Information. These were
designed to be of special interest to women in their homes and
include such general sul)jects as the care and repair of clothing,

household-management problems, household accounts, food selection,

preparation, and preservation, and the general nutrition of the
family. In addition, a number of brief articles have been prepared
for the Weekly News Letter.

Various progress reports of work being carried on in the experi-
mental kitchen were mimeographed in small editions and distributed to
the field workers in home economics, it being a part of the cooperative
program that such information be furnished as soon as available to

the other branches of the States Relations Service. This policy of
cooperation is also carried out between the Office of Home Economics
and other bureaus, and reports of special investigations have been
furnished to the Bureau of Chemistry, the Bureau of Animal In-
dustry, the Bureau of Markets, the Department of Justice, and other
Government agencies, as welPas to a considerable number of teachers
and investigators in the home economics field and workers in kindred
lines of commercial activity.
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REPORT OF THE CHIEF OF THE BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS.

United States Department of Agriculture,
Bureau of Public Roads,

Washington, D. C, October 15, 1920.

Sir: I have the honor to submit herewith the report of the
Bureau of Pubhc Roads for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1920.

Respectfully,
Thos. H. MacDonald,

Chief of Bureau.
Hon. E. T. Meredith,

Secretary of Agriculture.

FEDERAL AID ROAD WORK.

During the fiscal year 1920 the execution of all classes of construe
tion work has been greatly delayed by the most disadvantageous
economic conditions which this country has faced in many decades.

Railroad congestion, strikes, and labor and material shortages,
resulting in high prices of these essentials of construction, have
combined throughout the country to delay work which had been
undertaken, and to discourage the undertaking of any but the most
important new projects. The high prices of labor and material have
sent construction costs skj'ward, and the work which has been
launched in spite of conditions has necessarily been curtailed to the
limit of the funds available.

Highway construction has perhaps been more adversely affected

than any other class of work. After the war there was a great
public demand for the improvement of roads, which had been
seriously damaged in many instances by the augmented trafhc incident
to the prosecution of the war. It appeared that the release of labor
from war activities and the return of men from the military service
would provide an abundance of labor. Indeed, it was thought, for a
time, that highway work should be increased to provide employment
for returned soldiers, if for no other reason. Highway programs were
accordingly greatly expanded, and in accomplishing this result the
appropriation by Congress of the additional sum of $200,000,000 for

Federal aid in February, 1919, played an important part.

The army of laborers which was expected to apply for the work
did not materialize. On the contrary, there has been at all times a
distinct shortage of labor to carry out the work planned, and wages
during the past fiscal year have reached the highest levels attained
in the history of the country. Whereas, in 1917, competent hibor
could be secured in various parts of the country for from -51.50 to

$3 per day, the corresponding wages this fiscal year were from .S3 to

$5 tor a shorter day's work.

491
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In proportion to the demand there was also a pronounced scarcity
of the materials of construction. Sand, gravel, stone, and cement,
materials commonly used in road work, increased in price between
1917 and 1920 by from 50 to 100 per cent. Naturally, these increases
in the costs of the essentials of construction have been reflected in
the prices paid to contractors for road work. A comparison of the
costs of several of the common types of roadway in the fiscal years
1917 and 1920, shows an average increase in the cost of earth roads
from $2,160 to $4,100 per mile; sand-clay roads which in 1917 cost
$2,460 per mile on the average, this year have cost $4,685. Gravel
roads have increased from $4,535 to $7,250 per mile; concrete from
a cost of $21,165 to upwards of $40,000 per mile; and a brick road
which now costs $55,000 per mile could have been built in 1917
for $33,000.
In view of the fact that the funds available for road construction

are largely limited by statute or by the returns from taxation, and
on account of the high prices prevailing, a majority of the States this

year have deliberately withheld work, the plans for which have
been completed, until such time as they could obtain a greater return
upon the expenditure.
No small part of the reason for the hi^h contract prices is attributa-

ble to the uncertainty of rail deliveries of material. Contractors
who have been induced to enter the highway field in larger numbers
than ever before, and who have invested large capital in plant and
equipment designed to expedite construction, have lost heavily by
reason of the failure of the railroads to make deliveries of material
in accordance with anticipated schedules; and they have advanced
their prices on subsequent contracts in the attempt to recoup their

previous losses and to provide against similar contingencies in

the future.

Reports received from the district engineers of the bureau at the
end of the fiscal year show that as against 141 Federal-aid projects
which were regularly receiving shipments of sand ordered, there were
68 projects which were seriously handicapped by delay in the receipt
of this material. As compared with 128 projects which were receiving
orders of gravel regularly, there were 108 which were held up by
failure to receive it according to schedule; and though 167 projects
were getting prompt deliveries of cement, there were 172 which were
delayed by the inability to get shipments of this important material on
time.

In the spring of 1919 m^an}^ thousands of open-top cars stood idle.

As the season advanced, however, and highway work got under way
car shortages developed here and there almost continuousl}^, and
several times during the season this condition was general. Road
work was very seriously hampered, and many projects which could
easily have been completed had materials been available were carried

over to the 1920 construction season solely because of the delays inci-

dent to inadequate rail transportation service. In our endeavor to

secure the maximum service from the available equipment, and to

continue as much construction work under way as possible, close con-
tact has been maintained with the Pul)lic Service Division and Car
Service Section of the United States Railroad Administration. Much
has been accomplished through this cooperation.
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With a view to making use of the open-top cars which ordinarily

stand idle during the early spring months, the State highwa}^ depart-
ments were advised to let construction contracts early, and con-
tractors were urged to make early shipments, storing the materials
for future use. This effort undoubtedly contributed to the fact that
in the spring of 1920 there was little if any surplus of open-top car
equipment, whereas in the spring of 1919 upwards of 250,000 open-top
cars stood idle for a number of weeks.
With the return of the railroads to private control cooperative

relations were established with the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion and the Car Service Division of the American Railroad Associa-
tion, in order to continue the work which had been carried on with
the Railroad Administration. Everything possible has been done to

assist the State highway departments in meeting their rail transpor-
tation difficulties. It is apparent that for several years the trans-
portation of road building materials is going to be the limiting factor
in our highway improvement program. It is imperative that the
maximum possible service be secured from the available equipment.
To accomplish this result the cooperation of the shipper, the contrac-
tor, the State highway departments, the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, the railroads, and this bureau is necessary. The bureau
is shaping its organization so that it wdll be possible in the future to
render greater service in this connection than it has been able to in

the past.

IMPROVEMENTS IN METHODS OF ADMINISTRATION TO EXPEDITE WORK.

The administrative work connected with the approval of plans,
specifications, and estimates, and the checking and passing of vou-
chers for Federal-aid work performed became so great during the year
that every effort had to be made to devise and adopt administrative
methods calculated to facilitate the work.

During the course of the year several administrative arrangements
have been introduced which have much improved the operation of the
law and made possible a degree of harmony in cooperation and an
amount of completed work not before attained under the Federal-aid
act.

1

.

The arrangement provided for in section 8 of regulation 5 that States may proceed
with construction on recommendation of the plans by the district engineer'has been
extended to cover revisions of plans even when the re^'isions were not of a minor
nature but involved additional Federal aid.

2. Arrangements for sectionalizing projects have been developed to a point where
the widest possible latitude is given to the States in placing work under contract by
sections and completing the sections indepejidently of each other. At the s^Tiie time
the nuiiil)er of project statements and project agreements has "been substantially
reduced.

3. State representatives ha\ e been place! in every State where the amount of Fed-
eral-aifl work done would justify such action.

4. Districts 1, 2, and 3 in the Far West were di^ided into six districts, numbered 1,

2, 3, 11, 12, and 13 for the purpose of improving the administration of the act.
5. Arrangements have been made for the use of preliminary instruction surveys

covering heavy items of construction which may be apjiroved by the bureau before
complete plans for the details of the work are })repared. This arrangement enables the
State to begin construction at an earlier date than would otherwise be possible.

0. After consultatioji with tlie Solicitor of agriculture, it has been found possible in
many cases to draft project agreemcats and suljiuit thom to the State already signed by
the Secretary of Agriculture. This makes it unnecessary to return the papers to
Washington for signature, and was done to enable the States to submit claims and
receive ])ayments of Federal aid promptly.
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7. A separate (U\ision of the engineering force in the Washington office was organized
to handle the Federal-aid vouchers submitted. The number some months rises as
high as 400, and each one of them involves the usual monthly estimate of construction,
often very long and requiring the most careful checking and scrutiny. Large possi-

sibilities of delay existed in doing this work, and every effort has been made to expe-
dite it.

8. By an understanding with the States, claims for Federal aid are not submitted
for amounts less than SI ,000. By this arrangement the number of vouchers has been
reduced about 30 per cent below what they otherwise would be and the work of handling
vouchers proportionately expedited.

9. Owing to the large number of incorrect claims for very small amounts, numerical
errors in the pro rata and other purely technical details in vouchers which would
ordinarily necessitate the return of the voucher to the State for correction, the practice
has been adopted of using the 5 per cent retent uniformly made against the States
to cover as many of these defects as possible.

FEDERAL-AID PROGRESS.

In spite of the untoward economic conditions, and attributable in

no small degree to the improvements in methods of administration
effected during the year, the amount of Federal-aid business handled,
as represented by numbers of projects, was approximately 25 per
cent greater during the single year than all previous work done under
the act since 1916. An average of 139 new projects were received
and approved monthly.
The amount of the appropriations made by the Congress which

became available at the beginning of the fiscal year was §;95,000,000,

S20,000,000 of which was derived from the act of July 11, 1916, and
$75,000,000 from the Post Ofhce appropriation act of February 28,

1919 (H. R. 13308). From this there v\^as deducted the 3 per'' cent
allowed by law for administrative purposes, and the remainder, or

$92, 1 50,000, was apportioned among the several States. This amount
was in addition to the $77,600,000 previously apportioned for the
fiscal years 1917 to 1919, inclusive, so that the total amount
which has been apportioned up to and including this fiscal vear
is $169,750,000.
During the year a total of 1,670 project statements submitted by

the States were approved by the bureau, as compared with 1,316

projects approved from 1916 up to the beginning of the year. The
projects approved involved 16,673 miles of road as compared with
the 12,720 miles which had been previously approved; and the Fed-
eral aid requested on these roads amounted to $109,830,366, which
was more than twice as great as the total amount of -554,714,219

requested during the three years 1917, 1918, and 1919.

Agreements with State highway departments were executed during

the fiscal year to cover 1,286 projects, almost three times the largest

number executed previously in any one fiscal year, and nearly twice

the total number executed prior to the beginning of the year. The
estimated cost of the projects covered by these agreements amounted
to $197,571,626, of which amount there was set aside in the Treasury

$85,906,556 as Federal aid. At the close of the fiscal year 1919 there

had been executed 677 of such agreements, involving an estimated

cost of $56,418,763 and an allowance of Federal aid amounting to

$23,931,618. Thus, at the close of the fiscal year 1920 a total of

1,963 had been executed to cover projects involving 15,178 miles, at

a total estimated cost of $253,990,389, including $109,838,174 of

Federal aid. Of the funds apportioned, therefore, there remained

at the end of the fiscal year an unallotted balance of $59,911,826.
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Under the terms of the Federal-aid road act the apportionments to

the States for each fiscal year remain available for expenditure until

the close of the succeeding fiscal year, but it is construed that funds
covered by agreements are expended within the meaning of the law.

Each State had a sufTicient amount of funds under agreement at the

close of the fiscal year to prevent its losing any part of the funds
apportioned to it.

The fact that nearly $86,000,000 of Federal aid was allotted this

year indicates that it is only necessary to maintain the present rate

to assure the allotment of the entire unallotted balance of $156, 911,826

before the end of the fiscal year 1922, which is the date on which the

last of the appropriations wOl lapse.

At the end of the fiscal year there were 1,835 projects under con-

struction, involving 14,940 miles and Federal aid to the amount of

$103,925,094. These projects were in various stages of completion.

The Federal aid allotted for the completed work amounted to

$31,174,732. Many of the projects were more than 90 per cent com-
plete; the average project was 30 per cent complete, the work
done on them being roughly equivalent to the work required to

entirely complete 4,500 miles.

In addition to this work done on projects still under construction

at the end of the year, there were 292 projects, involving 1,677 miles

and $8,920,353 of Federal aid, which had been entirely completed.
Including the projects under construction and completed at the end
of the year, there were 16,617 miles of Federal-aid road which had
been placed under contract, a mileage which exceeded the aggregate
length of the projects for which formal agreements had been exe-

cuted by 1,439 miles. This condition results from the ruling of the

Secretary of Agriculture, which permits projects to be placed under
contract as soon as the plans, specifications, and estimates have been
approved in order to expedite the work.

Including the Federal aid allotted for completed portions of proj-

ects under construction and to projects entirely completed, the Fed-
eral monev allotted for completed work up to the end of tlie year
amounted'^to $40,095,085. At the end of the fiscal year 1919^ the

amount allotted for completed work was only $4,658,749, so that the

Federal aid allotted to work completed during the year was
$35,436,336. These figures do not represent actual vouchers paid.

They are compiled from the reports of the district engineers on com-
pleted work and represent the value of the finished work more
accurately than the sum of the vouchers paid, because of the lag

which exists between the completion of the work and the pajTiient

of Federal aid. The total cost of the work completed during the

year, iiiehiding the amount paid bv the States, was approximately
$80,000,000.
The rate of expenditure is increasing rapidly from month to month

as more and more of the projects which have passed through the pvv-

liminarv stages go under construction. The expenrliture of

$S(), ()()(),000 for tlie year will l)e greatly exceeded next year, but even
this rate goes far beyond the rate of expenditure in the construction

of the Panama Canal. The pei-formance of the Clovernment in the

construction (if the canal has been regarded tlie world over as a record-

breaking achievc^ment in i-espect to the dispatch with which it was
carried out. The cost of that work, however, was only $373,000,000^
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and 10 years were required to complete it, the average rate of expendi-
ture being therefore only $37,000,000 per year or less than half as
great as the rate of expenditure on Federal-aid roads this year.
Comparing the magnitude of the Federal-aid program with the

entire highway program of the United States, the significance of
Federal aid is indicated by the fact that the amount of Federal money
allotted to projects actually under construction at the end of this

fiscal .year, namely, 8103,925,094, was only slightly less than the
total expenditure of $106,861,053 from State funds for highw^ay con-
struction during the calendar year 1919 as reported -to this bureau
by the States,^ The estimated total cost of these projects was
greater than the whole expenditure during 1919 by States and local

governments.

LOCATION AND CHARACTER OF FEDERAL-AID ROADS.

The Federal-aid road act as amended requires that any road to

receive Federal aid must be a rural post road, defined as any public
road a major portion of which is now used, or can be used, or forms a
connecting link, not to exceed 10 miles in length of any road or roads
now or hereafter used for the transportation of the United States
mails.

In addition to seeing that the roads for which aid has been requested
by the States comply with this statutory requirement, the bureau has
also made an investigation in connection with each project submitted
to ascertain that the road in question is of sufficient general import-
ance to warrant the expenditure of Federal-aid funds in its con-
struction.

The Fedoral-aid funds mil not be expended entirely for so-called

national roads. A large part of the money will be expended in

improving the roads which radiate from market and shipping points
into the surrounding agricultural country, the class of roads which in

the last analysis are most closely identified with the development of

the country.
In many of the States, particularly those of the East which have

highway departments of long standing, the majority of the trunk-
line roads have already been improved. In these States Federal aid

is given to assist in filling the gaps which remain in the trunk systems,
and for the construction of the more important lateral roads. On the
other hand, there is a decided tendency in the younger States of the

West to utilize their apportionments of Federal aid on trunk-line

highways of national importance. As an indication of the extent to

which this policy governs, there was at the end of the fiscal year a
total of 8,620 miles of Federal-aid road which had been approved, and
which constituted parts of the several transcontinental trails, such as

the Lincoln Highwa}^, the Bankhead Highway, the Dixie Highway,
the Jackson Highway, and others. This mileage represented 30 per
cent of the aggregate length of all Federal-aid roads approved, and
$58,745,359, or 36 per cent, of all the Federal aid approved. Eighty
per cent of the mileage in Indiana is included in one of these marked
roads, 86 per cent in Nevada, 54 per cent in Arizona, 50 per cent in

Washington, while in Pennsylvania and New York, which have already

constructed most of the roads of this catagory, the mileage represents

1 Based upon reports from all States except Florida and Louisiana.
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15 and 17 per cent, respectively, of the whole mileage of Federal-aid
roads. In thus referring to the mileage of our roads which is included
in these selected routes, it is not intended to convey the impression
that such routes constitute a desirable or complete system of national

roads. Indeed, it is safe to say that no one of such roads is laid down
at all points in the most suitable location. In many instances we
believe that sections of our roads which do not fall on the lines of these

routes, will better serA^e the transcontinental traveller than the
selected routes, but in the main these widely advertised roads do
follow the natural lines of travel.

In order to provide a more rational basis for coordinated work on
the part of the States, the bureau, in conference with the advisory
committee of State highway officials, has initiated plans for a Nation-
wide survey of the roads of the country, and a classification of all

highways in respect to their importance and character of service.

The survey when completed will doubtless furnish the necessary data
for the establishment of a classified system of highwa3's similar to the
French system.

Already the bureau is cooperating \vith the War Plans Division of

the General Staff and the Corps of Engineers of the War Department
in a stud}^ the purpose of wliich is the selection of those highways
which are important from a military standpoint, though at the outset

it is recognized that the highways which are required for commerce
and national development are in general identical with those required
for military purposes. This work, which has been imdertaken by
the War Department at the suggestion of the bureau, is being assisted

in evary way possible. The detaih d studies arc being conducted
by the department commanders, and the bureau is supplying maps
and n'^cessary information rela'iv^ to highways under consideration.
The recommendations of the several department commanders will

be coordinated under the direction of the General Staff and fui-nished

to the bm-eau as a complete report covering the highways of impor-
tance from a military standpoint in the United States. When received
the recommendations in this report will be given careful consideration
and will be taken up in conferences with tne State highw^ay depart-
ments with a view to expediting the improvement of these highways
as a part of the Federal-aid progi-am.
The requirement of the act that the construction of Federal-aid

roads must be of a substantial type must apply with equal force in

the desert of Nevada and the densely populated areas of New England,
New York, and Pennsylvania. In considering types of construction
which may be approved for Federal aid it has been impossible to apply
fixed and definite standards })ecause no standards can be found wliicn

will meet the variety of conditions presented throughout the country.
Without, therefore, setting up definite requirements of construction

or stipulating that roads of a certain type or types only shall be con-
structed, it has been necessary to apply more fundamental considera-
tions to determine the adequacy of roads jn-oposcd l)y the Stat(^s as

Federal-aid projects. The consid(u-ations apj^lied in determining
whether a particular project is adofpiato and of a substantial typo
may be grouped under four gcincral clusses.

The first class rc''ers to trallic, and under tliis heading each i)roject

is considered with respect to -

(a) The amount of traflic at present using the road.
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(h) The nature of the present traffic, with special reference to the
amount of heavy trucking.

(c) The probable future traffic which will use the road after

improvement.
A consideration of the last item above naturally leads to the second

froup of data which is considered in approving a project. This group
as to do with—
(a) The type of adjacent roads.

(b) The relation of the proposed road to the State road system.
Successful and adequate improvement of adjacent or contiguous

roads frequently assists in determining what type will be adequate
under traffic likely to develop ; and the part which the new^ road will

play in the general vState system is further indication of the probable
future traffic.

Because of abnormal conditions in the materials market during the

past year and the difficulty of securing transportation facilities, many
projects have been affected; but entirely aside from these abnormal
conditions, which temporarily affect materials and methods of con-

struction, a third group of considerations is applied in determining
the adequacy of Federal-aid projects. The elements of this group
are

—

(a) The quality and kind of local materials available for construc-

tion.
• (6) Peculiar local conditions affecting construction.

(c) Prevailing practice in highway construction in the State or

locality.

It is frequently found that suitable local materials are so much
less costly than better materials imported from a distance that the

construction of a lower type of work with the local material is justi-

fiable, and as it is important to develop material sources throughout
the country on as large a scale as possible, approval of the use of

local materials is not infrequently made for the purpose of encour-

aging local production. There are also occasional peculiar condi-

tions affecting the methods of construction. For instance, in parts

of the far West the entire absence of water along a right of w^ay and
the expense of piping an adequate supply for 20 or 30 miles makes
the construction of any type requiring large C|uantities of water
uneconomical, and under these conditions other types are approved
which can be constructed without the use of large quantities of

water. The local practice must occasionally be considered, because
of the difficulty of securing contractors when unusual or strange

requirements regarding the work are insisted upon. For this reason

the prevailing practices of the State in certain details of construction

are admitted as affecting the design and type of work.
The last group of considerations is of a more technical nature and

is at the present time confined to the results of experiments and
studies made by the bureau and believed to be applicable to a greater

or less extent in determining the substantial nature of proposed pave-

ments. These experiments have to do with the resistance of the

commoner types of pavement construction to impact and to the

effects of heavy motor truck traffic. Studies of soil conditions in

progress under the direction of the bureau likewise furnish additional

information which can be applied in determining whether the designs

for bases and sub-bases of pavements are adequate.
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With these several considerations in mind the initial decision as

to the type of a particular road is made by the State highway depart-
ment. Its decision is reviewed by the bureau after an independent
study of the conditions, and the type of road finally decided upon
is that type which in the judgment of the engineers of the State
department and of this bureau is the most suitable under the cir-

cumstances.
The tj^pes of road selected and constructed in this manner have in-

cluded practicalh^ all the well-known forms of construction from unsur-
faced earth roads to high-class concrete, brick, and bituminous concrete
roads. In point of mileage the low types of earth, sand clay, and
gravel represent about 66 per cent of all the roads constructed : the
intermediate types of water-bound macadam and bituminous
macadam, etc., constitute onl}^ about 7 per cent; and the high types
of concrete, brick, bituminous concrete, etc. (including a considerable
mileage the type of which has not been definitely decided, but which
will be surfaced with one of the higher types of pavement), involve
about 24 per cent of the total mileage.
A hasty conclusion drawn from these statistics might make it

appear that the Federal funds are being spent -to too great an extent
on roads of relatively unsubstantial character. On the contrary, the
bulk of the money is being expended for roads of the high and inter-

mediate type—60 per cent for the former and 9 per cent for the
latter—and only about one-quarter of the money allotted has gone
for the roads of the lower type, which constitute 66 per cent of the
mileage. Not only, however, is the major portion of the Federal
money expended for roads of the higher type, but the roads them-
selves are of distinctly higher type, in the average, than the roads
constructed by the State highway departments.
The following table shows the classified mileage of roads super-

vised by the State highway departments during the calendar year
1919, as reported to this bureau by the several departments. In the
parallel columns the mileage of the types of Federal-aid road is re-

peated for purposes of comparison. JPerccntages of each type and
each class are shown for the Federal and State roads. It willbe clear
from an examination of this table that the Federal-aid roads are rela-

tively more substantial in the average than tlie roads built under
State supervision alone.
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Classified mileage of roads supervised by Slate highway departments.
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Projects under construction and completed.

States.

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut. ..

Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts

.

Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi. . ..

Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hamp-

shire
New Jersey
New Mexico ..

New York
North Carolina
Nortli Dakota

.

Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania..
Rhode Island..
South Carolina
South Dakota

.

Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington...
West Virginia.
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Total....

Proj-

ects
under
con-
struc-
tion.

39
113
47

131
MO
13
16
119
180
21

1144
118
33

137
121
30

111
136
124
124
102
131
123
148
168
115

59
115
HO
18
154
135
168
12
31

169
6

124
128
20

179
6
6

152
51

188
95

155

1.835

Miles
under
con-
struc-
tion.

252
97

606
288
211
27
33
146
655
282
579
121
412
285
127
373
47
118
80

276
1,334

285
232
377

1,147
139

76
68
90
42
480
499
353
138
391
469
16

203
375
244

1,077
176
14

261
249
277
418
482

Federal aid
under con-
struction.

SI, 239, 358
1,219,883
1,900,783
2,854,185
1,432,472

433, 103
270,570

1,821,992
3,866,484
2,079,297
10,427,463
2,041,030
3,234,700
3,909,832
1,423,560
1,902.747
669,399

1,353,339
1,283,468
2,867,900
5,564,205
1,189,043
1,525,439
1,550,659
2,831,696

820, 155

511,986
1,209,491

584,486
834. 455

2,514,187
740. 456

4,023,537
1,515,014
2, 749, 027

8, 728, 532
265,459
870,-396

1,374,201
2,183,620
3,982,711

678,307
130, 266

2,081,694
3,058,753
2,358,674
1,806,854
1,950,266

Total esti-

mated cost
under con-
struction.

.?2
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Summary of miles and types of roads for ichich plans, specifications, and estimates have
been approved during the fiscal years 1917, 1918, 1919, and 1920.

Type.

Earth
Sand-rlav
Shell...."
< iravel
< iiavfl I surface treated )

\VatPr-boiin(l macadam
Water-bound macadam (surface-treated)
Bittiminous macadam
Rock asphalt
lUtuminous concrete
( 'oncrei e

Brick
Sheet asphalt
Uncletermine 1

Mileage.
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railroads and the promotion of education. In the latter case it has
been successful in making available education to the hulividual vary-
ing from the most practical applications of agricultural science to

the highest collegiate instruction.

Although the inauguration of the Federal-aid road program came
at the most diflicult period the country has faced in recent years, the

results of the past year indicate a most successful application of this

same Federal-aid principle to highway construction. When it is

remembered that for the year ending June 30, 1920, project agree-

ments were entered into between the Secretary of Agriculture and
the State highway departments providing for the construction of

5,790 miles of road at an estimated cost of $197,571,626, for which
the amount of Federal aid allotted is approximately S86,000,000, it

is apparent that the States are meeting the Federal Government
more than halfway in the program of highway construction which
is now well started. The States have been more than generous in

their support of the program. Wliere limitations on the cost per

mile now carried by the Federal-aid law threatened to prevent neces-

sary highway construction because of the prevailing high prices, the

States have disregarded the 50 per cent participation which the law
proposed and are largely meeting the advanced costs. In some cases

the participation of the Federal Government may be less than half

that contemplated in the original act.

The State highway departments have, in general, evidenced a

spirit of cooperation with the Federal authorities that has placed the

whole administration of the act upon a most satisfactory basis.

There is every evidence that the Federal-aid plan of encouraging

highway building is fuKilling its purposes to an even greater degree

than might have been expected. Certainly the conditions which
have prevailed since 1916 would have prevented the successful opera-

tion of any plan that was not fundamentally sound. Considering

the Federal-aid act as it now stands as a partnership agreement
between the Federal Government and the States, the recommenda-
tions of the State highway departments should be given the greatest

weight in considering new legislation or modification of the law as it

now stands. It must be remembered that roads are first of all local

institutions, and that the greatest use made of the roads is by the

people who are served directly by them. There are interstate and
national uses which must also be considered, but these are so small a

percentage of the total use that they are not entitled to preferential

treatment except in very special cases. At the December meeting

of the American Association of State Highway Officials, which is

composed of the administrative and executive officers of all of the

State highway departments, resolutions were passed embodying the

following modifications and additions to the P^ederal-aid acts:

First. Additional appropriations continuing at the rate of $100,-

000,000 per year for the building of post roads withhi the States.

Second. A modification of the present equal ratio of cooperation

between the Federal Government and the States, whereby the portion

of the total cost of the road projects borne by the Federal Govern-

ment is increased in proportion to the amount of publicly owned land

within those States more than 10 per cent of whose area is such

public lands. In fixing the ratio of cooperation required frorn these

public-land States the area of forest lands is considered as privately
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owned lands on account of th(3 policy which now exists of improving
roads within the forest areas from Federal funds.

Third. That the application of Federal-aid funds be made to those
highways which will expedite the completion of an adequate natioral
highway system.

Fourth. That the Territories of Alavska and Hawaii shall be ad-
mitted to participation under the Federal-aid act in the construction
of post roads in those Territories.

Fifth. That the appropriation for the building of roads in the
national forests shall be continued at the rate of $10,000,000 per year
for a period of 10 years.

These principles having been developed through the experience
of the State and Federal highway departments in the administration
of the Federal aid road acts, it is believed that they are thoroughly
sound and should be made a part of future Federal legislation on
this subject.

The present law allows cooperative funds to be provided by the
State or by subdivisions of the State, although the administration
of State funds is in all cases through the State highway depart-
ments. In general the policy of allowing the full amount of the
cooperative funds to be supplied through the local subdivisions is

not entirely satisfactory, and it is believed that more satisfactory

results will be obtained if cooperative funds are supplied in part
through State sources. When a large local program is contemplated
there is no reason why a portion of the coo{)erative funds should not
be supplied through local agencies, as this helps to distribute the
burdens of cost in those localities which receive the most immediate
benefit. It is beli(!ved, however, that without regard to the policy
which is followed in providing construction funds the maintenance
required under the Federal-aid act should be carried on only by the
State highway departments. It is already apparent that local

subdivisions can not be depended on for the constant, painstaking
maintenance that has become so highly necessary on our main
highways with the greatly increased number and weight of the
traffic units. It is believed, therefore, that any extension of the
Federal aid funds provided for in future Federal legislation, wliicii

requires that highways built with such funds be maintained by the
State authorities, should provide that the funds for such mainte-
nance must be administered by the State highway departments
exclusively. It is already apparent that, because of the present
economic conditions affecting the building of highways, progress
will not be as rapid for several years to come as could be desired.

It is very necessary, therefore, to maintain in service those high-
ways which, with careful maintenance, can be held up under present-
day traffic, as well as to provide the best maintenance possible for

the new highways which are constructed. The present plan of

allowing maintenance funds to be provided by localities will not
prove satisfactory in nniintaining the projects which are built through
the use of Federal aid, and this condition can be prevented if the
maint<>nanc(> funds are snpj^lied by the State and administered
through the State highway (h'partments.
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NATIONAL FOREST ROADS.

The road systems of the national forests are (dosely allied with
those of the States and the Forest Road Program may be looked
upon as forming an integral part of the general road j^lan of the

West. Due to tlie fact tliat the forest areas lie along the mountain
summits, they contain the passes through which the important
trunk highways must cross the mountain ranges, and as a conse-

quence many forest road projects are links in imi)ortant State and
national highways. Within tlie forests are approximately 15,000

miles of roads which form connecting links for State and county
highway systems. Over these roads the traffic from the commu-
nities adjacent to the forests must pass. The transportation of

forest products, the protection and administration of the forests

themselves, and the utilization of these national areas for recrea-

tional purposes are all dependent upon these roads. The improve-
ment of these roads and the construction of a supplementary system
of protection roads constitutes the national forest road j)roject.

Forest road improvement should keep pace with the general high-

way development in the West, and the closest study should be given

the subject of correlation of road activities.

The forest road construction program has been affected by the

shortage of labor and high prices and to some extent by the difficulties

of rail transportation. Lack of materials and transportation have
not seriously retarded the work for the reason that imported materials

are not extensively used on the forest roads. Delivery of structural

and reinforcing steel and of metal culverts has been slow and to some
extent has hampered the construction work.
The lack of sufficient and suitable equipment mentioned in the

report for the fiscal year 1919 has also retarded the work this year to

some extent. Some excellent road-building equipment has been

transferred to the bureau from the War Department, but unfortu-

nately much of this was not received early enough to permit its use

this year. Three steam shovels were obtained in time to be used

several months on the Berthoud Pass and Mount Evans projects in

Colorado. This equipment will remain on these projects for another

season at least and will result in a more rapid completion of the work.

Both of these projects reach an elevation of 11,000 feet, and labor

is difficult to secure. The bureau still finds itself in need of consid-

erably more road-building equipment in order to continue the pro-

gram"^ of construction and provide for a systematic plan of main-

tenance. Our more important needs for this work are small steam

shovels, stone crushing and screening machinery, tractors, road

graders, motor trucks of less than 1-ton capacity, light passenger

motor vehicles, and shop equipment for repair purposes.

The use of War Department TNT on our construction work has

been the means of eftecting substantial savings in the cost of our

projects. It has been found that this material is well suited for our

purposes and contractors as well as our own superintendents are

well pleased with the results obtained by its use.

It has been found necessary to expand our activities in the matter

of handling work bv departm"ent forces. The bureau has been reluc-

tant to do this, but the lack of experienced contractors in some
localities, the remoteness of our work, and the attendant difficulties
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and uncertainties have often resulted in unsatisfactory prices under
the contract system. Every effort is made to interest reUable con-
tract inj^ organizations in the work of the department. To this end
(>'^[iiil)ment is loaned contractoi-s; whenever possible materials are

furnished by the department, thereby reducing the capital invested

by the contractor; estimates on work are promptly paid and our
dealings all aim at an efficient dispatch of our busmess relations with
commercial organizations. That our eft'orts have met with a measure
of success is evidenced by the number of contractoi-s who continue
to seek work with the department. As a result of our live yeai-s'

work we now have a following of reliable contracting organizations
which can satisfactorily handle a large part of the construction,

leaving to our own organization the more remote and hazardous

F
rejects and also the Ughter repair, surfacing, and maintenance work.
t is considered advantageous to retain a number of experienced men

organized into construction units for special work and at the same
time encourage commercial organizations to handle the larger portion
of the construction program.
The bureau has developed an organization of efficient workei-s

capable of directing the administrative and engineering work on a

much larger program of construction than present appropriations
would provide. As the road construction yet to be done in the
National Forests is of such magnitude as to require many years'

work, it is hoped that appropriations adequate for the purpose will

be forthcoming before it is necessary to disband this splendid organi-

zation for the lack of funds to continue its operations.

Our organization has been changed somewhat in the matter of

field oflices. there now being district offices at Portland, San Fran-
cisco, Denver, Missoula, Ogden, and vUbuquerque. The last three

named offices were formerly suboffices. This change has proved
advantageous, particularly as it permits the closer supervision of

the work which is necessary with the increased activity in highway
construction. The road work of the seventh forest district continues
to be handled by the district engineer of this bureau in charge of

post road work in the locality where the work occurs.

The year has witnessed the completion of a number of important
projects. A section, 11 mi'es in length, of the Canyonvillc-Galesville
lioad in Oregon was completed at a cost of S262,000. The Somes
Bar section of the Klamath River project in California, 7.4 miles in

length, was opened to traffic, giving better access to the Salmon River
and Klamath River projects. On sections of this road excavation
quantities exceeded 550 cubic yards per station for a graded width
of only 12 feet. Exceptional progress has been made on other sec-

tions of the Klamath River, and it is ho|)ed that at the end of the
construction season of 1021 the entire Klamath River project, 49
miles in length, estimated to cost $1,240,000, will be opened to traffic.

Four and seven-tenths miles of the Cooks-Collins project in Wash-
ington have in'eii comj)leted at a cost of $1.35,000. This road lies along
the north bank of tlie Columbia River and is a p^rt of the State high-
way .system. The Xorth Fork-Payette project in Idaho, another
important highway, was completed at a cost of SI 78,000 for 20 miles.

Among tlie more important projects under construction may be
mentioned the Durango-Silverton and the Monarch Pass in Colorado,
and the Ephraim-Orangeville in ITtah, all of whicii cross mountain
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ranges at an olovation of moro than 10,000 feet. The Sevier-Cove
Fort in soutli Utah and the Fourth of July Can3''on in Idaho are im-
portant trunk-Hne roads wliich will be opened to traffic at the close

of the present construction season. The Arroyo-Seco and the San
Gabriel projects are of sj)ecial interest to the people of southern Cali-

fornia. Extremely heavy work is encountered on the San Gabriel,

where the excavation for the 16-foot graded width averages 45,000
cubic yards to the mile.

To meet the wide range of conditions and varying traffic require-

ments it is necessary to allow considerable latitude m the standards
of construction. Thus, for a forest protection road such as the Greer-

Bungalow in Idaho the form of construction is simpl}^ graded earth

8 feet in width. This road will be primarily for the protection and
administration of the forest area, although some development is

expected to result from the improvement. In contrast with this is

the Alberton project in Montana, which is part of a trunk highway
and which is from 18 to 22 feet in width.

In the accompanying tabulations the activities of this bureau on
forest road work have been summarized. All work which has been
done under the 10 per cent fund, section 8 of the Federal-aid act,

the Post Office appropriation, and with cooperative funds has been
included in these tabulations.

Preliminary engineering investigations have been made on 4,588

miles of road. Siu-veys and plans have been completed or are in the

process of preparation for about 2,200 miles of highways.
Construction is completed or in progress on 1,600 miles at an esti-

mated cost of $12,000,000. This is an average cost of $7,500 per

mile, which includes all engineering expenditures. In addition a

number of cooperative projects have been built by the States, On
these projects the surveys, plans and construction work are done by
the States subject to the approval of the department.

Engineering investigations and reconnoissayice surveys.
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Cooperative project construction.
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Tlie distribution of this material and eriiiipnKmt will bo treated

at a later dat'* in a special ropor", whicli will inoliido tables shewing:

the amount of the several classes of material received and the
amount allo:,ted to each of the Stat3s.

ROAD MATERIAL TESTS AND RESEARCH.

Duriniz; the past (iscal year the work of this division has proceeded
vigorously, and although the routine testing has greatly increased in

scope, particular emphasis has been placed on the development of

the research work of the division. The vast expenditures of money
for road construction, when taken into consideration with the rapid

destruction of many road surfaces under heavy traffic, have rendered

it necessar}^ to institute a thorough investigation into the conditions

whicli make for such rapid destruction and to discover, if possible,

a means whereby designs of road surfaces may be provided to ade-

quately take care of heavy traffic. The plan of research outlined in

November of the preceding fiscal year working toward the more
adequate design of roads was followed and increased in scope and a

number of very enlightening facts have been developed during the

year.

It was found, for example, in one series of tests with a loaded o-ton

truck traveling at 15 miles per hour and striking a surface depression

only one-quarter of an inch in depth that the rear wheels d.^livered

a blow to the read equivalent to lour times the static load. Carry-
ing the research a step farther it has been found that the intensity of

the blow elelivered is enormously reelucod by the use of pneumatic
instead of solid rubber tires.

The investigations which have for their purpose the improvement
of methods of road surface design may be classifieel under the follow-

ing main heads

:

1. An investigation of subgraeles and elrainage.

2. Determination of the impact of motor trucks on road surfaces,

3. Investigation of the effect of impact on different types of road
surfaces.

4. The relative w^earing qualities of different types of road surfaces.

Three of these investigations were started during the previous

fiscal yeai', and the investigation of subgrades during the early part

of this fiscal year. Considerable headway has been made on all of

them. Two papers appeared in Public lloads giving the results of

the impact tests anel one paper describing the general character of

the entire investigation. One series of 49 roael surfaces has been
tested under the same kind of traffic and a paper on this subject

will appear shortly. ' In addition, the impact tests for determining

the relative load-carrjdng capacity of different surfaces are now about

half completed and a paper will likewise be published on this investi-

gation in a short time.

CONCRETE INVESTIGATIONS.

A series of tests was conducted to determine the crushing strength

of concrete as affected by the addition of hydrate of lime and to

determine the effect of mixing the concrete at a central mixing plant

and hauling it before elepositing at the work.
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Prelimiiiiirv expoiimontal -work was also performed on an investi-

gation of blast furnace slag for use as a coarse aggregate in concrete.

A paper on 'The pressure exerted by concrete against forms" was
prepared and presented before the xVmerican Concrete Institute.

A paper was also published in our bureau magazine, Public Roads,
on a new instrument designed and built in the division for measuring
the wear of concrete roads under traflic.

An investigation of the effect on concrete of alkalies in the mixing
water has been started.

NONBITUMINOUS ROAD MATERIAL INVESTIGATIONS.

An investigation of the chemical composition of blast furnace and
smelter slags was made and samples tested from all of the principal

slag banks in the country. Melts have also been prepared in the

laboratory resembling blast-furnace slag.

An investigation of the variation in spelter coating on galvanized

metal for the fabrication of corrugated metal culvert pipes was con-

ducted, as well as a comparison of the lead acetate and antimony
chloride-hydrochloric acid method for determining the amount of

spelter coating. Several of the largest plants manufacturing sheet

metal for galvanized metal culvert pipes were visited and data col-

lected. A paper entitled "Galvanized culverts'' was prepared and
published in the May issue of Public Roads.
As a result of the quarry investigations undertaken during 1917 and

1918, the bureau was able to cooperate with the road materials com-
mittee of the American Society for Testing Materials in the prepa-
ration of tentative standards for sizes of crushed stone. A paper on
the subject was presented also at the annual meeting of the Crushed
Stone Association at Louisville, Ky.
A number of concrete roads in the State of West Virginia, in which

soft sandstone was used as aggregate, were inspected for the purpose
of noting results in service as compared with laboratory tests to which
the material has been subjected.

The study of industrial practice in the preparation of conmiercial

broken stone aggregates, continued from the previous year, was car-

ried on in eastern Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Virginia. A sta-

tistical study was made on the nonbituminous road material sup-

plies of 19 Southern and Middle Western States. Road material sta-

tistics were compiled through correspondence with a large number
of sand, gravel, and broken stone producers in the I'nited States.

Information was likewise gotten with respect to Portland cement
production as affecting road construction. Santl and gravel pro-

duction investigations were made in Maryland. Virginia, Pennsyl-
vania, New York, tiie New England States, and Wisconsin.

PHYSICAL TESTS OF ROAD-BUILDING MATERIAL.

During the year 1 ,020 samples of road-building materials were ex-
amined in the physical laboratory, as compared with 1,084 samples
during the ])receding year. The larger number tested during the
j)rccoding year is accouuteil for by the testing of a larger numljer of

concrete samples submitted from the District of Columbia. The
number of samples tested during the past year is well above the aver-
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age of routine work in tlic physical laboratory. Tlie samples may
be classified as follows:

Rock 319

Sand 244

(iravel 203

Cement 88

Slag 55
Concrete 48
Brick
Miscellaneous G3

Samples were received from 43 States and also from the Dominican
Republic, West Indies. Below is given the geographical distribution

of samples examined:

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California

Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia.
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
New Mexico
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

28
11

48
3

12

2

10
55
37
11

2

2

12
4
14
8

21
3

49
33
2

23
8

35

Missouri 9
Montana 30
Nebraska 11

New Hampshire 1

New Jersey 15
New York 5
North Carolina 31
Ohio 12(5

Oklahoma 78
Oregon 4
Pennsylvania 44
South ( 'arolina 42
South Dakota 3

Tennessee 15

Texas 3

Utah 12

Virginia 102
Washington 1

West Virginia 17

Wisconsin 35

Dominican Republic 9

Total 1,026

MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF ROAD-BUILDING ROCK.

The petrographic laboratory examined 865 samples of road mate-
rials during the year, an increase of almost 27 per cent over the pre-

ceding year and well above the average of routine work. Of these

samples 339 were rock, 53 slag, 205 gravel, 214 sand, 52 clay, and 2

miscellaneous.

RESEARCH ON DUST PREVENTIVES AND ROAD BINDERS.

The following investigations have been under way on bituminous
materials

:

1. Investigation of the process of refining crude petroleums.

2. Exposure tests on road oils and asphalts to study the effect of

weathering and atmospheric exposure.

3. Investigation of the effect of so-called w^hite and black alkalies

from New Mexico on asphaltic cements.
4. Investigation relative to the new penetration needle.

5. Study of density and voids in bituminized aggregates.

In the investigation of the process of refining crude petroleums

seven experimental steam distillations were made, using three typical

crude petroleums. From the data collected in this rnanner and from
the extensive testing of 187 samples from the experimental refinery

a paper on ''Some relations betw^een the characteristics of steam-
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distilled petroleum residuals" was prepared and presented at the last

annual meeting of the American Society for Testing Materials.

The work done on the study of the asphalt content of road oils

during the preceding year was worked up and ])resented in the form
of a paper at the last meeting of the American Society for Testing
Materials.

ROUTINE CHEMICAL TESTING AND INSPECTION.

vSeven hundred and eighty-three samples were examined in the

chemical laboratory. This represents an increase of 197 per cent

as compared with the ])rece(ling fiscal year. Of the samples examined
365 were bituminous materials, 406 metal, and 12 miscellaneous. In
addition, analyses of 40 samples of smelter slags and 29 samples of

blast-furnace slags were-made.

CONFERENCE OF STATE TESTING ENGINEERS AND CHEMISTS.

In February the second conference of State highway testing engi-

neers and chemists was held at the bureau. Representatives of prac-

tically all the State highway department laboratories w^ere in attend-

ance. Standards for use in the making of tests for Federal-aid work
were adopted by this conference and will be published by the bureau.

STANDARDIZATION OF METHODS OF TESTING NONBITUMINOUS ROAD MATERIALS.

Research work on proposed modifications of the standard abrasion

test for rock was completed and a paper on this subject presented at

the twenty-third annual meeting of the American Society for Testing

Materials.^ The study of methods of testing the quality of granite

])aving block in the laboratory was completed and a paper on the

subject prepared for publication in the technical press.

Methods of soil analysis adapted to a study of road subgrade mate-
rials were developed for use in connection with a systematic study of

the bearing power of soils to be undertaken during the coming year.

Experiments in developing apparatus adapted to the rapid testing

of road materials in the field were continued.

STANDARDIZATION OF METHODS OF TESTING BITUMINOUS ROAD MATERIALS.

Cooperation with the American Society for Testing Materials \yas

continued through the committee on road materials. The following
c &

investigations will be of direct beneiit in the standardization work
of the bituminous section of committee D-4

:

Methods of making penetration test.per

Methods of making float test.

Standardization of viscosity test for road oils.

The work on "asphalt content" will also be of direct use in the

standardization work of the committee.

FEDERAL-AID WORK.

Of the samples examined in the physical, chemical, and petro-

graphic laboratories, 875 were materials for use in Federal-aid

construction, as compared with 355 samples examined for similar

use during the precednig year.

Test reports, numbering 2 1,985, submitted by laboratories tlu'ough-

out the country on samples of material used in Federal-aid road
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construction were examined and comments prepared regarding
them. In addition, 98 specifications proposed for use in Federal-aid

construction were examined and recommendations were made
regarding those parts of the specifications dealing with materials.

INSTRUMENT MAKING AND REPAIRING.

During the year the machine shop has completed 236 jobs, as

follows: Division of tests, 146; engineering, 4; general office, 74;
drainage, 12.

ROAD BUILDING AND MAINTENANCE INVESTIGATION.

Requests for the assignment of an engineer to assist in planning
systems of highways were received from 11 localities; and the Arizona
highway department requested the services of an engineer to check a
number of tests of cement. All these requests were referred to the
respective district engineers of the bureau for attention.

Reports on road systems were made for the Navajo Indian Reser-
vation in Arizona, and for Caribou County, Idaho. A special report

dealing with the design of a retaining wall was prepared for Wise
County, Va.

Designs for bridges were prepared as follows: Alabama, 1 ; Kansas,
1; South Carolina, 1. The design prepared for South Carolina is for

a reinforced concrete arch bridge having a single span of 170 feet and
a total length of bridge of 424 feet, with a 20-foot roadway.

Engineers were assigned to investigate proposed bridge structures,

as follows : Kentucky, 1 ; Virginia, 1

.

The bureau also adapted plans for structures on the national

forest roads to the use of a considerable quantity of bridge material

which was declared surplus by the War Department and transferred

to the Department of Agriculture.

In addition to the above, general designs were prepared and dis-

tributed on request, and plans prepared by State and other officials

have been reviewed.
FIELD EXPERIMENTS.

Approximately 26 miles of experimental roads, which had been
constructed during previous years in Alexandria and Fairfax Coun-
ties, Va., in Montgomery County, Md., and in the Department of

Agriculture grounds, were maintained, and statistics relating to the

cost of keeping them in repair were collected.

At the end of the year, on account of the reduction in the appro-
priation, it was necessary to relinquish the maintenance of the roads
in Montgomery County and the Gum-Spring-Mount Vernon road in

Fairfax County.

ROAD MANAGEMENT AND ECONOMICS.

In January of this year Col. Ralph Hess was appointed chief of

economics in place of Mr. J. E. Pennybacker, who resigned during
the preceding fiscal year. Before Col. Hess could assume his duties

at the bureau he was recalled to temporary service with the army
in Europe, and at the end of the year was still in Ai'my service.

Upon his return to the bureau it is planned to enlarge and extend
the work of the Economics Division, particularly with respect to the
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study of labor and transportation conditions affecting highway
construction.

MODELS AND EXHIBITS.

Practical demonstrations by means of models and other exhibit

materials were made during tlie year to illustrate the various activi-

ties of the bureau. This exhibit material was built and maintained
by the bureau, but all expenses of transportation and installation

at the following fairs were paid by the ofhce of exhibits from an
appropriation made by Congress for exhibition purposes. All ex-

hibit work was carried on under the general supervision of the office

of exhibits of the department, which placed a combined department
exhibit on display at the following fau-s or expositions.

Name of fair. Place. Date.

Missouri State Fair
Illinois Centennial State Fair
Iowa State Fair
Illinois-Indiana Fair
Ohio Slate Fair
Minnesota State Fair
Nebraska State Fair
Indiana State Fair
Montana State Fair
Kansas Free Fair
New York State Fair
Wisconsin State Fair
Rochester Exposition
Washinpton State Fair
Eastern State Aiiricultural Exposition
Memphis Tri-State Fair
Oklahoma State Fair and E.xposition
Oregon State Fair
International Farm Congress
Oklahoma Free Slate Fair
Interstate Fair .Vssocialion
Mississi ppi-..\ labama Fair
Brockton Fair and Horse Show
East Texas Fair
Utah State Fair
State Fair of Texas
Vircrinia State Fair
Alabama State Fair
Southeastern Fair Association
Southside Virginia Industrialand .\gricultural Expo-

sition.

Evansville Centennial Exposition
South deoreia Fair
Nortli Carolina State Fair
Nortlirast Texas Fair
<ieorpia Stale Fair
Louisiana State Fair
State .Vgricultiiraland .Mechanical .Association
Texas Cotton Palace
.\rizona State Fair
Oeorgia-Florida Fair
Carolina Fair
.Vlbemarle .Agricultural Association
Southern Expo>ition Fair .Association
Florida State Fair
International Live Stock Show

,

I'. S. flood Roads .Association
,

Sanitarv and l-'flioicncv Show
,

Sedalia, Mo
Springfield, 111...*....
Des Moines, Iowa
Danville, 111

Columbus, Ohio
Hamline, Minn
Lincoln, Nebr
Indianapolis, Ind
Helena, Mont
Topeka, Kans
Syracuse, N. Y
Milwaukee, Wis
Rochester, N. Y
Yakima, AVash
Springfield, Mass
Memphis, Tenn
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Salem, Oreg
Kan.^asCity, Mo
Muskogee, Okla
Trenton, N. J

Meridian , Miss
Brockton, Mass
Tvler, Tex
Salt Lake City, Utah..
Dallas, Tex
Richmond, \'a
Birmingham, Ala
-Atlanta, Ga
Petersburg, A"a

Evansville, Ind
Albanv, Ga
Raleigh, N. C
Pittsburg, Tex
Macon, Ga
Shreveport , La
Columbia, S. C
AVaco, Tex
Phoenix, .Ariz

A'aldosta. Ga
Greenville, S. C
FlizabethCity, N. C,
Augusta, Ga
.Tacksonville, Fla
Chicago. Ill

Hot Springs. Ark. .

.

Pittsburgh, Pa

Aug. &-16, 1919.
Aug. 13-23, 1919.
Aug. 22-29, 1919.

Aug. 24-30, 1919.

Aug. 25-29, 1919.

Aug. 30-Sept. 6, 1919.
Aug. 31-Scpt. 5, 1919.
Sept. 1-6, 1919.

Sept. 8-13, 1919.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Sept. 11-16, 1919.

Sept. 15-20, 1919.

Do,
Sept. 20-27, 1919.

Do.
Sept. 22-27, 1919.

Sept. 24-Oct. 4, 1919.

Sept. 29-Oct. 4, 1919.

Sept. 29-Oct. 3, 1919.
Sept. 29-Oct. 4, 1919.
Sept. 30-Oct. 3, 1919.
Sept. 30-Oct. 4, 1919.
Oct. 6-11, 1919.

Oct. 6-19, 1919.

Oct. 6-11, 1919.

Do.
Oct. 11-21, 1919.

Oct. 14-18, 1919.

Oct. 14-24, 1919.

Oct. 20-25, 1919.

Do.
Oct. 21-Nov. 1. 1919.

Oct. 22-25, 1919.

Oct. 22-27, 1919.

Oct. 27-31, 1919.

Oct. 2,5-Nov. 9. 1919.

Nov. 3-8, 1919.

Do.
Do.

Nov. U-15, 1919.

Nov. 11-22, 1919.

Nov. 15-30, 1919.

Nov. 22-Dec. 6, 1919.

Apr. 12-17, 1920.

June 12-19, 1920.

Exhibit material was also loaned to the following fairs and expo-
sitions, the applicant in each case defraying all expense incurrea in

sbipment and installation and return of the material to the bureau:
South Dakota State Fair, Brookings, S. Dak., Sej)teml)pr S-13,

191<>.

Tri-County Fair, Andrews, S. C, Octol)er 15-17. 1010.

Colleton Countv Fair A.ssociation, Waltcrboro, S, C, Xovcmbcr 4-8.

1019.

244."..-—.VGR 1020 .34
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A goods roads disj^lay at Wilmington, Dol., by the State highway
dojiarlmont of DebiAvare. November 21-25, 1919,

The Dayton Automobile Exposition, Dayton, Ohio, January 12-
17, 1920.

"

The Ohio Good Roads Association, Columbus, Ohio, January 19-
24, 1920.

Evansville Chamber of Commerce, Evansville, Ind., March 22, 1920.

ADDRESSES, LECTURES, AND PAPERS.

The practice of rendering technical advice through the medium of

conferences, lectures, and the presentation of papers at public gather-
ings was continued during the year. Representatives were assigned
to attend only those meetings and conferences of official bodies which
were of State or Nation-wide importance. Ninety-seven special

authorizations were approved by the Secretary's office for the detail

of representatives of the bureau to attend special meetings of tech-

nical societies and associations and other meetings having a du*ect or
an indirect interest in or influence on highway improvements. Of
these authorizations 57 carried authority to deliver stated addresses,

the remainder to attend and participate in the gathering.

PHOTOGRAPHIC WORK.

There were developed in the photographic laboratory 3,488 nega-
tives, 19,410 prints were made, 1,064 lantern slides, 527 bromide en-
largements, and 2,187 photostat prints.

In addition to this work 788 lantern slides were colored for lecture

work, 193 bromide enlargements were painted for exhibition pur-
poses, and 34 maps were mounted on cloth.

For the use of various individuals and organizations, including
employees of the office, 3,043 lantern slides, 15,268 prints, and 394
bromide enlargements were loaned. At the close of the year the
photographic files contained 22,057 negatives, 82,932 prints, and
11,543 lantern slides, showing a substantial increase in all branches
of photographic work OA^er the work performed during the previous
fiscal year.

PUBLICATIONS.

Twelve publications dealing with special phases of the work of the

bureau were issued during the year—tlu^ee by the division of irriga-

tion investigations, four by the division of drainage investigations,

three by the division of rural engineering investigations, one by the

highways division, and the annual report of the bureau.

In addition to these special publications, the bureau continued
the publication of the monthly magazine, Public Roads, dealing with
matters of interest to highway engineers, especially in connection

with Federal-aid work.
One of the handicaps from which the bureau suffers is the in-

sufficiency of the funds allotted to it for publication. A great amount
of valuable information is acquired each year which it is impossible to

issue in the form of publications of the department because of the

limitation of the printing funds. The demand for Public Roads has

grown to the point where it has become necessary to refuse requests

for it, because the funds limit the size of the issue to 4,500 monthly.
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FARM IRRIGATION INVESTIGATIONS.

A ]arge part of the food supply of the more arid States of the West
IS derived from irrigated land. 'Jlie high prices of soil products and
the scarcity of water due to long-continued droughts have forced
attention to the need of more water for irrigation, and this in turn has
reawakened an interest in the storage of flood waters, the improve-
ment of canal systems, and the removal of waste water from water-
logged lands. The division of irrigation is endeavoring to respond
to this general demand for more water, better systems, and a more
economical use of water to the extent of its men and means.

Tntil recently the chief efforts of the ])eople of rural communities
in the far Western States have been exerted in providing water for
raw lands. The expenditure of a large sum by the Department of
the Interior in work of tliis nature during the past 18 years gave an
impetus to this kind of reclamation and induced corporations and
private interests generally to undertake similar development. Owing
to the depletion of Government funds for this ]jurpose, construction
work on Government projects is falling off, but the lessening of
governmental activity has been followed by a corresponding increase
in the action taken by private interests, communitit s, and States.
These private undertakings, however, have to do mainly with the
overhauling and enlarging of existing systems. Many of these were
built more than a quarter of a century ago and are dependent on the
summer flow of streams for their suppl} . The area inigated by tliem
can not be increased unless part of the flood waters are stored, but
to provide funds for the building of high masonry dams requires the
combined financial backing of entire communities. This in turn
necessitates a reorganization into irrigation districts, and not infre-

quently the merging of all the irrigation interests on a stream under
one central control. For the past year the most beneficial results
derived from the work of this division have been gained through
assistance rendered to communities in making preliminary surveys
and reports of existing systems and, when found feasible, in aiding the
water users imder these systems to amalgamate their interists,
build storage reservoirs, and adapt their main canals and distribu-
taries to the more efficient irrigation of a larger body of land. In
four counties of Utah the reconstruction work which has been carried
out under the guidance of tliis bureau will result eventually in the
reclamation of about 100,000 acres of additional land besides furnish-
ing an iidecpiate and dependable supply to nearly as large an area now
insufficiently served. These striking results are a forecast of the
greater accomjjlishments which may be confidently expected if the
larger ])rojects now under way or (•ontem))lated arc carried to com-
pleti(m.

Apart from the foregoing, the several lines of investigation for the
conduct of which this division was created have been continued. The
apportionment of the flow of streams and canals among thousands of
users has always proved a difficult task, and until facilities are pro-
vided so that the amount of water to which each is entitled is accu-
rately measured controversies and litigation are certain to arise.

Numerous experiments have been conducted at the hydraulic lal)ora-

tory at Fort Collins, Colo., for the purpose of determining the efficiency
of water meters in common use and also of devising ncAV types. ()f
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the latter the Ventiiri flume seems to possess tlie greatest promise of
future success. Although scarcely beyond the experimental state,
several thousand of these meters are likely to be installed next season.
One irrigation company in Texas is contemplating the use of 2,000.

In all new enterprises, such as irrigation districts and cooperative
companies, the amount of water available and the amount required
to irrigate the crops to be grown are vital factors which need to be
determined before bonds are issued or construction begun. The
various conditions which influence decisions of this nature have been
studied by members of this division for a score or more years and
the knowledge and experience which they have acquired create a
demand for their services and enable them to render valuable assist-

ance at a stage of proceedings when sound advice is urgently needed
to attain success. A bulletin on The Western Farmer's Water Right
has been published.

Several million acres of what formerly constituted the finest irri-

gated lands of the W^est are to-day partially if not wholly valueless
through the rise of ground water and alkali. In nine cases out of ten
the individual farmer is powerless to remedy this condition. To be
successful it is something which communities must undertake, but
before the necessary funds can be raised the State legislature must
provide the requisite authority in the form of proper drainage district

laws. The members of this division are aiding in the preparation of

such laws, and in the organization of drainage districts. They also

make preliminary surveys and estimates of cost and frequently su-

pervise the construction of drainage systems.

Owing to the reduction in the appropriation it has been necessary
to limit much of the work to States which are cooperating with the
bureau by furnishing a portion of the funds. Among the important
studies carried on under cooperative agreements have been the
preparation of sectional maps showing the irrigated areas of Cali-

fornia, an investigation of the irrigation of deciduous orchards in

California, observations on the South Platte River in Colorado to

determine the number and extent of diversions and the amount of

seepage and return waters, keeping records of the fluctuations of

the water table in New Mexico as a guide in planning for the drainage
of water-logged lands, and studies of the use of water in western
Texas.
f^ The more extended use of concrete; pipe to convey and distribute

water for irrigation purposes is being urged in order to lessen the

waste of water occurring in earthen channels. Two years a^o the

concrete-pipe industry of the Pacific coast was not on a creditable

basis. Much of the pipe made was inferior in quality and little had
been done to standardize the output of the various factories. As a

result of two years' investigation by members of this division better

materials are being used, the mixture better proportioned, the

strength and durability of the pipe greatly increased, better facili-

ties provided for the making of the pipe, and better methods recom-
mended for laying it. A bulletin on The Use of Concrete Pipe for

Irrigation has been submitted for publication.

Progi-ess has been made in assembling data for the preparation

of a report on the flow of water in metal pipe, which is to form part

of the series of publications on the flow of water in various tyjies of

conduits.
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FARM DRAINAGE INVESTIGATIONS.

The scarcity of labor and the high prices of farm prochicts have
turned the attention of farmers to the desirability of utilizing improve-
ments that will increase the crop 3neld and decrease the labor required
in cultivation. As a result there has been a renewed interest in

drainage despite the high cost of such work.
During the fiscal year drainage work was continued as during the

previous year, the activities being limited only by the funds avail-

able. It was found necessary to discontinue some of the more ex-
pensive investigational lines of work, among which were: The in-

vestigations relating to flow in large tile, run-off from small areas,

and run-off investigations in southern Louisiana. The results of
these investigations would have been of gi'eat value to the engineers
and landowners interested in drainage. ^Vll survey work on the
large projects has been discontinued and such work confined to small
projects and to the individual farm where only one engineer would
would be required on each project.

The cooperative agreements with the States of Alabama. Arkansas^
Georgia, North Carolina, and Tennessee were continued.

Surveys were made and drainage plans were prepared for 156 farms
in 14 States where the owners either desired the installation of tile

or the construction of terraces. On many other farms field exam-
inations were made and advice given informally.

At the request of drainage district officials, plans for the reclama-
tion of a number of large drainage districts were examined. By a

careful review of these plans it was possible in one case to suggest
a change in design that resulted in a saving of 8100,000 to the land-
owners. In another district the recommendation to the officials-

prevented the adoption of a plan that was not in accordance with
good engineering practice.

The field work on the Red River of the Xorth. a project which
involves the improvement of large areas of land in the States of
North Dakota, South Dakota, and Minnesota, was completed and a
process report outlining a plan for reclaiming the land in the vicinity
of Lake Traverse was prepared and transmitted. The preparation
of the final report on tne project was continued, and it is expected
that it will be completed in a few months. A complete drainage-
survey of a portion of the Grand River bottom in Daviess County,
Mo., was made and a report was prepared outlining a method of pre-
venting overflows due to ordinary rainfall intensities.

Twenty-six preliminary examinations wore made of overflowing
streams and swamp areas in various States and reports were sub-
mitted to the interested landowners.
The records of rainfall and run-off, which have been kept con-

tinuously since 1910 in the prairie section of Louisiana, were contin-
ued until January. 1920, when shortage of funds made it necessary to
discontinue the office of tiie division at Xcw Orleans. An attempt
has been made to continiic these records by correspondence, but the
results are not satisfactory.

The studies on the subject of drainage assessments were completed
and the manuscript for a bulletin upon the subject is nearly ready
for the printer. Numerous reriuests are received for information in

regard to tlie manufacture ot clay tile. An investigation of the
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inaimfactiirci of clav drain tile was mado, and tlio manuscript for a
l)ullotin on this siil)joct was propar<>d. The scarcity and high cost
of hibor has mado hand ditching very expensive, and in some instances
it has been foimd advisable to use explosives in constructing ditches
which formerly would have been dug by hand. An investigation of

the use of tlynamite in the construction of drainage ditches is now in

progress. The manuscript for a bulletin containing the results of

investigations of pumping plants in southern T^ouisiana was com-
pleted. This bulletin presents the data relative to pumping plants
that have been collected during the past 10 years in soutiiern Louis-
iana. Farmers' Bulletin No. 698, Trenching Machinery for Tile
Drain Construction, was revised and issued as P'armers' Bulletin
No. 1131. Department Bulletin No. .300, Plvcavating Machinery
Used in Land Drainage, has also been revised and brought up to

date. An investigation of vertical drainage was completed and a
manuscript for a Farmers' Bulletin on the subject is in preparation.

Investigations of the problems relating to the control of erosion
were continued as opportunity offered, and considerable material
was collected for a Farmers' Bulletin on soil-saving dams and other
devices for controlling gullying. Farmers' Bulletin No. 997, Terrac-
ing Farm Lands, was reprinted in revised form.

vStudies of the subsidence of muck soils after drainage were contin-
ued in Louisiana and in Florida. The investigation of the optimum
depth of drainage for muck soils was continued in Florida.

Investigations in regard to the effect of depth of drain and distance
between drains in tile drainage were continued. The investigation
at Tarboro, N. C, was completed and a report prepared. Similar
studies on another type of soil were made in Pitt County, N. C, and
A'aluable data secured.
An investigation to determine the rate of run-off from tile-drained

areas and the hydraulic factors that govern flow in large tile drains
was begun in southwestern Minnesota in the spring of 1920 and is

now in progress. An agreement was entered into with the commis-
sioner of drainage and waters of the State of Minnesota which provides
for cooperative hydraulic investigations on drainage ditches in the
northwestern part of the State. The objects of these studies are to

determine the rates of run-off that shoidd be provided for in that
territory, and to ascertain the proper value for the coefficient of

roughness (rO in the Kutter formula. These investigations are now
in progress.

Investigations were started and are now in progress in the south-
western part of Minnesota to determine the extent and concentration
of the alkalies that have caused the failure of a number of concrete
tile drains in that section. The ffuestion of whether or not it is safe

to use concrete tile in that part of the State is an exceedingly import-
ant one, as drainage districts have been organized which propose to

construct tile drains which will cost several million dollars. Con-
crete tile has been the tile most used, and it is desirable to determine
definitely the conditions under which the tile now manufactured can
be safely used, and if possible to devise methods of improving the
fjuality of the tile so tnat it will be more resistant to the action of

alkalies present in the soil. The results of the investigation during
the year were presented in a progress report that has been issued in

mimeographed form.
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Under agreement with the Florida experiment station cooperative
experiments were continued upon the station farm at Gainesville,

Fla., for the purpose of determining the value of sewage irrigation for

that type of soil. The experiments with sewage irrigation and with
the use of automatic valves for distributing the sewage were con-
tinued at Vineland, N. J. Several plans for small irrigation plants
on farms in humid sections liave been prepared and advice has been
given to a number of farmers who were operating irrigation plants
or desired to install such plants.

During the year the personnel of the division changed greatly.

Several senior drainage engineers with long experience in the work
resigned to accept more attractive positions. This loss hampered the
work materially and prevented taking up important investigations,

as it was impossi})le to replace the engineers who had resigned with
engineers of similar experience and training. It has also been im-
possible to secure junior drainage engineers, although it is desirable

to have a number in training who* can later be promoted as vacancies
occur.

RURAL ENGINEERING INVESTIGATIONS.

As was the case during the previous fiscal year, the work of the rural

engineering division in 1920 was handled largely through correspon-
dence, and consisted in responding to requests for information and
advice on individual problems in the field of rural engineering.

The plans for sweet-potato houses which had been prepared in

previous years in cooperation with the Bureau of Markets were
widely distributed throughout the sweet-potato growing sections.

A number of storage houses have been built from these plans. Re-
ports received from the owners indicate a very much smaller loss

from potatoes stored than that which formerly occurred.
A design for a simple water system consisting of a cistern and

pitcher pump which can be cheaply installed in any home was
prepared for general distribution. Assistance was given to several

farmers who desired advice relative to water suppl}', septic tanks,
and in one instance a farm dam. The preparation of a bulletin on
Sewage and ^Sewerage of the Farm Home was nearly completed.
Plans for septic tanks for three large rural schools were prepared.
Studies were made and advice given relative to sewage disposal,

drainage, and water supply of the new plant-detention station of the
Bureau of Plant Industry near Bell, Md. Plans were also prepared
for the installation of wash and toilet rooms for laborers at the Arling-
ton Expenment Farm.
For general distribution there were prepared designs for farm

buildings, as follows: A sheep barn, dairy oarn, two cattle barns,
horse barn, implement shed, cattle feed trough, self-feeder for hogs,

smokehouse, and a hollow-tile sweet-potato storage house. Modi-
fications were made in sweet-potato storage-house plans previously
prepared. In addition, a numl)er of designs and drawings were
prepared for other l)ureaus of the department.

Farmers' Jiulletin No. 1132, i^lanning the Farmstead, was com-
pleted and submitted for publication. A number of farmstead lay-
outs were prepared in response to recpiests for assistance.
A paper on the "Stanchirdization of cow mangers and litter car-

riers" was delivered l)efore the farm equipment section of the Na-
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tional Implement and Vehicle Association and the American Society
of Agricultural Engineers. Tlie standards for cow mangers that had
been developed by representatives of these organizations and engi-
neers of the division in cooperation were later accepted as the oflicnil

standards by both organizations.

The development of apparatus for dusting cotton plants for the boll

weevil, which had previously been designed, was continued in co-

operation with the Bureau of Entomology. The designs were per-

fected, public patents granted and efforts made to bring about the
commercial production of machines. In cooperation with the Bureau
of Entomology there was prepared Farmers' Bulletin No. 1098,
Dusting Machinery for Cotton Boll Weevil Control.

The work of the Secretary's committee on farm-equipment con-
trol, which was turned over to the division in the spring of 1919, was
continued. A few licenses were issued to applicants.

Little interest was shown by thrashers and farmers in the grain-
conservation work, taken over by the division upon the termination of

the Food Administration's war activities. But one request for as-

sistance in conducting "thrasher schools" was received. It was com-
plied with.

Papers on "Special features of tractor-drawn implements" and the

"Care and operation of separators" were prepared and i-ead before

the Farmers' Congress at Harrisburg, Pa., and the Brotherhood of
New York Thrashermen at Rochester, N. Y., respectively.

A member of the staff assisted in the program of a " tractor school
and demonstration" at Spartanburg, N. C.

Light and Power in Farm Homes was prepared for the yearbook
and later published as a separate. Data was obtained for a publica-

tion describing methods adopted and the results obtained by two
farmers in the utilization of small streams in generating electricity

for their farms. A study was made of the sources of electrical energy
available to farmers and the methods of securing current. The mate-
rial obtained will be included later in a publication on the subject.

A Farmers' Bulletin on One-Register Furnaces was sent to press,

also a bulletin on Proper and Economical Farm Home Heating.
In response to requests there were issued during the year 7,794

sets of plans for farm buildings and their appurtenances. In answer
to requests for assistance in the solution of agricultural engineering

problems, numerous data, sketches, and short articles on many sub-
jects were prepared.
The Information Series used in connection with replies to requests

for assistance was amplified by notes relating to the use of cold-water
paints, domestic refrigeration, firms manufacturing or selling farm
electric-lighting plants, and a discussion of round versus rectangular

barns.
At the end of the fiscal year the direction of the division of rm^al

engineering was transferred from Mr. E.- B. McCormick to Mr. S. H.
McCrory, who has had charge of the drainage work of the bureau for

a number of years. Mr. McCormick will take charge of the newly
organized equipment division which has been formed to look after

the large amount of road-building machinery, automobiles, motor
trucks, and other equipment transferred to the bureau by the War
Department.
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SEPARATIONS FROM THE SERVICE.

During the fiscal voar tliero wore 84 resignations of cnginct'i-s of all

grades, and Go resignations among the cleri( al and su])olerical forces.

Practically all of these employees resigned to take positions at higher
salaries outside the Government service. Five engmeei*s of the senior
grade resigned to take positions outside the Government service at

mcreases in salary rangmg from $2,500 to $5,000 per annum. Two
senior highway engineers received increases of $500 and $1,200
annually on resignation. One engineer economist accepted an out-
side position at an advance of $1 ,140 per year. One highway engineer
was offered and accepted a position paying $900 more tTian he received
from the hm'cau; one highway draftsman received an increase of $720
annually hy accepting an outside offer; and an architectural drafts-

man of long service with tlie hureau resigned to accept an annual
salary of $4,000, almost douhle the salary he received from the bureau.

Prevost Hubbard resigned as chief of the division of road material
tests and research to become chemist for the Asphalt Association.
He has been succeeded by Mr. A. T. Goldbeck.

J. T. Bullen. district engineer, resigned to accept employment as a
county engineer in Louisiana.
To fill the vacancies left by the resignations and to provide for

necessary enlargement of the force, a total of 230 engineei-s of all

grades and 127 clerical and subclerical emplojees were employed
during the year.

COOPERATION WITH RECLASSIFICATION COMMISSION.

At the request of the Joint Commission on Reclassification of

Salaries the bureau detailed to the commission one senior highway
engineer from October 21 to December 12, 1919; one economic
geologist from Xovember 4 to 28, 1919; and one engineer-economist
from August 13, 1919, to March 12, 1920.

Data fmnished to the Joint Reclassification Commission showed
tliat there were 715 people employed in the bureau, of which 180 were
located within the District of Columbia and 535 outside at the 13
district offices. Of the total numbei- 312 were classified as holding
engineering positions and 403 as clerical, legal, and miscellaneous.





REPORT OF THE CHIEF OF THE BUREAU OF MARKETS.

United Statks Department of Agriculture,
Bureau of Markets,

^yasMngton, D. C, October 9, 1920.

Sir : I have the honor to transmit herewith a report of the work
of the Bureau of Markets for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1920.

Respectfully,

George Livingston,
Chief of Bureau.

Hon. E. T. Meredith,
Secrefa?^ of Agriculture.

Deep interest in current questions involved in the marketing of
our agricultural products is manifested in all sections of the country

;

tlie discussion of marketing problems occupies a great deal of time at

public gatherings of farmers and other persons concerned, and a

great deal of space in the press, especially in rural and trade papers,
is devoted to presenting various aspects of the subject. Many people
who appreciate the relation between adequate agricultural produc-
tion and satisfactory marketing conditions are deeply concerned over
the situation which will confront the farmer during the next few
3'ears of the reconstruction period and many feel an actual fear for
our national i3rosperity should production be curtailed. Therefore,
it is probable that the consideration of marketing problems will con-
tinue to occupy the foremost place in the thoughts of both producers
and consumers. There is a deep-seated dissatisfaction in many quar-
ters on account of the apparently faulty functioning of our market-
ing machine, and a great deal of criticism arises because many people
seem to feel that nothing effective is being done to combat the high
cost of living, discriminations, unfair practices, unjust profits, unnec-
essary middlemen, unfair prices, manipulation, sj)e('iihition, hoarding,
improper grading, inadequate facilities for transportation and stor-

age, and other evils of the day. Many persons believe that these
evils can be coi-rected only by the substitution of a complete new
system for the old order of things and others wish to cure all market-
ing difliculties bv legislation. It is believed, however, that the
majority of careful investigators, while recognizing and deploring
existing imperfections, fully realize the impossibility of successfully
substituting immediately any new scheme for the present compli-
cated system, which is the slow growth of centuries. One of the
important fundaniontal iiroblems confronting marketing agencies
is the education of the public to a point where it will generally realize
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that the present marketing system is a product of evolution; that
improvements must be made gradually by changes in method and
procedure and by eliminating specific recognized evils; that it is
impossible to set up instantly a perfectly efficient and automatically
operated new marketing machine; and that it is also impossible to
cure all economic ills by legislation. The public must appreciate also
that marketing is quite as much a problem for the attention and
consideration of the consumer as for the producer.
Ever since its institution, the Bureau of Markets has realized that

certain objects must be accomplished before any generally noticeable
marketing improvements could be made. Standards for farm prod-
ucts and the containers in which they are packed must be established

;

prompt, accurate, and disinterested domestic and foreign market
information must be made available to all parties concerned in the
process of distribution ; impartial inspection must be maintained ; the
problems inherent in the organization and operation of farmers'
cooperative organizations must be solved; the business practices of
the various marketing agencies must be improved ; accurate and com-
plete data concerning the cost of marketing must be available; and
efficiency in handling, storing, and shipping farm products must be
increased. In all these directions measurable progress has been
made and in the following pages of this report will be found a fairly
complete statement of the ground covered during the fiscal year just
closed.

During the year especial attention was given to questions bearing
on the effective distribution of the information collected by the
bureau, the publication of The Market Reporter, studies regarding
the cost of marketing, the compilation of statistics on marketing, the
development of a service to deal with foreign marketing, and the
standardization of additional commodities.

Distribution of market information.—The question of distributing
in an effective way the information collected by the Bureau of
Markets has for many years been a difficult one. The market neAVS
services have been developed to a point where they very effectively

meet the requirements of the agencies concerned in marketing or dis-

tributing the commodities dealt with, but until recently it has not
been practicable to summarize the information issued thrbugh these
various services and make it available in comprehensive form. The
publication of The Market Reporter, discussed below, was a move in

this direction, but the problem has not yet been completely solved.

It is felt that the market information of the bureau should be put
into the hands of the farmer in simple, convenient form with the
least possible delay. He has no time or inclination during a large

part of the year to read extended summaries or long detailed tables,

much less to analyze, interpret, and combine them, or to consider
them in conjunction with other significant information, and yet it

is vital that he should have information of this kind and be in a

position to act upon it. This problem is being attacked as energeti-

cally as possible, and consideration is now being given to the develop-

ment of a special service for weekly farm papers through which
market information in suitable form should be placed in the hands
of four to six million subscribers.

Plans are being made to increase our collection of motion pictures,

to add to our lantern-slide lectures and exhibits, and to work out
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other means for effectively and graphically presenting the work in
iill parts of the country.

The Market Reporter.—The first issue of The Market Reporter
appeared on January 3, 1920. Its publication was undertaken be-
cause it was desired to have a medium for the presentation in con-
venient form of marketing information of both general and special
interest, and of current as well as permanent value for the use of
producers, dealers, and consumers. The large number of favorable
comments received from the readers of the publication is very en-
couraging, and although it is only a few months old, it has clearly
demonstratetl its usefulness and has come to occiip}- an important
place as a source of market information that heretofore has been
inaccessible, or not available in convenient form. For the time being,
it is sent free to anyone who individually requests it and indicates a
need for it. The information contained in The Market Reporter
reaches a great many readers because its articles are copied or quoted
Avidely by magazines, rural and trade papers, and by the daily press.

As the bureau desires to make The Market Reporter of maximum
practical value, an inquiry will be made to determine the use that
is made of the information published in its columns and the occu-

pation of its readers. Wherever this study may indicate the desira-

bility of so doing, changes in form or in character of information
published will be made.

Studies of the cost of marketing.—Information regarding the cost

of marketing must be available to supplement data concerning the

cost of i)roduction. Exact, dependable information should be at

hand showing what proportion of the consumer's dollar is received

by the producer and the various marketing agencies, and indicating

the economic justification for the existence of each link in the chain

of marketing.
The retail marketing of meat is now being studied and it is hoped

that this work can be completed at an early date. A survey of the

nuirketing of milk and potatoes which has recently been instituted

will be prosecuted with all possible vigor, and efforts will be made
to determine the cost of marketing certain products through farmers'

cooperative marketing associations. Effective steps should be taken
to obtain information which may make it possible for cooperative
organizations to improve their operating methods and it is believed

that a comparison of their marketing costs Avith the costs of in-

dividual firms or corporations .selling the same product may throw
much ligiit on the relative efficiency of the two.
The use of uniform, suitable accounts by various types of market-

ing agencies would be of great assistance in obtaining dependable
data regarding the cost of marketing and should be the means of
effecting important economies. Every effort, therefore, will be made
to promote the use of the accounting systems already published and
to hurry to completion those which have been partially finished.

Suitable forms of accounts will be suggested to the industries whose
costs are studied.

Compilation of market statifitics.—Realizing the desirability of

having in available form up-to-date, accurate, and complete sta-

tistics concerning the marketing of agricultural products, steps

weio taken during the year to foi-m a statistical section in the Imreau.
In the coui'so of oni' work, (^specially in connection with the market
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news services, we have collected and distributed in mimeograi)lied
form extensive data relating to marketing conditions, receipts, ship-
ments, supplies, prices, etc. When issued, this information was of
current value and has been largely used in studying market fluctu-
ations over short periods. Many of the files, however, now cover a
period of years and when these figures are tabulated, summarized^
and analyzed by a competent statistician they should indicate signifi-

cant trends and be of great assistance in the analysis of funda-
mental factors affecting marketing conditions. These data should
be of especial value, because they will be compiled from a general
rather than a special standpoint and will be nation-wide rather than
local in scope. At present, consideration is being given to the issu-
ance of a comprehensive annual summary of marketing information
in statistical form.
Foreign markets service.—The importance of developing a foreign

markets service to obtain and disseminate information relative to
our foreign trade in agricultural products has been evident to this
bureau for some time, and since 1916 investigations have been con-
ducted concerning the marketing of American agricultural products
in foreign countries, preparatory to establishing a service of adequate
size and scope when sufficient funds should be made available by Con-
gress for its support. World markets have a deep and far-reaching
influence on domestic markets and prices, but, although approxi-
mately 50 per cent of our exports last year consisted of agricultural
products, and although the prices of some of our largest staple crops,
such as wheat, cotton, and wool, are made in foreign markets, so little

attention has been given to conditions which our farm products en-

counter in foreign fields that we have been without fundamental in-

formation which is of vital importance to our prosperity.

Other governmental agencies are interested in certain phases of
our foreign trade, but they have never attempted to cover agri-

cultural commodities in any adequate, systematic, or comprehensive
way, and the Bureau of Markets, so far as it has been able to proceed
with the funds in hand, has been developing a pioneer project.

In the annual report for the last fiscal year mention was made
of the fact that in June, 1919, representatives were sent to South
America to study the markets for purebred live stock and to acquaint

South American producers with the merits of the stock raised in this

country. The United States produces some of the best purebred live

stock in the world, in rapidly increasing numbers, and the de-

sirability of finding an outlet for it is evident. Most of this live

stock is raised under climatic conditions similar to those prevailing

in the Argentine Republic, Uruguay, Paraguay, and southern Brazil,

where 60 to 90 per cent of the total industries consists of live-

stock work. Both Argentina and Uruguay have many high-grade

herds, the great live-stock show at Palermo, Argentina, being con-

sidered one of the best in the world. Brazil, in the past, has not

given so much attention to live stock improvement, but is now taking
rapid steps in that direction. For all of these reasons this seemed
a most promising field to survey and this conclusion was justified

by the fact that the trip of our representatives brought out excellent

prospects for the development of a profitable trade. As a result of

the contacts they established it appears that business was transacted

up to June 30, 1920, amounting to over $400,000. The results of this
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trip have been so promising that it has been deemed advisable to

keep a representative in South America and arrangements are now
under way for the establishment of a permanent office there.

Brief mention also was made, in the last annual report, of the fact

that in May, 1919, an agricultural trade commissioner had been sent

to the United Kingdom to study the markets for agricultural prod-

ucts and to make regular reports, by letter and cable, for the infor-

mation of American producers and exporters. Reports of conditions

affecting American trade have been rendered regularly, and mucli

advance confidential information of importance has been received.

As an illustration it may be stated that the first information regard-

ing tiie siiipment of 8()0,000 carcasses of Australian lambs to this

country was received in a cablegram from our commissioner on Feb-

ruary 28. This was widely published and had the effect of steadying

the domestic market. A" special investigation was made of fruit

marketing which made it clearly evident that much can be done to

reduce present losses in transportation and handling. Prompt infor

mation was forwarded regarding British food and trading regula-

tions, and numerous important reports published in England, but

not heretofore received by us, were sent to the bureau. This work
has proved its value, and is a strong recommendation for the appoint-

ment of several experienced trade commissioners to be sent abroad to

aid in developing foreign markets for our agricultural products.

Our experience has indicated also the desirability of building up

a staff of experts in Washington to obtain, summarize, and make
public information concerning world supply and demand for the

principal commodities, including production and carry-over, trend

of consumption, trend of trade, etc. With the development of large

cooperative societies of producers this information should be of vital

importance and in great demand within a relatively few years.

Ileater car devised.—Enormous losses are caused annually because

large quantities of fruits and vegetables are frozen in transit. Last

winter shippers of apples in three States—Oregon, Washington,

and Idalio—filed claims against railroads amounting to over $3,000,-

000 to cover losses from freezing. To assist in reducing such losses,

the Bureau of Markets has distributed as widely as possible infor-

mation relative to the proper methods of loading and heating both

refrigerator and ordinary box cars. Recently, as a result of in-

vestigations, we have practically completed the desi<?n for heating

equipment for use in connection with the United States stiindard

refrigerator car, the specifications for which were drawn up in this

bureau. Experiments have shown that a refrigerator car, equipped

with this iieating system, will protect fruits and vegetables from
freezing, even at a temperature of 40 degrees below zero. Service

tests, to adapt this heating system to practical every-day conditions,

will be carried on during the coming winter.

^-standardization of icool.—Various statements issued in the past

have emphasized the importance of standardization work, which is

basic to improvement in marketing. In the other sections of this

report mention may be found of the work which has been done in con-

nection with the standardization of such commodities as rice and
other grains, fruits and vegetables, hay and live stock. The wool

standardization work l)eing our most important recent undertaking

in this line .should be emphasized at this point.
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For some time past it has been realized that the situation in the
wool industry made it necessary that steps be taken to enable wool
producers, distributors, and manufacturers to conduct their opera-
tions on a more satisfactory basis. The chaotic conditions which
govern the marketing of wool have been caused by a number of
factors. The bulk of American wool is produced in the Central and
AVestern States, while the manufacturing industries are located
almost wholly in the North Atlantic Seaboard States and no organ-
ized central markets exist. Handling and marketing in the field are
conducted in a haphazard, inefficient, and wasteful M^ay in most cases.
No recognized, nation-wide grades and standards have 'existed up to
the present time and, until this bureau entered the field about two
years ago, no adequate and reliable information was available re-

garding commercial supplies, movements, prices, or conditions.
Keports have been issued for some time regarding consumption

and stocks of wool, and according to statements received they have
been found invaluable by all wool-marketing factors. The impossi-
bility of giving an effective market news service on wool until
standard grades had been adopted, however, focused the attention
of our wool specialists on the preparation of tentative wool grades,
and during the past winter types of such grades were prepared.
These types were based on careful studies of more than two years'
duration, in the course of which several thousand samples believed
to represent generally accepted commercial 'grades were examined.
Before these tentative grades were put into final form they were
submitted for suggestions and criticisms to the leading wool authori-
ties of the country, including the American Association of Wool
Manufacturers. These grades are based on diameter of fiber only,
although suggestions have been made regarding the length of staple

for classes within the various grades which has been found to be
most adaptable for the different systems of manufacture. The estab-

lishment of these tentative grades was announced as widely as pos-

sible. Approximately 100 sets were sent out before the close of the

fiscal year in response to applications from practically every State

in the Union and from every branch of the wool industry, and about
130 requests for sets remained to be filled.

Cooperatwe organization.—The cooperative movement in the

United States has grown very rapidly in recent years. There are in

this country today approximately 15,000 farmers' organizations,

with a membership of approximately 2,000,000 persons. Almost all

of these organizations will be found at local markets, but their ex-

tension to terminal and distributing centers in greater numbers
appears to be only a matter of time. One of the most important
and difficult problems which we have to solve is how to assist co-

operative agencies to educate the business men of the country so

that they will concede the right of the farmer to enter the marketing
field. Many successful business men are engaged in a number of

enterprises, few confining themselves to one field of endeavor, and
there appears to be no valid reason why the farmer should be denied

the same privilege which they enjoy.

The Bureau of Markets makes general investigations concerning
the status and progress of cooperation in the United States and gives,

through its experts, advice and assistance to specific groups of pro-

ducers who request help in organizing and operating cooperative
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associations. It does not engage in general propaganda calculated

to induce the formation of such associations, but. when it is apparent
that cooperative effort is needed to overcome abuse, remedy ineffi-

ciency, or supply a recognized need, it suggests to producers the ad-

visability of considering the formation of a cooperative organization,

shows them how such organizations are formed and conducted, and
explains to them the principles that must be observed in order to be

successful.

Reduction in funds.—During the fiscal year 1920 the total appro-
priations available to the Bureau of Markets were $2,911,365, the

sum carried in the appropriation bill being supplemented by an allot-

ment of $100,000 from the funds of the wheat price guaranty Act for

enforcing the amendments to the cotton futures Act provided for

thereunder. The funds available during the previous fiscal year, 1919
(exclusive of the appropriation of $10,000,000 for the purchase of

nitrate of soda) were $4,312,863, of which $2,023,255 was carried in

the appropriation act for the Department of Agriculture, $2,004,608

in the food production Act, and $285,000 (allotted for the stockyards
supervision work) in the President's special fund for national secu-

rity and defense. On account of the discontinuance of war funds, the

bureau began the fiscal 3'ear 1920 with a reduction in available appro-
priations of $1,401,498, and the necessary readjustments were made
both in the lines cf work and in assignment of the personnel.

A large number of resignations among our most competent
workers, many of whom left the service to accept flattering com-
mercial offers took place during the year. The fact that the estab-

lished work "has been well maintained and that the very satisfactory

progress evidenced by this report was possible is a distinct indication

of the ability, loyalty, and tireless industry of those who remained
witli the bureau during this trying period.

Divisional organization.—During the fiscal year the various proj-

ects of the bureau were grouped into a number of divisions, and the
work of each will be discussed in the following pages.

DIVISION OF LIVE STOCK, MEATS, AND WOOL.

The work of the Division of Live Stock, Meats, and Wool was
supervised by Mr. Louis D, Plall until his resignation early in the
calendar year. Mr. Hall was succeeded by Mr. Stephen Bray, who
as division leader supervised the following work

:

Investigations concerning the marketing of live stock, meats, and
wool.

Market news service on live stock and meats.
Supervision of stockyards.

MARKETING LIVE STOCK, MEATS, AND WOOL,

Investigations concerning the marketing of live stock, meats, and
wool were conducted under the supervision of Messrs. Turner R. H.
Wright, C. V. Whalin, and George T. Willingmyre.
The preparation of data regarding comparative costs and yields

of the various wholesale cuts of beef has been undertaken and con-
tinued stud}' has been made of the problems involved in marketing
country hides and skins. Reports received from tanners and dealers
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indicate that our efforts to bring about improvements have been
effective.

In addition to the preparation and distribution of the tentative wool
grades described in the first part of this report, eight expert wool
classifiers were engaged in the spring to conduct wool grading demon-
strations in Maine, New Hampshire, Virginia, Kentucky, Arkansas,
and Missouri, from which States urgent requests for assistance had
been received. These classifiers graded wool which had been cen-
tralized by wool growers' associations, farm bureaus and agricul-
tural colleges as a demonstration and in order to test the practica-
bilit}'^ of the tentative wool grades. Demonstrations have also been
conducted in 16 States to suggest the most practicable, efficient and
profitable methods of preparing, storing, handling, grading, and
marketing wool and the value of giving due consideration to market
conditions at time of sale.

The survey to determine the location of purebred herds of the
various breeds of live stock in this country, begun during the previous
fiscal year for the convenience of purchasers, both domestic and
foreign, has been continued.

MARKET NEWS SERVICE ON LIVE STOCK AND MEATS.

The division leader was assisted by Messrs. E. W. Baker, C. A. Bur-
meister, and W. C. Davis in the conduct of the Market News Service
on Live Stock and Meats. The discontinuance of emergency funds
caused a very heavy reduction in the funds available for this work, it

being necessary to eliminate the service at 9 markets and reduce the
force by approximately 155 persons. Although this recfuction was
made with the least possible disruption of work, it obviously narrowed
the scope and made it much more difficult to furnish as efficient service

as previously. Under emergency funds the bureau was able to

operate 17,000 miles of leased wires, which were available for the

collection and interchange of market information on such important
commodities as live stock and meats, dairy and poultry products,

and fruits and vegetables. It has been necessary to cut this mileage
to approximately 5,000 miles, which makes it impossible to serve

adequately such great agricultural sections of the country as the

South, the Southwest, and the Pacific coast.

One of the chief problems considered was that of reducing the

length of the reports without greatly affecting the value of the in-

formation contained therein. Definite improvement was made in.

this direction. Weeldy reviews of the live stock market are now pub-
lished at all offices and have been well received by producers and
shippers who do not care to follow the market from day to day,
many of those formerly receiving the daily reports having re-

quested the weekly reviews instead.

The institution of The Market Reporter made it possible to pub-
lish certain monthly and weekly reports in permanent printed form^
and this has resulted in reducing the cost of the reports. The
Market Reporter has also provided a medium for the issuance of

weekly, monthly, and semiannual reviews of the live stock and meat
trade which could not be released before. These reviews are an at-

tractive feature of the market news service on live stock and meats
and have been commended by producers and members of the trade»
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One of the most important achievements of the year was an ar-

rangement made with various press associations and news agen-

cies, by which the}' agreed to handle exclusively the live stock mar-
ket reports furnished by the bureau representatives at East St.

Louis, Kansas City, and Omaha. These reports replaced those ob-

tained from unofficial sources, and placed these markets on the same
footing with the Chicago market in this respect. An improvement
also Avas made in the style of the reports, and after the new form
was adopted the officials of the press associations and news agencies

agreed not to make changes in the copy furnished them.
Constant effort was made to eliminate from the mailing lists all

" dead " addresses. The lists at the branch offices are circularized

every six to eight months, which prevents the accumulation of names
of persons who do not use the reports and eliminates an important

source of waste.

For some time it has been obvious that some effective steps must
be taken to train the various persons reporting market prices and
conditions in the various markets so that they will have, for prac-

tical purposes, the same conceptions as to what constitutes the vari-

ous grades and classes of live stock and dressed meats. Only by at-

taining uniformity in this respect is it possible to make intelligible

comparisons and issue comparable reports. This question presents

many perplexing angles, and while satisfactory progress has been
made in working out the details, much further work remains to

be done. In order that the public may better understand the grad-
ing system in use, exhibits have been prepared consisting of trans-

parent photographs in natural colors of typical specimens of each
grade of live stock and the corresponding grades of carcasses and
cuts of dressed meats. These photographs were obtained at the mar-
ket centers by expert photographers and have been colored by expert

colorists.

The monthly reports of raw stocks of hides and skins, begun during
the previous year at the request of the Tanners' Council and various

members of the trade, were continued and improved. At the close

of the year this work was transferred to the Bureau of the Census.

FEDERAL SUPERVISION OF LIVE-STOCK MARKETS.

For the fiscal year 1920, $75,000 was appropriated by Congress "to
enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carrj into effect until their

termination the provisions of the proclamations of the President of

June 18 and September 6, 1918, and the regulations thereunder relat-

ing to the stock-yards industry." Previously the work had been
financed by an allotment of $285,000 from the fund made available

to the President for emergency expenditures. This appropriation

of $75,000 was intended to provide the means for carrying on the

work for a few months, until legislation pending in Congress pro-

viding for the permanent regulation of this industry could be
passed. Owing to the fact that it was possible to carry on this super-

vision work largely with the force engaged on the live stock and meat
reporting service, it was continued throughout the fiscal year in spite

of the inacUniuate appropriation. On June 30, the fund appropriated

for the conduct of this work was exhausted, and it was necessarv to
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limit tliQ supervision, aUhough it had had an obviously good effect on
the industry.

At the beginning of the fiscal year the curtailed appropriations
made it necessary to close eleven field offices and later in the year
work was discontinued at four other places. During most of the
year, however, supervisors were maintained at Boston, Philadelphia,
New York, Chicago, Omaha, Kansas City, National Stock Yards
(Illinois), and St. Paul.
Three hundred and thirty-two licenses were issued to traders, order

buyers, commission men, and others during the year, and five licenses

were canceled for various reasons.

In the report for the last fiscal year mention was made of the dis-

covery and proof that certain firms had been guilty of overcharging
shippers for feed. In order to safeguard the public interest several
licensees were notified that it appeared that they had been guilty of
this practice and were given an opportunity to refund the over-
charges. Six of the licensees so notified, however, sought and ob-
tained from the district court at Chicago an order restraining the
Secretary of Agriculture and his subordinates from revoking their

licenses. These cases are still pending, and further action on all

other cases involving overcharges for feed has necessarily been
deferred awaiting their final decision.

From time to time adjustments have been made at various markets
through which objectionable practices and irregularities have been
eliminated. One such adjustment resulted in the settlement of a dis-

pute between a stock yard company and live stock traders which had
resulted in serious congestion in the yards and in consequent loss to

shippers. In another case, where all dead stock arriving with ship-

ments automatically became the property of the city in which the
yard was located, an arrangement was effected whereby it was agreed
that the shipper of such stock should receive for it prevailing dead-
stock prices. These two instances are mentioned for purposes of

illustration only. The great benefit resulting from this work is ob-

vious, but much of it can never be measured, because the mere exist-

ence of the supervisory machinery prevented innumerable irregulari-

ties and inefficient and dishonest practices.

DIVISION OF DAIRY AND POULTRY PRODUCTS.

The work of the Division of Dairy and Poultry Products included

the following activities and was directed by ISIr. R. C. Potts

:

Investigations concerning the marketing of dairy products.

Market news service on dairy and poultry products.

Butter inspection service.

MARKETING DAIRY PRODUCTS.

During the fiscal year the attention of the workers on the market-

ing of dairy products was directed principally to developing and
perfecting the monthly fluid milk market report, to compiling

statistics regarding the dairy industry, and to investigating the prob-

lems involved in the business management of milk distributing

plants. Through questionnaires and personal visits, definite and
complete information regarding market conditions and the basis of
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prices existing in the markets was obtained and with supplemental
explanations the report on milk prices was considerably improved.
This report, of which over 7,000 copies are issued monthly, covers

o^er 100 of the more important milk-distributing markets in the

United States.

Investigations of the problems involved in the business manage-
ment of milk plants were made at Cumberland, Md., South Bend and
Indianapolis, Ind., Grand Rapids and Benton Harbor, Mich.,

Sedalia, Mo., and other cities, where particular attention was given

to various phases of the managerial problems in cooperative or

farmer-owned plants.

Reports showing the total monthly production of various kinds

of manufactured dairy products were issued quarterly. A report

was prepared in mimeographed form giving the production of such

commodities by States in 1919, with comparative figures for 1918.

The division leader was assisted in conducting this work by Messrs.

G. P. Waiter and Warren H. Barber.

MARKET NEWS SERVICE ON DAIRY AND POULTRY PRODUCTS.

An appropriation to provide for the market news service on dairy

and poultry products, which was directed by Mr. L. M. Davis, was
included in the agricultural act for the fiscal year 1920, funds during
previous years having been included in the food production Act.

Branch offices were operated at Boston. Chicago, Fond du Lac,

Minneapolis, New York, Philadelphia, and San Francisco, the office

at Portland, Oreg., having been closed on October 1, 1919. Daily and
weekly butter market reports, daily and weekly cheese market reports,

daily egg and dressed poultry market reports and monthly export,

cold storage, and condensed milk reports were issued to a total mailing
list of nearly 10,000 persons and firms from whom specific requests

for the reports were received. Many requests were received for ad-

ditional information concerning eggs and live and dressed poultry,

which information the bureau waa unable to furnish because of inade-

quate funds for the development and conduct of this phase of the

work.
BUTTER INSPECTION.

The butter-inspection service was conducted at Boston, Chicago,

New York, and Philadelphia. This work was received with increas-

ing favor during the year, a total of 2,421 inspections having been
made, for which fees amounting to $4,582.64 were collected and
covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts. All butter

Eurchased in the open market by the Navy Department in Boston,

'ew York, and Phdadelphia is contracted for subject to Bureau of

Markets inspection, as is also butter purchased by certain State,

municipal, and private institutions. This service was supervised by
Mr. C. W. Fryhofer.

DIVISION OF FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.

In the fall of 1919 the following projects were placed in the Fruit

and Vegetable Division of the bureau, under the general supervision

of Mr. Wells A. Slierman :

Market news service on fruits and vegetables.
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Mrtrket news service on peanuts.
Market inspection of fruits and vegetables.
Enforcement of the standard-container Act.
Market grades and standards for fruits and vegetables.
^Market surveys, methods, and costs.

MARKET NEWS SERVICE ON FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.

The telegraphic market news service on fruits and vegetables dur-
ing the calendar year of 1919 included 36 commodities, on most of
^diicli complete daily rej^orts Avere issued in season covering car-lot
shipments, arrivals, and jobbing prices in the principal markets
throughout the country, as well as f. o. b. prices and other shipping-
point information on the more important crops. Mr. C. W. Kitchen
directed this work.
Reports were obtained on the following commodities

:

Apples. Grapes. Pear.s.

Asparagus. Greon peas. Peanuts.
Bunched vegetables. Honey (semimonthlj). Plums.
Cabbage. Honey-dew melons. Prunes.
Cantaloupes. Lemons. Spinach.
Casaba melons. Lettuce. Strawberries.
Cauliflower. Mixed citrus fruit. String beans.
Celery. Mixed deciduous fruit. Sweet potatoes.
Cherries. Mixed vegetables. Tangerines.
Cucumbers. Onions. Tomatoes.
Dry beans. Oranges. Watermelons.
Grapefruit. Peaches. White potatoes.

Early in the past fiscal year 18 market stations were operated at

the points listed below. Because of curtailed appropriations, how-
ever, it w^as necessary to discontinue four of these stations before
June 30, 1920.

Baltimore. Denver.* Omaha.
Boston. Detroit. Philadelphia.
Buffalo.* Kansas City. Pittsburgh.
Chicago. Los Angeles. Portland.*
Cincinnati. Minneapolis. St. Louis.
Cleveland. New York. San Francisco.*

Temporary field stations were operated during the calendar year

at 54 points in the various producing sections during the important
car-lot movement. This is a decrease of about 20 per cent compared
with the number of field stations operated in the year 1918.

At the beginning of the fiscal year the branch offices in the large

cities listed were connected by leased-wire circuits having their focal

point in Washington, but decreased appropriations made it neces-

sary to eliminate the wires to Denver, Los Angeles, San Francisco,

Portland, and Minneapolis. These changes decreased the leased-wire

mileage used in connection with the market-news service on fruits

and vegetables from 9,000 to approximately 5,000 miles. Leased-

wire service also was given the following temporary stations during

the period of their operation

:

Rochester. N. Y. Grand Rapids, Mich. Brawley, Calif.

Orlando, Fla. Waupaca, Wis. Turlock, Calif.

Princeton, lud. Greeley, Colo. Idaho Falls, Idaho.

» Discontinued.
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Wire communication with the other 45 field stations in producing
districts was made by means of commercial telegrams, either di-

rectly from Washington or by relay from the nearest permanent
branch office.

Owing to decreased funds, the *year 1919 witnessed a considerable
decrease in the number of mimeographed daily market reports. The
offices in terminal markets distributed approximately 13,500,000
regular and special reports, while the field stations issued approxi-
mately 3,000,000, making a grand total from all stations of approxi-
mately 16,500,000, as compared with 23,000,000 during the preceding
year. The mailing lists contained approximately 90,000 names, a
decrease of almost one-third from the previous year.

In certain of the cities where branch offices were located local

market reports were issued, giving daily receipts of practically all

commodities and tlie prices at which such goods were retailed. Local
newspapers cooperated rather extensively by publishing on their

financial and market pages portions of these reports.

The Weekly Crop and ISIarket Eeview of Fruits and Vegetables
was enlarged during the year to include crop news, estimates of pro-

duction, etc.. sucli items being secured by means of a corps of 200
voluntary reporters in important producing sections. This work
was approved by the Bureau of Crop Estimates, which had no funds
available for its conduct.
A short week-end review was prepared for the benefit of papers

that are unable to use the more extensive weekly review and was
sent to about 60 papers having approximately half a million sub-

scribers. A monthly news story was sent to about 50 periodicals and
press associations.

The Weekly Summary of Car-Lot Shipments was continued during
the year, and semimonthly reports on honey and beeswax have been
sent to about 3,000 honey producers and others interested in this

industry. Various special articles on the principal fruits and vege-

tables were issued through The Market Reporter; information con-

cerning the marketing of fruits and vegetables was sent dail}' and
weekly by telegraph to farm bureaus and periodicals; and articles

were distributed on Friday afternoons to various press agencies for

the use of newspapers that do not publish the more technical market
reviews.

'

•

Through a cooperative arrangement with the officials of the State

of Pennsylvania, a loop of the leased-Avire sj'stem has been installed

at Harrisburg. This makes possible an intensive distribution of

market news in that State.

MARKET NEWS SERVICE ON PEANUTS.

The growth of the peanut industry in this country and the attend-
ant marketing problems caused Congress to establish a market news
service on peanuts during the last fiscal year. An appropriation of
$12,000 was made available for this work: and since for certain
phases of this service the machinery established in connection with
the market news service on fruits and vegetables could be utilized, it

was possible to conduct it with the sum appropriated. Mr. C. W.
Kitclien lias assisted the division leader in this work.
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Peanuts pass throufjh a maiuifactiirinoj process before reaching the

consumer and do not travel throu<^h the same channels of distribu-

tion as fruits and ve«>;etables. These considerations brou<5ht up new
problems to be solved before this service could be put on a practical

basis. Investifj^ations of marketing methods and conditions were
made in the important producino; States of Texas, Alabama, Florida,

Georgia, North Carolina, and Virginia. Early in November, 1919,

a representative of the bureau was stationed at Suffolk, Va., who
wired to Washington regularly the prices which were paid the grow-
ers for farmer's grade peanuts and the prices received f. o. b. ship-

ping i^oint for the manufactured product. Contacts were established

with reliable representatives of the industry in important centers of

the Southeast and Southwest to furnish similar data by telegraph.

Arrangements were made with the agents of the different railroads

and boat lines serving the important Virginia-North Carolina section

to report M^eekly by mail the shipments in pounds of. shelled and
unshelled peanuts. Repi'esentatives of the market news service on
fruits and vegetables in Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,
Chicago, and St. Louis reported the car-lot arrivals and wholesale
prices of peanuts in those markets. Until the discontinuance of the
offices at Portland and San Francisco reports of f. o. b. market con-
ditions on Asiatic importations at those ports also were received.

The food products inspector at San Francisco continues to report the
quantities of oriental peanuts and peanut oil received at that port,
and through a cooperative arrangement with the Bureau of Chem-
istrj^ at Seattle a record of importations for the Seattle customs dis-

trict is obtained.
Every effort is made to obtain all possible information concerning

the peanut situation in the Orient, because this factor vitally in-

fluences the domestic market. During the year more than 132,000,000
pounds of peanuts, besides a large quantity of peanut oil, were im-
ported, largely from China and Japan. This amount is nearly double
that imported in any previous year and has caused considerable ap-
prehension and uncertainty as to the future of the peanut industry
in this country. At the request of this Bureau, the State Department
sent to the important peanut-growing consular districts in China,
Japan, India, and Africa, instructions for a detailed review of the
industry in those districts. Information obtained from this source
has been distributed to peanut growers and the trade.

Approximately 70,000 reports on peanuts were issued during the
fiscal year 1920, semiweekly, to a mailing list consisting of about
1,300 names.

MARKET INSPECTION OF FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.

Mr. C. T. More directed the market inspection of fruits and vege-

tables until his resignation in the fall of 1919, when this project was
placed in the fruit and vegetable division. In this division, Mr.
H. E. Kramer supervised the work until his assignment to other
duties, when he was succeeded by Mr. F. G. Robb.
At the beginning of the fiscal year 1920, the Food Products In-

spection Service was operating through 29 central offices, which
number was reduced to 23 by June 30, 1920, as shown in the table

below. In addition to these central offices at which inspectors were
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stationed, service was rendered at 150 other markets in the adjacent
territory.

Atlanta, Ga. Detroit, Mich. New Orleans, La.
Baltimore, Md. Fort Worth, Tex. New Yorlv. N. Y.
Boston, Mass. Houston, Tex. Omaha, Nebr.
Buftalo, N. Y. Indianapolis, Iml. Philadelphia. Pa.
Chicago, 111. Jacksonville, Fla.' Pittsburgh, Pa.
Cincinnati, Ohio. Kansas City, Mo. Portland, Oreg.*
Cleveland, Oliio. Los Angeles, Calif. St. Louis, jNIo.

Columbus, Ohio.* I\Ienii)his, Tenn. San Francisco, Calif.'

Denver, Colo.' Mihvauliee, A\is. Washington, D. C.

Des Moines, Iowa.' Minneapolis, Minn.

The total number of inspections throughout the j^ear approximated
25,500, which is an increase of 75 per cent over the record for the

fiscal 3'ear 1919. These inspections covered 40 different vegetables, 25
fruits and several kinds of nuts. Owing to insufficient force it has
been necessary to decline 3,150 applications. About 25 per cent of
the requests for inspection wore received from carriers, 25 per cent

direct from shippers and 50 per*cent from receivers. The total fees

received for fruit and vegetable inspections during the fiscal year
amounted to approximately $57,000, this sum being covered into the
Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.

Inspections have been made on behalf of the United States Navy
throughout the year at New York City. Just before the close of the
fiscal year similar work was instituted at the Great Lakes Naval
Training Station. Such economies have been effected that the Navy
Department has requested that fruit and vegetable inspectors be
assigned to its work at Boston, Philadelphia, Norfolk, Hamf)ton
Koads, San Francisco, and San Diego.

Cooperative work is done in California in working out the details

of a shipping point inspection service, to be conducted by the State

Department of Agriculture.

ENFORCEMENT OF THE U. S. STANDARD CONTAINER ACT.

The work of enforcing the provisions of the United States standard
container Act during the year has been devoted largel}^ to enlisting

the cooperation of manufacturers of the containers to which the

act relates, that is. Climax or grape baskets and tills or small fruit

baskets, so that nonstandard forms would be eliminated. Tests

showed that about 38 per cent of the containers tested did not con-

form to the established standards, and in all such instances the neces-

sary changes were willingly made by the manufacturers. This proj-

ect was supervised by Mr. F. P. DoAvning until he resigned in April,

1920, when he was succeeded by Mr. H. W. Samson.

MARKET GRADES AND STANDARDS FOR FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.

After the resignation of Mr. C. T. More, Messrs. H. E. Truax and
H. W. Samson directed the work of market grades and standards
for fruits and vegetables. Later Mr. Truax was assigned to coopera-

tive "work in the State of California, since which time Mr. Samson
has acted as project leader.

As a result of the investigations concerning the grading of bar-

reled apples, the tentative grades which had been prepared previ-

> Offices closed during fiscal year 1920.
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ously have been somewhat modified, and are now considered ready
for ji^eneral adoption. Work on the grading of boxed apples has
progressed in the Western States, and as a result uniform grades
have been adopted by the States of Washington and Idaho. Oper-
ators in Oregon also have signified their intention of using these

grades.
Investigations of the grading of sweet potatoes were made in the

South ; studies of asparagus grading in South Carolina, New Jersey,

and Illinois; and investigations concerning peach grading in the
States of Georgia, Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland, Delaware,
New Jersey, Oklahoma, Texas, and New York. Tentative grades
for peaches are in course of preparation, and the information gath-

•ered in connection with this work has been used by the New Jersey
State Horticultural Society in developing grades for the use of

peach growers in that State. Investigations regarding the grading
of cabbage and tomatoes were conducted in both southern and north-

ern producing districts, and tentative grades for both of these vege-

tables have been prepared.
Investigations dealing with the preparation of peaches for market

have been resumed, and further experiments have been made with
the peach grading and sizing machine which was developed by this

bureau.
Studies of the -capacity, dimensions, shape, type, and strength of

various containers for fruits and vegetables have been made, and
the preparation of legislation dealing with the standardization of

containers has been considered in cooperation with officials of various

States and of the District of Columbia.
Cooperative arrangements have been made with the department

of agriculture of the State of California for the employment of a

specialist, who is conducting investigations relating to the estab-

lishment of definite grades and standards for California products

and containers.

MARKET SURVEYS, METHODS, AND COSTS.

Daily reports have been secured regarding the amounts of the

following commodities unloaded in 14 markets: Apples, cabbage,

cantaloupes, celery, onions, peaches, strawberries, tomatoes, and white

potatoes. These reports concern both car-lot and less-than-car-lot

shipments and are secured each day from all railroads, boat lines,

and the express company in the respective market centers. During

the year these data have been collected in Boston, Chicago, Cincin-

nati, Cleveland, Detroit, Kansas City, Minneapolis, New York,

Omaha, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, St. Paul, and Wash-
ington. Consideration has been given to assembling, editmg, and

analyzing these statistics, and a series of articles based upon them

has been'published in The Market Reporter.

The collection of reports of shipments of fruits and vegetables was

continued throughout the year, but local freight agents now submit a

monthly report of the daily shipments from each station instead of a

daily post-card report as heretofore. Reports were received through-

out the year from a total of 10,375 agency stations, including steam

and electric roads, boat lines, and the express company. More than

€00,000 carloads of approximately 50 commodities were reported m
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this manner during the year. These reports differ from the tele-

graphic reports rendered by division superintendents, in that they
localize by exa'-t billinir stations the source of the shipments of
various fruits and vegetables and cover nearly twice as many com-
modities as are covered in the telegraphic news service. The data
thus obtained constitute a valuable supplement to those included in

the telegraphic service.

DIVISION OF COTTON MARKETING.

In accordance with the grouping of the projects of the bureau into

ii number of divisions, as mentioned hereinbefore, a division of cotton
marketing was formed on July 7, 1919, and Mr. D. S. Murph was
given general supervision of the following work:

Enforcement of the U. S. cotton futures Act.
Investigation and demonstration of cotton standards,

Cotton testing.

Cotton handling and marketing, and
Marketing cotton seed and its products.

ENFORCEMENT OF THE U. S. COTTON FUTURES ACT.

Investigation of future and spot marhets and investigations and
quotations of cotton prices at spot marhets.—During the early part
of the fiscal year investigational work relating to the cotton futures

Act was directed by Mr. (xeorge R. Argo, and, after his resignation, in

September, by Messrs. Chester Morrill and W. R. Meadows. The
work of the project investigation of future and spot markets was done
under authority of the United States cotton futures Act, and the work
of the project investigations and quotations of cotton prices at spot

markets was done under authority of an amendment to the United
States cotton futures Act, which was included in the wheat price

guaranty Act of March 4, 1919. The work of these projects is of

similar nature and has for its purpose the securing of accurate quota-

tions on cotton and giving them the widest possible publicity. The
specific objects in view are {a) that cotton of grades other than
middling delivered on future contracts, made subject to section 5 of
the United States cotton futures Act, may be settled for at actual

commercial differences in value, to the end that a proper parity may
be maintained between prices of future cotton and spot cotton, and
(Z>) that producers, merchants, and others interested in spot cotton

may have accurate information as to the prices of cotton, and par-

ticularly grades untenderable on future contracts. The amendments
of March 4, 1919, were declared to be permanent legislation in the

last annual appropriation act. During the year the supervisory work
necessary to insure accuracy and reliability in the quotations of prices

from the 10 designated spot markets has been continued.

A cotton ])rice quotation service was inaugurated in the cotton belt,

which for the purposes of this work was divided into five districts

with headquarters at Charlotte, N. C. ; Memphis, Tenn.; New
Orleans, La.; Dallas, Tex.; and Atlanta, Ga. Branch offices were
opened at Charlotte. Memphis, Dallas, and Atlanta, and the scope

of the work of the New Orleans office was broadened to include the
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quotation service. At present weekly bulletins containing price
quotations and other cotton market information are issued from these
five points.

Reports of purchases and sales of cotton are gathered from coun-
try buyers, country merchants, dealers, brokers, commission mer-
chants, factors, mills, and others Avho buy or sell cotton in important
country markets and concentration points throughout the belt. On
the basis of these reports the weekly bulletins are prepared and pub-
lished, showing the prices at which the various grades of cotton have
actually been bought and sold. The information contained in the
bulletins can be obtained by telephone or telegraph by any person
who will request such service and pay the transmission expense in-

volved. The bulletins are mailed free of charge to anyone request-

ing them.
Detertnination of disputes.—During the fiscal year 1920, only 10

disputes were determined. Nine disputes, involving; 581 bales, arose
out of contracts entered into on the New Orleans Cotton Exchange^
and 1 dispute, involving 99 bales, arose out of a contract entered into-

on the New York Cotton Exchange. The amount of money collected

as fees for determining the disputes was $204. This sum was covered
into the Treasury of the United States in accordance with the provi-

sions of the United States cotton futures Act as unamended.
As the last old-style contract (referring to contracts made prior tO'

the amendments of March 4, 1919) outstanding on the New York
Cotton Exchange was liquidated on October 24, 1919, and the last old-

style contract outstanding on the New Orleans Cotton Exchange oni

July 25, 1919, there are at present no old-style contracts outstanding..

Therefore, no further disputes will be heard.

ClasslfiGatio7i of cotton on future exchanges.—In accordance with,

the amendments to the United States cotton futures Act contained in

the wheat price guaranty Act of March 4, 1919. all cotton delivered

on future exchange contracts is now classified by officers of the De-

partment of Agriculture. This work was directed by Mr. Chester

Morrill during the fiscal year covered by this report.

On November 6, 1919, the rules and regulations under which the

classification work is being conducted were amended so as to pro-

vide for a preliminarj^, informal, sample classification by the Boards
of Cotton Examiners at New Orleans and New York. In accordance

with this amendment, any owner of cotton who has under considera-

tion the advisability of tendering the same for delivery on a section

5 contract but, before finally determining his course of action, desires

the opinion of a board of cotton examiners as to the classification of

samples of such cotton, may secure the opinion of such board by sub-

mitting the samples to the board and paying the required fee. This
informal classification does not obviate the necessity for the regular
classification if the cotton is presented for certification for delivery.

During the j-ear 52,585 bales of cotton were classified by the Board
of Cotton Examiners at New York, and 56,932 bales were classified

b}^ the Board of Cotton Examiners at New Orleans. Of the 52,585'

bales classified at New York, onl}'- 1.073 bales were submitted to the
board a second time for review, and in the review the classification

of 50 bales was changed. Of the 56,932 bales classified at New
Orleans, only 581 bales were submitted to the board a second time
for review, and in the review the classification of 82 bales was-
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changed. In addition, in the preliminary sample-classification work
2,544 samj)les were classified bv the board at New York and 2,755

samples by the board at New Orleans. During the year the sum of

$43,027.52 was collected as classification fees, including the proceeds

from sales of loose cotton, and was deposited to the credit of the

revolving fund maintained for the conduct of the work. Disburse-

ments during the year amounted to $45,876.97. During the month of

July following the close of the fiscal year the apparent deficiency

above indicated was wiped out. It is intended that the classification

work shall be self-sustaining, and for the reason that receipts had
been running a little lower than expenses the fees charged were
increased during the year. Further changes in the fees, either

increases or reductions, may be made from time to time as the rela-

tion between receipts and expenditures may warrant.

Effective February 16, 1920, the fee for the classification and cer-

tification of cotton, which prior to that date was 30 cents per bale,

was increased to 40 cents per bale. Effective May 17, 1920, the fee

for the classification and certification of cotton was further increased

to 50 cents per bale, and there were minor changes in other fees.

Prrjxiratwn and disinhiition of the officinl cotton stnndai'ds.-—
The work relating to the preparation and distribution of the official

cotton standards was directed by Mr. D, E. Earle. Since the stand-

ards for grade and color of upland cotton were promulgated, and up
to June 30. 1920, a grand total of 1.276 full white and colored sets and
515 fractional white and colored sets of practical forms had been

sold. Three hundred and seventy-two bales of cotton were pur-

chased during the fiscal year for use in the preparation of the official

standards. On account of crop conditions it has been increasingly

difficult to find suitable cotton for the preparation of the standards.

Since the establishment of the standards for American Egyptian
and Sea Island cotton and the standards for length of staple, which
were promulgated in 1918, the following sets of practical forms
have been sold

:

American Egyptian, 62 full and fractional sets.

Sea Island, 11 sets.

Length of staple, 22 full and 150 fractional sets.

During tlie months of April, May, and June, an inspection was
made of the sets held by the designated spot markets, and revisions

were found necessarv in manv cases.

During tlie fiscal "year ending June 30, 1920, $34,797.69 was cov-

ered into the Treasury as mi.scellaneous receipts, $20,859.69 from the

sale of rejected cotton and $13,938 from the sale and revision of prac-

tical forms of the various standards.

COTTON HANDLING AND MARKETING.
f

Work on cotton handling and marketing was directed by Mr. D. E.

Karle and, as at present constituted, is conducted in cooperation with

the extension divisions of various States. In a few in.stancos other

State agencies join in the cooperative arrangements. A State leader

is employed to sujjcrvise the work in an entire State and classors are

employed by the Bureau of Markets and the local organizations, the

latter paying the greater part of their salaries and other expenses.

The Bureau of Markets participates in the employment of these grad-
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ers as a means of conducting its grading demonstrations in the most
effective way.
In the course of this work efforts are made to educate producers

regarding tlie value of classing cotton before sale, the use of market
quotations, the growing of better varieties of cotton on a community
basis, the depressing effect of inferior staple upon prices, and the
losses incident to improper ginning, baling, and storage. They are
encouraged to organize for the purpose of securing the benefits of
community production and marketing of superior cotton.

During the cotton season of 1919-20 approximately 220,730 bales
were classed in Texas, Mississippi, Louisiana, North and South Caro-
lina. This work has shown most strikingly the need for more general
adoption by communities of a single superior variety of cotton and
has made it evident that no marketing association can secure the full

benefits of organized effort unless it is handling dependable quanti-
ties of a standardized product.

These demonstrations have been attended with most encouraging
results ; for example, it is conservatively estimated that the farmers
of Texas, on account of this educational work, received over a million

dollars in premiums for their cotton crop of 1919. At some of the
South Carolina towns in which classers were located, it had been the
custom to buy all cotton as short staple, but during the past season

cotton classed in the course of these demonstrations as a full inch or
longer was sold at a premium, thus bringing into the hands of the

producers thousands of dollars more than they could have gained
under former conditions and emphasizing the desirability of selling

according to actual class, A further result in this State has been
the withdrawal from the field of many so-called " scalper " buyers
whose profits depend largely upon the ignorance of the grower as to

the class and value of his cotton.

INVESTIGATIONS AND DEMONSTRATIONS OF COTTON STANDARDS AND COTTON
TESTING.

Investigations and demonstrations of cotton standards and cotton

testing were also directed by Mr. D. E. Earle. The spinning tests

were conducted in cooperation with the New Bedford Textile School

at New Bedford, Mass., and the North Carolina State College of

Agriculture and Engineering at West Raleigh, N. C.

Tests to determine the comparative spinning qualities of Meade
and Sea Island cotton indicated that Meade was 5 per cent more
" wasty " than Sea Island. Tests are also being conducted to deter-

mine the relative strength of the Meade and Sea Island cottons, but

they have not been completed. The results thus far obtained seem

to indicate that in the higher counts the two kinds of cotton are

approximately of the same strength.

Tests conducted in Arizona indicated that Pima cotton stored 30

days or longer was from 5 to 15 per cent stronger than that ginned

immediately upon picking, depending upon the size or number of

yarn spun.
Tests conducted to determine the relative value of Pinia cotton

grown in California as compared with that in Arizona indicated

That Arizona cotton was from 7 per cent to 20 per cent stronger than

tlie California cotton, depending on the number of yarn spun.
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Other tests indicated that soil fertilized with ammonia produced
better cotton than that fertilized with acid phosphate or sulphate
of potassium, and that cotton which had been infected by the pink
boll worm was weakened from 33 per cent to 50 per cent.

A survey of the Sea Island cotton district was made in July, 1919,
to ascertain the applicability of the official cotton standards for Sea
Island cotton to the past season's crop. This matter was discussed
with growers and others interested in handling Sea Island cotton, and
some constructive suggestions were made. On account of the fact
that the Sea Island cotton industry has been almost destroyed by
the boll weevil, however, the use of the standards for such cotton has
been greatlv decreased.

MARKETING COTTOX SEED AND ITS PRODUCTS.

Owing to decreased funds, the resignation of the leader of this proj-

ect, Mr. C. *F. Creswell, in October, 1919, and the inability of the
bureau to secure the services of a suitable man to fill the vacancy,
the work of this project during the past year was largely limited to
the compilation of data already in hand. Satisfactory progress
in tills direction is being made and it is expected that shortly a
bulletin will be issued which will set forth some of the results of
previous investigations.

DIVISION OF GRAIN MARKETING.

The Division of Grain Marketing, after its formation during the
past fiscal year, was placed under the supervision of Mr. H. J. Besley.
During the period covered b}'^ this report this division included the
following activities:

Enforcement of the U. S. grain standards Act,
Grain investigations.

ENFORCEMENT OF THE UNITED STATES GRAIN STANDARDS ACT.

During the past fiscal year the enforcement of the grain standards
Act was carried on under the direction of the division leader assisted

by Messrs. A. W. Merger, R. T. Miles, and O. F. Phillips.

The official standards for oats, which were made effective on June
16, 1919, have proved to be well adapted to commercial use and gen-

erally satisfactory to the various agencies concerned in the marketing
of this crop.

The wheat standards have been in effect only during the period
of fixed prices, and consec^uent abnormal marketing conditions.

Under the wheat price guaranty Act, the compulsoi-y use of wheat
grades applied to intrastate as well as interstate shipments which
necessitated the application of the grades to wheat at interior points.

As there were no licensed inspectors at these points and as there was
a great lack of knowledge regarding grading on the part of pro-

ducers and many interior dealers, the wheat standards naturally

came to be the subject of controversy in some sections. Tliis induced
certain persons to rocommond. in the spring of 1020, revision of the

grades for Hard Red Sj)ring wheat. The proposed revisions in-

volved a distinct lowering of the standards. A delogation from the

Central Northwest, favoi-ing tliof-c clianges, was hoard at "\\'ashinglon
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on March 19, 1920, and a dcle^i^ation from the Southwest, opposing
the chanfTos, was heard in tlie same city on March 31. On April 2
an open hoarini; was held at Chicago at which all interests engaged
in the handling of wheat were urged to present their views. For
the reasons set forth hy the Secretary of Agriculture in Service and
Kegulatory Announcements No. 62," no changes were made. It is
believed that the restoration of normal competitive marketing condi-
tions will ])ractically, if not entirely, eliminate the objections to the
wheat grades. The grades for shelled corn and oats have been satis-
factory to practically all persons using them, and it is confidently
believed that the same would have been true of the wheat grades had
they been applied under normal conditions.
Hearings on the tentative standards for milled rice were held in

March, 1920, Avith a view to promulgating these standards under the
act, but when the curtailment of funds for the fiscal year 1921 be-
came certain, it was decided not to establish these standards oflicially

and they are consequently used on a permissive basis only.
The district offices at Detroit, Cleveland, and Salt Lake City were

discontinued during the year on account of the shortage of "^funds,

and the territory formerly covered from these offices was placed
under the jurisdiction of the Chicago, Toledo, and Portland offices.

It was necessary to establish new offices at St. Joseph, Mo., and
Sioux City, Iowa. The supervision districts have been revised so as
to follow county and State lines strictly. This materially simplifies

the handling of the work from the standpoint of the licensed inspec-
tors and the grain trade.

Outstanding improvements in service have been effected during
the year by strengthening the supervision organization at the larger
grain markets. Uniformity of inspection has been materially in-

creased, largely through cooperation between the Federal forces and
the forces of the various inspection departments.
More than 120 alleged violations of the act were investigated.

Several are now in the hands of the Department of Justice, and
findings of the Secretary have been published in other cases or are

in course of preparation. Charges were preferred against two in-

spectors during the year for misgrading grain, and in each case after

appropriate hearings the charges were sustained and the licenses of

the inspectors were suspended.
At the beginning of the year a total of 405 licenses were in effect

and on June 30, 1920, 436 were outstanding, 35 licenses being held

in suspension on that date. In a number of cases the new licenses

issued were to cover inspection work at new points.

Nine hundred and ninety-six thousand four hundred and forty-

cwo cars of corn, wheat, and oats were inspected by licensed inspec-

tors upon arrival at terminal markets where such inspectors ,werc

located, and 496,848 inspections were made on " out " shipments

from markets where licensed inspectors were located. In supervis-

ing the work of the licensed inspectors, 99,723 samples were han-

•lled by district offices located at the principal grain terminals of the

country.
Since the food control and wheat price guaranty Acts were in

effect during the fiscal year covered by this report, appeals enter-

tained embraced both intrastate and interstate shipments. Ten
thousand nine hundred and sixty appeals were filed during the year,

of which 1,545 involved intrastate appeals on wheat. Twenty dis-
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putes involving grade on interstate shipments between noninspec-
tion points were referred to the Secretary of Agriculture. Advance
deposits to the extent of $26,199 were received in connection with
these appeals and disputes, of which $14,007 was covered into the
Treasury as miscellaneous receipts, $12,192 being returned in cases
where appeals were not sustained. In addition to the charges as-

sessed for the handling of appeals and disputes, $9,259.46 accruing
from the sale of grain samples was turned into the Treasury as mis-
cellaneous receipts.

Close cooperation was maintained with the United States Grain
Corporation in carrying out the terms of the wheat price guaranty
Act. The inspection of practically all grain purchased or sold by
the Grain Corporation was carefully supervised, and large savings
to the Government were effected by insuring correct grading and
preventing loss through deterioration in transit and storage.

Demonstrations in grain grading and grain grading schools were
held throughout the year. Thirty-four such demonstrations were
made at State fairs and IT at local fairs. At 305 meetings of grain
dealers and producers held in various places throughout the country
Federal grain supervisors explained methods of grading and inspec-
tion and the advantages to be derived therefrom. This work has
been attended bv excellent results.

GRAIN INVESTIGATIONS.

Investigations concerning grain standardization and grain han-
dling and transportation were supervised by Mr. E. G. Boerner. The
standardization of barley, rye, and the grain sorghums was given
careful consideration and during the past year the work progressed
to a point where tentative standards have been drawn up and are
being tested in experimental operation in the various field offices to

ascertain their applicability to the crops covered.
Progress has been made in determining the extent to which the

milling and baking qualities of wheat are affected by admixtures of
various amounts of rye, oats, barley, and sorghum grains as well as
of objectionable foreign materials.

The increased cost of materials and labor during the last few years
has caused the price of grain grading apparatus to advance to such
an extent that many grain dealers, especially country dealers, have
not felt justified in supplying themselves with apparatus of approved
standard design. To meet this condition steps were taken to simplify
the design of certain essential jjieces of apparatus and these efforts

were so successful that the cost of such articles has been reduced from
20 to 65 per cent.

Progress has been made in the grain cleaning investigations by
developing methods of removing smut dust and dockage from wheat
and other small grains at the thrashing machine. An aspirator was
designed for attachment to the grain delivery spout and tests indi-

cate that approximately one-third of the material which ordinarily
is classed as dockage may be removed by this device. The use of this

device will enable farmers to keep for feed a part of the seeds and
other foreign material ordinarily hauled to the elevator and lost to

the producer; it also improves the quality of grain by removing

24435—AGB 1920 .S6
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from it a lar<^e part of the smut dust and objectionable foreign ma-
terial. A recleaner, for attachment to the deck of thrashing ma-
cliines, Avas also designed and gives promise of being eflicient.

Data have been ol)tained regarding the maximum moisture con-

tent which wheat may contain Avithout going out of condition while

in transit and storage, and assistance has been rendered in the

Pacific Northwest to persons interested in changing from the sack to

the bulk method of marketing grain b}'' furnishing plans for the con-

struction of country grain elevators and farm storage bins.

Improved methods and devices for preventing dust explosions and
fires in thrashing machines were developed in the Pacific Northwest
in investigations carried on in cooperation wath the Bureaus of
Chemistry and IMant Industry. Assistance has been given to the
Bureau of Plant Industry by conducting tests to determine the mill-

ing and baking qualities of a recently discovered rust-resistant variety

of wheat and in connection with the development of methods of
eradicating two plant diseases know^n as " take all " and flag smut.
In cooperation w-ith the Bureau of Entomology progress has been
made in the preparation of mounts illustrating and describing the
various insects to be found in stored grain. Numerous samples of
grain were tested for moisture content in connection with the boys'
club work of the States Relations Service. Periodical tests were made
of oats purchased by the Panama Canal Commission and the War
Department, and tests were carried on in cooperation with the
Bureau of Animal Industry to determine the feeding qualities of
light and heavy weight barley.

DIVISION OF HAY, FEED, AND SEED.

Mr. G. C. Edler has acted in charge of the work of the division of
hay, feed, and seed since Mr. W. A. Wheeler was placed in charge ol'

the information work of the bureau.
During the year the work was divided into two main lines

:

Investigations concerning the marketing of hay, feed, and seed.

Market news service on hay, feed, and seed.

MARKETING HAY, FEED, AND SEED.

The division leader was assisted in conducting this work by Messrs.

H. B. McClure and G. C. Wheeler.
The marketing of hay was studied at country points, in terminal

markets, and in consuming territories and the standardization of this

crop w-as carefully considered from every possible angle. The in-

formation gained in the course of this study has created an emphatic

realization of the need for Federal hay grades and a Federal hay

inspection service. The marketing of hay is a most unsatisfactory

undertaking on account of lack of inspection, variation in grades in

different markets, differences with which grading rules are inter-

preted, and other factors. While the bureau has been given specific

legal authority to conduct a hay inspection service, no funds have

been provided for the work.
Effort was made to determine the possibility of improving the

reports now issued regarding seed production and movement, and to

ascertain the sources from w^hich farmers obtain seed. State seed
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laws have been compared with the proposed uniform seed hiw, which
has been approved by the Association of Official Seed Analysts of
North America and the American Seed Trade Association, to deter-

mine the important dilferences existing between them.

MARKET NEWS SERVICE ON HAY, FEED, AND SEED.

Mr. G. A. Collier assisted the division leader in the conduct of the
market news service on hay, feed, and seed.

During the year this work was curtailed and branch offices are now
maintained at Chicago and Kansas City only. During the early part
of the year they were maintained at Chicago, Minneapolis, Kansas
City, San Francisco, Spokane, and Atlanta. Since January, 1920,
reports covering sui)i)ly, demand, movement, and prices of hay, feed,

and seed at more than 15 of the principal markets have been issued
from Washington in The Market Reporter. At the two branch
offices first-hand information regarding market conditions in the
fiehl is obtained and sent to AVashington, where it is embodied in the
published reports. Special reports relating to seed production and
shipment were published during the year.

MARKETING STATISTICS.

Elsewhere in this report the development of a statistical section
in the Bureau of Markets was discussed. Dr. C. J. West was placed
in charge of this section in March, 1920, The statistical work of
the bureau has been carefully surveyed; work preliminary to the
preparation of a complete statistical summary for all projects has
been done; tables have been planned and arranged for pulDlication

in The Market Reporter; and assistance has been given to various
projects in devising the best methods of compiling and tabulating
data. /

DISSEMINATION OF MARKET INFORMATION.

The need for distributing the market information from the bureau
in an increasingly effective manner was discussed in the first part
of this report. As a step in this direction a division of market in-

formation was organized on Marcli 16, 1920, and Mr. W. A. Wheeler
was given general supervision of all information work for the bu-
reau. Tills division noAv supervises the editing and issuance of all

{)rinted i)ublications or bulletins of the bureau, including The Mar-
cet Reporter: the preparation or approval of all news items concern-
ing the work of the bureau ; and the preparation and display of all

bureau exhibits, photographs and lantern slides, motion pictures, etc.

COSTS OF MARKETING FARM PRODUCTS.

In the summer of 1919 a special investigation of the retail meat
frade was ])egun under the direction of Mr. Herbert C. Marshall,
assistant chief of the l)ureau, and is in progress at the present time.
It is expected that this investigation Avill make available a large
amount of information relative to the prevalence and comparative
numbers of the various types of shops, such as straight meat market,
combination grocery and meat market, stall in public market, and
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cliain store; the relation of number of dealers to population in vari-

ous communities and parts of the country; municipal abattoirs and
the relation of local slau<^hter to the retail trade; methods of sale

and, meat distribution in rural districts; the extent to which sys-

tematic accountinf^ is utilized and various methods of advertising
employed; the com))arative prevalence of cash and credit and of
delivery and nondolixery trade; costs of operation in the various
types of stores and under the various methods of operation ; sanitary
conditions and State and local regulations; the relation of retail to

wholesale prices and the methods followed by retailers in adjusting
their business to sudden changes in wholesale prices; and various
other matters of interest.

The reports prepared b}^ this bureau regarding the cost of mar-
keting live stock and grain were described in the annual report for

last year. In December, 1919, that concerning live stock was pub-
lished by the Federal Trade Commission as part 6 of its report on
the meat-packing industry. Mr. C. S. Cole, who had been in charge
of this work, was detailed to the Joint Congressional Committee on
Reclassification during the past fiscal year and in June resigned

from the bureau. The leadership of this line of work was then
placed in the hands of Dr. L. H. Haney, who is now conducting the

studies concerning the cost of marketing mentioned elsewhere.

MARKET BUSINESS PRACTICE.

The work relating to Market Business Practice is conducted under
the general direction of Dr. L. H. Haney.

This project, which last year was under the immediate direction of

Mr. A. V. Swarthout, was somewhat retarded by the fact that several

of the accountants on the staff were detailed to assist with the retail

meat investigation just described, and that several others resigned.

Our inability to obtain well-qualified workers to fill the places left

vacant prevented the completion of some of the work described in

last year's report and precluded the commencement of some new
activities.

Investigations were made in the Pacific Northwest as a basis for

outlining a standard accounting procedure for fruit shipping

agencies, and for devising effective cost records for community fruit

packing houses. As a result of this work, a classification of accounts

for fruit shipping organizations has been prepared.

In the Connecticut Valley investigations were made to determine

the accounting needs of cooperative tobacco warehouses, and a sys-

tem of accounts for such agencies has been prepared and will be ready

for the printer shortly. This system is intended for temporary use,

pending the preparation of a more complete one.

Investigations were made to determine the most effective procedure

for auditing the accounts of grain elevators and to determine the type
of accounts best adapted for use in sweet-potato warehouses.

The work mentioned in last year's annual report, relating to ac-

counts for cooperative stores, milk plants, and commission houses,

was continued, and bulletins summarizing the results should be is-

sued within a relatively short time.

Demonstrations showing correct methods of accounting to be made
by means of short courses for bookkeepers and managers of market-
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ing agencies were mentioned in last year's report. These courses

were prepared and the number of students who are recorded as en-

rolled for study is now 195, It is known that five colleges are giving

such courses and, from indirect reports, evidence is at hand that sev-

eral other institutions have used the material sent to them.
As a practical demonstration the accounting force installed sys-

tems of accounts in six creameries and in five grain elevators. Other
installations were made for experimental purposes.

COOPERATION WITH THE STATES IN MARKETING WORK.

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1920, the Bureau of Markets"
cooperated with 31 of the 48 States in the conduct of marketing
work—a larger number than ever before. These States were : Arkan-
sas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia, Indiana,
Iowa, Kentucky, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missis-
sippi. Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Mexico^
North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, and Wash-
ington.

In 21 States cooperative arrangements were made with the agricul-

tural college ; in 6 with the State division of markets or State depart-
ment of agriculture ; and in 4 with both the agricultural college and
the State division of markets.
The work in each State is performed under the immediate leader-

ship of an agent in marketing, whose function it is to assist in co-

ordinating the marketing activities of the various agencies in the
State in which he is located and to give practical assistance in solving
the marketing problems of his territory. The majority of these
agents have assistants engaged on special phases of marketing. The
freat importance of this work lies in the fact that it affords a means
or developing a consistent national marketing policy. Viewed as a
whole, distribution is fundamentally an interstate activity and should
be handled on a national basis. Marketing work has been taken up
at a very recent date, relatively speaking, and State officials, in com-
mon with others, are anxious to develop it along lines that will bring
substantial benefits both to producers and consumers. Leaders seem
to be agreed that the most promising line is one looking toward a
consistent, interknit, national policy that will prevent duplication
of effort, cross-purposes, and conflicting currents of trade. Many
States also wish to coordinate existing official marketing agencies
within their borders. The Federal agents bring to the agencies
within the States information relative to the work done by the Fed-
eral Bureau of Markets and constitute a channel for making this
information available in a prompt, concrete, and direct way. They
encourage cooperation within the States themselves and make avail-
able to the Federal bureau the results of the work done in the States.
While complete figures are not available relative to tlie work of

the agents in marketing, those at hand show that they assisted pro-
ducers to form 183 marketing organizations, including 50 live-stock
shipping associations; 57 fruit and vegetable associations; 12 credit
unions; and 19 federations of existing associations. One hundred
and thirty-eight groups of producers were assisted in making cooper-
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ative sales, many of which comprised one or more carloads of live

stock. One of these sales involved 417 head of cattle, which, it is

stated, were sold for $2,508.97 more than they would have brouf^ht

had their oAvners placed them on the market individually on the day
of the sale. Assistance in organization or grading w^as given to 166
wool pools, which handled over 10,000,000 pounds of wool. Coopera-
tive enterprises in three States were given assistance in solving their
accounting problems.

Instructions as to the most successful practices for marketing sweet
potatoes were given to producers and shippers in most of the
Southern States and in one of the far Western States. In one State
plans and specifications for sweet-potato storage houses were fur-
nished, and 53 storage houses based on these plans and specifications

were erected.

Exhibits illustrating approved marketing practices were made in
six States. Assistance was given to State agencies in instituting local

market reporting services. The collection and distribution of infor-
mation relative to quantity, quality, and prices of locally-grown
produce was arranged for at 11 points in -i States.

Nearly 200 demonstrations of approved practices of preparing
farm products for market Avere made and over 700 lectures bearing
upon the packing, grading, handling, storage, and sale of farm procf
ucts and other matters were given.

In a number of States the field agents, through State agencies, were
instrumental in bringing about the adoption of Federal standards
for farm products and containers. In all States assistance was given
to the county agricultural agents in solving difficult local marketing
problems.

This work was supervised by Mr. C. W. Thompson until his death
on February 2, 1920, since which time Mr. R. H. Elsworth, who was
in immediate charge of the work in the Northern and Western States,

has acted as project leader. Mr. G. O. Gatlin immediately directs the
work in the Southern States.

FOREIGN MARKETING.

In the spring of 1920, Mr. W. R. Sibley, who succeeded Mr. C. W.
Moomaw as leader of this project, resigned and Mr. E. G. Mont-
gomery was placed in charge of our foreign marketing investigations.

The leader of this project, aside from his regular duties, represents

the Department of Agriculture on the Economic Liaison Committee
at the State Department, w^hich is designed to coordinate the efforts

of the various agencies of the Government so far as they are con-

cerned with foreign trade, to prevent overlapping and duplication,

and to provide a means for a helpful interchange of views.

In the first part of this report will be found a rather full discus-

sion of an expedition which the bureau sent to South America in

June, 1919, and of the work of the agricultural commissioner who
has been maintained in London since May, 1919. The expedition to

South America was led by Mr. David Harrell, a live-stock breeder of

standing and experience, and representative of the United States

War Trade Board at Barcelona, Spain, from November, 1917, to

January, 1919.
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Information contained in reports of the Consular Service and
other Government agencies and in publications from all countries
has been compiled and classified, an average of To publications and
100 consular reports having been reviewed and indexed weekl3\
Statistics concerning the production, consumption, exports, imports,
supply, and prices of agricultural products of all countries have been
comj^iled and converted into terms of American units.

Until the discontinuance of this work at the end of August, daily
and weekly reports of the exports and imports of important agri-
cultural products at New York were compiled from ships' manifests
filed in the Xew York customhouse. These data are considered very
valuable both by the trade and trade publications, and their publi-
cation should be resumed when funds become available.

From July to December, inclusive, a circular entitled Reports on
Foreign Markets for Agricultural Products was published weekly,
but on the publication of The Market Reporter on January 3, 1920,
this circular was discontinued, and much of the information on for-

eign conditions formerly published therein has been included in the
foreign section of the new publication.

COOPERATIVE MARKETING OF FARM PRODUCTS.

During the first part of the fiscal year work relating to coopera-
tive marketing was supervised by Mr. C. W. Thompson, assisted by
Mr. O. B. Jesness. Since Mr. Thompson's death, in February, 1920,
Mr. Jesness has directed this work. Investigations of cooperative
organization problems were made and assistance was given to pro-
ducers in their solution. This work was conducted in 40 States and
included producers of grain, live stock, dairy products, fruits, vegeta-
bles, wool, cotton, tobacco, nuts, honey, and other products.
In addition to the assistance given to cooperative purchasing and

marketing associations, advisory aid was given in connection with
the formulation of plans for a national federation of live stock ship-
ping associations, a similar State association, and a State federation
of farmers' elevators.

Conferences were held with secretaries of State farmers' grain
dealers' associations, and as a result a suggested set of by-laws for
cooperative grain elevator companies was prepared.
An investigation of the cooj^erative marketing of grain was made

in western Canada for the purpose of obtaining information of value
to farmers of the United States in formulating plans for cooperative
grain marketing in this country.

Information ( oncerning the cooperatiA^e movement among farmers
in the United States was gathered to supplement that already on file

and suggestions regarding cooperative legislation were given upon
request in a nuuilter of instances. The suggested law, which was
prepared by the bureau and puldished in 1917. has served as a miide
in the enactment of cooperative legislation in at least four States
up to the present time.

TRANSPORTATION OF FARM PRODUCTS.

The transportation work of the bureau has been directed by Mr.
G. C. White ever since its institution. During the past year he was
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assisted by Mr. J. G. Cross. Since the beginning of the war this
bureau has been called upon to an increasing extent for assistance in
the solution of traffic problems. Appeals for assistance in securing
better transportation service come not only from producers and dis-

tributors of agricultural products but from manufacturers of agri-

cultural machinery, and the commodities used in agricultural pro-
duction, and others. Besides the assistance given to the public the
other bureaus in the department have received help in connection
with their work. The correspondence arising in connection with
these matters has been so heavy that practically the entire time of
one of our transportation assistants has been required to handle it.

As in previous years, a great deal of attention was necessary to

keep on a satisfactory basis our arrangements with the carriers, who
cooperated most willingly in furnishing the reports which are used
in connection with the market news service. Five hundred and
ninet3^-two common carriers made reports to the bureau in the year
covered by this report. These carriers control 248,722 miles of rail-

road or boat lines, which, for practical purposes, constitutes the
entire mileage of the United States. To insure the prompt, accurate,

and satisfactory transmission of these reports involves a large amount
of travel on the part of our transportation staff.

Transportation men were detailed to certain producing sections to

assist in moving heavy crops of fruits and vegetables at time of
harvest. These men worked in close cooperation with shippers and
carriers to bring about the best possible utilization of transportation
equipment. Work of this sort is of practical and direct value to
producers and carriers and of indirect value to the entire country.

DIVISION OF WAREHOUSING.

The Division of Warehousing was formed so that problems related
to this important phase of marketing might be properly correlated.

At present the work which would naturally fall under this divi-

sion includes that done in connection with the enforcement of the
United States warehouse Act and the issuance of the cold-storage
reports.

During the past year a project entitled cotton warehousing investi-

gations was also maintained and, therefore, will be included in this re-

port although it has been discontinued on account of decreased funds.

ADMINISTRATION OF THE UNITED STATES WAREHOUSE ACT.

During the fiscal year covered by this report, this work was di-

rected by Messrs. D. S. Murph, Chester Morrill, and R. L. Nixon.
Cotton.—At the close of the fiscal year licenses had been issued

to 24 warehousemen. Two of these licenses, however, have expired,

so that 22 cotton warehouses are now operated under the United
States warehouse Act. Twelve persons have been licensed to classify

cotton and five persons have been licensed to weigh cotton under the
act. During the year applications were received from 106 cotton
warehousemen. Prior to this 34 applications had been received, mak-
ing a total of 140. As indicated, 24 of these applicants have been
licensed ; other applications have been approved and licenses will be
issued when bonds are received. Increasing interest in the licensing
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of cotton warehouses has been shown, and, it is thought, is due to

the following facts

:

The Atlanta Federal Reserve Bank is actively encouraging ware-

housemen to become licensed and bonded under the United States

warehouse Act and a cooperative agreement has been entered into

with the Georgia State Bureau of Markets, whereby the State bureau

furnishes a free grading service to all licensed warehousemen who
desire it. The governor of the Federal reserve bank at Dallas has

recently taken an active interest in the act and is circularizing mem-
ber banks in his district in advocacy of the Federal system of ware-

houses. Very substantial reductions in the rates of fire insurance

on licensed warehouses have been granted by the various rating

bureaus in the South. In a majority of Southern States this reduc-

tion amounts to 25 per cent from the scheduled rates ; in other South-

ern States the reduction ranges from 25 per cent on certain classes of

warehouses to 10 per cent on others. Ten per cent is the minimum
concession. The Federal Farm Loan Board has approved forms of

receipts to be used under the regulations and steps have been taken

to secure like approval from tl ^ Federal Reserve Board.

The bureau has cooperated ; s far as possible in view of limited

funds and personnel with the officials of the American Cotton As-

sociation, and many of them are encouraging the construction and
licensing of warehouses. An agreement was entered into with this

association, the State warehouse commissioner of South Carolina, and
the State extension service of South Carolina looking to the organiza-

tion of farmers' associations and among other things, the acquire-

ment of adequate cotton warehousing facilities in that State.

In the last annual report, reference was made to cooperation be-

tween this bureau and the State of North Carolina in the operation

of its State warehouse law. Experience proved the necessity of cer-

tain amendments to this law, which, it is thought will be made in

the near future, and doubtless will result in the licensing and bond-
ing under the United States warehouse Act of all warehouses operated

under the State system. State officials in Alabama asked for the as-

signment of representatives of the bureau to that State for the pur-

pose of discussing the warehouse act with warehousemen and pro-

ducers and answering their inquiries, and although the pressure of

work did not permit full compliance with this request, numerous
applications for licenses were received and the State officials were

of the opinion that more would be received if their requests could

be met.
Grain.—Regulations for grain warehouses were promulgated and

brought before the public in the late fall of 1919. Applications for

licenses have been received for 174 grain warehouses. Ninety-seven

persons have applied for licenses to inspect grain under the act and
122 persons have made applications to weigh grain under the act. At
the end of the fiscal year, 9 licenses had been issued and 50 ap-

plications had been approved, and licenses will be issued to those ap-

plicants as soon as the necessary bonds are received. In this con-

nection, it must be borne in mind that an inspector of this bureau

must personally examine the warehouse and the business methods and
accounts, as well as inquire into the finances and reputation, of each

warehouseman who files an application, before a license can be

issued.
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In California the State superintendent of weights and measures
has expressed his desire to cooperate with this bureau in its work in
his State. He has made chan<i;es in the State form of weigher's certifi-

cate and wareliouse receii)ts to eliminate a conflict which previously
existed with the requirements for forms of this kind used under the
United States warehouse Act and has agreed to cooperate with this
bureau in the use of warehouse inspectors.

In Idaho the officers of the largest farmers' cooj)erative grain
elevator organization in the State have undertaken to have their

warehouses licensed under the warehouse act and to take active steps
to procure legislation in that State which will make the operation of
the warehouse act more effective.

Influential persons in North Dakota and Arizona have thoroughly
investigated the operation of the act and have agreed to cooperate in

the work.
Wool.—Public hearings on the tentative regulations for wool ware-

houses were held throughout the country during themonth of February,
1920. On June 18, 1920, final regulations for wool warehouses were
promulgated. The necessary application and inspection forms have
been completed and inspections will be made as applications are re-

ceived. On account of the critical situation in the wool market many
inquiries in regard to the act were being received at the close of the
fiscal year.

Tobacco.—Regulations for tobacco warehouses have not been com-
pleted on account of the resignation of the man in charge of this part
of the work and the unavoidable delay in filling his position. At the

end of the fiscal year, however, the tentative regulations for tobacco

warehouses were nearing completion and public hearings were con-

templated.

COTTON WAREHOUSING INVESTIGATIONS.

After publication of the last annual report it was found necessary

to make additional tests to determine the extent of damage to baled

cotton from exposure to the weather. It is hoped that the results of

these and the tests which were mentioned in the last annual report

as having been concluded will be ready for publication at an early

date.

The standard cotton warehouse designs have been brought to the

attention of interested persons in an effort to promote the building

of warehouses in accordance with the most advanced ideas regarding
construction, fire protection, etc. Models of the various types of

standard warehouses have been prepared for educational purposes.

It is believed that this work, which was supervised by Mr. R. L.

Nixon, will result in savings in insurance costs and in better ware-

house service.

COLD STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS AND REPORTS.

As Mr. I. C. Franklin was detailed to the War Department during
the emergency period, investigations of cold-storage problems have
necessarily been held in abe^'^ance. Mr. Franklin has now returned

to the bureau and the investigations will be resumed.
The cold-storage reports issued by the Bureau of Markets cover

certain food commodities handled by cold-storage warehouses and
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packing plants, including boxed and barreled apples, creamery and
packing-stock butter, 7 varieties of cheese, case and frozen eggs, 5

classes of frozen poultry, 9 varieties of frozen and cured meats, lard,

23 varieties of frozen fish, and 2 varieties of cured fish. They fur-

nish information showing the stocks on hand for the 1st day of

each month, except for the reports on fish, which show the holdings

of the 15th of the month. The excellent cooperation received from

cold-storages and packing plants makes it possible to compile very

complete and accurate reports.

During the year the reports were amplified to show the receipts

and deliveries each month and the quantities of cured meats and

lard manufactured monthly.
The discontinuance of the practice of obtaining information by

telegraph from storages in the Pacific Coast States on account of

insufficient funds makes it impossible to issue the reports until the

15th of the month, whereas formerly they were published on the 10th.

The value of the reports is considerably enhanced when publication

is made at the earlier date.

PRESERVATION OF FRUITS AND VEGETABLES IN TRANSIT AND
STORAGE.

Work on the preservation of fruits and vegetables in transit and

storage during the fiscal year covered by this report was supervised

by Mr. C. W. Mann. Although excellent progress was made, it

was necessary practically to discontinue several important lines of in-

vestigation and demonstration on account of curtailment of funds.

Investigations of handling apples and pears in the course of har-

vesting, packing, and transporting, and the determination of the

stage of maturity at which they should be picked, were begun ; also

investigations to determine the factors responsible for the decay

and deterioration in shipments of these fruits from the Pacific North-

west. A study of the methods of precooling and refrigerating Cali-

fornia oranges w^as undertaken in cooperation with the California

Fruit Growers' Exchange. The results of the precooling investiga-

tions should be of very great value to the citrus industry, both in

California and Florida, as well as to the deciduous fruit industry

in various parts of the country. In other investigations it Avas found

that brown rot in peaches could be materially reduced by more
effective refrigeration. It was also found that injuries resulting

from improper methods of harvesting and handling in the field and
in storage wore responsible for much of the early decay of sweet

potatoes. Bettor methods have boon extensively demonstrated to

growers and shippers in producing sections.

In cooperation with the United States Railroad Administration

a survey was made of railroad icing stations in the eastern Central

States, whicli brought forth information as to tlie economy and
efficiency of ice storages and icing equipment, metliods of operation

and other factors. Information has been furnished shippers regard-

ing the pr()i)er methods of lining, loading, and heating cars used

for tlio shii)ment of potatoes, apples, nnd other jirodiicts during the

winter months.
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Experiments with reference to the handling and storage of Cali-
fornia table grapes confirmed tlie results of the tests made during-
the previous season, and showed that spruce sawdust is a suitable
and commercially satisfactory packing material. More than 80 cars
of Emperor grapes packed in spruce were shipped in the fall of 1919.
For several years demonstrations have been made in the Pacific

Northwest to point out proper methods of constructing and operat-
ing apple storage houses. With the rapidly increasing production
of apples in this region tiiere has been an acute shortage of refrig-

erator cars to move the crop from producing sections, and there has
been an insistent demand for information concerning the proper
design, insulation, and ventilation of both common storage and cold
storage warehouses. During the present season assistance has been
given growers and shippers in providing additional common storage
houses for 1,220 carloads of apples and cold storage houses of 800
carloads capacity. Effective work was done by assisting sweet potatO'

growers to build more than 500 new storage houses having an aver-

age capacity of about 2,500 bushels. The combined capacity of
efficient storage houses for sweet potatoes built during the last three

years in accordance with recommendations of the department^
amounts to approximately 5,000,000 bushels. Data were secured
regarding the temperature and humidity which should be maintained
in storage houses for the most effective curing and storage of sweet
potatoes.

Additional data have been secured concerning the freezing points

of fruits and vegetables. The effect of low temperature on sweet
potatoes, tomatoes, and other fruits and vegetables was studied to
determine the proper methods of handling products injured by
chilling or freezing in order that they may be utilized as food.

Through this work it has been possible to obtain fundamental in-

formation regarding suitable temperatures for the cold storage of
fruits and vegetables. It was demonstrated that by holding Cali-

fornia table grapes at 28° to 30° F. instead of 32° (the ordinary

temperature used in commercial storage), the storage period may be
lengthened by at least 30 days, thereby materially extending the

marketing season. Experiments are being carried on to determine

the safe minimum storage temperature for apples, lettuce, celery,

and other fruits and vegetables.

Investigations concerning the preservation of fruits and vegetables

by freezing storage were continued. The factors affecting the keep-

ing of these products and the influence of temperatures ranging from
20° F. to —5° F. on the quality and condition of frozen berries,

plums, cherries, beans, sweet corn, and other fruits and vegetables

were studied. A more extensive utilization of freezing storage seems

entirely practicable and desirable in many of the larger market
centers where surplus stocks of highly perishable fruits and vege-

tables are available.

COMPLETION OF THE WORK OF THE DOMESTIC WOOL SECTION
OF THE WAR INDUSTRIES BOARD.

For the completion of the work of the Wool Division of the War
Industries Board the sum of $35,000 was appropriated for the fiscal

year 1920. This work was directed by Mr. Wells A. Sherman.
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Up to June 30, 1920, more than.4,500 complete reports of 1918 wool
transactions had been received from country dealers. In addition,

detailed reports were finally secured from 178 distributin<j::-center

dealers who operated in the year 1918. In only 76 reports from cen-

tral dealers were found evidences of excess profits, and the audit of

the reports from country dealers has disclosed only about 1,000 cases

of excess profits—slifrhtly over 20 per cent. A total of $33G,235 has
been collected on account of excess profits—$181,743 from the central

dealers and $154,492 from country dealers. Refunds to wool growers
to June 30, 1920, have amounted to $3,908. The balance of the
money which lias been collected, as well as that which remains to be
collected as a result of future audits, will be held in the Treasury
and distributed to those growers to whom refunds are due at some
date in the near future.

Various difficulties have attended the prosecution of this work.
The question of liability of dealers to the payment of income taxes
has been the subject of considerable correspondence and niunerous
conferences, and it is not yet fully settled in all of its details. The
destruction of records by fire and flood has delayed or abridged many
reports and has made it impossible to obtain others. The dissolution
of corporations and firms that operated in 1918 and the death of
individuals who operated as country dealers without keeping a com-
plete set of books presented difficult situations, and in more recent
jnonths it has been necessary to make extensive audits of accounts in

the field. Although these difficulties have been encountered, it has
not thus far been necessary to file suits, and it is hoped that the
work of the domestic wool section may be entirely completed without
appealing to the courts.

DIRECT MARKETING.

The general purpose of this w^ork, which was supervised by Mr.
L. B. Flohr, was to ascertain, analyze, and classifj'^ the factors bearing
on the success of marketing farm products from producer to con-
-sumer direct by parcel post or express ; also to determine the limita-

tions of direct marketing, both from physical and economic stand-
points. On account of the general reduction in funds it was neces-

sary to discontinue this project on June 30, 1920.

During the year covered by this report, 568 experimental ship-

ments of 16 different commodities were made by parcel post and
express. The aggregate weight of these shipments was 13,268|
pounds and the mileage they covered was 77,755. During the year
field studies were made in western Xew York with Rochester as the

principal center and in Detroit, Lansing, Flint, Pontiac, Grand
Kapids, Saginaw, and Port Huron and surrounding countrj'. The
results of experiments have shown that, in the great majority of

cases, the success of a shipment, so far as satisfactory delivery is

concerned, depends on properly grading and standardizing the

product shipped, on using an appropriate type of container, and
necessary care in packing and transportation and, finally, on the

length of time the shipment is in transit. The value of a commodity
in proportion to its weight and the price which can be obtained for

it in comparison with prices obtainable otherwise are factors to be
•considered in determining the desirability of direct marketing.
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General economic conditions with high wages, scarcity of labor^
and abundance of money in circidation, have not in the last few
years been such as to inchice either producers or consumers to take
advantage of such savings as may be effected by marketing direct

from the producer to the consumer.

CITY MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION.

At the request of municipal officials, city planning commissions,
market committees, farmers, and other interested parties, surveys
looking to the establishment of better marketing systems for perish-
able farm products were made in Memphis, Tenn., Atlanta, Ga.,
Kansas City, Mo., Freehold, N. J., and Indianapolis, Ind. In each
case recommendations were made to the municipality on the facts

determined in the survey. Plans for improving the market in

Savannah, Ga., were considered at a conference attended by repre-

sentatives of the city of Savannah and of this bureau. After the
conference, the bureau representatives suggested certain modifica-
tions in these plans and furnished sketches embodying their ideas.

Advice was given by corresj^ondence to other communities which
could not be visited.

In many of the communities mentioned above investigations were
made of existing marketing systems and of methods employed in the
distribution of certain products. Desirable and undesirable points
were noted and data w^ere collected for use in service work and for
incorporation in bulletins which were in course of preparation.
Similar investigational work was carried on in Detroit, Mich., where
promising activities are under way looking to the development of a

complete municipal marketing system; and in Toledo, Ohio; In-

dianapolis, Ind.; Cincinnati, Ohio; Rochester, N. Y. ; St. Louis,

Mo."; Allentown, Pa.; Adrian, Mich.; and Welborn, Kans. Data
were collected from other communities by correspondence.

This work was directed by Mr. McF. Kerbey. On account of the
general reduction in funds, it was necessary to discontinue the project,

on June 30, 1920.

PUBLICATIONS DURING THE YEAR.

DEPARTMENT BULLETINS.

825. Rural Conimunitv Buildings in the United States, 1920.

857. A. Modified Boerrier Sampler, 1920.

860. The Organization of Cooperative Grain Elevator Companies, 1920.

861. Marketing Eastern Grapes, 1920.

864. A Peach Sizing Machine, 1920.

865. A Classiflcatian of Ledger Accounts for Creameries, 1920.

873. Shrinkage of Market Hay, 1920.

882. Manufacturing and Laboratory Tests to Produce an Improved Cotton Air-

plane Fabric. 1920. (In press.)

FARMERS* BULLETINS.

1080. Preparation of Barreled Apples for Market. 1919.

1091. Protection of Potatoes from Cold in Transit—Lining and Loading Cars..

1919. (Revision of Markets Document 17.)

1118. Dockage under Federal Wheat Grades. 1920.
1334. Castrating and Docking Lambs. 1920. (In cooperation with the Bureauv

of Animal Industry.)
1144. Cooperative Marketing. 1920.
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YEARBOOK SEPARATES.

797. ITow to Use Market Stations. 1920.

809. Federal Supervision of Live Stoclc Markets. 1920.

811. Wliy rroduce Inspection Pays. 1920.

818. Solliiiii I'ure-Bred Live Stock to South America. 1920. (In pre.ss.)

819. Tlic Farmer's I'urdiase P<)\v<M- : How Orc:anized. 1920. (In press.

)

821. Live Stock Coriditions in Europe. 1920. (In press.)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, CIRCULARS.

141. Regulations of U. S. Warehouse Act of August, 1910. as amended July,
1919. Revised Rcj;uia(ions for Grain Warehouses. 1919.

143. Regulations of U. S. Warehouse Act of August, 1916, as amended July,

1919. Itevised Regulations for Cotton Warehouses. 1919.

144. Rules and Regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture under the Food
Products Inspection Law of July 24, 1919. 1919.

150. Regulations (-f U. S. Warehouse Act of August 11, 191G, as amended
July 24, 1919. Regulations for Wool Warehouses. 1920.

151. Rules and Regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture under the Food
Products Inspection Law of May 31, 1920. 1920.

Service and regulatory announcements, Grain standards Act : 52, 54-56,
58-60, 62-64, 65.

Warehouse Act : 53, 61, 57, 66.

DEPARTMENT CIRCULARS.

56. Suggested Improvements in Methods of Selling Cotton by Farmers. 1919.

95. United States Grades for Northern Grown Onions. 1920.

96. United States Grades for Potatoes. 1920.

97. United States Grades for Bermuda Onions. 1920.

98. The Installation of Dust-Collecting Fans on Thrashing Machines for the
Prevention of E.xplosions and Fires and for Grain Cleaning. 1920.

99. United States (Jrades for Sweet Potatoes. 1920.

133. United States Grades for Milled Rice: Recommended by the United States
Department of Agriculture. 1920.

MARKET REPORTER.

(W^eekly.)

Vol. 1, No. 1, Januaiy, 1920—date.

MISCELLANEOUS.

U. S. G. S. A. Form No. 107. Handbook. Official Grain Standards for Oats.
June, 1919.

U. S. G. S. A. Form No. 90. Revised Handbook. Official Grain Standards for
Wheat, Shelled Corn, and Oats. June. 1919.





REPORT OF THE CHIEF OF THE OFFICE OF FARM
MANAGEMENT AND FARM ECONOMICS.

I'xiTED States Department of Agriculture,
Office of Farm Management and Farm Economics,

Washington, D. G ., October 7, 1920.

Sir : I am submitting herewith the annual report of the Office of
Farm Management and Farm P'conomics for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1920.

Respectfully,

H. C. Taylor.
Chief.

Hon. E, T. Meredith,
Secretary of Agriculture.

The work of the Office of Farm Management and Farm Economics,
as outlined by the committee on reorganization in February. 1919,*

has been vigorousl}' pushed during the fiscal year just closed. Two
important preliminary studies in the cost of production have been
completed (wheat and cotton), a third (beef cattle) has been brought
to the i)()int of final tabulation, and a fourth (sugar beets) is now
well untler way. A study of the Iowa " land boom "' has been com-
pleted, also an investigation of hail insurance. Field work has been
<l()iie in over a score of surveys of different kinds, including business

analysis surveys, farm life surveys, and studies of the economic
aspects of ownershij) and tenancy. A study of the use of motor
trucks on eastern farms has been completed. While important re-

sults have been secured, a number of projects outlined by the com-
mittee on reorganization, n<^tably faTin hd)or, rural credit, and
taxation, have not as yet received ade(|uate attention, owing to lack
of funds.

COST OF PRODUCTION AND FARM ORGANIZATION.

Studies in the cost of producing farm jiroducts have emphasized
the wide vaiiation that exists on individual farms in the cost of jii'o-

du<ing any ])ro(hict and the danger that exists in using the average
as an exi)ression of cost results. P^or example, the average cost of
wheat per bushel on the 481 farms studied during the year was $'2.51,

but more than 50 j^er cent of the farmers concerned jiroduced wheat
at a cost above this figure, ranging up to an extreme of ^S.20 per

' Cirnilnr 132. Offlco of tlip Rocrolmy.

•J44n,'— A«;u 1 !••_'(> -Xl 569
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bushel. Similarly, the average cost of cotton for the 842 farms
studied ^Yas api^roximatel}^ 23 cents per pound, yet almost 60 per cent
of the growers had costs above this average. The results of cost
studies are now presented in the form of frequency tables in order
to show the proportion of a product that is produced at or below a
given cost and to call attention to the importance of bulk-line cost

rather than average cost in relation to price.

In carrying forAvard the studies in the cost of producing farm
crops, records were obtained during the year as follows

:

Cost of producing sugar beets in LUah and Idaho 175 records.
Cost of producing wheat in Kansas, Missouri, Ne-

braska, Minnesota, Nortli I^alcota, and Soutli Dakota- 481 records.
Cost of growing cotton, together with a complete farm-

business analysis in Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia,
Mississippi, South Carolina, and Texas 846 records.

Preliminary reports on the cost of producing cotton and wheat
have been issued. A bulletin on the cost of producing cotton in 1918
has been submitted for publication, and there is in preparation a
bulletin on the cost of growing wheat. * The sugar-beet records have
been tabulated, but the results of this study will not be published
until additional records, to be obtained during the current year,

have been tabulated.

Investigations into the cost of fattening cattle have progressed so

far that earh' publication of results may be expected. Active field

w^ork in this study w^as not started until September, 1919, at which
time cooperative studies in the cost of fattening cattle were inaugu-

rated with Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska, and Missouri. In
the fall of 1919 a cost-of-cattle-fattening enterprise survey was made
on 321 farms and a complete farm-business analysis stud}'^ made on
269 of the 321 farms visited.

Detailed cost-accounting routes of cattle feeding farms were
formed in each State, consisting of approximately 25 farms each,

and all were successfully carried to completion of the year's work,

which ended about July 1, 1920. This gave a total of 126 farms

for the five States. A complete business analysis was obtained on

the detailed cost-accounting farms, and in the month of June, 1920,

two areas were visited in the States of Iowa and Nebraska, and

up to the 1st of July 100 farm business analysis studies had been

completed, together with the same number of cost-enterprise records

on the same farms.

Farm business analysis surveys were completed as follows

:

Two general crop and live-stock areas in Iowa 400 records.

A fruit and truck area in Florida (third year of study)- 300 records.

A general farming area in New Hampshire (repeated

after a 10-year period) 136 records.

A general farming area in Qhio ( eighth year of study ) - 50 records.

A fruit district in Virginia (fourth year of study) 100 records.

A cooperative tractor and farm organization study in

two areas in Ohio (second year of study) 100 records.

Cooperative cost accounting studies have been conducted by the

route plan in the States of Kentucky, Ohio, Kansas, Montana, Min-

nesota, and New Jersey. In the States of Kentucky and New Jersey

specialized types of farming have been selected, namely, tobacco

farms in Kentucky and tomato and potato farms in New Jersey.
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In the former State the tobacco crop on 75 farms in each of two
areas has been intensively studied, with a complete farm survey record
taken on many of the farms at the end of the year. In New Jersey
about 160 enterprise surve}' records were obtained on tomato and
potato farms, and about 40 farms were started on detailed accounting
on the entire farm business.

In Ohio, Kansas, Montana, and Minnesota a total of 150 farms are
cooperating in reporting complete details of the farm operation.
Ohio is maintaining two routes of from 20 to 24 farma each; Kansas,
two routes of about the same number; Montana, one route of 20
farms ; and Minnesota, two routes of 24 farms each.
A study of the use of farm motor trucks was inaugurated and com-

pleted in the Division of Farm Equipment, and tabulations have been
m(w:le of 8,000 replies to a questionnaire.

LAND ECONOMICS.

In cooperation with the Iowa State College of Agriculture, an in-
vestigation was made of the phenomenal advance in land values that
took place in Town during the spring and summer of the year 1919.
It was found that the average value of Iowa farm lands increased
$121 per acre in the five years from 1915 to 1920, and that $G3 of this
increase occurred between March, 1919, and March, 1920, the twelve-
month including the period of the boom. Over 65 per cent of the
buyers and over 56 per cent of the sellers were farmers, while, con-
trary to general belief perhaps, less than 7 per cent of the buyers and
but a little over 11 per cent of the sellers were real estate men. The
facts brought out relative to per cent returns on investment in these
lands make it clear that they are valued in excess of their earning
capacity. The investigators point out that with land paying but 3

per cent on capitalization and loans running at 6 per cent or more,
buying a farm on a deferred payment plan is a hopeless transaction,

from the strictly business viewpoint. The results of this study have
been published in Department Bulletin 874.

A similar study has been made in the bluegrass region of Ken-
tucky, in cooperation with the Kentucky State College, and the re-

sults are now being tabulated.

A general bulletin on the farm-lease contract has been completed,
and a studj' of the special problems of the rental contract in dairy
regions is nearly completed. Considerable material has been accum-
ulated on methods of renting land in regions of tobacco production
and in cotton production regions. A study of methods of renting
land in small-grain-producing regions is in progress, and an exten-

sive study is being carried on in the relationship of landlord and
tenant under the plantation system, with special reference to its

bearing on plantation organization.

An extensive series of studies has been carried on during the year
with respect to land settlement and colonization in the cut-over re-

fions of the three Great Lake States—Minnesota, AVisconsin, and
lichigan. These studies, carried on in cooperation with the Min-

nesota Experiment Station, the Wisconsin Experiment Station, and
the University of Michigan, include investigation of the various set-

tlement agencies with a view to determining the good an<l bad char-

acteristias of the methods employed. Practically all the important
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colonization and settlement companies oj)eratin^ in this re<;ion have
been visited, and, in addition to this, tyi)ical settlement pi'ojects are
beintj extensively studied.

Tn connection with a com])rehensive study of land utilization in the

Xoithern (ireat Plains, now being carried on as a dei)artment project,

the Office of Farm Management and Farm Kconomics has assimied re-

sponsibility for the study of land tenure and of relationship of land
tenure to range control and the utilization of farm land, and also

the methods oi settlement which have been and are now employed in

the development of this region.

A special study of the relation of land tenure to range control and
range utilization in Arizona and New Mexico has been completed in

cooperation with the Forest Service.

In order to determine the degree to Avhich the Federal Farm Loan
System has promoted the acquisition of land by landless farmers, sev-

eral thousand questionnaires Avere sent out, to which about ^..^OO replies

were received. The results of this investigation will soon be readj''

for publication.

FARM LIFE STUDIES.

During the year cooperative arrangements have been made between
the rural life section of the Office of Farm Management and Farm
Economics and various State colleges where instructors in rural so-

ciologj^ are employed.
Investigations in the social aspects of farm tenancy are perhaps the

most important studies carried on by the section of farm life during
the year. ScAen States—(Georgia, North Dakota, Missouri, South
Carolina, Maryland. Iowa, and Nebraska^have cooperated in these

studies. Twenty-five hundred farms and farm families in 20 differ-

ent communities were intensively studied. It is expected that the re-

sults of this series of studies Avhen tabulated will throw much new
light on the Avhole subject of farm tenancy.

Studies in the social aspect of sales of farms have been carried on
in five counties in Indiana. The number of sales in each county has

been ascertained, the buyers and sellers located, the human side of the

sale inquired into, and the human as well as the economic reasons for

selling and buying brought out.

One farm community in each of three States—New York, Mary-
land, and West Virginia—has been studied, in cooperation with the

colleges of agriculture. The type of study has been historical and
analytical, covering a period of the last hundred years. The special

questions at issue in this community analysis are the " migration of

young people from the farms to the town and city"; the "influence

of farm communities upon national life"; "the remedy for over-

migration." The results of these studies will be published during the

coming year.

The differences in social life in communities which are founded
upon different types of agriculture are being studied in communities

of the dairy, grain, and truck type of farming. Whether the people

of different types of farming ctiffer, and if so, in what respect they

and their institutions differ, are the questions at issue.

Two State colleges—Wisconsin and New York—wish to analyze

counties into primary population groups, in order to ascertain the
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character of the inhiiul " country community," and studies in this

have been begun in cooperation with these institutions. These studies
will open a new field in farm life research.

Many farm communities in the T'nited States have built community
houses within the last decade. A first-hand investigation of 250 of
these community buildings has been made.

AGRICULTURAL HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY.

The research in agricultural history during the year has been de-

voted mostly to the early development of the sheep, wheat, and cattle

industries in the United States; and more recently to the development
of agriculture in the Northern Great Plains. Several maps showing
shifts in agricultural industries in the United States from 1840 to
1910 have been made. A series of maps showing shifts in the popula-
tion in the United States from 1790 to 1920 is being prepared, and
other materials of historical value on this and other historical subjects
are being accumulated for publication when the researches on the sev-

eral subjects are completed.
Research on the agricultural resources of South America is in prog-

ress, and maps have been made showing the distribution of cattle,

sheep, and swine. Similar maps of crop production are also being
prepared. The relation of crop production and the distribution of
live stock to climatic conditions is being studied and texts are being
prepared to accompany the maps.
A geographical study of farm practices in growing wheat was

})ublished in the 1919 Yearbook and a similar but more thorough
study of practices in growing cotton is now in progress. The comple-
tion of this work will wait upon the tabulation and use of the data of
the 1920 Agricultural Census. Geographical studies of types of
farming and live-stock practices ffre also in progress.

This section is also cooperating in the survey of the agricultural
resources of the Northern Great Plains.

FARM FINANCIAL RELATIONS.

The draft of a suggested model State law providing for the organi-
zation and regulation of farmers' mutual fire insurance companies
was completed during the year, as was also the work on a suggested
system of records for farmers' mutual fire insurance companies.
Statistics were tabulated on farmers' mutual fire insurance companies
with a view to securing comprehensive and reliable data concerning
cost of insurance in these organizations.
Information on hail insurance in the United States has received

special attention during the j'ear, and a manuscript for a proposed
bulh'tin. '' Hail insurance on farm crops in the United States."

containing historical as well as statistical and legal data on this sub-
ject, has been prepared for publication.
The data on rural credits and on rural telephones, botli subjects

transferred from the Kural Organization Project, formerly a part of
tlie Bureau of Markets, have been supplemented to a limited extent
during the year.
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EXTENSION WORK—SOUTH.

Cooperative work in farm management and farm economics in the
Southern States has been continued as heretofore. The work has
been conducted quite largely through the use of the Farm Account
Book, supplemented by surveys, lectures, correspondence, newspaper
articles, bulletins, and circular letters. The readjustment of the
project, Avith a view to aiding the several States in establishing farm-
management departments, increasing the amount of research work
done, and making a more equitable division of the expense of con-
ducting cooperative Avork, is now under consideration by the coopera-
ting parties.

The College of Agriculture of Arkansas has established a depart-
ment of farm management and farm economics, with A. D. McNair,
of the Federal Oflice of Farm Management and Farm Economics, in

charge on a cooperative basis. Similar arrangements were made with
Mississippi, with R. W. Clothier representing the Office of Farm
Management and Farm Economics in that State. Since Mr. Clothier
resigned in April, 1920, to become president of the New Mexico Agri-
cultural College this place has been vacant.

Cooperative adjustments have been made Avith Alabama and
Georgia, and negotiations are being made Avith North Carolina for
cooperation on a SO-HO basis. A cooperative-research project has
been submitted to Virginia, but no action has been taken on it as A^et.

EXTENSION WORK—NORTH AND WEST.

Farm management demonstration AVork in the Northern and
Western States is under the administration of the States Relations
Service, Avith the Agricultural Economist in charge located in the
Office of Farm Management and Farm Economics to facilitate closer

cooperation. A special eifort is being put forth to prepare the in-

A'estigational data of the Office of Farm Management and Farm Eco-
nomics in such form that the farm-management demonstrators, lo-

cated in the several States, Avill be able to use the material advantage-
ously in their work with the farmers.

While the work was devoted primarily to increased food produc-
tion during the Avar, the program for 1919 Avas planned to meet the

demand for information on more efficient farm operation. In order

to accomplish this object more emphasis has been placed on training

the county agents and other agencies in bringing to farmers in terms
of their oAvn farm business the principles of efficient farm organiza-

tion and management. The method employed in bringing the in-

formation to farmers, in the main, has been to get them together in

groups for instruction in recording, summarizing, and analyzing

farm business records through the use of the farm account books

prepared by the demonstrators. As many as 50,000 of these books

haA^e been put in the hands of farmers in a single State through the

aid of county agents and bankers. Bankers haA^e cooperated heartily

in the work, distributing the larger portion of the books, the expense

of Avhich they have met as a service to their patrons.

The change from individual to group work has put the project on

a basis that offers thorough instruction but Avill reach the number of
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farmers required of a successful county, State, or national project.

Even though this prof^ram has not been put in full operation in some
States, the demonstrators in the 26 States cooperating have worked
with over 52,000 farmers in groups, besides the individual service

they have rendered, and the county agents and others have carried

the same Avork to a much greater number. Other important lines

of work include cost accounts on separate farm enterprises, fair

exhibits, and tenancy contracts.

It is believed that the value of tliis work has been demonstrated
and that the development of better methods of extension teaching is

enabling the staff to carrj' the w^ork to a much greater number of

farmers. The interest manifested by banks and other institutions

promises much toward the future success of the work. Also the

change in general economic conditions brought about by the war has
aroused the farmers' interest in better methods of farm organization
and production. This, together with the necessit}'^ for farm accounts

due to the income-tax law, is making farm-management work one of

the most important extension projects.





REPORT OF THE SOLICITOR.

United States Department of Agriculture,
Office of Solicitor,

Washington, D. C ., September 29, 1920.

Sir : I submit herewith report of the work of the office of the So-
licitor for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1920.

Respectfully,

R. W. Williams, Solicitor.

Hon. E. T. Meredith,
Secretary of Agriculture.

SUMMARY.

The present Solicitor was promoted by you on April 1, 1920, to

succeed William M. Williams, who was on that date appointed Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue.

Shortly before the resignation of the former Solicitor this office lost

by transfer to other bureaus two of its ablest lawyers. One had
served in the legal w^ork of the department for many years and was
in charge of a large and important section of the office. The other
had not been so long in the legal work of the department, but by close

study, application, and ability had acquired thorough familiarity
with the complex legal and administrative questions involved in sev-

eral lines of the department's activities. The resignation of the
former Solicitor and the transfers of the lawyers referred to made it

necessary for the present Solicitor, at the outset, to reorganize the
office on a basis adequate to continue the orderly and expeditious per-

formance of the legal work of the department. This reorganization
was speedily accomplished, though not without much difficulty, and
it is pleasing to report that the legal work of the department has pro-
ceeded with the customary dispatch and efficiency. Other resigna-
tions and transfers during the year have deprived the office of several

of its most efficient and industrious lawyers, necessitating the bring-
ing in of successors who were unfamiliar with the work of the depart-
ment and who, obviously, must spend some time in training before
they can attain that degree of efficiency which is required for satisfac-

tory service in this office.

Notwithstanding the adverse circumstances under which tlie office

was compelled to operate during the year, as above indicated, a

largely increased volume of l>usiness over previous years was handled.
The present Solicitor wishes to take this oi)portunity to express his

grateful aj)preciation of the loyal and splendid cooperation given
liim by his assistants, l)()tli jirofessional and clerical, in the conduct
of the legal work of the department since he became Solicitor.

577
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Tliere were sexon resifjnations from the legal staff of the office dur-
ing the year and three since its close. With one exception these men
received and accepted from other bureaus in this department or from
other departments offers of salary considerably larger than they were
receiving in this office. Tlie exception was an assistant wdio resigned
to reenter private practice in St. Louis. Manifestl}^, the legal work
of the department can not be maintained at the highest point of
efficiency with so many resignations and transfers in so sliort a period.

This situation tlireatens to be repeated in the ensuing year.

The Avork of the office increased substantially during the year,
owing in part to the expanding activities of the department under
recently enacted statutes, such as tlie migratory bird treaty act, but
largely to the increasing frequency with which the United States

attorneys call upon the office for assistance in the preparation of the
department's cases for trial in the courts and for assistance in the
trials. More cases were reported to the Department of Justice

(7,353), more written opinions rendered (827), and more legal papers
prepared (3,298) than in the previous year.

In order to conserve the time of the United States attorneys and to

expedite litigation under the 28-hour law, this office, shortly before
the close of the year, undertook and has continued the preparation of
the complaints or declarations to be filed in the courts in these cases.

The plan has worked well and is in line with the practice of the office

for several years past in reporting criminal cases to the Department
of Justice in the form of prepared informations or indictments.

The regulatory work of the department was increased during the

year by acts of Congress transferring to the Secretary of Agriculture
all the powers and duties theretofore vested in the Secretary of the
Treasury by the tea importation act of March 2, 1897, and all the

powers and duties theretofore conferred upon and exercised by the
Secretary of Commerce with reference to land fur-bearing animals
in Alaska. Important amendments of acts of Congress were also

made, resulting in an extension of the department's activities, such

as the amendment of the Bureau of Animal Industry act of May 29,

1884, permitting the interstate movement of domestic animals react-

ing to the tuberculin test; the amendment of the food and drugs
act of June 30, 1906, extending the net weight amendment of March
3, 1913, to Avrapped meats inclosed in papers or other materials as

prepared by the manufacturer thereof for sale ; and the amendment
of the plant quarantine act providing a comprehensive system for the

control of insect pests and plant diseases in the District of Columbia.
Some of the activities of the department relating directly to the

war were continued during the fiscal year. In furtherance of this

work assistance was given the Bureau of Markets in closing its ac-

counts in connection with the allotment and sale of nitrate of soda

to farmers for the crop season of 1919, including certain large short-

ages appearing in the accounts of one of the port distributors and
certain large demurrage claims against vessels carrying nitrate of

soda. Many nitrate shortage claims were reviewed to determine
the liability of the Government therefor. Conferences were held
with the Bureau of Markets and representatives of fertilizer im-
porters and dealers relative to the fertilizer shortage for the 1920
crop season, which resulted in the passage of a resolution by Con-
gress (Pub. Res. No. 39, 66th Cong.) authorizing the Secretary of
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War to turn over to agricultural fertilizer distrihutors or users a
supply of nitrate of soda. Assistance was given in hearings and
conferences and in the drafting of correspondence with fertilizer

manufacturers. Representatives of the office conducted various
hearings throughout the country and otherwise assisted in the pro-

ceedings relating to live-stock commission and yardage rates and
other ciuirges for service at stockyards. Consideration was given to

complaints submitted against members of the Chicago Live Stock
Exchange, and against live-stock commission companies for over-

charges in feed accounts. Action b}' the department on such com-
plaints and hearings resulted in several suits in Federal courts to

enjoin the Secretary of Agriculture from revoking licenses for failure

of the licensees when ordered by the department to distribute to the
shippers sums of money ascertained by the department to be in excess

of amounts to which such licensees were entitled. This office spent
considerable time and effort in preparation for and in participation

in the trial of these cases. Six indictments under the Lever Food
Control Act were also prepared and transmitted to the Attorney Gen-
eral with the recommendation that criminal proceedings be insti-

tuted. Much time and effort were spent in conferences and corre-

spondence with members of the Bureau of Markets and with repre-

sentatives of the wool trade relatiA'e to the payment by wool dealers

to the Bureau of Markets, under regulations promulgated by the

War Industries Board, of certain excess wool profits made by them
on the 1918 avooI clip. Assistance was also given in the preparation
of regulations to carry into effect the food products inspection law
and in the preparation of a bulletin under that laAV and the regu-
lations.

Under the Saulsbury resolution and the Ball amendment to the
antiprofiteering law, effective in the District of Columbia, the office

advised and handled in court the cases of a number of department
employees threatened with eviction from their rented premises.
Under your direction and pursuant to requests of committees or

Members of Congress, this office prepared or assisted in the prepara-
tion of several bills or revisions of bills of a comprehensive nature
for regulating cold storage of food products (H, R. 9521, 66th Cong.,
and vS. 3868, 66th Cong.), together with a compilation of State laws
relating to cold storage of articles of food (Part IX, Appendix I, of
hearings before the House Committee on Agriculture, Aug. 11, 1919)

;

and for standardization of hampers and round-stave baskets (H. R.
12350,66th Cong.).
Lawyers of the office also appeared before committees of Congress

and conferred with members thereof, and the office made written
comments relative to provisions of the various bills to regulate the
packing industry (including S. 2199, 66th Cong. ; S. 2202. 66th Cong.

;

and II. R. 5310, 66th Cong.). Consideration was given to the matter
of regulating dockage of live stock. A bill to provide for State
farmers' mutual insurance was revised and amended and a pro-

posed grain grading and inspection law of Oregon was considered
and couunonts made thereon. Amoudments to tlie North Carolina
State warehouse act were prepared, after conferences with the officials

of the State and representatives of the Bureau of Markets, and a bill

to be introduced in certain State legislatures ]>roviding for coopera-
tion on the part of the States with the Biological Survey' in the
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extermination of predatory animals and rodents was also reviewed
and revised. Proposed bills amending highway statutes of several
States were reviewed to determine whether they met the require-
ments of the Federal aid road act. There was also drafted a bill
authorizing the Secretary of War to transfer certain surplus motor-
propelled vehicles and motor equipment and road-making material
to the various services and departments of the Government, and for
the use of the States, which became a law on March 15, 1920. Numer-
ous special items included in the Agricultural appropriation bill Avere
drafted and reviewed, including an amendment of the plant quar-
antine law to regulate movement of nursery stock and other plants
and plant products into the District of Columbia; a provision for
eradication of tuberculosis in animals and authorizing the Secretary
of Agriculture to pay part of the value of the animals destroyed in
cooperation with the States in the eradication of tuberculosis ; amend-
ment of the food and drugs act with reference to foods in package
form ; amendment of the act of May 29, 1884. providing for the regu-
lation of interstate transportation of animals reacting to the tuber-
culin test; a provision declaring certain amendments of the cotton
futures act to be permanent legislation ; and an item authorizing the
acquisition by the Government by gift, devise, or purchase of certain
tracts of land occupied by the Bureau of Plant Industry as experi-
ment stations.

A considerable part of the time of the office was consumed in
appearance of its members before committees of Congress in hearings
held on various bills affecting in Avhole or in part the work of the
department.
The office prepared or assisted in the preparation of the depart-

ment's reports upon various bills referred to it by committees of
Congress having them in charge. Among the bills reported upon
were 33 affecting the national forests, one authorizing associations of
producers of agricultural products, another relating to rural credits*

one dealing with the establishment of weights and measures for
wheat and corn mill products, one providing for the addition of lands
to the Fremont National Forest found to be chiefly valuable for
stream flow and the protection of timber and improvement of grazing,,

another authorizing the exchange of lands within the Eainier Forest,

and one providing for the consolidation of lands in the national
forests of South Dakota. In response to requests, members of this

office frequently participated in hearings and conferences in Wash-
ington and elseAvnere touching the various activities of the depart-

ment. Among the hearings held were 17 in connection with the

supervision of stockyards under the President's proclamations of
June 18 and September 6, 1918 ; 16 in market centers relative to the
regulation of grain warehouses; 10 in market centers on the regula-

tion of wool warehouses, and 7 in market centers on rice standards

;

also 2 hearings with respect to alleged violations of the grain stand-

ards act, and several dealing with the settlement of cases under the
28-hour law. Conferences were attended relative to the amendment
of the rules of future exchanges to conform to the cotton futures act,,

as amended ; to classification of cotton and the establishment by the

Bureau of Markets of spot cotton quotation service ; to disputes be-

tween buyer and seller unler the cotton futures act ; to general revi-

sion of the grain standard regulations; to revision of the official
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wheat standards; to the preparation of phms for cooperative ad-
ministration of wheat grades in Kansas, Okhihoma, and other States,

and to the powers, duties, and work of the United States game
wanlens.

'J'he office prepared, or assisted in the preparation of, numerous
reguhitions, orders, forms, specifications, and schethdes required in

the administration of various statutes committed to the department
for execution. Some of the more important of tliese were reguhitions

governing tlic importation of animals; amen(hnent of the meat-in-

spection reguhitions inid of reguhitions under the migratory bird

treaty act and under the Ahiska game law; regulations under the

virus, serum, and toxin law; regulations governing interstate move-
ment of live stock; reguhitions governing compensation to the owners
of tuberculous cattle destroyed; regulations to carr}' into eifect the

food-]Droducts inspection law; regulations governing wool and grain

warehouses; i-egulations under the ])lant quarantine act; amendments
of regulations under the cotton futures and grain warehouse acts;

and numerous amendments of the administrative and fiscal regula-

tions. Orders for the establishment of plant and animal quarantines

and for the revocation and suspension of licenses of grain inspectors

were prepared. Assistance was given in the preparation of speci-

fications of commercial grades of a number of vegetable products and
in the preparation of grain- inspection certificates and appeal forms
under the grain-standards act.

The long and stubborn contest against enforcement of Federal

legislation for conservation of migratory birds was brought to a

close on April 19, 1920, when the Supreme Court of the United States

in the case of the State of Missouri v. Ray P. Holland. United States

giune warden, sustained the constitutionality of the treaty Avith Great
Britain for the protection of migratory birds and the act of Congress
of July 3, 1918, to carry the treaty into effect. This case was an
appeal by the State from the decision of the district judge for the

western district of Missouri dismissing the State's suit to enjoin the

United States game warden from enforcing the migratory bird treaty

act in Missouri (258 Fed., 479). The importance of the migratory
bird treaty and the act of Congress to carry it into effect is em-
))basizeil by the Supreme Court in its reference to the subject matter

of the treaty and the act as ''a national interest of very nearly the

first magnitude."
Law Avork for the Forest Service during the year, other than under

the A^'eeks Forestry Law, included handling the following cases and
other business:

fjaw icork for the Forest Sen'ire.

riaiiiiis 111 lands
lit ariims iittfiKh'd

I •tiKisitioiis tiik«'ii

I'.riHf>i |>rpi>ai»'«l and filed

Appeals to Secretary and brief-

.Met ions for rehearing and brief.

I'eti linns for exercise of super-
visory authority

< >ral arfrunients

475
44
9

21
5

1
2

Trespasses:
Grazing
Timber
Fire'
Oecui)ancy
Property
(Jnnie

General litigation

Contracts, leases, and similar
papers 1, 4'J7

Written opinions 383

5oe
37
96

I

(

24

> 190 cases prosecuted In Btate courts in addition to the number above reported.
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The followinn: is a summary of the work of the office in connection
with the acquisition of lands under the Weeks Forestry Law

:

Ac(juiniti(>n of lands uuiler ^]'C(^ks forestry lair.

Character of work.

Purchases authorized by National Forest Reservation Commission
Agreements of purchase prepared
Titles in process of examination at beginning of year
Examinations of title completed and reported to Department of Justice:

Purchases recommended
Condemnations recommended

Titles approved by Attorney General and in process of adjustment
Titles in process of examination at end of year
Completion of direct piuchasc after approval of titles by Attorney General
Completion of purchases of lands acquired by condemnation

Tracts.
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Twenty-two applications for letters patent on inventions of em-

ploj^ees of the department for dedication to the public were prepared

and filed. Of the applications pendino; at the close of the last fiscal

year and of those filed durinfr this fiscal year, 17 were allowed. In-

terferences were declared by the Patent Office in five cases between

the applications for letters V^itent by employees of this department

and applications filed by outside parties. Two of these cases, one

involving a novel septum for a honeycomb and the otlier a chemical

process, terminated favorably to the department employees. The
other three cases are still pending.

Project statements for 1,718 projects under the Federal aid road

act, of which 1,717 were approved, involving a total estimated expen-

diture of $251,083,518.86 and 10,529 miles of road, were reviewed,

and 1,287 project agreements under that act, with certificates of ap-

proval of plans, specifications, and estimates, involving a total esti-

mated expenditure of $197,623,054.06, were examined. There were

also examined 263 drafts of modifications of agreement and certifi-

cates prepared by the Bureau of Public Roads and 50 original and 16

supplemental cooperative agreements under section 8 of the act re-

lating to roads and trails in national forests.

Thirty-seven claims for balances due estates of employees of the de-

partment, who died intestate, were examined, the necessary papers

prepared for their payment, and advice furnished administrative

officers of the department relative to the same.

Ten miscellaneous cases involving violations of laws other than

regulatory statutes, or relating to the miscellaneous work of the de-

partment, received consideration by this office and were referred to

the Department of Justice for appropriate action. In addition, one

case involving misconduct of an emploj^ee was reviewed and necessary

investigation made and appropriate papers prepared. Advice was
also given on the special features of several other personnel cases.

Aid was given the advisory committee on finance and business

methods in drafting orders and memoranda of the Secretary for the

general administration of the department, and to the Office of Inspec-

tion in the consideration of a number of claims for reimliursement

for j)roperty lost or destroyed while being used for official work in

the national forests.

Many service and regulatory announcements, circulars, and bulle-

tins, referred to this office by the Division of Publications for exam-
ination as to possible legal questions involved, were reviewed, and
numerous letters for the Secretary's signature, prepared in the various

bureaus, offices, and divisions, were referred to this office for comment
prior to signature.

Many documents of various kinds, including statements of issues,

briefs, and memoranda on legal matters, were prepared on behalf of

the officials of this department for submission to the Attorney Gen-
eral, the vSecretary of the Interior, the Comptroller of the Treasurj',

and the officials of other departments.
Testimony adduced at hearings held on charges preferred against

serum companies for violations of 4:he regulations governing the

preparation, shipment, and importation of viruses, serums, toxins,

and analogous products intended for use in the treatment of domestic

animals was reviewed and the Secretary and the Bureau of Animal
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Industry advised with reference to the proper action to take on the
char<;es.

Seven thousand three hundred and fifty-three viohitions of statutes
entrusted to the (k>pai"tnuMit for enforcement were i-e})orted. 5,555 to
the Attorney General and 1,798 to the Director General of Railroads,
pursuant to the a<j:reement betAveen the Attorney General, the Direc-
tor General, and this department, for report to the Director General
of violations of the 'iS-houf law occurring' after the Government
assumed control of the railroads. The foHowin^:^ table shows the
several statutes under which these violations were reported and the
amounts of fines and recoveries in cases settled with and without
litigation.

Viohitiotm of statntes covsideved.

Law invoked.

Laws for the protection of national (crests
Food and druiis act
28-hour law
.'Vniinal ciuarantine acts
Meat inspection act
Lacey .Vet

Bird reservation trespass law
Migratory bird treaty act
Game violations occurring in

—

Nat ional forests

Pisgah Game Preserve
Virus act
Insecticide act
Plant ciuarantine act
United States grain standards act
Miscellaneous

Total

Violations.
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States V. Albert C. Krumm, all involvin<T violations of the food and
driif^s act; Kuenster Live Stock Commisison Co. v. Meredith, a suit

to restrain the Secretary of Afjricultiire from revoking the company's
license under the Lever law for failure to return to shippers of live

stock sums of money found to be due them on account of certain

charges for feed ; United States v. Rockefeller, involving violation of
the migratory bird treaty act; and United States v. Parke, Davis &
Co., involving a violation of the insecticide act.

In addition to the opinions expressed in letters and memoranda to

the various officials, bureaus, offices, and divisions of the department,
frequent daily conferences Avere had with them with reference to

legal questions involving their work. The work of the office consid-
ering its nature was current at the end of the year.
A more detailed statement of the work of the office during the year,

without reiteration of what has been fairly covered by the foregoing
summary, follows.

THE NATIONAL FORESTS.

LAND CLAIMS.

At the commencement of the fiscal year there were pending 344
cases. During the year there were added 108 cases, and 130 were
closed, leaving 322 pending. A total of 452 Avere handled, involving
land claimed under the homestead, timber and stone, mineral, rail-

road, lieu selection, and other general and special laws.

One hundred and eleven decisions were rendered, including those
of the registers and receivers and the Commissioner of the General
Land Office, subject to revieAv, respectively, by the Commissioner of
the General Land Office and the Secretary of the Interior. The
registers and receivers decided 13 for and 17 against the United
States; the commissioner 31 for and 29 against the United States;
and the Secretary 4 for and 17 against the United States.

Of the 130 cases closed during the* year, 27 were by decisions in
favor of the Government and 35 by decisions for claimants. In 21
cases the claims were canceled or relinquished. In 40 the Forest
Service protest was withdrawn (in nearly all of the cases the com-
missioner or the Secretary reduced the required amount of cultiva-

tion to that shown by the entryman), and in 7 cases the proof was
Avithdrawn after protest. As a result of the 27 decisions in favor of
the Government, api)roximatelv 4,320 acres of land, supporting a
stand of 22,235,000 feet of timber, valued at approximately $88,840,
were saved to the (lovernment.
The remaining 322 cases receiA^ed attention varying in degree Avith

their progress in the Forest Service and in the Department of the
Interior. Hearings Avere attended in 44 cases. Depositions Avere

taken in 9 cases. Briefs were filed in 21 cases. Tavo cases were
orally argued before the Secretary of the Interior and one motion for
rehearing, supported by brief, AA*as filed. One appeal to the Secre-
tary of the Interior, accompanied by brief, Avas prosecuted and one
petition for the exercise of supervisory authority, accompanied by
brief, was made to the Secretary.
The assistants to the Solicitor in the field examined and passed upon

the evidence in many cases in addition to the 108 ncAv cases in Avhich
protests were prepared to be filed in the local land offices by the

24435—AOB 1020 38
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district foresters, and either returned the papers for additional evi-

dence or recommended tliat no objection be made to the issuance of
patent.

TRESPASS.

Damages and fines recovered during the year for trespass on the
national forests were

:

Penalties for trespass on national forests.

Class of trespass.

Grazing.

.

Timber..
Fire
Property.
Game.

Damages.

$50,163.25
13,181.74
19,659.67

93.00

Miscellaneous '

.

Total

3,984.73

87,082.39

Fines and
recoveries.

SS85.30

2,092.67

120.00
128.00

3,225.97

1 This includes 7 criminal cases where defendant had agreed to fight fire but after haying been furnished
with railroad transportation failed to do so. In addition, sentences of 75 days in jail were imposed.

COURT DECISIONS OF INTEREST INVOLVING NATIONAL FORESTS.

The county attorney of Coconino County, Ariz., filed a complaint
charging the forest supervisor with a violation of a State statute
which requires all railroad companies that fence their rights of way
to leave crossings open and accessible for stock at least every 3 miles.
The forest supervisor, in obedience to instructions, closed the cross-

ing left open by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad in their
right of way fences through the forest. The supervisor was arrested
and thereafter application was made to the Federal district court

for a writ of habeas corpus. The writ was granted and the supervisor

discharged.
In Byron v. United States (259 Fed., 371) the Circilit Court of

Appeals for the Ninth Circuit held that, under the act of June 25,

1910 (36 Stat., 847), the President is authorized to withdraw public

lands temporarily, pending legislation by Congress looking to their

inclusion within a national forest, and that immediately upon can-

cellation of patent for lands within a national forest the lands become
a part of the forest. This decision operates on lands in the State of

Oregon, which is one of the States in which a national forest can not

be created or enlarged except by act of Congress.

The case of Rolfs and Jessen v. E. T. Chapin Co., United States

intervener, involves the right of the Forest Service to sell fire-killed

timber from an unperfected mining claim. A contract was made
between the Forest Service and the Chapin Co. to sell fire-killed tim-

ber from lands in the Coeur d'Alene National Forest, Idaho, which

were found to be embraced within the boundaries of the unperfected

mining claims of Rolfs and Jessen. Mining claimants sought an in-

junction. The United States intervened, to which action plaintiffs

unsuccessfully demurred.
In United States v. Northern Pacific Railway Co. (264 Fed., 898)

the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit held that under

the land grant to the Northern Pacific Railway Co. of July 2, 1864,

on completion of the road the company became vested with a con-
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tract right to select nonmineral lieu lands within the indemnity
limits and the TTnitcd States could not defeat such right by with-
drawal of the lands, prior to survey and selection, for possible in-

clusion in a national reservation.

In United States v. Kern River Co. et al (264 Fed., 412), the Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit held that the act of
March 3, 1891, limiting suits to vacate patents to public lands does
not apply to a suit to set aside the approval by the Secretary of the
Interior of a canal company^s maps of location filed to obtain a right

of way across public lands where such approval was secured by mis-
representations ; that statutes of limitation do not run against the
Government 'in the absence of express statutory provision; that, if

the statute is ap])licable to a class of suits only, it will not be ex-

tended to other cases by implication; that the approval by the Sec-
retary of the Interior of a canal company's maps of location filed

as a basis of right of way through a forest reserve was obtained b}'^

fraud, where at the time of the original and amended application its

attention was called to two statutes, one granting a right of way for
irrigation and the other for development of power, but falsely cer-

tified that the right of way was desired solely for the purposes de-

scribed in the act lelating to rights of way for irrigation purposes;
and that if the approval by the Secretary of the Interior of a canal
company's maps of location of a right of way through a forest re-

serve was given with full knowledge of the fact that the canal was
to be constructed for power purposes and that the compau}^ had not
complied with the statute relative to rights of Avay for such purposes,
he exceeded his authority, and the validity of his approval might be
challenged in a suit to set aside such approval and restrain use of
the right of way.
The case of United States v. South River Lumber Co. was a suit in

equity in the western district of Virginia. One Guthrie had agn ed
to convey land to the Government under the act of March 1, 1911
(36 Stat., 961), known as the Weeks law, such conveyance to be in

fee, subject only to certain mineral reservations. After the agree-
ment for purchase had been executed b}' the vendor and the Sec-
retary, the vendor granted the use of a right of wa}' to the railroad
company. After title vested in the Government, the company re-

fused to remove its railroad from the land. By decree dated Feb-
I'uary 28, 1920. the company was enjoined from operating its rail-

road over the land or from attempting to use the right of way, and it

was allowed- 90 days within which to remove the railroad ties and
railroad apparatus from the land. Thereafter the company applied

fo!' and received a permit for the right of way.
United States v. Cowart was a suit in equity to restrain the defend-

ant from cutting timV)er on lands agreed to be sold to the (iiovern-

ment under the act of March 1, 1911 (36 Stat., 961), commonly known
as the Weeks forestry law. The \endor thereafter coiiveyod the

lands to one Cowart, who began cutting timber thereon. C(mdemna-
tion proceedings wore in.stituted and the suit for injunction was filed

to restrain the timber rutting. The court granted the injunction.

The case is of interest in that an action by the (iovernniciit was sus-

tained prior to the acquisition of title by the United States, and
while the Government was not in i)ossession, in order that its rights

initiated by the condemnation proceedings might be protected.
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IMPORTANT DECISION OF THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR AFFECTING FOREST
RESERVATIONS.

In the case of Helen (i. Rankin (47 L. D., 329) it was held that

while the act of June 4. 1897, provides that mineral lands in any
forest reservation shall continue to be open to location and entry
under the mining: laws, yet this does not prevent their withdrawal
and reservation from any and all forms of private appropriation for

public use.
WEEKS FORESTRY LAW.

(36 Stat, 961.)

As no' additional appropriation was made by Congress for the

extension of the work under the Weeks forestry law% work there-

under during the year Avas largely confined to purchases authorized
by the National Forest Reservation Commission during the preceding
year.

During the year the National Forest Reservation Commission au-

thorized the purchase of 230 tracts, aggregating 101,587 acres. These
tracts are comparatively small in area and are to be acquired for

the purpose of blocking in units heretofore purchased and which are

now under forest administration.

The number of title attorneys engaged in the examination of titles

to land acquired under this law is being reduced, and unless further

appropriations are made during the coming j^ear it is anticipated

that all examinations of titles of lands authorized to be acquired will

have been completed by June 30, 1921.

The following is a summary, in terms of acres, of operations under
the Weeks forestry law from the beginning to June 30, 1920

:

Operations under the Weeks forestry laic from the beginning to June SO, 1920.

State.

Alabama.
Arkansas

.

Georgia...

Maine
New Hampshire.
NorthCarolina..

Area.

Alabama
Arkansas
Ozark
Georgia
Savannah (S)

White Mountain .

.

do
Boone
Mount Mitchell . .

.

Nantahala
Pisgah
Savannah (N)

South Carolina Savannah (S)

Tennessee Cherokee
! Smolo- Mountain

.

Virginia.

West Virginia.

Total.

White Top.
Unaka
Massanutten...
Natural Bridge.
Potomac
White Top
Shenandoah ...

Monongahela...
Potomac
Shenandoah

—

Purchases
authorized
(estimated).

Acres.
62,966.00
19,802.84
16,726.00
68,479.00
85,186.00
32,153.00

401,02.5.83
49,795.00
77,475.00
73,367.00
88,216.00
37,933.00
18,612.00

141,435.00

Reports in Department
of Justice.

Purchases
completed
(actual
sur^'ey).

47,168.00
58,072.00
.57, .502. 00

116, 109. .50

41,307.00
23,296.00
149,674.03
78,728.00
38,360.00
13,400.00

1,796,788.20

Acres.
31,520.55
8,28.5.27

3,809.13
60,2.33.72

47,511.29
27,8-59.78

3-55,471.99

26,522.32
68,869.93
3.5,7-52.26

80,094.41
36,502.91
18,4.54.26

113,723.71

For
opinion
(actual
survey).

Acres.
7,847.00
1,963.00
1,376.00
335.00
604.00

1,100.00

For con-
demnation

(actual
survey).

Acres.
7,-557.83

1,272.77

430. 70
29,335.36

1,032.00

47, 112. 63
39,944.90
50,918.89
87,166.74
30,635.03
20,096.63
141,288.90
53,335.47
31,873.54
13,318.45

27,32.5.-53

1,477.42
16,290.96
16,181.21
6,071.95

8,860.65
493. 35

21,858.17

2,622.36

3,870.00

320.00

1,430,302.71 , .50,835.42

5,070.36
6,401.47
1,92.5.54

3,604.08
307.68
193.88

1,889.94

126,782.79
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PLANT QUARANTINE ACT.

(37 Stat., 315.)

Nine cases were reported to the Attorney General, all under section

8 (domestic quarantines) of the act as amended by the act of March
4, 1017 (39 Stat., 1134, 1165).
At the close of the fiscal year 1919 there were 15 cases pendin*^.

One case was closed prior to the beginnin*^ of the year 1920, but not
reported until too late to include it in the annual report for the pre-

vious 3'ear. Of the 24 cases pending, 9 were closed during the year,

6 by fines amounting, collectively, to $90 and $20.95 costs, and 3
were dismissed.

Fourteen cases are noAv pending.
A number of proposed orders of the Secretary of Agriculture to

establish, and of regulations to enforce, quarantines under the law
were examined as to their legal form and sufficiency.

FEDERAL AID ROAD ACT.

(39 Stat., 355.)

Project statements for 1,718 projects were reviewed during the
year to determine whether the projects were eligible for Federal aid
under the provisions of the act. Of these, 1,717 were approved and
1 Avas disapproved. The 1,717 projects which were approved in-

volved a total estimated expenditure of $251,083,518.86, Federal aid
in the amount of $109,077,546.12, and 16,529 miles of road.
During the fiscal year project agreements and certificates of ap-

proval of plans, specifications, and estimates, prepared by the Bu-
reau of Public Roads, for 1,219 projects were reviewed as to their

legal form and sufficiency before being transmitted to the State high-
way departments for execution. Of the project agreements and cer-

tificates so examined durino; the fiscal A^ear, together with a number
of those so examined during the previous fiscal year, 1,287 were sub-
sequently examined as to the sufficiency of their execution by the
State highway departments and were submitted to the Secretary
and executed by liini. The agreements so executed involve a total

estimated expenditure of $197,623,054.06, Federal aid aggregating
$85,945,432.71, and 9,402 miles of road.

Drafts of modifications of agreements and certificates, prepared
l)y the Bureau of Public Roads, were similarly reviewed in 263 cases.

Of tlie drafts of modifications of agreements and certificates so re-

viewed, together with a number which were similarly reviewed dur-
ing the previous fiscal year, 266 were subsequently examined as to

whetlier tliey were properly executed by tlie State liigliway depart-
ments and were submitted to and executed l)y the Secretary.

Statutes of five States amending former highway statutes were re-

viewed to determine whether they met the requirements of the Fed-
vvi\] iiid road act.

Propo.sed slan(hir<l j)lan.s, specifications, and notice to bidders, and
contract and bond forms for use in carrying out the coo[)erati()n con-
teni]ihited and authorized by the act, which were submitted for con-

sid<'r:ition l>y tlio State highway depnrdnents of six States, were re-

viewed as to their legal form and .sulliciency.
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Oj^inions -were rendered on a number of important questions aris-
inf^ under the act. In addition to the above list, 50 original agree-
ments and IG supplemental agreements for the construction of forest
road projects were reviewed as to form and substance.

IMPORTANT OPINIONS INVOLVING THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE FEDERAL
AID ROAD ACT.

The Attorney General on September 27, 1919, in response to the
request of this department, rendered an opinion holding that section
5 of the act of July 19, 1919 (41 Stat., 1G3, 233), authorizing the Sec-
retary of War to transfer to any other branch of the Government
having an available appropriation, at a reasonable price not to ex-
ceed cost, any surplus motor-propelled vehicles and motor equipment
of any kind, did not operate to repeal section 7 of the act of Feb-
ruary 28, 1919 (40 Stat, 1189, 1201), giving authority to the Secre-
tary of War to transfer to the Secretary of Agriculture all available
war material, equipment, and supplies not needed for the purposes
of the War Department, but suitable for use in the improvement of
highways, for distribution among the several State highway depart-
ments. The War Department upon the advice of the Judge Advo-
cate General 'of the Army had taken the position that there was an
implied repeal. The Attorney General sustained the opinion of this

office on the question.

In an opinion of April 1, 1920, the Comptroller of the Treasury
held that the appropriation made by the Federal aid road act for the

construction of rural post roads was not available for the construc-

tion of a bridge between Portsmouth, N. H., and Kittery, Me., for

wdiich an appropriation had been made in the naval appropriation

act of July 11, 1919 (41 Stat., 143). The latter appropriation was
held to be exclusive of the use of any other general appropriation to

increase the Government's contribution toward the expense of the

bridge.

In an unpublished opinion of April 14, 1920, the Comptroller of

the Treasury held that the appropriation made by section 8 of the

act of February 28, 1919 (40 Stat., 1200, 1201), is available for the

construction of temporary storage buildings in which to store the

surplus war material, equipment, and supplies transferred to the de-

partment under the authority of section 7 of the above-mentioned

statute and the act of March 15, 1920 (41 Stat., 530), for use in the

survev. construction, and maintenance of forest roads and trails.

THE FOOD AND DRUGS ACT.

(34 Stat., 768.)

Twenty-one hundred and sixty-eight cases were transmitted to

the Department of Justice, in 426 of which criminal proceedings

and in 1,742 of which seizures were recommended. The 426 criminal

cases embraced 830 alleged violations of the food and drugs act.

At the close of the fiscal year 1919, 967 cases were pending, of which
330 were criminal prosecutions and 637 were seizures.

Seven hundred and thirty-eight cases pending at the close of the

fiscal year 1919 and 1,268 reported during the fiscal year 1920, in all

2,006, were terminated in 1920. Of those terminated, 462 were crimi-

nal and 1,544 were civil.
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In 422 of the 4G2 criminal cases fines were imposed or collateral for-

feited. In 409 of these cases pleas of guilty, nolo contendere, etc.,

were entered, in 5 of them fines were imposed after trial and convic-

tion, and in 8 collateral that had been deposited by defendants was
forfeited by reason of their nonappearance in court. In 1 the judg-
ment of conviction in the lower court was affirmed by the Circuit

Court of Appeals, 32 were nolle prossed or the information dismissed,

and 7 were withdrawn.
In the criminal cases in which convictions were obtained the fines

were as follows

:

m

Fines assessed binder food and drugs act in cases reported by this department to

the Department of Justice.

Number
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account of nonappearance. Kino was imposed in one criminal case
after the trial and conviction of the defendant. In the seizure pro-
ceeding a decree of condemnation was entered and the product was
released on bond. 'The fines or amounts forfeited as collateral in

criminal cases were as follows

:

F^ines in food and drug cases begun by United States attorneys.

Number
of casps.
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the substance recomiiiencled was Avater and not a drug; that such a

construction would nullify the act of Congress.
It was further held that in a suit to condemn mineral water evi-

dence tending to show its shipment in interstate commerce under a
label stating that it was recommended for certain diseases, analysis

of the water and the absence oL' any medicinal ingredients ha\ing
curative or alleviative properties in the treatment of such diseases,

and the claimant's position respecting the article, made a question for

the jury as to whether tlie claims on the labels were true, and if false,

whether they were made knowingly and fraudulently.

It was further held that the refusal or granting of a motion for a

new trial is in the discretion of the trial judge and can not ))e re-

viewed on writ of error or appeal.

In the case of the IT. S. v. 2 Cans of Oil of Sweet Birch and 3

Cans of Oil of Gaultheria (F. & D. 11651, N. J. 7691), a seizure pro-

ceeding instituted in the southern district of New York. Judge Hand,
in denying claimant's motion for the release of the product under
bond, held that in his opinion the release of the articles was discre-

tionary with the court ; that the language of the act making provision

for the release of articles seized was not mandatory but clearly permis-

sive; and that he regarded the application for the release of the goods

as addressed wholly to his discretion, and he declined to exercise it in

favor of the claimant under the existing circumstances, which showed
that the misbranding was fraudulent and injurious to competition in

the trade.

In the case of the United States v. Antonio Scaduto. trading as

Scaduto & Co. (F. & D. 10298, N. J. 7708), involving the shipment

of two different brands of oil. the defendant contended with regard

to both brands that his labeling as to the net contents of the cans,

based on the trade custom of 7^ pounds of cottonseed oil to the gal-

lon, was true. The court instructed the jury that it was not a ques-

tion of the intention of the defendant, but was a question of what,

in view of all the facts, was the truth; that the defendant had no

right, whether he Avas innocent of purpose or not, under the food

and drugs act, to make an incorrect representation as to the contents

of his can.

With regard to the brand of oil, which w\as labeled, among other

things, " Cotton Seed Oil Slightly flavored with Olive Oil," in incon-

spicuous type, but which also bore the words "Termini Imerese"

and a re])resentation of natives gathering and packing olives, the

court instructed the jury that the question for them to determine,

based on business experience and common sense, was. What would
the person, the purchaser, a member of the public getting that kind

of a can, upon such examination as they would be likely to give it,

say about it? The court further reminded tlie jury of the query of

the Government as to " What could have been the object of putting

this tree and the 'Termini Imerese' on?" and stated to them that

there was no proof tliat any cottonseed oil ever came from that part

of the world, in Sicily, and put to them the inquiry, " What would

it mean except that this was olive oil? " The court furtlier emj^ha-

sized that the questi(m for the jury was whether the statement as

to the contents of the can was correct, and whether tlie picture and

descrij)tive words on the other can. indicating or not indicating, as
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the jury might think, its origin, were correct; that if the defendant
put it out and traded in it, even though he did not know it, he must
know it; that it is not a question of a man's motive; that the food
and drugs act is for the purpose of protecting the people and seeing

that the public gets fair statements as to weights, origins, and the

like; that the act should be administered, both by the courts and
juries, in a rational and sensible way.

In the case of United States v. John Jacobson (F. & D. 10113,

N. J. 7735), involving the shipment of alleged condensed milk, the

court charged the jury that if they found upon the testimony that the

butter fat of the milk had been removed and that other ])utter fat

had been substituted in sufficient amount to meet the minimum re-

quirement as to butter fat in condensed milk bat in a lesser amount
than the amount which was removed, that such treatment consti-

tuted adulteration for the reason that a valuable constituent of the

product had been abstracted, and that it would be the duty of the

jury to find the defendant guilty. It was further charged that if a

part of the butter fat had been removed from the product which
was labeled " Kegular Condensed Milk " and the milk had not been
made from the whole milk it was misbranded within the meaning of

the act.

In the case of the United States v. Kar-Ru Chemical Co. (264
Fed., 921) the judgment of conviction of trial court was affirmed in

the Circuit Court of Appeals for the ninth circuit. The claim of the

defendant was that the case involved a controversy relating to the

efficacy of the homeopathic remedies and that the theories of the

pi'osecution arose on the testimony of its medical witnesses that home-
opathic remedies were v/orthless. The court stated that the " defend-
ant having defended on the ground that the preparations were
remedies in accordance with the theory and practice of homeopathy,
that question became a question of fact for the jury to be determined
under proper instruction from the court," and that the instructions

by the trial court were in accordance with the law as declared hy
the Supreme Court in the case of seven cases of Eckman's Altera-

tives V. United States (239 U. S., 510).

In the case of the United States v. One Gross Packages of " Texas
Wonder" (F. & D. 9322). the court instructed the jury that the

statement on the carton "A Texas Wonder, Hall's Great Discovery
* * * for kidney and bladder troubles, diabetes, weak and lame
backs, rheumatism," was not a statement that the article was a

specific for the cure of those diseases, but was a statement that it

was recommended that it would have a therapeutic or curative effect

in the treatment of those diseases, and that the statement that the

article dissolves gravel was a statement of fact, and affirmative asser-

tion of the originator of the compound that it would have the effect,

if taken according to directions, of dissolving gravel in the bladder,

and also that it was a statement of fact that the article would have
the effect of regulating bladder trouble in children. The court

further instructed the jury that if it should find that the labeling

constituted a false statement, in passing on the question of whether
it was fraudulent, they might take into consideration the chemical

contents of the concoction as proven and whether a man without
chemical knowledge or without experience, as the manufacturer ad-

mitted he was, could medicinally understand the effects of such drugs
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as this concoction is sliov/n to have had in it. The jury was also in-

structed that the controlling element that entered into the question
of fraudulent intent was as to whether or not the claimant honestly
belie\ed that this concoction would have a remedial or therapeutic
effect upon the persons suffering with the diseases named on the car-

tons; that if he believed that, and if the jury should find that it was
an honest transaction in that respect, then he would not be guilty of
fraudulent intent; and that in passing upon that question they should
take into consideration all the facts in the case and determine as

to whether the manufacturer's knowledge was that of a person who
understands the effect of the article or whether or not it was the
statement of a more fakir or charlatan who desires to impose on the

public a formula for sale for the making of money.
In the case of the United States ;y. Newton Tea and Spice Co.

(F. & D, 11048, 11123), involving the shipment of an article labeled
in part " Eggno An Excellent Substitute -for Eggs," the defendant
voluntarily appeared aild moved to quash the information upon the
grounds that the information was indefinite and did not apprise the
defendant of the facts constituting the alleged crime with such cer-

tainty and particularity as to enable the defendant to know what he
had to meet; that the information attempted to charge the defendant
with the commission of a crime by wa}^ of argument and conclusion

;

and that the court had no jurisdiction. The information alleged that
the statements on the label of the article were false and misleading
in that they represented to the purchasers that the article was a sub-
stitute for eggs and could be used in place of eggs in baking and
cooking, whereas in truth said article was not a substitute for eggs,

nor could the same be used in place of eggs in baking and cooking.

The ground of defendant's contention, with regard to this charge,

was that the information did not set forth why or in what manner
the article could not be used as a substitute for eggs in baking and
cooking. The court held that the statements on the label were evi-

dently designed to lead the ordinary housewife to believe that the
contents of the package could be used in substitution for eggs in the
ordinary preparation of food and that the information expressly
negatived the use of the article for that purpose and that it would
seem therefore to be entirely sufficient to try the issue upon that
question.

Upon the defendant's contention that the court had no jurisdic-

tion for the reason that the information did not state the offense,

the court said

:

Even though we assume it to be the duty of the pleader under this net to

negative the terms of the i)roviso or assume that the article in question is shown
by the label to be a mixture or compound known as an article of food under
its own distinctive name, not alleged to be in imitation of another, nevertheless
the pri)t('ctioii afforded by this proviso goes only to the branding or name of
the article and does not furnish a refuge for one who has on tiie label odicrwise
falsely stated the nature of (he contents of the package. It is not against the
use of the name "Eggno" that the information is directed, but against the
statement that the contents arc useful and fit to be substituted for eggs in
ordinary cooking recipes.

Upon the defendant's contention that tlie stalt^nunt " Substitute
for Eggs in Baking and Cooking " v.as not one of fact, but of opinion
only, and therefore not in law misleading; that the substitution of one
thing for another is largely a matter of judgment, and that to call
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a tiling a siibstitnto is not to nflirni that it is even similar to the
orifjinal; that one article of diet nui}' be substituted for another with-
out any necessary similarity, the court found that nothing else could
be inferred but that in ordinary compounds the article in question
would produce results the same as or similar to eggs. Upon defend-
ant's contention that the mere representation as to the results that
might be obtained by the use of the article does not constitute mis-
branding within the act, relying on United States v. Johnson (221
U. S., 448), the court stated that the terms of the act at that time
w'ere very nnich narrower in scope with regard to drugs than with
regard to food; that with regard to food, the act makes it an offense

if the package containing it or its label shall bear any statement,
design, or device regarding the ingredients of substances contained
therein, which statements, designs, and devices shall be false and
(or) misleading in any particular. Upon defendant's contention
that the information, not being upon oath, was violative of the fourth
amendment, and for that reason defendant should not be held to

answer, the court reaffirmed the doctrine laid down in Weeks ik

United States (216 Fed., 292) that the information is not required
to be upon oath; is only required to be supported by oath before
warrant may be issued thereon: and as the defendant has voluntarily
appeared and filed the motion to quash, no cjuestion of validity of a

warrant can be raised.

AMENDMENT OF THE FOOD AND DRUGS ACT.

The food and drugs act was amended by the appropriation act for

the Department of Agriculture for the fiscal year ended June 30,

1920, approv.ed July 24, 1919 (66th Cong., 1st sess., H. R. 7413), as

follows

:

That the word " package " where it occurs the second and last time in tlie act

entitled "An act to amend section 8 of an act entitled 'An act for preventing the
manufacture, sale, or transportation of adulterated or misbranded or poisonous
or deleterious foods, drugs, medicines, and liquors, and for regulating traffic

therein, and for other purposes,' approved March 3, 1913," shall include and shall

be construed to include wrapped meats inclosed in papers or other materials as
prepared by the manufacturers thereof for sale.

MEAT INSPECTION ACT.
(34 Slat., 674.)

Thirty-five cases were reported to the Attorney General. At the

close of the fiscal year 1919 thirty-seven cases w^ere pending.
Of the cases reported during the fiscal year 1920, 5, and of those

pending at the close of the fiscal year 1919, 6, in all, 11, were termi-

nated during the fiscal year 1920, all of which resulted in convictions.

Fines aggregating $485 were imposed in 11 cases, as follows

:

Fines iin[)osed in meat-inspection cases.

Cases.
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TWENTY-EIGHT HOUR LAW.

(34 Stat., 607.)

One thousand four hundred and fifty-nine cases were reported to

the Attorney General for action. 37 of which represented 108 violti-

tions. and 1,798 were reported to the Director General of Railroads

—

in all. 3.257 reported durin<r the fiscal year. This is an increase over

the preceding year of 134 cases reported for action.

Of the cases reported during the fiscal year 1920, 197, and of

those pending at the close of the fiscal year 1919, 434, in all 631, were
terminated by the imposition of penalties. Three hundred and sixty-

two cases were terminated by dismissal.

At the close of the fiscal year 1920, 1,894 cases were pending.

During the year penalties aggregating $67,700 were collected in 631

cases.

P\jllowing is a detailed table of the number of cases prosecuted

and the amounts of penalties assessed

:

Cases prosecuted and penalties imposed nndcr the 28-honr law.

Number
of cases.
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Four cases against individuals were reported to the Attorney Gen-
eral for prosecution under the act of February 2, 1903 (32 Stat., 791),
of Avhich one was terminated l)y a line of $100 and costs and two were
dismissed. Of the cases pending at the close of the fiscal year 1919,
nine were terminated b}^ fines of $100 and costs each and one by a
fine of $250 and costs, and 19 cases were nolle prossed. No cases

under this act were reported to the Director General of Railroads.
All cases previously reported to the Director General of Kailroads
were given consideration by him during the year and disposed of.

Two cases were reported to the Attorney General charging a viola-

tion of the act of March 3, 1905 (33 Stat., 1264). In one of these
cases the jury rendered a verdict of not guilty. Of the cases pending
at the close of the fiscal year 1919, 34 were terminated by fines, as
follows: Seventeen, $100 and costs each; 14, $100; 1, $150 and costs;

1, $50 and costs; 1, $25 and costs. Nine cases were dismissed.

Eleven cases under this act were reported to the Attorney General
for transmission to the Director General of Railroads. These cases,

together with those transmitted during and pending^ at the close of
the fiscal year 1919, were given consideration by the Director General
of Railroads and disposed of.

The fines imposed under the animal-quarantine laws were

:

Fines imposed under animal quarantine laws.

1

Number of
cases.
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suspended or unrevoked license Issued by the Secretary of Agricul-

ture. A fine of $10 and costs was assessed in this case.

THE INSECTICIDE ACT.

{3C Stat., 331.)

One liundred and fifty-four cases were reported to the Attorney
General, in 134 of which criminal proceedinjjs and in 20 of which
seizures were recommended. At the close of the fiscal year 1919, 80

cases were pendin<r, 74 of which were criminal prosecutions, and 6 of

which were civil, or seizure, cases. Forty-four cases pending at the

close of the year 1919, and 69 reported during the year ending June
30, 1920, in all, 113, were terminated during the year. Of the cases

terminated, 94 were criminal and 19 were civil. In the 94 criminal

cases, fines were im])osed in 79, and 15 were dropped or dismissed. In
71 cases pleas of guilty and in 6 pleas of nolo contendere were en-

tered, and in 2 trials and convictions were had.
In the criminal cases in which convictions were obtained, the fines

were as folloAvs

:

Fines assessed nnder the insecticide act.

Number of Amount of

cases. fine.
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section and teiniinatcd by a fine, 1 by verdict of not guilty as the
result of a jury trial, 10 by failure of tlie grand jury to indict, and
36 by dismissal. Nineteen of the dismissed cases represented offenses

growing out of the mistaken but bona fide belief by defendants that
regulation 4 of the migratory-bird regulations Avas to be amended
to permit the possession of birds legally killed for an additional
period beyond the 10-day limit. The birds involved in these 19 cases

were turned over to charitable institutions. In one of the cases re-

ported as terminated by a fine aigrettes to. the value of $10,000 were
confiscated, and in another the defendant, in addition to being fined,

was sentenced to jail for one week. Two hundred and thirty-six

cases were pending at the close of the fiscal year.

Fines imposed binder the migratory bird treaty act.

Number of

cases.
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Fines imposed under the bird reservation trespass law.

601

Number
ol cases.
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The office participated in the consideration of 10 disputes under
the act in settlement of contracts entered into before tlie amendments
of March 4, 1919, became effective.

UNITED STATES GRAIN STANDARDS ACT.

(39 Stat. 482.)

Assistance was given to the Bureau of Markets in the preparation
of tentative standards for rice, and hearings were attended in seven
markets in reference thereto. Aid was given in the preparation of
amendments of the regulations under the act. Consideration was
given to a general revision of the regulations, and a conference of
grain supervisors at Chicago was attended.

Consideration was given to 57 possible violations of the act, of
which 4 were reported to the Department of Justice for prosecution,
resulting in 2 convictions and the imposition of fines amounting to
$100 in one case and $200 in the other. Aid was given the United
States attorney in the trial of one of the cases. Findings of fact

were published in 6 cases. Consideration was given to the suspension
and cancellation of a number of licenses under the act. In proceed-
ings in alleged violations of the act by shippers and against inspectors,

the records were reviewed and notices and letters were prepared upon
request of the Bureau of Markets. Two hearings held in connection
with such alleged violations were attended. The records in 540 ap-
peals involving the grading of shelled corn, wheat, and oats, under
the act, were reviewed.

Consideration was given to a change in the method of handling ap-
peals under the act and to a revision of a number of forms used in

such appeals; also to the suggested form of grain inspection certifi-

cates to be used by inspectors licensed under the act.

In cooperation with the Bureau of Markets, a method of handling
intrastate '' appeals " was devised.

The office participated in conferences with the Secretary, the Bureau
of Markets, and committees representing the northwestern and south-

western grain interests regarding a possible revision of the official

wheat standards of the United States, and aid was given in plans for
the cooperative demonstration of the wheat grades in Kansas, Okla-
homa, and other States.

Various opinions on questions arising in the administration of the

act and regulations, such as inspection requirements for Canadian
grain passing through the United States, seaboard inspection require-

ments of export grain, and whether or not milled rice is a grain within
the meaning of the act, were prepared, revised, or approved. Four
service and regulatory announcements and various bulletins of the

Bureau of Markets containing opinions and information relative to

the act were examined and changes suggested when necessary.

UNITED STATES WAREHOUSE ACT.

(39 Stat, 486, as amended; 41 Stat., 266.)

Assistance was given to the Bureau of Markets in the preparation
of regulations for grain and for wool warehouses under the act. Hear-
ings were held in 16 markets in connection with the regulations for
grain warehouses and in 10 markets in connection with the regula-
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tions for wool warehouses. Aid was piven in a general revision of the
regulations for cotton warehouses. Preliminary to the preparation
of tentative regulations for wool warehouses one of the lawyers of
tliis ofhce accompanied representatives of the Bureau of Markets in an
investigational trip to 4 wool markets.

Consideration was given to the preparation of regulations for to-

bacco warehouses under the act, in connection with which this office

and the Bureau of Markets were represented at four tobacco markets.
Aid was rendered the Bureau of Markets in conferences and corre-

spondence witli members and representatives of the Federal Reserve
Board relative to a preferential rate on paper secured by receipts

issued under the act and regulations.

The office prepared for tlwi use of the Bureau of Markets summaries
of the Minnesota and North Dakota grain laws, with special reference
to the points of possible conflict between the State laws and the Fed-
eral act.

The office reviewed for legal sufficiency 39 records of applications
for cotton, grain, and wool warehouse licenses, and 44 records of

applications for licenses to classify or to weigh cotton and to in-

spect, grade, and certificate the grade of grain; and assisted in the
preparation of 21 forms for use in the administration of the act and
regulations, including special forms for use in connection with ware-
houses under the North Carolina State warehouse system.

Various ojDinions on questions arising in the administration of the
act and regulations were prepared, revised, or approved, and one
service and regulator}^ announcement and several bulletins were ex-
amined and changes suggested when necessary.

STANDARD CONTAINER ACT.

(39 Stat, 673.)

Various general legal matters under the act were considered and
advice given thereon.

FOOD CONTROL ACT.

(40 Stat.. 276.)

Otlier items of work under this act not mentioned in the summary
were the following:

Considerable assistance was given to the Bureau of Markets rela-

tive to matters growing out of the licensing of stockyard operators
and others liandling or dealing in live stock in connection with
stockyards. , Charges against 17 licensees under the presidential

proclamation were prepared or reviewed and oral hearings held.

In the administration of the licensing of dealers in fertilizer and
fertilizer ingredients a number of legal questions were presented,

which were considered in conference and correspondence. Among
the more important questions considered were the lalx)r and car

situations in the pliosphate fields, the borax content of potash salts,

and general supervision of the prices of fertilizers.

Assistance was given the administrative heads of the department
relative to various matters arising under the proclamation of the

President licensing the farm-inipleniont industry, including com-
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plaints of allef^ed discriminations by farm implement manufacturers
against farmers' organizations.

Assistance was gi^en to an employee of the Bureau of Markets in

two actions for damages growing out of his activities as a Govern-
ment ollicial in connection witli the distribution of ha}- and feed in

the drought-stricken areas in Montana. After various conferences

and correspondence one of tlie cases was compromised and plaintiff

dismissed the other.

MISCELLANEOUS WORK FOR THE BUREAU OF MARKETS.

Various letters, memoranda, news items, manuscripts, service, and
regulatory announcements, and proofs of bulletins (including an
elaborate bulletin on future trading), relating to the work of the

Bureau of Markets, were prepared, approved, or revised. Questions

relating to the conduct of cooperative work between the grain cor-

poration and State agencies and this department were considered

in conferences and correspondence. Consideration was given to the

form and manner of operation of cooperative agricultural associa-

tions. Aid was given in the consideration of the provisions of the

New York State law in the matter of the cold storage of fish, of

questions arising out of alleged unfair practices of certain organiza-

tions of milk producers, and of questions arising out of alleged grain

exchange manipulations.

PATENTS.

Twenty-two applications for letters patent on inventions of em-
ployees of the department for dedication to the public were prepared

and filed. During the year 17 were allowed and 10 disallowed.

The following table shows the status of applications on June 30,

1920 :

Patents applied for by members of the department.

Applicant. Bureau. Invention.
Disposition of
application.

Marion Dorset and
Howard J. Shore.

Chas. S. Reeves, Pro-
vost Ilubbard, and
Richard H. Lewis.

Wm. G. Taggart

J. A. Ambler and H.
Gibbs.

G. Archie Russell...

Geo. R. Goergens
Bohartand Gibbs
Yoder and Langley —
Ambler, Lubs, and

Gibbs.
J. N. Carothers
R. F. Gardiner

H. D. Gibbs and E. Q.
Adams.

H.D. Gibbs

Wise and Adams.
Gibbs A- Ambler..
G. E. Sanders

Animal industry

Public Roads and Rural
Engineering.

Chemistry.

Process for the manufacture of

concentrated bog-cholera anti-

toxin.
Process for preparing water-
proof paving material.

Method of manufacturing de-
colorizing carbon.

Process for the manufacture of

naphthalene sulphonic acids.

Tree trimming and harvesting
machines.

Panoramic camera attachment.

.

Manufacture of hydrochloric acid
Cane stripping comb
Manufacture of cymeno sul-

phonic acid.

Soils ' Manufactiu'e of nitrogen fertilizer

do ;
Manufacture of synthetic am-
monia.

Chemistry Process of sublimation

Plant Industry.

Publications...
Chomistrv
Plant Industry.
Chemistry

.do.

do
do

Entomology.

Process of purifying anthracine
press cake.

Photographic sensitizing dyes...

Benzene sulphonic acid
New insecticide

Disallowed.

Do.

Pending in inter-
ference.
Do.

Pending.

Do.
Disallowed.
Allowed.

Do.

Disallowed.
Allowed.

Pending in inter-
ference.

Disallowed.

Allowed.
DisaUowed.
Allowed.
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Patents applied for by members of the department—Continued.

Applicant. Bureau. Invention.
Disposition of
application.

K. P. Monroe
Adams and Wise
Ambler and Oibb.s

Davis and Brvan
Gibbs, AmMer, Colton,
and Sonseman.

C. Conover

Chemistrj' Adhesive
do Photograph sensitizing dyes.
do

j

Aromatic sulphonic acids
Soils Production of ammonia
Chemistry '' Sulphonic acid compounds.

.

do.

Do
E. G. Bcinhart.
R. F. Gardiner.
F. Daniels
C. G. Bates
L. Weisbor". ..

H. C. Gore.
William H.Ross.

.... do
Plant Industry.
Soils

do
Forest Service..
Chemistrj-
Soils
Chemistry
Soils

Ernest Bateman.
Ma.ic Phillips

Forest Service.
Chemistry

Winston and Yothers. .

.

Elnathan K. Nelson
Plant Industry.
Chemistry

Ovid M. Butler
]
Forest Ser\ice.

Boemer and Ropes.
Bruce Drummond..

John F. Barghausen.
Herbert C. Gore

Do
Albert C. Weimar. .

.

Markets
Plant Industry.

Markets
Chemistry

do
Animal Industry.

K. P. Monroe t Chemistry.

Do. .do.

Charles Brooks
Elihu II. Ropes...
Edward M. Chace

.

Plant Industry.
Markets
Chemistry

Carl O. Johns and Abra-
ham J. Finks.

Herbert C. Gore

S. F. Sherwood...

Adams and Haller

Claude R. Smith

Apparatus for controlling reac-
tions between gases.
do

Curing tobacco
Synthetic ammonia
.\mmonium nitrate
Atmoineter
.Vcetic anhydride
I'hasphonis and phosphorus acid
Dextrin
Process (or removal of hydro-

fluoric acid from phosplioric
acid.

Bleaching wood
Improvement in the synthetic
manufacture of th>-mol.

Insecticide and funpcide ,

Vanillvl amin, vanillyl acyl
amidsand production"thereof.

Signs and processes of making
same.

Grain samplers ,

Support for stalks or branches
of fruit trees.

Fruit grader and sizer ,

Malt sirup
do

Process of e.Ktracting soluble
albumen from whey.

Manufacture of furfural
volatile organic acids
com cobs.

Manufacture of furfural
volatile organic acids
corn cob pentosan.

Preserving apples
Grain sampler
-Apparatus for sterilizing fruit
juices.

New and improved types of
bread.

Manufacture of sweet potato
sirup.

New process for preparing sirup
from sugar beets.

Photosensitizing dyes of the
Isocyanine type.

Substance, gelatin or glue free

from mineral matter, acids or
alkalies, and a process for

preparing same.

and
from

and
from

Pending.
Allowed.
Disallowed.
Allowed.
Di.sailowed.

Pending.

Do.
.\llowed.

Do.
Pending.
Allowed.
Disallowed.
Allowed.

Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.

Pending.
Allowed.

Disallowed.

Pending.
Do.

Allowed.
Pending.

Do.
Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.





REPORT OF THE INSECTICIDE AND FUNGICIDE BOARD.

United States Department of Agriculture,
Insecticide and Fungicide Board,
Washington, D. C, Septemher ^4, 1920.

Sir : I have the honor to submit herewith the report on the work
of the Insecticide and Fungicide Board for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1920.

Respectfully,
J. K. Haywood,
Chairman of Board.

Hon. E. T. Meredith,
Secretary of Agriculture.

The board was inaugurated to assist the Secretary of Agriculture

in the enforcement of the insecticide act of 1910. The purpose of this

act is to prevent the manufacture, sale, or transportation of adulter-

ated or misbranded Paris greens, lead arsenates, and other insecti-

cides, and also fungicides (including disinfectants), and for regu-

lating traffic therein. The act has been in effect since January 1, 1911,

and the enforcement has resulted in greatly improving the quality of

proprietary insecticides and fungicides and in making their labels

truthful representations of their efficiency.

The industry regulated by this act has experienced a tremendous
growth, with a consequent increase in the work of the board. It has
developed from a side-line business to one attracting the investment
of a large amount of capital and the erection of many plants for the

manufacture of an increasing variety of preparations. Through
the efforts of scientific investigators new methods of controlling in-

sects and fungi have been developed and the industry is of constantly
increasing economic importance. The overcoming of losses to crops
and animals through the application of proper remedies has come
to be regarded as an important part of commercial farming and
stock raising, and the use of the materials controlled by this act has
consequently become more general and the tonnage entering inter-

state commerce is now very large.

New household insecticides and general disinfectants are constantly

found on the market, and their use appears to be increasing every
year. Large quantities of cattle dips, sheep dips, and preparations
for use on poultry and domestic animals are found on the market
which require inspection, and the facilities of the board are fully

employed in collecting and examining samples of the various prepa-
rations, many of which contain new combinations of ingredients.

G07
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Diiiinf; the year it was noted tliat a considerable number of dis-
infectant nianufiicturers were adnlteratinj; their so-called " pine oil"
disinfectants with mineral oil; also some manufacturers of so-called
"coal-tar disinfectants" were aduleratin*; these with mineral oil.

Several cases involvinor such adulteration were referred to the De-
partment of Justice to institute prosecution.
The campaijjn started during: the fiscal year 1919 a^ijainst insect-

powder adulteration with powdered daisies was continued during
the fiscal year 1920. As a result of this campaign this form of
adulteration appears to have markedly decreased. Since the price
of insect powder has been so high there has been a marked tendency
for certain manufacturers to adulterate their insect powder with
insect flower stems or other cheap adulterants. A considerable num-
ber of such cases as this have been forw^arded to the courts for prose-
cution.

Tlie campaign against adulterated and misbranded disinfectants
has been continued during the 3'ear, and a considerable number of
disinfectant cases have been forwarded to the courts for prosecu-
tion. In some of these the manufacturers claimed phenol coeffi-

cients much higher than were shown by a test of their goods; in
others preparations were recommended as disinfectants which in
fact possessed no disinfecting qualities; but the principal fault in
these preparations lay in the very exorbitant and faulty claims made
for the products in the labels and literature. Wliile a considerable
improvement in the preparation and labeling of disinfectants has
been brought about as a result of the enforcement of the insecticide

act, this class of preparations should and will receive further control
and regulation under the provisions of the act.

The campaign to improve the quality of Bordeaux and Bordeaux-
lead arsenates sold on the American market and secure such correc-

tion of the labeling of these products that they will be effective as
fungicides when used at the dilutions recommended has been contin-

ued. A marked improvement in the quality and labeling of these

preparations has been brought about as the result of the activities

of this board. However, some of these preparations are still of poor
quality and will not do what is claimed for them. Field tests are

being made to enable the board to proceed against such of the Bor-
deaux and Bordeaux-lead arsenates on the market as are misbranded
or adulterated, or both, under the provisions of the insecticide act.

During the fiscal year 1919 a campaign was inaugurated which had
for its purpose the inspection of calcium arsenate used for cotton-

boll-weevil control. After years of experimentation on the part of

the Bureau of Entomology, a remedy for the cotton-boll weevil was
finally found in the product calcium arsenate. However, such cal-

cium arsenate, when applied as a dust, in order to be effective against

the cotton-boll weevil and yet not injurious to the cotton plant, must
be up to a certain standard for total arsenic, must not contain more
than a very small amount of arsenic in water-soluble forms, and
must be of about a certain density. As a result of the discovery

that calcium arsenate would control cotton-boll weevil, about 3,000,-

^00 pounds of it were manufactured and shipped to the South during
the 1919 cotton-growing season. The campaign carried on to control

the purity under the provisions of the insecticide act showed that
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many of the shipments of calcium arsenate contained so much water-

sohible arsenic that they Avould seriously injure or kill the cotton

plants on wliich they were used, and some shipments contained much
less than the standard amount of total arsenic pentoxid, the con-

stituent which measures the insect-killing power of the article. A
considerable nunil)er of seizures were made, tluis preventing the use

of this substandard material, and the manufacturers were, or are,

being prosecuted.

During the 1920 cotton-growing season it is estimated that fully

10,000,000 pounds of calcium arsenate have been shipped to the

South for cotton-boll-weevil control. In the earl}^ summer of 1920

all the inspectors who could possibly be spared were directed to give

their entire attention to the calcium-arsenate situation, working in

cooperation with the field agents of the Bureau of Entomology.
They have covered all the Southern States where calcium arsenate is

sold and have sent in samples for chemical analysis in order to deter-

mine its standard and purity and for test in the field bj^ the Bureau
of Entomology in order to determine its burning properties. The
calcium-arsenate inspection work up to date clearly indicates that a

very extensive and complete control will have to be maintained over

all the calcium arsenate sent to the South. While, as a whole, this

commodity appears to be less seriously adulterated and misbranded
than it was in 1919, j-et a considerable number of shipments, in

whole or in part, are below standard in some respect. It is the
intention of the board to continue its practice of inspecting ship-

ments of this insecticide with a view to recommending the seizure

of all such as are found to be injurious to the cotton plant or inef-

fective against the weevil.

INTERSTATE SAMPLES.

During the fiscal jear the board reported to the Solicitor of the
department 124 cases presenting alleged violations of law, with rec-

ommendation that the facts be transmitted to the Attorney General
to institute criminal action or seizure proceedings. Disposition was
made of 120 cases by correspondence with the manufacturers. These
cases presented violations Avhich were technical only, not flagrant,

or cases in which the manufacturer gave reasonable and adequate
explanation of his failure to conform to the provisions of the act.

Action was taken to place in abeyance 524 samples wliich, upon ex-
amination and test, were shown to be in compliance with the pro-
visions of the hiAv or were from shipments of the same goods made
prior to shipments for whicli the manufacturer had been convicted
and had, after citation, conformed to the requirements of the law.
On June 80, 1920, 79 cases were pending preliminary hearings or
before the board for final action, 251 were held in temporary abey-
ance pending the receipt of further information or the outcome of
prosecutions based on the same product or correspondence with the
manufacturers, and 415 samples were undergoing analysis and test.

The inspectors and sample collectors of tlie board, operating
throughout the United States, collected 717 samples during tlie year.
A general classification of th; articles represented in tlie collection

is as follows:
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Interstate samples collected.

Number of
Class of samples. samples.

Arsi'iiate o{ ciilciuui 102
Arsfiiatt' ol' li'iul r,i

Hdidcaiix mixture jiiid combinations of Bordeaux mixture with insecticides.I 79
Ciiliiriiialed lime q
Dips lor animals 20
Disinfectants, ;rerniicides, bactericides 83
Fly preparations lor animals 33
Fisli-oi! and wiiale-oil i)rt'i>arations 9
Formal del lyde jtrepa rations 8
Insect j)reparations, liousehold use 52
Insecticide and funf:;icide preparations, agricultural use 92
Kerosene enuilsions 5
Lice and mite Ivillers 32
Lime-snlplmr solution and sulphur preparations 32
Nicotine preparations 6
Taris j^reen 24
Pyretiiruni and hellebore powders 43
Miscellaneous 40

IMPORT SAMPLES.

During the year 170 official and unofficial import samples of in-

secticides and fungicides were collected by the various port labora-
tories of the Bureau of Chemistry for examination and test by the
board. Disposition was made of 174 samples; 4 official samples were
found adulterated and misbj'anded, and it Avas recommended that
the consignments be refused entry until correctly labeled. The re-

mainino; samples were unofficial, 49 of them being found to be
adulterated or misbranded, or both, and in these cases it was recom-
mended that future shipments be detained, while 121 were neither

adulterated nor misbranded.

SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS.

The investigation begun several years ago to discover a method of
determining stems in insect powder, determine reasonable standards
for insect powder, and study the composition of the raw materials

and of the finished product, as well as the process of manufacture,
has been completed and published as Bulletin 824, United States De-
partment of Agriculture, under the title " Insect Powder." In this

bulletin a very complete history is given of the early uses of various

species of pyrethrum, of the cultivation and harvesting of insect

flowers, of the preparation of insect powder, of the effect of insect

powder on insects, of the various adulterants of insect powder that

have been used, and of the physiological, microscopic, and chemical

methods of detecting adulterants in insect powder. A section on
the microscopic examination of insect powder is given, together with
a combined chemical and microscopic method for determining the

amount of stems in insect powder. Many tables of analyses of authen-

tic samples of insect flowers, insect powders, and stems, are given,

on the basis of which the permissible amounts of sand and stems
in insect powder have been determined. A resume is given of pre-

vious investigations of the active principles of insect powder, and
certain original work puljlished which indicates that the insecticidal

activity of pyrethrum is due to a mixture of acids and esters.
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A study has been completed by one of the board chemists of the

compositfon and properties of certain arsenates of calcium, and
the results have been published in the Journal of the American
Chemical Society, Vol. XLII, No. 2, February, 1920, under the title,

" The Arsenates of Calcium I. Equilibrium in the System Arsenic

Pontoxide, Calcium Oxide, Water at 35° (Acid Sectfon)." A sec-

ond paper on this subject, entitled "Equilibrium in the System
Arsenic Pentoxide, Calcium Oxide, Water at 35° (Basic Section)," is

in course of preparation and will soon be offered for publication.

Profjress has been made in an investigation which has for its pur-

pose the development of an accurate method for determining the

total alkaloids in powdered hellebore root and ascertaining reason-

able standards for the same, more especially permissible limits for

the sand content. It is hoped that the results of this work will be

the subject of a future scientific paper.

By reason of the fact that it has been claimed that dry powdered
calcium arsenate containing other calcium compounds suffers decom-
position on standing in the package, with the result that arsenic in

water-soluble forms is produced; a study has been inaugurated to

settle this point. Large samples of various manufacturers' dry
powdered calcium arsenate containing other compounds have been
purchased and stored at AVashington, D. C, and Tallulah, La., in

various tyjDes of containers, and samples from them are being exam-
ined from time to time. This investigation has not been completed,

but results up to the present time indicate that calcium arsenate con-

taining other calcium compounds does not increase in water-soluble

arsenic content with lapse of time.

By reason of the fact that so many of the nicotine soaps and nico-

tine papers sold on the American market show a much smaller nico-

tine content than is claimed, a study has been started to determine

the rate of loss of nicotine in potash-nicotine and soda-nicotine soaps
and in papers im25regnated with nicotine. The study was also ex-

tended to include the effect of different types of containers on the

rate of nicotine loss, the conditions under which loss does and does not

occur, and the conditions which will prevent loss. Sufficient data

have not yet been accumulated to draw definite conclusions, but the

study is being continued.
During the year an investigation was made by the microscopist

of the board of a microscopic method of identifying bassia in insect-

icides and the results have been published in the Journal of the

American Pharmaceutical Association, Vol. IX, No. 2, February,
1920. under the title "The Microscopical Identification of ^lowrah
Meal (Bassia) in Insecticides."

The investigations involving; studies of many topics relative to

the practical use and value or the more important types of fungi-

cides found on the market Avere continued by the plant pathologists

of the board, working in cooperation with the Bureau of Plant In-

dustry. Considerable additional information and more conclusive

data of value in connection with the enforcement of the insecticide

act have been obtained. In the course of the year considerable in-

formation has been gained by the plant pathologists of the board
relative to the compatibility of various fungicides and insecticides

when used as combined sprays, both from the standpoint of the effect

of such combinations on the fungicidal properties and of their in-
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jurious eflfects on ve«Tetation. T^iblication of these data is anticipated
as soon as results from tests now under way are available. In sev-
eral instances the testinj^ of ofiicial samples has developed to the pro-
portions of extensive investigations. This is made necessary in cases
involving \veak fungicides recommended for the control of diseases
which are so erratic in their nature that very extensive and repeated
experiments nuist be made in oi-der to obtain conclusive results.

Fungicides which are not wholly inefficient, but which are so weak
that the}' are not satisfactorily effective, require extensive testing
to demonstrate their relative value, since material loss results in many
cases when such i)reparations are depended u])on as substitutes for the
standard fungicides generally recommended for the diseases involved.
The investigation of proprietary insecticides recommended for use

against chicken lice and the dog flea, and the effects of the various
ingredients of such preparations on these insects has been continued
by the entomologists of the board. A large series of the common in-

secticides and many miscellaneous substances have been tested and
the effective dilutions of these materials determined. These tests

have been summarized and brought together in a bulletin entitled,
" The Results of Experiments wdth Miscellaneous Substances Against
Chicken Lice and the Dog Flea."
Extensive field tests with commercial calcium arsenate containing

other calcium compounds have been made by the entomologists of
the board for the purpose of determining the proper dilution when
used as a spray or a dust and its effect on the foliage of fruit trees,

shade trees, shrubbery, and truck crops. A study is also being made
of the relation between foliage injury and the water-soluble arsenic
content, as well as the possibility of reducing such injury by combina-
tion with hydrated lime or water-slacked lime. Working in collabo-
ration with the Bureau of Entomology, many data have been ob-
tained on the effect of the soluble arsenic content when such calcium
arsenate is used as a dust on cotton plants.

Special work is now being carried on to determine the value of
the various proprietary remedies and of many of the common in-

secticides against the chicken mite, and it is planned to publish a
paper on this subject during the coming year.

The experiments to determine the value of the dry substitutes for
liquid lime sulphur have been continued and many valuable data
have been obtained.
The scientists of the Bureau of Animal Industry branch of the

board, worldng in cooperation with the zoological division of that
bureau, have continued investigations relative to the effect of carbon
disulphide as a remedy for bots and worms infecting horses, and
have extended this investigation to include the effects of carbon tetra-

chloride and of arsenic for this purpose.
It is further proposed to enter this field more extensively during

the next fiscal year in order that more definite knowledge may be
obtained regarding the inert or active nature of some of the more
commonly used ingredients which enter into the composition of
articles recommended by manufacturers as remedies for larval forms
of certain flies which infest domestic animals.



REPORT OF THE FEDERAL HORTICULTURAL BOARD.

United States Department of Agricultuhe,
Federal Horticultural Board,

Washington, D. C, October S, 1920.

Sir: I submit herewith an executive report covering the adminis-
tration of the plant quarantine act for the fiscal year ended June 30,

1920. The activities of the Federal Horticultural Board are indi-

cated in the list of current quarantine and other restrictive orders
appended to this report. These activities have been rather fully-

recorded in the Service and Regulatory Announcements of the
board issued during the year, and these announcements, therefore,

constitute an available record in some detail of the work of the
board. This annual report is limited to a general discussion of the
more important only of these activities.

Respectfully,

C. L. Marlatt,
Chairman oj Board.

Hon. E. T. Meredith,
Secretary of Agriculture.

LINES OF WORK.

The work of the board may be classified as follows

:

1. The administration of special appropriations by Congress for the
control or extermination of newly established plant enemies, such as
the appropriations on account of the pink boUworm of cotton and the
potato wart disease and cooperative work in relation to appropria-
tions assigned to the Bureaus of Entomology and Plant Ind\istry for
the control of other new plant pests, the quarantine provisions in

relation to which are enforced in cooperation with this board under
the plant quarantine act.

2. The port inspection service maintained by the board as an essen-
tial part of the enforcement of the several foreign quarantines and
restrictive orders.

3. The general administration and enforcement of the miscella-
neous foreign and domestic quarantine and other restrictive orders
listed at the end of this report.

In the discussion of these more important activities, unless other-
wise indicated, the record is carried to the date of publication and,
therefore, covers substantially the crop season of 1920.

THE PINK BOLLWORM.

The discovery of the establishment of the pink bollworm in a lim-
ited district in Louisiana and its reappearance in southeastern Texas,
together with an entire revision of the Texas pink bollworm law

613
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^rojitly restricting control work, conil)inc(l to give a now and very
serious phase to the pink bollworni situation. For convenience in
this rc'port, the status of this problem in 'P(>xas nnd LouisianajWillbe
separalely eonsiih'red.

REVIEW OF THK WORK IN TEXAS.

At the time of the preparation of my last report, October 1, 1919,
no now infestations or reinfestalions of old territory had been de-
termined in Texas following the intensive inspection which had been
conducted throughout that year. This was a most encouraging
result and indicated the possibility of a successful outcome of the
tremendous effort which was being made to control and exterminate
this pest. In the latter part of October of that year, however, a few
examples of the pink bollworm were found in one of the old infested
areas of 1917 in the Trinity Bay district in southeastern Texas, and
the later intensive surveys throughout the entire district and sur-
rounding areas in the winter of 1919-20 resulted in the finding of
some 43 infested fields scattered practically throughout this district.

The infestation, howeyer, was limited in practically every instance
to a few plants or to small groups of plants and indicated just such
a scattering return of the insect as Avould have been anticipated.

In the Pecos Valley the intensive field inspections of 1919-20
resulted in the finding of but one infested ])oll containing a single
larva of the pink bollworm.
In the case of the Great Bend area the State had prohibited the

growth of cotton in 1919, and this prohibition was made effective

except as to one field, the growing cotton in which became infested
and was later destroyed under vState authority.

Following these discoveries of reinfestation in Texas, the entire
areas involved were immediately subjected to intensive clean-up oper-
ations similar to those carried out in the winter of 1917-18 and as to
the Pecos area in 1918-19, involving the uprooting and burning of all

field cotton, the collection and destruction of all scattering bolls, the
foreign export of the cotton lint, and the crushing of all seed. These
operations were carried out with large expenditure of Federal funds
but with the understanding that the State would immediately again
declare and enforce under the existing State law a noncotton zone
as to the reinfested areas with the purpose of completing the work of
extermination of this pest.

The reappearance of the pink bollworm, particularly in the Trinity
Bay district, emphasized very strongly the unwisdom of the abandon-
ment of the original program for a tw^o or three years' noncotton
zone for the invaded districts of 1917, and pointed clearly to the
necessity of immediately resuming this interrupted program if the
extermination of the pink bollworm was to be effected. The rein-

festations appearing after a one year noncotton zone can be probably
explained by the holding over for one year of larvse which have been
buried deeply in the soil or otherwise protected. The possibility oC
such larval longevity has been fully established by the experts of the
board in research work conducted in Hawaii and Mexico.
The departure from the radical program of extermination which

had been agreed to between the State and Federal authorities in-

volving noncotton zones for two or three years, or for such period^as
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might be determined to be necessary to stamp out the pest, was urged
by the State authorities in response to the insistent requests of the
planters, particuLarly in the Trmity Bay district, that the growth of

cotton should be permitted as a try-out for 1919. In support of this

request, it was m-ged by the planters and later by the State authori-

ties that the cleanup of the winter of 1917-1 <S of this district had
resulted in the nonroappearance of the pink buliworm in the season
of 1918, either on volunteer cotton or in any of the fields which
had been planted and harvested in defiance of the State regulations

and that, therefore, the pest was presumably exterminated or sub-
stantially so. In response to these representations and in view
of the strong feeling of the planters in the district, maldng it unlikely

that a noncotton zone could be enforced, the board ultimately
agreed to this change of policy but with the understanding that if

such growth of cotton should result in the reappearance of the pink
bollworm in the invaded district, the State would promptly reestab-

lish noncotton zones for all infested areas and maintain them for

such period as might be determined to be necessary to complete the

eradication of the pest. In this agreement the State authorities

and planters of the district joined. To make this action possible,

the State pink bollworm act of October 3, 1917, was amended
October 10, 1919, so as to permit the growth of cotton under regula-

tion in the noncotton area established under the original act.

With the reappearance, however, of this pest late ui 1919 in the

Trinity Bay district, the planters of this district, eager to take
advantage of the prospective hi^h market value of cotton for the
following year, entered strong objection to the proposal of the State
to again authorize and enforce a noncotton zone for the district.

There followed considerable discussion of the polic}^ to be adopted,
namely, whether to permit cotton to be grown under regulation

with authority to destroy the plants in the infested fields from time
to time if infestation should be determined, or to enforce an
immediate and definite noncotton zone for the entire district in con-
summation of the plans and agreements which had been entered into

by the State and planters as a condition for the try-out of the cotton
crop for 1919. The former policy was ultimately approved by the
State authorities in the belief that it was the only course possible

under the powers given b}^ the existing State pink bollworm law.

The department pointed out that the adoption of this policy

would mean the practical abandonment of the fight to exterminate
the pink bollworm in the United States. This point of view was also

strongly emphasized at a conference of official entomologists and
inspectors ofother cotton States held at Vicksburg in March, and also

at a general cotton conference, held at New Orleans in April to dis-

cuss the pink bollworm situation and particularly to determine
what action the State of Louisiana should take to meet the emer-
gency occasioned by the invasion by this pest of three parishes in

that State.

These new developments pointed to the necessity of a Federal
quarantine for the protection of other cotton-growing States. A
hearing to form the basis of such quarantine was conducted in

Washington April 6 and 7 and was largely attended by the officials

interested and others of practically all the cotton-producintj; States of

the Nation. As a result of the general discussion of the subject at this
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hearing, the governor of Texas, who was present, promised to call a

special session of the legislature for the purpose of so revising and
snppleinonting the existing pink hollworm act of that wState as to

give the n(>ecled authority for control work and to provide by State
appropriations funds for the enforcement of such special legislation.

Such called session of the Texas Legislature was convened at Austin
May 20, 1920, and continued for the full legal period of 30 days. The
Department of Agriculture, on the invitation of the governor and the

legislature, participated in the discussions in relation to the proposed
legislation.

For nearly the full legal period of this session the legislature con-

sidered a pink bollworm bill which had been drafted by a committee
appointed by the le^slature for the pur})ose. This bill if enacted
would have prevented all Federal or any other cfTicient control work in

that State on account of the restrictions which it placed on inspection

and control activities. At the last moment, however, the bill was
discarded and another measure revising the existing act soniewhat
along the line of the department's recommendation was substituted.

Unfortunately, under the 30-day limitation of this called session of

the legislature, there was little opportunity to discuss and fully

amend and perfect this substitute bill.

As enacted, June 19, 1920, the law omits important powers
which were included in the law of 1919, but on the other hand is an
improvement on that law in some respects and is perhaps the best

legislation which was then obtainable under the conditions which had
developed. The main defects in this law from the department's
viewpoint tire (1) that it does not immediately provide for the enforce-

ment for 1920 of noncotton zones for the invaded districts: (2) that it

fails to give authority to establish regulated and noncotton zones in

counties bordering on Mexico on the determination of near-by infesta-

tion in Mexico and independent of any actual infestation in the

counties concerned, as was provided for in the law of 1919; (3) that

it limits the destruction of cotton to infested fields and therefore will

prevent any regional destruction of cotton which may be necessary

for effective work of extermination; and (4) that the establishment of

noncotton zones provided for after 1920 is weakened by making it

necessary to reestablish such zones yearly. There is also a question

as to whether such zones can be established on such regional basis

as may be necessary for effective extermination work.
The' largest defect in the law from the department's viewpoint is

its failure to provide for a noncotton zone for 1920 to put an imme-
diate stop so far as possible to further multiplication of the insect

in the invaded Trinity Bay district.

The law, on the other hand, provided for a continuation of all

regulated zones for 1920, and also provided for regional clean-up of

cotton fields after harvest in suCh zones. It further provided appro-

priation of SI 00,000 to carry out the act, $50,000 of which shall be
tor compensation of farmers for cotton destroyed, or other losses

occasioned by the enforcement of the act, and $50,000 for the admin-
istration of the act. An important feature of the law of 1920 is

that it declares the pink bollworm to be a public nuisance and a

menace to the cotton industry, and that its eradication is a public

necessity. This action gives the law a stronger position shomd its

ralidity be attacked in the courts.
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The pink-bollworm develof|ments during the season of 1920, sub-
sequent to the passage of this act, are briefly reviewed in the dis-

cussion under the heading "Effective work not possible under new
Texas law."

REVIEW OF THE WORK IN LOUISIANA.

The pink bollworm, previously believed to occur only in limited
areas in Texas, was discovered early in February, 1920, to have
invaded the parishes of Cameron, Calcasieu, and Jefferson Davis in

southwestern Louisiana. Alter some two months of intensive work
extending into April, with a considerable force, no infestation was
found in Louisiana outside of these parishes. The most plausible

theory of the infestation is that it originated in Cameron Parish
through cotton seed presumably obtained for planting from Beau-
mont, Tex., in 1917, and has spread comparativelj^ recently from
Cameron to the two adjacent parishes on the north. There is, how-
ever, a possibility of \\dder infestation in Louisiana and possibly in

Texas, due to shipments during the last three years of seed from
these Louisiana parishes to various towns in these two Sta*tcs. The
records indicate that such seed was shipped to the following towns
in Louisiana: Shreveport, Monroe, Bunkie, Alexandria, Broussard,
Eunice, and Gretna; and in Texas, to Houston, San Antonio,
San Marcos, and Snyder.
There is strong reason to believe that the shipments to the Texas

points listed have not resulted in the local establishment of the pink
Dollworm. Most of tliis seed, some 25 or 30 carloads, went to Hous-
ton, and in the case of these and all of the other shipments into

Texas the seed was promptly milled and thus in large measure safe-

guarded. Furthermore, all of the places listed in Texas except
Snyder, on account of their relationship to seed imported from
Mexico in 1916, have been under intensive scouting for the last three
years and no trace of the pink bollworm has been detected. In the
case of Snyder, but a single carload of seed was received from Loui-
siana and this was in 1917 and the seed was immediately crushed.
A thorough field inspection smTounding the points in Texas and

Louisiana to which had been shipped seed from the infested parishes
in Louisiana, begun in February, 1920, with rospect to the crop of

1919, has been continued. No infestation of the pink bollworm at

any of these points has been reported to date, October 1.^

Follo\\dng an interstate conference called at New Orleans March 5,

by Gov. Pleasant, of Louisiana, the State of Louisiana promptly
enacted necessary legislation and established noncotton zones for all

the infested districts and regulated areas for all the points within the
State to which seed or cotton had moved from these infested dis-

tricts. Provision was also made for a State fund of S250,000 for the
enforcement of such noncotton and regulated areas and for the reim-
bursement of ])lanters in the noncotton areas for losses which they
miorht sustain through the growth of crops less profitable than cotton.
The working out of this Louisiana legislation, which became

effective early in July, 1920, has been most satisfactory. The pro-
hibition of growth of cotton in the invaded parishes has been elli-

' Subsequent to the preparation of this report, the board has been advised of the finding of infestation
in a field alonssido the I^ouisiana Cotton oil Co., in Bossier Parish, immediately across the Ucd Kiver
from Shreveport.
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cicntly maintainod with full cooperation on the part of the planters,
and the restrictions on cotton movement with respect to the points
in the State which hiid received seed from these parishes in the two or
three years prior to the discovery of tiie })ink bollworm have been
fully carried out.

In the case of both Louisiana and Texas, legislative provision is

specifically made for cooperation on the part of the United States
Department of Agriculture in the enforcement of quarantine and
other control operations.

FEDERAL QUARANTINE OP TEXAS AND LOUISIANA.

As long as the pink bollworm was believed to be confined to fairly-

limited districts within the State of Texas and these districts were
being adequately controlled by Federal and State authorities working
in cooperation, there was no vital need for the enforcement of a
Federal quarantine covering interstate movement of products out
of Texas. As already indicated, the altered outlook for 1920
pointed atrongly to the need of a Federal quarantine of Texas
and Louisiana to prevent the spread of the pest to other cotton-
growing States. The basis for such quarantine had already been
established by the public hearing, conducted in Washington on April 6
and 7. Follo\nng this hearing, and in view of the fact that the Federal
quarantine would probably modify or replace the quarantine action
which had been taken or which was bemg conteniplated by other
cotton-growing States with respect to Louisiana and Texas, it seemed
desirable prior to the issuance of a Federal quarantine to call a confer-

ence of all the cotton-grovv'ing States to consider and pass upon the
proposed Federal quarantine. Such conference was called at Wash-
ington July 14, 1920, and was attended by official and other rep-

resentatives of eight States, The preliminary draft of the Federal
action was carefully considered at this conference and a general
agreement was reached to harmonize the State action with the Fed-
eral action or to permit the Federal action to replace State quaran-
tines.

The Federal quarantine of Texas and Louisiana on account of the
pink bollworm was promulgated July 21, effective August 1, 1920,
and was so drawn as to apply in its restrictions on the movement of

cotton and other articles to the areas kno'WTi to be infested or sus-

pected of possible infestation in the two States concerned, but this

limitation was conditioned upon the enforcement by these States of

effective control measures with respect to the crops produced in the
restricted districts.

EFFECTIVE WORK NOT POSSIBLE UNDER NEW TEXAS LAW.

The enforcement of the Federal quarantine under the new Texas
law has been far from satisfactory and has still fiu'ther fully demon-
strated the inadequacy of any control system looking to extermina-
tion other than that of the complete elimination of the growth of

cotton in invaded districts. As was to have been expected, scat-

tering infestation of cotton in the Trinity Bay district began to

develop in the late summer of 1920, and has now, October 1, been
rather widely determined tliroughout that district. The pink
bollworm act of 1920 provides for the prompt destruction of the
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cotton in fields determined to be infested with the pink bollworm
with State compensation for the crop destroyed. In spite of this

provision for compensation, the opposition of planters to neces-
sary extensions of the quarantine was immediate, and by injunction a
serious check was put upon State and Federal control work. This
injunction even went so lar as to forbid Federal control of interstate

movement but this phase has since been removed as a result of rep-

resentations as to the iUegality of such action made to the Texas
court by direction of the Attorney General of the United States.

This outcome in Texas would seem to indicate that the State is

unable to adequately cope with the local legal situation and it

may become necessary to consider the extension of the existing

Federal quarantine to cover the entire State as the only means of

protecting the surrounding States from the movement of cotton or

other materials from Texas capable of carrying the pink bollworm.
It is OTeatly to be regretted that the plan of extermination by the

establishment of noncotton zones in infested areas, which began
with such promise of success with the crop season of 1918, should
have had any break in its operations. Apparently under existing

conditions in Texas there seems little likelihood that such noncotton
zones can be adequately enforced in the future. The failure of

the authorities and citizens of Texas to make possible such enforce-

ment must ultimately mean the loss of the opportunity which
undoubtedly existed at the outset to exterminate in Texas and in the

United States what is believed to be the most important of all cotton
pests. The department's efforts to secure adequate cooperation by
the State of Texas to this end have been unremitting.
A full record of these efforts and the action of the department in

relation to the pink bollworm work in Texas is given in the Service

and Regulatory Announcements of this Board for 1920.

So far as is now known, the pink bollworm infestation in Texas is

confined to the southeastern district surrounding Trinity Bay. No
reappearance of the pink boUworm has been reported this year from
any of the other areas, namely, the Hearne area and the Pecos dis-

trict, nor from any new areas in Texas. The Great Bend area and a
limited area at Ilearne have been maintained as noncotton zones.

Eradication may still be possible, therefore, with adequate State

legislation and thorough work in connection with noncotton zones.

PEDEKAL AND STATE APPROPRIATIONS FOR PINK BOLLWORM WORK.

Under the belief that the work of the extermination of the pink
bollworm was well advanced and that very little expensive cleaning
of fields would be necessary for 1920-21, the fund for control work,
which had been S400,000 for the years 1919-20, had been reduced
in the department estimates to 8225,000. This estimate was still

further reduced in the bill as presented to the House by the Agri-
cultural Committee to §125,000.
To meet the need for a large increase in control work resulting from

the appearance of the pink bollworm in certain parishes of Louis-
iana, and its reappearance in Texas, Congress was asked to increase

the appropriation for the pink-bollworm control by $300,000. This in-

crease was carried in the bill as it passed the Senate, but'in the con-
ference committee the increase was reducedJto[^S200,000. This gives

'
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ft fund for the control and eradication of the pink bollworm for the
fiscal year 1021 of S32o,00(). This is exclusive of the border control
appropriation of S14S,56(), a fund of SK), ()()() for surveys in Mexico
near tlie border of the United States, and an item of S5, ()()() for investi-

gation of the pink bollworm as a basis for control measures. The
total ajipropriation for |)ink-b()llworm work is therefore S488,560.
In addition, there is available for i)ink-l)ollworm work the appro-

Eriation bv the Texas Legislature of $100. ()()() and bv the Louisiana
legislature of $250,000.

RESEARCH WORK IN RCLATION TO I'INK BOLLWOR.M.

Laouxa statiox closed.—The research station which has been
maintained in the Laguna, Mexico, for the past two years was closed
this year, research work wdiich could be conveniently done at this

time having been substantially completed. A report will soon be
issued giving the results of the tw^o years' study of the pink bollworm
in Mexico. Tlie damage to cotton in this district in Mexico in 1919
averaged about 20 per cent of the crop. Of special interest is the
fact that fumigation tests have shown that infested seed can be sat-

isfactorily disinfected with carbon bisulphide, but that hydrocyanic-
acid gas at the ordinary atmospheric pressure has not sufficient pene-
trating powers to be effective to a greater depth than a few inches.

The attempt to control the insect in the field with arsenical poisons
has yielded only negative results.

The larvfB of the pink bollworm have been found to be very resist-

ant to water and have survived 48 hours' immersion, whereas larvae

in dry bolls have survived a period of seven or eight days. This
probably ^ives an explanation of one of the means of spread of larvae,

especially in a district like that of the Great Bend of tbe Rio Grande
by water carriage in bolls or parts of the cotton plant which may
be caught up by flood waters.
Study of other host plants than cotton.—^A very careful

survey has been conducted of the malvaceous plants along the Rio
Grande and elsewhere in Texas to determine the possibility of their

serving as hosts for the pink bollworm. This included not only wild

Elants, but also such cultivated plants as species of hibiscus and hoUy-
ock and garden plantings of okra. In no case has the pink boll-

worm been found to infest any of these plants. In Texas, therefore,

it so far has confuied itself strictly to cotton, and this is of very great

importance in connection with the efforts to exterminate the insect

by establishment of noncotton areas. That the insect will feed at

least on okra has, however, been shown by the experience in Egypt,
and this has also proved to be the case in Mexico, and therefore this

and possibly other related plants must be taken into consideration

in control work.
BORDER QUARANTINE SERVICE.

The Texas border inspection quarantine service, which has here-

tofore been under the general direction of Mr. R. Kent Beattie, has

recently been transferred to the direction of Mr. E. R. Sasscer, and
to this department has been added the general administration of all

the port inspection service being conducted under the Federal plant-

quarantine act, namely, the inspection ofhces and forces at New
York, Boston, San Francisco, Seattle, and New Orleans.
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In the enforcement of the Texas border inspection and quarantine
service a total of 15,962 freight cars and 14,846 vehicles nave been
inspected and certified for entry into the United States. The car
ana vehicle fumigation houses referred to in previous reports were
completed and put into operation on October 1, 1919, and since that
date 7,772 cars have been disinfected in these houses with hydrocy-
anic-acid gas. The Congress, in appropriating funds for the purchase
of chemicals and for labor incident to the proper fumigation of cars

crossing tiie border, made the proviso that:

Any moneys received in payment for cliarges fixed by the Secretary of Agriculture
on account of such cleaning and disinfection at plants constructed therefor out of any
appropriation made on account of the pink bollworm of cotton to be covered into
the Treasun' as miscellaneous receipts.

Accordingly an initial charge of So per car was made, but owing
to a reduction in the cost of chemicals it was possible, on P^ebruary

1, 1920, to reduce the cost per car to $4. A fee of 50 cents is col-

lected for each buggy, wagon, or automobile fumigated at Del Rio,
Tex. During the nine months of operation S34,381 were collected
and turned into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.

It has been necessary to considerably enlarge this border service
during the year. It now includes, in addition to the ports from El
Paso eastward, Xogales, Ariz., in connection with the extension of
the border trafhc regulations to the State of Sonora. wSince estab-
lishing this service at Nogales, on Januar}^ 20, 1920, 2,725 cars have
been inspected and certihed for entr}^ at that port. At present no
car-fumigation facilities are available at Nogales, and it will prob-
ably be necessary to provide a large car-fumigation house at that
point in the near future.

The arrival of many cars fouled with cotton seed at Juarez, Mex-
ico, opposite El Paso, and the finding of much of this seed to be
more or less infested with living pink bollworms, has necessitated a
considerable enlargement of the fumigation facilities at the port of
El Paso. The construction of a 15-car fumigation house at this port
was begun in June, 1920, to take the place of the inadequate l-car
house which was being used to fumigate the small percentage of cars
which up to that time had crossed at El Paso. As soon as the new
house is completed all cars crossing at this point from Mexico into
the United States will be subjected to dismfection, as is now the
practice at other Texas-Mexico border ports.

The extension of this border service to include Mexican corn i»

discussed below. This extension has resulted in the erection by
private concerns of sterilization plants at Piedras Negras and El
Paso to meet the requirements of sterilization by heat. All such
sterilization takes place under the supervision of inspectors of this

board. Similar disinfecting plants may later be established at
Brownsville, Del llio, and perhaps other points on the border. A
similar plant is under consideration at Los Angeles, Calif., for the
sterilization of Mexican corn reaching that pomt by direct water
route from Mexico.

In order to further prevent the entry of the pink bollworm and
other insects subject to ouarantine, inspectors nave been placed at
the footbridge of all of tnc important ports to work in cooperation
with the customs ofiicials. The wisdom of this move was soom
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apparent, since 57 living larvje of the pink bollworm were found in

cotton seed and cotton bolls in suit cases of passengers. This in-

fested seed was in possession of immigrants en route to cotton fields,

where they were to be employed as laborers. Had these insects

escaped the notice of the board's inspectors, they would have doubt-
less Decome established in American cotton fields. The extent of

this tlangor may be indicated by the fact that some 15,000 laborers
annually migrate from Mexico to Texas and ^Vrizona for cotton pick-
ing. Avocados were frequently intercepted and during the month
of May fully 50 per cent of the avocados reported to have been grown
in the State of Michoacan were found to be infested with a weevil,
which is apparently much more injurious than the avocado weevil,
which was responsible for Quarantine No. 12. Incidentally it was
proposed by the owner of one of the interceptions to take the infested
avocados to California for the purpose of planting the seed in his

avocado grove. ^Vlthough this phase of the work was conducted
only about six months of the year, some 1,018 interceptions have
been made of contraband material, including cotton seed, seed cotton,

unmanufactured cotton lint, sugar cane, peaches, sweet limes, man-
goes, oranges, sweet potatoes, avocados, and various plants. Fre-
quent attempts have been made to smuggle quarantined fruits as, for

example, wrapping meat around avocados or inclosing them in a
loaf of bread.

RESTRICTIONS ON ENTRY OF MEXICAN CORN ON ACCOUNT OP THE PINK BOLLWORM.

Mexican corn in considerable quantities began to be offered for

entry into the United States early in January of this year. Some of

this corn was known to have originated in regions infested with the
pink bollworm, either near the border or in the interior of Mexico,
and examinations indicated that such corn contained more or less

cotton seed as well as seeds of other crops, such as beans, coffee,

pumpkins, pecans, etc., indicating great carelessness in handling it,

probably in comiection with bins or with carts or other conveyors
more or less fouled with cotton seed and the other products enu-
merated. Inasmuch as it proved to be thoroughly impracticable
to inspect and free such corn from cotton seed or to disinfect it at the

border with the means available, it was found desirable to provide
by a special quarantine for suitable control of such material.

The quarantine as subsequently issued provides for the entry of

Mexican corn when so ground or sterdized by heat as to eliminate

all risk of carriage of cotton seed or pink bollworm larvae. The
feasibility of sterdization already had been demonstrated and was
a working condition at San Francisco and Seattle with respect to

corn imported from the Orient, chiefly Manchuria, for local use on
the Pacific coast.

Pending the issuance of this quarantine the entry of Mexican corn
was prohibited under authority granted by Congress to regulate the

entry of all products from Mexico, for the purpose of excluding

cotton and cotton seed. This quarantine does not apply to the

State of Lower California, Mexico.
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STATE OP SONORA INCLUDED UNDER REGULATIONS QOVERNIXG ENTRY OF PRODUCTS
FROM MEXICO.

The States of Sonora and Lower California, Mexico, had not
hitherto been brought under the regulations of June 23, 1917, gov-
erning the entry into the United States at border points of products
from Mexico. Information indicating the possible occurrence of the

Eink bollworm on the west coast oi Mexico made it necessary to

ring the State of Sonora under the control of these regulations.

This was accomplished by an amendment issued January 29, 1920.
These regulations now coyer all of the border ports of Mexico with
the exception of those of Lower California.

ENTRY OF HAWAIIAN AND PORTO RICAN COTTON, COTTON SEED, AND COTTONSEED
PRODUCTS. RESTRICTED.

In the latter part of 1919 a request came to the Federal Horticul-
tural Board for a permit for the entry into the United States from
Porto Rico of a considerable quantity of cotton seed for milling at

oil mills in the Southern States. Hitherto there had been little or no
movement of such seed from Porto Rico to the mainland owing to

the fact that this seed under the Spanish regime and later had found
its market in Europe. At that time there was no quarantine under
which the proposed shipment of seed from Porto Rico to the mainland
could have been prevented, but on the request of this board the
shipment was withheld until an examination of the cotton situation
of the island with respect to plant diseases and insect pests could
be made. An investigation which has since been carried out under
the direction of this board indicates the undesirability of permitting
raw cotton seed or cotton lint containing seed coming to the United
States from Porto Rico. Important among these reasons is the
existence in Porto Rico, as well as in most of the West Indies, of a
cotton blister mite (Eriopliyes gossymi Banks), which has been the
occasion of a good deal of loss to the cotton crop of these islands.

This mite is not known to occur in the United States, and its entry
into our cotton producing States would amount to a new tax on
cotton production. For the pa*rticular purpose of excluding this mite
a quarantine (No. 47) has been issued against Porto Rican cotton,
cotton seed, and cottonseed products. It is known, however, that
there is also in Porto Rico a cotton-boll disease, which may be even
more dangerous to the cotton crop of this country than the blister

mite and which might also gain entrance through the importation
of cotton seed. The enforcement of the quarantine will make it

necessary for the cotton seed produced in the island either to be
exported to foreign countries or else to be milled or otherwise utilized

on the island.

To avoid the multiplicity of quarantines the similar quarantines
(Nos. 9 and 23, revised) already issued with respect to Hawaiian
cotton have been incorporated in Quarantine No. 47, so that the
movement of all cotton and cottonseed products from Hawaii and
Porto Rico will be governed by one order and series of regulations.
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THE EIIROPKAN CORN BORER.

PEE8ENT STATl'S OF PEST IN UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

The European coimi borer was rather fully considered in the annual
report of this hoard for 1910. Its status in the United States remain
sunstantially unchanjijed duriiij^ the season of 1920. Tlie additions
to the infested territory have i)een limited to tlie inclusion of

some 150 townships in Massaeimsetts, New Hampshire, and in

eastern and Western New York, merely extending locally the range
of last 3'ear. No new areas of infestation have been found in these
States, nor has any infestation by this insect been located in the
Mississippi Valley in connection with the surveys following up the
movement of imported broom corn to various liroom factories in the
Middle West. The insect has not reappeared in Erie County, Pa.,

where it was determined last year, and may possibly have been
exterminated at that point.

The important development of the corn borer situation during the
year has been the discovery of two wide infestations in southern
Ontario, Canada, bordering Lake Erie, one having an extent of per-
haps 50 miles near Niagara, and the other of nearly 100 miles center-
ing at St. Thomas, Ontario. The origin of the insect in Ontario
seems to have been in connection with a broom factory formerly
operated at St. Thomas, which in 1909 used enormous quantities
of foreign broom corn and was at that time the largest broom factory
in Canada. In this Canadian area of infestation corn is grown on a
commercial scale, chiefl}^ of the flint varieties, which in tihe United
States have proved especially susceptible to the attacks of the insect.

While the insect was widely distril)uted in the Province of Ontario,
field damage of considerable amount seemed to be limited to the
center of the larger area near the town of St. Thomas. In this area
certain fields exliibited an amount of damage greater tlian that
shown in any of the New York fields, not however large as compared
with other important corn enemies. For example, the actual grain
loss due to the borers feeding in the ears alone was estimated by the
Canadian authorities as between 3 aad 4 per cent in the worst in-

fested field, and a!)out one-half of that percentage in the next worst
infested field, the latter field of the dent variety.

REVISION OP THE DOMESTIC CORN BORER QUARANTINE.

A new quarantine to prevent interstate shipment of carriers of the
corn borer was promulgated by the Secretary of Agriculture, effective

Marcn 29, 1920, against the States of Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
'New York, and Pennsylvania. The quarantine applies only to such
portions of those States as are now or may later become actually
infested, although authority is reserved to extend at any time the
areas officially designated as infested, to cover any extensions of
spread. No restrictions are placed on shipments from points in the
quarantined States outside oi the infested areas.

The articles specifically covered in the quarantine are corn and'

broom corn, including all parts of the stalk, celery, green beans in the
pod, beets with tops, spinach, rhubarb, oat and rye straw as such or
when used as packing, cut flowers or entire plants of chrysanthemums,
aster, cosmos, zinnia, and hollyhock, and cut flowers or entire plants
of gladiolus and dalilia, except the bulbs without stems. The restric-
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tions do not apply to shelled corn and clean seed of ])room corn, nor to
other articles after they have been manufactured or processed in such
a way as to eliminate risk of carrying the corn borer.

The quarantine of 1920 revises and supersedes the original quar-
antine of Massachusetts on account of this insect and was necessi-

tated by the discovery of the new important areas in New York in
the fall of 191S and the rather rapid increase of information as to
distribution, together with the discovery of many additional food

Elants. The postponement of this revision until 1920 Avas occasioned

y the fact that the territory invaded by this insect was so inade-
quately determined as to make any quarantine comparatively value-
less. As a preliminary measure of control, however, the States of New
York and ^lassachusetts agreed through their representatives to
establish State quarantines covering the known invaded districts, so
that there should be no interstate movement of infested products
^rom such districts and such quarantine orders were issued by the
commissioners of agriculture of New York and Massachusetts.
The enforcement of the Federal quarantine, in cooperation with

correspcmding State quarantines which were promptly thereafter
issued, has been the chiel and about the only effective control possible
of this new pest b}- preventing or limiting its further spread through
the agency of the movement of infested farm and garden products.
The wide extent of this pest in Massachusetts and New York has pre-
vented, both on the ground of expense and uncertain efficiency,

general farm control over the entire regions infested, under Federal
and State funds. Limited control with such funds has been and may
be practicable and desirable in the future where the insect is found
in considerable concentration, but in general such farm control must
be assumed by the farmers concerned.

ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES QUARANTINED ON ACCOUNT OP THE EUROPEAN CORN BORER.

The fui'tlier entry of broom corn, Indian corn, and related plants,

has been either prohibited or restricted in the quarantine promul-
gated February 21, 1920, for the pm-pose of preventing the further
entry into the United States of this corn borer or of other dangerous
insects or of plant diseases through the agency of stalks or other
portions of these ])lants.

Broom corn for manufacturing jiurposes may be imported here-
after only under permit and when its condition is such that it can
be satisfactorily (fisinfectcd at port of entry. Indian corn and cer-

tain related plants from all foreign countries are denied entry into

the I'nited States in the raw or unmanufactured state, except
sorghum hay from Canada, and the shelled or thrashed grain from
any country, of the plants included in the quarantine. The quar-
antine a])plies also to such plants r(>lated to corn as sweet sorghums,
grain sorgiiums, sugar cane, Sudan grass, Johnst)n grass, pearl millet,

Napier grass, teosinte, and Job's teal's.

The necessity for this quarantine was demonstrated early in the
year by the discovery of living larva; of the corn borer in some 97
bales of broom corn shipped from Italy to New York, the first con-
siderable shipment of foreign broom corn since the war period.
This finding, in connection with the association of (>arlier importa-
tions witji the infestetl areas in this country, would seem to deli-
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nitoly detormino tjint tho Europoan corn horor originally reached
this country through tlic niediuju of such imported broom corn.

Tliis quarantine was later amended (July 31, 1920) to include
under its j)rovision manufactured brooms and also the provision
that the raw broom corn should ])e so selected in the country cf ex-
port as to be free from visible evidence of infestation. The neces-
sity for including brooms was determined as a result of an examina-
tion of a consi(lera])le importation of largo Italian stable brooms.
These proved to be stulled with a considerable quantity of the
actual stems of broom corn and could thus be a means of conveying
the insect equally readily with unmanufactured material. At the
present tinic, th^i'oioro, the requirement of disinfection as a condi-
tion of entry applies to both the manufactured and raw product.
The only disinfection which has proven effective is by steam cook-
ing, a process which apparcntl}'- does not injure the value of the
broom corn either in the raw state or as manufactured.

EXTENSION OF JAPANESE BEETLE QUARANTINE.

The Federal quarantine on account of the Japanese beetle has
been twice revised during the year, namely, on April 1 and October
1, 1920. The first of these revisions had relation to the inclusion of

a slight increase of the invaded territory in New Jersey and a broad-
ening of the quarantine to cover, in addition to green or sugar corn,

a large list of truck crops and other articles which might act as possi-

ble carriers of the pest.

The second revision of the quarantine (October 1, 1920) was
made to take into account a further extension of this insect in New
Jereey and also its extension across the river from the New Jersey
territory into the border counties of Philadelphia and Bucks, in

Pennsylvania. This quarantine is being enforced in cooperation
with the Bureau of Entomology of this department and with the

States concerned. It provides for the movement of all the articles

brought under restriction under inspection and certification.

THE POTATO WART.

PRESENT DISTRIBUTION OF THE DISEASE.

The potato wart disease was last year reported as occurring in two
areas in Pennsylvania, one in the eastern and the other in the south-

western part of the State, and in an area in West Virginia. The sur-

veys of 1920 have extended these areas somewhat and the disease

has been determined as occurring in western Maryland. Practically

all of these occurrences are in mining regions and probably had a

similar origin from foreign potatoes imported in the winter of 1911-12.

The survey planned for 1920 included a program of intensive search

in mining regions in these States and also garden inspect:ions in

selected localities in settlements of a foreign character approximating
in method of living and garden cultures those obtaining in mining
districts. These surveys have been negative other than as to the

mining districts in the States named. They were intensively con-

ducted at a number of points in New Engl,and in centers of foreign

population, and also in New York, New Jersey, Ohio, Michigan, Indi-

ana, Illinois and Wisconsin, including coal fields in Indiana and
Illinois.
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The infestation as now determined in southwestern and western
Pennsylvania includes points in Cambria, Olearlield, Center, Arm-
strong, and Huntingdon counties. The work of this year, therefore,

has materially extended the infestation in this part of the State.

The infested area in eastern Pennsylvania remains substantially the
same as reported last year.

The intensive search made in the coal mining sections of northern
and southern West Virginia did not result in the discovery of any new
areas of infestation in that State. The old area in the immediate
vicinity of Thomas, W. Va., was, however, slightly extended by the

discovery of the disease in two neighboring villages.

The wart disease was discovered in Maryland in eastern Allegany
County in three villages in the neighborhood of Frostburg. But a

single infested garden was found in each village, but on account of the
lateness of the season a full determination of the infestation could
not be made. Furthermore, the principal potato gro^^'n in the district

is the Cobbler, which is immune to the disease. There is reason to

believe therefore that the disease may be more extensively present
in this section than is now known. Its discovery in Allegany
County, Md., is of special importance since the growing of seed pota-
toes is becoming a considerable undertaking in that immediate
locality.

Unlike the infestation in eastern Pennsylvania, the infested locali-

ties in the soft coal regions in western Pennsylvania, Maryland, and
West Virginia are apparently scattered, the disease occurring in single

gardens or in a small number of gardens in each village.

RESEARCH WORK ON POTATO WART.

Determination of immune varieties of potatoes.—-The research
work in connection with the potato wart, begun in 1919, has been
continued but on a more extensive scale in cooperation with the
state colleges and departments of agriculture of Pennsylvania and
West Virginia. Up to date some 78 named American varieties of

potatoes have been tested and of these 27 have been found to be
mimune to the wart disease. In addition, a great many seedlings

have been tested and also a considerable number of foreign varieties,

English, Scotch, and German, many of which also appear to be immune
varieties. It is worthy of note that all the varieties found to be
immune in the tests of 1919 have retained their immunity through
the second year of testing. Their reaction to the wart disease has
also been the same in Pennsylvania and West Virginia.

Some of the imported innnune varieties show considerable promise
for general distribution in this country and stocks of these will be
increased next year. The number of knoMTi American varieties

immune to the wart disease now covers the range from early to late

potatoes and includes several of the best commercial varieties. These
stocks likewise will be much increased in 1921.

Disinfection of soil.—Considerable progress has been made in

the determination of the feasibility of disinfecting soil known to be
invaded by the disease. Soil which was thus disinfected by steam
and l>y chemicals and other means in 1919 was planted to potatoes
susceptible to the disease this season and the results, while not
thoroughly effective in controlling the disease, have been very promis-
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inj; and ljir<j;r yichls of potatoes Ixivo Ixm'Ii obtained on soil thus
treated. The hest results were obtained with steamed soil and with
soil treated with Bordeaux mixture and with mercuric chloride.

Further tests of such soil treatments are in progress.

MiscEiJ.AXEous RESEAiu'ii NOTES.—It has bccn shown that the
soils in the infested gardens are coininonly very acid, and tliat infec-

tions are less severe where tlie soil reaction approaches neutrality.

The organism lias been shown also to l)e an acid producer in the
tissues it infects. 'Hiese facts indicate the desirability of more exten-
siv(^ studies on the re\ation of soil reaction to distribution of and
infection by this organism, and such studies are projected for the
coming winter. In general it is planned to study more intensive}}'"

than heretofore tlie soil environment and the meteorological charac-
teristics of the infested areas witli a view to correlating with these the
present and possible distribution of the wart disease in the United
otates.

The majority of the tomato varieties tested for reaction to the
wart disease became infected and it seems probable that the tomato
may not show the varietal differences in susceptibility and resistance

so characteristic of the potato. ^^Tiile the tomato is not affected in

yield by this disease, its service as an additional host makes it a fac-

tor to be considered seriously in a i)otato quarantine program. No
new hosts have been definitely determined for this organism, but
several solanaceous plants are under suspicion and a number of new
species will be tested this winter.

In cooperation with the department of botany of Pennsylvania
wState College a method has been worked out of isolating wart spo-

rangia from the soil, either singly or in quantity. This method will

be of great service in further investigations on the germination,
thermal, and toxic relations, etc., of the organism.

COOPERATION WITH OTHER BUREAUS IN ADMINISTRATION OF PLANT QUARANTINES

In addition to the corn borer, Japanese beetle, and the gipsy moth
and brown-tail moth quarantines carried out in cooperation with
the Bureau of Entomolog}^, the board is cooperating with the Bureau
of Plant Industry in the enforcement of the quarantine on account
of the black stem rust of wheat and the quarantine on account of

the white pine blister rust. The board is also cooperating in the

enforcement of the State quarantines on account of the flag smut
and take-all diseases of wheat, as well as enforcing the foreign quar-
antines promulgated by the board on account of these diseases.

COTTON. COTTON WASTE, COTTON BAGGING. AND COTTONSEED PRODUCTS
IMPORTATIONS.

The restrictions on the entry of cotton, cotton waste, burlap,

cotton seed, seed cotton, and cottonseed products for the purpose
of excluding the pink bollworm and other pests is a part of the con-

tinuing work of the board and represents a large element of the port

inspection service at the ports of entry where such importations

are authorized. These ports are Boston, New York, San Francisco,

and Seattle. No restrictions are placed on the entry of cotton from
Lower California, Mexico, under a cooperative arrangement with
the authorities of that State, except that it must come in under
permit through the port of Calexico. By special arrangement,
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however, a lot of 61 bales of cotton grown in Lower California was
permitted entry througli Yuma, Ariz. The importations shown in

the accompanying tables are for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1920.
The importations of lint cotton of this year much exceed those

of any fiscal year since the effective date of the cotton regulations,
Jul}' 1, 1915. Tiie following table, giving the imports for each of

the years since 1915, is introduced for the purpose of comparison:

Bales.

1915-16 316, 260

Bales.

1918-19 179, 537
1916-17 216, 337 1919-20 595, 765
1917-18 195, 723

|

It will be noted that the figures for the fiscal A^ear 1919-20 exceed
by nearly 280,000 bales those for 1915-10, the next highest year,
and that this excess of 280,000 bales is greater than the entire amount
imported during each of the next three fiscal years, the excess over
last year's importations being over 400,000 bales. As a natural
consequence of the cessation of war activities and the reestablish-
ment of business there has been a marked increase in the amount of
Egyptian cotton imported, the importations of this year exceeding
those for the last fiscal year by 273,097 bales. To these same rea-
sons may doubtless be attributed the increase of Indian cotton,
namely, 14,348 bales over that entered last year.
There is also a marked increase in the amount of cotton entered

from other countries. Brazil exceeds her shipments of last year by
5,885; China, by 47,779; Mexico, by 10,614; and Peru, by 59,939.
Though the cotton waste imported this year shows an increase of

1,518 bales over last year's entries, it should be noted that the im-
portations of last year included 13,936 bales of American cotton
waste returned from Canada, where it had been shipped for war
purposes, while this year only 58 bales of American cotton waste
were returned.

In the amount^ entered burlap shows an amazing increase over
last year, being nearly seven times as great. Last year 24,236
bales were entered. This year 163,383 bales were imported, an
increase of practically 140,000 bales. The restricted burlap totaled
12,498 bales, of which 3,372 were fumigated at the various fumigation
plants and 9,120 bales converted into paper. The burlap referred
to as being converted into paper was released from fumigation under
the condition that it should be immediately so converted and at
factories within a short distance of the port oi entry, such movement
and conversion to be throughout under the control and supervision
of the board.
The following tables indicate relatively the quantities of cotton,

cotton waste, burlap, and cotton seed and cottonseed products im-
portetl during the fiscal year. The}- further indicate the countrv of
origin and the ports of entry into the United States and will be
useful for comparison witli similar tables published in former annual
reports.
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Ginned cotton, by ports of entry and country oj origin, 1919-20.

[Bales.]

Country.
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Cotton seed and cottonseed products, 1919-20.
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Port.
Cotton
seed.

Calexipo
Eagle Pass.
Laredo.

Tana.
23,952

New York
San Francisco.
Seattle

Total 23,952

Cotton-
seed cake.

Cotton- Cotton-
seed meaL seed oil.

TffM.

14,784
868

2,724
418

18,794

Tom. OalUms.

1,202

469,000
24, 762

1,202 493,762

NURSERY STOCK, PLANT AND SEED IMPORTATIONS.

Quarantine 37, which applies new and important prohibitions and
restrictions on the entry into the United States of nursery stock,

phints, and seeds, became efTective June 1, 1919. The fiscal year
ending June 30, 1920, therefore, represents the first year's record of

the enforcement of this quarantine. Under this quarantine three

classes of entry are provided for.

1. Entry of fruits, vegetables, cereals, and other plant products
which are capable of propagation, intended for medicinal, food, or
manufacturing purposes: and field, vegetable, and flower seeds.

These classes are permitted entry without permit or other restric-

tions, and therefore no record has been kept by the board of such
importations.

2. Nursery stock and other plants and seeds for which permit is re-

quired but of which unlimited commercial importation is permitted.
This class is restricted to five categories, chiefly certain bulbs, fruit

stocks and rose stocks and seeds of trees and ornamental shrubs for

propagation.
3. Entry of any of the prohibited classes of nursery stock under

special permits for the purpose of keeping the country supplied with
new varieties and necessary propagating stock: in other words, for

the establishment of reproduction enterprises in this country so tliat

as soon as possible this country shall be independent of all foreign

supplies of that character.

IMPORTATIONS OF NURSERY STpCK AND OTHER PLANTS OF WHICH FREE COMMERCIAL
ENTRY IS PERMITTED.

The following three tables record the importations of nursery stock
and other plants and seeds of which unlimited commercial importa-
tion under regulation 3 is provided for in the quarantine under per-

mit. The records of importations given m these tables are based on
the notice of arrival visaed by the customs officers as is required
under the quarantine, and therefore represent probably as accurate
information of the plants thus imported as is obtainable.

The first table gives a record of the importations of fruit stocks

and rose stocks, togetlier with country of origin. It is interesting

to note that the importation of fruit stocks this year represents a
total of 7,850,020 plants and compares tlierefore favorably with the
total importations recorded in the annual report for the previous liscal

year, and would seem to dispose of the contention fre(|uently made
that the unavailability of foreign fruit stocks during the last fiscal
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year was due in any part to tlio refusal of the foreign growers to sell

to American importers in retaliation for Quarantine 37. It is, how-
ever, a well-known fact that (hiring tlie j)ast two years, owing to post-
war conditions and failure of the fruit crop in France, the stock of
seeds for the production of siH-dlings was very low, and whatever
shortage has arisen has been due to these two causes. The number
of rose stocks inifiorted this year is about the same as for last year.
The second table indicates the number of bulbs imported under

regulation 'A of Quarantine 37.

The third table is interesting as showinji the general classes of
tree seeds and ornamental shrubs imported during the past fiscal

year and also the countries of origin.

Country nj origin and nature oj importations under regulation S, Quarantine 37.

FRUIT AND ROSE STOCKS.

[Figures indicate number of plants.)
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Country of origin andnature ofimportations under regulation S, Quarantine S7—Continued,

SEEDS.

[Figures indicate pounds unless otherwise designated.]

Country of origin.
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number of plants entered under each special permit is not given,
but in most instances was not birge.

Country o/ origin and miture oj itnporlaliotis oj nnrser\i stock under special permit June 1,

1919, to June SO, 1920.

Couotry of origin.
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INSPECTION OF PLANT-INTRODUCTION GARDENS.

As in former years, the board has continued to conduct inspections

of the various plant-introduction o^ardons maintained by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture at Yarro^v, Md. : Miami and Brooksville, Fla.

:

Savannah, Ga.; and Chico, OaliJF., and the field station of the Office

of Dry Land Agriculture, at Mandan, X. Dak.

PORT INSPECTION SERVICE.

The inspection and disinfection of plants and plant products
required as a condition of entrv at the principal ports of the United
States has been continued substantially along the lines described

in previous reports. Xumerous interceptions have been made at
the port of Xew York, including a large shipment of Italian broom
corn infested with the European corn borer. A careful inspection

has been made of all foreign boats amving at Xew Orleans, 1,608 in

number, 289 of which carried contraband material either as cargo,

ships' stores or in passengers' baggage. Exclusive of Canadian ar-

rivals, 195 foreign ships were inspected at Seattle, 77 of which carried

contraband material. The work at this port also included the super-
vision of cotton fumigation and corn sterilization.

In order to strengthen the plant-quarantine service of the State of

California, the board has placed a trained pathological inspector at
San Francisco to assist and cooperate with the State inspectors at
that port. As in the past, the plant-quarantine inspectors of Cali-

fornia as well as of the State of Plorida are carried as collaborators

of this board. In order to further safeguard against the entry into

the Ignited States of quarantined products or injurious insects and
plant diseases inspectors have been placed at Portland, Oreg. : Phila-

delphia, Pa. : and Norfolk, Va. Moreover, it is proposed to study the
conditions at other ports and if necessary establish an inspection
service at the places presenting the most danger. It is understood
that all port work is conducted in close cooperation with bhe cus-
toms officials.

The matter of strengthening the port-inspection service was brought
strongly to the attention of Congress in connection with the estimate.^

for the fiscal year ending June 80, 1921, and $100,000 was included
in the estimates for this purpose. Of this amount, S76,756 was
appropriated by Congress. The enlargement of the work under the
plant-quarantine act leads to a constant growth in the requirements
of this port-inspection service and the funds available are still very
inadequate to give the service and protection which is necessary to

secure the full benefits of the plant-quarantine act. Most of the
increase granted last year will be taken up in strengthening the ex-

isting service and extensions of the service to the ports of greatest
danger which it has not been possible hitherto to safeguard.

NEW PLANT QUARANTINES.

The following foreign and domestic quarantines and other res-

trictive orders have been promulgated or revised during the year:
Domestic.—The European corn borer ciuai'antinc (a revision), the

Japanese beetle quarantine (a revision), tnc gipsy moth and brown-
tail moth (quarantine (a revision), the pink boTlworm ((uarantine, and
the Hawaiian and Porto Rican cotton, cotton seed, and cottonseed
products quarantine.

Foreign.—The flag smut and take-all quarantine, the Mexican
corn quarantine, the European corn borer and other dangerous in-
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sect pests and ]>lnnt disonso quarantine, and the stocks, cuttings,
scions and buds of fruits quarantine.
The European corn Lorer, Japanese beetle, and the gipsy moth

and l)ro^^^ltall motli quarantines were revised to cover the additional
territory invaded by these pests during the year.

The ^European corn-borer quarantine, which originally applied
only to a restricted area in eastern Massachusetts, has been extended
to include the States of New Hampshire, New York, and Pennsylvania.

In the case of the gipsy motn and broAvn-tail moth quarantine,
the range of the gipsy moth was extended considerably, especially
westward, owing to favorable winds. With respect to the bro%^Ti-tail

moth, however, it was found possible to materially reduce the ter-

ritory quarantined on account of this pest. The heavy mortality
of the pest in the brown-tail webs during the winter, the work of
introduced parasites, direct field work against the insect, and the
work of the brown-tail fungus were all contributing factors in the
reduction of the area infested by the brown-tail jnoth.

AMENDMENT TO PLANT QUARANTINE ACT AUTHORIZING CONTROL OF PLANTS AND
PLANT PRODUCTS FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

The proposed amendment to the plant quarantine act, which was
submitted to the last two Congresses, was approved by the last

Congress in connection with the act making appropriations for this

department for the fiscal 3'^ear ending June 30, 1921. It has for
its purpose the giving of authority to regulate the movement of

plants and plant products, including nursery stock, from or into the
District of Columbia, and to control injurious plant diseases and in-

sect pests within said district. These powers are such as are exer-
cised in practicall}^ all the States and territories of the United States
and are necessaiy for the alignment of the District of Columbia with
plant-pest control exercised elsewhere. Prior to the enactment of

this amendment there was no law under which such control could
be exercised in the District of Columbia. As a result at least one
and perhaps other important fruit and plant pests have gained entry
and spread into adjacent States through the District of Columbia.
In pursuance of the authority given by this amendment, rules and

regulations governing such movement of plants and plant products
into and out of the District of Columbia, effective on and after

September 1, 1920, were promulgated by the Secretary of Agriculture
August 26, 1920.
Under the authority of this act also terminal inspection of mail

shipments of plants and plant products received in the District of

Columbia has been established under the act of May 4, 1915, em-
bodied in section 478J, Postal Laws and Regulations. The plants
and plant products subject to terminal inspection in the District of

Columbia are described as follows

:

All florists' stock, trees, shrubs, vines, cuttings, grafts, scions, buds, fruit pits and
other seeds of fruit and ornamental trees or shrubs, and other plants and plant products
in the raw or unmanufactiu-ed state, except vegetable and flower seeds.

CONVICTIONS FOR VIOLATIONS OF THE PLANT QUARANTINE ACT.

During the year reports were received from the Solicitor of the
department of the conviction of two shippers for violations of the
plant quarantine act, one in regard to the gipsy moth and brown-
tail moth quarantine, and the other in regard to the white pine
blister rust quarantine.



UST OF CURRENT QUARANTINE AND OTHER RESTRICTIVE ORDERS.

QUARANTINE ORDERS.

The numbers as-signecl to these quarantixies indicate merely th^e chronological

order of issuance of both domestic and foreign quarantines in one numerical series.

The quarantine numbers missing in this list are quarantines which have either been
superseded or revoked. For convenience of reference these quarantines are here
claasified as domestic and foreign.

DOMESTIC QUARANTINES.

Date palms.—Quarantine No. 6: Regulates the interstate movement of date palms
or date-palm offalaoots from Riverside County, Calif., east of the San Bernardino
meridian; Imperial County, Calif.; Yuma, Maricopa, and Pinal Counties, Ariz.; and
Webb County, Tex. ; on account of the Parlatoria scale {Parlatoria blanchardi) and the
Phoenicococcus scale {Phoenicococcus marlatti).

Hawaiian fruits.—Quarantine No. 1.3, revised: Prohibits or regulates the importa-
tion from Hawaii of all fruits and vegetables, in the natural or raw state, on account of

the Mediterranean fruit fly and the melon fly.

Sugar caji*.^Quarantine No. 16: Prohibits the importation from Hawaii and Porto
Rico of living canes of sugar cane, or cuttings or parts thereof, on account of certain

injurious insects and fungous diseases.

Five-Uafed pines, Ribes, and Grossularia.—Quarantine No. 26, as amended: Prohibits

the interstate movement of five-leafed pines, currant and gooseberrv plants from all

States east of and including the States of Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Arkansas, and
Louisiana to points outside of this area; prohibits, further (1) the interstate movement
of five-leafed pines and black-currant plants to points outside the area comprising the
States of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Ma.ssachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut,
and New York, and (2) to protect the State of New York, the movement from the New
England States, on account of the white-pine blister rust.

Sweet potato and yam.—Quarantine No. 30: Prohibits the movement from the
Territories of Hawaii and Porto Rico into or through any other Territory, State, or

District of the United States of all varieties of sweet potatoes and yams {Ipomoea
batatas and Dioscorea spp.), regardless of the use for which the same are intended, on
account of the sweet-potato weevil {Cylas formicarius) and the sweet-potato scarabee
(Euscepcs batatae).

Banana plants.—Quarantine No. 32: Prohibits the movement from the Territories of

Hawaii and Porto Rico into or through any other Territory, State, or Distiict of the
United States of any species or variety of banana plants

( ifusa spp.), regardless of the
use for which the same are intended, on account of two injurious weevils, Rhabdoc-
nemis obscurus and Mclamasius hemipterus.

Black stem riisf.—Quarantine No. 38: Prohibits the movement interstate to any
poijit outside of the quarantined area of the common barberry and its horticultural

varieties, as well as certain other species of Berberis and Mahonia, on account of the
black stem rust of wheat, oats, barley, rje, and many wild and cultivated grasses.

European corn borer.—Quarantine No. 43 as amended: Regulates the movement
interstate to any point outside of the quarantined area of corn and broom corn (in-

cludijig all parts of the stalk), celerj'-, green beans in the pod, beets with tops, spinach,

rhubarb, oat and rye straw as such or when used as packing, cut flowers or entire plants

of chrysanthemum, aster, cosmos, zinnia, hollyhock, and cut flowers or entire plants

of gladiolus and dahlia, except the bulbs thereof, without stems, on account of the

European corn borer {Pyrausta nubilalis).

Gipsy moth and brown-tail moth.—Quarantine No. 45: Regulates the movement
interstate to any point outside of the quarantined towns and territory, or from points

in the generally infested area to points in the lightly infested area, of stone or quarry
products, and of the plants and the plant products listed therein. The quarantine
covers all the New England States.

Pink boUworm.—Quarantine No. 46: Prohibits the interstate movement from the

infested and regulated areas of Texas and Ivouisiana of cotton, including all parts of

the plant, seed cotton, cotton lint, Irnters, gin waste, and all other forms of cotton lint,

cotton seed, cottonseed hulls, cottonseed cake and meal, bagging and other containers

of the articles enumerated, and also railway cars, boats, and other vehicles which have
been used in conveying cotton and cotton products grown in the infested districts or

637
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wliich aro foiiI(Ml with siicli products, liay and otlicr farm products, farm lioiisfhnld
poods, a'ld farm cipiipmcut, exco|)t as provided in the rules and ropulatiojis supple-
mental thereto, on account of the pink hollworm of cotton {Pectinnphora gosaifpiella
Saunders),

Hawaiian and Porto liuan ration, cotton seed, and cottonseed products.—Quarantine
No, 47: lletrulatos the movemoni of cotton, cotton seed, and cottonseed products from
Hawaii and Porto Kico on a<-count of the j)ink hollworm and the cotton blister mite,
res])ectively.

Japani^c beetle

.

—Quarantine No. 'IS: Repnlates the movement InterHtate to any
point out.side of certain jMirtions of tlie Counties of Hurlinpton and Camden. N. ,].,

and certain ])ortions of the Counties of Pliiladelphia and Hucks, Pa., of (1) farm,
parden, ajid orcliard products of all kinds; (2) praiji and fonipo cro))8 of all kinds: (.3)

nursery, ornamental, and preenliouse stock, and all other plants, indudinp })ulh.s

and cut llowers: and (4 ) soil, compo.st. and majuire otlier tliaJi fre.sli majiuro. on account
of the Japanese beetle (Popilliajaponica).

FOREIGN QUARANTINES.

Iri.ih potatoes.—Quarantine No. 3: Prohibits the importation of the common or Irish
potato from Newfoundland: the islands of St. Pierre and Mifpielon; Great Britain,
mcludijig England. Scotland, Wales, and Ireland: (iermany; and Austria-Hungary,
on account of the disease known as potato wart.

Mexican fruits.—Quarantine No. 5, a.s amended: Prohibits the importation of

oranges, sweet limes, grapefruit, mangoes, achras sapotes. peaches, guavas. and i)lum8
from the Rei>ublic of Mexico, on account of the Mexican fruit fly.

Fire-kafcd pines. Ribes. and Grossularia.—Quarantine No. 7. as amended: Prohibits
the importation from each and every country of Europe and Asia, and from the
Dominion of Canada and Newfoundland, of all five-leafed pines and all species and
varieties of the genera Ribes and Grossularia. on account of the white-pine blister rust.

Cotton seed and cottonseed hulls.—Quarantine No. S. as amended: Prohibits tlie im-
portation from any foreign locality and country, excepting only the locality of the
Imperial Valley, in the State of Lower California, Mexico, of cotton seed (including
seed cotton) of all species and varieties, and cottonseed hulls, on account of the pink
boUw^orm. Cotton and cotton seed from the Imperial Valley may be entered under
permit and regulation.

Seeds o/ avocado or alligator pear.—Quarantine No. 12: Prohibits the importation
from ^Mexico and the countries of Central America of the seeds of the avocado or
alligator pear, on account of the avocado weevil.
Sugar cane.—Quarantine No. 15: Prohibits the importation from all foreign countries

of living canes of sugar cane, or cuttings or parts thereof , on account of certain injurious
insects and fungous diseases. There are no restrictions on the entry of such materials
into Hawaii and Porto Rico.

Citrus nursery stock.—Quarantine No. 19: Prohibits the importation from all foreign
localities and countries of all citrus nursery stock, including buds, scions, and seeds,
on account of the citrus canker and other dangerous citrus diseases. The term 'citrus"
as used in this quarantine, includes all plants belonging to the subfamily or tribe
Citratae.

European pines.—Quarantine No. 20: Prohibits, on account of the European pine-
shoot moth (Evetria buoliana), the importation from all European countries and
localities of all pines not already excluded by Quarantine No. 7.

Indian corn or maize and related plants.—Quarantine No. 24, as amended: Prohibits
the importation from southeastern Asia (including India, Siam, Indo-China, and
China), Malayan Archipelago, Australia, New Zealand, Oceania, Philippine Islands,

Formosa, Japan, and adjacent islands, in the raw^ or unmanufactured state, of seed and
all other portions of Indian corn or maize {Zea niaysL. ), and the closely related plants,

including all species of Teosinte (Euchlaena), Job's tears (Coix), Polytoca, Chionachne,
and Sclerachne, on account of the downy mildews and Physodernia diseases of Indian
corn, except that Indian corn or maize may be imported under permit and upon
compliance with the conditions prescribed in the regulations of the Secretary of

Agriculture.
Citrus fruit.—Quarantine No. 28: Prohibits the importation from eastern and

southeastern Asia (including India, Siam, Indo-China, and China), the Malayan
Archipelago, the Philippine Islands, Oceania (except Australia, Tasmania, and New
Zealand), Japan (including Formosa and other islands adjacent to Japan), and the
Union of South Africa, of all species and varieties of citrus fruits, on account of the cit-

rus canker, except that oranges of the mandarin class (including satsuma and tangerine
varieties) may be imported under permit and upon compliance with the conditions
prescribed in the regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture.
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Sweet potato and j/aw.—Quarantine No. 29: Prohibits the importation for any
purpose of any variety of sweet potatoes or yams {Ipomoea batatas and Dioscorea spp.)

trom all foreign countries and localities, on account of the sweet potato weevils {Cylas

epp.) and the sweet potato scarabee (Euscepes halatae).

lianana /)/<(7!is.—Quarantine No. 31: Prohibits the importation for any purpose of

any species or variety of banana plants (Afitsa spp.), or portions thereof, from all

foreign countries and' localities, on account of the banana root borer {Cosmopolites

sordid)is).

Bamboo.—Quarantine No. 34: Prohibits the importation for any purpose of a,ny

variety of bamboo seed, plants, or cuttings thereof capable of propagation, including

all genera and species of the tribe Bambuseae. from all foreign countries and localities,

on account of dangerous plant diseases, including the bamboo smut ( Ustihu/o shiraiana ).

This quarantine order does not apply to bamboo timber consisting of the mature dried

culms or canes which are imported for fishing rods, furniture making, or other purposes,

or to any kind of article manufactured from bamboo, or to bamboo shoots cooked or

otherwise preser^ed.
Nursery stock, plants, and seeds.—Quarantine No. 37, as amended, with regulations

(effective on and after June 1. 1919): Prohibits the importation of nursery stock and
other plants and seeds from all foreign countries and localities, on account of certain

injurious insects and fungous diseases, except as provided in the regulations. Under
this (juarantine the following plants and plant products may be imported without

restriction: Fruits, vegetables, cereals, and other plant products imported for medic-
inal, food, or manufacturing purposes, and field, vegetable, and flower seeds. The
entry of the folio-wing plants is permitted under permit: Lily bulbs, lily of the valley,

narcissus, hyacinths, tulips, and crocus; stocks, cuttings, scions, and buds of fruits;

rose stocks, including manetti, multiflora, brier rose, and rosa rugosa: nuts, including

palm seeds; seeds of fruit, forest, ornamental, and shade trees; seeds of deciduous
and evergreen ornamental shrubs, and seeds of hardy perennial plants.

Provision is also made for the issuance of special permits under safeguards to be
prescribed in such permits for the entry in limited quantities of nursery stock and
other plants and seeds not covered in the preceding lists for the purpose of keeping
the country supplied with new varieties and necessary propagating stock.

Flag smut and take-all.—Quarantine No. 39, with regulations (effective on and after

August 15, 1919): Prohibits the importation of seed or paddy rice from Australia,

India, Japan, Italy, France, Germany, Belgium, Great Britain, Ireland, and P.razil

on account of two dangerous plant diseases known as flag smut ( Urocystis tritici) and
take-all {Ophiobolus graminis). Wlieat. oats, barley, and rye may be imported from

the countries named only under permit and upon compliance with the conditions

prescribed in the regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture.

European corn borer.—Quarantine No. 41, as amended, with regulations: Prohibits

the importation of the stalk and all other parts, whether used for packing or other

purposes, in the raw or unmanufactured state, of Indian corn or maize, broom corn,

sweet sorghums, ^ain sorghums, Sudan grass, Johnson grass, sugar cane, pearl millet,

napier grass, teosmte and Job's tears, from all foreign countries and localities, except
as provided in the rules and regulations supplemental thereto, on account of tne
European com borer {Pyrausta nubilalis) and other dangerous insects and plant

diseases.

Mexican corn.—Quarantine No. 42, with regulations: Prohibits the importation of

Indian corn or maize from Mexico, except as provided in the rules and regulations

supplemental thereto, on account of the contamination of such corn with cotton seed
more or less infested with the pink bollworm.

Stocks, cuttings, scions, and buds ofj'ruits.—Quarantine No. 44: Prohibits the impor-
tation of stocks, cuttings, scions, and buds of fruits from Asia, Japan, Philippine
Islands, and Oceania (including Australia and New Zealand) on account of dangerous
plant diseases, including Japanese apple cankers, blister blight, and rusts, and inju-

rious insect pests, including the oriental fruit moth, the pear fruit borer, the apple
moth, etc.

OTHER RESTBICTIVR ORDERS.

The regulation of the entry of nursery stock from foreign countries into the United
States was specidcally provided for in the plaiit-()uarantine act. The act further

provides for the similar regulation of any other class of plants or plant products when
the need therefor shall be determined. The entry of the plants and plant products
listed below has been brought under such regulation:

Nursery stock.—The conditions governing the entry of nm-sery stock and other
plants and seeds from all foreign countries and localities are indicated above under
Foreign Quarantines." (See Quarantine No. 37.)
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Irish pnUitnrs.—Tho importation of Irish potatoes is prohibited from the countries

enumerated in the potato nuarantine. Potatoes may he adniitted from other foreipn

countries under permit ana in accordance with the provisions of the regulations

issued under the order of December '22, 19i:i, brin<,'ing the entry of potatoes under
restriction on account of injurious potato diseases and insect peats. Importation

of potatoes is now authorized from the following countries: Denmark, ("uba, Ber-

muda, and the Dominion of Canada. The regulations iss\ied under this order

have been amended so as to permit, free of any restrictions whatsoever under the

?lant-quarantine act, the importation of potatoes from any foreign country into the

erritories of Porto Rico ana Hawaii for local use only and from the Dominion of

Canada and Bermuda into the United States or any of its Territories or Districts.

Avocado, or alligator pear.—^The order of February 27, 1914, prohi>)it8 the importa-

tion from Mexico and the countries of Central America of the fruits of the avocado,

or alligator pear, except under permit and in accordance with the other provisions

of the r^ilations issued under said order on account of the avocado weevil. Entry

is permitted through the port of New York only and is limited to the large, thick-

skinned variety of the avocado. The importation of the small, purple, thin-skinned

variety of the fniit of the avocado and of avocado nursery stock under 18 months of

age is prohiVnted.
Cotton.—The order of April 27, 101 .5, prohibits the importation of cotton from all

foreign countries and localities, except under permit and in accordance with the other

provisions of the regulations issued under said order, on account of injurious insects,

including the pink boUworm These regulations apply in part to cotton grown in and
imported from the Imperial Vallev, in the State of Lower California, in Mexico.

Corn.—-The order of^March ], 1917 (Amendment No. 1, with Regulations, to Notice

of Quarantine No. 24), prohibits the importation of Indian corn or maize in the raw

or unmanufactured state from the countries and localities listed in Notice of Quaran-

tine No. 24, except under permit and in accordance with the other provisions of the

regulations issued under said order, on account of injurious diseases of Indian corn.

Cottonseed products.—The order of June 23, 1917, prohibits the importation of cotton-

seed cake, meal, and all other cottonseed products, except oil, from all foreign coun-

tries, and a second order of June 23, 1917, prohibits the importation of cottonseed oil

from Mexico, except under permit and in accordance with the other provisions of the

regulations issued under said orders, on account of injurious insects, including the

pink boUworm.
Citr'usfndts.—The order of June 27, 1917 (Notice of Quarantine No. 28, with Regu-

lations), prohibits the importation from the countries and localities listed therein of

all species and varieties of citrus fruits, excepting only oranges of the mandarin class

(including satsnma and tangerine varieties), on account of the citrus-canker disease.

Oranges of the mandarin class (^including satsuma and tangerine varieties) may be

imported under permit and in accordance with the other provisions of the regulations

issued under said order.

Indian corn, broom corn,^ and related plants.—The order of Febmary 21, 1920 (Notice

of Quarantine No. 41, with Regulations), prohibits the importation in the raw or

unmanufactured state of the stalk and all other parts of Indian corn or maize, broom

corn, sweet sorghums, grain sorghums, Sudan grass, Johnson grass, sugar cane, includ-

ing Japanese varieties, pearl millet, napier gi-ass, teoainte, and Job's tears from all

foreign countries and localities on account of the European corn borer and other

dang^erous insects and plant diseases. The regidations issued under said order permit

the importation without restriction of sorghum hay from Canada and clean shelled

or threshed grain, from any country, of the plants covered by this order. Provision

is also made for the importation of broom corn under permit and in accordance with

the other proNiaions of the regulations for manufactiuing purposes.

Merican corn.—The order of February 21, 1920 (Notice of Quarantine No. 42, with

Regulations), prohibits the importation of Indian corn or maize from Mexico, except

under permit and in accordance with the other provisions of the regulations issued

under said order, on account of contamination of such corn with cotton seed more or

less infested with the pink bollworm.
Stocks, cuttings, scions, and buds offruits.—The order of March 24, 1920 (Notice of

Quarantine No. 44), prohibits the importation of stocks, cuttings, scions, and buds of

fruits for or capable of propagation from Asia, Japan, Philippine Islands, and Oceania

(including Australia and New Zealand) on account of certain dangerous plant diseases

and injurious insect pests. Provision is made for the importation under special

permits issued by the Secretary of Agriculture of limited quantities of stocks, cuttings,

scions, and buds of fruits from the countries and localities named for the purpose of

keeping the country supplied with new varieties and necessary propagating stock.
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Asclepias galioides. investigations 142

Asparagus, canned, hotulinus poisoning 272

Astragalus tetrapterus. investigations 142

Attorney General, opinions on Federal aid road act 590

Automobilists, information on roads condition work of Weather Bureau 69

Autopsies, wild animals, diseases found 141

Aviation, aid l)y forecasts and warnings of Weather Bureau 65, 66, 67, 68, 80

Bacillus—
botulinus. investigations 137, 260, 272

erysipelas suis. finding in pathologic specimen 141

Bacterins, examination and testing 139

Bacteriology, milk, studies 116

Bagging, cotton, importation regulations 628-631

Baliai grass, pasture value 191

Baits, poisoned, value in control of grasshoppers and flies 310, 335

Balloon races, aid by forecasts of Weather Bureau 66, 67, 80

Balloons, pilot, stations and work 79

Banding, l)irds, work of American Bird Banding Association 362

Barberry, eradication for wheat rust control 28, 203

Barley-
acreage and production, 1914-1920, and exports 5, 6, 9

breeding, investigations and publications 170

diseases 199, 201, 204

feed for work horses, test 102

Barnett, (^LARiBEi, R. , report as Librarian 427-444

Bassia, identification in insecticides, microscopic method 611

Beans

—

insects, control work 312, 319-320

protein content, studies 269

Beavers, damages to crops, and control 352

Bee culture, investigations 339-342

Beef-
cattle

—

breeding and feeding experiments 95-96,157

breeding, feeding, and extension work 95-98

dressing percentage , increase by good breeding _ 34
production cost, studies 156-157

Beekeeping, increase as specialty 341-342

Bees

—

disease investigations 341

wintering investigations 340-341

Beetle

—

carpet, investigations 312

cucumber, control 320

Japanese, quarantine and control work 312-314, 638

Beetles

—

lead-boring, injury to telephone cables 321, 324

pine , depredations and control 321-323

Beets, sugar

—

crop, 1920, remarks by Secretary 3

insect investigations 320

Belteville Experiment Farm, work in animal husbandry, etc. 94,95,98,99,105,116
Berbens spp. , susceptibility to black stem rust 202

Bethesda Experiment Station, work, 1920 154-155

"Better Sires' ' campaign, progress and results 34

Beverages, adulteration, studies 258, 272
Bibliography, work of lilirary 436-438
Binders, road, researches 518
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Binding

—

Pagi.

and printing, appropriation, 384
library books, work 435

Biocheinic Division, Animal Industry Bureau, work 142-148
Biocliraatic law, relation to forestry and agriculture 324-325
Biological

—

investigations, birds and mammals 343, 361-366
products, examination and testing 139-140
Survey

—

Bureau, report of Chief 343-378
library, work 440, 441

Birch, oil, adulteration, court decision 262
Bird laws. National and States, enforcement 372-377
Birds-

banding, work of American Bird Banding Association 362
census, continuation of work 362
distribution and migration, studies 362
enemies of insect pests, study 360
fish-eating, control 358
food, studies 361
importation, control 376-377
investigations and protection 357-361, 362, 364, 369-375
migratory

—

protection, law violations and convictions 372-375, 578, 581, 584, 599-600
treaty act, administration 343, 372-375

National Forests, investigations 365-366
poisoning, danger, discussion 359
reservations

—

supervision, etc 343, 366, 369-372
trespass cases 584, 600

wild , migratory, breeding grounds, investigations 364-365

Bison

—

Moiese iVational range, conditions 366-369
numbers on game reservations 368, 369

Black stem rust, wheat, cause and control 202-204
Blackleg

—

hog, organism causing 138

vaccine distribution 139

Blanching, importance in drying fruits and vegetables 277
Blastophaga, fig insect, necessity in Smyrna fig growing 181

Bleaching carbon, kelp char, grades and value 1&
Blepharipa scutellata, parasite of gipsy moth 328
Blight-

collar, in apple, control 217
fusarium, of wheat, cause and control 199-200'

pear, decrease 217

spike of castor bean, investigations 210

Blister

—

mite, cotton, quarantine 623, 638

rust, white pine, cause and control
_

211-215

Block Island-Matunuck Beach, telegraph station service 75'

Blueberry, culture experiments 171

Boll weevil-
control work 28, 608-609

extermination, studies 277, 329-331, 608-609

Bollworm, pink—

-

extermination work 28

quarantine 618, 637

work of Horticultural Board 613-620

Books

—

numbers in library and branches, and accessions of year 427, 432, 400

rare, acquisition by library 432

Borax, effect in fertilizers 195

Bordeaux mixture, combinations, tests 608
Borer

—

corn, European

—

quarantine work 624-626, 637, 638, 639, 640
spread, habits, and control 307-309
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Borer—Continued. Page.

peach, control 314
sugar-cane, spread and control 333-334

Bots, control, investigations of remedies 612
Botulism, investigations 137, 272
Boys' clubs, enrollment and work 472, 481-483
Breeding

—

animals, certificates, issue in 106
crop, investigations 161-183
dairy < ulllc, o::p:Timo: tp 118. 157
grounds of migratory wild fowl 364-365
live stock, improvements, etc 34-35, 91-95, 457, 462
poultry experunents 103-104

Bridgeport Harbor, Conn., sewage-disposal effluents, report 270
Bridges-

designs and engineers supply to States 520
projects in National Forests 342

Brown-rot, prunes, control 219
Brown-tail moth, control work 326-329, 637
Bud selection, fruit improvement 171-172
Buckwheat

—

acreage and production, 1914-1920 56
India, digestion studies 487

Buffalo, numbers on game reservations 368, 369
Buildings

—

dull rooms for eggs and poultry, construction 270-271
farm, designs preparation 527. 528
new, for department need, recommendations 57-58

Bulks, growing, investigations 178-179
Bull associations, cooperative 109
Bunt, wheat. See Smut.
Bureau. See Animal Industry Bureau; Chemistry Bureau; etc.

Butchering, hogs, demonstration work 99
Butter

—

adulteration, examination 259, 265
inspection at markets 541
inspection by Dairy Division 111-112

Cabbage, insect control 320
Cables, telephone, injury by beetles 321, 324
Calcium

—

arsenate

—

cost and results in boll-weevil control 329-331
inspection and investigations 608-609, 611-612
shipments to Southern States, 1919, 1920 608-609
standardization 28

cyanamid, utilization for fertilizer 295, 296, 300
oxalate, studies 273

California

—

citrus

—

fruit growing, fertilizing, and improving 171-172
insects control 337

cotton grooving possibilities 163
date growing 180

Calorimeter, respiration, researcli work 487, 488
Calosovia sycofhanta, enemy of gipsy moth 328
Camphor, growing and manufacture 193
Canal Zone, insect investigations 339
Cane, sugar

—

insect control 333-334
mosaic disease, control work, Porto Rico 461
varieties, testing at Virgin Islands experiment station 464

Canker

—

citrus, eradication 220
flax, types 200-201

Canna edulxs, starch plant, growing in Florida 186
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Canning- Hag*.

fish, studies 270
f«Mi<is in tlio homo, valiio 471. 4h:1

Tans, fruits and v«>m'lal>U's, slack filling, corret'tion 262
Canvius, watcrpniolin^' and mildi'wprootinp; 282
(}a])rifiKs, jiiaiitini; for supply of Hg insects 181
Cai>saicin, c]u>mical constitution 273
(^ar, railway

—

lieater, design, for protection of fruits and vegetables W.io

service, cooperation witli Roads Bureau in transportation 492-493
Carbon--

bleacliing, recovery from kelp, grades and value 301, 303
disulpJiid, use against bots, etx.-., investigations f;i2

Carpet-
beetle, black, investigations 312
grass, pasture value 191

Casein, utilization, studies 115
Castor bean, diseases, investigations 210
Cataloguing, work of Lil)rarv 431-433
Cattle-

abortion, infectious 136-137, 154
beef, breeding, feeding, and extension work 95-98
breeding and feeding, cost in south 155-156
crossing with yak, proposed work 458
dairy, l)reeding experiments 116, 118, 157
dipping at Porto Rico Experiment Station 462
export, tuberculin testing 128
grazing, National Forests, permits and number 235
parasites internal, studies 151
quarantine on inspection and tuberculin testing 126-127
range, salting methods 253
scabies, eradication work 129
shipments from quarantined areas 131-132
slaughter for tuberculosis, appraisal, and indemnity 135
testing for tuberculosis 134, 135
tick, eradication work 90, 130-132
tuberculin testing for interstate movement 133
tuberculosis, eradication work 30

Cedar rust, apple disease, control 217
Celery, storage, calorimeter studies 487
Cellulose, recovery from corncobs 36
Cement plants, dust from, potash recovery 298-299
Census

—

bird, continuation of work 362
reports, cotton, comparison with crop-estimates work 422

Centipede grass, pasture value 191

Cereal crops

—

diseases 198-208
insects, investigations 307-311

Cereals

—

acidity, determination method 272
acreage, expansion and contraction, causes 23

Chayote

—

growing in Florida 186
susceptibility to nematode injury 216

Cheese

—

factories increase in south 107

making investigations 115

Chemist, report 255-284

ChemLstry

—

Bureau

—

library, work 440
researches 35-36
work for other departments and bureaus 283-284
work, report, summary 255-256

development-work office, establishment 36
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Chemistry—Continued. Page,

field stations reptjrt for 1920 267
plant, investigations 273-274
soils, investigations by Soils Bureau 291-292

Chenopodium oil, investigations 274
Cherriei

—

brown rot, control 219
destruction by robins 357

Chickens

—

lice and mites, remedies, investigations 612
mites, control 335

Chill rooms, eggs and poultry, construction advice 270-271
China, cotton growing, varieties and production 164-165
Chinch bugs, control work 311

Chlorin, disinfectants investigations 146
Cholera, hog

—

cause and spread 144-145
investigation-^ and control 30, 90, 94, 135-136, 142-146
transmission by insects, investigations 335-336

Citrus-
bud selection, and fertilizer experiments 171-172
canker, eradication 220
fruits

—

breeding and diseases 181-182, 218
insect control 337-338
marketing and distribution 56&

Climatology, work and stations 80-83
Clothing, selection and care, studies 489

C/lover

—

nematode, investigations and control 210
sweet, seeding tests 190

Clovers, hop, grazing value 190
Clubs-

boys and girls

—

enrollment and work 470^72, 481-483
work in Guam, results 463

poultry, numbers and products 105
Coast Guard Service, cooperation with Weather Bureau 75, 76, 77

Coastal Plains Experiment Station, Mississippi, live stock work 93, 95, 96, 99
Cobs, corn, utilization studies 36, 268, 282
Codling moth, investigations and control 314-315
Coffee-bean plant, investigations 142
Cold storage, investigations and reports (see also Storage) 562
Collar-blight, apple, control 217
Colorado, forest-cover studies at Wagon Wheel Gap station 73, 250
Colors, investigations by Chemistry Bureau 278-279
Commission men, prosecution for illegal charges 18-19
Community

—

improvement by home demonstration work 469, 470, 481
programs of work 476-477

Compsilura concinnata, parasite of gipsy moth 327
Concrete

—

investigations in Roads Office 516
pipes, for irrigation improvement 524

Condensed milk, investigations, and results 115
Condenser, camphor, description 193
Congress-

Act-
Adams, response by States 454
Container, enforcement 545
Federal-aid road

—

passage, amendment, and results 48-49
work of Solicitor 583, 589-590

Food control, work of Solicitor 603-604
Grain Standards, amendment and enforcement. 55, 551-553, 580, 581, 584, 602
Hatch, response by States 454
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CoDgress—Continued.
Act—Continued

.

Insecticide

—

Page,

and fungicide, amendments, recommendations 525-3
work of Solicitor 584, 599

Lacy

—

"administration 343, 375-376, 584, 600
amendments, recommendations 55

Migratory Bird Treaty, administration 343, 372-375, 578, 581, 584, 599
Plant quarantine, amendment for District of Columbia 630
Road construction in National Forests 242
Tea Transportiition, admini.stration, transfer to Agricultural Depart-
ment 578

Warehouse

—

administration 560-562
amendments, recommendations 54

Wheat Price C>uaranty, administration 552-553
Restrictions on periodicals and field printing 386-387

Conotrachelns retentus, insect injurious to walnuts 317
Container act, enforcement 545
Containers, studies 282
Conveniences, home, work of Roads Bureau 527, 528
Cooperation

—

Farm Management OflSce, in extension work 574-575
marketing, importance to producers 15, 559
Markets Bureau with other bureaus and divisions, and States 554, 558
States Relations Service, in agricultural education 450-452
States, with Federal bureaus 260, 261, 264, 288, 344, 347, 363, 416

Corn

—

acreage and production, 1914-1920, and exports 5, 6, 9
borer, European

—

quarantine work 624-626, 636, 637, 639, 640
spread and control 307-309

crop of 1920, remarks by Secretary 3, 12
grooving, varieties and breeding experiments, and diseases. 165-167, 198-199, 205
oil, injury by mold l 192
Philippine, downy mildew, spread and control 205
protection against weevils 211

Corncobs, utilization studies 36, 268, 282
Cotton

—

acala, growing in Oklahoma 162
acreage and production 1914-1920, and exports 5, 7, 10
blister mite, quarantine 623-638
bollwee\-il, control by calcium arsenate, investigations 608-609
branching control 163
breeding, experiments in Virgin Islands, results 21

Census report, comparison with crop-estimate work 422
classification on future exchanges 548
Egvptian, introduction and crop value, 1917-1919 32, 162
estimates by Crop Estimates Bureau and Census reports, comparison 422
exports, 19i2-1920 10

Futures Act, enforcement 547-549, 580, 581, 601
grading and classing in cooperative work, Texas, results 469
growint{ in < hina, varieties, etc 104-165

Hawaiian and Porto Rican, entry restrictions 623, 638
importations, and its bv-products, regulations 628-631, 640

insect control
". 329-331

linters, paper from 249
long staple, destruction by rodents 350
marketing, standards, testing, etc 547-551
markets, future and spot, investigations 547
Meade, growing in Sea Island districts, success 162
plant, potash requirements 196
plants, dusting apparatus, public patents 528
prices

—

1919 and 1920, remarks by Secretary 12

quotation service .• 547
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Cotton—Continued. Page.

production, costs 570
reports by Bureau of Crop Estimates, requirement by Congress 407
varieties, improvement 32, 161-165
warehouses, regulations administration 560-561
warehousing investigations 562
waste and bagging, importation regulations 628-631, 640

( 'otton seed

—

Hawaiian and Porto Rican, entry restrictions 623, 638
marketing 551
oil, fatty acids, study 268
products, importations, regulations 628-631, 638

Council of National Defense, service of Chief of Crop Estimates 400
County agents. See Agents, county.
Cowpeas

—

new variety, \-ield8 in Hawaii 459-460
selection and tests, work \nth hybrids 189-195

Cows

—

abortion, studies 136-137, 154
dairy

—

diseaseB, control work 109
feeding experiments 117
inbreeding, experiments, results 116

Cow-testing associations, numbers and work 108-109
Coyotes, control on ranges 345-346
Cranberr\-

—

disease investigations and control 218
insect investigations 316

Cream, testing for disease germs 155
Creameries

—

development and improvement Ill
increase in Southern State 107

Creamery

—

by-products, utilization studies 115-116
Grove City, products and output 11], ]]2

Credit, farmers, study 21
Cronartium ribicola, injury to pine, and control 211-215
Crop

—

Estimates Bureau

—

consolidation with Markets Bureau, recommendation 16-17
field work 415-420
prosrram enlarged to meet demands 422^26
report of Chief 405-426
work 440

reporting board, work 406
reports, foreign, needs of service 409
rotations, studies 33

Crops

—

acreage

—

and production. 1914-1920 5-7
expansion during war 23

acreages, increase in South since 1909 467
breeding investigations 161-183
destruction by animal pests, losses and control 344, 347-364
estimates, accuracy in comparison with census reports 420-422
improvement, by selection, development, and introduction 31-34
losses from diseases 27
new, introduction and extension 183-186
production

—

costs, studies 19-20, 569-571
1920. remarks by Secretary 3

records, foreign and domestic, work 408-411
reporting—

by county agents, limitations 420-421
service importance and need of expansion 17-18

reports, work of 407^08

24435—AGB 1920 42
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Cropa—Continued. Page.

Southt'rn, inRccf invoBtigatiooB 329-:ir?4

e]H'cial. utilization 191-11)3

Crows, control in orchards 359
Cururl>it insects, investigations 320
Curculio

—

plum, control in ]>each orchards 314
walnut, invostigations 317

Currants, eradication for pine blister rust control 213-215
Cyananiid^

—

chemical changes, studies 197
calcium . ]iroduction, source of fertilizers, etc 300
jiroparation and uses 295. 29fi. 301

Cystine, need in nutrition studies 269

Dairy

—

cattle, breeding experiments 118, 157
Cows

—

diseases, control work 109
feeding experiments 117
inbreeding, experiments, results 116

Division, work, 1920, report 106-118
engineering, preparation of plans, etc 117-118
experiments, Belt8\ille farm 116-177
extension. South and East 93, 106-111
herds, irrfprovement 35
products

—

investigations by Chemistry Bureau 271
marketing and market news, 1920 540-541
utilization and improvement 109-111

research, laboratories 114-116
Show, National, exhibit from Department 394
work, funds recommended 94

Dasheen , acreage and use , increase 185
Dates, culture, ripening, varieties, etc 179-181
Dauhentonia longifolia investigations 142
Daylight

—

intensity measurements 88
plant needs, investigations 161

Dehydration, fruits and vegetables, investigations 277-278
Demonstrations

—

bee culture 339-340
county agents, results 468-469, 477-478
Hawaii agriculture 461
milk utilization, results 110-110

Dipping, cattle, in Porto Rico 462
Dips, cattle, investigations 146
Disbursements

—

1839-1920, statement 380-381
Division, report of Chief, 1920 379-381

Diseases

—

animal

—

causes of meat condemnations 119-122
field inspection work 122-130
research work 136-142

bee, investigations 341
dairy cows, control work 109

fruit, investigations 217-219

fungous, use in moth control 328
live-stock, control work 30-31

plant

—

control work 27-28
investigations 198-220
studies in Hawaii 460

poultry, investigations 140
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Disinfectants— i'aKe.

investigations 146

manufacture and use, increase G07-609
District of ('oluml)ia

—

cattle testing for tuberculosis 134

plants and plant products, act for control of movement 630

Ditches, irrigation, destruction by rodents 350

Dog flea, remedies, investigations 612

Dogs, imported, examination for worm infestation 152

Dourine

—

diagnosis, use of complement-fixation test 138

eradication work 129

Drainage

—

farm inve-tigations, 1920 525-527

study, and publications on 525-526
Dried products, insects injurious, control studies 277

Drought-stricken areas, saving live stock, work of Department 95

Drug-
law enforcement 256, 257-265

plants, production and utilization 191-192

Drugs

—

crude, inspection for substitute 266

imported, inspection for adulteration 265-267
laboratory studies 274-275
seizures on account of law violations 257, 264-265

Drying, fruits and vegetables, investigations 277-278, 486
Dry-land agriculture, experiments 186-187
Ducks, wild, feeding grounds, improvement 360
Duplicating Section, work of Publications Division 403-404
Durum wheats, introduction, yields and value 32, 168
Dust-

explosions and fires, control work, investigations 280-281, 554
insecticides, experiments 315, 316, 330, 333

preventives, researches 518
Dusting

—

cotton plants, apparatus, public patents 528
machinery, for insect control, on cotton and tobacco 331, 333

Dyes, investigations by Chemistry Bureau 278

Easter lilie.-, growing in District of Columbia and in Virginia 20-21

Echinacea, therapy, experimental study 140
Economics

—

home, studies 485-489
land, investigations 571-572

Editorial work

—

Pul)lications Division 396-398
.States Relations Service 448-450

Education

—

agricultural, in schools, investigations 450-452
Bureau, cooperation of States Relations Service 452
veterinary, requirements 152-153
vocational, importance of home economics work 38

Eelworm, disease of wheat 201

Effluents, trade-waste, injury to shellfish 270
Egg-

substitute

—

misbranding, cf)urt decision 595
whey by-product 115

substitutes, examination 261, 263
Eggs-

cooking, studies 487
frozen, examination 270
investigations by Chemistry Bureau ». . . 270-271

packing and loading 271

preserving, experiments 104
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Page.

Eny|)tian Cotton, introduction and croj) value 32, 162
Electric furnace, use in kelp distillation 303
Electrotype cut>», filiiifr and use 401
Elk—

numbers on panie reservations 367, 368, 369
wintering at Jackson Hole, conditions, 1920 365, 367

FJmpusn aidicae, funpua, use in moth control 328
Engineering

—

dairy, preparation of plans, etc 117-118
rural, investigations 527-528

Entomologist, report 307-342
Entomology

—

library work 436, 440, 441
report of Chief of Bureau 307-342

Equipment

—

farm, use and control 528
road-building, war surjDlus, distribution 510, 515, 528

Eriophi/cs fjonsi/pii, quarantine 623, 638
Erosion, soil, control investigations 526
Erysipelas, hog, finding organism in pathological specimen 141
EsTABRooK, Leon M., report as Chief of the Bureau of Crop Estimates 405-426
Estimates

—

appropriations for Department, 1922 61
fruit, truck, and potatoes importance 414—415

European corn borer. See Corn borer, European.
Eustis limequat, origin and description 182
Euzenilliopsis diatracae, parasite of sugar-cane moth borer 333
Exhibits

—

Dairy Division, at National Dairy Show 113
Department, at fairs and expositions 393-396
Forest Service, at agricultural fairs 394-395
Office, transfer to Publications Division 38, 383, 393-396
Roads (3fRce, work 521-522

Expenditures-
National Forests, work, research, and roads 224-225, 243-244

printing and binding 398-399

1920, report 379

Experiment farms. See Arlington; Beltsville; Iberia.

Experiment Station Record, work 1920 and delay of index 455-456

Experiment stations

—

Alaska, work 456, 457-459

conditions, funds, and needs 453-455

forest, need of funds 251

Office, work 453-465

See also Bethesda; Guam; Hawaii, etc.

Explosions, dust

—

control

—

investigations 280-281

cooperative work 554

Exports

—

cotton. 1910-1020 10

foodstuffs, 1912-1920 9-10

live stock

—

11)10-1920 11

purebred 92

Extension work

—

appropriations 445, 456

cooperation of Farm Management Office 574-575

development, North, South, and West 446-447, 465-485

insular stations : 457, 459, 460, 462, 463

livestock 93,97,99,100,105

North and West, report Vt^^.
South, report 465-474

under Smith-Lever Act of 1914 36-db
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Page.

Fabrics, investigations 282-283
Fairs

—

agricultural, exhibits by Department 393-396
models and exhibits from Roads Office 521-522

Farm

—

bureaus, cooperation mth Crop Estimates reporting work 416-417
business analysis 570
conditions, improvement importance 27
drainage, investigations 525-527
equipment, use and control 528
labor, study of problem 20
finance, problems study 20
lands, price studies 22-23
life-

importance to welfare of Nation 25-27
studies 572

Management

—

and Farm Economics Office, report of Chief 569-575
and Farm Economics Office, work and problems 19-27
demonstrations 484-485
Office, cooperation in extension work 574-575
Office, library work 440, 441

operations, cost, studies 569-571
ownership, studies of land tenure methods 21-23
products

—

prices, 1920, comparison with 1919 11-12
relations of demand and supply, importance 13
transportation 559-560

women, home demonstration work, results 37
Farmers'

—

Bulletins

—

distribution 39
editing, printing, and distributing 397-399, 402

cooperative organization, aid of Markets Bureau 536
credit, study 21
institutes, investigations 452-453
obstacles encountered in 4
percentage of population, changes since 26

Farming, improved cultural methods 33
Farms

—

finance problems, study 20-21
financial relatit)ns, studies 573
irrigation investigations 523-524

Fats, investigations 268, 486
Federal-Aid

—

Road Act^
passage, amendment, and results 48-49
work of Solicitor 583, 589-590

roads 491-507
value and importance in development of States 5078-50

Feed-
live stock, cost and comparative values 156
marketing and market news service 554-555
stock, sawdust utilization 248

Feeding

—

dairy cows, experiments 117
poultry, experiments 102-103

Feeas—
examination for adulteration 258-259
hog, tests with fishery products 98
interstate commerce regulation 56

Fees, grazing, increase, discussion 17
Fermentation studies 272-273
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Fertilizer— P»B«-

control, work of Soils Biiroau 293-294

rciiiurcmciits of typical soil.s, Htudies 197

Kertili/.crs

adulteration, laws needed T)?

(•oncontrat(Ml, preparation 293, 295, 300-301

investigations 195-198

resources invostij^ations 293 305

sources. de\clopnieit 40-41

Fertilizing, citrus groves, furrow Byetem 172

Fiber-
boards, investigations 282

crops, growing and extension 183-185

Field -
. . .

grinting, congressional restriction on 38()-387

ervice. Crop Estimates Bureau, work 415-420

Figs-
insect, blastophaga, value 20

Smyrna, growing in United States 181

Films, motion picture, new, completed and released 391-393

Finance, farm problems, study 20-21

Fires-
dust explosions, control investigations 280-281

forest, control work 46,227-230,245-246

prevention, educational work 229

Fireworm, cranberry, control 316

Fish-
canned , adulteration , control 260

cai\ning, stiidies 269-270

handling, transportation, and storage, studies 270

waste, hog feed tests 98

Hax, varieties, ciulture, and diseases 171, 184, 200-201

Flea-
beetle, tol)acco, control work 332-333

dog, remedies, investigations 612

Flies-
breeding, in excreta, prevention • 337

fruit, control investigations 338-339

horse, control studies 335

house, control studies 336

transmission of hog cholera 336

Floods', warning service, work 72-73

Floriculture investigations 177-178

Florida—
beef cattle breeding and feeding 9o

bird reservations, work 369-370

fruit insects, control 338

tropical vegetables, growing 185-186

Flour, grade, determination _
272

Flu, hog disease, symptoms 145-146

Flume, Venturi, value as water meter •''24

Flv, house, control 336

Food—
and Drugs Act-

amendments, recommendations 52

enforcement. 256, 257-265, 584, 590-596

control act, work of Solicitor ^2'^'"*'?^

flora, studies ^^^"^I'l
inspection, instruction of inspectors 211

production

—

^ en /inn
Ha ,vaii, and utilization 459-460

results of home demonstration work 471, 480

products, inspection law, amendments, recommendations - 54

spoilage, investigations ^^^"o^n
value of proteins, chemical studies 269
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Foods

—

Page.

canning studies, etc 471, 486
digestion, studies ; 486
imported, inspection for adulteration 205-267
law enforcement 256, 257-265
seizures on account of law violations 257, 204-265

Foodstuffs, exports, 1910-1920 9-10
Foot-and-mouth disease

—

emergency fund, recommendation 31, 91, 94
spread in foreign countries, and danger 90-91

Forage

—

crops

—

growing in Guam 463
insects, investigations 307-311
investigations 188-191

reseeding on ranges 252-253
Forcing, vegetable, studies 176
Forecasts

—

verification 70-72
work of Weather Bureau 66-72

Foreign crops

—

records and research 408-410
lists, periodical and mailing, work of library 434-435
marketing, work of Markets Bureau " 534-535, 558-559

Forest

—

experiment stations, needs 46-47, 251
production, injury Ijy rodents 366
products, research work at laboratory at Madison, Wis 246-249
Service

—

cooperation with States in forest protection 46
cooperation with Weather Bureau 73, 250
exhibits at agricultural fairs 394, 395
library work 436, 440, 441
report of Forester 221-254
work and problems review by Secretary 45-48, 49

trees, disease investigations 220
Forester, report for 1920 221-254
Forestry

—

need of National policy 221-222
research work 246-254

Forests

—

Alaska, resources, management 49
Appalachian, purchase, need of funds 226
depletion of resources, studies 251, 325
fires, control work, needs and costs 46, 227-230, 245-246
insects, injurious, investigations 321-325
National

—

administration, details 224-245
area and acquisitions 225-227
birds and mammals, investigations 365-366
distinction from National Parks 47
expenditures and receipts 224-225, 233, 238, 239, 243-244
game regulations, violations and fines 584, 601
grazing fees 48
legal work 581-582, 585-588
management, timber, ranges, water power, etc 230-245
protection 227-230, 245-246
roads work 510-515

protection, cooperation 46
research work 249-251
Western, insect control studies 321-323

Foul brood, disease of bees, investigations 341
Fruit-

citrus, growing in California, insect control, etc 171-172,337
insects control in Florida 338
juices, preparation and uses 173-174
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Fruits— P***-

adulteration, prosecutions 257-258

canned, slack fillinfr, correction 262

crop estimates, importance and needs 414

deciduous, insects, investifrations 312-318

dryint;, investigations 277-278

grades and standards 545-546

growing

—

im]>rovement and utilization, and diseases 171-183, 217

in Alaska 458

in Hawaii 459

market

—

news serA-ice, inspection, grading, etc 541-543, 544-547

surveys 546

preservation in transit and storage 535, 563-564

production, 1914-1920 6

storage factors affecting 175

transportation, studies 535, 563-564

tropical and subtropical, insects investigations 337-339

See also Apples; Cherries; Dates; Figs; Limes; Orange; Peaches; Pears;

IPlums; Prunes.

Fuels, conservation, studies 485

Fumigation, insects and fungi, studies 276

Funds, Federal and State, for States Relations Service work 445, 456, 466, 475

Fungi, causing wheat scab 199

Fungicide and Insecticide Board, report, 1920 607-612

Fungicides

—

adulteration and misbranding, actions against 608

spravs, investigations 612

studies 276-277

See also Insecticides.

Fur bearers

—

Alaska

—

protection - 578

care, protection and propagation, transfer to Agriculture Depart-

ment 354-357,378

Furfural, recovery from corncobs 36, 268

Furnaces

—

blast, potash recovery 41, 298-299

phosphoric acid, investigations 296-298

Furs, value, and preparation methods, study 356-357

Fusarium blight of wheat, cause and control 199-200

Game

—

big, conditions on game reservations 367-369

laws administration 343, 372-377

protection in National Forests 240-241

regulations, National Forests, violations and fines 584, 601

reservations

—

establishment in National Forests, suggestion 240

supervision 343, 366-369

Gases, effects on insects, seed, and fungi 276

Gelatins, chemical studies 269

Genetics, animal, investigations 104

Geography, agricultural, studies 573

Gibberella saubinelii, cause of wheat scab 199

Gipsy moth, control work 29, 326-329

Girls' clubs, enrollment and work,1920 470-471, 481-483

Glanders, control work and diagnosis 138

Glues, waterproof, for plywood manufacture 247

Goats

—

grazing, National Forests, permits and number 235

milk, investigations 101

Goldenrod, rayless, investigations 142

Gooseberries, eradication for pine bUster rust control 213-215

Gophers, extermination 349-350

Gossypol, toxicity studies 274-275
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Grades— Pae«-

fruits and vegetables 545-546'-

ft'ool
,
preparation and distribution 536, 538, 558

Grain

—

cleanine; investigations 553
growing

—

destruction by rodents 348, 350
in Alaska 458

marketing, investigations 551-554
standards act

—

amendments, recommendations 53

enforcement 551-553, 580, 581, 584, 602-

warehouses, regulations for administration 560-561

See also Barley; Corn; Oats; Rye; Wheat.
Grape, insects, investigations 315-316

Grasses

—

destruction by rodents 348, 349-

new. study and introduction 33

pasture, investigations 191

susceptibility to Plulippine downy mildew 205

Grasslioppers, outbreak in North Dakota, and control 309-310

Grazing, National P'orests, animals, fees, and management 48, 2.34-238, 252-254

Great Plains

—

Northern, dry-farming experiments 186-187

soil investigations 290
Greeley, William B., report as Forester 221-254

Greenliouses, insect control 338

Ground squirrels, extermination 348-349

Grove City Creamery, products and output Ill, 112

Guam-
Experiment Station, work, 1920 456, 462-464

live-stock, breeding 462-463

Gulf States, sweet-potato weevil, control work 318-319

Haber process, nitrogen fixation, transfer of apparatus to American University. 295

Hatch Act, response by States 454
Hawaii

—

agricultural products, entry into United States, restrictions 623, 638

Experiment Station, work 456. 459-460

su»ar reports, work of Crop Estimates Bureau 411. 412

Hawaiian Islands

—

Bird reservation 372"

volcanological observations 86-87

Hay—
and Grain Sliow, International, exnibit from Department 394

crop, 1920, remarks bv Secretary 3

destruction by rodents 248, 349, 350

feeding to elk in winter refuge, cost 367

marketing, and market news service 554-555

Haywood, J. K.: report as chairman of Insecticide and Fungicide Board— 607-612'

HealtJi, insects affecting 336-337

Heater, railway car, design for protection of fruits and vegetables 535

Eelenium hoopesii, investigations 141

Hellebore root, investigations 611

Hemp, growing improvement 184

Herds, accredited, tuberculosis-free 89-90, 132'

Hessian fly, control work 4

Hides

—

imported, certificates 127

skinning, curing, and marketing 280

Higliway—
department

—

State, road mileage supervised 500

States, cooperation with Government 508, 509

Officials, State Association work 43-44

weather service, work 69'
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Iliphways-

-

I'aBe-

(•oiulilinn. information to automo])ilistfl, work of Weatlier Bureau C,9

construclion iiroiricsp, roviow hy Sorrotary 41-45

natioiuil and military im])iir1aii(0 496-497, 509

State, testiii'j; oiiy;inoors and cJiemiBts, conference 29

Tlofr cliolera. Sec ("]iolera, )iog.

Hogs—
blackleg, organism causing 138

breeding and fooding, experiments and extension work 98

erysipelas organisms in patliological specimens 141

feeding, tests of fishery by-products 98

flu disease, symptoms 145-146

grazing in National Forests, permits and numbers 235

immunizing against cjiolera, studies 143

killing and curing, demonstration work 99

lice and mange, control 150

necrotic enteritis, similarity cliolera 145

roundworms, investigations and control 149

tuberculosis eradication 133

Home—
conveniences

—

increase tluougli demonstration work 471. 480

installation aid 527, 528

demonstration work with women, purpose and results 469-472, 479-481

Economic Office, work 485, 489

Homeopathic remedies, court decision 594

Honey, market reports 543

Hookworms, cattle, study 151

Hornworm, tobacco, control 331, 333

Horse flies, control 335

Horses

—

Army, from overseas, examination 139

bots and worms, control, investigation of remedies 612

breeding and feeding, experiments 101

dourine. eradication work 129

grazing in National Forests, permits and numbers 235

sarcoptic mange, control 150

Horticultural Board . report 613-640

Household equipment, care of, studies 489

Howard, L. O. , report as Entomologist 307-342

Hunan gi'ass, pasture value - 191

Hunters, destruction of predatory animals, number and kinds of skins taken. . 345-346

Hurricanes, 1919-1920, warnings by Weather Bureau, and results 69,79

Hydroplane, Navy, recruiting tour, aid by Weather Bureau forecasts 67, 80

Iberia Experiment Farm. Louisiana, live-stock production 155

Ice cream, investigations 114

Idaho, Dubois, sheep station, work and value of products 100

Illustration Section

—

Publications Division, work 400^01
States Relations Service work 449-450

Importations

—

birds and mammals, control 376-377

nursery stock plants, and seed, regulations. 631-634

Imports, foods and drugs, inspection for adulteration 265-267

Inbreeding, dairy cows, results 116

Indemnity, animals diseased, statistics by States 129, 135

Indexing

—

of branch libraries, notes 436-438

of Publications Di\ision 399-400

Indian reservations, horse-breeding work 101

Indian-meal moth, control studies 277

Information

—

Director of, designation and work 38

Service sheet and plates 388-389

work

—

consolidation in Publications Dix-ision 38

transfer to Publications Division, and progress 383, 387-391
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Insect powder, adulteration 276, 608, 610
Insecticide

—

Act, work of solicitor 584, 599
and fungicide act, amendments, recommendations 52-53
and Fungicide Board, report, 1920. 607-612

Insecticides

—

adulteration and misbranding, actions against 608
adulteration of insect powder 276, 608, 610
dust experiments 315, 316, 330, 333
inspection and investigations 607-612
samples collected, interstate and import 609-610
studies 275-277
tobacco, testing 332-333

Insects

—

apple investigations 314-315
beneficial, parasitic and predatory 309, 314, 315, 327-328, 333
cabl)age, control 320
citrus, control 171-172
control work 28-30
destruction by birds 360-361
greenhouse , control 338
infestation of dried products, control studies 277
injurious

—

to animals 28-30
to cereal crops 307-311
to cotton control 329-331
to cucurbits, investigations 320
to forage crops 307-311
to forests 321-325
to fruits 312-318, 337-339
health of man and domestic animals 334-337
Southern field crops 329-334
stored products 311-312
sugar cane. 333-334
truck crops 318-321
vegetables 318-321

tobacco, control, use of lead arsenate 332-233
See also Beetles; Flies, etc.

Inspection

—

animal diseases, field work 128-130
butter

—

at markets 541
by Dairy Division 111-112

food products, instruction of inspectors 211
imported plants and plant products 634
market, fruit and vegetables 544-545
meat

—

for other departments 124
work report 118-125

meats exempted from 122-123
supplies for .Vrmy and Xavy , insect control 312

Inspectors, food products, instruction 211
Inrtrument work , Road Bureau 520
Instrumentation , Weather liureau work 87
Insular experiment stations, work and expenditures 456-465
Insurance

—

fire, farmers' mutual, companies 21
weather, for open-air entertainments. Weather Bureau forecasts for 68

International Institute of Agriculture

—

activities, salary of delegate 16
crop reports sent and received 409, 410

Interstate commerce

—

game, supervision 343, 375-376
live stock, sanitary work 130, 133

Iodine, recovery from kelp 302, 304
Iowa, land values, studies 571
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Iria, Palestine, growing in California 21
Irrigation

—

community work, aid by Roads Bureau 523
ditches, destruction by rodents 350
farm, investigations 523-524

Isocoma heterophylla, investigations 142

Japan, purchase of purebred horses from Government farm 101
Jelly, making, studies 486
Japanese beetle, quarantine and control 312-314, 638
Judgment notices and court decisions, food and drugs 262-263
Juices, fruit

—

adulteration 258
preparation and uses 173-174

Kansas City, grain-elevator fire 281
Kelp-

distillation, products, yields, costs, etc 302-305
potash

—

oil, uses and value 304
and other products, yields, costs and value 301-305
plan t , work 301-305
source, development 40

Kelpchar, bleaching carbon, grades and value 19
Kiln-drying lumber, studies and advisory work 248
Kite stations, Weather Bureau 79

Labeling, meat and meat products 124-125
Labor

—

farm problem, study 20
scarcity, effect on road building 491, 510

Laboratories

—

dairy research 114-116
field stations, report 267
meat-inspection \. . 125

Laboratory, forest research , Madison, Wis., work 246-249
Lacev Act

—

administration 343, 375-376, 584, 600
amendments, recommendations 55

Land

—

claims, in National Forests 581, 585
classification in National Forests 226
economics investigations 571-572
settlement and colonization, study 24-25, 571
tenure methods, studies 21-23

Lands, private, in National Forests, problem 227
Lantern slides

—

loans by Forest Service 254
work of States Relations Service, and uses 449, 450, 451

Law

—

decisions

—

on food and drugs 262-263
on National Forests 586-587

fertilizer control, need 294
Food and Drugs, enforcement by Chemistry Bureau 256, 257-265

Laws

—

^

agricultural, violations, prosecution 584, 589, 590, 596-601
amendments, recommendations : 50-56

game, administration 343, 372-377

pink bollworm, Texas and Louisiana 615-619

Lead arsenate, use on tobacco insects 332, 333
Leaf rusts, wheat, rye, and barley 204
Leather, investigations 279-280
Legislation

—

new, recommendations 56-57

road, suggestions 507-509

State, assistance of Solicitor 579-580

Legumes, growing, investigations 188, 189-190
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Librarian, report for 1020 , 427-444
Lilirarioa, Inireau, division, and office, work 440-442
Lilirary

—

accessions, books and pamphlets 432
appropriations and expenditures, 1911-1920 442-443
Crop Estimates, Bureau, work 413, 440
circulation statistics 429-431
Forest Service, work 254, 440
printing and binding, expenditures, 1919, 1920 '

444
Weather Bureau, work of year 86

Lice

—

chicken, remedies, investigations 612
hogs, control 150

Light, effect on plant growth, studies 34
Lilies, Easter, growing in District of Columbia and Virginia 20-21
Limequat, Eustis, origin and description 182
Limes, wither tip investigations 218
Linters, cotton, paper mamifacture from 249
Live stock

—

associations, relations with Forest Service 236
"Better sires" campaign, progress and results 34
breeding:

—

Alaska 457-458
Guam 462-463

changes on farms, reports 407-408
destruction by predatory animals, losses, and control 344-346
diseases, control work. ."

30-31, 89-90, 132-133
exports. 1910-1920 11
extension work 93, 97, 99, 100, 105
grazing, permits, fees, and animals grazed 234-238
improvement

—

by breeding and selection 34-35, 91-95
in South 467-468

interstate commerce, inspection, etc 130
marketing

—

and market news, work 537-539
legislation, need 57

markets, supervision and control of commission men 18-19, 539-540
number on farms 1920, remarks by Secretary 3
numbers on farms, 1910-1920, and exports 8, 11
poisoning by plants, investigations 141-142
purebred, exports 92, 101
reporting service, importance and need of expansion 17-18
saving in drought areas 95
South America, conditions , 534
transportation

—

and quarantine laws, violations 130
twenty-eight hour law, work of Solicitor 1 . 584, 597

values of nroducts, decrease in 1920, remarks by Secretary 11
LiviMG.sTox, Georoe, report as Chief of the Bureau of Markets 531-567
Loans, books and periodicals, and interlibrary loans, 1920 429-431
Loco plants, studies 193
Lotus spp.

,
growing in Tennessee 190

Louisiana

—

Iberia Experiment Farm, live stock production 155
pink boUworm, control work, 1920, reAdew 6-7

Lumber—

•

industry, studies 252
kiln-drying, studies 248
supply, A laska forests, development 49

Lungworms, i)ig8, infection studies 150

MacDonald, Thomas H., report as Chief of Bureau of Public Roads 491-529
Machines, milking, ways of cleaning 93, 113
Maggot, walnut-husk, investigations 317
Mahonia spp., susceptibility to black stem rust 202
Mailing lists, foreign, work of library 434-435
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.\raiz('. Sec Corn. Page.

Malaria, i>rpvcntion by mosquito control 336
Malli'in -

distribution 147
tests, horses and nuilos 128, 130

ManinialH—

•

l.iolofrical investigations 363-364, 365-366
importation control 376-377

Maiif^o—
hog, control ] 50
aarcoptic. of hnrspK, control 150

Mauus(Ti])ts, witliholding for want of funds 38
Maps

—

irrigation areas, work of Roads Bureau 524
preparation

—

by Farm Management Office 573
by Crop Estimates lUireau 408, 418

soil , preparation 290
weather, ])reparation and distribution 70

Maranta aruiidinacen, starch plant, growing in Florida 186
Market Ileporter, scope and value 533
Marketing

—

city, and distribution of products 566
cooperative

—

growth in Southern States 468
importance to producers 15, 559

costs, studies 14, 15, 533, 525, 556
cottmi, standards and tests 547-551
dair>- and poultry products, 1920 540-541
direct, experimental shipments 565
farm products, relations to supply and demand 13

foreign, work of Markets Bureau 558-559
grain, investigations 551-554

hides and skins, curing, etc 280
hay, feed, and seed 554-555
live stock

—

and meats, work 537-539
legislation need 57

Markets

—

meats and market news, work 537-539

Bureau^

—

consolidation with Crop Estimates, recommendation 16-17

cooperation with other bureaus and States 554, 558
legal work, aid of Solicitor 604

library, work, 1920 436, 440, 441

report of Chief, 1920 531-567

scope of work and needs, recommendations 14-19

business practice 556
cotton, future and spot, investigations 547

foreign, service, work, 1920 15-16, 534-535

information distribution 532, 555

live-stock, supervision by Markets Bureau 18-19, 539-540

news service on various commodities 538, 541, 542-544, 555

statistics compilation 533-534, 555

Marlatt, C. L. , report as chairman of Federal Horticultural Board 613-640
Marsh areas, conservation for wild birds 377

Marvin, C. L., report as Chief of Weather Bureau 65-88
Maynard, Lieut. B. W., winner of aeroplane race, citation 67

Meade cotton, success in Sea Island districts 162

Meadow larks, investigations 357

Meat—

•

inspection act

—

amendments, recommendations 50-51

work of Solicitor 596

division, report of work, 1920 118-125

inspection laboratories 125

products, inspection and supervision 122
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condemnation for disease, causes, and animals 119-122
exemption from inspection, certificates 123
imported, inspection 123-124
labeling 124-125
marketing, and market news, work 537-539
production, estimates for 1909, and 1914-1920, and exports 8, 9-10
research work 59
studies 486
trichinae, control 151

See also Beef; Pork.
Medicinal plants, production and utilization 191-192
Melanose, citrus, control 218
Meredith, E. T., report as Secretary of Agriculture 3-62
Merker grass, pasture value 191, 194
Mesquite

—

posts, preservation, treatment for 323-324
time for cutting to prevent insect injury 323

Meteorology, work of Weather Bureau 41, 83-85
Mexico

—

border, quarantine work 620-623
Laguna Station, pink bollworm research work 620

Mice

—

control 352-353
meadow, damage to orchards, and control 351

Migratory bird treaty act, administration 343, 372-375, 578, 581, 584, 599
Mildew, Philippine downy, of corn, spread and control 205
Mildew proofing canvas 282'

Milk-
bacteriology, studies 114
by-product, propionic acid, use 116
campaigns, results in various sections 110
condensed, investigations 115
distributing plants, investigations 540-541
investigations 112-114, 155, 259, 271
production requirements, data 113^

supplies, inspection and surveys by Dairy Division 112
supply of St. Louis, adulteration, control work 259-260
testing for disease germs 1 55
use and improvement in South, campaigns, work 110

Milking

—

experiments IKi
machines, cleaning methods 93, 113

Milkweed, whorled, investigations 142
Minnesota, tile drainage investigations 526
Mississippi, Coastal Plain Experiment Station, live-stock work 93, 95, 96, 97
Mites

—

chicken, remedy investigations G12
poultry, control 335

MoHi,ER, John- R., report as chief of Bureau of Animal Industry 89-157
Moles, control and use of skins .' 353-354
Moleskins, value 354
Moneys, public, received by department from various sources 380
Montana

—

drought areas, saving animals 95
Moiese National Bison Range, conditions 368-

Morgan horses, breeding 101
Mosaic disease, tobacco, studies 332
Mosquitoes, control 336
Moth, Indian meal, control studies 277
Moths-

gipsy and browTi-tail, control work 20-22, 326-32'>
sphvaix, injury in vineyards, and control 31()

Motion pictures-
films, new, completed and released 391-393^
ofiice, transfer to Publications Division 44
work, transfer to Pul)lications Division, and progress 383, 391-393-
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Motor— Pa**-

transportation, progress 41
vehicles, nuraher, increase, etc 41

Mountains, snowfall measurements by Weather Bureau 73

Mules, raising, cost in South 157

Multigraph work. Crop Rstimates Bureau 40()

Muscle Snoal8, nitrogen fixation plant, discussion and needs 40, 294, 300

Xapier grass, pasture value 191, 194

.\avel orange, introduction and value 32
Xavy. aviation work, aid by Weather Bureau forecasts and warnings 66-G7, 68, 80
Nebraska, Niobrara Reservation for game and birds, conditions 366, 369

Necrotic enteritis, hog disease, similarity to cholera 145

Negroes, benefits from extension work in the South 471, 473
Nelson. E. W., report as chief of Bureau of Biological Survey 313-378

Nemas, importation from foreign countries 216

Nematode disease of wheat 201

Nematodes, investigations 210, 205-207

New

—

England, gipsy and brown-tail moth control work 20-22

Jersey, gipsy-moth occurrence 328-329
York, gipsy-moth occurrence 329

News, market, service on various commodities 538, 541, 542-544, 555

Nicotine, soaps and papers, investigations 611

Nitrate of soda, supply to farmers, work of Solicitor 578

Nitrocellulose, pulp for, determination by Forest Laboratory 249

Nitrogen

—

fixation, studies and work 40, 292, 294-296

sources, studies of chemical changes 197

supply development importance 40
Norfolk-Hatteras telegraph station, service 76

North Dakota

—

grasshoppers, outbreak and control 309-310

Sullys ffill Game Preserve, conditions, 1920 368-3G9
Northhead-Portland, telegraph station, service 78

Nursery stock, importations, regulations 631-634

Nutrition, proteins, chemistry and food value 269

Nuts-
insects, investigations 316-317

production investigations 172-173

Oats-
acreage and production, 1914-1920, and exports 5, 6, 9

breeding experiments, and diseases 169, 199

crop, 1920, remarks by Secretary 3

Observers, weather, cooperative work and stations 81

Ocean meteorology. Weather Bureau work 83

Offshoots, date, importation from Egvpt 180

Oil—
com, injury by mold 192

soy bean, substitute for linseed oil 146

wintergreen, adulteration, court decision 262

•Oils-
birch and ^vinterg^een, adulteration, court decision 262

hydrogenated, use in manufacture of tin plate 282

investigations 268

kelp, uses and value 304

misbranding, court decisions 593

Oil-seed crops investigations 192

Oklahoma, cotton growing 162

Olives, inspection for poison, and improved packing 260-274

Onions, diseases, causes and control 209

Orange

—

vinegar, manufacture 273

Washington navel, introduction and value 32

Oranges, Satsuma, growing in Alabama 175, 176

Orchard spraying, development 219
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Orchards

—

Page.

injury by rodents 349, 350, 351
insi'cticides, investigations 317-318
lossf s from crov s, control measures 359

Oregon. ])ird reservations, work, 1920, unfavorable conditions SfiG. 371
Omitholoff\-, economic, investigations 357-3f3l
Ownership, farm, actiuirement, relation of land tenure methods 21-23
Ox warble, control 150, 335
0x1/tn If.is lambertii, cause of loco poisoning 193
Oysters, injury- by trade-waste etlluents 270

Pacific Coast States, search for ])ine blister rust 215
Packages, weight statement on, law 2fil-2G2
Panama, Canal Zone, insect investigations 339
Paper

—

investigations 281-282
production studies 249
pulp su])plies in National Forests 49, 230. 231
shortage, studies of pulp resources in National Forests 251

Papers

—

nicotine, investigations 61

1

scientific and technical of department workers in outside publications. . 385-386
Para-dichlorobenzene, use in borer control 314
Parasite—

of Japanese beetle, introduction 314
of sugar-cane moth borer 333

Parasites-
animal, studies 148-152
of codling moth, introduction 315
of corn borer, introduction 209
of gipsy and brown-tail moths 327-328

Parks, National

—

birds and mammals, investigations 365-366
distinction from National Forests 47

Parrots, thick-billed, habits .'.59

Pasture grasses, investigations 191
Patents, public, by employees, work of Solicitor 583, 604-(:05
Pathological l>ivision. Animal Industiy Bureau, work 136-142
Peaches, insects injurious, investigations 314
Peanuts, market news service 543-544
Pear blight, decrease 217
Peas

—

insects, investigations 312. 320
root-rot, control 209

Pecan, insects, control work 316
Penn.sylvania, Grove City Creamery, products and output Ill
Peptones, investigations 146
Periodicals

—

library work 433-435
l»rinting, congressional restriction on 3S6-3S7

Personnel

—

Animal Industrv' Bureau, changes 152
Chemistry Bureau, number and changes 255, 256
Crop E.stimates Bureau, changes and losses 406, 407, 414, 419. 426
Department, changes 59. 62
Forest Sersdce , changes and needs 223-224
Library, changes 438-440
Markets Bureau, changes 537
Plant Industry' Bureau 160
Roads Bureau, changes 527, 529
Solicitor's Office, changes 577, 578
States Relations Service, changes 445-446, 454, 474

Pests, animal, investigations 344-354
Pharmacognosy, lalioratorj' work 274
Pharmacology, studies 274-275
Philij}i)ine downy mildew of corn, spread and control 205

24435—AGB 1920 43
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Phos])horic acid, investipalions 296-298
PhotoLrrai)]nc work, Roads Office 522
PhotDirraplip, output of illustrations section of Publications Division 400^01
Photostats, copies of rare books, acquisition by library 432
Phtbalic anhydride, jiroduclion and uses 278
Pickering sprays, ex])eriments 276
Pigeons, breeding investigations 105
Pigs, lungworms infection, studies 150
Pine-

beetles, depredations and control 321-323
white, blister rust, caiises and control 211-215

Pink bolhvorm. See BoUworm, pink.
Pipes

—

concrete, for irrigation, improvement 524
metal, investigations 517

Pisgah Game Preserve, law violations 584, 601
Plague, bubonic, transmission by rats 353
Plant-

Industry Bureau

—

librarv', work 437, 440
report of chief 159-220
work and organization, summary 159-161

quarantines. See Quarantines, plant.

Plants-
chemistry, studies 273-274
diseases

—

control work 27-28
investigations 198-220

entry, restrictive orders 638-640
growth, daylight requirements 34
importations, regulations 631-634
inspection

—

and quarantine work 613-640
port service 635

new introductions, effect on agricultural industry 32

nutrition investigations 161
poisonous investigations 141-142, 193
quarantine act

—

administration, and violations 578, 584, 589, 636

amendments, recommendations 54

Plodia interpunctelh , control in dried products 277

Plumes, migratory bird, seizure for violation of law 373

Plywood, glues, studies -_
247

PoixDEXTER, Senator, bill for survey of pulpwood resources, necessity 252

Poisoning—
by olives, study and control 260

live stock, by plants, investigations 141-142

rodents, cooperative work 347-352

Poisonous plants investigations. 141-142, 193

Poisons, cumulative effects, experiments 275

Pork, soft, investigations 92, 98

Porto Rico

—

cotton and products, entrv restrictions 623, 638

experiment station, work,' 1920 456, 460-462

Potash

—

recovery from kelp, experimental plant work 301-o0o

requirements of potato, and cotton crops 196

sources, development 40-41, 298-299, 301-305

Potato-
crop, 1920, remarks by Secretary ^

plant, potash requirements 196

wart, control, work of Horticultural Board 626-628, 638

Potatoes

—

acreage and production, 1914-1920 5, o

estimates, importance ^1^
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insects investigations 319
seed, supplies, and tests 176-177, 208

Poultr>'—
diseases, investigations 140
feeding and breeding experiments 102-104
investigations by Chemistry Bureau 270-271
products, marketing ".

541
Prairie dogs, extermination 348-349
Precipitator, Cottrell, use in recovery of phosphoric acid 296
Preservation, fruits and vegetables in transit and storage 535. 503-564
Press-

clippings, information sheet 389
contributions from information office 389-391

Prices, farm products, 1920, comparison with 1919 11-12
Print paper, investigations 281
Printing

—

appropriations and expenditures 384, 398-399
outside the Government Printing Office : 384-385
restrictions by Congress 386-387
Weather Bureau, oiitput 21

Projects—
forest roads, progress, 243, 511-514
road, statements—

approval constniction, and types, tables 501-507
work of Solicitor 583, 589

Propionic acid, by-product of milk, use 110
Proteins, fhemistry and ntitritive values 26')

Prunes, brown rot, control 219
Pruning, citnis fruits investigations 171
Public roads—

-

BureaTi. See Roads Bureau.
magazine, scope and issue 522

Publications

—

Chemistry Bureau, notes 263-274, 279, 280, 283
Crop Estimates Bureau 413_414
Department, distribution 401-403
Division

—

consolidation of informational work, etc 38
duplicating work 40.3-404
editorial, printing and index work 396-401
report of Chief 383^04
transfer of offices to 38, 44, 383, 391, 396

Entomolog\- Bureau 310, 311, 319, 320, 331, 338, 341
Forest Ser\-ice, new, and distribution 254
M'arketa Bureau 566-567
output and distribution 383-384, 398, 401-403
Roads Office 522
Weather Bureau 82, 85
work of Department, re\'iew by Secretarj'- 38-39

Pulp

—

nitrocellulose, determination by Forest Laboratory 249
paper, resources in National Forest 230, 231, 251

Pulpwood survey, necessity 252
Quail

—

disea-'o, study 140
importation from Mexico 376-377

Quarantine

—

animal, work of Department 126-128
cattle tick, areas released 90, 131
gip^y and brown-tail moths, inspection work 328-329
pink bollworm 618, 620-622, 637
plants, work of Horticultural Board 613-640

Quarantines

—

plant, new 635-636
plant, lists 637-640
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control in predatory animals 34()

(liasnosis, cases 138
Ra])l)its—

domestic, production 354-355
wild, extermination 350-351

Radiation, solar, investigations 87-88
Railroad

—

Administration, cooperation witJi Roads Bureau 492^93
Association, American, cooperation with Roads Bureau 493

Range, forage plant studies 253
Ranges-

forest, researcli investigations 252-254
National Forests, uses and grazing fees 234-238
reseeding for forage 252-253

sheep breeding experiments 100

Rat, carrier of disease 353

Rat-proofing buildings, importance 353

Rats

—

cotton, injuries to crops, and control 352

liouse, control 352-353

Reclassification committee, cooperation witlx 529
Recommendations by Secretary Mereditlx 16-17, 19, 30, 31, 45, 50-58, 60

Recreation

—

l)arks and forests, administration needs 48

National Forests, permits and receipts 239-241

Reforestation, work in National F^'orests, 1920, acreage, by States 233

Refrigeration, fruit, investigations 563

Regulatory work, recommendation for appointment of Director 60-61

Reid, Edwy. B., report as Oliief of the Division of Publications 383-404

Reindeer, industry in Alaska, development 378

Reports of cliiefs. See under names of Bureaus and Chiefs.

Research work

—

Chemistry Bureau, need of funds 256, 281

Experiment station, want of funds 455
Forest Service 246-254

Reserves, animal , trespass laws, need 55

Ribes, blister rust infection 54-57

Rice

—

acreage and production, 1914-1920 5, 6

crop, 1920, remarks by Secretary 3

growing-

—

in Porto Rico 17

varieties and extension 170-1 71

Rights of way, cases in National F'orests, court decisions 586, 587

Rivers

—

flood warning service, work 72-73

stream flow, relation to forest cover 250

Road

—

Act, Federal-aid, passage and projects approved 42

binders, research work 518

funds, forest, distriliution among States 244

materials, nonbituminous, investigations 517

Road-building equipment, distribution of war surplus 510, 515, 528

Roads

—

administrative work, improved methods 493-494

building and maintenance, investigations 520

Bureau

—

librarv, work 440

report of Chief 491-529

work and problems, review by Secretary 41-45

condition, information, to automobilists, work of Weather Bureau 69

construction difliculties in transportation labor, etc 42-43

experimental, construction and maintenance 520

Federal Aid

—

Act, passage and projects approved 42

location and character 496-499, 501-506

mileage allotted and built, 1917-1920 42

progress of work 491-507
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construction, mileage, Januan,- to December, 1919 241-245

cooperative construct ion 515

provision in Federal-aid road act 242

legislation, suggestions 507-509

management and economics, work 520-522

materials

—

scarcity and increased prices 492-510

tests and researches 5ir>-520

mileage and types, summary for 1917, 1918, 1919, and 1920 507

models and exhibits ' 521-522

National Forests

—

mileage and needs 45
work 510-515

t\'pe, selection, discussion 498-499

See also Highways.
Robins, destructive haVnts 357

Rock, road-building, examination and classifications 518

Rocky Mountain States, search for pine blister rust 215

Rodents

—

control 347-353, 366

destruction

—

of cotton 350

of irrigation ditches 350
injury to orchards 349, 350, 351

See also Gophers: Ground squirrels: Mice: Rats: Woodchucks.
Root-rot, peas, control 209

Roots, plant, infection with nemas, dangers in importations 216

storage investigations 175-176

Rot-
brown, of prunes and cherries, control 219

root, of peas, control 209

stem-end, citrus, studies 218

Rotations, crop, study 33

Rots. corn, symptoms, lo^es and control 198-199

Roundworms, sheep and nogs, investigations 148-150

Rumfx nbifssinicus , growing in Florida 186

Rural engineering, investigations 527-528

Rust, blister, white pine, cause and control 211-215

Rusts. whea;t, causes, forms, and control 202-204

Rye-
acreage and production, 1914-1920 5,6,9
leaf nist 204

Rynchosporium secalis, cause of barley scald 201

Saccharin, food use. control 260-261

Salaries, scientific employees, discussion by Secretary 59-61, 62

Salmon, spoilage studies. 260, 270, 273
Salting, cattle on ranges, methods 253

Samples, examination by Chemistry Bureau for other departments 284-285

San I'rancisco-Point Reyes-Mt. Tamalpais telegraph station, service 77

Santonica, adulteration 266

Sarcoptic mange, control in horses 150

Satsuma orange growing in Alabama 175, 176

Sawdust, utilization for stock feed 248

Scab-
apples and pears, control 219

citrus, control 218

wheat, caiises and control 199-200
Scabies, cattle and sheep, eradication, dippings, etc 129

Scald-
apples in storage, investigation 219

barley, investigations 201

Schfdius kuvanne, parasite of gipsy moth 327

Scientific and regulatory work, suggestion for directors 60-61

Scientists, department, contributions to outside publications 385-386

Screens, wire, tests 336
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Screw worms, injuries to animals and control 150, 331-33r)

Sea foods, utilization studies 209-270
Secretary, report 3-62
Seed-

adulteration 266
coni^re-isional, distribution 193
imp jrtition regulations 631-634
oil, crops investigations 192
oils from, composition, studies and publications 268
potatoes, tosting and storage 176-177
wheat, treatment for disease, precaution 200, 206, 207. 208

Seeds

—

interstate commerce regulations 56
new and rare, distribution 194-195

Seismology, investigations and registrations 86, 87
Septic tmlcs, plans 527
Serums, examination and testing 139-140
Sewage, irrigation, experiments 527
Sewerage, systems for fann homes 527
Shallu, digestion studies 487
Sheep

—

breeding

—

and feeding experiments and extension work for 99-101
experiments at Mississippi Coastal Plain Station 93

grazing, National Forests, permits and nimiber 235
losses from screw worm injiiries 334
protection on ranges 345-346
roundworms, investigations and control 148

scabies, eradication work 129
ShelUlsh, injury from trade-waste effluents 270
Shorts, substitutes, losses to consumers 258-259

Silage, investigations 117, 156
Sirups, sources and uses, investigations 267
Skins

—

imported, certificates 127

injuiy by alum in curing 280

Slags, furnace, investigations 517
Smith-Lever Act, 1914, results 36-37

Smut

—

leaf, of wheat, resistant varieties and control work 207

stinking of wheat, seed treatment for control 206
Smuts, wheat, causes and control 206-208

Smyrna figs, growing in United States ] 81

Sneezeweed, western, investigations 141

Snowfall, mountain, measurements by Weather Bureau 73

Soaps, nicotine, investigations 11

Soda nitrate, supply to farmers, work of solicitor 578

Soils-
acidity, determination method 273

Bureau

—

cooperation with States and with departments 288. 290

report of chief 285-305

chemical examination, results 291

erosion, control, investigations 526

fertilizer requirements, studies 197

foreign countries, data, importance 291

maps, preparation 290

permanency as agricultural asset 290-291

physical properties, studies 292-293

surveys, areas by States, 1920 286-287

types, plant-food requirements 197

Solars-

heat, use in insect control 323, 334

radiation, investigations 87-88

Solicitor

—

library', work in 1920 440

report, 1920 577-605
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Sorfrhum. grain, crop of 1920, remarks by Secretary 3

Sorghums

—

grain, acreage and production, 1914-1920 5, 6

testing and breeding 188

South America

—

agricultural resourcos, studies and maps 573

live-stock conditions 534

South Dakota. Wind Cave National Game Preserve, conditions 367, 368

Southern States

—

crop acreages increase since 1909 467

dairy extension 10G-] 11

live-stock improvement 467. 468
markets, growth of cooperation 468

milk, use and improvement campaign 110

mules, cost of raising 157

Soy beans

—

introduction, variety tests, and value 32

oil, substitute for linseed oil 146

varieties, testing and breeding 189, 195

Specialists, extension, cooperative work 468, 48.3-484

Sphinx moths, injury to vineyards, and control 326-329

Spoilage, food, investigations 272-273

Spray gun, value in orchard spraying 9

Sprayer, power, use on tobacco 332

Spraying

—

alfalfa wee\'il. cost and saving 310-311

chemical studies 276

orchard mf'thods, development 219

combined insecticide and fungicide, investigations 611-612

Sprays

—

Pickering, experiment* 276
Spruce, insects, investigations 321

Sfiuirrels, ground, extermination 348-349

St. Louis, milk supply, adulteration and control work 259-260

Standards-
cotton, preparation and distribution and demonstrations 549-551

grain, law enforcement 551-553
Starch plant, cnvna edulis, grooving in Florida 186

States Relations Service

—

cooperation in agricultural education 450-452

librarj' work 440, 442

oflBce, work of director 448-453

organization and duties 447-448

rej)ort of director 445-489

Statistics

—

collecting and arranging, work of Crop Estimates Bureau 407-421

dairy, collection 117

library circulation 429-431

market, compilation 533-534, 555

"surplus and deficiency" work 411-412

work of Crop Estimates Bureau, need 17-18

Stock feed, sawdust utilization 248

Stockyards, cattle testing, for tuberculosis 134

Stone, road-building, investigations 517

Storage

—

celery, calorimeter studies 487

cold, investigations and report 562

fruits

—

and vegetables, protection --_•--, 535, 563-564

roots, and vegetables, investigations 175-177

houses for sweet potatoes, plans 527

Stored products, insects injurious, investigations 311

Storms, 1919-1920 warnings by Weather Bureau 69

Strawberry insects, investigations 321

Strassfurt deposits, similar soils in United States 291

Stream flow, relation to forest cover, studies 250
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intrmlucfion and crop vahie 32
]nvsturo vahio 188, 194

Sugar

—

by-i'roduct of wlioy llfi

cro])s. estimates, work 411, 412-41.3

invostitrations 267-208
suhst ilutos investigations 267

Susjars. rare, work of Chemistrv Bureau 268

Sullys Hill dame Preserve, condition 368-369

Sulphuring, dried fruits 277

Sur\eys

—

biological, progress and reports 363-364

farm business analysis 570
forest roads, and estimates of cost 512-513

market . fruits and vegetables 546

soil, work of Soils Bureau 285-291

Swans, liabits investigations 358

Sweet potato

—

crop, 1920, remarks by Secretary 3

storage houses, plans 527

sugar content, investigations 267

weevil eradication and control 318-319

yam, growing in Florida 185

Sweet potatoes

—

acreage and production 1914-1920 5, 6

curing and uses 278

curing, storage, and diseases 176, 209

Take-all, disease of wheat 200

Tanners, assistance by Chemistry Bureau 280

Tanning, investigations 279-280
Taylor, n. C, report as Chief of the Office of Farm Management and Farm
Economics 569-575

Taylor, Wm. A., report as Chief of the Bureau of Plant industry 159-220

Tea, Importation Act, administration, transfer to Agriculture Department 578

Tear-stain, citrus, cause and control 218

Teclinologists, contributions to outside press 385-386

Telegraph Service, Weather Bureau, work of stations 74-78

Telephones

—

cables, injury by lead boring beetles 321, 324

Weather Bureau, cooperation of Coast Guard Service 75

Teosinte, crossing with corn 166

Termites, injuries to buildings, examples and control 321-322, 324

Testing

—

cotton, staple strength 550

road materials, methods, standardization , . 29

Texas

—

border quarantine, work of Horticultural Board 620-623

pink bollworm control work, review 614-617, 618-619

"wonder" cure, misbranding, court decision 594

Thrashers, explosions and fires 281

Thrips . tobacco, control work 332

Tick, cattle, eradication work 90, 130-132

Tile, drainage, investigations 526

Timber

—

cut, amoimt and value 232-233

management for insect control 325

National Forests, sales, use. and reforestation 230-2.34

sales, on public lands, court decisions 586, 587

Timbers, treatment for insect control, heat, water, and chemicals 323, 324

Timothy, breeding, new strains 188

TNT. War Department surplus, utilization in road building 510

Tobacco

—

acreage and production, 1914-1920 5,7

crop of 1920, remarks by Secretary 3

growing investigations 182-183
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insect control 331-333
mosaic disease, studies 332
warehouse regulations, preparation 562

Trails, forest, construction mileage, January-December. 1919 241-245
Transjxirtation

—

farm products 559-5G0
fruits and vegetables, methods studies 535, 563-564

Trees

—

forest, diseases investigations 220
planting studies 250

Trespass. National Forests, damages and fines 586
Trichinae, control in meat 151

Trichinosis, investigations 150-151

Tropical fruits, insects, control 338-339

Truck crops

—

estimates, importance 415

insects, investigations 318-321

Thue, a. C, report as Director of the States Relations Service 445-489

Tuberculin

—

distribution 147

tests of imported cattle 127

Tuberculins, testing 155

Tuberculosis

—

animal, diagnosis 138

cattle, eradication work, herds testing 30
eradication, and accredited herds 30, 89-90, 132-133

Twenty-eight hour law, work of solicitor 584, 597

Twine, binder, production of fibers 183-184

Tylenchus dipsaci, injury to clover, and control 210

"Ultra clay." characteristics, separation from minerals in soil 292

Utah, irrigation reconstruction work, results 523

Vaccine, blackleg, distribution 139

Vaccines, examination and testing 139
Vanilla, gro\ving and value 461

Vegetables

—

acreage and production 1914-1920 5, 6

Alaska, growing 458

canned, slack tilling correction 262

driving investigations 277-278

forcing, studies 176

grades and standards 545-546

Guam, gro^\-ing 463

insects, investigations 318-321

market

—

inspection 211

news service, inspection and grading 541-543, 545-547

surveys 546
new, introduction 185-186
Porto Rico, growing 461

preservation in transit and storage 535, 563-564

storage, inve-stigations 177

transportation, metliods and studies 535, 563-564

tropical, growing in Florida 185-186

Virgin Islands, growing experiments 465
See also Asp-iragiis; Beans; Cabbage; Chayote; Dasheen; Potatoes; Sweet

potatoes; Yams.
Velvet beans, variety testing 189, 195

Vermont

—

Middlebury, Government horse farm, work 101

sheep breeding 12

Vessels, live stock, inspection 128

Vetches, testing 190

Veterinary education, requirements 152-153

Vinegar, orange, manufacture 273
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injury by rodents 350, 351
insects injtirious, studies and control work 315-31G

Virgin Islands Experiment Station, work 21, 456, 464-465
Virus act

—

amendments, recommendation 51-52
work of Solicitor 583, 584, 598

Virus-serum ( ontrol Ollice, work in 153-154
Vocational education, agricultural, aid to 448, 450, 451
Volcanology, investigations 86-87

Walnuts, insects, control work 317
War-

activities of Soils Bureau 285, 294, 295, 300
Department, surplus materials, transfer to Forest Service 244
Industries Board, wool work completion 564-565, 579
material surplus, distribution for road building 510, 515

Warbles, ox, control in cattle, work 150, 335
Wardens, game and forest, need of protection laws 55
Warehouse Act

—

administration 560-562
amendments, recommendations 54

Warehousing, work 560-563
Wart, i)otato

—

i~i investigations 208
r^' control work of Horticultural Board 626-629, 638
Waste, cotton, importation regulations 628-631
Wastes, agricultural, utilization 35-36, 192
Water-

analyses, for Bureau of Roads 284
meters, efficiency study 523

court decision 592
imports, adulteration 265-266

power

—

farm homes 527, 528
national forests, permits and receipts, sites, lines, etc 238

rights, western farmers, study, and bulletin on 524
spray kilns, successful operation 248

Waterproofing canvas 282
Watersheds

—

forest cover studies, cooperative 73, 250
protection, cooperation, of Forest Service with States 245-246

Weather Bureau—
Chief, report 65-88
cooperation with Forest Service 73, 250
publications 82, 85, 399
work, scope and progress, summary 65-66

Weather Re\'iew, monthly, decrease in size and edition 85-86
Weekly-

Crop News, work 412, 415, 418
News Letter, scope and value 388

Weeks forestrv law, land acquisitions to June 30, 1920 582, 588
Weevil-

alfalfa, control, cost and saving 310-311
sweet potato, control in Gulf States 318-319

Weevils

—

bean and pea, investigations 312
corn, control 311

Weight statements on packages, law pro\isions and amendments 261-262
West Virginia, cattle feeding experiments 95-96
Western States, dairving improvement 108
Wheat-

acreage and production, 1914-1920, and exports 5, 6, 9

black stem rust, cause and control 202-204
diseases, causes, symptoms, and control 199-200, 201-204, 206-208
durum varieties, introduction, yields, and value 32, 168

growing, varieties, and breeding experiments 167-169
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improved varieties, importance 32

injury by insects 310, 311

price

—

decline, causes, investigation 13

Guaranty Act, administration 552-553

production, costs 569

rust, losses and control 27-28

varieties resistant to leaf rust 204

Whey-
food products from _ 116

treatment for food uses, outlook 115-116

White pine blister rust, cause and control 211-215

Whitefisli Point-Grand Marais telegraph station service 77

W^HiTNEY, Milton, report as Chief of Bureau of Soils 285-305

Williams. R. W. , report as Solicitor 577-605

Williams. William M., appointment as Commissioner of Internal Revenue... 577

W^ind CaA"e National Game Preserve, conditions 367, 368

Wintergreen oil. adulteration, court decision 262

Wintering bees, investigations 340-341

W^ither-tip, lime, investigations 218

Wolves, control on ranges 345, 346

Women

—

farm, home demonstration work, results 37, 469-472, 479-481

home demonstration agents, work 467, 469-472, 479-481

W^ood

—

distillation studies 248

preservation, pathological problems 220

properties, studies and tests 247

Woodchucks, damage to crops, and control 352

Woodland, utilization, cooperative studies 251

Wool-
clip, 1920, prices and remarks by Secretary 12

grades, preparation and distribution 536, 538

imported, certificates 127

production, 1909 and 1914-1920, estimates 8

standardization 535-536

unscoured, examination and grease extraction 269

warehouse regidations, hearings 562

work of War Industries Board, completion 564-565, 579

World market conditions, study for benefit of farmers 13-14

Worm, army, control work 311

Worms, animal parasites, investigations 148-152

Wormseed, Levant, adulteration 266

Wyoming, Jackson Hole region, winter elk refuge, conditions 365, 367

Yak, cross breeding with Galloway cattle, experiments 458

Yams, tropical, growing in Florida 185

Z.4.PPONE, A., report as Chief of the Division of Accoun,ts and Disbursements. . 379-381

Zoological Division, Animal Industry Bureau, work 148-152

Zygobothria midicola, parasite of brown-tail moth 328

o
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